Preface

Talking is one of our dearestoccupations. We spendhours a day conversing
, telling stories, teaching, quarreling, . . . and, of course, speaking to
ourselves. Speaking is, moreover, one of our most complex cognitive,
linguistic, and motor skills. Articulation flows automatically, at a rate of
about fifteen speechsoundsper second, while we are attending only to the
ideaswe want to get acrossto our interlocutors.
This fascinating human skill has not receivedthe attention it deserves
within psycholinguistics. Psycholinguistics is the scienceof human language
production , comprehension, and acquisition, but the main body of
researchand teaching relatesprimarily to the latter two topics. Language
'
,
production is the stepchild of psycholinguistics. Butterworth s ( 198Oc
1983b) excellent two-volume anthology is the only source on the subject;
there is no text and no coherently written handbook.
When the European Science Foundation invited me to lecture on
"
"
speaking at a summer course in psycholinguisticsto be held in Brussels
in 1985, I gladly acceptedand began writing what I thought would be an
introductory text. A year and a half would suffice, I thought, in view of the
rather limited psycholinguistic literature on the subject.
My main discovery was that the literature on speaking is gigantic. But
the majority of it is not to be found in standard psycholinguistic sources.
Other disciplines have asked the questions that psycholinguists have
ignored. Students of conversational analysis, pragmatics, discourse semantics
, artificial intelligence, syntax, phonology, speechcommunication,
and phonetics have contributed myriad theoretical insights and empirical
findings. The major problem with this huge literature , however, is that it
is compartmentalized- phoneticians ignore phonology, conversational
analysts ignore discourse semanticsand phonetics, students of AI ignore
psycholinguistics, and so on.
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The present book gives a bird ' s-eye view of this highly heterogeneous
researchfield. It is an effort to provide a theoretical integration of hitherto
disparate approaches to the speaker in us, but without relaxing the psy'
cholinguist s main objective: to understand the mental information processin
that underlies our capacity for speech.
The book ' s organization is straightforward . After an introductory chapter
on the speakeras information processorand a subsequentchapter on
the speakerasinterlocutor , the text follows the generationof speechstepby
step. The steps consist of messagegeneration, grammatical encoding,
phonological encoding, and articulation . The final chapter deals with the
'
speakers self-monitoring and self-repair. Each processingstep computes
its own kind of output or representation, and I always discuss these
representationsbefore discussingthe issuesof processingthemselves. Not
surprisingly, the representationalchaptersor sectionshavea more strongly
linguistic flavor than the parts of the book that discussprocessing.
My strategy in this book has been to exemplify theoretical issuesrather
than to formalize them. The text contains few formulas and acronyms, little
computer jargon , and few statistics, but many worked-out cases, many
examples, and much graphic support. It should be readable not only by
psycholinguistsand their advancedstudents, but also by anyone interested
in the other disciplines mentioned above.
While plowing through the mound of literature, I decided that neither
you nor I should bite off more than we can chew. The book concentrateson
the normal spontaneousspeechproduction of adults. It doesnot cover the
neurological basisof speechand language. In particular , it contains nothing
on aphasia and other relevant neurological disorders, nor does it
discussreading (although there are occasional referencesto experimental
work in which reading materials have been used) . Reading aloud differs
from spontaneousspeechin many important ways, and results on reading
therefore cannot, as a rule, be generalizedto conditions of spontaneous
speech. Speakingis usually accompaniedby gestures, gazepatterns, body
movements, and so forth . In spite of its communicative importance, this
so-called paralinguistic behavior is not reviewed. The book , filially , does
not deal with the history of research in speech and speaking, despite
occasionalreferencesto Wilhelm Wundt , Karl Buhler, and other pioneers.
What people can do with words is incredible, and its psychology is still
largely a mystery. By necessity, this book is incomplete and theoretically
wanting, even in the areason which it focuses. I look forward to the day
when it can be replacedby something better.
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Author ' s Notes

On Pronominalization
in
to the present chaos of person pronominalization
male
whether
:
conventions
,
Speakers,
English by adhering to the following
or
.
Hearers
female , or generic , will receive masculine pronominalization
addressees will be treated as female . When there are two or more interlocutors
(i .e., speakers/ hearers) , the first one will be male , the second one
female , and so on in alternation . General use of these conventions in
psycholinguistics will , given the bias for language - comprehension research,

I will contribute

make most person reference female .
On Tr ~

ription

I will follow the transcription conventions of the International Phonetic
Alphabet . The phonetic symbols used are listed in the appendix .
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Chapter
The Speaker as Information
Processor

'
Speakingis one of man s most complex skills. It is a skill which is unique to
our species.Each normal child starts acquiring it in infancy, clearly driven
by a geneticallygiven propensity for language. The mature skill takesall of
childhood to develop. It requires extensiveinteraction between the child
and its parents, peers, teachersand other membersof the languagecommunity
. There is, in fact, never a steady state. The mature languageuser
keepsexpanding his lexicon as new words are neededor arise in the language
. There is also often a continuing growth of rhetorical and narrative
abilities in the adult speaker.
The present book is about the organization of this skill . It will consider
the speakeras a highly complex information processorwho can, in some
still rather mysterious way, transform intentions, thoughts, feelings into
fluently articulated speech. The dissection of this skill is ascientificen
deavor in its own right . It is, in particular , not enough to study the
functions of speaking- the kinds of intentional acts a languageuser can
.
perform through speech, such as referring, requesting, and explaining
Nor is it enough to study the patterns of spoken interaction between
interlocutors - the ways they engage in conversation, take turns, signal
misunderstanding, and so forth . Theseare, it is true, of crucial importance
for the understanding of speakersas interlocutors. Indeed, theseperspectives
cannot be ignored with impunity when the skill of speaking is dissected
. But they do not suffice. Developing a theory of any complex
,
cognitive skill requiresa reasoneddissectionof the systeminto subsystems
the
of
representatio
or processingcomponents. It also requires a characterization
that are computed by these processorsand of the manner
in which they are computed, as well as specification of how thesecomponents
cooperatein generatingtheir joint end product . A theory of speaking
will involve various such processingcomponents, and the presentchapter
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will make a first go at partitioning the processingsystemthat underliesthe
generation of speech.
'
By way of introduction , I will present a case study of a speakers
generation of a single utterance. This casestudy is phenomenological in
nature, but it is not theory-free. Its purposeis to set the sceneforconjecturing
an architecture for the processingsystemthat underliesspeechproduction
. Such an architecture will be proposed in section 1.2. It consists of
various processingcomponents which, together, translate the speaker's
intentions into overt speech.
The nature of theseprocessorsis discussedfurther in sections1.3 and 1.4.
It will , in particular, be stressedthat processingcomponentsare specialized
and that they do their work in rather autonomous fashion. Most of the
components underlying the production of speech, I will argue, function
in a highly automatic, reflex-like way. This automaticity makesit possible
for them to work in parallel, which is a main condition for the generation
of uninterrupted fluent speech. The special way in which this cooperation
between components is organized so as to result in " incremental
"
production is the subject of section 1.5.
The rest of the book is straightforward in structure. It will basically
follow the components of the proposed architecture one by one, from the
'
speakers initial conception of something to expressto his eventual articulation
of an appropriate utterance. However, before venturing upon that
voyage, I devote a second introductory chapter to the speaker as interlocutor
. Many aspectsof a speaker's infonnation processingcannot be
correctly evaluated if we lose sight of the canonical ecological context of
'
talking : the speakers participation in conversation.
1.1 A CaseStudy
The caseto be analyzedis taken from page868of Svartvik and Quirk 1980.
It appearsin a tape- recordedexchangebetweentwo male academics, aged
about 40, and a male about 18 years old who is applying for admission to
'
college. The academicsare apparently testing the student s knowledge of
, and the following pair of turns emerges:
Shakespeare
Academic I : [e:m] . . . would you say Othello was [e:] . . . a tragedy of
circumstance. . . or a tragedy of character.
(lapse)
Student: I I don' t know the way . . . play WELL enough sir.
The target of analysis here will be the student' s utterance. The academic's
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utterance invited the student to provide certain infonnation about the
play Othello, presumablynot becausethe academiclacked that knowledge
but rather becausehe wanted to find out more about the student' s in formedness. And this, one might assume,wasmutually known betweenthe
academicsand the student. All three parties knew and acceptedthat the
conversation was an interview, and that defined their roles.
The student started his utterance after a lapse, a long silence. Since
academicI had addressedthe question to the student (wouldyou say . . . ),
the situation obliged the cooperative student to take the floor . Hence, the
'
lapsecould not have beendue to the student s expectingsomebodyelseto
take the floor . The student was, rather, involved in serious information
processing. Of what sort? Was he retrieving whatever he knew about the
play in order to infer a probable answer? This would mean that the student
had conceivedof the intention to assertthe requestedinformation , and that
he was now engagedin inferring it . There is evidencein the interview that
this was not what was going on.
The student was probably aware, but academic I apparently was not ,
that academic2 had asked almost the samequestion five or ten minutes
earlier ( Wouldyou call Othello a tragedy of circumstanceor of character?)
'
and that the student had then expressedhis ignorance (I don t know much
'
about Othello, so 1 couldn t say). It mayor may not have been the case,
moreover, that academic2' s subsequentturn in that sequence( Well which
otherswouldyou characterizeas tragediesof circumstance?) had given away
the answerto the student. Although the student may have tried to remember
that earlier discussionin order to come up with the correct answer, it
is more likely that he was embarrassedby this repeatedquestion and that
he consideredanother move (namely, reminding academicI that academic
2 had preempted him on this issue, or some similar speechact) . Under
this interpretation , the lapse resulted from a conflict of intentions: What
move should be made? The student' s final decision was apparently to let
politenessprevail, and to avoid embarrassingacademic I by suggesting
that he hadn' t beenvery attentive. The student would , instead, expresshis
ignorance again.
So far , the analysis suggeststhat , in planning an utterance, there is an
initial phasein which the speakerdecideson a purpose for his next move.
This decision will depend on a variety of factors, and not in the last place
on the speaker's needs, beliefs, and obligations. The speaker's choice of
purpose relatesin particular to what has beensaid before in the conversation
, of which he must have kept somerecord. In the presentexample, the
student took into account the previous turn (i.e., the academic's question,
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'
the topic of the discourse- Shakespeares plays) and, presumably, the
earlier part of the discourseconcerning Othello. This first step in planning
an utteranceis the conception of a communicative intention . In view of this
end, appropriate meanswill have to be marshaled.
'
Let us return to the student s utterance. Having decidedto politely reveal
his ignorance, the student had to decideon the information he would have
to expressin order to convey that intention . The academicleft the student
with two alternatives: saying that Othello is a tragedy of circumstanceand
saying that it is a tragedy of character. Strictly speaking, the question left
no other option open for the student. In particular , the interviewer did not
explicitly allow for the possibility that the student did not know the answer.
In that case, the question should have beenphrasedlike this: Do you know
whether Othello was a tragedy of circumstanceor a tragedy of character?
Neither of the two options given could be chosento expressthe intention .
What would have conveyedthe intention would have beenfor the student
'
to tell the academicstraightaway that he couldn t give the answer. Because
of the interview character of the conversation, that condition was on
'
everybody s mind in any case. Still , the information the student selected
for expressionwas slightly different. The student expressedlessinformation
than was required, becausehe did not say I cannot answeryour question
; at the sametime, he expressedmore than was required by saying that
he didn ' t know the play well enough. Why did the student selectthe latter
information as a meansof conveying his intention?
There may have been two reasons. First , given the decision to answer
politely , the student may have rejected the option of directly expressing
information that would presupposea third option , one not overtly given by
the academic. It is, after all , slightly impolite for a questioner to ignore the
listener' s potential ignorance, and it would be equally impolite for the
answererto implicate that there had beena flaw in politeness. The student,
rather, left it to academicI to infer his inability to answerthe question (well
enough for what?) . That was the main implication of the information
, and the issueof impoliteness thus faded into the background.
expressed
Second, the student may have wanted to revealsomethingelseat the same
time: that he did know Othello, contrary to what academic I might have
"
'
inferred from a straight " I don t know answer.
The content selectedfor expressionwas not an atom but a structured
" "
concept. It consisted of an experiencer( me ), of whom it is predicated
'
that his stateof knowledgeabout subjectmatter X doesn t meetcriterionY ,
"
'
whereX is Shakespeares play Othello and Y is sufficient for inferring the
'
"
type of tragedy . This selectionalso reflectedthe speakers decision not to
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interviewer.
spell outcriterionY , so that the inferencecould be left to the
In addition , there was the decision to usea polite addressingfonn (which
surfacedas sir) .
'
The speakers elaboration of a communicative intention by selectingthe
infonnation whoseexpressionmay realizethe communicative goals will be
called macroplanningin this book .
In the exampleabove, there were also other decisionstaken with respect
to the infonnation to be expressed.Among them were (i ) to refer to Othello
in reduced but definite fonn becausethat referent had been introduced
that
explicitly in the previous turn (surfacing asplay), (ii ) to acknowledge
's
Othello and the student knowledge thereof was the topic the answerhad
to be about (resulting in sentence-initial placement), and (iii ) to focus on the
as
degree of knowledge of the playas the new infonnation (surfacing
decisions
these
All
.
sentence-final and receiving tonic stress, WELL enough)
'
related in someway or another to the state of the student s record of
the discourseso far. They detennined the infonnational perspectiveof the
utterance, its topic , its focus, and the way in which it would attract the
'
addressees attention. Conceptual planning activities of this kind i.e.,
called
planning an infonnational perspective for an utterance will be
.
microplanning

So far , we have seen reasons to distinguish two phases in the planning of
an utterance after a communicative intention has been conceived . During
a
macroplanning the speaker selects and molds infonnation in such way
that its expression will be an appropriate means for conveying the intention
. In this phase the speaker spells out his communicative intention and
marshals the appropriate infonnation whose expression will reveal the
"
"
intention to the addressee. This fixes the speech act , i .e., the commitments
the speaker is prepared to make by expressing a particular informational
content as well as the chosen levels of directness and politeness .
These bits of info ~ ation are not independent . In the example , the degree
of directness appeared to affect the content to be expressed. During the
second phrase - mic ~oplanning - the speaker brings all this infonnation
"
"
into perspective , marking the infonnation status of referents as given or
" new " for the addressee
, assigning topic and focus , and so on .
The student had to cast this highly structured package of infonnation
( which will be called the message) in an utterance of some sort a phrase ,
or a rather elliptical sentence. He began with I , and there was still some
hesitation . There may not have been a final decision on the infonnation to
be expressed- we will never know precisely - but the long silence made it
It is the deictic
important to do something . At any rate , I appeared again .
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" "
term referring to the experiencer me in the conceptual structure to be
expressed. It is, moreover, in the nominative case(not my, mine, or me),
which indicates that the speakerhad selectedit as the grammatical subject
of the sentence. This choice doesjustice to treating the experienceras the
'
given topic of discourse, a reflection of the academics you. It is the one
about whom the comment is to be made. The choice also clearly restricts
what the speakercan do next: He must selecta verb that allows I to be its
grammatical subject. If indeed the speaker had started to say lout of
urgency, and before the necessaryinformation had been made available,
this restriction may explain the hesitation on I . The speakerselectedas the
"
"
main verb know, which does expressthe concept of state of knowledge .
'
Ignoring the don t for the moment, observe that the 'student realized the
substanceof that state of knowledge- Shakespeares play Othello- as
the grammatical object of know. In fact, he mapped that concept, to be
expressedin reduced form , onto the noun play . The final part of the con
"
" not
was
Y
and
mapped
eliding ,
meeting criterionY ,
ceptualization,
on an adverbial phrase: (not ) WELL enough. To completehis utterance, the
: the conventio
student accesseda polite address form for a male addressee
sir.
The way in which a speaker maps the package of information to be
expressedonto spoken words involves, of course, the retrieval of lexical
items from what I will call the mental lexicon- the store of information
'
about the words in one s language. The speaker will use parts of the
conceptual structure to retrieve the appropriate words (i.e., the lexical
items that correctly expressthe intended meanings) from the lexicon. A
lexical item is a complex entity . It is retrieved on the basisof its meaning,
but in addition it contains syntactic, morphological, and phonological
information .
There is evidence, to be discussedin chapters 6 and 7, that speakers
"
construct the " framework of an utterance without much regard for the
phonology of words. Apart from the semantic information , they use the
syntactic information (and sometimesaspectsof the morphological information
) contained in the retrieved items to build this framework. This
'
nonphonological part of an item s lexical information will be called the
'
item s lemma information (or , for short, the lemma). So, when we say that
a speakerhas retrieved a lemma, we mean that the speakerhas acquired
'
accessto those aspectsofa word s stored information that are relevant for
'
the construction of the word s syntactic environment. Take, for instance,
the word know, which our speakerusedin his utterance. The lemma know
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requires a subject that expresses the role of experiencer, and an object (or
a complement) that expresseswhat is known , and there is a certain order in
which thesegrammatical elementsshould appear. By someprocess, (which
we will call grammatical encoding), the speaker retrieves the appropriate
lemmasfor the conceptsto be expressedand puts the lemmasin the right
order. It is presumably as part of this processthat the negativeelement(in
"
" not
meeting criterionY ) is mapped onto an auxiliary verb, which eventually
't. In addition certain features are
,
assignedto lemmas
yields don
are
definite
as
that
such
(for play), that
they
during grammatical encoding,
or
that
WELL
for
),
they should have a
they should receivepitch accent(as
certain case (e.g., nominative for I ) . This initial move in mapping the
information to be expressedonto words createswhat will becalled a surface
structure.
But how then could the speecherror way appear? In order for the lemma
of its meaning
way to becomeactive, the speakershould have beenthinking
"
'
"
. Maybe the speakerthought of somethinglike I don t know the way .
If the above phenomenologyis correct, however, the meaning of way was
not part of the message
, and its lemma therefore did not appear in the
surface structure. The error presumably arose when the phonological
. It is not far -fetchedto supposethat way
forms of the words were accessed
is the result of bl ~nding the sound realizations of WELL and play . At the
critical moment in time, the student had both lemmasavailable in his surface
structure, and a slight mistiming in the activation of their phonological
patterns created the blend. Note that way was not accented; rather, it
carried the level prosody intended for play , not the raisedpitch that WELL
should receive. Such speecherrors are an important argument for distinguishing
an independentlevel of phonologicalencoding. After retrieving the
phonologicalforms for the lemmasin the surfacestructure, the speakercan
build a phonetic or articulatory plan for the utterance.
'
The transcription of the above conversation doesn t tell us how the
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flow of speech, there was a short moment of silence, and he replaced the
error by an edited version. How did the student know that something had
gonewrong? Had he listenedto himself speakingand noticed that way was
not what he had intended to say? Or would he have discoveredthe error
even without listening to himself? And why did he replace way with play,
and not with theplay or know theplay? There is, apparently, someway for
the speaker to monitor his own speechand to adapt things correspondingly
. In conversation, moreover, interlocutors sendvarious signalsto the
'
speakerwhich tell him that something wasn t clear (eh?), or that he should
go on (mhm), or that one waits for him to take the turn , and so on. Much
of this can be done by gaze or gesture. A speaker, while delivering his
utterance, is continuously monitoring himself and his interlocutors, and
this feedsback to what he is doing .
The student' s utterancemay not have helpedhim much in the interview,
but it has been most helpful for us in distinguishing various steps in a
'
speakers production of an utterance. There is the initial choice of purpose
"
"
( conceivingthe intention ) and thereis selectionof the meansto make this
intention apparent to the interlocutor . Theseconceptual processesdepend
on the speaker's state of motivation , the knowledge sharedwith the interlocutor
, and especially the speaker's discourse record. They create a
"
"
message to be expressed. Furthermore, there are more specifically linguistic
. Syntactic forms that
stepsto be taken. Words have to be accessed
the
and
their
relations
onto
a
map
concepts
grammatical surfacestructure
have to be constructed. These surface structures, in turn , have to be
developedinto phonetic plans that serve to instruct the articulatory apparatu
of the speaker. On top of all this, the speakerapparently manages
to monitor and, where necessary
, improve what he is doing .
In the next sectiona framework will be proposedin which theseprocessing
notions are brought together.
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1.2.1. Conceptualizing
Talking as an intentional activity involves conceiving of an intention ,
selectingthe relevant information to be expressedfor the realization of this
of what
purpose, ordering this information for expression, keeping track
'
was said before, and so on. Theseactivities require the speakers constant
attention. The speaker will , moreover, attend to his own productions,
monitoring what he is saying and how (seesubsection1.2.4) . The sum total
of thesemental activities will be called conceptualizing, and the subserving
processingsystem will on occasion be called the Conceptualizer(in full
awarenessthat this is a reification in need of further explanation- we
are, of course, dealing with a highly open-ended system involving quite
heterogeneousaspectsof the speakeras an acting person) . The product of
.
conceptualizing will be called the preverbal message
In order to encodea message
, the speakermust have accessto two kinds
of knowledge.
The first kind is proceduralknowledge; it has the format IF X THEN Y .
For instance:
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IF the intention is to commit oneself to the truth of p , THEN assert .
p
Here p is someproposition the speakerwants to expressas being the case,
and the indicated procedure is to build an assertion of that proposition .
The Conceptualizer and its messagegenerator can be thought of as a
structured systemof suchcondition / action pairs (to which we will return in
section 1.3). These procedurescan deposit their results in what is called
Working Memory (Baddeley 1986) . Working Memory contains all the
information currently accessibleto the speaker, i .e., all the information
-generatingproceduresor
that can be processedby message
by monitoring
procedures. It is the information attendedto by the speaker.
The secondkind of knowledgeis declarativeknowledge. A major kind of
declarative knowledge is propositional knowledge. The variable p above
could, for instance, be given the value
" Manhattan is
"
dangerous .
This is a unit of propositional knowledge. The speakerhasaccessto a huge
amount of declarative knowledge. That knowledge is, in the first place,
available in Long- Term Memory- the speaker's structured knowledge of
the world and himself, built up in the course of a lifetime (and also called
encyclopedicknowledge). But there is also declarative knowledge of the
presentdiscoursesituation. The speakercan be awareof the interlocutorswhere they are and who they are. The speaker, moreover, may be in the
perceptual presenceof a visual array of objects, of acoustic information
about the environment, and so forth . This situational knowledgemay also
be accessibleas declarative knowledge, to be used in the encoding of
. Finally , the speaker will keep track of what he and the others
messages
have said in the course of the interaction. This is his discourserecord, of
which only a small, focused part is in the speaker's Working Memory .
Figure 1.1 representsdeclarative knowledge within circles. Procedural
knowledge is not representedindependently in the figure; it is part of the
processorsthemselves, which are given rectangular shape.
When the speaker applies the above IF X THEN Y procedure to the
"
"
proposition Manhattan is dangerous , the messagewill be the assertionof
this proposition . The messagegenerated is not only the output of the
Conceptualizer; it is also the input to the next processing component,
which will be called the Formulator. As we will seein subsection4.4.5, the
Formulator can handle only those messagesthat fulfill certain languagespecificconditions. Hence, the adequateoutput of the Conceptualizer will
be called a preverbal message
. It is a conceptual structure that can be
acceptedas input by the Formulator .
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We have already distinguished two stagesin the planning ofa preverbal
: macroplanning and microplanning . Macroplanning involves the
message
elaboration of somecommunicative goal into a seriesof subgoals, and the
retrieval of the infonnation to be expressedin order to realizeeachof these
subgoals. Microplanning assignsthe right propositional shapeto each of
these " chunks" of information , as well as the infonnational perspective
'
(the particular topic and focus) that will guide the addressees allocation of
attention.
1.2.2 Formulating: Grammatical and PhonologicalEncoding
The formulating component, or Formulator, acceptsfragmentsof messages
as characteristic input and produces as output a phonetic or articulatory
plan. In other words, the Formulator translatesa conceptual structure into
a linguistic structure. This translation proceedsin two steps.
First , there is grammatical encodingof the message
. The Grammatical
Encoder consists of procedures for accessinglemmas, and of syntactic
'
building procedures. The speakers lemma information is declarative
'
knowledge, which is stored in his mental lexicon. A lexical item s lemma
information contains the lexical item' s meaningor sense, i.e., the concept
that goes with the word. Two examples of such information are that
sparrowis ~ specialkind of bird and that give involves someactor X causing
somepossessionY to go from actor X to recipient Z . Also , the syntax of
each word is part of its lemma information . The lemma sparrow is categorized
asa count noun; the verb give is categorizedasa verb ( V) which can
take a subjectexpressingthe actor X , a direct object expressingthe possession
Y , and an indirect object expressingthe recipient Z (as in John gave
Mary the book); and so forth . A lemma will be activated when its meaning
matchespart of the preverbal message
. This will make its syntax available,
which in turn will call or activate certain syntactic building procedures.
When, for instance, the lemmagive is activated by the conceptual structure
of the message
, the syntactic category V will call the verb- phrase-building
.
procedure This procedural knowledge(storedin the Grammatical Encoder)
is used to build verb phrases, such as gave Mary the book. There are also
proceduresin the Grammatical Encoder for building noun phrases(e.g. the
sparrow), prepositional phrases, clauses, and so on.
When all the relevant lemmas have been accessedand all the syntactic
building procedureshave done their work , the Grammatical Encoder has
produced a surface structure- an ordered string of lemmas grouped in
phrasesand subphrasesof various kinds. The surface string John gave
"
"
Mary the book is of the type sentence, with the constituentsJohn (a noun
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'
phrase which is the sentences subject) and gave Mary the book (a verb
phrasewhich is its predicate) . The verb phrase, in turn , consistsof a main
verb and two noun phrases: the indirect object and the direct object. The
grammatical encoding procedures can deposit their interim results in a
buffer, which we will call the Syntactic Buffer.
Second, there is phonologicalencoding. Its function is to retrieve or build
a phonetic or articulatory plan for each lemma and for the utterance as a
whole. The major sourceof information to be accessedby the Phonological
Encoder is lexical form , the lexicon' s information about an item' s internal
composition . Apart from the lemma information , an item in the lexicon
contains information about its morphology and its phonology- for instance
, that dangerousconsistsofa root (danger) and a suffix (ow ), that it
contains three syllables of which the first one has the accent, and that its
first segmentis jdj . Severalphonological procedureswill modify , or further
specify, the form information that is retrieved. For instance, in the encoding
of John gave Mary the book, the syllable jbukj will be given additional
stress.
The result of phonological encoding is a phonetic or articulatory plan. It
is not yet overt speech; it is an internal representationof how the planned
utterance should be articulated- a program for articulation . Not without
hesitation, I will alternatively call this representationinternal speech. The
term may, of course, lose some of its everyday connotation when used as
an equivalent for the technical term " phonetic plan." In particular , the
speaker will , in the course of fluent speech, often hot be aware of his
"
"
phonetic plan . The term internal speech, however, entails a certain
degreeof consciousness( McNeill 1987) . A more preciseway to put things
would be to say that internal speechis the phonetic plan as far as it is
attendedto and interpreted by the speaker- i.e., the phonetic plan as far as
it is parsed by the speaker (seebelow) . I will ignore this fine distinction
where it is without consequence
. This end product of the Formulator
becomesthe input to the next processingcomponent: the Articulator .
1.2.3 Articulating
Articulating is the execution of the phonetic plan by the musculatureof the
respiratory, the laryngeal, and the supralaryngealsystems. It is not obvious
that the Formulator delivers its phonetic plan at just the normal rate of
articulation . In fact, the generation of internal speechmay be somewhat
aheadof articulatory execution. In order to copewith suchasynchronies, it
is necessarythat the phonetic plan can be temporarily stored. This storage
deviceis called the Articulatory Buffer. The Articulator retrievessuccessive
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chunks of internal speechfrom this buffer and unfolds them for execution.
Motor txecution involves the coordinated useof setsof muscles. If certain
musclesin a set are hampered in their movement, for instance when the
speaker chats with a pipe in his mouth , others will compensateso that
roughly the samearticulatory goal is reached. In other words, though the
articulatory plan is relatively independent of context, its execution will ,
within limits , adapt to the varying circumstances of articulation . The
product of articulation is overt speech.
1.2.4 Self-Monitoring
Self-monitoring involves various components that need no detailed treatment
in a book on language production since they are the processing
components of normal language comprehension. A speaker is his own
listener. More precisely, a speaker has accessto both his internal speech
and his overt speech. He can listen to his own overt speech, just as he
can listen to the speechof his interlocutors. This involves an Audition processing
component. He can understand what he is saying, i.e., interpret
. This processing
his own speechsoundsasmeaningful words and sentences
takesplaceby meansof what is called the SpeechComprehensionSystemin
figure 1.1. It consists, of course, of various subcomponents, which are not
at issuehereand hencenot indicated in the figure. The systemhas accessto
both the form information and the lemma information in the lexicon, in
order to recognizewords and to retrieve their meanings. Its output isparsed
speech, a representation of the input speechin terms of its phonological,
morphological , syntactic, and semanticcomposition .
The speakercan also attend to his own internal speech(Dell 1980) . This
means that parsed internal speechis representablein Working Memory .
How does it get there? Figure 1.1 expresses the assumption that internal
speechis analyzed by the same Speech-Comprehension System as overt
speech. In this way the speakercan detecttrouble in his own internal speech
before he has fully articulated the troublesome element. This happened,
presumably, in the following self-correction (from Levelt 1983) .
( I ) To the left side of the purple disk is a v , a horizontal line
There is reasonto assume(seechapter 12) that the speakerof thesewords
intercepted articulation of the word vertical at its very start. Presumably,
the plan for vertical wasinternally available, understood, and discoveredto
havea nonintended meaning. In other words, the monitor can compare the
meaningof what was said or internally preparedto what was intended. But
it can also detect form errors. The Speech-Comprehension Systemallows
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us to discoverform errors in the speechof others. In the sameway, it is able
to notice self-generatedform failures. This is apparentfrom a self-correction
such as the following (from Fay 1980b) .
(2) How long does that has to - have to simmer?
Dell ( 1980) found that speakersalso discover form failures in their own
internal speech. In short, speakersmonitor not only for meaning but also
for linguistic well-formedness(Laver 1973) .
When the speakerdetectsserioustrouble with respectto the meaning or
well-formednessof his own internal or overt speech, he may decideto halt
further formulation of the presentutterance. He may then rerun the same
preverbal messageor a fragment thereof, create a different or additional
, or just continue formulation without alteration , all dependingon
message
the nature of the trouble. Theseprocessesare not of a different nature than
what is going on in messageconstruction anyhow.
The speakerno doubt also monitors messagesbefore they are sent into
the Formulator (seechapter 12), considering whether they will have the
intended effect in view of the presentstate of the discourseand the knowledge
shared with the interlocutor (s) . Hence, there is no good reason for
distinguishing a relatively autonomous monitoring component in language
production . The main work is done by the Conceptualizer, which can
attend to internally generatedmessagesand to the output of the SpeechComprehensionSystem(i.e., parsedinternal and overt speech).
1.3 ProcessingComponentsas Relatively AutonomousSpecialists
The architecture in figure 1.1 may, on first view, appear to be rather
arbitrary , and at this stage it is. There is no single foolproof way of
achieving the partitioning of a complex processing system. There are
always various empirical and theoretical considerations that have to be
taken into account before one decides on one partitioning rather than
another. It doesn' t help much at this stageto say that the blueprint reflects
earlier proposals by Garrett ( 1975), Kempen and Hoenkamp ( 1987), Bock
( 1982, I 987a), Cooper and Paccia-Cooper ( 1980), Levelt ( 1983), Dell
( 1986), and others. In fact, it is one of the aims of this book to argue that
these proposals make sense. The present chapter can only give some
background considerationsfor deciding whether a particular partitioning
of the systemis more attractive than another.
A first argument for distinguishing a particular processingcomponent is
that it is relatively autonomousin the system. The central idea is that a pro-
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cessingcomponent is a specialist. The Grammatical Encoder, for instance,
should be a specialistin translating conceptual relations into grammatical
'
relations; no other component is able to build syntactic phrases. Moreover,
in order to executethesespecializedprocedures, the Grammatical Encoder
needsonly one kind of input : preverbal messages
. That is its characteristic
.
And
in
order
to
do
its
work
it
need
not
consult
with other processing
,
input
components. The characteristic input is necessaryand sufficient for the
proceduresto apply . More generally, it makes no senseto distinguish a
processingcomponent A whosemode of operation is continuously affected
by feedbackfrom another component, B. In that case, A is not a specialist
'
"
"
anymore, it won t come up with the right result without the help of B.
There is only one component then: AB .
There is another way in which the idea of components as autonomous
specialistscan be ducked, namely by assumingthat all componentsreceive
ascharacteristicinput the output of all other components(plus feedbackof
their own output ) . In that way each component has accessto all infonna tion in the system. But this is tantamount to saying that componentshave
no characteristicinput - that they are general problem solvers that weigh
all the available infonnation in order to create their characteristic output .
The Grammatical Encoder, for example, would accessone lemma rather
than another not only on the basisof the concept to be expressed,but also
taking into consideration the morphology assignedto the previous word ,
the intonation pattern of the current sentence, the next intention the
speakerhasjust prepared, and so forth . Some theorists like such models,
which make eachcomponent an intelligent homunculus. The problems are,
of course, to definethe algorithm the component appliesin consideringthis
wide variety of infonnation , and to realize this algorithm by a processing
mechanismthat can work in real time.
Generally speaking, one should try to partition the systemin sucha way
that (a) a component' s characteristicinput is of a maximally restricted sort
and (b) a component' s mode of operation is minimally affected by the
output of other components.
The combination of thesetwo requirementsis sometimescalled informational
encapsulation( Fodor 1983) . In the blueprint of figure 1.1, thesetwo
requirements are met. Each component is exclusively provided with its
characteristic input : the Grammatical Encoder with preverbal messages
,
which are conceptual structures; the Phonological Encoder with surface
structures, which are syntactic entities; the Articulator with internal
speech, which consists of phonetic representations; and so forth . The
functioning of theseprocessorsis affectedminimally , or not at all , by other
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input . There is no feedbackfrom processorsdown the line (exceptfor some
Formulator -internal feedback) . The Articulator , for instance, cannot affect
the Formulator ' s subcomponents. The only feedback in the systemis
via the language- comprehensioncomponents. This makesself-monitoring
possible. But there is not evenany direct feedbackfrom the Formulator or
the Articulator to the Conceptualizer. The Conceptualizer can recognize
trouble in any of these components only on the basis of feedback from
internal or overt speech.
Theseare strong and vulnerable hypothesesabout the partitioning of the
system. If one could show, for instance, that messagegenerationis directly
affected by the accessibility of lemmas or word forms, one would have
evidencefor direct feedback from the Formulator to the Conceptualizer.
This is an empirical question, and it is possibleto put it to the test. Studies
of this kind will be reviewed in section 7.5. So far , the evidencefor such
feedbackis negative.
A processingcomponent may itself consist of subcomponentsof varying
degreesof autonomy. The Formulator in figure 1.1, for instance, consists
of two subcomponents,which may be lessautonomousthan the Formulator
as a whole. There is, in fact, convincing experimental evidence in the
literature for the possibility of feedbackfrom phonological to grammatical
encoding ( Levelt and Maassen 1981; Dell 1986; Bock 1987b; see also
chapters 7 and 9 below) .
And partitioning can even go further . It will , for instance, be argued in
the course of this book that both of thesesubcomponentsconsist of even
smaller building blocks, suchasa noun-phraseprocessorand a verb- phrase
processorwithin the Grammatical Encoder.
On the notion that a processingcomponent is a relatively antonomous
specialist, the following questionsshould be askedfor eachcomponent that
is proposed:
I . What are the characteristic kinds of information , or types of representation
, the component acceptsas input and delivers as output ?
2. What sort of algorithm is neededto transform the input information
into the characteristic output representation?
3. What type of processcan executethat algorithm in real time?
4. Where does the input information come from , and where does the
output information go to? A component can have one or more sourcesof
input , and can transmit information to one or more other components.
In the course of this book thesequestions will return like the main theme
of a rondo. For each component to be discussed, the nature of the target
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output will be considered first. One cannot specify the operations of a
component without an explicit characterization of the representation it
computes. The Grammatical Encoder, for instance, produces what we
called " surface structures" as output . Making a theory of grammatical
encoding requires one to be explicit about what kinds of objects surface
structuresare. They are the target representationsof the syntactic building
operations (the grammatical encoding algorithm) . Question I above has a
certain priority over questions 2 and 3. In the following chapters I will
'
honor that priority by considering a component s output representation
before turning to its operations. Still , the questions are, in fact, interdependent
. One may have good independentreasonsfor assuminga particular
kind of operation . Speecherrors, as we shall see, revealmuch about
the processesof grammatical encoding. We will naturally prefer to conjecture
an encoding algorithm that does justice to such empirical observations
. But the choice of algorithm , in turn , limits the kind of target representations
that can be generated. Processes and representationscannot
be studied independentof one another.
A component' s output representation is, at the sametime, the characteristic
input for the next processordown the line. For each processor, we
must ask whether there are circumstancesunder which it can be affectedby
information other than its characteristic input (issue 4 above) . I have
already mentioned the issueof feedback; in the next section I will discuss
"
'
"
components sensitivity to executivecontrol .
'
In subsequentchapters, a discussionofa component s output representation
will always be followed by a treatment of its algorithm and its
processes (i.e., issues2 and 3 above) . This will involve reviewing both
theoretical proposals and empirical research. In all casesthe depth of
treatment is crucially dependenton the amount of detail provided by the
existing literature.
The proceduresan algorithm consistsof are taken to be productions in
the sensedefined by Newell and Simon ( 1972) and used extensively by
Anderson ( 1983) . It was mentioned earlier that these productions are
condition / action pairs of the kind IF X THEN Y , whereX is the condition
and Y the action. The examplegiven was the conceptual procedure IF the
intention is to commit oneselfto the truth olp , THE Nassertp . Here the IF
clause is the condition . It states the speaker's prevailing intention . The
THEN clausestatesthe action. A speechact-ofthe type " assertion" is to be
made (such as Manhattan is dangerous,and not Is Manhattan dangerous?;
the latter would be a question) . Productions can contain variables, such as
p in the example. That givesthem generality, and it keepsthem apart from
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declarative knowledge (i.e., from the set of insertable propositions) . Not
only can conceptualalgorithms be statedin the formal languageofproduc tions; the sameholds for the algorithms of grammatical and phonological
encoding.
Algorithms must run in real time. This meansthat the brain must be able
to executean algorithm - in fact, the sum total of all algorithms involved
in speaking- in such a way that fluent speechresults (seeissue3 above) .
This will make certain proposals for algorithms lessattractive than others.
Take, for instance, an algorithm for the planning of speechmelody or
intonation . It is known that speechmelody bears some relation to the
syntactic structure of the sentence. One might therefore be temp~",;d to
propose an algorithm that inspectsthe full surfacestructure before generating
the appropriate melody for a sentence. But such an algorithm would
violate the real-time requirement. Sinceno word can be pronounced without
melody, the full surfacestructure of a sentencewould have to be stored
in the Syntactic Buffer before the sound form of its first word could be
, except
generated. This would create huge dysfluencesbetweensentences
when one would make the unlikely assumption that the speakerarticulates
sentencei while formulating sentencei + 1. I will return to this issuein the
next paragraph, but first let me state that a main real-time restriction on
"
"
speechplanning should be that it run from left to right with very little
lookahead.
One might want to go one step further and propose neural-network
structuresthat could run the algorithm . This is still a very long shot for the
algorithms involved in the processof speaking. Still , proposals of a quasineurological sort are being made for various aspectsof languageprocessing
. Theseare the " connectionist" or " spreadingactivation" accounts(I will
usethe more accurate term " activation spreading" ). In theseaccountsan
algorithm is implementedin a network of connectednodes. The nodescan
be in various statesof activation , and they can spreadtheir activation to the
nodes with which they are connected. Figure 1.2 gives an example. It
represents, in a highly simplified way, how the above procedure of accessing
a lemma' s corresponding sound form could be implemented in detail.
Each lemma node in the lexicon is connectedto a set of syllable nodes. The
figure representsthis state of affairs for just two lemmas, construct and
constrain. The network connectionsare relatively permanent. What varies
is the statesof activation of the nodes. When the lemma constructis part of
the surface structure, its node is in a state of high activation. The node
" fires" and
spreadsits activation to its two constituent syllable nodesin the
form lexicon: con and struct. Initially , con should be more highly activated
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.
Example of an activation -spreading network.

than struct ; otherwise the speakermay happen to say structcon instead of
construct- a type of slip that is absentfrom collections of speecherrors. In
order to realize this, a directed inhibitory connection (dotted line) can be
supposed to exist between the syllable nodes con and struct. When the
syllable node con is sufficiently activated, it will , in turn , fire and spreadits
activation to the so-called segment nodes, c, 0, and n. And again, their
ordering of activation has to be control led by a system of inhibitory
connections. If everything runs well, the segmentnodeswill fire in the right
order. It can further be assumedthat a node, after spreadingits activation ,
returns to a low state of activation. When this happensto the syllable node
con, the inhibition on struct will fade away so that it can reach threshold
activation and fire. Its constituent segmentswill be activated, and the
inhibitory mechanismwill make them fire in the right order. The lemma
constrainis connectedto a large part of the samenetwork , and so are other
lemmasthat share syllablesor segmentswith construct.
This is not meant to be more than an example. Activation -spreadingor
connectionist accounts vary enormously in detail (Anderson 1983; Dell
1986; Rumelhart et al. 1986; MacKay 1987) . They differ in the kinds of
nodes, the useof excitatory and inhibitory connectionsbetweennodes, the
directions of spreading, the time characteristicsof activation spreading, the
summation function of input activations to a node, the possible range of
'
activation statesof a node, and the nodes output function . They also differ
in the control of timing and order. It mayor may not be the casethat any
"
"
explicit processcan be implemented in a spreadingactivation network.
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Connectionism is, in the first place, aformal languagefor the expression
of cognitive processes. It is not a theoryaboutcognitive processes. Theories,
whether expressedin the languageof spreading activation or in the language
of production systems, are coherent setsof principles which restrict
the domain of possibleprocesses. In other words, a theory forbids certain
states of affairs to occur, whereas a sufficiently rich formal language
doesn' t. A formal language is a vehicle for the expressionof interesting
theoretical principles, which can be more or lessconvenient. And it can
provide a complexity measurefor the output generatedby an algorithm .
The connectionist formal languageis especiallyconvenient for the representat
of principles of parallel processing, and there is much parallel
processingin the generation of speech. In the course of this book we will
meet certain restricted theoretical proposals that use the connectionist
'
language of parallel distributed processing- in particular, Dell s ( 1986,
1988) theory of phonological encoding.
1.4 ExecutiveControl and Automaticity
Speakingis usually an intentional activity ; it servesa purpose the speaker
wants to realize. An intentional activity is, by definition , under central
control (Carr 1979; Bock 1982; Fodor 1983) . A speakercan decideon one
courseof verbal action rather than another on the basisof practically any
sort of information : his state of motivation , his obligations, his believing
this rather than that , his previous speechactsor other actions, and so forth .
The speaker will invest his attention on matters of this sort in planning
what to say next.
Given the existenceof central or executivecontrol , an important question
is to what degreethe various processingcomponents are subject to
such control . When a component is not subject to central control , its
functioning is automatic. The distinction betweencontrol led and automatic
processingis fundamental to cognitive psychology, and is basedin a firm
researchtradition (LaBerge and Samuels 1974; Posner and Snyder 1975;
Schneiderand Shiffrin 1977; Flores d' Arcais 1987a).
Automatic processesare executedwithout intention or consciousawareness
. They also run on their own resources; i.e., they do not shareprocessing
capacity with other processes. Also , automatic processingis usually
"
"
quick , even reflex-like ; the structure of the processis wired in , either
genetically or by learning (or both ). This makes it both efficient and, to a
large extent, inflexible; it is hard to alter automatic processes. Sinceauto-
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matic processes do not share resources, they can run in parallel without
mutual interference.
Control led processingdemands attentional resources, and one can attend
to only a few things (the items in Working Memory) at a time.
Attending to the processmeansa certain level of awarenessof what one is
doing. Human control led processingtends to be serial in nature, and is
therefore slow. But it is not entirely fixated in memory. In fact, it is highly
flexible and adaptable to the requirementsof the task.
Let us now look again at the components of the blueprint in figure 1.1.
Clearly, the Conceptualizerinvolves highly controlled processing. Speakers
do not have a small, fixed set of intentions that they havelearned to realize
in speech.Communicative intentions can vary in infinite ways, and for each
of theseways the speakerwill have to find new meansof expression. This
requiresmuch attention. And introspection supports this. When we speak,
we are aware of considering alternatives, of being reminded of relevant
information , of developing a train of thought , and so forth . Message
construction is control led processing, and so is monitoring ; self-corrections
are hardly ever madewithout a touch of awareness.The speakercan attend
to his own internal or overt speech. The limited- capacity resource in
conceptualizing and monitoring is Working Memory . The systemallows
only a few concepts or bits of internal speechto be highly active, i.e.,
available for processing(Miller 1956; Broadbent 1975; Anderson 1983) . On
the other hand, not all processingin messageencoding is under executive
'
control . An adult s experiencewith speaking is so extensive that whole
messageswill be available in long-term memory and thus will beretriev
able. Many conversational skills (such as knowing when and how to take
or give a turn in conversation and deciding how direct or how polite
one' s speechact should be) havebeenacquired over the courseofa lifetime
and are quite directly available to the speaker. They are not invented time
and again through consciousprocessing. Still , eventheseautomatic aspects
of conceptualizing are easily attended to and modified when that is required
"
by the conversational situation. They are not informationally
"
encapsulated.
All the other components, however, are claimed to be largely automatic.
There is very little executive control over formulating or articulatory
'
procedures. A speakerdoesn t have to ponder the issueof whether to make
the recipient of GIVE an indirect object (as in John gaveMary the book) or
an oblique object (as in John gave the book to Mary ) . Neither will much
attention be spent on retrieving the word horsewhen one wants to refer to
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the big live object that is conventionally named that way. These things
come automatically without any awareness.They also come with very high
speed. Speechis normally produced at a rate of about two to three words
per second. These words are selectedat that rate from the many tens of
thousands of words in the mental lexicon. There is just no time to conscious
weigh the alternativesbeforedeciding on a word . Articulation runs
at a speedof about fifteen phonemesper second. One should be grateful
that no attention needbe spenton the selectionof eachand everyindividual
speechsound. Formulating and articulating are " underground processes"
(Seuren 1978) that are probably largely impenetrable to executivecontrol
evenwhen one wishesotherwise. (SeePylyshyn 1984for more on cognitive
impenetrability .)
There may be marginal forms of executivecontrol , however. They are
evidenced, for instance, in the fact that a speakercan abruptly stop speaking
when he detects an error ( Levelt 1983) . The sentenceor the phrase
is then typically not completed. One can stop a word in the middle of
its articulation , even ignoring syllable boundaries. It is apparently possible
to send an executive " halt " signal to the individual processing
components. Maybe similar signals can be sent to control other global
aspectsof processing, such as speaking rate, loudness, and articulatory
precision.
The notions of automaticity , informational encapsulation, and cognitive
"
impenetrability also figure centrally in the ongoing modularity " discussions
( Fodor 1983, 1985, 1987; Garfield 1987; Marshall 1984) . The issueis
whether, in an interesting number of cases, automatic components of
processingalso show severalother features, suchas being geneticallygiven
to the species, being located in specializedneurological tissues, and showing
highly specific breakdown patterns. It is by no means excluded that
some or all of theseadditional features have a certain applicability to the
automatic processingcomponents that underlie speechproduction . Only
man can speak; there are dedicatedneurological substratesfor the production
of speech in the left hemisphere; their disruption creates specific
disorders such as agrammatism; and in the course of this book we will
observe a multitude of characteristic breakdown patterns for different
processingcomponents, in particular speecherrors. A processingcomponent
that shares most of these features is called a module. Whether the
automatic components proposed in the blueprint above share the additional
features that would make them modules will , however, not be a
major issuein this book ; hence, we will not call them modules.
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andIncrementalProduction
1.5 Unitsof Processing
1.5.1 Units of Proceaing
Much ink has beenspilled on the question of what units of processingare
involved in speechproduction , and in part for the wrong reasons. Many
authors have tried to delineate the unit of speech, and this searchfor the
Holy Grail hasenriched the literature with an astonishinggamma of units.
Others, surely, have recognized that there is no single unit of speech
production , but have spentmuch attention on one particular unit . Here are
someof the units one regularly encountersin the literature , with references
to selectedsources:
cycle (Goldman-Eisler 1967; Beattie 1983)
deepclause( Ford and Holmes 1978)
idea (Butter worth 1975; Chafe 1980)
information block (Grimes 1975)
information unit (Halliday 1967a; Brown and Yule 1983)
I -marker (Schlesinger1977)
message( Fodor , Bever, and Garrett 1974)
phonemic clause( Boomer 1965)
phrase( Bock 1982)
proposition or propositional structure (Clark and Clark 1977; Herrmann
1983)
sentence(Osgood 1971, 1980; Garrett 1980a)
spurt (Chafe 1980)
surfaceclause(Hawkins 1971)
syntagma (Kozhevnikov and Chistovich 1965; McNeill 1979)
tone group (Halliday 1967a)
tone unit (Lehiste 1970) .
/lung) ( Wundt 1900)
total conception (Gesamtvorste
Sacks
turn constructional unit (
, Schegloff, and Jefferson 1974) .
And one can easily double or triple the length of this list. Foss and Hakes
"
( 1978) correctly remark that speechhas many planning units: words,
"
syllables, phonological segments, and even phonological features.
The empirical evidencemarshaled for one unit rather than another has
beenvery diverse, including pausepatterns, intonational structure, speech
errors, and speech-accompanying gestures. Much of this evidencewill be
reviewed in the following chapters. The point to be stressedhere is that
there is no single unit of talk . Different processingcomponentshave their
own characteristic processingunits, and these units mayor may not be
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preservedin the articulatory pattern of speech. If , for instance, grammatical
"
" "
" "
encoding involves units such as noun phrase, verb phrase, sentence
" and " clause" then theseunits need
not be preservedin the prosody
,
,
of the utterance. Later stages of processing- particularly the stage of
phonological encoding- may undo theseunits of surfacestructure and impose
a somewhat different organization (one more appropriate for fluent
articulation ) . Still , the presumedabsenceof syntactic-clauseboundaries in
an utterance' s prosody has been used as argument against multistage
models of speechgeneration (McNeill 1979) .

1.5.2 IncrementalProduction
A major reason for some theorists to object to multistage models and to
"
"
prefer multifaceted single-stagespeechproduction (McNeill 1979) may
"
"
be what Danks ( 1977) calls the lock-step succession of processingstages.
I t would indeed be disturbing if processing were strictly serial in the
following way: First , the speaker generatesthe complete messageto be
communicated. Then, he generatesthe complete surface structure for the
. Next , the speaker starts building a phonetic plan for the utterance
message
. Only after finishing this can the speaker begin to work on the
articulation of the first word of the utterance. After completion of the
utterance, the speakercan start preparing the next message
. This would , of
course, create seriousdysfluencesin discourse.
There is, however, nothing in stage models that requires this kind of
seriality. Even though there can be no fonnulating without someconceptual
planning, and there can be no articulating without a phonetic plan,
messageencoding, fonnulating , and articulating can run in parallel. Fry
( 1969) and Garrett ( 1976) made the obvious assumption that the next
processorcan start working on the still -incomplete output of the current
processor(i .e., can start working before the current processingcomponent
has delivered its complete characteristic unit of infonnation ) . Kempen
and Hoenkamp ( 1982, 1987) called this incrementalprocessing. All component
can work in parallel, but they all work on different bits and pieces
of the utterance under construction. A processingcomponent will be triggered
by any fragment of characteristic input . As was already noted in
section 1.3, this requires that such a fragment can be processedwithout
much lookahead- i .e., that what is done with the fragment should not
depend on what will be coming in later fragments. Intoning the first few
words of a sentence, for instance, should not depend on the way in which
the sentencewill finish. Somelookahead is, of course, necessaryin certain
cases. A speakerwho is going to say sixteen dollars should not pronounce
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Incremental production without (a) and with (b) inversion of order. (After

1987
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andHoenkamp
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sixTEEN (a correct accentuationof the word ) and then DOllars ; rather, he
should say SIXteenD Ollars, with word stress shifted to SIX . In other
words, in order for the right stresspattern to be generatedfor the first word ,
the stresspattern of the secondword must be available. This is lookahead.
But in order to make incremental processing possible, this lookahead
should, for each processor, be quite limited . This puts interesting restrictions
on the kind of algorithm that is allowable for each component.
It should immediately be added that a processingcomponent will , on
occasion, have to reversethe order of fragments when going from input to
processedoutput . Figure 1.3 depicts incremental processingwithout (a)
and with (b) inversion of fragment order. The first case is meant to
representan instance in which the speakerconceptualizesfor expression
an EVENT (John' s playing before " now" ), then the PLACE of the event
(it took place in Amsterdam), then the TIME of the past event (during
last week) . When the first fragment of the message(the EVENT ) becomes
available, the Formulator starts working on it . While the Formulator is
encoding the EVENT , the Conceptualizer generatesthe next piece of the
message(the PLACE information ) . It is sent to the Formulator , which has
just completed John played. This piece of the phonetic plan is now up for
articulation . While this articulation proceeds, the Formulator encodesthe
PLACE information . At the sametime, the Conceptualizer generatesthe
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messagefragment concerning the TIME information . And so on. This is
pure incremental processing.
But the order of words doesn' t always follow the order of thoughts.
Figure 1.3(b) givesthe casewhere the messagefragmentscome in the order
TIME , PLACE , EVENT . The formulation and articulation of the TIME
information can follow the normal course, leading to the articulation of
last week. But the Formulator cannot deliver its encoding of the PLACE
information before having encoded the EVENT information ; this would
produce last week in Amsterdam John played. The Formulator , which is
built to produce English syntax, will reversethe order and come up with
last weekJohn played in Amsterdam.
Other languageswill have other ordering problems. A speakerof German
, for instance, will have to swap fragmentsin the formulation depicted
in figure 1.3(a), where they come in the order EVENT , PLACE , TIME ,
and should cast the sentenceas Hans spie/te letzte Wochein Amsterdam. It
is obvious that , where such reversalsare necessary
, certain fragmentsmust
be kept in abeyance. In other words, components must have storage or
buffering facilities for intermediate results. Three such facilities have already
beenmentioned: Working Memory (which can store a small number
of messagefragmentsas well as fragments of parsedspeech), the Syntactic
Buffer (which can store results of grammatical encoding), and the Articu latory Buffer (which can store bits of the phonetic plan). Thesebuffers will ,
at the sametime, absorb the asynchroniesthat may arise from the different
speedsof processingin the different components.
Although there is a need for a theory of processing that will handle
ordering problems of this kind , the main job will be to do asmuch ascan be
done with strictly incremental production . This is a time-honored principle
in psycholinguistics. Wundt ( 1900) said that word order follows the successive
apperceptionof the parts ofa total conception [Gesamtvorstellung
).
Of course Wundt added that this can hold only to the degreethat word
order is free in a language, but the principle is there. Let us call it Wundt's
principle, but broaden it somewhatfor the presentpurposes: Eachprocessing
componentwill be triggered into activity by a minimal amount of its
characteristicinput. In the following chapterswe will , time and again, have
to consider how small that minimal amount can be. How large a fragment
of surface structure is neededfor phonological encoding to do its work?
How much of a phonetic plan must be available for articulation to be
possible? And so forth . When theseamounts are all small, articulation can
follow on the heelsof conceptualization.
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But the theoretical assumptionof incremental processing(i.e., of parallel
processingactivity in the different componentsof speechgeneration) hinges
on automaticity . Only automatic processorscan work without sharing
resourcesand, thus, work in parallel. If each processor were to require
accessto attentional resources(i.e., to Working Memory), we would be in
"
." Then speaking
the situation that Danks ( 1977) called lock -step succession
would be more like playing chess: an overt move now and then, but
mostly silent processing.
Summary
The intentional useof speechis subservedby information -processingskills
that are highly complex and little understood. A caseanalysis of a single
utteranceappearingin a natural conversationgavea first impressionof the
intricacy of the processingthat underliesspeech. It also suggesteda variety
of kinds of information and of processingstepsinvolved in the generation
of an utterance.
How to partition such a system in a psychologically meaningful way?
'
There is no singlefoolproof approach to this issue. This chapter s sketchof
a framework for such a partitioning will be filled in and elaborated in
subsequentchapters. The blueprint for the speakerconsistsof the following
.
components: (i ) A Conceptualizer, whichgeneratespreverbalmessages
is
the
whose
information
expression
Thesemessagesconsist of conceptual
'
meansfor realizing the speakers intention . (ii ) A Formulator consistingof
. The Grammatical Encoder retrieveslemmasfrom the
two subcomponents
lexicon and generatesgrammatical relations reflecting the conceptual relations
"
"
. Its output is called surface structure. The Phonoin the message
" on the basis
"
logical Encoder createsa phonetic plan (or internal speech )
of the surfacestructure. It hasaccessto the form information in the lexicon,
and it also incorporates procedures for generating the prosody of an
utterance. (iii ) An Articulator , which unfoldsand executesthephoneticplan
as a seriesof neuromuscularinstructions. The resulting movementsof the
articulators yield overt speech. (iv) The Speech-ComprehensionSystem,
which makes self-produced internal and overt speech available to the
.
conceptualsystem; this allows the speakerto monitor his own productions
in
autonomous
is
an
specialist
Each of thesecomponents, we assume,
. The
characteristic
its
into
output
characteristic
its
input
transforming
from
procedures apply largely without further interference or feedback
each
for
to
describe
is
us
of
ahead
,
task
The
theoretical
.
other components
what
and
it
by
component, what kind of output representations generates,
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kind of algorithm . Also , we will have to consider how that algorithm is
implemented as a mechanismoperating in real time.
Next , the distinction betweencontrol led and automatic processingwas
applied to these components. Messagegeneration and monitoring were
describedas control led activities requiring the speaker's continuing attention
. Grammatical encoding, form encoding, and articulating , however,
are assumedto be automatic to a large degree. They are speedyand reflexlike
, require very little attention , and can proceedin parallel.
The proposed architecture allows for a mode of processing which
Kempen and Hoenkamp ( 1987) called incremental. It combines serial
and parallel processingin the following way: Each fragment of information
will have to be processedin stages, going from the conceiving of
messagesto articulation . Still , all processing components can work in
parallel, albeit on different fragments. If the fragmentsare small (i.e., if the
components require little lookahead), incremental processingis efficient,
producing fluent speechwithout unintended interruptions . That it is sufficient
for a processingcomponent to be triggered into activity by only a
minimal fragment of characteristic input was called " Wundt ' s principle."
Intermediate representations, such as preverbal messages
, surfacestructure
, and the phonetic plan, have their own kinds of units; there is no single
unit of processing in the production of speech. There must be storage
facilities for buffering such intermediate representationsas they become
available. Working Memory can store messages
and parsedinternal speech.
A Syntactic Buffer can store bits of surfacestructure. And an Articulatory
Buffer can store stretches of articulatory plan for further execution as
motor programs.
The chaptersto follow will trace the blueprint of figure 1.1 from message
generation to self-monitoring , considering the kinds of representations
generated by the processors, the algorithms involved, and the real-time
propertiesof thesealgorithms. In the courseof this journey , certain parts of
the blueprint can be worked out as theoretical statementswith predictive
potential . In many more cases, however, we will be able to do no more than
" zoom in " a little closer
on the details of the architecture, and in particular
on empirical studiesof thesedetails. But first , we will give attention to the
speakeras interlocutor - in particular , to his role in conversation.

- --- r --- 2
Chapter
asInterlocutor
TheSpeaker

The most primordial and universal setting for speechis conversational,
free interaction between two or more interlocutors . Conversation is primordial
becausethe cradle of all languageuse is the conversational turn taking between child and parent (Bruner 1983) . Unlike other uses of
for
language, conversation is also universal; 'it is the canonical setting
cannot
use
of
s
skills
The
language
speaker
speechin all human societies.
but be tuned to the requirementsof conversation. Of course, this doesnot
mean that they can be derived from or explained by conversational usage.
'
One cannot deducea car s construction from the way it doesits canonical
that behavior
job of driving along the road, but it would be silly to ignore
'
when studying the car s internal construction and operations. Similarly ,
'
one cannot dissect the speakers skill into components without carefully
to
considering the tasks thesecomponents, alone and together, have perform
. The
converse
to
the
allow
least
at
speaker
. We know that they should
's
of
a
speaker participation
presentchapter will review someessentialaspects
in conversation.
Conversation is, first , a highly contextualized form of language use.
There is, on the one hand, the participant context. A speakerwill have to
tune his talk to the turns and contributions of the other personsinvolved;
his contributions should, in some way or another, be relevant to the
ongoing interaction. There is, on the other hand, a spatio temporal setting,
sharedby the interlocuto ~s, which servesas a sourceof mutual knowledge.
By anchoring their contributions in this sharedhereand now, interlocutors
can convey much more than what is literally said. Nonconversational
forms of speechare usually less contextualized. The addresseesmay be
scattered(asin radio reporting ), the spatial setting may not be shared(asin
(as in tapetelephone talk ), the temporal setting may also not be shared
's
recording), there may be turn taking without the other party talking (asin
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'
speaking to one s baby ), there may also be very limited turn - taking (as in
lecturing ), and so on .
Conversation is , second , an intentional , goal -directed activity . People
talk together with the more or less explicit purpose of informing one
another of certain states of affairs , of sharing feelings of joy , sorrow , or
indignation , of commit ting one another to certain actions , and so forth .
Eibl - Eibesfeldt ( 1984) suggested that , phylo genetic ally , the main purpose
of conversation is the regulation and ritualization of social relations .
Conversation originates from communicative intentions .
One may thus define the canonical setting for speech as one in which
speakers interact , in a shared spatio - temporal environment , for some
purpose . These three properties will be discussed in the present chapter .
Section 2. 1 deals with the interactional character of speech- with issues of
turn - taking and cooperation . Section 2.2 discusses speaking ' s dependence
on the spatio - temporal context ( also called its deicticcharacter ) . Section 2.3
is concerned with speaking as purposeful action - the intentional character
of speech.
2. 1

Interaction

2.1.1 Cooperation
A speakerwho participates in a conversation is subject to a systemof rules
governing the proper conduct of conversation. These rules are to be distinguish
from purely linguistic standards of speechto which speakers
adhere. They are rules of appropriatesocial conduct, regulating the acceptability
, fluency, politeness, and effectivenessof social interaction. If a
speakeradheresto these rules, he is said to be cooperative(Grice 1975) .
So, for example, speaker Betty is not fully cooperative in the following
conversation:
Arnold : Could you tell me the way to Stephen's Church?
Betty: Yes, I could.
(Betty turns away) .
Clearly, Arnold wasrequestingstreetdirections, but Betty uncooperatively
replied to a literal interpretation of the question- namely, whether shehas
the competenceto give the directions. By turning away, moreover, Betty
did not allow Arnold to make a new move in the conversation, which might
have remedledthe trouble.
The rules governing cooperation in conversation are of two sorts:
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'
( 1) Rules for the allocation of turns. They ensureeverybody s right to talk ,
while generally preventing the simultaneous talk of different parties, and
they regulate engagingin and disengagingfrom conversation.
(2) Rules governing the character of the contributions . They ensure that
contributions are relevant to the conversation and that participants can
'
infer a speakers communicative intention from the utterance and the
context.
Thesetwo types of rule are in the baggageof every normal speaker. Let us
consider them one by one.
2.1.2 Turn Taking , Engagement
, and Disengagement
for turn taking in conversation were
rules
universal
The basicand perhaps
discovered by Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson ( 1974) . Many refinements
and qualifications havebeenaddedsince, but the central insights havegone
unchallenged. The major featuresof the systemare as follows:
Turn-constructionalunits
A turn consistsof one or more units which are projectable. Being projectable
meansthat the completion of the unit can be roughly predicted from
its type, so an interlocutor can know where to take over. In Couldyou tell
me the way to . . . there is a sentential unit that is likely to be completed by
'
a noun phrase, for instance Stephens Church. Other projectable units are
clausal, phrasal, and lexical ones, and we will shortly return to the issueof
units in turn taking . Given theseunits, the following rules apply .
Turn- assignmentrules
( 1) A speakerwho has the turn is initially entitled to utter one such unit .
The end ofa unit is a so-called transition-relevanceplace. When that place
is reached, rule 2 applies.
(2) The current speakercan assignthe right and obligation to speak to a
particular party in the conversation. This is called the current speaker
selectsnext technique of turn allocation.
The techniqueof rule 2 wasapplied in the conversation above, wherethe
speakerdirected a question to a particular person( Couldyou tell me the way
'
to Stephens Church?) and thus assignedher the right and the obligation
to the next turn . Notice that other parties are not entitled to take the next
turn , and that the addressedparty should not start before the transition relevanceplace.
If the current speakerin fact selectsthe next speaker, according to this
rule, the next rule to apply is rule 5. If the option is not used, then rule 3
applies.
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(3) Any other party may claim the next turn at the transition -relevance
place. This is called self-selection. The one who starts first has the right to
the turn . There is, however, no obligation for anyone to take the next turn .
If someonetakes the next turn , rule 5 is the next one to be applied. Ifno
one does, rule 4 is next.

(4) The current speakermay, but neednot , continue with a further unit . If
he does, the cycle starts all over again at rule I . This may be done recursively
until transfer to a next speaker is effectuated. If the option is not
used, the conversation halts.
(5) The next speakerbecomesthe current speaker, and rule I appliesagain.
The rule systemis exemplified by the following conversation. The numbers
in parenthesesindicate placeswhere the above rules apply .
Arnold : ( I ) I didn ' t sleepwell last night . (2, 3, 4, I ) (To Betty:)
Did you hear me clumping down the stairs? (2, 5)
'
Betty: ( I ) No , I didn t. (2, 3, 5)
Christian: ( I ) I thought there was a burglar in the house. (2, 3, 4)
Rule 4 allows for discontinuing the conversation at this point .
The rules of turn taking guarantee that at most one speaker talks at a
time (except when under rule 3 two or more interlocutors " tie" in being
first , which we will return to below) . A turn of a speakercan be any length,
not only becausethere is no formal limit on the size of a unit but also
becauserecursive application of the rules allows an unlimited number of
units to be strung together in a single turn . The latter possibility, however,
can only be realizedcooperatively; it can occur only ifno participant claims
the next turn when the current speakerreachesa transition -relevanceplace,
so that the current speakeris allowed to produce an additional utterance.
Rule 3 almost guaranteesthat any participant in the conversation can
claim the floor . The right is fully guaranteedin a two -party conversation.
Even if the current speakerdoesn' t selectthe next speaker(by rule 2), the
other party can " break in " at the end of the current unit . In conversations
involving three or more parties, however, two or more participants can
form a coalition by making turns one unit long and always selectingone
another, thus bypassing rule 3. Though this is a far-fetched and rude
possibility, even such corrupted conversations follow the rules of turn
taking .
Conversationscan contain moments of silence, three sorts of which can
be distinguished. A speakercan be silent at somemoment within a unit , as
in the following .
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Arnold : Can we really (pause) afford to do this?
Such a silence is called a pause. It can happen, for instance, when the
speaker has difficulty finding the appropriate word ; or it may also be
rhetorical, as a kind of upbeat for something important to follow . For
a silence to be a pause, the speaker and the listener should experience
it as interrupting an ongoing unit . In the above example, the unit is
sentential and intonational ; there is no transition -relevance place after
"
"
really .
The secondtype of silenceoccurs betweenunits, and it is called a gap.
Gaps result from rules 3 and 4. The following conversation contains two
gaps:
Arnold : He kept playing all night . (gap)
It is hard to stop an amateur. (gap)
Betty: Do you play an instrument yourself?

The first gap occurred after Arnold completed a unit (He kept playing all
night) . Nobody claimed the floor at that moment, and Arnold decidedto go
on (by rule 4) . After completing the next unit , Arnold left the floor open
again, but did not resort to rule 4 this time when silenceoccurred. After
some time, Betty claimed the floor (by rule 3) and introduced another
topic . Beattie ( 1978) reported that only 34 percent of turn transitions in
"
"
dyadic conversations are seamless (i.e., have gaps shorter than 200
milliseconds) . The other turn transitions involve gaps of about 500 msec,
on average.
A lapseoccurs when the silencebetweenunits is particularly extended.
This can occur when a conversation draws to conclusion, signaling disengagement
of the participants (Goodwin 1981).
A major feature of conversations, modeled by the turn -allocation rules
above, is that , overwhelmingly, speakerstalk in turns and not simultaneously
. But the rules are idealizedin this respect, sinceoverlap doesoccur in
real-life conversations. Beattie ( 1983) found that in dyadic university tutorials
II percent of turn starts interrupt the previous turn , and this risesto
31 percent in multistudent tutorials . There are two major causesof overlap
: multiple self-selectionand projection trouble. Multiple self-selection,
as was observedabove, can occur when interlocutors tie in claiming the
next turn at a transition -relevanceplace. By rule 3, the right to the floor
goesto the one who speaksfirst , and overlap will occur if two speakersare
nearly simultaneous in starting . The following real-life example is taken
from Sackset al. 1974.
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A:
B:

I know who d ' guy is.
He' s ba::d

[ You know the gu:y?
After A ' s turn , Band C start simultaneously(indicated by the bracket), and
both complete a short unit . (The colon stands for a vowel lengthening or
" drawl " which often occurs in
unit -final segments.)
,
Projection trouble may occur when interlocutors misjudge the moment
at which a unit is to be completed. A speakerpreparing to claim the next
turn must estimatethe current speaker's place of completion; and in order
to be first (seerule 3), or to maintain a fluent course of conversation, he
cannot just wait till the unit is factually completed. The right timing of
speechonset requires preparation, and hencerequires anticipation of the
transition -relevanceplace. Miscalculation easily arises when the current
speakeraddsa term of address(sir , dear, John) or of etiquette (please), a tag
'
question (isn t it ?, right ?), or an apposition (I think) . Here is an example
taken from Jefferson 1985.
A : ez soon ez he said the do:gs' r okay somehow I c' d handle the
whole thing . Y ' knOW?
B:
[ The whole thing yeah
An important feature of the conversational turn -taking systemis what
Sackset al. ( 1974) called its local management.The allocation of the next
turn is not preestablished (there is no " chairman" ) . Either it is free (when
self-selection, by rule 3, is used) or it is determined during the current turn
(in casesof current-speaker-selects-next; rule 2) . Turn assignmentis local in
that it involves adjacent pairs only . This does not rule out the existence
of turn -assignmentblasesthat go beyond the niche of adjacent turns. A
participant can become dominant in a conversation by self-selecting a
great deal. Or , if there is somebody important among the interlocutors,
others will self-selectless, so that the important person can keep the floor
for longer stretchesof speech(following rule 4) . Another bias, quite generally
observed, is to allocate the next turn to the previous speakerand thus
create an AB -A sequence. This is not completely surprising; in coherent
conversation, B is likely to react to something A said, and if this involves a
requestfor clarification , expansion, explanation, or somethingsimilar , A is
automatically selectedas the next speaker.
There is a substantial literature on so-called turn-yielding cues- i.e.,
meansby which a speakercan signal that his turn is over or that hf": wants
to keep the floor in spite of his having completed some unit (seeDuncan
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and Fiske 1977and, for a review, Beattie 1983) . There are prosodic cues,
such as rising or falling pitch at the end of a clause; however, Schaffer
( 1983) found thesecuesto be only moderately effective, and it is not certain
that they are consistently used by speakers(Cutler and Pearson 1986) .
More important , according to Schaffer, are syntactic and lexical cues. And
"
"
rhythmic cues, suchaspausingand vowel lengtheningor drawl inclause
's ba:dabove seemto
final syllables(as in He
playa role in signaling ends
),
of turns. There are, in addition , nonverbal means for regulating floor
apportionment, especiallythrough gazeand gesture. For instance, speakers
tend to establish eye contact by the end of a turn . Speakershave a whole
arsenal of meansto secureand to keep an interlocutors attention , and to
induce participants to reply.
The empirical issueof what can count as a transition -relevanceplace is
complicated. Sackset al. ( 1974) defined it in terms of the turn constructional
units, and theseare of a syntactic nature: sentential, clausal, phrasal,
or lexical. At the same time, as has already been discussed, Sacks et al.
"
"
stressedthe importance of projectivity of units, the degree to which
'
recognition of the unit s type allows one to anticipate the completion of the
unit token. There is, however, no reasonto expectthat syntax and projectivity will convergeon this matter. There is, surely, abundant evidencethat
smooth transitions do occur at placescorresponding to eachof the abovementioned
, can be sentences
syntactic-unit types. Questions, for instance
'
?), phrases( The
t
come
couldn
he
Because
clauses
?
eel
do
How
(
today ),
you/
(
lead up to a
can
of
these
each
and
What?
items
lexical
or
windmill?),
),
(
of these
unit
for
true
not
is
this
just any
seamlesstransition of turn . But
would
or
clause
types; in that case, the completion of every word , phrase,
be a transition -relevancepoint , and that is clearly false. Should one, in
addition , require projectivity , granting that syntactic units are not always
'
'
projectable?This doesn t work either. Nothing is so projectableasa word s
completion. Experimental work by Marslen Wilson and Tyler ( 1980) has
demonstrated that the recognition of spoken words occurs as soon as the
word can be distinguished from all other words in the languagethat have
the sameinitial sound structure. On averagethis occurs roughly halfway
through the word , and words in context are recognizedeven earlier than
'
isolated words (Tyler and Wessels1983) . Upon recognition, the word s
almost every
completion is projectable. But this would again mean that
.
'
.
relevance
transition
word s ending is a
point
Clearly, other factors are involved here. Interlocutors are probably not
relevantprojectingjust any units, but only units that are conversationally
"
"
i.e., semantic units. Halliday ( 1967a) called them information uni~s,
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whereasButter worth ( 1975) and Chafe ( 1980) talked about " idea units" in
this connection. It is a matter of controversy to what degree,these units
becomeprosodically encodedin speech(seeBrown and Yule 1983); however
, it is an empirical issuebeyond the concernsof this book whether and
how a listener projects such semantic units to predict transition -relevance
points in a conversation. The projectivity of an utterance is probably
multiply determined by its prosody, its syntax, and its meaning. How a
listener combines these sources of information to compute transition relevanceplacesin actual discourse is largely untouched in the extensive
literature on discourse analysis (for an experimental study seeGrosjean
1983).
How do interlocutors engagein a conversation, sustain it , and disengage
from it? The turn -taking rules above do not specify how interlocutors
engagein a conversation, and although theserules allow for terminating a
conversation (by rule 4), nothing in the theory predicts when that option
will be chosen. Given the systemof rules, the most obvious way to engage
another person in a conversation is for a speaker to use the currentspeaker-selects-next technique (rule 2) . Moves can be made that invite a
reply. Schegloff and Sacks ( 1973) called such pairs of turn " adjacency
"
pairs. Though the most typical exampleis the question-answersequence
,
there are many other adjacency pairs that can open a conversation. Instance
are greeting-greeting (Morning sir - Good morning), complaint denial (Don 't push me - He did ), challenge-rejection ( You won't complete
this in time - / sure will ), and so forth (seeSchegloff 1972on conversational
openings) . Also , adjacencypairs can be usedto sustainconversation( Wells,
MacLure , and Montgomery 1981)- i .e., to signal that one does not yet
want to disengage( Tell me more about your friend ) .
There is much more to opening and sustaining conversation than the
exploitation of adjacency pairs. If the purpose is to attain and maintain
mutual orientation between participants, there are many ways to realize
that. Particularly important is what Yngve ( 1970) called " backchannel
behavior" : a variety of indications to the current speakerimplying that he
should continue (nods, hmms, etc.) . According to an analysisby Goodwin
( 1981), to gazeat an interlocutor is to propose further talk , and an inter locutor ' s gazemay be attracted by pausing, repairing, or vowel lengthening
. Goodwin ' s evidenceis that speakerswho gaze at the listener display
more interrupt -restarts when the interlocutor is not gazing than when she
is. Changing the topic is another meansof saving an ebbing conversation,
but eventually all conversation getsdisengaged.
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The intention to disengagecan be signaledin severalways. There may be
use
longer pauses, i .e., instanceswhere participants do not immediately
in
side
involvement
increased
be
their options for self selection. There may
'
activities (such as walking around or blowing one s nose), which may
'
'
decreasethe participants other-directed orientation . But the interactant s
culture may also provide ritualized meansof bringing a conversation to a
close without violating standards of politeness. Levinson ( 1983) gives the
following example from a telephoneconversation:
'
A : Why don t we all have lunch
'
B: Okay so that would be in St. Jude s would it?
A : Yes
(gap)
B: Okay so:::
A : One o' clock in the bar
B: Okay
A : Okay?
B: Okay then thanks very much indeed George
A : All right . Seeyou there
[ Seeyou there
B:
A : Okay
B: Okay
A:

bye
[ Bye

This interaction displayssomeritual closing moves. Levinson mentions the
"
"
introduction of a closing implicative topic (proposing having lunch), the
"
"
"
"
useof topicless passingturns (okay, all right), a typing of the conversation
- thanks very much
(in this case, the phone call as a grant favored
"
"
indeed), and an exchangeof terminal elements (bye) . These and other
rituals may be accompaniedby nonverbal rituals. For instance, Goodwin
( 1981) observedexchangesof eyebrow flashesin the closing of conversations
, and this may well be universal acrosscultures (Eibl Eibesfeldt 1974) .
The rules for turn taking discussedin this sectionare not a grammar. The
ill system of rules is not a device for distinguishing well formed from
formed sequencesof turns, but rather a specification of principles of
conduct normally adhered to by cooperative participants in a conversation
. Or , more precisely, each interlocutor can assumethat the others will
normally adhere to theserules. But more important is the assumption of
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cooperativeness.Interlocutors will take for granted that whatever another
party doesin a conversation servessomepurpose in the ongoing exchange
of talk , evenwhen that party flouts certain turn -taking rules. An example
may illustrate this.
According to rule 2, the addresseeis supposedto take the next turn when
the current-speaker-selects-next technique is used. This rule is violated in
the following conversation:
Teacher:

Betty, what happenedto your father last week?
Betty: (silence)
Teacher: I am so sorry for you .
The teacher's question selectsBetty as the next turn speaker, but sheflouts
the convention and keepssilent. In spite of this, the teacherassumesBetty' s
cooperativenessand interprets the silence as her inability to expressher
sorrow in a well-formed reply (or , more precisely, interprets this as what
'
Betty intended to convey) . The teacher s next move expresses that this
is accepted. This conversation is certainly well formed, but the break of
rules gives it a specialcharacter.
Similarly, violation of rule 3 can producea strong rhetorical effectin conversa
. When a next speakerself-selectsbefore the transition -relevance
place, the interlocutors will overlap. But this may be a highly effectivemeans
of communication, as in the following conversation from Schiffrin 1985:
'
' '
Henry : Standardsare different. But I m tellin y if the father is respected an:d eh
Irene:

[ Henry , Ie me ask you a
question. Le you made a statement that the mothers
run the house, right ?

Here Henry starts making a statement, but is interrupted by Irene. Henry
initially continues his utterance, so that there is someoverlap. By violating
rule 3, Irene' s question acquiresthe character of a challenge, and this is intended
. This conversation is cooperative in the sensethat , in spite of their
disagreement, both parties address the same issue and interpret each
other' s contributions as relevant to that issue. Deviation from the rules is
used to make intentions and emotions apparent that would otherwise be
hard to get across. There are, probably, even rules of conversational
rhetoric , which relate particular deviations to particular effects. Henry and
Irene' s conversation is well formed, though in a nonstandard way. This
kind of behavior will be called marked, as opposed to the unmarked
behavior that follows the normal turn -taking rules.
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To put this differently : No finite set of rules can ever delineatethe full set
of well-formed conversations. As long as participants assumecooperativeness
, each violation of a rule will be interpreted as conveying a certain
intention which contributes to the conversation. And if the effectivenessof
rule breaking is itself rule governed, then flouting that rule can itself be put
to effective communicative use, and so on. The turn -taking rules only
specify what is the normal or unmarked standard of appropriate behavior
in turn taking .
2.1.3 Saying and Conveying
The stateof affairs is similar when one considersthe characterof contributions
to a conversation. The assumption of cooperativenessapplies not
to
only the ways in which parties in the conversation take turns, but also to
what they have to say when at turn . Also , there are normal standards of
conduct here, which are mutually assumedby the parties. But when a
speakerdeviatesfrom such a standard, the assumption of cooperativeness
'
will prevail, and parties in the conversation will interpret the speakers
contribution as conveying some intention in a marked way.
Thesestandardsof conduct have beendiscussedthroughout the history
of rhetoric. It has, in particular , beenargued that contributions to dialogue
should be appropriate, correct, clear, intelligible , pleasant, and so forth
(Franck 1980) . It was Grice ( 1975, 1978) who reintroduced thesenotions
into the modern discussionof pragmatics, and the subsequentdevelopment
has been very similar to what happened to the theory of turn taking set
forth by Sackset al. ( 1974) : There have beenmany changesand additions,
but the essentialinsights have stood the test of time.
There is, first and foremost, the cooperative principle (Grice 1975) :
" Make
your conversationalcontribution suchas is required, at the stageat
which it occurs, by the acceptedpurpose or direction of the talk exchange
"
in which you are engaged. According to Grice, parties in a conversation
mutually assumethat their contributions are governed by this principle .
Grice then proceedsto distinguish four setsof rules of conduct which are
particular realizations of this principle . These maxims were labeled in a
'
slightly arbitrary way (following Kant s terminology), and much of the
subsequentdiscussionin the literature has centeredaround the necessity,
sufficiency, and completenessof the set. Here they are:
Maxims of quantity
1. Make your contribution as infonnative as required ( for the current
purpose of exchange) .
2. Do not make your contribution more infonnative than is required .
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An examplesufficesto show what can happen if a speakerviolates the first
quantity maxim:
Arnold : I sold my housetoday.
Betty: Are you going to move?
Arnold : No , I still own the house I live in.
What Arnold said was truthful , becausehe did sell a househe owned. But
the way he said it was misleading, since without further specification my
housemeansthe place where one lives. By not saying somethinglike I sold
my secondhouse, Arnold underspecijiedthe object of the transaction, in
violation of the first maxim.
The following would be a violation of the secondquantity maxim:
Arnold : How long does it take to walk to the shops?
Betty: Three minutes and twelve seconds.
This is- if true at all - an overspecification. But the sameanswermight be
an underspecification in responseto the question: " What ' s the world ' s
record for running the mile" ? Then, tenths of secondsmay count, and
should be included in the answer.
Maxims of quality
I . Do not say what you believeto be false.
2. Do not say that for which you lack adequateevidence.
Theseare almost like the commandment " Do not lie" ; still , there are no
ethical implications . The important point is that parties in a conversation
normally assumethat a speakercommitshimself to what he is saying. It is
therefore very odd to say Thesun is shining, but I don't believeit . The art of
lying is indeed to commit oneself to the lie; one should speak as if one
believeswhat one saysand be consistent (seeWunderlich 1976) .
Maxim of relation
Be relevant, or make your contributions relate to the ongoing exchangeof
talk .

This maxim has been the source of a great deal of confusion, not least
becauseGrice ( 1975) seriously underspecifiedit (in violation of his own
first quantity maxim) . It may be taken asjust an alternative formulation of
the principle of cooperation itself insteadof a particular instantiation of it .
But then the maxim is redundant. Some authors have taken a different
route, interpreting the maxim of relation in sucha way that the other three
setsof maxims are special cases(seeWilson and Sperber 1981and especially
'
Sperber and Wilson 1986) . In the following conversation, Betty s
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contribution doesn' t seemto relate to Arnold ' s (though the readermight be
able to create a context in which it does).
Arnold : Can you passthe pepper?
Betty: Bananasare yellow .
Here, given Arnold ' s question, Betty makesan irrelevant remark.
M ax ;ms of manner
I . Avoid obscurity of expression .
2. A void ambiguity .
3. Be brief (avoid unnecessary prolixity ) .
4. Be orderly .

Grice himself suggestedthat this list is probably not complete, and others
have argued that it contains too much already. For instance, every single
utterance in a conversation contains someambiguity , but still this clearly
doesnot violate any tacit standardsof manner. Orderlinessis at stakein the
following example.
Arnold : He drove aw~lY and started his car.
This utterancedoesnot follow the natural ordering of actions, in which one
first starts a car and then drives away. The orderly (unmarked) way to put
this is He started his car and drove away. Maxim 4 explains, by the same
token, the difference in implicatures between She married and became
pregnant and Shebecamepregnant and married ( Levelt 1981) .
It is not the aim of the presentdiscussionto achievemore orderlinessin
Grice' s maxims, and we will ignore most of the literature on theseissues
(but seeGazdar 1979, Levinson 1983, and Sperberand Wilson 1986) . The
major points of relevancefor a theory of the speakerare, however, (i ) that
a cooperative speaker will adhere to certain standards of conduct with
respectto the character of his contributions , (ii ) that by adhering to these
standards the speaker can convey information without formulating it
explicitly , and (iii ) that a cooperative speaker can flout these rules to
'
produce particular communicative effects. By listing Grice s maxims, I
haveindicated the sorts of rules that may be at issue. Notice that theserules
are not just conventions. For a rule to be a convention, not only must it be
sharedwithin a community ; it must also be arbitrary to a certain degree(see
Lewis 1969) . Accepting that conversational maxims are shared in acom munity , one should still doubt that they are arbitrary . They are, rather,
general ways of being rational . One would , therefore, expect them to be
universal to an interesting degree. This is an empirical issue, and indeed it
has beenargued that Grice' s maxims are not necessarilyuniversal (Ochs-
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Keenan 1976; seealso various papersin Gumperz and Hymes 1972) . OchsKeenan, for instance, discusses casessuch as the following : In Malagasy,
one can answerthe question " Where is your mother" with " Sheis either in
the house or at the market" without implicating that one doesn' t know
which of the two is the case. Ochs-Keenan adduces this to a general
reluctancein the culture to revealone' s small bits of newsin a societywhere
everything is under public gaze.
One wonders how much cross-cultural misunderstandingis due to slight
variations in conversational conventions (see Perdue 1984) . Still , one
should not excludethe possibility that , at a more abstract level, universally
valid maxims of conversation can be formulated.
Let us now turn to the other two points : how a speaker can convey
information over and abovewhat he says, and the effectiveuseof violating
the rules.
When it is mutually assumedamong the parties to a conversation that
one adheresto maxims of the sort described, a speakercan communicate
more than what is strictly implied or entailed by what he is saying. This
" more" is called
'
implicature. The following example presupposesBetty s
respectingthe maxims of quantity .
Arnold : Did you seePeter and Joan yesterday?
Betty: I saw Peter.
The implicature here is that Betty didn ' t seeJoan. The quantity maxims
require Betty to give just the right amount of information in answer to
Arnold ' s question. SinceBetty neither said Yesnor Indeed, I saw Peter and
Joanyesterdaybut singledout her seeingPeter, Arnold can infer that Betty
could not sincerely assert that she had seenJoan as well. Hence, he can
conclude that shedidn ' t seeJoan.
The following example shows the implicative power of the maxim of
relation.
Arnold : My cough is getting very bad today .
Betty: There is a doctor acrossthe street.
The implicature of Betty' s remark is that that doctor could be consulted in
connection with Arnold ' s problem. If Betty believedthat the doctor across
the streetwasnot consultable, her contribution would not haveentertained
a relation of relevanceto Arnold ' s lamentation. Arnold knows this and,
hence, can infer that the doctor is consultable.
Suchexamplescan beconstructedad libitum. But , more important , when
one readstranscripts of everydayconversations(an important sourcebook
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is Svartvik and Quirk 1980), implicatures appear everywhere. They lubricate
the conversation. It is often enough for a speaker to just hint at a
certain pieceof information ; the addresseewill interpret that information
'
asrelevant to the ongoing interaction and will infer the speakers intention .
Sperber and Wilson ( 1986) argued that this facilitates processingfor the
listener. It probably also doesso for the speaker. There is normally no need
'
to formulate one s intentions in all detail in order for communication to be
effective. The challenge for a psycholinguistic theory of the speaker is
preciselyto understand how speakersmanageto selectfor expressionjust
the relevant information .
A blatant failure to respect a conversational maxim can have pointed
communicative effects. When a speaker flouts a maxim for cooperative
purposes(i.e., to convey some intention in a marked way), Grice ( 1975)
talks of the exploitation of a maxim. Here is an example of exploitation :
Arnold and Betty jointly attend a harp$ichord performance. When it is
over, the following conversation ensues.
Arnold : How did you lik ~ it?
Betty: It was a nice piano recital.
'
Betty s answerviolates the first maxim of quality , sincesheknows perfectly
well that the instrument was a harpsichord. This is in fact mutually known
(i.e., Arnold knows that Betty knows this, and that this is in turn known to
Betty, and so forth ). Arnold therefore infers that Betty is flouting a maxim,
and, on the assumptionthat Betty is cooperative, Arnold will try to find out
what Betty intended to convey. The most likely interpretation here is that
the performer played the harpsichord as if it were a piano i.e., without
real feel for the instrument. A lesslikely but possibleinterpretation is that
the harpsichord was such an awful make that it sounded like a piano.
'
Which interpretation Arnold will adduce to Betty s answer dependsentirely
upon the mutually known context. There is no standard or conversa
A
tional way to infer the intention in this caseof flouting a maxim. speaker
who exploits a maxim (for instance, to produce irony , as in the above
example) must estimatewhether enough contextual conditions are fulfilled
in order for the addressedinterlocutor to make the inference. It should
'
further be noticed that Betty s remark does not convey the sameinformation
that would have beenconveyedif she had said Theperformer played
without realfeel for the instrument. That would not have beenironical ; the
the
breaking of the maxim conveysthe latter proposition , but it also creates
and
Miller
,
specialeffect of irony . (Seethe discussionbetweenJorgenson,
.
1984
and
Clark
and
1984
)
]
[
Gerrig
]
Sperber[

.
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Grice suggestedthat other figures of speech, such as hyperbole and
rnetaphor, also result frorn exploiting the rnaxirns. More extended treatrnentsof rnetaphor in this frarnework can be found in Lyons 1981, Levinson 1983, and Sperberand Wilson 1986.
To surn up the discussionso far: There are rnore or lessculture-specific
conversational rnaxirns. By adhering to these, speakerscan convey intentions
'
they don t utter literally . Speakerscan also usethe violation of normal
rules of conduct to create special drarnatic effectsin cornrnunication. All
this requires interlocutors to be cooperative and to share relevant knowledge
and relevant contextual inforrnation .
It is, however, by no rneansthe casethat Grice' s conversational rnaxirns
are the only sourcesof irnplicatures. Grice hirnself rnentionedirnplicatures
that are conventionally attached to certain words in certain contexts (he
called thern conventional, as opposed to conversational, irnplicatures) . A
speakercan convey very different attitudes toward what he is saying by
rnerely choosing and or but to conjoin clauses. Tom is honest but brave
irnplicatesthat the speakerexperiencessornecontrast betweenbeing honest
and being brave. This irnplicature is absentin Tom is honestand brave. The
point will not be further elaboratedhere; the latter exarnplesare taken frorn
'
Osgood s interesting essay on the psychological effects of connectives
( 1980). At this point we will ignore other ways of conveying without
saying- in particular, those that are transrnitted by nonverbal rneansin a
conversation.
Conversing is the archetypical form of speaking. The present section
reviewed, first , the turn -taking rules that speakerstend to follow in normal
conversations. I t should be kept in rnind, though, that the rulesare different
in other typesof discourse. Second, attention was given to other aspectsof
cooperativenessin conversation- particularly those that have to do with
the characterof contributions . In order for an addresseeto beable to derive
the speaker's intention frorn what is said, the speakerwill adhereto certain
rules of conduct, or rnaxirns. However, all rules of these kinds, whether
turn -taking rules or Gricean rnaxirns, can be bypassedas long as the address
can assurnethat what the speakerdoesis relevant to the interaction.

2.2 Deixis
2.2.1 Types of Deixis
A particularly important way in which interlocutors make their contributions
relevant to the situation of discourseis by anchoring what they talk
about to the spatio-temporal context of utterance. Starting again from
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conversation as the canonical setting for speech, the spatio - temporal context
of an utterance involves (apart from the speaker) at least one addressee
, an audio - visual scene which is more or less shared between the
interlocutors , the places and orientations of the interlocutors in this scene
at the moment of utterance , and the place of the utterance in the temporal
flow of events (including past and future utterances ) . The German psychologist
Karl Buhler ( 1934) called utterance anchoring of this sort deixis ,
a technical term for pointing with words . An example may be helpful .
Have you seen this ?
( He points to aMin dynasty vase, which displays a horrifying
pattern of fresh cracks )
'
Betty : You asked me that before , but I haven t been here since yesterday .
'
This interaction involves , first of all , person deixis . Arnold s you refers to
'
Betty , but Betty s you refers to Arnold . You is a deictic pronoun ; it refers to
the addressee. But the person you points at is variable , depending on the
spatio - temporal setting of the utterances . Many languages have two (or
even more ) versions of you - for instance , Sle and du in German , which
depend on the status relation between speaker and addressee. This is
sometimes called socialdeixis . Another case of person deixis in the conversation
above is the use of / . The referent of / , like that of you , shifts
depending on who is at turn .
'
There is , furthermore , place deixis . A s this points to something that is
mutually available in the situation . The word this can refer to practically
'
anything in the speaker s vicinity , but the cooperative speaker should make
sure that the addressee can identify the intended referent . There are various
ways to do this effectively , but making a pointing gesture by hand or head ,
or visibly gazing at the object , is an obvious procedure . Another case of
'
place deixis can be found in Betty s utterance in the last example . By using
here, Betty probably refers to the place of conversation ; but how much this
includes is not obvious . If she is cooperative , it includes at least all places
from which the cracks can be seen, and not just the place where she is
presently sitting .
'
There is also time deixis , which is most apparent in Betty s before and
"
yesterday . Before means something like at a moment earlier than the
"
present exchange of turns , but only mutual knowledge can help to delineate
how much earlier . It mayor may not have been during the present
conversation , for instance . Yesterday is the day preceding the day on which
the conversation takes place . By using this term , Betty anchors her period
of absence with respect to the moment at which she delivers her utterance .
Arnold :
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There is another type of time deixis in these utterances, namely the verb
tensesused. Haveseenrefersto a moment before the presentutterance, and
the same holds for asked and have been. There is, moreover, a subtle
difference, in referencesto the past, betweenperfect tense(haveseen) and
past tense(asked); we will return to this below.
A final type of deixis in the above conversation can be called discourse
deixis. It is exemplified by Betty' s use of that in referring to Arnold ' s
question Have you seen this? Betty thus points to an earlier piece of
discourse, which is identifiable by Arnold .
The aboveexamplecontains all major typesof deixis distinguishedin the
literature (seeespeciallyLyons 1977and Levinson 1983) : personand social
deixis, place, time, and discoursedeixis.
The meaning of a deictic expressiondependscritically on its relation to
the context of utterance. Biihler ( 1934) calls the relevant context of utterance
the indexicalfield [Zeigfeld], and the anchoring point of this field the
" "
origin [Origo] . The personorigin is the speaker( I ), the social origin is the
role or status of the speaker, the locative origin is the speaker's place
"
"
( here ) at the moment of utterance, the temporal origin is the time of
utterance (" now" ), and the origin of discourseis the stretch of talk being
produced by the present speaker. In other words, the anchoring point of
deictic expressionsis egocentric(or , better, speaker-centric) .
Adult speakersskillfully relate what they are talking about to this mehere-now. However, this skill is by no means an obvious one- as is
apparent from the long and twisting road children have to travel before
finally mastering the deictic systemsof a language(E. Clark 1977; Deutsch
and Pechmann 1978; Tanz 1980; Boehme 1983) . Though there have been
important developmentsin the linguistic analysisof deictic systems(Lyons
1977; Jarvella and Klein 1982; Weissenbornand Klein 1982), psycholinguist
have not shown an overwhelming interest in the adult speaker's use
of these linguistic devices. (Miller and Johnson- Laird 1976 is a major
exception.)
Examples of some of the complexities a speaker faces in producing
deictic utterances by considering referenceto spaceand to time, respectively, will be given below.
2.2.2 Place Deixis
There are at least three things a speakercan do through locative deictic
expressions: identifying , infonning , and acknowledging (Fillmore 1982) .
Though thesefunctions are not exclusivelydeictic but rather general func-
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tions of language, they offer an easy way to bring some order to the
phenomenaof place deixis.
Identifying
The speakercan single out an object in spaceby indicating its place. In the
exampleabove, this happenswhen Arnold sayshaveyou seenthis?The this
plus the corresponding gesture identifies the object of concern: the mutilated
vase. Identifying is typically (but not necessarily) done by meansof
demonstrative determiners, such as this, that, these, and those. They vary
on the deictic dimension of proximity to the speaker, which is a universal
space-deictic feature in the languagesof the world , and on the nondeictic
dimension number(singular-plural), which is by no meansuniversal. The
identifying function can be realized only betweeninterlocutors who share
a great deal of knowledge. Basically, the function is a two -step one. First ,
the speakerinforms the listener of what is called the demonstratum. The
speaker directly refers to some place, which mayor may not suffice to
identify the demonstratum. In the example, Arnold intends to refer to the
ruinous state of the vase, and he does this by singling out the vaseas the
demonstratum. But by pointing at the vase, Arnold also points at some
central region of the vase, and at a certain area in the room. Only mutual
'
knowledgecan guide Betty s attention to the vase- for instance, that there
are no other objects in front of it , that it is a highly valuable object, or that
Arnold is always calling her attention to the vase. The vase is a better
candidatethan the empty region of spacejust behind it , or in fr <?nt of it . Let
us assumethat the context is indeedsufficiently clear for Betty to singleout
the vaseas the demonstratum.
But the vaseis not the intended referent; the speakerintends to refer to
the disastrous state of the vase. How does the speaker guide the listener
from the demonstratum (the vase) to the referent (its cracked state)? This
requires a secondstep. According to Nunberg ( 1979), the speakermakes
use of a referring function, which maps the demonstratum onto a likely
referent. Cooperative interlocutors can compute this function on the basis
of mutual knowledge. Let us seehow that might work here. The vaseis the
demonstratum; could it also be the referent? Hardly so if the situation is
suchthat Arnold and Betty mutually know that the vasehas beenstanding
there within living memory. This excludes, by Gricean principles, that
Arnold wanted to convey the question haveyou seenthis vase? Arnold can
therefore expect Betty to identify a referent other than the vase, something
that had not beenmutually available before. Salienceis one possibleguide
in directing Betty' s attention , and the pattern of cracks will be salient to
evena moderateconnoisseurof valuables. This may be enough for Betty to
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identify the referent. In many cases, the demonstratum will be the referent.
When Arnold and Betty are quite closeto the big vase, and there is one clear
crack, Arnold could be pointing at that crack, and Betty might identify it as
the demonstratum and at the same time as the referent. However, the
demonstratum and the referent may also be quite distinct (exampleswill
soon be given), and it is necessaryto distinguish them.
'
Nunberg s theory of referring is a general one, including deictic reference
. Miller ( 1982) further analyzed its applicability to demonstrative
reference, and Clark , Schreuder, and Buttrick ( 1983) published the first
empirical study on how listeners compute the referent given the demon
stratum, saliencebeing one important cue. The distinction betweendemon
stratum and referent is also of paramount importance for other types of
spacedeixis.

Informing
The secondfunction Fillmore ( 1982) distinguished is informing. A deictic
term can be used to inform the interlocutor about the place of an object.
This is typically (but not exclusively) done by deictic adverbialsand preposition
, such as here, there, above, below, infront of, behind, left , and right .
A father can tell his child Your ball is behindthe tree; this is not identifying
an object, but informing the interlocutor where someobject is (in this case,
by predicating the location of the object) .
How can a placebe indicated? In order to get this done, a speakeralways
needswhat we will call a relatum- an entity with respect to which the
referent object can be localized. To indicate the place of some dog, the
speakercould say the dogis nearme, nearyou, or near the table. The relatum
is me, you, or table. The speakerwill , in addition , often needa coordinate
system, which makesit possibleto orient the referent object with respectto
the relatum. This is clear from expressionssuchas thedog is underthe table,
in front of the table, or to the left of the table. Using the preposition under
acknowledgesthe existenceof a vertical dimension, whereasinfront of and
to the left of presupposethe existenceof two horizontal dimensions of
orientation .
It is now possibleto categorizethe most important systemsof localization that are used in verbal communication, by cross- classifying kinds of
relatum and kinds of coordinate system. A first , incomplete categorization
is presentedin table 2.1. Three of the four cellsin this table are actually used
by speakers. Let us consider them in turn . The most basic systemof local
referenceis the one depicted in cell I : primary deictic reference. Here the
speakeris both the relatum and the origin of the coordinate system. What
kind of coordinate systemis this? It is three-dimensional, consisting of a
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speaker

other entity
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RELATUM
other entity

speaker

(III) - - -

(IV ) intrinsic reference

I.,I

~

Table2.1
Threebasicsystemsof local reference.

vertical dimension and two horizontal dimensions, and it hasthe speakeras
the origin . The orientation of the vertical dimension is determined by what
can be called " perceivedverticality " ; the speakersensesthe vertical direction
largely through the pull of gravity on his vestibular and muscular
systems. But there is also a role played by the orientation of the surrounding
visual frame (rooms havea clear ceiling/ ftoor orientation , and outdoors
one hascuessuchasupright trees, houses, the sky, and the horizon ), aswell
as by other cues(seeLevelt 1984a; on astronauts' problems in this respect,
seeFriederici and Levelt 1986) . The vertical dimension is quite specialfor
'
two reasons: First , it is rather independentof the speakers physical orientation
. When the speakerlies down , the sensedvertical changesonly to a
small extent (Mittelstaedt 1983)- particularly when the visual frame is
maintained. Second, the orientation of the vertical dimension is normally
sharedbetweeninterlocutors. In what I have called " the canonical setting
for speech" (following H . Clark 1973), the interlocutors are relatively close
together and mutually visible. They share the pull of gravity as well as
, they all have
important aspectsof the visual frame. As a consequence
about the samesenseof verticality .
The two horizontal dimensions, however, are not normally shared between
interlocutors. The first one is the speaker's front / back dimension.
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The picture in cell I of the table shows the use of this dimension. The
speakeris uttering the ball is infront of me. The ball is infront of the speaker
becauseit is located along what is usually called the " positive" half of the
dimension, towards which the speakeris oriented. When two interlocutors
are facing one another (which is quite normal in conversation), their
front / back orientations are opposite and thus not shared. The sameholds
for the second horizontal dimension, which runs perpendicular to the
front / back dimension. It is the speaker's behaviorally more symmetrical
left/right dimension. What is " left " for the speaker is " right " for the
interlocutor facing him.
Given the constant threat of nonalignmentof coordinate systemsbetween
interlocutors, the latter have what Klein ( 1978) calls a coordinationproblem
: The addresseemust know where the speakeris located and what his
orientation is in order to interpret his deictic expressions, and the speaker
's
must be aware of the addressee
ability or inability to have accessto such
information . You will plan your deictic expressionsquite differently when
on the phone than when in full view of your interlocutor .
Let us now considercell II , secondarydeictic reference. This involves the
samecoordinate systemas primary deixis, with the speakeras origin and
with his vertical and horizontal (front / back and left /right) dimensions as
coordinates. The relatum, however, is not the speaker but some other
object. The scenein cell II of the table depicts a tree as relatum. In order to
locate the ball , the speakersaysthe ball is behindthe tree. It is important to
notice that treeshaveno front and back sidesof their own. The ball ' s being
behind the tree is dependenton the speaker's coordinate system. The ball
and the tree are located on the speaker's front / back dimension, with the
ball further removed from the speakerthan the tree. If the speakerwould
move 900clockwise around the tree, always facing it , he could say the ball
is to the left of the tree. The tree has no left side of its own. Deictic spatial
referencealwaysdependson where the speakeris and on his orientation in
the scene. In order to interpret a deictic expression, the listener must be
aware of thesespatial properties of the speaker.
How the relation betweenspeaker, relatum, and referent is mappedonto
deictic terms varies from languageto language. Hill ( 1982), for instance,
describedan African language(Hausa) in which a speakerin the sceneof
cell II usesthe equivalent of in front of the tree to localize the ball. In fact,
Hill found that the sameis done in certain English-speakingcommunities.
In the lower cells of the table, the situation changesdrastically. The
system of coordinates is no longer dependent on the speaker; now it
dependson someother entity . In the standard case, the relatum is also the
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sourceof the coordinate system. This is so for the scenedepictedin cell IV .
The chair has a vertical dimension and two horizontal ones, a front / back
'
and a left /right dimension. The ball lies on the positive half of the chair s
front / back axis, and that makes it possible for the speakerto say that the
ball is infront of the chair. This kind of referenceis called intrinsic, because
localization is relative to intrinsic dimensionsof someentity . Note that the
position and the orientation of the speakerwith respect to the sceneare
irrelevant. If the speakerwere to turn around or move behind the chair , it
would not affect intrinsic reference. The ball would continue to be in front
of the chair. This is quite different from secondary deictic use, as in the
sceneof cell II , where the ball is behind, in front of, left of, or right of the
tree, depending on where the speakeris.
There are situations where deictic and intrinsic referencecan lead to
conflicting expressions.Take again the scenein cell IV . The speakerin that
scenecould as well usesecondarydeictic reference. He would then have to
say the ball is to the left of the chair, becausefrom his point of view the ball
is further to the left on his left /right dimension. It should be obvious that
suchconflicts can lead to trouble in communicating. The interlocutor must
be able to guesswhich coordinate system the speaker is using. Usually ,
speakersare not very explicit about this. It is the exception rather than the
rule that a speaker saysfrom my point of view . . . or something similar
(Levelt 1982b; Ehrich 1985; Burkle , Ninnaier , and Hernnann 1986; Herr mann, Burkle, and Ninnaier 1987) . The potential clashesof deictic and
intrinsic reference, and someways in which they are resolved, are discussed
in Levelt 1984a.
The fact that cell III of the table is empty meansthat it is unusual, if not
entirely impossible, for a speakerto usehimself as relatum in an intrinsic
coordinate system. The speakerin the sceneof cell IV would then have to
saysomethinglike the ball is to the right of me, becausethe speakerand the
'
ball are roughly aligned along the chair s left /right dimension.
It was mentioned above that the representation of local referencesystems
in table 2. 1 is not complete. For one thing , there are other coordinate
systemsbesidesthe two mentioned so far. An important one is the system
of geographicreference. An object can be north, west, etc. of somerelatum.
There are linguistic communities in which this or similar systemsof geographic referenceare usedintensively. For our presentconcern, the speaker
as interlocutor , a secondextension of the system is of great relevance. It
concerns intrinsic reference. Within this cell of the table (cell IV) , the
speakercould also take the addresseeas a basisfor the coordinate system.
This is exemplified in figure 2. 1. When the speakersays the ball is in front
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Figure2.1
.
asbasisfor thecoordinatesystem
Intrinsicreference
with the addressee
of you, as in the left picture, the addresseeis taken both as the relatum and
as the origin of the coordinate system, just as the chair is in cell IV of table
2.1. But the speakercould also say the ball is to the right of the lamp, as in
the right picture. Here the lamp is the relatum, but the addresseeis still the
's
basisfor the coordinate system. It is only from the addressee
perspective
that the ball is to the right of the standing lamp. Burkle et ale( 1986) and
-basedintrinsic reference
Herrmann et al. ( 1987) showed that such addressee
is spontaneously used by speakers, especiallywhen the speakerhas
reasonto supposethat the addresseemight have trouble determining what
kind of coordinate systemthe speakeris using. Still , it is a general finding
that the dominant or default systemfor most speakersis deictic reference,
either primary or secondary( Burkle et al. 1986; Ehrich 1985; Herrmann et
al. 1987; Hill 1982; Levelt 1982b, 1984a; Wunderlich 1981; Zubin and Choi
1984).
A third point , which may have beenblurred by the analysisof table 2.1,
is that there is local referencewithout an implicit or an explicit coordinate
system. The most basic caseis in the use of here. This deictic term means
"
"
roughly near the speaker , but it does not specify any orientation of the
located entity with respectto the speaker. Klein ( 1978) asked himself the
"
"
question where is here? , and especiallyhow closean entity should be to
"
"
the speakerto be here . If the locus of here is some region including the
speaker, that region is highly variable in size. It mayor may not include the
'
addressee
, for instance. If speakerArnold saysIt s more comfortable here
than in your chair, the region of heredoesnot include the addressee(Betty) .
'
But when he saysit s warm here, it is more likely that the region is meant to
include both himself and Betty; it is probably an atmosphericcondition of
the room. In a certain state of mind Arnold could complain There is no
justice here, expanding the region to all of the sublunary world . Klein
( 1978) calls this the delimitation problem the interlocutors have to solve.
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Deictic thereindicatessomeplace outside the region of here, but it requires
in addition some specification of direction , just as in demonstrative reference
. This direction presupposesan origin (the speaker), but no particular
coordinate system; there neednot be in front of the speaker, or above the
speaker. It is, rather, the direction pointed to (or otherwise indicated by
nonverbal means) . The delimitation problem is the problem interlocutors
have of distinguishing the regions for hereand for there, given the prevailing
context of discourse. In languagesother than English the delimitation
problem can be even more complicated. The proximal/ distal distinction
underlying the uses of here and there happens to be dichotomous in
English, but someother languages(among them Latin , Spanish, Javanese)
organize that dimension in a three-step fashion: proximal medial distal
sure
must
make
.
The
1982
)
speaker
(Fillmore 1982; Weissenbornand Klein
that the addresseecan derive the intended region from what he is saying
and from the context of conversation.
Another caseof local referencewithout a coordinate system, involving
only a relatum, is the useof terms like near, closeto, and by. In the bal/oon
'
'
is nearthehouse, neither the speakers nor the house s systemof coordinates
is used as a base; all that is said is that the balloon is in the region of the
house.
A final but important point to be made concerns deixis-by-analogy
'
(Buhler 1934) . Nunberg s distinction betweendemonstratum and reference
also applies to informing an addresseeabout a place. The place demonstrated
by deictic or intrinsic referenceis not necessarilythe place referred
to. One examplesufficesto show this.
Arnold : Does John have scarsafter the accident?
Betty (touching her right cheek with her index finger) : Yes, he got a big
one here.
'
The demonstratum is evidently the indicated region on Betty s right cheek,
'
but it is equally obvious that it cannot be the referent: How could John s
scar be located on Betty' s cheek? The intended referent is the analogical
'
region on John s cheek, and Arnold is supposedto understand that Betty
'
is using her own body as a model for John s. Note that the information
Betty conveys in this way is quite different from what is literally said
'
another demonstration of Grice s cooperative principle .
One' s own body can also function deictically as a model for animals and
even cars (example: Philip, who loves old -timers, tells his father in great
excitementI sawonewith a wheelherewhile making a turning hand gesture
'
near his right side, thus indicating the locus of the car s sparewheel) . Still ,
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analogical deixis is not limited to using one s own body as a model . If
Arnold and Betty occupy similar rooms in a dormitory , and Arnold is
visiting Betty in her quarters , he could say I put my floor lamp there
'
(indicating some place in Betty s room ) or even I hung my lamp just to the
right of where your table is. Buhler ( 1934) referred to this as a shift of origin
from where the speaker is now to the analogical place elsewhere- i .e., from
the demon stratum to the referent .
There are also models that have been designed to function as models .
One can point on a map and say I live there. The demon stratum is the spot
on the map . The referred - to place , however , is the place in the real world
corresponding to the locus in the model . Deixis - by - analogy is a powerful
tool speakers use for referring to place .
Acknowledging
There are , finally , spatial deictic uses that do not have the function of
'
identifying an object or of informing the interlocutor about an object s
location . The location is , rather , presupposed . The clearest casesin English
are some uses of deictic verbs of motion , such as come and go . When a
"
"
speaker says Christian is going to the library , this acknowledges the fact
that at the moment of utterance the speaker is not in the library . If the
speaker happens to be in the library , he should say Christian is coming to the
library . These usesof come and go thus depend on where the speaker is ; they
are deictic uses.

Come, but not go, easily allows for a shift of origin from speaker to
addressee
. When the addresseeis in the library , and the speakercalls from
someother place, it is all right to say Christian is comingto the library , thus
. Fillmore ( 1973) showedthat this
shifting the deictic origin to the addressee
" at home base." One will
when
the
addressee
is
happensespecially
say May
I comein?- not May I go in?- when an addresseeanswersthe doorbell. In
other words, deictic come is used when the goal of motion is a region
around the deictic origin . When the origin is not shifted, this region
includes the speakerand mayor may not include the addressee
. When it is
shifted, it includes the addressee
. Deictic go is used when the goal of
movement is outside the speaker's region.
There are three other deictic verbs of motion in English: bring, send, and
take. E. Clark ( 1974) analyzed them as causative verbs (bring as causeto
come, and the other two as variants of causeto go) . They have deictical
propertiessimilar to thoseof comeand go, respectively. The acknowledging
usesof deixis are not limited to verbs of motion ; there are languagesthat
require a speakerto mark nouns for proximity or visibility of the object to
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the speaker (see Dixon 1972 on the Australian language Dyirbal ), and
English has other fonDSof deictic acknowledgementthan verbs of motion

alone(Fillmore 1982
).
2.2.3 Time Deixis
"
' "
Deictic time- i.e., time with respectto the speakers now - is expressible
in all languages, but the meansare very different. Probably all languages
have temporal adverbs of some sort or another, such as tomorrow, today,
and yesterday. English and many (but not all ) other languagesalso have
tensesystemsto express, among other things, deictic time. In English, but
not in all other tensedlanguages, tensemarkers are inflections on the verb.
With Francis wascashingthe checkthe speakerrefersto an event preceding
" now " whereasFrancis is
,
cashingthe checkrefers to the present.
In the canonical setting for speech, the deictic temporal origin is shared
'
"
"
by the interlocutors. They all havethe same now. ( Remember, they don t
"
"
necessarilyhave the same here. ) Let us start by considering someshortlived
event, such as Francis' cashing a check. (One may, of course, spend
hours on cashinga check, but in what follows let us assumethat it is a rather
instantaneousevent.) The moment of the eventcan be symbolizedbye . The
speakercan say something about the event, and let the moment of utterance
be u. The tenseof the utterancemayor may not revealsometemporal
relation of precedenceor coincidencebetweene and u. Here is the simplest
"
"
"
case(where < means" precedes, = means coincides, and = < means
" :
" coincides and or
/ precedes )
Past tense: e < u
Example: Francis was cashing the check.
Presenttense: u = < e
Example: Francis is cashing the check.
Both exampleshaveprogressiveaspect(cashing), but the tensedifferenceis
the one betweenwasand is.
Both of the above casesare examplesof what Lyons ( 1977) called primary
'
tense- i.e., deictic usesof tensewhere the speakers time of utterance
'
is the reference(just as in primary local deixis, where the speakers place is
the relatum). But just as a different spatial relatum can be chosenin local
deixis, a different referencetime can be chosenin time deixis. By using the
"
"
perfect tense, a speakerof English can createa past in the past by introducing
a referencetime, r , that is different from u and betweene and u:
Pluperfect: e < r < u
Example: Francis had beencashing a check (when Peter arrived) .
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A speaker who says this refers to a time r in the past (for instance, the
moment that Peter arrived) and relates to it the moment of cashing the
check, e. This new moment, r , can be thought of asthe moment at which the
eventwas or becamerelevant, so r can stand for both " relevancetime" and
" referencetime." Notice that the
newly created relation betweene and r is
itself nondeictic; it is independentof the speaker's " now." It can be paraphrase
'
as Francis' cashingof the checkprecedesPeter s arriving, which
merely orders two events in time. But the pluperfect expresses that the
referencetime is in the past, i.e., precedingthe speaker's " now," and that
relation is deictic. Hencewe have in the pluperfect two temporal relations:
a deictic one betweenutterance time u and relevancetime r , namely r < u,
and a nondeictic (or intrinsic) one betweenevent time and relevancetime,
namelye < r.
In the example, the newly introduced relevancetime- the moment of
Peter' s arrival - wasexplicitly mentioned. But this is not always necessary.
There are situations in which a speakercanjust sayFrancishadbeencashing
a check. Such an utterance acknowledgessome relevancetime mutually
known to the interlocutors.
Many authors (following Reichenbach1947) prefer to usethe notion of
relevancetime also for the simple presenttenseand past tense. In that case,
one should say for the present tense that the utterance time and the
relevancetime coincide- i .e., the deictic temporal relation is r = u, and the
intrinsic component for the present tenseis e = r. For the past tense, the
relevancetime precedesthe utterancetime (i.e., the deictic relation is r < u)
but the relevancetime coincideswith the event time (i.e., e = r ) . Applying
this two-component analysisgenerally, we get the following .
(a) Present
Deictic component: r = u. Intrinsic component: e = r.
(b) Past
Oeictic component: r < u. Intrinsic component: e = r.
(c) Pluperfect
Deictic component: r < u. Intrinsic component: e < r .
This analysis can now be extended to other tenses. Take the present
perfect, asin Francishasbeencashingthecheck(i.e., he hasthe money now) .
Here the relevancetime coincides with the speaker's " now." The speaker
expresses that what happened is still actual; the present availability of
money could even be the topic of the ongoing conversation. Compare this
with the past tense: Francis wascashingthe checkdoes not expressthat the
eventis presentlyrelevant. Thus, for presentperfect we have the following .
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(d ) Present perfect
Deictic component :

r = u.

Intrinsic component :

e < r.

The English tense system does not allow for future marking on the verb .
Reference to the future is often accomplished by using the auxiliary will in
the present tense, as in Francis will be cashing the check. In this case the
'
"
relevance time is the speaker s " now , but the event is in the future :

(e) Future
Deictic component: r = u. Intrinsic component: r < e.
This future construction, however, has a strong modal overtone. It ex'
pressesthe speakers attitude with respect to the definitenessof the expected
event (Lakoff 1970) .
A final and especiallyinstructive caseis future perfect, as in Francis will
havebeencashingthe check(by the time Peterarrives) . In this example, the
'
speakertakesthe future moment of Peter s arrival asthe relevancetime and
predicatesthat the event (cashingthe check) precedesit . The latter relation
is the nondeictic one (e < r ), but the moment of Peter' s arrival is deictically
located after the speaker's " now" (i.eu < r ) . In this case, nothing follows
with respectto the relative timing of e and u; the only thing we ~now is that
both precede the relevance time. Thus, the speaker leaves unspecified
whether, at the moment of speaking, the check has already been cashed.
For future perfect we have the following .
(f ) Future perfect
Deictic component: u < r. Intrinsic component: e < r .
It will not always be necessaryfor the speakerto mention the time of
relevanceexplicitly . If it is mutually known to the interlocutors, it can be
left unmentioned. The speakercan just say Francis will havebeencashing
the check(or perhaps better, without progressiveaspect, Francis will have
cashedthe check) . In that case the future perfect just acknowledgesthe
existenceof such a relevancetime, and the interlocutors will be able to
retrieve it . Finally , there is a modal aspect to the future perfect that
expressesa strong expectationon the part of the speakerthat this will be the
courseof events. Lyons ( 1981) calls this an epistemiccommitment.
So far we have only considered deictic referenceto events. However,
temporal referencecan also be made to a state, such as being in love or
knowing a telephonenumber. The state may be more or lessenduring, and
it mayor may not overlap with the utterancetime, with the relevancetime,
or with both. These caseswill not be discussedhere, but see Steedman
1982.
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I beganthis section by saying that tenseis but one device for expressing
time deictically. The useof time adverbialsis a more universal meansin the
languages of the world . Today is the day including the interlocutors
" now "
, yesterdayis the day precedingthe day of the utterance, and so on.
Many societieshave developeda quasi-objective systemof time reference:
calendartime. " June 18, 1832" denotesa day without referenceto a deictic,
speaker-dependentorigin . Still , most usesof calendar time are still deictic
to a certain extent. When a speaker asks Will you be here in June?, the
addresseewill interpret this as the first June from " now" ; and similarly for
referencesto days of the week and times of the day.
The presentdiscussionof time deixis owesmuch to Steedman1982and
to Ehrich 1987. Other major sourcesthe reader might want to consult are
Miller and Johnson- Laird 1976and Lyons 1977.
In conclusion: Everyday conversations are inherently deictical. Interlocutor
anchor their contributions steadily in the spatio-temporal context
of their conversation. When this is done by referenceto a speaker-centric
origin - and this is the normal or the default case- the referenceis deictic.
Speakerscan identify objects and events by deictic reference, they can
inform one another about locations of objects and about times of events
and states by reference to their spatio-temporal origin , and they can
deictically acknowledge place and time. Oeixis allows speakersto refer
indirectly by shifting the origin , by setting up spatial analogies or additional
" relevant" moments in time. All this is done
fluently, and mostly
unawares. These basic and astonishing abilities of speakershave received
relatively little psycholinguistic attention .

2.3. Intention
2.3.1 SpeechActs
It is generallyassumed, and it seemsto be supported by introspection, that
speakersproduce utterances in order to realize certain communicative
intentions. Although this need not be true for everything uttered, people
generally talk for somepurpose. They intend to inform an interlocutor , or
they want to be informed ; they wish the other party to take some action;
they want to sharefeelingsof sympathy, sorrow, or happiness; they want to
commit themselvesto someaction; and so on. This communicative intention
of an utterance is called its illocutionary force (Austin 1962) . An
utterance with an illocutionary force is called a speechact; it is an intentional
action performed by meansof an utterance.
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Each speechact begins with the conception of some intention . Where
intentions come from is not a concern of this book. They may arise from
previous discourse, for instance from a question by the interlocutor . In
many casesthey have other origins: a needfor information or help during
the execution of someactivity , a wish to pleaseor to impresssomeone, and
so forth . Not all intentions are communicated (thank heaven), and speech
acts are only one way of expressingintentions.
In fact, the intentions that underlie speechacts(aswell assomeother acts
of communication) are of a specialkind . We will call them communicative
intentions, and this needssomeelaboration. For a speechact to be effective,
the addresseemust be able not only to understand the utterancebut also to
'
recognize the speakers intention to communicate this information . In
other words, a speaker's communicative intention involves more than the
intention to convey a thought , a wish, or whatever. In addition it involves
the intention that the utterance makes it possible for the addresseeto
'
recognize the speakers purpose to convey just this thought, wish, or
whatever. A communicative intention always involves this purpose of
.
intention recognition by the addressee
This point was made by Grice ( 1957, 1968) and has beenelaborated by
various other authors (seeespeciallyH . Clark 1985; Recanati 1986; Sperber
and Wilson 1986) . It is not a trivial point . Take for instance the case
where a speakersayssomething in order to impressan interlocutor . If the
speakerdoes not want to be perceivedas a boaster, it is essentialthat the
interlocutor not recognize that intention . The utterance should merely
causethe addresseeto be impressed. It is an intention , but not a communicative
intention in the strict sense used here. For an intention to be a
communicative intention , it must involve the purposeof being recognizable
as suchby the other party . The content of the utterance, moreover, should
be instrumental in making the addresseerecognizethat intention .
'
Not all speechacts are effectivein conveying the speakers communicative
'
intention . A speech act s effectivenesswill depend on a variety of
factors, among them (i) what the speakersays, (ii ) the context in which it is
said, (iii ) the way in which it is said in terms of prosody, accompanying
gestures, gaze, etc., and (iv ) various listener factors, such as attention ,
willingness, and available background information . Illocutionary force,
definedas the intended effect of an utterance, is a speaker-centerednotion .
Becauseof the mentioned listener factors, it would be wrong to define an
utterance' s illocutionary force operationally in terms of what a listener
infers from it . But it is certainly important , empirically and theoretically, to
ask under which conditions speechacts are effective(i.e., are successfulin
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conveyingthe speakers communicative intention to the addressee
(s . The
following utterancesare speechactsif the conversantsdeliver them with the
illocutionary force indicated in parenthesesand with the purpose of conveying
their intention
Arnold : Wolfgang has tom his Achilles tendon. (a statementmade to
inform interlocutor B of a presumably unknown fact)
Betty: Oh no! Is he in the hospital? (an exclamationintended to express
one' s feelings, followed by a questionmade to invite Arnold to provide
certain information unknown to Betty)
Arnold : Yes. (an answerintended to comply with B' s invitation )
Betty: Sendhim a bunch of flowers. (a commandintended to get A to a
certain course of action)
Arnold : I ' ll do that . (a promise intended to commit oneself to the
mentioned course of action)
Thesespeechacts have the illocutionary forces of statement, exclamation,
question, answer, command, and promise, respectively. Although the variety
of speechacts is unlimited , at least somemajor classesof illocutionary
force can bedistinguished. Searle( 1979) proposedthe following taxonomy:
(i ) Assertives The intention of an assertive is to commit a speaker to
'
something s being the case. The first turn above commits Arnold to the
truth of Wolfgang' s having tom his Achilles tendon, and in the third turn
Arnold commits himself to the truth of Wolfgang' s being in the hospital.
Grice' s maxims of quality require the speaker to behave (in subsequent
turns) as ifhe believesin the truth of whatever he has asserted. Searlecalls
this the sincerity condition of the speechacts that share this illocutionary
force. It would not be sincerefor Arnold to answer Yes, but I do not believe
him to be in thehospital. The sincerity condition is a necessarycondition for
the utterance to be an assertivespeechact.
'
Speakerscan commit themselvesin various ways to something s being
the case; they can state, boast, conclude, complain . These types of speech
act differ in intention , and thus they differ in illocutionary force. Still , they
sharethe basic feature of the speaker's commit ting himself to the truth of
someproposition .
(ii ) Directives The purpose of a directive is to get the addressee
(s) to do
something. The question in the secondturn of the aboveconversation is an
'
attempt on Betty s part to get Arnold to provide certain information ,
namely whether Wolfgang is in the hospital. A question is a directive, and
so is a command. The command in the fourth turn is an attempt by Betty
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to get Arnold to send a bunch of flowers to Wolfgang. There are marked
differencesbetweenthesetwo directives; in the one casethe intended action
is a reply, and in the other it is someactivity external to the conversation.
And there are other directives, such as orders, requests, pleas, and challenges
, which are still different in illocutionary detail. All of them are
attempts by the speakerto have the addresseedo something. The sincerity
condition for a directive is that the speaker behave as if he wants the
addresseeto do the action and as if he has a certain right to requestit . It
would be odd for a cooperative speakerto say Sendhim a bunchofflowers,
'
but I don t want you to.
(iii ) Commissives The intention of a commissive is for 'the speaker to
'
commit himself to somefuture courseof action. Arnold s I ll do that in the
fifth turn commits him to sending the flowers. Such commitments can be
made by promises, by pledges, by vows, or by threats, and the commitments
can differ in other aspects (such as strength and content) . The
'
sincerity condition of a commissiveis the speakers intention' to perform
the action. It would be rather extraordinary for Betty to say 1 1/ do it , but I
'
don t intend to. The speakerhas taken on a certain obligation .

(iv ) Expressives The intention of an expressiveis for the speakerto make
known his feelingswith respectto some state of affairs that concernshim
. The exclamation Oh no! in the second turn above
and/ or the addressee
's
es
express Betty feelingswith respectto the state of affairs mentioned in
Arnold ' s previous turn . Some other types of expressivesare thanks, congratulations
, apologies, welcomes, and condolences. The sincerity condition
for an expressiveis that the speaker commit himself to the feeling
'
'
expressed.Betty couldn t have sincerelyexclaimedOh no, but I don t care!
(v) Declarations The purpose of a declaration is to bring about a change
that makes reality correspond to what is declared. When Roosevelt declared
war on Japan, that declaration changed reality from a state of
nonwar to a state of war. It is obvious that Rooseveltcould do this only by
virtue of his institutional rights, and most declarations work by virtue of
the speaker's specialrole in someinstitution (as with baptizing, marrying ,
"
and the granting of degrees). Searlegives as a counterexample I define
. . ." ; one doesn' t needto havea degreein mathematicsto definea new term.
According to Searle, declarations have no sincerity conditions and sure
'
enough, Roosevelt s declaration of war changesthe state of the world
whether or not he believesit , finds it inevitable, wants it , or whatever. None
of thesespeakerattitudes is necessaryfor the utteranceto be a declaration.
"
Still , it is pretty absurd for a doctor to say I herebypronounce the patient
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dead, but I don' t believe it " . Insofar as declarations are intentional (and
thus speechacts), their sincerity condition is the speaker's belief in the
changeof state occasionedby the declaration.

These five types of illocutionary force involve, in their sincerity conditions
, two modalities of psychological attitude on the part of the speaker
(Lyons 1981): epistemicand deontic commitment. Epistemic commitment
is commit ting oneself to factuality - to something' s being the case. This
commitment is at issuein assertivesand expressives
. In performing these
speechacts, the speakercommits himself to , respectively, the truth of some
proposition and the real presenceof the feelingexpressed.Deontic commitment
is a commitment to desirability - to the necessityof somecourse of
action. The speakerexpresses his will that something be so. This commitment
is involved in directives (with which the speakercommits himself to
), in commissives(with
wanting some action on the part of the addressee
which the speakercommits himself to the necessityof his own course of
action), and in declarations (with which the speaker is committed to
bringing about the changeof state that is expressedin the declaration). It
is the speaker's communicative intention that the commitment he makesbe
.
recognizedas such by the addressee
Such commitments can come in degrees. Degreesof epistemiccommitment
can, for instance, be expressedby way of modal verbs ( Wolfgangwill
be in the hospital; Wolfgangcan be in the hospital), by adverbial phrases(It
is possiblethat Wolfgangis in the hospital), by subtle variations of intonation
, and so on. Similarly , variations in deontic commitment can be expresse
( Youmay buy a bunchofflowers; It is necessarythat you buy a bunch
of flowers, and so on) .
Is this set of speech-act types universal and complete? Probably neither.
Cultures can differ substantially in the actions people perform by talking .
What about praying? Is it asserting, directing, commit ting , expressing,
declaring, all of theseat the sametime, or somethingreally different? What
about the varietiesof magic?No doubt there are typesof speechact that are
unknown to Western culture, and they may even involve other classesof
illocutionary force than the ones mentioned here.
2.3.2 Speech-Act Type and Sentential Fonn
A theory of the speakershould explain how languageusersmap intentions
onto linguistic form. It is thereforeof central importanceto analyzewhether
there are systematic relations between types of speechact and types of
sentenceuttered by speakers. Linguists and philosophers have generally
maintained that suchsystematicrelations exist, and I agree. Somehavealso
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arguedthat the relation is a very strict one specifically, that there is a one
to -one correspondencebetweenillocutionary force and sentenceform , and
here I must disagree. I will not review the argumentsin favor of or against
the latter position ; others have done so in great detail (Gazdar 1979;
Levinson 1983; Sperber and Wilson 1986; Wilson and Sperber 1988) .
Rather, in the following pagesI will review someof the regular and the less
regular relations that have been observed between speechact type and
sentenceform . It should be stressedthat regularities of this sort are, in part ,
conventionalregularities resulting from standards of use shared by interlocutors
in a community of languageand culture. Still , certain conventions
'
may hold universally in the world s societies that does seemto be the
case. But languageuserscan deviate from standards; in fact, cultures grow
elaborate systemsto regulate such deviations, thereby imposing new standards
. Thesecan, in turn , be flouted by languageusers, and so forth . Before
turning to these issuesin the next section, I will introduce some of the
regularities.
Sentencetypes
Sentencescomein different types(sometimescalled moods) . The three main
'
types found in the world s languagesare declarative, interrogative, and
imperative (Sadockand Zwicky 1985) . Thesetypesare often reflectedin the
mood of the verb. Again depending on the language, a verb can be mor
and
phologically marked for indicative, imperative, optative, subjunctive,
still other moods. Such moods clearly relate to characteristic functions of
thesesentencetypes in everydayconversation- in particular , to the kinds
. Also , the type of a
of commitment made by uttering such sentences
sentencecan determine its word order and its melody or intonation , as is
reflected in the difference between the declarative and the interrogative
sentenceform in English.
Declarativesentences(with the verb in indicative mood) are characteristically
used to assertand to declare ( Wolfgang is in the hospital; Hereby I
open the meeting) . These types of speechact, as we saw above, have in
'
common the speakers attitude of epistemiccommitment (a belief in some's
thing being or becoming the case) . It may, dependingon the context, be
a good first choice for a speakerwho intends to assertor declaresomething
to opt for a declarative sentence.
Imperative sentences(with the verb in imperative mood, and/ or with
used to order and
particular imperative word order) are characteristically
't walk on the lawn .
Don
) They
to forbid (Send him a bunch of flowers;
to
some
obligation perform
typically function to impose on the addressee
or desistfrom a course of action.
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- for which languagesdon' t seemto have a particula
Interrogative sentences
mood of the verb, but which may be marked by word order, rising
intonation , and the useof particles (such asplease) - also have a directive
function. They characteristically put the addresseeunder an obligation to
provide information of somesort (Is he in the hospital?; What is the time?) .
Both imperatives and interrogatives, whether or not they are grammaticized in a language, are typically used to create deontic commitment of
some sort for the addressee
. Languagesseemto be lessrich in the means
to
commit
the
they provide
speaker to some action (i .e., promising or
.
Rather
indicate
their commitment indirectly by putting
, speakers
pledging)
'
the action in the future (1 // do that) . As we have seen, however, future
is also usedto expressthe speaker's degreeof certainty when he makesan
assertion; it is a way of indicating the modality of a speechact.
Though certain sentencetypes do seemto relate to particular types of
'
speechact, the relationship to Searles five kinds of speechacts is by no
meansone-to-one. If anything, declarative sentencesrelate to both assertions
and declarations, imperative and interrogative sentencesboth relate
to directives, and there are no major characteristicsentencetypesfor either
commissivesor expressives
. As will be discussedbelow, the relations are,
moreover, highly context-dependent. Practically any sentencetype can be
used to perform practically any kind of speechact. Wunderlich ( 1979),
Gazdar ( 1979), Levinson ( 1983), and Wilson and Sperber ( 1988) have
proposed ways of dealing with thesecontext dependencies
, which will not
bediscussedhere. But someof the regularitiesnoticed heredo seemto exist,
at leastas tendenciesof use. It would indeedbe remarkable, for example, to
find a languagein which assertivesare typically made by meansof interrogativ
or imperative sentences
. If a linguist were to find sucha language,
one would rather doubt the usefulness of his criteria for calling certain
sentencetypes in that languageinterrogative or imperative.
Perfonnative verbs
The most direct meansa speakerhasto expressthe illocutionary force of his
intention is by explicitly using verbs of a particular class: the so- called
performatives. A speakercan make an assertiveby saying I state that . . . ,
I believethat . . . , I concludethat . . . , and so on. Directives can, similarly ,
be made by using performatives, such as order, forbid , request, and ask.
Examplesof performative verbs for making commissivesare promise, vow,
and pledge. For making expressives
, a speakerhas verbs like congratulate
and thank. Declarations can be made by using declare, define, baptize, and
so on. At one point linguists even suggestedthat all sentenceswith illocu -
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tionary force have some performative verb in their underlying structure
( Ross 1970), but that idea has been abandoned. Note that for some
illocutionary forces there are no performative verbs; for example, one
cannot say I boast that . . . (Searle 1979) .
Performative verbs are very direct means of expressingillocutionary
"
"
force, and Deese( 1984), who called them psychological verbs, found
that they are frequently used for that purpose in natural discourse.
2.3.3 Politenea and Indirect SpeechActs
Conversation, and most other talk , is a collaborative activity that can be
successfulonly if the speaker respects, or takes into account, the rights,
capabilities, propensities, and feelings of the other parties. The use of
straightforward linguistic means of the sorts discussedin the previous
paragraph may be orthogonal to this requirement, and cultures have
developedrather intricate systemsto cope with potential conflicts in conversation
. Thesesystems, which regulate politenessand formality , are no
lessconventional than the usesof sentenceform discussedabove. Over and
abovethis, speakerswill remain creativeand usenonconventional meansto
act with words.
It should not be surprising that politeness-regulating devicesare especially
apparent where directives are concerned. Directives are speechacts
that put certain obligations on other parties, and their successfulexecution
dependscrucially on the interlocutors willingnessand ability to take on the
obligation . Cultures have developed remarkably efficient conventions for
'
expressingthe speakers awarenessof addresseefactors. If Betty wants to
commit Arnold to sendingWolfgang a bunch of flowers, Betty can refrain
from using the imperative ( I ) .
( I ) Sendhim a bunch of flowers.
'
Instead, shecan inquire about Arnold s ability or willingnessto act, or even
to attend to a question:
(2) Can you sendhim a bunch of flowers?
(3) Would you mind sendinghim a bunch of flowers?
(4) May I ask you to sendhim a bunch of flowers?
There are still other ways to phrase such questions. (The conventions
also differ considerably betweenlanguages.) Questionsof this sort perform
'
two functions simultaneously: They overtly expressthe speakers concern
'
for the addressees condition , and they function as a requestto perform the
action. Clark and Schunk ( 1980) haveshown that the abovequestion forms
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arejudged to be very polite requests. Let us consider this requestinguseof
questionsin somedetail.
A question, we have seen, is a directive that invites the addresseeto
provide certain information . Sentences2, 3, and 4 are questions; the
addresseeis invited to provide information about his ability or willingness
to perform a certain action, or to attend to a request. And the addressee
may indeed provide that information , especiallywhen it is negative (for
's
instance, to question 2, I cannot, I have to leave now) . The addressee
certainty as to whether the speaker is already in the possessionof the
requestedinformation may vary; however, if the addresseehas good contextua
reasonsto believethat the speakeralready knows about her ability
or readinessto perform the action, sheknows that the speakercannot have
'
sincerelyaskedfor it . By Grice s maxim of relation , the speakermust have
meant somethingelse- most probably a requestto perform the mentioned
action. Utterances that ask a question but implicate a request are called
indirect requests. Herrmann and his collaborators (see Herrmann 1983)
havestudiedexperimentally what factors induce speakersto make requests
by implicature and, if they do, what condition they will question. These
resultswill be discussedfurther in chapter 4, but it can already be said that
'
'
they clearly indicate that a speakers doubt with respect to the listener s
readinessto comply with the directive is an especiallyimportant factor in
the speaker's decision to requestby implicature . Under suchconditions of
doubt , speakerschoosequestion forms that Clark and Schunk' s subjects
judged to be very polite .
A cooperativeaddresseewill react to the request(I 'll do that), but it is not
unusual to answer to both the question and the implicated request. To
'
question 2 above, Arnold could react with Yes(to the question), I ll do that
(to the request) . H . Clark ( 1979) analyzedthe factors inducing a speakerto
respond to the question, to the request, or to both. His technique was to
make telephonecalls to shops, banks, and restaurants and ask questions
such as these:
'
(5) Can you pleasetell me what the interest is on your regular savings
account?
(6) Can you tell me what the interest is on your regular savingsaccount?
(7) Are you able to tell me what the interest is on your savingsaccount?
The respondents' answersdependedon, among other things, the degreeof
conventionality or idiomaticity of the question. Question 5 is highly idiomatic
, with Can you please; as was mentioned above, pleaseis a regular
'
requestmarker. Question 6 doesn t contain pleasebut still has the conven-
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tional Canyou idiom . Question 7 is a far lessidiomatic way of questioning
'
'
about a person scapability . Clark s resultsshow unequivocally that the less
conventional the question form , the more likely it is that respondentswill
answerto the question. The answer type Yes, four percent (as opposed to
Four percent) occurred in 8 percent of the responsesto question 5, in 16
percent of the responsesto question 6, and in 30 percent of the responses
to question 7.
These results demonstrate not only the effectivenessof requesting by
implicature, but also the power of convention in doing so. Considerations
of politeness and cooperativenesscan induce speakersto bypass direct
conventional mappings of speech-act type to sentenceform . However,
.
speakerscan adopt conventional meansof deviating from thesestandards
The moreconventionalthe means, the lessambiguousthe intention conveyed.
'
Still , Clark s resultsshow that , evenin the lessidiomatic casesof indirect
requests, the request intention is usually conveyed. The least idiomatic
to
question (7), for instance, still almost always induced respondents
mention the interest rate. This is no doubt due to the Gricean rationality of
theseconversations: Why would a personcall a bank if he assumesthat the
bank cannot provide him with a datum as basic as the interest rate? The
respondentwill normally assumethat belief in this ability is mutual.
And this possibility to implicate speechacts is by no meansrestricted to
as
requests. Just about any speechact can be made indirectly , as long
infer
can
addressee
the
that
context and Gricean cooperativenessguarantee
'
the speakers intention . Here is an example:
Child , after the washing up: Everything clean!
Mother , after quick inspection: You call that clean?
The mother' s interrogative question implicates the assertivethat things are
not clean, and probably the order to do it all over again. The information
"
"
askedfor in the question (namely, whether the word clean wasapplied to
the situation) was already mutually available to the interlocutors , and
hencethe sincerity condition for that question was not fulfilled . By violating
the sincerity condition for asking a question, the mother induced her
child to infer her real intention and, at the same time, created a special
rhetorical effect. Another example:
Teacher: Assume w to be the number of different English words.
"
'
The teacher s imperative sentenceis first of all a declaration ( I define w to
be . . ." ), not a directive. The specialconventions of teaching will immediately
'
induce the alert student s inferencethat from now on w standsfor the
number of different English words, whether he assumesit or not.
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Performative verbs can also be usedobliquely, as in the following .
Husband to his wife' s lover: I thank you for taking such good care of
Amelia.
The sameholds for the useof p/easeLover' s answer: Please!
The endlessvarieties of performing speechacts indirectly are especially
enhancedby prosodic and paralinguistic means. The sentence
So, you are going to the station
can be usedas a statement, a question, an order, an expressive, and evena
declarative(imagine a stagedirector defining roles for the actors), depending
on prosody and context. Gestures, gaze, and facial expressioncan be
crucial cuesfor the listener' s inferenceof intended speechact.
The main points of this sectionare these: Speakersusually talk with some
communicative intention , and there is no limit to the number of expressible
intentions. The expressionof a communicative intention through language
is called a speechact, and speechacts commit their speakersepistemically
or deontically. Thesecommitments can vary in degree. There are certain
regularitiesin the useof linguistic meansto expressdifferent typesof speech
act. They have to do with syntactic type and with choice of performative
verb. But speakerscan override these standard ways, especially when
restrictions on polite interaction are at stake. There are more or less
conventional ways of doing this, but in all casesthe resulting speechact is
implicit or indirect. The speakerdraws on the cooperative rationality of the
interlocutors. In short, there are certain conventions for the linguistic
utteranceof intentions, but there are no fixed mapping rules. The situation
is highly open-ended.
Summary
This chapter has introduced the speaker as an interlocutor , a participant in
conversation , the " foundation stone of the social world " ( Beattie 1983) . In
this canonical setting for speech, parties alternate their contributions , thus
creating a running context for the cooperative interpretation and generation
of utterances . There are rules of conduct regulating the way in which
parties to a conversation allocate their turns . These rules minimize the
chance of simultaneous talk (which would interfere with the distribution of
attention ) and maximize the occasion for all interlocutors to contribute to
the interaction . There are also rules that regulate the cooperative character
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of contributions , i.e., the ways in which a contribution relates to what is
'
mutually known and intended. Theseare known as Grice s maxims.
Participants in a conversationalso sharea nonlinguistic spatio temporal
context, in which they deictically anchor their utterances. In particular ,
thereis deictical referenceto persons, to social status, to place, to time, and
to loci in the ongoing discourse. As far as spaceand time are concerned,
"
"
"
' "
interlocutors tacitly assume the speakers here and now to be the
uses
origin of his deictic expressions. In primary place deixis, the speaker
coordinate
a
of
as
also
and
for
spatial
origin
himself as relatum
place
system. In secondarydeixis, the relatum is another object but the speaker
centric spatial coordinate systemis maintained. Spatial referencecan also
be made with respect to a coordinate system which is intrinsic to some
. The locus
oriented object in the context of conversationor to the addressee
" demonstratum" ;
the
cases
in
all
is
means
intrinsic
or
indicated by deictic
it is not necessarilythe intended referent. Interlocutors draw heavily on
"
"
mutual knowledge to jump from demonstraturn to referent. This is
- a shift in deictic
particularly apparent in deixis by analogy", which involves"
in
origin . The deictic origin is also often just acknowledged, particularly
.
and
come
the useof verbs like
go
Deictic referenceto time is accomplishedby the useof deictic adverbials
in the
(yesterday, tomorrow) and by the useof tense. Most of the attention
two temporal
chapter was given to tense. It appearedthat speakersexpress
moment of
the
between
relation
deictic
:
a
tense
of
relations by means
" relevance
the
reference
of
moment
(
utteranceand someimplicit or explicit
time" ), and an intrinsic relation betweenthat moment of relevanceand the
time of the event or the state talked about. Not all languageshave tense
adverbial
to
systems, but the sametwo componentscan also be referred by
means.
'
are
.
Speakers contributions to a conversation are intentional They
be
meansto achievecertain social ends, and they are intended to recognized
as such. Speakerscan expresstheir communicative intentions in more or
lessdirect ways, dependingon the requirementsof politeness, and drawing
on shared knowledge. It may be possible to distinguish different types of
'
into
speechact (intentional contributions ) , and Searles categorization
assertives, directives, commissives, expressivesand declarations was reviewed
. But there is lesshope for theories proposing a direct reflection of
acts and
speechact type in linguistic form . The relations betweenspeech
Moreover
, speakerscan
linguistic forms are highly context dependent.
always flout existing regularities and reap the harvest by creating pointed
effectsin conversation.
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The Structure

of Messages

This chapter marks the beginning of our odyssey through the speaker's
processingcomponents, and our guide will be the blueprint in figure 1.1.
The voyagewill have the Conceptualizer as both its point of departure and
its point of arrival . We will first considerit asa generatorof messages
; in the
final chapter, coming full circle, we will return to its monitoring function .
Messagesand their generation are the subject of this chapter and the next.
The presentchapter will deal with the issueof representation: What kind of
structures are preverbal messages
? The next chapter will then turn to
proceduresof messagegeneration.
According to the blueprint , preverbal messagesform the only kind of
input representationsto the Formulator . This meansthat a messageshould
contain the featuresthat are necessaryand sufficient for that next stageof
processing- in particular , for grammatical encoding. One could call a
"
"
.
preverbal messagethat contains all such featuresa well-formed message
It can be acceptedby the Formulator as characteristic input . The ultimate
goal for a theory of messagestructure is to specify in a preciseway what
makesa messagewell formed. One could, for instance, think of a " message
"
. But , alas,
grammar that generatesprecisely the well-formed messages
sucha grammar doesn' t exist, nor is it in the offing. The presentchapter can
only present a global review of the messagefeatures that are required at
later stagesof processing, and indicate why they are needed. Among these
features are that messagesare propositional , that they have thematic
structure, and that they haveperspective. There are, in addition , obligatory
language-specificfeaturesof various sorts.
Messagesare the vehiclesof referenceand predication. Speakersintend
their messagesto refer to persons, objects, states of affairs, emotions, or
what have you . At the same time, messagesare often used to predicate
things about thesereferents. They can assertor deny things about them,
assign properties to them, question things about them, and so on. And
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when somethingis predicatedabout a referent, that predication can be true,
or false, or undecidable. Such representations are often called propositional
. Let us adopt this practice, but be aware that messagesdo not always
values. When you say Congratulations/ or What?, the underlying
truth
have
"
"
messageis probably not a proposition . So, propositional will stand for a
mode of representation of which propositions are a special case. The
present chapter is largely concerned with detailing this representational
.
mode of messages
In the section 3.1 it will be argued that the propositional mode of
messagesis only one of a number of fonnats in which the mind can
"
internally communicate with itself. There is more than a single language
"
of thought ; however, if a thought is to be expressedin natural language,
the mediating code must be propositional .
An initial step in specifying the structure of messagesis to characterize
their vocabulary, i.e., the conceptsthat figure in referenceand predication,
aswell asthe relations that can hold betweenthem. In section3.2, preverbal
"
"
conceptualstructures(which will be called semantic ) will be describedas
function /argument structures, which can be built up hierarchically. Some
of the semanticfunctions involved, such as CAUSE and FROM , are of a
very central and frequent sort. They make it possibleto characterizecertain
arguments in a semantic structure as carrying a particular role, such as
agent, source, or goal. These roles define the thematic structure of the
, which will be discussedin section 3.3.
message
The speaker will also put the messagein someperspective. He will , in
particular , mark the topic the entity about which the messageis intended
to make a predication. He will also mark referentsfor their newsvalue, i.e.,
whether they are given or to be focused. This structure of foregrounding
"
"
, will be
and backgrounding, the infonnation structure of the message
treated in section 3.4.
'
Further , the speakers messageshould indicate the intended mood of the
utterance, i.e., whether it will be declarative, imperative, or interrogative.
Thesefeatures, as well as those of aspectand deixis, will be consideredin
section 3.5.
A final issueto be raised is whether messagesmust, to some degree, be
tuned to the target language. Will a messagefor an English Fonnulator
haveto differ from one that is fed into a Dutch Fonnulator , merely because
of language-specific requirements? The answer given in section 3.6 is
positive: Using a particular language requires the speaker to think of
particular conceptual features.
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3.1

Modes of Knowledge Representation and Preverbal Messages

In chapter 2 we made a distinction between declarative and procedural
knowledge. The inner workings of a processingcomponent, we assumed,
are guided by procedural knowledge- i.e., by a systemof condition / action
pairs. The procedures apply to declarative knowledge items. Message
generation makes reference to declarative knowledge about the world ,
which is pennanently available in long-tenD memory, and to situational
knowledge (about the present context of interaction , the ongoing discours
, and so forth ).
It is likely that declarative knowledgecomesin different modes. The two
most studied modesare spatial and propositional representations. One can
know (or remember, or construe) a state of affairs as a spatial image. This
is probably the main mode of representing scenessuch as one' s office,
house, street, and town. These representationscan be made subject to
transfonnational procedures of various kinds: They can be rotated, enlarged
, or reduced, one can move objectsor oneselfaround in them, and so
on (Shepardand Metzler 1971; Kosslyn 1980; Levelt I 982b) . One can also
representstatesof affairs in propositional fonD, assetsof relations holding
betweenconcepts. A proposition is true or false of the state of affairs it
refersto , and we are endowedwith a rich systemof proceduresforevaluating
the truth or falsity of propositions on the basisof the truth or falsity of
other propositions. If a personbelievesthe proposition " All city centersare
"
"
"
dangerous and also the proposition Manhattan is a city center , he will
"
be able to evaluatethe truth of the proposition Manhattan is dangerous" .
It is, to someextent, possibleto go from one mode of representationto
the other. When somebodyasksme " What is the fonD of the table in your
"
living room? , I can retrieve a spatial image and extract the propositional
infonnation that the table is round. I can then decideto assertthis proposition
in responseto the question. Inversely, propositional information can
often be evaluatedby constructing somesort of imageof the stateof affairs
referred to by the propositions. If I am given the propositional information
that Arnold is taller than Betty, and also that Betty is taller than Christian ,
then I can evaluate the truth of Arnold ' s being taller than Christian by
imagining three people- Arnold , Betty, and Christian - such that Arnold
standshead and shouldersabove Betty, and similarly for Betty and Christian
. In fact, the construction of such working modelsor " mental models"
is rather more the rule than the exception when we reason or listen to
discourse(Johnson- Laird 1983) .
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semantic
representation
~ FORMULATOR
(preverbal, ~~~
~~~~~]
)
messages

Figure3.1
.
Somerepresentational
systemsinvolvedin thoughtand language
There may be still other kinds of declarative knowledge that we use in
conceptualizing the world . Anderson ( 1983) arguesthat we have a special
mode for representingthe sequentialstructure of events, Posnerand Snyder ( 1975) talk about kinesthetic codes, and there may be other senserelated modes of representationfor sounds (especiallymusic), tastes, and
smells. This is obviously not the topic of the presentbook. The point to be
made, however, is that there is no singlelanguageof thought ; we can move
from one type of code to another, depending on the requirements of the
task. If , however, the intention is to speak, then the codemust eventually be
propositional in nature. The preverbal messageis a semantic representation
that refers to some state of affairs. That state of affairs can be in any
mode of thought , but the messagemust be in propositional form .
This is representedin figure 3.1. The cognitive system communicates
internally by meansof a number of conceptual codes: propositional ones,
spatial ones, kinesthetic ones, and probably others. There are procedures
forgoing from one code to another, and there is no reasonto assumethat
the propositional language of thought is the one that should mediate
betweenall others. Also , there is no reasonto assumethat the propositional
languageof thought is unique to man (Premack 1976) . What is unique to
man is that this internal language became externalized as a vehicle of
interpersonal communication (Sperberand Wilson 1986) .
A messageis a semanticrepresentationthat is cast in the propositional
languageof thought but that , at the sametime, meetsconditions that make
it expressiblein natural language. It may be the casethat any conceptual
representationin the propositional languageof thought is directly expressible
) . This is tantamount to saying that a
(i.e., can be a preverbal message
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propositional representation is a conceptual representation that can be
directly expressedverbally. In this way, the propositional language of
thought is very much like a natural language. Fodor ( 1975) and Dik ( 1987)
have argued for this position, and they have my sympathy. Still , we
shouldn' t exclude the possibility that expressibility imposes its own requirem
on semantic representations. For example, when a language
has a tensesystem, preverbal messagesmust include codesfor deictic and
intrinsic time; otherwise the messagecannot be formulated. But do we then
also impose this condition on all conceptual respresentations that are
created for mere internal communication, even when temporal codes are
totally irrelevant? Figure 3.1 leaves open the possibility that preverbal
, though in the propositional languageof thought, are ofa special
messages
kind .

3.2 SemanticEntitiesandRelatiollS
3.2.1 SemanticRepresentations
The human mind organizesthe world of experiencein categoriessuch as
persons, objects, events, actions, states, times, places, directions, and manners
. Propositional structures are composedof elementsrepresentingentities
of thesesorts, and so are messages
.
In the literature , thesestructures have beenanalysedin extremely divergent
ways (see, e.g., Anderson 1976, 1983; Barth and Wiche 1986; Barwise
and Perry 1983; Bresnan 1982; Dik 1978; Frijda 1972; Jackendoff 1983;
Kintsch 1974; McNeill 1979; Miller 1978; Miller and Johnson- Laird 1976;
Montague 1974; Norman and Rumelhart 1975; Schank 1975; Seuren1985;
Sowa 1984) . This is, for the most part , due to differencesin purpose. Take,
for instance, two extreme cases: Anderson' s and Montague' s semantic
representations.
Anderson' s original purpose was to account for experimental results in
sentencememory. When a subject is given a list of sentencesor a text to
read, the sentencesare not memorized verbatim; rather, the memory trace
is propositional, i.e., in terms of entities referred to and relations holding
between these entities. As a consequence
, subjects make characteristic
errors in recognition tasks. When the text contained John gavethe book to
Mary and subjectswereafterwards askedwhether JohngaveMary thebook
had been in the list , they tended to affirm this becausethe two sentences
encodethe samesemanticrelations. Also , their reaction times in retrieving
sentencesor parts of sentenceswhen given particular cue words (such as
Mary or book) showed patterns revealing an underlying propositional
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structure . Anderson proposed a so-called propositional network representation
to account for such results - a formalism not without its problems , as
we will shortly see. In a propositional network , nodes stand for concepts
and arcs stand for relations between them . So , leaving details aside , the two
sentences above could be represented as follows :

JOHN

GIVE

MARY

BOOK

Here, the proposition as a whole is representedasjhe top node. The
proposition relatessomesubject, JOHN , to a predicate. The predicate is a
semanticrelation , GIVE , with two arguments: MARY and BOOK . In this
casethe network is a tree structure. But propositional networks are not
always trees. The sentenceJohn gave the book to himself would be represented
as follows:

JOHN

GIVE

BOOK

In other words, the sameconcept or referent will always be representedby
the samenode. If there are severalpredications about JOHN in memory,
they are all linked to the one JOHN node. Such representations may
becomeespeciallyuseful when combined with notions of activation spreading
. When I hear a sentenceabout John, activation will spreadto the node
JOHN , and from there to all nodesthat encodefurther attributes of John,
such as that John is a friend of Mary , that he has a child called Peter, and
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so forth . There are experimental proceduresfor measuring whether such
attributes are indeed activated when I hear a sentenceabout John.
But is this kind of representationfit for the representationof preverbal
? One may grant that an individual (person, object, etc.) is represente
messages
only once in the mind of the language user, but a characteristic
property of language is that there can be repeated mention of that individua
. One would like preverbal messagesto represent such repeated
mention. This is not easily done in a network representation, but can be
done by using tree structures with indexed nodes. For instance:

JOHN ,

GIVE

JOHN , BOOK

Here the sameindividual , JOHN " is referred to twice. The Formulator will
have to recognizethis identity of referencein the messagein order to come
.
up with himself for the secondmention (notice that John gave the book to
John can only mean that there are two different personsJohn involved) .
Network representationsare lesshandy for other reasonsas well. They
can handle the scopeof quantifiers only with difficulty . Compare the two
sentencesEveryonegave a book to everyoneand Everyonegave a book to
himself These sentencesclearly differ in meaning; however, the practice
mentioned above would project both of them onto the samenetwork:

EVERYONE GIVE BOOK
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This network representationis, therefore, ambiguous. In other words, the
Formulator receiving it as input cannot know which of the two sentences
to generate. Such problems can probably be remedled (Anderson 1976,
chapter 7), but networks are certainly not the most transparent vehicles
for expressingquantification . This is more easily done by means of indexed
trees. The representationalambiguity disappears, for instance, when
the two sentencesare representedas follows (leaving irrelevant details
aside) :

XBOO
XXGIVE
ALL
PERSON

ALL PERSON X

X

GIVE

ALL PERSON X

BOOK

Montague ( 1974), on the other hand, had no taste for the psychological
relevanceof his semantic representations. His interest was in logic and
formal semantics. His aim was to do for natural languagewhat others had
done for formal languages, namely to write a rigorous systemof rules by
which the truth value of a sentencecould be derived from the denotations
of its constituents plus the syntactic relations holding betweentheseconstituents
. Montague' s researchprogram is now in full swing, but revealing
applications to issuesof psycholinguistic processingare still to come. We
will return to some of thesenotions below in subsection3.2.5, where the
subject will be semantictypes.
It is too early to make a principled choice betweenexisting systemsof
semanticrepresentation. For one thing , there are many problems of com-
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pletenessto be solved, such as whether the system is in principle capable
of making the semantic distinctions that native speakersmake between
expressionsin the language. Second, there are many processing issues
to be considered. None of these systemshas ever been thoroughly combined
with a psychologically realistic algorithm for languagegeneration.
It is only in such working models that one can evaluate the pros and cons
of different types of semantic representation. Nevertheless, some more
general things can be said about what preverbal messagesshould consist
of .
3.2.2 Kinds of Messages
One way of looking at declarative messagesis that they contain answers
to tacit questions. These answers express certain categories of experience
: persons, objects, events, and so on. This is exemplified in table
3.1. Similarly, interrogative messages
, such as the ones underlying the
questions in table 3.1, expressgaps of the same kinds of category. Given
the question and the state of affairs to which it refers, each answer can
be true or false. Still , only the answersof categoriesEVENT and STATE
expressfull propositions; the others are elliptical . In a later paragraph
it will be proposed that the underlying messagesare elliptical in the
same way- e.g., that the messageunderlying Peter denotes an individual
and no more. This brings the preverbal messagevery close to the
utterance.
The categories of experience combine in systematic ways, and their
relations can be expressedin language: A THING and a PLACE can
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combine into a state (the newspaperis here), a PERSON and an ACTION
can combine into an EVENT (Peter droppedthe milk ), an EVENT and a
MANNER can combine into an EVENT ( Peterdroppedthemilk abruptly),
and so on. From this point of view, messagesare more or less complex
conceptual structures that relate entities of different categories to one
another. But, as was already mentioned, theories differ in how semantic
categoriesand their relations in a messageshould be represented. If one has
reservationsabout network theories, thereare still a wide variety of indexed
tree-type representationsto choosefrom. One of them is type theory, which
wasdevelopedin the framework of Montague semantics. Another is Jackendoff ' s ( 1983) theory of conceptualstructure. (For recentdevelopmentsof
the theory, seeJackendofT 1987aand, especially, JackendofT 1987b.) In the
'
following , I will first presentsomemain notions from Jackendoff s theory,
"
..
which explicitly claims psychologicalreality . I will then usesomeof these
notions to illustrate a type-theoretical account of semanticcategories. In
Jackendoff' s theory, conceptual or semanticcategoriesof the kinds mentioned
abovecombine in essentiallytwo ways: as function /argument structures
, and as head/ modifier structures. Let us consider thesein turn .
3.2.3 Function! Argument Structures
When somebodyasks Whereis Peter?, the answermay be as simple as here
or home. Thesewords denote placesin the world of experience. But place
conceptsare often more complex. When the answeris in the tree, the place
is relative to a thing : the tree. One can say that there is a place/ unction, IN ,
that takes a THING as argument and yields a PLACE as value in just the
sameway asthe function x (x + I ) takesa value of x (say3) asargumentand
'
yields a numeral ( 12, in that case) as the function s value. We will be using
capitals to denote conceptual functions, arguments, and modifications.
When the THING concept is TREE , the PLACE is a function /argument
structure, which can be representedas a graph in which the function and
the arguments ) are put in left -to -right order:

A
IN

UJ
~~UJ

PLACE

THING

80
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(This ordering is, of course, only a notational convention; it does not
designate any temporal concatenation of conceptual entities.) A fully
equivalent representation is a bracket notation in which the categories
PLACE and THING expressedin the graph are added as subscriptsto the
parentheses:
THE TREE .
IN (THING
(PLACE
In the following , the graph and bracket notations will be usedinterchangeably . However, when we usea bracket notation we will , asa rule, ignore the
subscripts of the brackets. Hence, the simplified notation for the example
will be ( IN (TREE . Also , the outer brackets can be deleted without
creating ambiguity : IN (TREE ) .
The concept BE is a statefunction . In its so-calledlocative use, it can take
a THING or PERSON and a PLACE as arguments, and the value is a
STATE : the location of the THING or PERSON. The conceptual structure
for Peter is in the tree looks like this:

STATE
/111-----___--"
/
/ \
,,--/
BE PERSON PLACE
PETER

A

THING

TREE17
Here TREE ! 7 stands for a particular token tree.
An eventfunction takes a maximum of three arguments, which can be
T H I N Gs, PER SONs, PL A CEs, TIM Es, EVEN Ts, STATEs, or other
categories, though not just any of these; for eachevent function , particular
categories are required for the different arguments. The event function
PUT , for instance, can take a PERSON, a THING , and a PLACE as
arguments. The sentenceJoeput the key under the doormat correspondsto
this propositional structure:

EVENT
/
/
~
"
~
/
'
:
:
-PLACE
-\
/PUT
THING
PERSON
A
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JOE

KEY! UNDER THING

EVE
"
'
/SEE
/
"EV
,/PE
/CYN
;PU
PER
:\JO
~
-KE
:TH
~
-!U
P
/D
\T3
DOORMAT
3

The numerals indicate, again, some definite key and some definite door mat.
Somefunctions can take argumentsof their own category. There are, for
instance, event functions that take EVENTs as arguments. Consider
CA USE, which can take a PERSON or THING and an EVENT as arguments
. A messageof that sort underlies the sentenceCynthia saw that Joe
put the key under the doormat. As a graph, it looks like

As a fonnula. it reads

SEE(CYNTHIA, PUT(JOE, KEYl ' (UNDER(DOORMAT3

.
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This means that conceptual structures can be recursively embedded
:
EVEN Ts can contain EVEN Ts; STATES can contain EVEN Ts, and the~e,
in turn , can contain STATES; and so on. For example, the sentenceFred is
'
happy about becominga doctor is about FRED s STATE . The STATE
expressedcontains an EVENT referred to as becominga doctor, which
involves the eventual STATE of Fred' s being a doctor . This recursiveness
allows conceptual structures to be arbitrarily large. There is no upper limit
on the sizeof conceptual structures. This does not mean that messagesof
just any size will be generated by speakers; there are surely limitations
of attention , which will keep the size of messagesfairly small. It means
only that nothing in the nature of conceptsprohibits arbitrarily complex
structures.
There are other important function /argument structures; however, they
will not be treated in detail here. They involve what are sometimescalled
logical operations: negation, NEG (X ); conjunction, AND ( X, V ); disjunction
, OR (X , V ); and condition , IF / THEN (X , V ), where X and Yare the
argumentsof the logical functions.
3.2.4 Head/ Modifier Structures
Certain categories, such as MANNER and PROPERTY , do not behave
like arguments of functions. Rather, complete function /argument structures
are further specified, or qualified, or quantified by such modifiers.
The sentenceJoe put the key under the doormat expresses a complete
conceptual structure, with all arguments specified (see above), but the
EVENT can be further qualified, as in Joe quickly put the key under the
doormat. Similarly , T H I N Gs can be modified (the red house) or quantified
(two houses
), and most other categoriesacceptmodification too.
Onecharacteristicof modification is that it leavesthe categoryunchanged.
A modified EVENT is an EVENT , a modified THING is a THING , and
so on. This property of modification is easilyexpressedin type theory, aswe
will see in subsection 3.2.6. A more extensive discussion of modifier/
head versus function /argument relations is to be found in Hawkins
1984.
Broken lines will be used to representmodification in semanticgraphs.
The following examplesrepresenta modified THING , a modified PLACE ,
a modified EVENT , and a modified PROPERTY . Verbal expressionsof
theseconceptual structures are given in parentheses.
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THING
"
'

"
/
HOUSEs PROPERTY

PLACE
"
"
~
IN THING

"
PROPERTY

RED
(the red house)

TREE17 HIGH
(high in the tree)

EVENT

PROPERTY
"
'
"
/
GREEN
PROPERTY

" ""
"'

"" ""
""
1
\
CAME PERSON MANNER
1 \
JOHN BY THING

PALE
(palegreen)

PLANE
(Johncameby plane)
This apparently uniform treatment of modification , however, hides
important semanticdifferences. A red houseis not red in the sameway that
a big houseis big. A red houseis both a houseand red, but a big housecan
be small in comparison with other buildings. And these PROPERTY
modifications differ again from MANNER modifications. In other words,
thebrokenlinesdo not alwaysexpressthe samekind of semanticmodification.
In someof the aboveexamplesI addednumeralsto refer to token entities
T
( RE E I7' KEY l ' DOORMAT 3) ' Before turning to type theory, I should
say something about Jackendoff' s type/ token distinction .
3.2.5 Types and Tokens
In the above examples, the concepts JOHN , JOE , CYNTHIA , and HARRY
represent individuals in the world of experience ( notice that they need not
exist in reality ; they can be believed to exist or imagined ) . T RE E I7 ' KEY l '
and DOORMAT 3 also represent individuals or tokens in the world of
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experience. In the sameway, one can speak of token PLACES (this particular
place, e.g. in the tree), token STATES (this particular state, e.g.
'
Peter s being in the tree), token EVENTS (this particular event, e.g. John' s
coming by plane) and of other individual instancesof abstract categories.
Speakersdo not exclusively speak about tokens or individuals (these
technical terms are used interchangeably here); they can also mention
types. In John cameby plane, the word plane does not refer to a particular
PLANE in the world of experience. According to Jackendoff, it does not
refer at all ; it expressesa type of transport . When a speakersaysCynthia is
a girl , Cynthia refers to a particular individual ; however, girl doesn' t - it
denotesa type, and the sentenceexpressesthat CYNTHIA is an instanceof
this type. The speaker's next sentencecould be But the girl behaveslike a
boy. Here the girl is referring to an already-introduced individual , namely
CYNTHIA .
The entities the speakerrefers to in his utterance are tokens (individual
PERSONs, EVEN Ts, T H I N Gs, and so on), but thesetokens are implicitly
or explicitly instances of types. When a speaker introduces CYNTHIA
with the word Cynthia, the addresseewill have the implicit belief that the
individual is of type FEMALE HUMAN BEING ; The speaker can, of
course, prevent this by explicitly introducing CYNTHIA as my dog Cynthia
. Sharedtype knowledge is essentialfor cooperative discourse. Interlocutors
mostly assumemutual knowledge of the types of the individuals
'
talked about. When necessary
, a speakercan count on the addressees tacit
type inference, such as that a particular CHAIR is of the type FURNI TURE , a particular DOG of the type ANIMAL , a particular EVENT (say
Peter' s silently picking Robert' s pocket) is of the type THEFT , and so on.
The type/ token distinction is essentialin reasoningand in the expressionof
thought .
We have great flexibility in moving back and forth between types and
tokens. Not only do the tokens a speakerrefers to tacitly carry the kinds of
type information just mentioned, but types tend to be represented to
consciousnessby token exemplars, thus individuating them. It is hard, if
not impossible, to think of the type concept BIRD or GAME without
imagining some particular bird or game. Thesemayor may not be prototypical
exemplars, such as a robin or the gameof baseball. Johnson- Laird
1983
(
) argues that much reasoning with types consists in manipulating
tokens set up in consciousnessto representthesetypes. There is, moreover,
no limit to the number of types, since a type can be generatedfrom each
token. If CYNTHIA is a token individual , then GIRL LIKE CYNTHIA

of Message~
TheStructure
is a type. When PICASSO is an individual , a Picassocan denote a type of
painting (seeClark and Clark 1979for an analysis of such cases).
Each category in a messageis either a type or a token. This was not
explicitly representedin the above examples(except by way of numerals),
and it will mostly be obvious in any case. The following semantic structures
, however, are, by way of example, explicitly marked in this respect:

STATE
token
"
/
/BE
"
,
/THING
1
THING
t
Yf
tyr
MAMM
WHALES
)
EVENT
token
(whales are mammals ,

// //1"'""

BECAME PERSON PERSON
tyr
toten
HENRY STUDENT
(Henrybecamea student)
EVENT
token
"
/
~
" ,
/
INVENTED PERSON THING
token
type
I
I
EDISON GRAMOPHONE
(Edison invented the gramophone)

STATE
token
"
'
/
/
/PERSON
J""/type
LOVE
EVENT
/ "'
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/PERSON
1""THING
FLY

token
I
JOHN

token
type
I
I
JOHN
PLANE
(John loves to fly planes)

3.2.6 SemanticTypes
The notion of messagesas answersto questions, introduced above, gaveus
a handle for distinguishing kinds of messages
, i.e., semantic categories
in
.
can
be
viewed
as a principled, formal
expressed messagesType theory
way of approaching the sameissue. In this subsection, somemore technical
notions from type theory will be introduced. They are helpful , but not
really essentialfor understanding the subsequentsections. In other words,
the reader can skip what follows without losing continuity .
Take the following two question/ answer pairs:
( I ) What happened?
(2) Who fell?

John fell
John

In ( I ) the answerexpressessomeEVENT ; in (2) it expressesa PERSON. Of
the two answers, only Johnfell is a full proposition which can be true or
false with respectto somestate of affairs the speakerhas in mind. Because
it can have a truth value, such an expressionis said to be of type I in type
theory. Only full propositions are of type I. The secondanswer, John, can
only be true or falsewith respectto the (tacit ) question. It hasno truth value
in itself; it is merely a referring expression. Expressionsdenoting individual
entities, such as PERSONs or T H I N Gs, are of type e in type theory . To
know whether the answer John is true or false, we need a predicate. The
tacit predicate in the question is fell . Combined with John it yields an
expressionof type I , i.e., one that can have a truth value. From this it can
be deducedthat the underlying one-place predicate FALL is of type ( e, I ) .
This notation means the following : FALL is of type ( e, l ) becausewhen
applied to an expressionof type e (for instanceJOHN ) it yields an expression
that has a truth value (for instance FALL (JOHN of type I.
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More generally, in type theory an expressionis of type ( a,b) if , applied
'
to a, it yields an expressionof type b. To take an examplefrom Jackendoff s
analysisabove: The placefunction IN is of type ( e,p) becauseifit is applied
to a THING (for instance TREE , which is of type e) it yields a PLACE ,
which can be said to be of type p .
The types e and 1 are the only two basic types in type theory. All other
types are recursively built up by the following simple combination rule:
Ifa and b are types, then ( a,b) is a type.
Let us seehow this works. We know that e and 1are types; therefore ( e, l )
is a type. This type we have already met. The example above was FALL .
Other examplesare SKATE and SLEEP. All one-place first -order predicates
are of type ( e, I ) . Since e is a type, ( e, e) should also be a type.
Expressionsof this type should yield individuals when applied to individuals
. An exampleis the semanticfunction MOTHER OF . When applied to
the individual JOHN it yields MOTHER OF (JOHN ), which is an individual
. Other examplesare PRESIDENT OF and FRIEND OF. Similarly,
( 1, 1) is a type. An expressionof this type is a function that , when applied
to an expression of type I , produces an expression of type I. They are
expressionsthat modify a whole proposition - for instance, NOT , as in
NOT ( FALL (JOHN . An important function of this sort is the tense
function , which locates the state of affairs expressedin the proposition
along the time scale. When the speaker preparesa messageabout a past
event, he will introduce the function PAST, which is of type ( 1, 1) , as in
PAST( FALL (JOHN . In diagram form this is simply expressedasfollows:

((FALL
p
e
)
(e
,t) JOHN

This information will then induce the Formulator to generate the right
tensefor the verb (fell ) . The situation is, in actuality , slightly more complex
. In the previous chapter we saw that the determination of tense
requires two functions: a deictic one and an intrinsic one. Both are of type
( /, / ) .
One can go further building up types. The speakermay want to modify
the predicate SKATE so as to express the idea that John skated fast.
SKATE is of type ( e, I ) ; however, so is FAST (SKA TE ), because,if applied
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to an individual (for instanceJOHN ), it yields an expressionwith a truth
value. FAST is therefore of type e, t ) ,( e, t ; it modifies a predicate into
a predicate. More generally speaking, what was called modification in
subsection 3.2.3 is always of type ( a, a) . In type theory, modifiers are
functions that map somesemantictype (say, a) onto the samesemantictype
(a). What is the type of a predicate like LOVE ? If the speaker wants to
predicate of John that he loves Mary , LOVE ( MARY ) should be a oneplace predicate (i.e., of type ( e, t . The function LOVE takes an entity of
type e ( MARY ) to yield this type. Therefore, LOVE is of type ( e,( e, t .
Similarly , a three-place predicate such as GIVE is of type ( e,( e,( e, t ) . It
needs, successively
, three argumentsof the type ( e) to yield an expression
that can have a truth value, such as the messageunderlying John gave
Mary the book (where the three entities are MARY , BOOK , and JOHN ,
respectively) .
Categoriessuch as EVENT and STATE are not always expressedin the
same semantic type. Compare the sentenceJohn skated with the noun
'
phraseJohn s skating. The sentencecan have a truth value; the underlying
messageSKA TE (JOHN ) is therefore of type ( t ) . In other words, it is an
event-proposition. The secondone, however, is of type ( e) , becauseit must
combine with a one-place predicate (of type ( e, t to form an expression
with a truth value (e.g., BEAUTIFUL (SKA TING (JOHN , which underlies
John's skating is beautiful) . How can SKA TING (JOHN) be of type
( e) ? SinceJOHN is of type ( e) , SKATING must be of type ( e,e) , just like
MOTHER OF. When the speakerconceivesof an event asan entity (i.e., of
'
type ( e , the Formulator will expressit as a noun phrase (e.g., John s
can also denoteevent entities. Similarly ,
skating). In other words, messages
can
state
entities
such
as the messageunderlying John's
,
they
represent
becominga doctor.
One major reason for the further development of type theory is Mon '
tague s ideal of closely matching the semanticsand the syntax of natural
languages.One should developthe semanticsin sucha way that the various
types will match hand in glove with syntactic categories. Or , to put it in
terms of a speakermodel (somethingcompletely ignored by Montague and
most of his followers) : Given the hierarchy of semantictypes in a message
,
the Formulator would ideally " know " what kinds of syntactic constituent
to develop for all parts of the message
. If the messageis of type ( t ) , the
Formulator should build a sentence; if it contains a part of type ( e) , the
Formulator will createa noun phrasefor that part ; and so forth . But there
is still a long way to go, if indeedthe approach is at all correct (seeWilliams
1983and Parteeand Rooth 1983).
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? The Problem of Ellipsis
3.2.7 What Are PossibleMessages
built
that
is
structure
Is everyconceptual
according to the rulesof semantic
? Could , for instance, all of the examplesof
composition a possiblemessage
function /argument and head/ modifier structures given in the previous
? This question is easierto ask than to answer, but
subsectionsbe messages
the tentative answerhere is Yes. The issueis not one of sizeor complexity.
Very large messagesmay be impossible to construct for an attention
limited speaker, as we saw in subsection 3.2.3. But the question here is
whether there is anything in the nature of messagesthat excludescertain
types of conceptual structure.
One might , for instance, ask whether a speakercan refer without predicating
somethingabout the referent. Can a messagebe LIZ , or can it only
be some predication such as WALK ( LIZ )? I take it that , in certain
. When the
contexts, the mere PERSON concept LIZ can be a message
' s answercan be
' s interlocutor asks Whodid Peter visit? the
,
speaker
speaker
? Is it somethinglike PAST (VISIT (PETER , LIZ ),
Liz . What is his message
or is it LIZ ? If it is the former , the Fonnulator must cancel most of the
messageand encodeonly LIZ . This looks like a wasteful procedure: First
generatea lot of conceptual structure, then do away with most of it . Still ,
this may be the case.
The alternative is that what the speakergeneratesfor expressionis just
the messageLIZ . Of course, the speaker will surely have been thinking
about Peter' s visiting some person in responseto the interlocutors question
. But all that is not selectedfor expression. This solution of the so-called
ellipsis problem (first proposed in Biihler 1934) is, however, not without
problems either (seeKlein 1984) . Under certain circumstancesthe speaker
can answer the question Who did Peter visit? with her, a pronominal
expressionfor LIZ . But notice that the answer she is impossible. Apparently
, the answer must have accusativecase. But if the messageis a mere
LIZ , how can the Formulator know that it has to assignaccusativecase?
It is not enough for it to know that LIZ is the patient of someaction, since
patients of actions do not always receiveaccusativecase. It should, rather,
know that the active verb visit is involved, which requires that its patient is
the grammatical object and carries accusativecase. So, how can the Formulator
?
know about visit if VISIT is not in the message
visit becausethe
knows
about
Formulator
The conjecture is that the
speakerhad just parsed the interlocutors question, which contained the
verb and requestedinformation about the patient . But this is no more than
a conjecture, and it requiresthe Formulator to haveaccessto recentparsing
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output . (Someindependentevidencethat the Fonnulator has such access
will be consideredin subsection4.2.5 and in section 7.5)
If this solution can be held up, there is nothing againstmessagesthat just
refer without making predications. Or , put more generally: No semantic
. The messagecan be a proposition, an entity,
type is excludedas a message
a predicate, a modifier , or any other semantic type. It will , however, be
apparent in later subsectionsthat , in order for a propositional representation
to be a message
, it should embody certain specificfeaturesthat make
it verbally expressible.
Somekinds of messages
are very specialindeed. What about the messages
underlying such utterances as yes, congratulations, ow!, and please!? No
effort will be made here to analyze these in detail. They expresspsychologica
attitudes; the speakerexpressesthe relation he has to a proposition
or to some state of affairs. When I answer yes to the question Is John
asleep?, I commit myself to the truth of the proposition ASLEEP (JOHN ) .
In other words, I am expressingTRUE (ASLEEP (JOHN . But the message
is elliptical; it involves only the concept TRUE . In tenDs of type
theory, the messageunderlying this useof yes is of type ( tit ) .
3.3

The Thematic Structure of Messages

The arguments of a function /argument structure usually fulfill certain
abstract rolesin the conceptual structure, and severalauthors have argued
that theseroles are drawn from a rather limited universal set(Gruber 1965;
Fillmore 1968; Schank 1972; Jackendoff 1972, 1983). The distribution of
roles within a messageis called its thematic structure. The notion of
conceptual role is, for reasonsto be discussedshortly, most easily clarified
in the framework of conceptsof motion and location.
3.3.1 Thematic Roles
Take the sentencethe ball is in thegarden. It expressesthe state-proposition
BE ( BALL3 , (IN (GARDEN7 ), relating a THING and a PLACE . (In the
following , I will delete the individuating numbers.) Here BALL is said to
fulfill the role of theme, and IN (GARDEN ) the role of location. The next
example incorporates two additional roles, which are fulfilled by arguments
of so-calledpath/ unctions. Theseroles are sourceand goal. Take, for
example, the sentenceTheball rolled/ rom thechair to the table. It represents
a theme(BALL ) traversinga PATH - namely, from CHAIR to T ABLE which extendsfrom one PLACE , the source(CHAIR ), to another PLACE ,
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the goal (TABLE ) . In other words, the path function FROM / TO has two
arguments: CHAIR and TABLE . They fulfill the roles of sourceand goal.
But the PATH can also be bounded at just one side: the sourceor the goal.
The path functions are FROM and TO in thesecases,and they take
just one
argument: either the source or the goal. Such a function /argument structure
would underlie the sentenceTheball rolled to the table, where only the
goal is specified.
D I RECT IONs are paths that do not contain the reference
object; they
only go toward or away from somelocation. They figure in sentencessuch
as Frederickpointed toward the sun and Little Red Riding-Hood ran
away
from the wolf, whereneither SUN nor WOLF is part of the PATH . Here the
path functions (or , more specific, the direction functions) are TOWARD
and A WAY FROM , each with one argument.
So far we have distinguished the thematic roles of theme, location ,
source, and goal. We are now going to add agent, which is less
obviously
spatial in nature. The role of agentappearsmost clearly in causativeevents
of the form CAUSE (PERSON, EVENT ) . In the sentenceThe witch
fed
Hansel, the witch is the person who causedHansel to eat; sheis the agent.
There is disagreementabout whether the causation should be intentional .
Ifone limits agentivity to intentional causation (i.e., causingsomethingon
purpose), T H I NGs cannot be agents. A less restrictive interpretation of
agentivity is that it merely involves causation. In that case, T H I N Gs can be
agents. So, for instance, in the sentenceTheroot madeTom Thumbtumble,
the EVENT is TUMBLE (TOM THUMB ), where TOM THUMB is the
theme. The EVENT is causedby a THING : ROOT ; it is the agent. The
root , clearly, has no intention to causeTOM T HUM B' s tumbling (though
one never knows in fairy tales) . Whatever interpretation one adopts, a
necessarycondition for agentivity is causation.
The next thematic role to be considered is actor, which should not
be confused with agent. The definition of actor requires the notion of
ACTION . Certain EVEN Ts involve ACT IONs . Their linguistic diagnostic
is to make the following paraphrase: Whatx did was. . . . The sentenceJohn
put the key underthe doormatcan be paraphrasedas What John did wasput
the key under the doormat. The ACTION is the conceptual structure expressd
by put thekey underthe doormat. The actor, then, is the x mentioned
in what x did- in this case, JOHN . In other words, the EVENT consistsof
the PERSON (the actor) and whatever he did (the ACTION ) .
Actors mayor may not be agents; he who CA USEs an EVENT is. In
Peterdroppedthemilk , Peter denotesthe PERSON who is actor by thejust mentioneddiagnostic, and droppedthemilk denotesthe ACTION . But this
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ACTION conceptually involves the causation of an EVENT . The EVENT
is FALL ( MILK ), where MILK is theme, and the causation is a permissive
LET . Hence, the messagestructure underlying this sentenceis

LET (PETER ( FALL ( MILK ),
and PETER fulfills the thematic roles of both agent and actor. If the actor
does not cause an EVENT , it is not an agent. This is exemplified in
sentencessuch as the child wept and Henry took the train , where CHILD
and HARRY are actorsbut not agents. Notice that an actor can be a theme.
By the litmus test for actor/ action, TOM THUMB is actor ofF ALL (TOM
THUMB ), i.e., what Tom Thumbdid wasfall , but TOM THUMB is also the
theme (the object being displaced) . We will return to this issueof multiple
thematic roles.
Four final thematic roles often mentioned but not very uniformly analyzed
in the literature are thoseof patient, recipient, experiencer, and instrument
. A patient can only figure in an ACTION ; it is the animate entity (if
any) subjectedto the ACTION . In Gretel grabbedHansel, Hansel denotes
the patient of Gretel' s ACTION . A recipient is also an animate entity; it is
the one who receivesthe themein someACTION . It is usually, at the same
time, the goal. In The witch gave Hansel a hamburger, Hansel is in the role
of recipient. The experienceris somewhat like a patient and a recipient; it
is the personsubjectof a stateor experience,like Hanselin Hanselwashungry
or I in I don't know the play well enough. Instruments are apparent in
sentencessuch as John cameby plane and I openedthe door with the key;
PLANE and KEY are instrumental concepts here. Instruments tend to
appearin the conceptualcategory of MANNER , as in thesetwo examples.
To sum up: The theme is the argument being localized or displacedin a
"
"
physicalor mental space. Sourceand goal are referencelocations in such
a space. Agentivity is a feature of the first argument in causativestructures.
The actor is the argument " doing" something. The patient is the animate
entity subjectedto someACTION . The recipient is the one who receivesthe
theme. The experienceris the animate subject of a state or experience, and
an instrument is the meansby which someACTION is effected.
Oneshould be very careful not to confusethematic roleswith conceptsor
categories. The role of theme, for instance, can be fulfilled not only by
the categoriesPERSON and THING , as already discussed, but also by
EVEN Ts, STATEs, and other categories, as will be discussedshortly .
Similarly, the roles of location , source, and goal can be played not only by
PL A CEs and T H I NGsbut also by PERSONs, STATEs, and other arguments
. The thematic role of an argument is probably determined solely by
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the kind of function it is an argument of . But then, how can different
functions involve the same thematic roles? What is it in , say, HIT and
SPILL that makes their first argument an agent?
It is surely unsatisfactory when thematic roles are not explicitly represented
in the messagestructure. The difficulties in representingthematic
structure in semanticnetworks or treeshavemoved sometheorists (including
Anderson [ 1976]) to give up the notion altogether. But thematic roles
are important for grammatical en,;oding, as will be discussedin chapter 7.
Hence, they should, in someway or another, be representedin the message
.
Other theoristshave, therefore, proposedto decomposesemanticfunctions
in such a way that thematic roles are tied to certain constants in semantic
functions ( Bierwisch 1986) . Take, for instance, the role of agent. The
condition for something to be an agent, we saw, is that it causesomething.
Hence, any messageinvolving an agent must have an underlying predicate
CA USE; and when there is a predicate CA USE in the messagethere is an
agent, namely the first argument of CAUSE . Similarly for the role of actor:
Sincethe actor is the argument " doing " something, a necessaryand sufficient
condition for there to be an actor is that there be an underlying
. In the same vein, source and goal are
predicate DO in the message
argumentsof underlying predicatesFROM and TO . An advantageof this
approach is that it might give a principled account of multiple thematic
roles. Something is, for instance, both an agent and an actor when it does
something that causessomething. In John teachesPeter the alphabet, John
doessomethingby which he causesPeterto know the alphabet; henceJohn
is both actor and agent.
This approach requires messagesto be semantically decomposedto a
certain extent. For instance, the sentenceGretel killed the witch would not
have the predicate KILL (X , Y ) in its underlying message
; it would have
somethinglike CAUSE (X , DIE (Y , where X is the agent. It is, however,
one thing to say that speakersknow that killing normally involves the
causation of death, but quite another thing to require that this knowledge
. The problem is that there
becomean explicit part of the preverbal message
is no end to semanticdecomposition. DIE is to becomenot alive, BECOME
has temporal aspectsto be spelled out , and so forth . However, it is also
arbitrary to imposesomecutoff point . Semanticdecompositionis probably
not an all-or -none matter when we consider the process of speaking.
Rather, depending on the intention to be conveyed, certain semantic
componentsor predicateswill have a higher level of saliencyor activation
in the speaker's mind than others. In chapter 6, theselevelsof saliencywill
turn out to play an important role in the accessingof lemmas. When, in the
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following , a certain level of semanticdecomposition will be maintained in
the representationsof messages
, this matter of saliency should be kept in
mind. Someof the spelled-out messagestructuresare " ideal cases" involving
various components that could be salient in the speaker's mind ; no
claim is made that all of them must be highly salient. Arguments against
semanticdecomposition are reviewedin Fodor et al. 1980.

3.3.2 Semiotic Extensionof Thematic Roles
Thematic roles are not only implicit in semanticrepresentationsof physical
motion and action, they can also be apparent in other conceptual domains
(seeespeciallyJackendoff 1983, whose analysis we follow here, and Fauconnier 1985) . The domain of time is an obvious case. Consider as an
examplethe sentenceHelen worked/ rom nine tofive . There is an EVENT ,
expressedby Helen worked, and there are two referencepoints in time: 9
and 5 o'clock. Here, the EVENT is the theme, and it starts at the source
TIME , 9 o'clock (the FROM -argument) and extendsover, or traverses, a
PATH in time till the goal TIME , 5 o' clock (the TO -argument) . Notice ,
moreover, that the use of past tenseexpresses the fact that the EVENT ,
and thus the whole temporal PATH it traversed, precededthe speaker's
""now." The
tense, one could say, expresses the DIRECTION of the
'
"
"
speakers time perspective; it points toward the past.
The temporal domain is a one-dimensional spacein which EVEN Ts are
located just as T H I N Gs in three-dimensional space. EVEN Ts can be
momentary (he arrived at five), i.e., located at a referenceTIME just as
T H I N Gs or PERSONs are located at a referencePLACE (he arrived at the
airport). EVEN Ts can also extend over time in much the same way as
T H I N Gs extend over, or traverse, a PATH in space( Sheworked/ rom nine
tofive ; The road twisted/ rom Zermatt to SaasFee) .
It is lesscommon, but not impossible, for TIM Es to appear in the role of
actor. Jackendoff ( 1983), following H . Clark ( 1973), gives as an example
Tuesdaycrept by, which is like the spatio-temporal the train crept by. In a
decomposedsemantic representation there is a DO underlying both sentences
: DO (X , CREEP BY (X , whereX can beTUESDAY or TRAIN . On
the decomposition hypothesisintroduced above, this explainsthe actorship
in both cases.
It is probably no accident that the thematic roles of spaceand physical
action extend to time and, as will shortly be discussed, to other domains of
"
experience. McNeill ( 1979) names this semiotic extension." Our categories
of experience, he argues, develop onto genetically from a matrix of
""
"
sensory-motor ideas - notions pertaining to physical motion and action.
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Many other semanticdomains show a similar pattern of thematic roles.
Take the notions of possessionexpressedby such verbs as have, keep, give,
and take. Having in possessionfulfills the role of location. In Tanyahasthe
-located at T ANY A . In
book there is a theme, BOOK , which is possession
Tanyagavethe book to Martin , the theme( BOOK ) traversesa PATH from
a source-possessorto a goal-possessoror recipient. In other words, it
follows from the underlying predicateFROM / TO that there is a sourceand
a goal. T ANY A , moreover, is an agent in a causative EVENT . T ANY A ,
'
namely, CAUSED the EVENT of the theme s going from source to
"
"
goal. When we denote the concept of traversing a possessional path by
GOposs, the messagestructure underlying the sentence(ignoring tense
indicators) can be representedby the following event-proposition

EVENT
"
// 1',.."""

EVE
"
'
"
/
"
/GOpo
,//PA
1
THIN
"\"-"

CAUSE PERSON
!

TANYA

.
BOOK

FROM / TO

PERSONj

PERSONj

TANYA

MARTIN

On this level of detail, the structure that underliesgive is the sameas the
one for receive. The above structure also applies to the sentenceMartin
receivedthe bookfrom Tanya. Whether the speakerwill formulate the one
or the other sentencein the presenceof this semanticstructure dependson,
among other things, whether TANYA or MARTIN is the topic (see
subsection3.4.1).
3.3.3 SomeConcludingRemarks
The Conceptualizer produces messagesas output ; they can be representations
of different types, such as propositions, predicates, entities, and
modifiers. Messagesand their constituent parts can denote suchcategories
of experienceas EVEN Ts, STATEs, T H I N Gs, PERSONs, ACT IONs ,
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PL A CEs, PAT Hs, and MAN NE Rs. The present section has outlined the
type of representation in which thesecategoriesparticipate . They can be
conceivedof as hierarchically organized function /argument structuresand
head/ modifier relations, allowing for quantification , for binding of variables
, and for repeatedreferenceto the sameentity .
It was further discussedthat arguments in thesestructures playa rather
limited set of abstract roles, such as theme, source, goal, agent, actor,
patient, recipient, experiencer, and instrument. These roles presumably
depend on the underlying predicates. If there is CA USE(X , Y ) in the
, then X is an agent; if there is FROM (X ), X is a source; and so on.
message
Not only is this the casefor the domains of spaceand action ; it also applies
to other semanticfields. We consideredasexamplesthe domain of time and
that of possession
, but various authors have extendedthe analysisto such
fields
as
circumstantials (as in Lisa began/kept/stoppedworking),
disparate
'
properties and measures(as in the metal meltedor I don t know theplay well
enough), and perception (as in he showedus a picture on the screen). Some
of the Formulator ' s proceduresmake referenceto the thematic structure of
the message
.
The issue of semantic decomposition was also touched on. To what
degreeare underlying predicatesindeed spelled out in the speaker's message
?This is probably not an all -or -none matter. Rather, semanticcomponents
in a messageshow various degreesof saliency or activation. The
Formulator will acknowledge these degreesof saliency in the kinds of
lemma it access
es, in the detail of modification it generates,and in the word
order it will generate. This brings us to a final point .
There is no reasonto assumea specifictemporal left-to- right ordering in
messagestructures. The left-to -right structure in the examplesabove is due
only to the notational conventions we adopted. It is a so-called set-system
(seeLevelt 1974, volume 2) . For a given message
, however, the order of
activation of the different parts may vary . And since(according to Wundt ' s
principle) the Formulator will start working on the part that first becomes
available, the order of activation may affect the sentencestructure generated
by the Formulator .
3.4

Perspective and Information Structure

3.4.1 Nuclear Thematic Structure
Let us return to the notion that thematic relations in a message may differ
in importance , saliency , or centrality for the speaker . He may want to pull
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certain relations more into the foreground, and to leave others in the
background. Another way of saying this is that the speaker brings the
conceptual structure into someperspective(Fillmore 1977; MacWhinney
1977) . Different perspectivesmay lead to different formulations of the
samethematic structure.
An examplewas given in subsection3.3.2. The sentenceMartin received
the bookfrom Tanya expresses the samethematic structure as the sentence
Tanya gave the book to Martin , but the perspectivesare different. The
former sentencedescribesthe scenefrom the recipient' s perspective, whereas
the latter takes the agent as the point of departure. A speaker must
decidenot only which roles in a scenehe wants to express(he may want to
ignore the agent completely and say Martin receivedthe book) but also
which of thoseroles are to be foregrounded. Let uscall the latter the nuclear
elements, following Fillmore 1977. And , as will be discussedin chapters 6
and 7, thesenuclear elementstend to be encodedin the major grammatical
functions of subject, direct object, and (maybe) indirect object. Backgrounded
elements, on the other hand, tend to end up in lessimportant
and often optional grammatical functions. (Theseare usually called oblique
functions.)
Here is another example, from Fillmore 1977:
( 1) I hit the stick against the fence
(2) I hit the fencewith the stick
The speaker who uttered sentence 1 had I (SPEAKER ) and STICK as
, whereasthe speakerof
foregrounded or nuclear elementsin his message
sentence2 drew I (SPEAKER ) and FENCE into the foreground. In both
casesthe nuclear elements were encoded as subject and direct object,
whereasthe non-nuclear elementwasin eachcasegiven a minor grammatical
function.
The problem is, of course, to determine what is nuclear for the speaker
without taking recourse to the sentencehe utters. That will be needed
to prove Fillmore ' s claim that nuclear elements get assigned to major
grammatical functions. Some empirical approaches to this problem
will be discussedin chapter 7. Here it suffices to suggest that certain
elements in a message are highlighted by the speaker. For a good
understanding of what follows it is not necessaryto give a formal characterization of this foregrounding. It is, however, necessaryto consider
one particular foregrounded element in more detail: the topic of the
.
message
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3.4.2 The Topic
If a speakerwants to make somepredication about some referent, he had
better make sure that the addresseeunderstands which referent is being
commented upon. This is not obvious from the messagestructures considered
so far. Even if we know what the nuclear elementsare, it is still not
clear which of them is the one the speakerintends to make a predication
about. Take, for instance, the following event-proposition :

EVENT
"
1
1
"
/
"
/VISIT
\PER
,j
SO
PERSO
Nj
PETER
LIZ

Here VISIT is a function with PERSONj (the agent) as first argument and
PERSONj (the patient) as secondargument. This representationdoesnot
tell us whether it is PETER or LIZ about whom the predication is made. It
doesn' t matter for the truth value of the message
, but it makesa substantial
differencefrom a psychologicalpoint of view. Ifit is PETER , the addressee
is given information sheis supposedto integrate with whatever sheknows
about PETER. If it is LIZ , the addresseemust look up what she knows
about LIZ and add that Peter visited her. Hence, for the benefit of the
addressee
, the topic has to be somehowmarked in the utterance; it will be
encodedassentencetopic. But the Formulator can perform the appropriate
grammatical encoding only if the preverbal messageindicateswhich entity
is the topical one, the one the messageis about.
Our convention will be to add TOPIC = X to the message
, whereX is the
.
if
So
the
above
is
LIZ
about
we
add TOPIC =
,
topic argument
message
LIZ . Speakerstend to encodethe topic elementin sentence-initial position
(e.g., Liz was visitedby Peter), but this is an issuefor chapter 7.
Not just any entity in the messagecan be the topic . First of all , the topic
should be among the nuclear elementsof the message
. If one asks What
about the stick?, it is peculiar to get the answerI hit thefence with the stick,
but I hit the stick against thefence is all right . Only the messageunderlying
the latter sentencehas the topical STICK among its nuclear elements, if
Fillmore ' s analysisis correct. Second, the topic should be referential in the
sensethat the listener can know which object or set of objects is meant.
Reinhart ( 1982), whoseanalysisof topic we follow here, gives the example
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Thereis a fly in my tea. This would be a very odd answer to the question
What about aliy ? In other words, the indefinite concept FLY is not the
topic here. The reasonis that the sentencewould hold for just any fly; there
is no specificfly referred to about which the comment is made.
How many topics doesa messagehave?Just asmany asshould appearas
sentencetopics. A sentencebecomestopiclesswhen the underlying message
is. Of coursethere is no topic when there is no comment. A messagewithout
predication, for instance one that only refers (like LIZ ), has no topic .
Also , when there is a predication, the speakermay want to leave it undecided
what the topic of the predication is, i.e., where he wants the listener
to store the information . In that casethe Formulator will also produce a
sentencewithout sentencetopic . The abovesentenceThereis aliy in my tea
is of this kind ; it may be about the tea, about the speaker, or about the state
of the tea. Can there be more than one topic? Reinhart ( 1982) assumesnot.
One can, of course, conjoin sentencesthat havedifferent topics (It wasTom
who cookedthe meal and it was Mary who servedit ), but otherwise this is
an assumption we will adopt . A nonconjoined sentencehas at most one
sentencetopic (the constituent the sentenceis about), and that happensin
just thosecaseswhere the underlying messagehasa topic-marked element.
Must a topic be given information in the discourse? Definitely not. A
speakercan introduce a brand-new entity and at the same time make a
comment about it . If I say Constantinewrote more than six hundredcompositions
, my addresseewill take Constantine as topic evenif shehas never
heard of him. Shewill probably hope that I will clarify at somepoint who
Constantine is (it is Constantine Huygens), but shedoesstore the comment
under a newly createdaddressfor the unknown.
In subsection4.2.2 we will distinguish the present limited use of topic ,
-level feature responsiblefor the grammatical encoding
namely the message
of sentencetopic, from a broader notion of topic : the discoursetopic.
3.4.3 Givennessand Inferability
It is clear from the above example that referentsabout which predications
. A cooperative
are made can be more or less accessibleto the addressee
in
a
. To take
the
referents
marks
the
of
message
givenness
speakerusually
an obvious example: If the referentwasmentioned in the previous sentence,
it is given in the discourseand is highly accessible. The speakerwill then
tend to pronominalize it , asin I sawJohn. He wasat the meeting. A referent
not given in the previousdisc~ ursemay still be inferable, aswhen one opens
a conversation with The pope was here today. We will assumethat the
inferability or noninferability of eachreferent in the messageis given in the
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inferabilit~will bedi ~cu~~ed exten -

3.4.4 Focus
The speaker will further mark what is the new focus in the message. ( This
too will be treated in chapter 4.) The new focus is the information that the
addressee was not attending to but should be attending to now . Informula ting , there are two important ways for the speaker to mark the focused
information : to give it pitch accent and to put it at the end of the sentence.
Both means are used to mark the focus shift from the first to the second
sentence in the following : Peter saw much of Mary recently . But yesterday
he visited LIZ .
The items listed in the present section all contribute to what is sometimes
called the information structure of an utterance . The speaker creates a
message in order to convey certain intentions . For the message and the
utterance proceeding from it to be effective , the addressee must be able to
make the intended inferences . It is therefore important for the speaker to
mark clearly what the message is about ; whether the referents are given ,
inferable , or brand new ; what information is to be focused ; and so on . This
'
will all facilitate the addressee s processing . I will not introduce formal
ways of representing givenness , inferability , and new focus in message
structures , but we must assume that they are - in some way - marked at
the message level . It will be argued in subsequent chapters that various
aspects of grammatical encoding are control led by these message- level
features .

3.5 Mood, Aspect
, andDeixis
The procedures of the Fonnulator - particularly those that have to do with
the assignment of word order and verb morphology - will depend on
indicators for mood , aspect , and deixis in the message.
3.5.1 Mood and Modality
It should , first of a" , be specified in the message whether a declarative , an
imperative , or an intelrogative utterance is intended . For the interrogative
mood , a further distinction must be made between a polar interrogative
and a content interrogative . Let us consider these cases from the viewpoint
of the underlying message.
The unmarked mood is declarative . As was already discussed in chapter
2, using declarative mood is the neutral or privileged way of making an
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epistemiccommitment (to assertor declaresomething) . When the speaker
indeedintends to expresshis epistemiccommitment in this neutral way, the
messagemay contain a marker to that effect. Let us indicate it by DECL .
It can be taken as a proposition -modifying function , just like tense. A
speaker preparing the utterance John fell would create the preverbal
message
DECL (PAST( FALL (JOHN ) .
Similarly , imperative mood in sentencessuch as Let us go and Go away
"
expresses a deontic commitment of the type I want you/ us to do something
".
According to Wilson and Sperber( 1988), imperativesare typically
usedto expressthe desirability of somestateof affairs (for instance, that we
go or that you go) . It does not necessarilycommit anybody; for instance,
'
.
Get well soonexpressesa desirablestate but doesn t commit the addressee
in
he
attitude
a
neutral
to
such
an
When the speakerwants express
way,
will - we assume- code his preverbal messagewith an imperative marker,
IMP . The messageunderlying Let usgo would thus be IMP (GO (WE .
When the speakerwants to know something (i .e., wants to expressthe
desirability of someinformation or thought), he may construct a message
marked for interrogative mood. The interrogative mood comes in two
subtypes: polar and content. The polar interrogative invites an answerthat
is a confirmation or an invalidation of someproposition ; it is therefore also
"
called a " yes/ no question. The content interrogative requestsa missing
pieceof information , and what is missing is indicated by a so-called WH element, such as What or where(seesubsection3.2.2); such questions are
called " WH -questions." The marker we will usefor interrogative messages
is " ?" . (It is mostly self-evident whether the mood is polar or content.) The
messageunderlying Did Johnfall ? will thus be expressedas
?(PAST( FALL (JOHN ) .
Expressing the desirability of some information will often commit the
addresseeto present that information .
Sincedeclarative mood can be seenas the standard or unmarked mood,
we will , when there can be no ambiguity , leave out the DECL marker.
Hence, the messagePAST ( FALL (JOHN ) is to be interpreted as marked
for declarative.
Commitments and desirablenesses
, whether epistemicor deontic, come
in degrees, as was discussedin subsection 1.3.1. Thesemodalities of commitment
, but we will not introduce
may also be expressedin the message
formal ways of representing them. They can induce the Formulator to
"
selectmodal verbs (can, may) or " future modals ( will , shall ) . SeeSeuren
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1985for a treatment of modality and Doherty 1987for an analysisof mood
and modalities of commitment.
But the expressionof attitudes is far more complex than what has been
suggestedso far. A speakercan, for instance, ask a question by way of a
declarativesentencewith rising sentenceintonation , as in John came? This
differs subtly from the interrogative Did John come? The declarative form
'
expresses surprise, or the presupposition that John wasn t going to come.
The interrogative form is more neutral in theserespects. Also , emotional
attitudes, such as indignation , irony , submissiveness
, and excitement, are
readily expressedby prosodic means in particular , sentencemelody (van
Bezooijen 1984; Scherer 1986). At this point , we will probably have to
qualify the assumption that everything relevant to formulating is encoded
-level code is propositional in nature,
at the messagelevel. If the message
"
"
emotional attitudes that are directly expressedin a high-pitched or
shrieky voice are probably affecting phonological encoding and articulation
via a different route. We should not exclude the possibility that the
Phonological Encoder and the Articulator are independently sensitiveto
speakersattitudes of this sort. For that reason, I will defer discussionof
"
what is commonly called " intonational meaning to chapter 8, which deals
with the output representationsof phonological encoding.
3.5.2 Aspect
Depending on the language, the Formulator will not only mark deictical
time in verb morphology ; it will also mark such temporal features as
whether an action is durative or punctual (for instance, reading versus
hitting ), whether it is just beginning, and whether it is an iterative activity .
Thesetemporal properties are called aspectual. The clearestcaseof aspect
in English is the grammatical distinction betweensimple and progressive
duration (e.g., betweenJohn read the book and John wasreadingthe book) .
When such semantic features are to be expressed, the messageshould
contain modifiers to this effect. I will refrain from introducing semantic
functions or symbols for this purpose.
3.5.3 Deixis
The deictic anchoring of an utteranceshould, of course, be preparedin the
. In a languagethat hasa tensesystem, suchas English, Spanish, or
message
German, the expressionof time is obligatory . In chapter 2 we saw that this
anchoring involves two temporal relations: a deictic one and an intrinsic
. The deictic time expressesthe
one. Both must be expressedin the message
relation betweenthe " now" of the utteranceand the moment of relevance;
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the intrinsic temporal relation is betweenthe moment of relevanceand the
event. Where there can be no confusion, we will expressthesetogether as
PAST, PRESENT, or FUTURE . In terms of the analysis in subsection
3.2.6, thesecan beseenaspredicatesoperating on the proposition asa whole,
asin PAST( F ALL (JOHN . Notice that intrinsic time is a semanticfeature
of the same kind as the aspectual features mentioned above; it is a nondeictic temporal aspectof the event, state, or activity .
Also , person and space deictical features should be expressedin the
. A speakerwho makes referenceto himself, or to the addressee
,
message
will encodetheseas such, and not asjust any other person. When Fritz is
talking to Heida, theseroles immediately appearin suchsentencesasI want
to ask you something; it would be very odd indeed if Fritz said Fritz wants
to ask Heida something, which might be interpreted as referring to another
Fritz and another Heida. In other words, it is encodedin the messagewhich
referent is the speakerand which is the addresseeof the current expression.
, encodethe spatial relations
Similarly , the speakerwill , where necessary
betweenentities in the speechsituation and himself. This is required for the
correct grammatical expressionof spatial deixis, as in the book is here (see
subsection2.2.2).
3.6

Language- Specific Requirements

There are different Formulators for different languages, and the question
should be asked whether there are any language-specific requirementson
. Consider, for instance
what should be encoded for expression in a message
, the feature of deictic proximity . In chapter 2 someproperties of the
English systemfor spatial deixis were discussed, and we noticed that the
distinction betweenhereand thereand betweenthis and that has to do with
the proximity to ego. The English system(like the Dutch ) acknowledgesa
two-step contrast here: PROXIMAL versusDISTAL . Theseare the categories
in which distancesto ego are cast. But other languagesdiffer on this
.
point Spanish makes a three-step contrast: aqui- ahi- alli for the here/
there dimension, and este- ese- aquel for the this/ that dimension. This
opposesthe categoriesPROXIMAL , MEDIAL , and DISTAL . The Japanese
deictical system is also tripartite , with different morphological
markers for the three categories( Fillmore 1982) .
It is highly unlikely (paceWhorf [ 1956]) that English and Dutch speakers
perceivedistanceto egodifferently than Spanishand Japanesespeakers.But
when they preparedistanceinformation for expression, English and Dutch
speakersmust representthat information in their messagesin a bipartite
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way, whereasSpanish and Japanesespeakersmust use a tripartite code.
Hence, we have a language-specific difference in encoding at the message
level.
This point was explicitly argued by Schlesinger( 1977) on a more general
level. And indeed, the PROXIMAL / DISTAL distinction is not the only
examplethat can be given. Earlier in this chapter another important caseof
a language-specific system was discussed: tense marking . There are languag
without a tense system, i.e., without obligatory marking of tempora
features such as PAST or PRESENT in the inflection of the finite
verb. Malay is such a language. Speakersof Malay can, of course, still
expressthesetemporal relations in other ways, but it is not obligatory to
expressthem, as it is in English. And there is no reasonto supposethat the
messageof a Malayan speakerwill contain the temporal information when
he hasno intention to expressit . An English speaker, however, must encode
it even if it is of no communicative value.
Another famous caseis the systemof classificatory particles in Kilivila
an
( Austronesian language), first describedby Malinowski ( 1920) . Demonstrati
, numerals, and adjectivescarry affixes that relate to the classof
object they modify . They acknowledgesuch properties of objectsaswhether
they are wooden and long or round and stony, whether they consist of
leavesor fibers, whether they are forked branches, clay pots, or cut -off
parts, and so on. Malinowski found 42 categories of this (for Western
cultures) haphazard sort which are grammaticalized in the language's
morphology . ( For an analysis of present-day Kilivilan particles, seeSenft
1985.) Speakersof this languagemust encode such features in their message
; otherwise the morphology cannot come out right .
These and similar examples raise an interesting question about the
separability of conceptual and grammatical encoding: Is a representation
at the messagelevel really built without recourseto the linguistic information
encapsulatedin the Formulator , or are the two systemslessautonomous
than was conjectured in the previous chapter?
Siobin ( 1982) argued that the list of features that obtain an obligatory
grammatical marking in one languagebut not in another is fairly small. In
other words, if there is a " leakage" betweenthe two systems, it will be of a
limited sort. But there is really no reason to supposeinteraction between
the two systemsto start with . In learning the language, the speaker (the
child ) must surely have realizedthat the languagerequireshim to attend to
certain perceptualor conceptual featureswhen he encodesa message
. And ,
as Siobin and others have shown, the child makes characteristic errors
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that reveal his successivehypotheses about the conceptual properties
'
required for the assignmentof his languages morphology .
But although conceptualizingand grammatical encodingare interacting
for the language-acquiring child , the mature speakerhas learned what to
encodewhen preparing a messagefor expression. He knows by experience
whether his language requires a category of medial proximity , number,
tense, object shape, or whateveris needed, and hewill selectthe appropriate
. It is no longer necessaryfor
information in building his preverbal messages
occasionwhat it likes as
at
each
Formulator
ask
the
the Conceptualizer to
input . In short, the systems have become autonomous. The language
specificrequirementson semanticstructure havebecomerepresentedin the
'
Conceptualizer s procedural knowledge base.
Summary
This chapter has outlined the target representations of the conceptual
system when it prepares messagesfor expression. These representations
have been called propositional, becausethey involve expressionsthat can
have truth values, or constituent parts of such expressions. The propositional
mode of representationis by no meansthe only languageof thought .
It is not evena central code in the sensethat it must mediatebetweenother
mental codes, such as spatial, musical, or kinesthetic ones. But as soon as
conceptsare to be expressedverbally, they must be coded in the propositional
mode of representation.
Preverbalmessagesare propositional structuresof a specialkind , which
we have called semantic. They entail severalfeatures that are material for
their role as input to the Formulator . They need not be complete propositions
; various other types of semantic structure, such as expressions
.
denoting individuals , predicates, and modifiers, can be preverbal messages
. Messagesinvolve
The nonpropositions are, in away , elliptical messages
function /argument relations of various degreesof complexity. They can be
built up hierarchically to expresscomplex conceptualizations. Someof the
arguments play abstract roles, such as agent, actor, source, or goal. The
character of these roles is probably determined by the function . Some
semantic functions, such as DO (X , V ), CAUSE (X , V ), FROM (X ), and
TO (X ), are so basic that they tend to appear in the most diverse conceptualizations. Their presencein a semanticrepresentationimposesa certain
" thematic structure" on the message
.
In order for a messageand the resulting utterance to be effective, the
messageshould incorporate a particular perspective. A potential addressee
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must be able to find out what the utterance is about, what information is
already available in the ongoing discourse, what is to be newly focused,
and so on. These and other " control " aspectsshould be marked in the
.
message
In order for the Formulator to accept it as input , the messageshould
indicate mood- i.e., whether the utteranceis to be declarative, imperative,
or interrogative. In addition , the messageshould contain the aspectualand
deictical featuresrequired for the generation of verb morphology .
Languagesdiffer in the kinds of semanticfeaturesthat are grammatically
acknowledged. As a consequence
, the encoding of messagesis not the
same for speakersof different languages. The message
- encoding procedures
must take into account that certain semanticcomponentsare obligatory
in a message
. When, for instance, the speaker's languagehas a tense
system, each and every messageof the type proposition must be provided
with temporal markers. It is irrelevant whether this temporal information
is of any communicative value.

Chapter 4
The Generation

of Messages

The construction of a preverbal messageis a first step in the generation of
speech. This step is usually initiated by the conception of somecommunicative
intention ; the speakerwants to achievesome purpose by meansof
saying something, and he wants the addresseeto recognizethat intention
from what is said. Given the communicative intention , the speaker will
select information for expression that is expected to be instrumental
in realizing the goal. This information should make it possiblefor the cooperative
addresseeto infer the intention . These issuesare discussedin
section 4.1.
But information can be instrumental only if it is relevant to the situation
of interaction , and that situation is a continuously changing one. As
discourseproceeds, intermediary goals are achievedor blocked, new relevant
facts appear, and so forth . A major task of the speakerwhile constructing
messagesfor expressionis to keep track of what is happening
in the discoursesituation. This " bookkeeping" is the topic of section 4.2.
We will then proceedto messageconstruction proper. It will be suggested
that the preparation of a messageinvolves two steps. The first one will be
called macroplanning. It consistsin the elaborating of the communicative
intention as a sequenceof subgoalsand the selectionof information to be
expressed(asserted, questioned, etc.) in order to realize thesecommunicative
goals. This determinesthe content of the subsequentspeechacts. The
secondstep, microplanning, is concernedwith the further shaping of each
.
speechact to bring it into the format required by a preverbal message
Sections4.3 and 4.4 are devoted to macroplanning. The fonDer discusses
in greater detail how a speaker selectsinformation instrumental to the
communicativegoal; the latter is concernedwith the speaker's linearization
problem, i.e., how a speaker orders for expressioncomplex information
.
involving severalmessages
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Section4.5 exploressomeof the processes underlying microplanning . A
speakerwill mark referentsin a messagefor their accessibilityin sucha way
as to guide the listener' s attention to what is already given in the discourse
or to signal that a newentity is being introduced. He may also want to mark
a particular referentasthe topic . The speakermust further take care that all
infonnation is given the necessarypropositional fonnat , and that each
preverbal messageacknowledgesthe language-specificrequirementsof the
Fonnulator .
4.1

From Intention to Message

The mother of each speechact is a communicative intention . This notion
wasintroduced in chapter 2. The speaker's " proximal " purposein planning
a speechact, we saw, is intention recognitionby the addressee
. The present
chapter discusses how a speakergoesfrom a communicative intention to
a preverbal messagethat , when formulated , will make the cooperative
addresseerecognizethat intention . We will be only marginally concerned
with other, more " distal" intentions of speakers, which are not to be
recognizedas such by the other party . It should, however, be added that
such more distal intentions are by no meansuninteresting for a theory of
the speaker; they may affect the selection of information to be expressed
(seesubsection4.3.5) as well as the prosodic features of speech, such as
loudness, rate, or intonation .
Let us begin with an example, a caseof informing . SpeakerSimon wants
to tell hearer Hanna that Wubbo is an astronaut. More formal , Simon' s
messageencoding begins with the intention to bring about a situation in
which
KNOW (HANNA , INTEND (SIMON ~ BELIEVE (HANNA ,
.
ASTRONAUT (WUBBO
'
The goal state is Hanna s knowing that Simon intended her to believethat
Wubbo is an astronaut. There may be severalways for Simon to achieve
this goal state. They need not even be verbal means. Simon could , for
instance, show Hanna a picture with Wubbo in an astronaut' s outfit . If
Hanna knows Wubbo but didn ' t know that he is an astronaut, Simon' s
'
showing the picture can fulfill the communicative intention . But if Simon s
communicative intention is illocutionary (i.e., if the intention is to use
verbalmeansto bring about the goal state), Simon must encodea message
.
In order to achieve his goal, Simon could encode the messageDECL
(ASTRONAUT (WUBBO . When formulated , this messagewould be
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uttered as Wubbois an astronaut. If Hanna is cooperative, she will derive
not only the proposition that Wubbo is an astronaut but also that Simon
intended her to believethis proposition .
Thejourney from intention to messagewill , nonnally , involve more than
a single step. Often, the goal will have to be expandedinto subgoals. If the
intention is, for example, to give a person a route direction , the speaker
"
must createa whole plan consisting of subgoals( first direct her to the city
"
center, then infonn her about the preciselocation of the museum ) and
sub-subgoals(" to go to the city center first take the freeway, then turn right
"
at the secondtraffic light ), and so forth . The speakerwill have to plan and
order the various subgoalsto be achieved. For eachof the subgoalshe will
have to decideon a speechact to be expressed- that is, on an assertion, a
command, a question, or whatever. This involves, for each speechact, the
planning of infonnation to be expressedto the interlocutor in order to
satisfy the goal. As was extensively discussedin chapter 2, much can be
conveyedwithout being explicitly fonnulated . The speakerwill , nonnally ,
count on the capacity of a cooperative interlocutor to infer the goal or
subgoalfrom an utterancethat expressesonly a fraction of the infonnation
to be conveyed; speechactscan be indirect. The sum total of theseactivities
will be called macrop/anning (roughly following Butter worth I 980b) . Its
output is an ordered sequenceof what we will call speechact intentions
"
"
(sometimes shortened to speech acts ) . These are messagesas far as
specified for intended mood (declarative, interrogative, imperative) and
content.
But the speakermust not only plan and order the contents of successive
speechacts. The contents of each speechact should also be brought into
perspective, and a particular infonnation structure has to be assigned. The
distribution of what should be expressedas topical, focused, or new information
must be assigned, and the speakerwill have to acknowledgecertain
language-specificrequirementsthe messagehas to satisfy. Theseactivities
on the part of the speaker will be called microp/anning. The output of
.
microplanning is, for each intended speechact, a preverbal message
It is tempting to view macroplanning and microplanning as two stagesin
the processof messageencoding. In macroplanning a speakerelaboratesa
communicative intention down to the level of the content of individual
speechacts; in microplanning the content of each intended speechact is
given infonnational perspectiveand is assignedall the features that are
. Such a two -stage theory should, of
obligatory for a preverbal message
course, be of the incremental sort. It is not necessaryfor a speaker to
completeall macroplanning before microplanning can start. One can begin
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From intention to preverbal message
.

giving a route direction without having planned all its details. This twostage view may eventually turn out to be too restrictive; there may be
situations in which macroplanning is affected by microplanning . Until
then, however, the two -stage view is to be preferred becauseit is more
restrictive.
The issuesdiscussedso far are summarized in figure 4.1, which shows
that communicative intentions are a subclassof intentions and that only a
subsetof communicative intentions are to be realized by meansof speech
acts. There are, then, two kinds of processinvolved in messageencoding:
First , the speakermust elaboratethe intention . For eachof its subgoals, the
speaker should plan a speechact (SA)- i.e., should select information
whoseexpressionwould be instrumental in realizingthe goal. This is macroplan
. Second, eachinformational unit to be expressedmust be shaped
into a preverbal message(PM ) by giving it an information structure, a
'
propositional format , and a perspective that will guide the addressees
attention in the intended way and meet the input requirements of the
Formulator . This is microplanning .
Both sidesof the message
-encodingprocessare heavilycontext- dependent
.
In order to elaborate his goals and to select effective information for
expression, the speakermust take into account the precisediscoursesituation
, and the sameholds for the assignmentof informational perspective. A
discoursecontext is a continuously changingsituation , and the processesof
messageencoding must therefore refer to the records the speakerkeepsof
the ongoing discourse. We will take up this important issueof the speaker's
discourserecords before we turn to the processes depicted in the figure.
4.2 Bookkeeping and Some of Its Consequencesfor Message
Construction
The defining characteristic of coherent discourse is that every new move of
a speaker is in some way related to whatever was said before . A cooperative
'
speaker s contributions are supposed to be relevant to the ongoing dis -
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course. But this requiresbookkeepingor storageon the part of the speaker.
He will have to keep track of what was said and what was conveyed by
himself and by the interlocutors. The sum total of the information about
the discoursethat is currently available or accessibleto the speakeris called
the speaker's discourserecord; it is the speaker's internal representationof
the discourseas it evolved.
A discourserecord is by nature a dynamic .entity . It changeswith each
new contribution made to the conversation, whether by the speakeror by
another participant . The speaker's record is not just a superficial traceof all
utterancesmade; it is a structured interpretation of what happenedin the
conversation. An interesting but little -studied issue is which aspects of
discourse lead to deep encoding (i.e., to long-term storage) and which
aspectsare transient (i.e., kept in working memory for only short periods of
time) . Let us reviewsomeof the major titles in the speaker's account books.
4.2.1 The Type of Discourse
There are different types of discourse, and they require different kinds of
contributions on the part of the speaker. There is, first and foremost,
informal everyday conversation. This may be a less unified type than is
generallysupposed. For instance, it is doubtful that everydaychatting with
peersis of the samenature as everyday chatting with parents or children.
'
Among the defining characteristics are, at any rate, the interlocutor s
awarenessof informality , of roughly equal rights to the floor , and of
the freedom to change topic . When a speaker experiencesthe discourse
as everyday conversation, he tacitly knows which turn -taking rules to
follow - namely, the onesdiscussedin chapter 2.
Analysts of conversation have distinguished and studied various other
typesof discourse. Narrations (Beaugrande1980; Labov 1972; Scollon and
Scollon 1981)- including the telling of stories(Jefferson1978; Ryave 1978)
or dirty jokes (Sacks 1978)- - can happen inside everyday conversations,
but they require an awarenesson the part of the interlocutors that a single
speakerhas the preferential right to the floor until the narrative is completed
. The speakercan count on the suspensionof disruptive self-selection
by other participants, but has to pay by having to generatea structured
. Lectures (Goff man 1981) are similar in the latter
sequenceof messages
but
are
respect,
they
usually not embeddedin conversation; they are more
seriousand impersonal. The speakeris supposedto impart his views to a
spatially marked audience. Examinations and interviews (Atkinson and
Drew 1979) are characterized by a fixed question-answer turn order, in
which roles are clearly divided as to who does the questioning and who
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gives the answers. Debates (Walton 1982) share much of the questionanswer nature of examinations, but the role of questioner is now equally
distributed betweenthe participants, and each participant has somethesis
to defend. This list is by no means complete. The many other types of
discourseincludeplanningdiscourse(Linde and Goguen 1978; Goguen and
Linde 1983), route direction (Klein 1982; Wunderlich and Reinelt 1982),
spatial description (Ehrich 1982; Ehrich and Koster 1983; Levelt 1981,
1982a,b; Linde and Labov 1975), radio talk (Goff man 1981), and therapeu
discourse( Labov and Fanshel 1977) . A good source on kinds of
discourseis volume 3 of van Dijk 1985.
The speaker has to keep track of the type of discourse in which he is
engaged, and of the special role assignedto him. The speaker makes a
category mistake if he constructs his messagesin the framework of the
wrong discourse type- for example, if he takes an examination to be a
debate, or air -traffic-control discourse to be everyday conversation. It is
especiallyimportant that the type of discoursein which interlocutors are
engagedbe mutually known , so that the participants will be on common
ground. Establishing agreementon the discoursetype may require explicit
negotiation at the outset, but usually the type of discourseis invokedby the
way the talk is conducted(Schegloff1987) . For instance, it is in the way one
"
"
person talks like a doctor (i.e., speaking of a hematoma instead of a
" bruise" that the interlocutor
)
recognizes that the discourse is of the
doctor -client type.

4.2.2 The Topic of .Discourse
The discourse topic is what is being talked about, and thus mutually
experienced, by the participants . A conversation can be about the cost of
'
living , an interview about one s medical condition , a planning discourse
about tonight ' s burglary , and so on. The maxim of relation requires the
speakerto make his contribution relevant to the ongoing discourse. Normally
, a contribution will relate to the discoursetopic . That is what makes
discoursecoherent. Brown and Yule ( 1983) call this " speaking topically ."
But a speakermay want to changethe topic in order to realizesomegoal
not related to the presenttopic . This involves establishingagreementwith
the interlocutors about the topic shift. There are myriad deviceswith which
a speakercan initiate a shift of topic . It can be done by explicit declaration
( Thenext issue/ want to addressis . . . ); this is what Grosz and Sidner ( 1985)
call a true interruption. It may also be done unobtrusively by suggestinga
relation to the current topic ( That reminds me of . . . ); this introduces a
digression. A flashback ( Whoops, / forgot to tell you that . . . ) , finally , is a
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kind of interruption a speakerwill make in order to satisfy some subgoal
that should have beenhandled at an earlier stage; it is usually followed by
a return to the main topic . And there are prosodic meansof marking the
introduction of a new topic , such as raising the pitch ( Brown, Currie , and
Kenworthy 1980) . The choice of meansfor effectinga shift will also depend
on the type of discourse, and especiallyon the distribution of power among
participants in that type of discourse.
'
Brown and Yule ( 1983) point out that a speakers topic mayor may not
developinto a discoursetopic , dependingon whether it meetswith mutual
agreement. The speakerhas to keep track of what is the current discourse
"
"
topic , and he should not confuse it with his private speakertopics. It is
exactly confusion of this kind that makesschizophrenicspeechincoherent
( Brown 1973; Rochesterand Martin 1979) .
Though the notion of discourse topic is intuitively obvious and its
relevancefor discourse understanding has been demonstrated over and
again ( Bransford and Johnson 1973; Sanford 1985), it is notoriously hard
to formalize. When a conversation is about the cost of living , it can at the
sametime be about the cost of food , and about the cost of bread. Most
interesting topics of conversation are hierarchical in structure, and participants
in a discoursecan move up and down through the hierarchy in
contributions . Grosz and Sidner ( 1985) relate this to the
their
making
intentional structure of the discourse, i.e., the hierarchy of goals and
subgoals being developed. When a subgoal is introduced, interlocutors
descenda step in the hierarchy; when the subgoal is satisfied, one can return
to considering a higher-level goal. Large moves are like topic shifts,
and may require some negotiation; small moves occur from utterance to
utterance.
and their
The lowest-levelsubgoalseventuallyevokeindividual messages
in
the
smallest
are
see
subsection
3.4.2
ingredients the hierarchy
); they
topics (
.
discourse
of
topics
'
A speakerwho keepstrack of what is being talked about doesn t do so by
keeping a running but unstructured list of topics. What is kept is (i ) a
structured mental representation of the discoursecontent as it developed
and (ii ) a pointer to the part of the content structure and the goal structure
that is now being elaborated. Let us consider thesetwo elementsin turn .
4.2.3 The Content of Discourse: DiscourseModels and Presuppositions
Interlocutors introduce and reintroduce referents(persons, things, events,
"
etc.) and make predications about them. In doing so, they build mental
models" (Johnson- Laird 1983) of theseentities, their relations, and their
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Depending on their intentions , speakers may convey information concernin
existing or newly introduced entities or may invite other participants
to provide such information . Put more formally : Speech acts can be
conceived of as mappings of the current discourse model onto the next .
They change the shared set of referents , or the shared information about
them . The shared information includes , in particular , information about
the interlocutors . When a speaker gives a command , for example , he adds
to his information about the addressee that the addressee now knows his
intention to commit her to a certain action .
The speaker ' s utterance invites the addressee to infer the communicative
intention , i .e., to construct a representation of the information to be
conveyed . This may involve the creation of new address es and the storage
of new information under old or new addresses. Normally , the speaker ' s
'
purpose will be that the listener s representation agree in essential points
with his own .
In the simplest case- two - person interaction - there are four knowledge
structures involved in this part of a speaker ' s bookkeeping . To distinguish
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among these, let us consider a fictitious examplein which Marcia and Seth
are conversing about their travel experiences. The topic of discourse is,
more specifically, travels in Italy . Marcia ' s and Seth' s mental representations
are depictedin figure 4.2. The nodesrepresentaddressesfor referents,
such as places, persons, and events. The figure representsonly someof the
major tokens referred to in the conversation. Many are left out (for
instance, the egosof the two participants) . What is said about the referents
is not really representedeither. It should consist of lists of predications
stored under each address. In the figure, arcs have been drawn between
nodes that figure in the sameproposition . If Seth says thefood is nice in
Rome, an arc is drawn betweenthe nodesfor FOOD and ROME , suggesting
that the predication relates them in someway in the discoursemodel.
The first kind of knowledge that is relevant to a speaker's discourse
planning is the knowledge the speakerbelieveshe shareswith the listener,
independentof the present discourseinteraction. Let us call this common
ground. For example, Seth may believe that Marcia knows about the
existenceof the pope and about the fact that the pope lives in Rome. Figure
4.2 representsfor both Seth and Marcia the entities POPE and ROME , as
well as the arc connecting them (which stands for their locative relation) .
POPE and ROME are inside the balloon labeled " common ground ." The
common ground may also include knowledge of a lessgeneral type. Seth
and Marcia may have shared knowledge about a common friend , Harry .
Sethmay, moreover, believethat they mutually know that Marcia wants to
talk about Italy , and so on. It is irrelevant for the present discussion
whether the common ground is really shared by the interlocutors ; what
matters is that the speakerbelievesit is. A last item in the common ground
is the sharedcontext of discourse- the local scenethe speakerbelievesto
be sharing with the interlocutor . Seth knows, from perceptual evidence,
where Marcia is located in the sceneand how she is oriented. He believes
that Marcia sharesthis knowledge, and that sheknows that Seth knows it ,
and so forth .
The second knowledge structure is what the speaker believesto have
success
fully conveyedto the listenerduring the discourseup to now; it is the
shared knowledge arising from the speaker's own contributions. Seth, for
instance, talked about his experiencesin Rome but not about the pope.
Rather, he discussedthe food , the tipping habits, and other matters that he
believedMarcia didn ' t know about. This information , which Seth believes
he hasconveyedto Marcia , is representedin figure 4.2 asown contributions
in Seth' s representation. Marcia ' s own contribution concernsinformation
sheconveyedabout Florence(where their common friend Harry lives) and
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about Ponza (an island previously unknown to Seth) . These items are
'
demarcatedas own contribution in Marcia s representation.
The third knowledgestructure is the information the speakerbelievesthe
interlocutor to have intended to convey to him in the discourse as it
'
developed. From the speakers point of view, this is shared knowledge
emanating from the interlocutor ; it is the interlocutors contribution. Seth,
for instance, takes it that Marcia talked about Ponza (an island he had
neverheard about) and Florence (where their common friend Harry lives) .
'
Ideally, the own-contribution part of a speakers mental representation
'
should be identical to the interlocutors part of the addressees mental
'
representation. However, a speakers belief that this knowledge is shared
may be mistaken, and thus may lead to later misunderstanding. Marcia ,
for instance, believesthat she mentioned the smoke poisoning the air in
Florence; however, Sethfailed to registerthis, owing to his inattentiveness.
The fourth knowledge structure is information which the speaker still
intends to convey but which has not been up for expression yet. This
information to be conveyedby the speaker is also depicted in figure 4.2.
'
Marcia wants to say more about Ponza s ferryboats, while Seth wants to
relate what Marcia said about Florence to his own experiencesin Rome.
The knowledge intended to be conveyed- i.e., the communicative goaldevelopsby plan or associationas the discourseproceeds.
"
The speaker's discourse model can now be defined as own contributions
"
that is, the knowledge structure
plus interlocutors contributions
the speakerbelieveshe hasconveyedto the interlocutor plus the knowledge
structure the speaker believesthe interlocutor intended to convey in the
discourseup to now. The picture will obviously be more complicated for
multiparty discourse, but that will not concern us here.
Every move in the conversation changesthe knowledge pattern of the
interlocutors. When Seth introduces a new entity and believesthat Marcia
"
has grasped it , Seth' s " own contribution part is expanded by that element
"
"
. If indeed Marcia has grasped it , her interlocutors contribution
part is correspondingly expanded, and so on. Discourse models change
continually .
It is characteristic of coherent discoursethat a new contribution relates
to what was said before, i.e., is relevant to the current state of the discourse
model. It will either add further linking information to existing addressesor
introduce new referents by linking them to existing ones. An important
notion here is presupposition. To maintain coherent discourse, the presuppositions of a new messagemust be satisfied or satisfiable in the
discourse model. If Marcia were to say Theferry is convenientwithout
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having previously referred to a ferry, her contribution would violate a
so-called existential presupposition, becauseher use of a definite expression
presupposesthe existenceof a FERRY addressin the discoursemodel
or in the common ground . If Sethwereto ask Whendid you stop taking your
vacationsin Italy ?, there would be the/ active presupposition that Marcia
had indeed stopped taking her vacations in Italy . Such a question is a
coherent contribution only when that fact is somewherein the discourse
model or in the common ground .
Still , speakersoften ignore presuppositions in making their contributions
. They rely on the interlocutors intelligence to realize what Seuren
( 1985) calls backward suppletion of the presupposedinformation . When
Marcia talks about the/ erry, Sethwill derive that there must be someferry,
and he will set up a provisional addressfor it in the hope and expectation
that he will soon be informed about which ferry Marcia means. Similarly ,
Marcia , in responseto Seth' s question, will think " Ah , he thinks I am not
"
'
going to Italy anymore . Marcia adds Seth s apparent belief to the discours
model, and may then either deny it when it is false ( Oh, I haven't
stoppedgoing) or answer the question if it is a true belief (Since 1985) .
But backward suppletion is impossiblewhen information contrary to the
presupposition is already in the discoursemodel. In that casethe presupposit
is really violated, and the discourseis incoherent. This happensin
the following bit of discourse.
Marcia: I always go to Italy for vacation.
Seth: When did you stop taking your vacations in Italy ?
This led Seuren ( 1985), following van der Sandt ( 1982), to propose the
following presupposition test: If S is the formulation of a message
, then P
is the formulation of a presupposition of the messageif and only if
(i ) P, but/ and S is coherent
and
(ii ) perhapsnot P, but / and S is incoherent.
The presupposition of Seth' s question can be formulated as You stopped
taking your vacationsin Italy . The first test requiresthe following sequence
to be coherent: Youstoppedtaking your vacationsin Italy , and whendid you
stopdoingso?It clearly is coherent. The secondtest predicts incoherencefor
the sequencePerhapsyou didn 't stop taking your vacationsin Italy , but when
did you stop doing so?, which is incoherent indeed. Therefore, Marcia ' s
having stopped taking her vacations in Italy is indeed a presupposition for
the messagein Seth' s question. The samepair of testscan easily be applied
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to the earlier existential presupposition about the ferryboat . In generating
a message
, a cooperative speakerwill introduce referentsand will maintain
in
reference such a way that no violation of presupposition results.
It should be obvious that , for any sizablediscourse, the speakercannot
keep the whole discoursemodel in his center of attention. The discourse
model is, rather, stored in long-term memory. But it is easily accessible
. At
moment
a
small
of
this
information
is
attended
or
, only
anyone
fragment
"
" to. This
pointed
fragment is called thefocus.
4.2.4 The Focus
The attention span of a speakeris fairly limited . He can work on only one
or a few notions at a time in planning his discourse. And the sameholds for
the listenerwho is interpreting the speaker's utterances. The information to
which the speakeris attending at a particular moment in time is called his
'
focus. Similarly, there is a listener s focus. If the speakerbelievesthat their
foci are shared, there is a unique part of the discourse model which the
"
"
speakermarks as jointly attended to. In the conversation betweenSeth
and Marcia , this can be the food in Rome, the island of Ponza, or any of the
other discourseentities. There is, of course, more in focus than just individual
referents. The speakerfocuseson a particular goal or subgoal to be
satisfied; there is somecommunicative intention to be jointly atterded to.
The notion of attentional focusing is classical in psychology, and is
not limited to the study of languageuse. Wilhelm Wundt ( 1896) called it
apperception; William James ( 1892) called it apprehension or primary
memory. These and many other authors have argued that one can consciously
attend to only a few disconnectedelementsat a time. Miller ( 1956)
"
"
of
spoke a magical number sevenplus or minus two , and Broadbent
"
"
( 1975) of a three-slot register. But when information is structured, the
spanof attention can be larger- and that is often the casewhen the speaker
"
. Our present use of " focus in the planning of
is planning a message
discourseagreeswith the way in which Chafe ( 1979, 1980), Grosz ( 1981),
Grosz and Sidner ( 1985), Herrmann ( 1983), and Sanford and Garrod
"
"
( 1981) usethe term focusing.
The encircled parts of the networks in figure 4.2 are supposed to be
"
"
currently in focus for the interlocutors. Sethand Marcia are in the happy
circumstancethat their foci are aligned. They are both concentrating on
Ponzaand the Pontines and the information being conveyedabout them.
One can further distinguish afoca ! center, as proposed by Grosz, Joshi,
and Weinstein ( 1983) . This is what the speaker is newly attending to in
making the current utterance; it is the most salient part of his focus. It is
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more the rule than the exception that the speaker's focal centerdiffers from
the hearer' s. By his utterancethe speakeris trying to make the hearerattend
to something she is not yet attending to. It is, therefore, important to
'
'
distinguish betweenthe speakersfocal centerand the hearer sfocal center.
It is a major concern for the speakerto align the focal centers. When the
speakershifts his focal center to a new referent, his utteranceshould tell the
interlocutor where to go; the speaker's and the interlocutors foci are not
yet aligned. In the example, Marcia may shift her focus to the Ponza ferry ,
'
intending to say something about it . If shebelievesthat Seth s focus is still
as depicted in figure 4.2, she may say The island can be reachedby an old
ferryboat . In this way Marcia connectsthe new information to what Sethis
presentlyfocusing on (Ponza island), and by using an indefinite expression
(an oldferryboat) shesignalsthat the newly focusedelementis not yet in the
discoursemodel or in the common ground .
More generally, the speaker's way of instructing the listener where to
focus next is dependentnot only on the speaker's new focal center but also
on the listener' s current focal center. The cooperative speakerthus has to
keep track of the interlocutors current focus and its current center. They
are representedin the discourse model. Whether the representation is
veridical is not relevant. " The interlocutors current focus" and " the inter locutor ' s focal center" are what the speakerbelievesto be the interlocutors
focus and focal center- that is, what the speakerwill take into account in
. Whether his belief is warranted is not at issue.
constructing messages
A newly focused element will usually not be the topic of the speaker's
. In The island can be reachedby an old ferryboat , the messageis
message
about the island Ponza, whereasthe speaker's new focal center is the ferry .
Still , the topic and the new focal center may coincide. Sethcould, out of the
blue, say The pope didn't say much in five languages. The pope is newly
focusedhere, and he is the topic of the message
.
Usually, speakersplace newly focusedor newly introduced information
later in the sentencethan information that is currently focusedor is already
in the discoursemodel. Clark and Haviland ( 1977) have shown how this
principle of ordering helps the addresseeto connect new information to
tokens currently or recently shared between speaker and hearer. The
Formulator will , of course, have to " know " all this. It will , in other words,
be necessaryfor the speakerto encodein the messagewhere the referents
can be found - i.e., in the current focus, elsewherein the discoursemodel,
or in the common ground - or that they are " brand new." We will turn to
this issuein subsection4.5.1.
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4.2.5 What Was Literally Said
Interlocutors listen, in the first place, for content. But there is evidencethat ,
within limits , they also register the literal wording of what was said. There
has beensubstantial laboratory researchon listeners' memory for spoken
text (seeLevelt and Kempen 1975and Levelt 1978for reviews) . The major
finding is that it is short-lived. Recall and recognition are generally very
good for the last clause or sentenceheard, but quickly decline to nearly
chancelevel for lessrecent materials (Jarvella and Herman 1972) .
However, three studies performed in more natural settings and with
more naturalistic materials have demonstrated that the literal wording of
conversational materials affects long-term memory. Kintsch and Bates
'
( 1977) tested students memories of statements from a lecture they had
attended and found especiallygood memory for the literal form of jokes
and for statementsextraneousto the topic of the lecture. Theseeffectswere
still measurable five days after the lecture. Keenan, MacWhinney, and
Mayhew ( 1977) recorded the conversation of a lunchroom discussion
"
group and testedmemory for the literal wording of what they called high
"
interactional content statements. (This notion is somewhat vague; what
it meansis that there is a high personal involvement of speakeror interlocutors
in a statementsuchas Do you a/ waysput yourfoot in your mouth? )
"
Literal memory was much better for such statementsthan for low interactional
" statements. Thesetwo studiesshow that listenersdo
register the
literal form of utterances that are interactionally salient. Bates, Masling ,
and Kintsch ( 1978) used conversations from a television drama as test
materials and specifically analyzed literal memory for the ways in which
referentswere introduced or maintained in the video conversations. Among
many other things, they found that their subjectshad better memory for
statementsin which a person' s namewas usedthan for statementsin which
a personal pronoun was used, and that elliptical sentenceswere remembered
less well than nonelliptical ones. These results seemto show that
when the pragmatic role of an utteranceis to introduce new referents(which
is not done by way of pronouns) or to introduce new statementsabout
referents(which is not done by elliptical clauses), there is more than chance
memory for the literal wording used.
Surprisingly, there has been almost no researchon what speakersremember
of what they have said themselves. Deutsch and Jarvella ( 1983)
compared memory for own speechand interlocutors speechand found
that , under certain restricted experimental conditions, the recall for selfproduced
speechis better than that for other-produced speech. But this
difference can be explained entirely by the speaker's giving more atten-
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tion to the content of self-produced speechthan to the content of otherproduced speech. Or , in terms of discoursemodels, a speakerwill keep a
better record of self-conveyedinformation than of interlocutor - conveyed
information . The fact that one' s own speechis self-articulated may be
entirely irrelevant.

Doesmemoryfor what wasliterally saidhaveanysignificance
for what
a speakeris goingto say? Thereis observational(Schenkein1980;Harley
1984
that thewording
) andexperimental
(LeveltandKelter 1982
) evidence
's
of theinterlocutorslastturn canaffectthewordingof thecurrentspeaker
'
turn. In one of Levelt and Kelter s experiments
weretelephon
, shopkeepers
and askedthe Dutch equivalentof one of the following four
:
questions
( I ) What timedo you close?
(2) At what timedo you close?
(3) What timedo you close,sinceI will haveto comedowntownespecially
for this, you know?
(4) At what timedo you close, sinceI will haveto comedowntown
especiallyfor this, you know?
Thesequestionsdiffer in two ways: They contain or do not contain the
prepositionat, andtheyareshort(without additionalclause
) or long. The
at
or
more
the
Dutch
thereof
preposition (
precisely
equivalent
) has no
. Theanswerswerescoredfor thepresence
meaningfulfunctionwhatsoever
' s time
'
'
of at in theshopkeeper
phrase(e.gifive o clockor atfive o clock). It
waspossiblefor at to occuror not to occurin an answerto anyof the four
. For questionsI and 2, it turnedout that the answerstendedto
questions
follow the questionin the useof at. Question2 elicitedsignificantlymore
at answersthan questionI ; question-to-answercorrespondence
was 61
percent.In otherwords, theinterlocutorsat musthavebeenregisteredby
theshopkeeper
, in spiteof thefactthat it hadnothingto do with thecontent
of the question. For questions3 and 4, however,therewasno systematic
at all; it dropped to a random 47
question-to-answercorrespondence
percent. This makesit likely that, in conversation
, literal recallnot supporte
salient
content
or
is
by
pragmaticsignificance short-lived, probably
back
as
far
as
the
last clauseuttered.
going
only
When, however
, the literal wording is important for conversational
, speakerswill makea recordof it and usethat wording with
purposes
information
profit. Clark andWilkes-Gibbs( 1986
) hadsubjectscommunicate
abouta setof tangramfigures- irregulargeometricalshapesthat are
hardto name. After somegiveand take, interlocutorssettledupona fixed
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4.3 Macroplanning 1: Deciding on Information to Be Expressed
Illocutionary intentions are intentions to commit oneselfor an interlocutor
to the factuality or desirability of something. The speaker's utterances
should make these intentions recognizable to the person concerned. Depending
on the characterof the illocutionary intention , this may involve the
construction of one or more speechacts. When the intention is to inform an
addresseethat a train is arriving , a singlespeechact may suffice(namely the
assertion that the train is arriving ) . When, however, the intention is to
inform the hearer about the route from Florence to Rome, a sequenceof
severaldeclarative speechacts may be necessary. Conversely, one speech
act can realize severalcommunicative intentions at the sametime. When
Marcia asksSethwhether he met Harry recently, Sethmay answerI sawthe
bastard in Florence. This answercommunicatesto Marcia both acommitment
to the factuality of Seth' s having seenHarry in Florence and acom mitment to an opinion about the character of Harry . This many-to -many
mapping from communicative intentions onto speechacts complicatesthe
analysisof macroplanning greatly.
The major requirement in order for the information to be expressedin
's
the speaker's messageis that it be instrumentalin changing the addressee
discoursemodel in the intended way. An instrumental messageneed not
expresseach and every detail of the information to be conveyed to the
listener. The speakerwill assumethat the cooperativelistenerwill be able to
infer the communicative intentions from well-chosenbits of information
. The relations between the information to be
expressedin the message
and
the
information
to be expressedare governed by Gricean
conveyed
principles (discussedextensivelyin chapter 2) . In particular , the maxims of
quantity require the speakerto sail a middle course betweenbeing overinformative
and being underinformative. Information that is readily inferable
from shared knowledge- be it in the discourse model or in the
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common ground - should, as a rule, not be expressedin the message
; the
will
transmit
it
.
When
in
a
route
,
speaker
by implicature
description, a
speakersays Then turn right at the church, he conveysby implication that
there is some road or pathway there. This need not be expressed; the
intelligent addresseecan infer it . It is, indeed, instrumental to convey
information by implication . First , it is efficient; the speaker will have to
expressonly a part of the whole packageof information . Herrmann ( 1983)
calls this the pars-pro- toto princip/e. Second, it is a way to acknowledgethe
's
addressee
intelligence and cooperativeness. Third , it can be a way to
expresssecondarycommunicative intentions, such as the intention to be
polite . Finally , expressingevery detail of the information to be conveyed
would induce the interlocutor to interpret the speaker's contribution as
flouting a maxim of quantity , and this may lead to inferencesnot intended
by the speaker.
In the following , we will first consider the format of macroplanning
procedures. We will then turn to empirical psycholinguistic studies of
macroplanning- in particular, the useof attentional resourcesinelaborating
communicative intentions, the speaker's selection of information for
making referenceto objects, and the construction of requests.

4.3.1 The Format of Macroprocedural Knowledge
Chapter I described procedural knowledge as a collection of condition /
action pairs of the following form : IF a certain set of conditions are met,
THEN perform a certain action. What sort of IF / THEN pairs are involved
in macroplanning? In other words, if macroplanning is procedural in
nature, what form will these procedures have? In view of the assumed
processdepicted in figure 4.1, the condition for a procedure should, at
least, involve one or more illocutionary intentions. And the action to be
performed must be a speech act, or a string of speech acts (such as
assertionsor questions) . Only studentsof artificial intelligence have begun
to formulate such proceduresexplicitly (seeespeciallyAppelt 1985), and
they do not claim psychological reality for their proposals. Still , it is
worthwhile to consider one or two such theoretical proposals before we
turn to empirical studies of macroplanning.
Let us first take up the simplest casesof informing .. Section4.1 gave the
exampleof a speaker, Simon, who had the illocutionary intention to inform
a hearer, Hanna, that Wubbo is an astronaut. Simon realizedthe intention
by assertingthat Wubbo is an astronaut. This can be put in more general
terms (roughly following Appelt 1985) : Assume that the speaker's illocutionar
intention is to bring about the state
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KNOW (H , INTENDS , BELIEVE (H , P ),
where H is the hearerS the speaker, and P the proposition to be believed.
One way of realizing this intention is to assertP. This , in turn , can be done
by encoding the messageDECL (P) . In fact, this is a general message
:
for
informing
encoding procedure
IF the goal state is KNOW (H , INTENDS , BELIEVE (H , P ), THEN
encodemessageDECL (P) .
In other words, it is part of the speaker's procedural knowledge that the
speechact of asserting P will , under certain conditions, bring about the
effect that the hearer believesthat the speakerintended her to believethat
P is the case(for instance, that Wubbo is an astronaut) . The conditions
have to be further specified. The speakermust, among other things, believe
that the hearercan hear him. The speakermust, moreover, believethat the
hearer doesn' t yet know P. Simon will probably not assert to Hanna
that Wubbo is an astronaut when this is already mutual knowledge. If he
does, he is probably realizing another communicative intention , for instance
to reveal to Hanna that he envies Wubbo. These conditions, and
probably severalmore, must be added to the IF -statementabove.
A similar condition / action pair can be formulated for the intention of
requesting some action. Simon may want Hanna to buy a stamp. The
intended goal state is that Hanna know that Simon intends her to intend
to buy a stamp. A speechact realizing this intention is a request. More
formally :
IF the goal state is KNOW (H , INTENDS , INTEND (H , DO (A
,
THEN encodemessage?(FUTURE (DO (H , A
,
where A is the intended action.
If this is part of Simon' s procedural knowledge, he will ask Hanna Will
you buy a stamp? But here, too , there are additional conditions. There is the
samephysicalcondition as before: It must be mutual knowledgethat Simon
believesthat Hanna can hear him. Also , Simon must believe that Hanna
'
doesn' t yet intend to buy a stamp. If Hanna s intention to buy a stamp is
already mutual knowledge, requesting that Hanna buy a stamp involves
another communicative intention (for instance, to let her know that she
should hurry a bit ) . In other words, several IF -conditions will have to
be added for this procedure to work . In fact, the conditions for different
request forms (Can you buy a stamp?; Please, buy a stamp; etc.) are quite
complex, as is apparent from psycholinguistic studies on requesting (see
subsection4.3.3) . There is, obviously, still a long way to go in the explicit
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formulation of even the most elementary macroplanning procedures . Let
us now turn to some empirical studies of macroplanning .

4.3.2 Macroplanning and Attentional Resources
Which information has to be conveyed to the addressee depends entirely on
the speaker ' s intentions and on the current state of the discourse model .
The information may already be in the speaker ' s focus . It may , alternatively
, involve an elaborate memory search. An example of the former is a
situation in which a speaker happens to look out a window , notices a
rainstorm , and develops the intention to inform an addressee about this .
The event is in the speaker ' s focus ; no further information has to be
retrieved . An instance of the latter is a situation in which another party asks
for a route direction . A cooperative and knowledgeable speaker will aim at
filling the gap in the interlocutors discourse model by retrieving the
locative information that constitutes the path from " here " to the goal
place . This may involve several steps of retrieval . The speaker will use the
source and goal positions as retrieval cues for accessing a relevant part of
his cognitive map of the town , which is in his long - term memory . He will
then infer a shortest or easiest route connecting the two positions . He will
retrieve landmarks , such as church es and viaducts , to identify successive
parts of the route for the addressee, and so on . Retrieving information to be
expressed can involve substantial memory search, inference , and planning .
Elaborate search is characteristic for certain discourse types . Not only
route directions , but also narrations , lectures , speeches, and other monologicalfo
of discourse are in this category . Interviews and debates are
other examples . Such planning and search is under executive control and
'
requires the speaker s attention . At the same time , the speaker must keep
some attention available for the further preparation of each message- the
microplanning - so that speech can keep flowing while information is
being retrieved .
There is some evidence that in longer monologues speakers slowly alternate
between phases in which they spend much attention on information
retrieval and inference (i .e., on macroplanning ) and phases in which
they concentrate on finalizing messages for expression ( i .e., on microplanning
) . This evidence stems from work by Henderson . Goldman - Eisler ,
and Skarbek ( 1966), Goldman - Eisler ( 1968), Butter worth ( 1975, 1980b),
and Beattie ( 1983) on the distribution of pausing and speaking in
longer
stretch es of speech or monologues . ( See Petrie 1988 for a different kind of
experimental evidence.)
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Hendersonet al. ( 1966) representedspeech-pausealternations in what I
"
will call " Henderson graphs. One such graph is presentedhere as figure
4.3. Both coordinates representtime- the horizontal axis speaking time,
the vertical axis pausing time. Each successivesegmentof either speechor
silenceis traced in the correspondinghorizontal or vertical direction. What
counts as silence is any nonphonation period longer than 200 or 250
milliseconds(200in the caseof figure 4.3). The generalslopeof the resulting
curve is the ratio of silenceto speechfor the stretch of talk represented.
The relevant observation by the above-mentioned authors is that there
seemsto be a rhythmic alternation of slopein Hendersongraphs; steepand
flat phasesfollow oneanother in a rather regular fashion. The steepparts are
called phasesof hesitantspeech,sincethere is much pausing. Theseauthors
'
also suggestthat this pausing is due to speakers attentional preoccupation
with goal elaboration and information retrieval- with macroplanning.
The flat parts representphasesofjluent speech
, with relatively little pausing.
Jaffe, Breskin, and Gerstman ( 1972) and Power ( 1983, 1984) have warned
that thesefluctuations may be random, but other studies have made that
interpretation lesslikely (seeBeattie 1980, 1983, 1984) . The curve in figure
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4.3 is derived from a sample of videotaped teacher-student interactions.
Beattie ( 1980) analyzedall single-speakerstretches of talk longer than 30
seconds.Thesemonologuesshoweda meancycle time (hesitant phaseplus
fluent phase) of 22 seconds, with a rather large standard deviation of 16
seconds. Beattie ( 1980) demonstrated the nonrandomnessof thesecycles
by meansof a judgment experiment in which subjectsreceivedtranscripts
of successivesentencesfrom thesemonologue parts in random order and
the task was to reestablish their original order. This turned out to be
significantly easier for sentencesoccurring within the samecycle than for
sentencesthat succeededone another over a cycle break. In other words,
there is more conceptualcoherencewithin a cycle than betweencycles. The
cycle, it seems, involves the elaboration of somecommunicative goal into
a seriesof speechacts. This results in a coherentdiscoursesegment. When
the speakerthen shifts his focus to a new goal or subgoal, a new cycle of
elaboration will start, resulting in the next coherent discoursesegment.
Though theseare suggestiveresults, one should be careful not to generalize
the cyclenotion to eachand every kind of monologue. If the speaker's
attention fluctuates betweenmacroplanning and microplanning, this will
lead to overt alternations in fluency only when macroplanning is effortful .
Indeed, there have beenindependentexperimental demonstrations of the
relation between speech fluency and the " cognitive load" imposed by
selectinginformation for expression. Goldman- Eisler ( 1968), for instance,
showedthat there is more fluency in the executionof a cartoon-description
task than in that of a cartoon-interpretation task. Good and Butter worth
( 1980) asked subjects to give route descriptions. One comparison the
authors made was betweena familiar route (that from home to work ) and
a relatively unfamiliar one. The familiar route was describedslightly but
significantly more fluently than the unfamiliar route, as measuredby the
total percentageof silencetime in a description (33 percentand 37 percent,
respectively). When a subject was asked to repeat the description of the
familiar route, the silenceratio dropped to 27 percent. Selectinginformation
for expressionis presumablymuch easierin the latter casebecauseit is
still highly available in memory.
The latter situation approaches one that Clark and Clark ( 1977) called
" ideal
"
delivery ; the subjectalready knows what he wants to say, and utters
it fluently . Clark and Clark suggestedthat speakersstrive for smooth
delivery of clauses; they try to minimize within -clausepauses. Good and
Butter worth ( 1980) indeedfound that within -clausepauses(over 250millisecond
long) were substantially lessfrequent in the repeateddescriptions
than in the original descriptions (28 percent and 41 percent of the total
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number of pauses, respectively) . In other words, when the information
on
attention
selectiontask is lessdemanding, the speakercan spend more
"
"
delivering clause-ready messages i.e., on microplanning .
Attentionallapses in macroplanning sometimeslead to all out speech
errors. Harley ( 1984) reported several such cases. In one of them the
fine
speakerwaveredbetweensaying that he got up at 8: 52 and that he felt
are
errors
at 8: 52, and this led to I felt upfine at 8 .. 52. Freudian speech
also said to be due to attentional lapses, and we will return to them in
chapter 6.
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different kinds (for instance, combs, spoons, cars, and cups); some were
large and somesmall, and they were of three or four different colors. The
combinations of theseattributes were varied over different arrays. Only 6
'
percent of the adults referential expressionswere underspecifications, but
28 percent were redundant. In a similar experiment, Pechmann ( 1984)
found that more than 60 percent of adults' referential expressionswere
redundant.
Pechmannanalyzedsomeof the reasonsfor this seemingdeviancy from
the maxim of quantity . In his 1984study the adult subjectswere presented
with a sequenceof slides, each containing a variable number of
objects,
which could differ in kind , color , or size. One of the objects in a slide was
marked with a star. The subjects' task was to tell an imaginary listener, who
would seethe sameslide but not the star, which object was marked.
Figure 4.4 givesan exampleof an initially presentedarray of four objects
(Pechmann used blue and red rather than black and white) and three
potential subsequentarrays of three objects. For each array, the Dutch
'
subjects characteristic responseis given in English translation; capitalization indicatesprosodic accent. The responseto array A is typically the black
bIrd. Neither black nor bIrd alone would have been sufficient for the

A
Y;
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.
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.. }jl.
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whIte
bird

Figure4.4
Stimuliusedin an object-namingexperiment
. (After Pechmann1984
).
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listener to identify the object. The referential expressionis nonredundant.
Ifit is array B that follows array A , subjectstypically respondwith the white
cUp. In this casetoo both the color and the object name are necessaryto
distinguish the referent from the alternatives; there is another white object,
and there is also another cup. But what happensif either the color or the
object name sufficesto discriminate the object? In array C it is the color
name that would suffice; there is only one black object in the array, and it
is the referent. Still , most subjectsrefer to it as the black cUp, in spite of the
fact that cUp is redundant and moreover nondiscriminating (there is
another cup in the array) . Also , when the object name is the only discriminating
infonnation , subjectstend to include the color nameas well. This is
the casefor array D , wherebird would be enough. Subjectstypically say the
whIte bird in this case. Note also that for both array C and array D
the nondiscriminating infonnation is given prosodic prominence: cUp in
array C and whIte in array D . We will return to this finding shortly .
It would be wrong to conclude from this example that speakerstalk
redundantly becausethey simply supply the listener with all infonnation
'
'
concerning the referent. This doesn t hold in general for Pechmanns
results, and it is also contradicted by the findings reported in Herrmann
and Deutsch 1976, Deutsch and Pechmann 1982, Herrmann 1983, and
severalother papers. Especially when there are more than two attributes
involved, speakersstart economizing on their referential expressions. It is
also unlikely that speakersintroduce some redundancy in their object
"
names in order to help the addresseecope with degraded communication
" if one
discriminating attribute is missedby the listener, he will still be
;
able to identify the referent by meansof another discriminating attribute .
We saw, however, that speakersalso make their descriptionsredundant by
adding nondiscriminating attributes.
There are at least two other reasonsfor a speaker to overspecify the
referent. One is that redundant nondiscriminating infonnation can help
the addresseefind the referent. Deutsch ( 1976), Mangoid ( 1986), and
Sonnenschein( 1982, 1984) showed that it is easierfor listenersto identify
an overspecifiedreferent than a minimally specifiedobject in an array of
"
"
they
objects. Listenersapparently createa gestalt of the object for which
"
"
"
haveto search. It is harder to searchfor somethingred than for a big red
bird " , even if the color would be sufficiently discriminating . Infonnation
about the kind of object to be looked for (e.g., a bird ) is especiallyhelpful
for constructing sucha gestalt. This would explain a generaltendencyin the
experimental findings on object naming to include the noun in the refer
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ential expressioneven when redundant (e.g., the redbird instead of the red
one) . The nature of the " distractor " objects is irrelevant here.
Another reasonfor the apparent redundancyhasto do with the speaker's
discourse model. A speaker cannot refer only by mentioning what discrimin
the object in the situation perceptuallysharedwith the addressee
(i.e., in what was earlier called " common ground " ); he can also refer by
contrasting it to the last one focusedby the listener. In other words, the new
focal center can be introduced by expressinginformation that makes it
's
contrast to what is in the addressee
current focal center. This is presumably what happenedfor arrays C and D in figure 4.4. We observedthat
in both cases speakers gave nondiscriminating information (cUp and
whIte, respectively). The speakersapparently contrasted the new referent
object with the previous one (black bird ), in spite of the fact that the old
referent was no longer perceptually present. That comparison required
mentioning the differing feature, whether it was perceptually redundant or
not. In other words, in terms of the discourse model cUp and whIte
expressthe nonredundant information , whereasblack and bird are redundant
becausethe previous object in the focal center was a black bird .
Pechmann( 1984) calls this latter kind of redundancy(i.e., with respectto the
discourse model) endophoric redundancy, as opposed to the exophoric
redundancy which derives from the set of perceptually given alternatives.
Especially noteworthy is that the endophorically discriminating information
(cUp and whIte, respectively) was given prosodic stress. This is a
quite general finding in the studies by Pechmannand in those by Terken
( 1984) : There is systematicaccentuation of endophorically discriminating
information (such as whIte in figure 4.4D ), but no systematic accentuation
of exophorically discriminating information (such as bird in figure
4.4D ). I will return to this in discussingmicroplanning in subsection4.5.1.
What information the speaker will expressfor referring to one object
among alternativeswill dependon both endophoric and exophoric factors.
Endophoric reference- i.e., referencefrom the perspectiveof the previously
mentioned object- is especiallycooperative when the current referent
differs only slightly from the previous one. By stressingthe differing
feature, the speaker instructs the addresseeto just adapt the previous
"
'
gestalt correspondingly: Don t construct a totally new template for your
search; the previous one, slightly modified, will do." If there are too many
differences, however, it is more economical for the addresseeto compute a
new target gestalt. This is probably the casefor the referent in figure 4.4B.
It is not efficient for the addresseeto construct the target concept WHITE
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CUP by derivingit from BLACK BIRD. In that case,exophoricreference
is indicated.
Grice's maximsare too generalto be experimentallyrefutable, but the
sofar certainlyshowthat thereis morethanonewayto be
resultsdiscussed
violatesthe maximsof quantity
cooperativein referringto objects. What
'
from theexophoricpoint of viewdoesnt do sofrom theendophoric.There
, whichhasreceivedsurprisinglylittle attention.
is still anotherperspective
, especially
younger
DeutschandPechmann
) pointedout that speakers
( 1982
an
When
.
array
because
theyexploitcooperativeness
children, underspecify
for
a
work
much
speakerto
containsmanysimilarobjects,it wouldbetoo
detennineall the relevantexophoriccontrasts.Insteadhe mentionsa few
to askfurther if
salientfeatures
, andcountson thecooperativeaddressee
showed
Pechmann
and
Deutsch
.
identified
thereferentcannotbeuniquely
are
when
even
adults) do this
they fully able
that children(andsometimes
to distinguishthe exophoricallyrelevantfeaturesof the referentobject.
) turned this vice into a virtue. They
Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs ( 1986
in
stressedthat referringto objects conversationis alwaysa collaborative
. Speakers
try to establishthemutualbeliefwith their interlocutors
process
that the object referenceis understoodwell enoughfor the current purposes
. And establishingthis mutualbeliefoftenrequiressometurn-taking.
In theexperimentof Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs(alreadymentionedin subsection
aboutarrangingirregularshapes
4.2.5), pairsof subjectsconversed
. Here is a typical effort to establish
for which thereare no easynames
referenceto sucha tangramfigure:
A: Uh, personputting a shoeon.
B: Puttinga shoeon?
'
A: Uh huh. Facingleft. Lookslike he s sittingdown.
B: Okay.
. His partner, B,
The first person, A , proposesa referentialexpression
'
indicatesthat it doesnt suffice.A addssomeinformation, andB saysOkay,
.
creatingthe belief that he hasidentifiedthe intendedreferent Referring
Wilkesand
Clark
situationsarenot alwaysascomplicatedasthisone, but
Gibbsarguedthat simplercasesof referringare not essentiallydifferent.
indicatesin
, and theaddressee
Thespeakerpresentsa referringexpression
Clark
and
.
Isaacs
)
( 1987
someway that it sufficesfor thecurrentpurposes
.
providedadditionalexperimentalevidencefor this theory
'
Herrmann ( 1983
) reviewedseveralmore findings about a speakers
, suchas the
selectionof information for expressionin object reference
two features
are
,
if
there
that
1976
)
finding by Herrmannand Deutsch(
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eachof which is sufficiently discriminating in the exophoric sense,speakers
tend to choose the feature that captures the most perceptually salient
differencebetweenthe referent object and the alternatives. The choice, in
other words, is perceptually driven. These authors also found strong set
effects. If a feature, such as color , has been instrumental time and again,
speakerswill keep using it even when it becomesredundant. A speaker's
cooperativenessdisplays a certain inertia , apparently.
What is still to be developedis a theory about indirect meansof object
reference. Chapter 2 mentioned N unberg' s ( 1979) notion of referringfunction
, which relatesthe demonstratum to the referent. The referent, we saw,
neednot be the object pointed to. It also neednot be the object named. One
of Nunberg' s examples involved a restaurant waiter going off duty and
reminding his replacementthat the ham sandwichis sitting at table 20. The
object named(the demonstratum) is the ham sandwich; the entity referred
to is a customer. The demonstratum and the context make it , presumably,
possiblefor the addresseeto derive the function and thus the referent. But
how does a speaker, who has the referent in mind , discover a referring
function that allows him to refer indirectly ? And why does he want to do
so? What a speaker selectsfor expressioncan be quite distinct from the
information to be conveyedand can still be instrumental.
4.3.4 SelectingInformation for Constructionof Requests
A speakerwho makesa requestconveysa multitude of information to the
addressee
. As was discussedin chapter I , the addresseeshould know that
the speakerwants her to perform a certain action. But that is not sufficient;
the addresseeshould also know how strongly she is being obliged to
perform the action. It must be mutually known between speaker and
addresseewhat the speaker's right is to request this action. Herrmann
( 1983) calls this the legitimacyof a request. A soldier who wants his trousers
ironed by his colonel will probably have a hard time transmitting the
legitimacy of the request to the colonel. It must also be mutually known
's
that the addresseeis able and willing to perform the action. The addressee
willingnesswill depend, in part , on the legitimacy of the request. Hence, the
information to be conveyed by means of a request involves at least the
following points: The speakerwants, with a certain degreeof firmness or
commitment, a particular action on the part of the addressee
; the speaker
hasa certain legitimacy to oblige the addresseeto this courseof action, and
is aware of the latter ' s ability and willingness to perform the action.
It is, however, a rarity that all information to be conveyedin a request
is also explicitly expressed. Given the current discourse model and the
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common ground of the interlocutors , a speakercan economizesubstantially
on what is to be said. The addresseewill infer the implicated information
. What the speakerwill selectfor expressiondependson the firmnessof
his wanting the action, his feeling of being legitimized to requestthe action,
'
and his estimatesof the partner s willingness and ability to perform the
action.
Herrmann ( 1983) and his co-workers manipulated someof thesefactors
in experimental studiesof requesting. One experiment consistedof a twoperson
gameplayed by an accompliceof the experimenterand the subject,
whosespeechwas analyzed. The players were in the role of detectiveswho
had to perform certain tasks. The subjectswere 144young German adults.
The game was organized in such a way that at some moment the subject
couldn' t do anything elsethan requestthe partner to hand over his pistol .
It was, however, mutually known that the partner also neededthe pistol
himself; the willingnessof the partner was not self-evident. What Herrmann
varied in this experiment was the degreeto which the speakercould view
himself as being legitimized to requestthe pistol . The pistol was either his
'
'
own property or his partner s. This factor strongly affected the speakers
choice of request form . When a speaker owned the pistol , he perferably
usedthe German equivalent of a requestform suchasgiveme thepistol , you
mustgive me thepistol, or I needthepistol . Theseforms do not expressany
'
concern about the addressees willingness or ability to hand over the
'
weapon. The first two forms, moreover, expressthe addressees obligation
'
to act, whereasthe third one formulates the firmnessof the speakers want.
If , however, the partner owned the pistol , the speakerwasmore likely to say
couldyou give me thepistol , wouldyou give me thepistol , or I would like to
'
use the pistol . The first two of these expressconcern for the listener s
condition , leaving a loophole for the addresseeto deny fulfillment . The
third form expresses the want but not its firmness, nor does it specify the
action or any obligation to perform it .
In other experiments, Herrmann ( 1983; see also Winterhoff -Spurk,
Herrmann, and Weindrich 1986) varied the perceived willingness of the
partner to comply with the request, and found that speakerstended to
'
expresstheir concern for the partner s conditions of willingness or ability
when these were in doubt . However, this was seldom done when the
speakerwas in a strong position of legitimacy to make the request. Politeness
increasedwith diminishing rights. The rule is, apparently, that the
information to be expressedshould be two-way instrumental. It should, on
the one hand, be sufficient for the addresseeto derive the intended obligation
; i.e., she should be led to believe not that the utterance is just an
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assertion, a question, or an expressivebut that it indeedconveysa request.
The utterance should, on the other hand, minimize the risk that the
addresseewill decline to comply becausebad feelingshave beenprovoked.
The latter risk is small when the speaker's right to oblige is very evident.
Also , Francik and Clark ( 1985) found that speakersconstruct requestsin
sucha way as to overcomepotential obstacleson the part of the addressee
.
When a speakeris put in a position to ask the time of somebodywho is clearly
not wearing a watch, the request tends to be of the form Do you have a
watch? If , however, the addresseedoeswear a watch, the typical requestis
Do you know what time it is?
So far , we haveconsideredtwo casesof a speaker's selectinginformation
for expression: in referring to objects and in making requests. The experimenta
resultsshowedthat , as a rule, speakersdo not utter all the information
that is to be conveyed. Rather, they selectfor expressioninformation
that is instrumental in achieving the communicative goal. In referring, this
' s attention
is the information that will be effective in focusing the addressee
on the new referent, be it endophoric or exophoric information . In
requesting, it is information that will minimize the risk of a noncomplying
responseon the part of the addressee
; this, in turn , dependson the distribution
of rights, the perceivedwillingness of the addressee
, and so forth .

4.3.5 SelectingMain-StructureandSide-StructureInformation
Theproblemsof informationselectionaresubstantiallymorecomplicated
whenweconsidercomplexverbalactivities,suchasgivingroutedirections~
, narrating, andplanningjoint actions. In theseandothel
describingscenes
cases
unfoldedin subgoalsand sub-subgoals
, a main goal is successively
.
Wewill returnto someof theseissuesin the nextsection;herewewill note
's selectionof information- a
one rather generalfeature of a speaker
featurethat is commonto almostall thesecomplextypesof discourse
:
the
information
select
for
in
Speakerscategorize
they
expression what
Klein and Stutterheim( 1987
) call main-structureand side-structureinformation
. For instance
, onespeaker
, whenaskedto relateher plansfor the
future, said(amongother things) the following:
(5) So, I will go to the universityand studysomething
, probablyFrench.
And then, I will becomea teacher
the
chances
arebadright now.
, although
And thenof course, I will marry and havechildren. [ am verytraditional
here, [ lovebabies
.
Themainstructureof thistextconsistsof thesubsequent
futuresteps.They
arestraie
:htforwardelaborationsof themain2oalthe~nealcer~et fnr hf":r~f":lf
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'
in responseto the interviewer s question. The side structure (italicized in
the text) consists of additional comments, associations, embellishments,
and so forth . Hopper ( 1979) and Reinhart ( 1984) have called the latter
backgroundinfonnation and the fonnerforeground infonnation . It is, in
general, much easierto seehow the selectedmain structure or foreground
'
information relates to the speakers communicative intention than to explain
for
why the background or side-structure information is selected
" side intentions " such
of
all
sorts
,
can
The
generate
speaker
expression.
as to give reasonsfor actions, plans, or decisions; or he can develop noncommunicati
intentions (in the sensediscussedin section4.1), suchas to
appearknowledgeable,pleasantas a conversant, etc. Whatever the grounds
are for the selection of side-structure information , the speaker gives it
. For instance, it is not
special treatment in the generation of the message
given the sametemporal deictic perspectiveas the main structure information
. In example 5, the future tenseof the main structure does not appear
in the side structure. Also , the side messagesexpressstates rather than
events, and there are various other remarkable differences(seeKlein and
Stutterheim 1987) .
In one experimentalstudy in which the linguistic differentiation of mainstructure and side-structure information in speech production was examined
, Brown and Dell ( 1987) asked subjectsto retell stories. Each story
involved an action perfonned by meansof some instrument (e.g., a stabbing) . One experimental variable was the kind of instrument used. It could
be the typical instrument for the action (a knife) or an atypical instrument
(an icepick) . When speakersretold sucha story, the typical instrument was
less often explicitly mentioned than the atypical instrument. Since the
default instrument for stabbing is a knife , the speaker can refrain from
selectingthat information for expression; it is inferable. When a speaker
neverthelessdecides to mention the knife explicitly , this must be due
"
to a " side intention - to embellish the story, to be very explicit , or what
have you . The atypical instrument, however, is main information to be
expressed. Brown and Dell found a characteristic difference in the grammatical
encoding of atypical and typical instruments. Main information
(i.e., the atypical instruments) tended to be encodedin the sameclauseas
the action ( The robber stabbed the man with an icepick), whereas side
information (i.e., the typical instruments) tended to end up in an earlier
clause( Therobbergrabbeda knife andstabbedtheman) . In other words, the
'
action and
speakers messageexpresseda more intimate relation between
'
instrument when the instrument belonged to the story s main structure
than when it belongedto its side structure.

.
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Macroplanning 2: Ordering Information for Expression

Whenever a speaker wants to expressanything more than the simplest
assertions, requests, declarations, etc., he has to solve what will be called
the linearizationproblem: deciding what to say first , what to say next, and
so on. The linearization problem hasbeenthe subjectof rhetorical treatises
sinceAristotle ; an educatedspeakerwas supposedto give specialattention
to the ways in which he would order or arrange information for expression.
That sucharrangement(evenof two simplepropositions) can havedramatic
's
effects on the addressee
interpretation is apparent from the following
:
examples
(6) Shemarried and becamepregnant.
(7) Shebecamepregnant and married.

Each of thesesentencescontains the sametwo propositions; however, their
order differs, and the implicatures differ correspondingly.
It is important to distinguish the linearization of propositions from the
kind of ordering that is due to topicalizing or taking perspective in a
. (The latter is called " linearization " in Chafe 1970.) The two
message
sentencesin example8 differ in this respect; the secondone is " topicalized."
(8) I will send you the money next week.
The money I will sendyou next week.
Such topicalizing effects will be discussedin subsection 4.5.3. Here our
main focus is the linearization of entire propositions or predications.
There are two major setsof determinants for a speaker's ordering of informa
for expression: content-relatedand process-relateddetenninants.
4.4.1 Content- Related Determinants
The content-related determinants of linearization derive from the following
principle :
Principle of natural order Arrange information for expressionaccording
to the natural ordering of its content.
What counts as natural ordering is different for different domains of
discourse, and there is no general definition . Still , for certain important
casesthe notion is obvious. For event structures, the natural order is the
chronological order of events. Unlessthe speakerexplicitly indicatesotherwise
, the interlocutor will assumethat the order of mention correspondsto
chronological order. This is what happensin examples6 and 7 above; it is
the default case. A cooperative speaker will mark deviations from chro-
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nology, as in the following :
(9) Shebecamepregnant after shemarried.
The word after signalsto the addresseethat chronology is not preserved. It
is known that children have a hard time acquiring thesedeviant structures
(E. Clark 1970); preserving chronological order is one of the earliest
rhetorical skills in children.
There are also other domains that have natural ordering. Linear spatial
'
structuresare a good example. Above, we considereda speakers retrieval
of the shortestor easiestroute from a sourceplace to a goal place in town.
It is not enoughfor a speakerto make this spatial information conceptually
available; the information should also be ordered for expression. The
natural order is the connectivesequenceof loci from sourceto goal. It is not
necessarilythe casethat this is also the order in which a speakerretrieves
the shortest route from memory. He may well happen to becomeaware of
the final part of the route before he hasworked out the initial part in detail.
'
In other words, the natural order has to be imposed for the listener s sake.
That speakers indeed follow source-to-goal spatial connectivity when
giving route directions is evident from several empirical studies (Klein
1979, 1982; Munro 1977; Wunderlich and Reinelt 1982) .
Why is natural order so natural? The principle of natural order will be
effective only in domains of discourse where there is tacit agreement
betweenthe interlocutors as to what will constitute a natural order. This
tacit agreementmay be due to universal principles of memory organization
"
"
, or to more culture-specific scripts (Schank 1975) . An example of
the former is, probably , the chronology principle for temporal domains. If
people normally organize and remember related events as temporally
ordered structures, it should be relatively easyor natural for a speakerto
retrieve the information , and for a listener to decodeit , in that order. A
script givesa further specificationof what the order should be in a particular
culture. The order of coursesin a meal, for instance, is not universal;
within a culture, however, there will be a script, shared by the language
community, which can provide a setof default valuesfor arrangingmessages
about meals.
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or three-dimensional spatial information has to be mapped onto some
linear order for expression, and there is no single natural way to proceed.
The major limiting factor is the speaker's bookkeeping ability . The speaker
must keeptrack of what has beensaid and what is still to be expressed,and
this requiresspecialmemory operations. Also , the speakermay show some
concern for the memory limitations of the addressee
, who will have to
reconstruct an image of the multidimensional array from the successive
bits of information .
Results from experimental studies of the process-related principles of
linearization are reported in Levelt 1981, 1982a,b, and 1983. Subjectsin
the experimentswere asked to describespatial-grid -like networks, such as
those in figure 4.5, which were put on the table in front of them. These
networks consistedof differently colored dots, connectedby horizontal and
vertical lines. (In the figure, the colors are replaced by their names.) The
subjectswere asked to start their descriptions at the node indicated by an
arrow , and to describe the network in such a way as to enable the next
subject to correctly draw it on the basis of the tape-recorded description.
Here is one subject' s description (translated from Dutch ) of pattern a:
( 10) Begin in the middle, a gray node. From there upwards a red node.
Then to the left , a pink node from the red. Then from pink again to the left
a blue node. Then back again to red. Then from red to the right a yellow
node. And from yellow again to the right a green node.
'
The precisemodels that success
fully predicted the subjects linearizations
( Levelt 1982a) are lessimportant herethan the principles on which they are
based. It is likely that theseprinciples will , mutatis mutandis, hold for other
spatial and nonspatial domains of description, becausethey reflect quite
general properties of perception and memory. Let us review them with
referenceto the various patterns in figure 4.5.
Principle of connectivity Whereverpossible, chooseas the next node to be
describedone that has a direct connection to the current node.
This principle predicts that a speaker will go over a pattern as much as
"
"
'
possible without lifting the pencil, the mental pencil s point being the
' s focus of attention. In
speaker
example 10 above, the speakergoes in a
connectedfashion from GRAY to RED to PINK to BLUE , and again from
RED to YELLOW to GREEN . Speakersrarely violated the connectivity
principle for string-like parts of patterns. Nobody ever went from RED to
GREEN to YELLOW in pattern a. For pattern b, every subject went in
connected fashion from GREEN to PINK , mentioning all intermediary
nodesas if giving route directions.
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Ehrich and Koster ( 1983) found a high degree of connectivity in the
description of furniture arrangementsin a doll house. This was especially
marked when the arrangementswerechaotic or nonfunctional ; the speaker
would make small jumps from one object to the nearestone. There was far
lessconnectivity of this sort when the furniture arrangement was natural
(e.g., chairs around a table). In that case, natural order took over; a speaker
would introduce the central object (the table) and mention all objects with
somefunctional relation to the table (the chairs, the lamp, the vase).
The connectivity principle is certainly not limited to spatial domains
of discourse. Whenever possible, a speaker who is asked to list his .relatives
selectsas the next person to mention one who has direct kinship to
the last person mentioned ( Levelt, unpublished data) . One goesfrom ME
to PARENT to UNCLE or AUNT to COUSIN , never straight from
PARENT to COUSIN . Connectivity is a general ordering principle in
perception and memory.
It is, of course, not always possiblefor a speakerto introduce new nodes
(new items of information ) in a connectedway without repeatingold ones.
This problem appears when the speaker reachesthe end of a string in
patterns such as the ones in figure 4.5. In example 10, the speaker leaps
from the end point ( BLUE ) back to the choice node ( RED ) in order to
complete the description of the right part of the pattern. The return leap
violates connectivity, but two-thirds of the subjectsdo this. The only way
to preserveconnectivity would be to return step by step to the choice node,
retracing the old items. This is what one-third of the subjectsdo. Here is an
exampledescription for the samepattern (figure 4.5a) :
( 11) I start at nodegray. Go straight on to red. Go left to pink . Go straight
on to blue. Turn around, go back to pink . Go back, uh straight on to red.
Straight on to yellow. Straight on to green.
The speaker preserves connectivity by adding that one should " turn
around" and by rementioning PINK . The speakeris, clearly, involved in a
mental tour through the pattern . Repeatingold items preservesconnectivity
but violates a quantity maxim. Most subjectsopt to respectthe latter.
How do " leaping" subjectskeep track of the returns to be made? This is
a simple matter for pattern a, where there is only one choice node to leap
back to. The speakermentally flags " back to RED upon reaching the end
of a string ." But if the speaker passedtwo or more choice nodes before
reachingthe end of a string, in which order should he return to thesenodes?
This problem ariseswhen pattern cisdescribed . When the speakerstarts
his description by mentioning in connected fashion BLUE , BLACK ,
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ORANGE , PURPLE , and GREEN , there are three choice nodes in the
queue for the speaker to return to: BLACK , ORANGE , and PURPLE .
The next principle expresses how speakershandle this.
Stack principle Return to the last choice node in the waiting line.
The just -mentioned speaker who reached GREEN will first return to
PURPLE , and will mention the YELLOW node to the right of PURPLE .
He will then go back to ORANGE and mention GRAY , which is itself a
choice node. After mentioning RED (or PINK ), the speakerwill return to
GRAY , the last choice node in the line, in order to mention PINK (or
RED ); only then will he return to BLACK . The speaker's bookkeeping for
return addresseesis like putting them on a stack and always returning to
the top item on the stack after reaching the end of a connectedstring . The
experimental data show almost no exceptionsto this principle .
This stack principle is well known in the psychology of problem solving
see
( , for instance, Newell and Simon 1972); it is a dominant way of keeping
track of hierarchically organizedstructures. It is not unlikely that speakers
will also follow the principle in linearizing other spatial or nonspatial
domains that are multiply branching. Linde and Labov' s ( 1975) findings
for apartment descriptions are in full agreementwith the principle .
The third and final principle regulateswhat speakerswill do upon reaching
a multiply branching node. In which order do they treat the outgoing
branches? Consider patternd in figure 4.5. Which branch will the speaker
describe first upon reaching the GREEN choice node: the left branch,
or the right one? There is a probabilistic rule governing such choices:
Minimal -load principle Order alternative continuations in such a way
that the resulting memory load for return addressesis minimal .
Forpatternd , this principle predicts that speakerswill tend to describethe
left branch first. The speakerwill have to keep the GREEN choice node
flagged in memory for return , whether he goesleft or right first. But if he
goes left first , the duration of the load will be shorter; there are only two
further nodes before the return leap can be made. When the speakergoes
right first , as many as three nodes have to be described before memory
can be relieved of its flag. And indeed, speakersmostly describe shorter
branches before longer branches.
Another exampleis pattern e. Which branch will be taken first from the
GREEN choice node? Both branches contain the samenumber of nodes
and arcs. Still the principle predicts a preferenceforgoing right first. There
are two choice nodes in the pattern : GREEN and YELLOW . When the
speakergoesright first , he will keep GREEN on the stack until he reaches
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PINK . But after the return leap to GREEN , the stack is empty until
YELLOW is reached . There is , in other words , never more than one return
address to be remembered at a time . However , when the speaker goes left
first , he will have to flag GREEN and ( after two more moves ) YELLOW
as well ; he will then have two return addresses on his stack . Hence , the
memory load will be minimized by going right first . And that is indeed what
speakers prefer to do in the experiments .
When there are more alternatives , the principle says " Do the simplest
"
thing first . And one can expect this to apply to other domains of discourse
as well . When one has to give instructions for shopping involving two
different shops, a big food store where a large range of items has to be
purchased and a dry cleaner where a skirt has to be picked up , one will
probably start the instructions by mentioning the dry cleaner . But only
further research can tell us how general this principle and the previous two
are as process- related determinants of linearization .
This section and the previous one have discussed aspects of macroplanning
, the processes by which a speaker selects and orders information for
expression . The result of marco planning is a speech- act intention , or a
series of speech- act intentions . The speaker selects and orders information
whose expression with declarative , interrogative , or imperative mood will
be instrumental in realizing the goals that proceed from the original communic
intention . In other words , macroplanning produces the substance
of the messages, such as that the messageshould declare a particular
proposition or interrogate a certain state of affairs . But more has to be
done in order for a message to become expressible . Its contents must be
presented in such a way that the addressee can attend to it , find the
referents , register what is new , and so forth . Also , the contents must be put
in a propositional format that the Formulator can understand . This is
microplanning , to which we now turn .
4.5

Microplanning

Four major aspectsof microplanning will be discussedin this section. The
first one is the assignmentof what I will call accessibilitystatus to the referent
in the message
. Each referent in the messagewill be provided with an
index which stateswhereit can be found - for instance, in the current focus
or elsewherein the discoursemodel. This index will be taken into account
in grammatical encoding, giving rise to cues in the utterance that guide
' s attention to where the referent is
the addressee
to be identified. The second
of
to
be
treated is topicalization , the assignment
aspect microplanning
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"
of the topic role to one of the referents . The third is the propositionali "
zation of the information to be expressed. It will be argued that translating
information into propositional format necessarily involves the assignment
of perspective . The final aspect of microplanning to be discussed is
'
the acknowledgment of the Formulator s language - specific requirements .

4.5.1 AssigningAccessibility Status to Referents
A speakerwill introduce and reintroducereferents(persons, objects, events,
etc.) into the discoursein sucha way that the addresseecan createor locate
them in her own discourse model. What matters here is the estimated
"
"
accessibilityof the referent for the addressee( estimated becauseit is the
's
speaker judgment that matters, not the real accessibilityasexperiencedby
the addressee
) . Recall from section 4.2 the conversation between Marcia
and Seth. Marcia had, at some point , said something about the smoke of
Florence. Owing to a lapse of attention , Seth had not registered that
remark. When Marcia , not aware of this, wants to say more about this
smoke, shewill judge that it is accessibleasa referentfor Seth. Shemay then
refer to it as the smoke. But Seth, who cannot locate the referent in his
discoursemodel, will ask what smoke? or something similar.
The accessibility status of a referent can be conceivedof as a complex
. This
value or index attached by the speakerto each referent in a message
value is an important determinant of the linguistic shapethe Formulator
'
will compute for the referent. Marcia s discourse entity SMOKE may
surfacein her utteranceas the smoke, smoke, that, or it , dependingon what
'
shethinks is the entity s accessibility to Seth.
The speaker can derive the accessibility status of a referent from his
content and focus accounts(seesubsections4.2.3 and 4.2.4). This involves
three dichotomies, which are of central relevancefor further grammatical
at all to the
encoding: whether the referent is estimated to be accessible
'
addressee
, whether it is assumedto be in the addressees discoursemodel,
'
and whether it is guessedto be in the addressees current focus. Thesethree
dichotomies are not orthogonal . They are, rather, embeddedin this way:
inaccessible ( i )

(ii
cessible
mod
urse
nfocus
(iv)
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This embeddingof dichotomies naturally correspondsto four cases, numbere
in the diagram. For different languages, the consequencefor grammati
'
encoding of a referent s accessibility status on thesedichotomies
may be quite different. But it seemsthat most languagesacknowledgethese
dichotomiesin someway or another. In discussingthe four cases, I will give
examplesfor English only . The examplescannot be simply generalizedto
other languages.
(i ) The discourse record tells the speaker that the listener cannot find or
infer the entity . It is neither in the common ground nor in the discourse
model; it is also not inferable (see(ii ) below) from entities in thesc shared
.
"
knowledgestructures. Prince ( 1981) calls thesereferents brand new. The
ferry Marcia wants to introduce in the discussion (seefigure 4.2) is not
represented for Marcia as something Seth knows about. The English
"
"
speakerwill normally encodea referent with the feature inaccessible as
indefinite. For instance:
One can reach the island by an old ferryboat .
Marcia would not be very cooperative if sheuseda definite expression,
as in
One can reach the island by the old ferryboat .
Marking a referent as inaccessibleis inviting the listener to create a
new addressfor the entity referred to.

(ii ) Though the referent is neither in the discourse mode~ nor in the
common ground, the discourserecord makes it seemlikely to the speaker
that the addresseecan infer the referent. Marcia believes that she has
success
fully introduced the information that Ponza is an offshore island,
one of the Pontines. She also believesthat Seth is focusing on this informatio
. Marcia may now rely on Seth' s general knowledge about Italian
offshore islands, and in particular that suchislandstend to haveold ferries.
Seth, she thinks , can infer that Ponza has such a ferry . She may then say
One day I took the old ferryboat .
It is essential that Ponza, from which the existenceof the ferry can be
' s focus. When
inferred, is supposedto be in the addressee
Marcia believes
that Seth is focusing on Florence, shecannot refer to Ponza' s ferryboat by
theoldferryboat . By using a definite expression, a speakertells an addressee
that a referent can be uniquely identified- either in their common ground
(Sethcould talk about thepope), or in their shareddiscourseknowledge, or
by inference from what is currently in focus. In the last case, the listener
will create a new addressby backward suppletion.
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The following two casesconcern referenceto entities that are already
in the discoursemodel. When the entity is uniquely identifiable, the speaker
will make definite reference to tell the addressee" you can identify the
'
referent" . But the speakercan do more to guide the addressees attention.
He can make nonprominent or reducedreference.
'
(iii ) The entity is in the discourse model, but it is not in the addressees
current focus. As in the previous case, such a referent is uniquely identifi able; it receivesthe index " accessible" . The English speakerwill expressthis
by making definite reference. But in addition to this, the referent is indexed
for being available in the discourse model. It has, in that sense, no news
value. When an entity is newly introduced into the discourseit does have
newsvalue. This notion , called conceptualprominence, will be discussedin
the next subsection.
An item already in the discourse model, and not prominent for other
reasons, will receive prosodic deaccentuation in the (English) utterance.
Pitch accent will be withheld. When Marcia talks about Florence after
relating her experiencesat Ponza, shemay, asan afterthought, want to add
'
somethingabout Ponza s church:
The island [or Ponza] has a beautiful chUrch.
The word island, or Ponza, whichever is used, can be uttered in a nonprominent
way. Accentuation goes to the referent that is outside the discourse
model: Ponza' s church.
The speaker's tendency to deaccentthe expressionfor a referent that is
already in the discourse model has been revealed in various empirical
studies. It is, for instance, in excellentagreementwith the findings of Brown
and Yule ( 1983), who instructed speakers to describe visual diagrams
containing colored geometrical figures, words, and connecting colored
lines. Each speaker had as addresseea person who could not see the
'
diagram, but who was to draw it from the speakers description. Here is a
typical description:
halfway down the pagedraw a red horizontal line of about two incheson
"
eh the right hand sidejust above the line in black write " ON .
When the tapeswereanalyzedfor prosodic prominenceor nonprominence
of referential expressions, the results shown in table 4.1 emerged. These
clear findings are also in good agreementwith those of MacWhinney and
Bates( 1978), Marslen-Wilson , Levy, and Tyler ( 1982), Terken ( 1984), and
'
Fowler and Housum ( 1987) . Fowler and Housum compared speakers
utterances of words produced for the first and for the second time in a
monologue (both times referring to the same entity) . It turned out that
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Table4.1
de~ ription
Prominence
and nonprominence
in diagram
Yule 1983
).
Referent

~ (data from Brown and

is

not in discoursemodel

in discoursemodel

inaccessible

inferable

not in focus

in focus

Prominent

87 %

79 %

4%

0%

Nonprominent

13%

21%

96%

100%

speakersdistinguished old referents by attenuating their names. These
words were shorter, lower in pitch , and lessloud at seconduse.
Let us now return to Marcia , who said The islandhasa beautiful church.
Notice that , under the same circumstances, she should not say It has a
beautiful church; the pronoun it would have been interpreted by Seth as
'
referring to Florence, which is in Seth s current focus. This brings us to the
fourth case.
'
(iv ) The referent is in the addressees current focus. Sucha referent is given
"
"
the status feature in focus . Becauseof the embedding relation depicted
above, each " in focus" referent is also in the discoursemodel and accessible
. This means that the English speaker will , normally , deaccent the
"
"
referring expressionand make it definite. But the specific in focus feature
has an additional consequence
: The referring expressionwill be reduced.
When Marcia believesSeth is focusing on the island of Ponza, shecan say
It alsohasa beautiful churchor I haveseena beautiful churchthere. The proforms
it and theretell the addressee" Don ' t search; you have the referent in
"
focus. This useof reduction hasbeenespeciallywell documentedby Chafe
( 1976), Prince ( 1981), Marslen-Wilson , Levy, and Tyler ( 1982), and Brown
and Yule ( 1983) . But it should be added that there are degreesof reduction
"
"
(or attenuation, as Chafe called it ) . Marcia would probably not say The
islandof Ponzahasa beautiful church, which contains a very full referential
phrase (the island of Ponza) . Less full are Ponza island, the island, and
Ponza; very reduced are there and it . Speakerstend to reduce the size of
referential expressionswhen an entity is repeatedlyreferred to in discourse.
Empirical evidenceto this effect hasbeenreported by Krauss and Weinheimer ( 1964), Osgood ( 1971), Brown and Yule ( 1983), Clark and WilkesGibbs ( 1986), Redeker( 1986), Isaacsand Clark ( 1987), and Sridhar ( 1988) .
Adjectives, relative clauses, and other modifiers tend to be dropped. Interlocuto
follow Grice' s maxim of quantity by economizing on the size of
referential expressions.This economizingis also done for discourseentities
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that are not in focus. However, when a referent is believed to be in the
' s focus and
addressee
,
especiallyin her focal center, referenceis, as a rule,
"
"
made by the useof pro -forms, such as it , he, that, and this.
'
These four casesillustrate a referent s status on the three accessibility
"
"
"
"
"
"
features accessible, in the discoursemodel , and in focus . The speak'
er s assignmentof this three-valued index to eachreferent can be seento be
governedby procedural knowledge. The underlying procedurescan be put
this way:
can be uniquely identified
IF the referent is in the discoursemodel
,
' s current focus
in
is
the
addressee
}
{
accessible
n discoursemodel ;
THEN assignit the value +
~
In
focus
}
{
otherwise assignit the opposite (negative) value.
The English encoding of thesethree features employs, in particular , definiteness
, deaccentuation, and reduction (pronominalization ), respectively.
Other languagesexpress these features differently , and even in English
there are known exceptionsto theserules of thumb. One of the exceptions
has to do with the ass~gnment of prosodic prominence: An item already in
the discourse model is not necessarilysubject to deaccentuation; it may
have conceptual prominencefor independentreasons. We will turn to this
now.
4.5.2 Conceptual Prominence
When a speaker introduces a new referent into the discourse , it has what we
"
"
called news value for the addressee; it is conceptually prominent . But a
referent that is already in the discourse may also become prominent .
Consider the following example .
Assume that Seth and Marcia shift to a new topic : a quarrel between
three boys and a girl they know , Sam , Saul , Simon , and Tessie. After
introducing the protagonists , Seth could say
First , Tessie pestered SAm , then she insulted SAUl , and finally she hit
SImon .
All three victims ( i .e., patients of some action ) are given pitch accent here
in spite of the fact that they are all represented in the discourse model .
Nooteboom and Terken ( 1982) pointed out , and showed experimentally ,
that pitch accent gets assigned to successive but different referents appear -
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ing in the same role. In our example this is the case for Sam, Saul, and
Simon, who are all figuring as patients in Tessie's actions. (Pechmann's
[ 1984] experimentalevidenceto this effect wasdiscussedabove.) One could
say that in thesecasesthe referents contrast in the samethematic role (in
Pechmann's terms: there is endophoric contrast) . The newsvalue is in the
fact that the samerole, the one in the listener' s focus of attention , is now
fulfilled by a different referent. In order to expressthis, the speaker will
mark it in the messageby assigningprominence to the item. This, in turn ,
may lead to accentuation of the referential expression.
When, however, the samereferent reappearsin the samerole, it is made
nonprominent . In the examplethat happensto Tessie, who continues to be
actor. Whatever the prominenceof the first mention, the secondand third
(both she) are deaccented.
Sincerepeatedmention is usually made by anaphoric means- that is, by
terms that stand for the original referential expression(e.g., shefor Tessie)
- one would expect anaphors, and in
particular anaphoric pronouns, to
becomedeaccented; they refer to entities already in the discoursemodel.
But pronouns may also becomeaccentedwhen their referentscontrast in
the sameconceptual role. Consider the following example:
Tessiewent after SImon, and then hE chasedhEr.
Here Tessieand Simon are reduced to pronouns (her and he), but these
reducedforms receivepitch accent. It signals, for both referents, contrast in
the samerole (the actor was first Tessie, then Simon; the patient was first
Simon, then Tessie) . Here the reduction to pronouns tells the addresseethat
the referentsare still in focus; the accentuation tells the addresseethat the
samekind of action is continued, but with the roles swapped. Note that the
roles in the action must indeed be very similar if this contrastive prominence
is to be used. The following could not be said:
Tessiewent after SImon, and then hE kissedhEr.
Going after and chasingare similar in a way that going after and kissingare
not. Thesecasesshow that speakersnot only mark referentsfor being in the
discoursemodel or not ; they also mark them for contrastive roles between
' s current
what is in the addressee
focus and what is in the speaker's new
focus.
The assignmentof prominence to elementsin a messageis not restricted
to referring items. Predications can also be marked as prominent by the
speaker; this again dependson their estimatednewsvalue for the addressee
,
as is particularly apparent in question answering. Consider the following
exchange.
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Q : What happenedto your uncle?
A : He dIEd last week.
The answer provides the new information , which the questioner presum.
ably asked for . This new information is given prominence in the message
And conceptually prominent information is usually formulated with pitch
accent, also when it is a predication.
"
In short, a conceptual entity in a messageis assignedthe feature +
" when it has newsvalue.
Though this notion is hard to formalize
prominent
, three clear casesare recognizable: A speakerwill refer with prominence
when the entity is newly introduced in the discourse, i.e., when it has the
"
"
accessibility feature - in discourse model . He will also refer with
prominencewhen the referent is contrasting in a focusedrole. And he will
assignprominence to a new predication, especiallywhen this is an answer
to a question about some referent.
4.5.3 T opicalizing
When a speakerhas selectedcertain information for expression, he will use
'
various devicesto guide the listener s attention . One suchdevice, treated in
the previous subsection, is to signal to the addresseethe location of a
particular referent or the needto add a new addressto the discoursemodel.
But there is more to be done (seesection 3.4) . It may often be necessaryfor
the speakerto topicalize a referent.
A speakerwill mark as topic the referent that the messageis about. In
this way the speakermay tell the addresseewhere to store the information
being expressed.If the speakerintends to inform the other party about his
sister Jane, he could say
Jane is married to Peter.
Here, Jane is topic , and the addresseeis invited to store the new information
'
(being married to Peter) under Jane s addressin the discoursemodel. If
there is also an addressfor Peter (i.e., when Peter is accessibleinside or
outside the discoursemodel), the listener may, in addition , store the corresponding
'
information (Peter' s being married to Jane) under Peter sad dress. However, the speaker probably intends only the former when he
makesJane the topic . In procedural terms:
IF the goal is that the listener store the information under addressX ,
THEN assigntopic status to X .
Why this should becomea goal is a different issue; it should, in someway,
'
proceedfrom the speakers illocutionary intention . One obvious reasonfor
setting oneselfsucha goal is an interlocutors explicit question, for instance
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Is your sistermarried? Another important reasonfor topicalizing a referent
is that it is particularly salient in the state of affairs to be communicated. A
human agent is more easily topicalized than a nonhuman theme (Peter cut
the tree versus The tree wascut by Peter), big or moving objects are more
easily topicalized than small or immobile ones, and so on. We prefer to
entertain addresses for salient items; they are the pegs for storing our
information about the world . Notice that as soon as these salient items
havebeenintroduced into the discoursemodel, the speakerwill tend not to
mark them for prominence any more. Instead, the predications made
about them- that is, the new information items which the addresseeis
invited to hang upon thesepegs- will be prominent . The relation between
topicalization and saliency will be taken up again in chapter 7, where
the grammatical encoding of topicalized and nuclear elements will be
discussed.
Inrunning discoursethere is often a sequentialrelation betweenfocusing
and topicalizing . This is exemplified by the following :
I have a sIster. Sheis mArried .
' s focus of
The first sentencebrings a new referent into the addressee
'
attention: the speakers sister. Sinceit is asyet inaccessibleto the hearer, the
speakerusesan indefinite full form of referencewith prosodic prominence.
In this way the listener is invited to set up a new addressin her discourse
model. The next sentencehas this referent as topic . It is now in the
' s current focus and it is therefore referredto in short
addressee
,
pronominal
form (she) and without prosodic prominence. Now the predication receives
prominence. It often takestwo subsequentstepsto introduce a referentand
to say something about it : focusing and topicalizing .
When a referent is topicalized in a speaker's message
, it will be given a
kind of priority treatment in grammatical encoding. It will , for instance,
tend to be expressedas the grammatical subject. Entities that are not
topicalized but are still quite salient (i.e., the other nuclear entities of the
) will also be given specialtreatment; they will tend to be encoded
message
in a major grammatical function . We will return to theseissuesin chapter 7.
4.5.4 AssigningPropositional Format and Perspective
A speaker often decides to communicate information that is not yet in
propositional format . Take again the case of giving route directions. A
speaker, when asked to tell the way to the Concertgebouw, will do the
macroplanning that will give him the successivemoves to be made by the
addressee
. But each of thesemoves will , initially , not be in propositional
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form . Rather , these moves will be spatio - temporal images . An important
is to translate these images into propositional
aspect of microplanning
form . The main point of this subsection is that this translation necessarily
implies the assignment of perspective .
The notion of perspective - taking is easily exemplified by descriptions
10
and II above , which were given by two subjects in the experiment on lin earization mentioned ( Levelt 1982b ) . The descriptions refer to the pattern
in figure 4 .5a . Let us consider a single move in these descriptions , namely
the one concerning the connection
PINK - BLUE . The first subject , who
10, put it this way : Then from pink again to the left , a blue
gave description
node . The second subject , giving description II , said : Go straight on to blue .
Apart from the difference in ellipsis , the descriptions show a contrast in the
directional terms used : to the left in example 1O, straight on in example II .
the perceptual structures were identical for the two subjects ( a
Although
pink node and a blue node connected by a black horizontal arc ) , they were
categorized in different ways ; the spatial relation of BLUE to PINK is TO
THE

LEFT

OF in example 10 and STRAIGHT
ON in example II . The
speakers agreed on their choice of PINK as the reference location for
BLUE ; nobody in the entire experiment said Pink is to the right of blue .

Both the commonality
and the difference observed reveal the workings
of perspective - taking . That all subjects relate BLUE to PINK and not the
other way round is a consequence of the linearization
strategy they have
taken , namely to describe the pattern in a connected fashion as if making a
tour . After the speaker has reached and mentioned the pink node , the
continuation
of the tour requires him to relate the next node to the last one
i .e. , BLUE to PINK , since PINK is the current focus . There
mentioned
can be no doubt that all the speakers in the study would have related PINK
to BLUE if they had been asked to start the entire pattern description from
and neither
the BLUE node . When a speaker is not bound by instruction
PINK nor BLUE is currently in focus , he can freely take either perspective ,
and his categorizations
of the binary spatial relations will be dependent on
his choice of reference point . Note , however , that some choice is to be
made ; either BLUE or PINK is to be the relatum for putting the spatial
relation

between BLUE

The difference
another

in propositional
form .
subjects is a subtle one that
in perspective - taking .

and PINK

between

the two

degree of freedom
The first subject describes

reveals

the pattern in terms of deictic perspective ,
taking himself as the basis for the coordinate system ( see subsection 2 .2 .2 ) .
The mental tour made by the subject is a gaze tour ; all directional terms tell
the addressee where the gaze moves in terms of a speaker - centered base .
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The speaker, who examinesthe pattern on the table in front of him , has to
move his gazeto the left in order to go from the pink node to the blue node.
Strong evidencethat speakerswho say left here apply categoriesof gaze
movement to the pattern is that almost all these speakersalso say up or
upwardsin describing the first move from the gray to the red node, never
'
straight or ahead. The gazes move is indeedupward for this first step in the
tour , in spite of the fact that the pattern is flat on the table. In Levelt 1982b
I proposed a gaze- tour theory for the frequent use of vertical dimension
terms(up, down, etc.) for spatial relations that are essentiallyin a horizontal
plane. The principle was later also put forward by Shepard and Hurwitz
( 1984). In short, speakerswho take a deictic perspectivechoosecategories
of gazemovement(UP , DOWN , LEFT , RIGHT ) as functions for locative
.
predications.
'
The other speaker, who said straight on, doesn t make a gazetour from
a fixed deictic perspective; rather, she makes a kind of body tour , as if
"
driving through the pattern by car (remember her mention of turning
"
around ) . For every move through the pattern, the direction of the line
moved along previously is taken as the new intrinsic basis for the coordinate
system. It is reoriented as moves are made. The straight on derives
from just having driven from the red node to the pink node, and continuing
the samedirection of movement. And indeed, in her description this subject
usesstraight on for all caseswhere the samedirection is continued. Notice
also that , as it should be in a flat array of streets, there are no upsor downs
for the body-tour subjects.
This exampleshows that the samevisual pattern can be propositionally
expressedin qui ~e different ways, depending on the deictic or intrinsic
perspectivetaken. It determineswhich entities are referencelocations for
which other entities, and it determines the direction of these relations.
Most subjectsin the experiment preferred to take deictic perspective. But
one-third of the speakersused the body-tour strategy, which asks for a
pattern-basedintrinsic perspective(the factual orientation of the speaker
being irrelevant) . This is, apparently, a matter of cognitive style. Is this a
trivial difference? One should stay on the alert; it turned out that subjects
with left-handednessamong their parents or siblings were lessinclined to
take deictic perspective than other participants in the experiment. One
wonders whether hemispheric lateralization plays a role inperspective taking .
The example made it especially clear that there is no single necessary
way of assigningpropositional format to the visual information (and this
was confirmed in a similar experiment; seeGarrod and Anderson 1987) .
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'
One would expectsuch necessityif the visual systems output were itself in
propositional form . In that casethe perspectiveinherent in the proposition
would simply be forced upon the mind. There is, however, substantial
freedom in putting the perceivedstructure, which is spatially represented,
into one or another propositional form . They are all equivalentdescriptions
of the sameperceptualpattern . But they differ in perspective. This doesnot
meanthat perceptualfactors play no role in assigningperspective. They do.
Speakersprefer to expressfigure/ground relations such that the ground is
taken asreference. They tend to say Thecat is infront of the wall rather than
Thewall is behindthe cat. What is smaller is preferably located with respect
to what is larger. A chair-and-table sceneis preferably describedas A table
and a chair next to it rather than A chair and a table next to it . When there
is a moving object and a stable object, the moving object (A ) tends to be
located with respectto the stable one ( B) : A approachesB, or A passesby B.
A contained object tends to be located with respect to the container: A
triangle in a circle rather than A circle around a triangle. Rosch ( 1975) has
argued that there are natural reference points not only in perceptual
categories but also on such an abstract dimension as that of natural
numbers.
We will finish this section by considering one empirical study of
perspective-taking in the description of spatial scenes.Ehrich ( 1985) asked
subjects to describe the arrangement of furniture in a doll house and
analyzed the factors that determined the choice of referenceobjects and
relations. Thesechoicesmust be made when a spatial sceneis expressedin
propositional format . The study shows the systematicity of some of these
choices. Ehrich varied a number of factors: the sizeand relative P9sition of
the objects, their locations and orientations with respectto the speaker, and
the presenceor absenceof a background wall. But the subjectswere left
completely free in their choice of words.
Ehrich presentedher subjectswith furniture arrangementssuch as the
ones in figure 4.6. Each subject inspecteda single room through the door
opening. In one condition the room had no walls. This , however, had very
'
little effect on the speakers descriptions; it can be ignored for the present
purpose. The subjectsexaminedthe room with its six objectsfor sometime,
"
"
playing an I spy game with the experimenter. After this the room was
removed, and the subject was unexpectedlyaskedto describethe furniture
arrangementin such a way that a listener could reconstruct it . There were
four major results:
(i) Speakers, in large majority , took a deictic perspective. In the caseof the
arrangement on the left in figure 4.6, they preferred to say In front of the

-iI~
.II
-!:,
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Figure 4.6
Examplesoffumiture arrangementsto be described. (After Ehrich 1985.)

lampis a chair, not In front of thechairis a lamp. In the caseof the other
, theyevenpreferredto sayThereisa lampinfront of thechair,
arrangement
the
though lampwasintrinsicallybehindthe chair.
(ii ) Speakerspreferredto usethe moreperipheralobjectas referencefor
thelocationof anobjectthat iscloserto ego. In describingthearrangement
shownat left, mostspeakerslocatedthe chair with respectto the lamp; in
describingtheotherarrangement
theylocatedthelampwith respectto the
chair.

(iii ) Speakerspreferred a larger object as the referenceobject for a smaller
object. In describing the left arrangement, a substantial minority of subjects
said Behindthe chair is a lamp, whereasalmost nobody said Behindthe
lamp is a chair in describing the right arrangement.
(iv ) Speakersgenerally preferred to expressrelative location in terms of in
front of rather than in terms of behind. Being IN FRONT OF is presumably
a more salient relation than being BEHIND .
Thesefindings show that thereare preferredways of expressingspatial relations
propositionally , dependingon intrinsic functional and gestaltproperties
of the scene. Moreover, Burkle et al. ( 1986), using similar arrangements
, showedthat the placeand the role of the interlocutor could affect the
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perspectivechosen. But all of theseare tendencies, not iron laws. A speaker
is free to choose one perspective rather than another. And indeed, the
ways in which the samesceneis describedby different subjectsare surpris
'
is
struck
one
s
Ehrich
over
by
protocols,
ingly variant. When one looks
the fact that no two descriptions of the same furniture arrangement are
identical. Each subject added a personal touch in terms of the objects, the
relations, the qualities attended to , and the choice of perspective.
4.5.5 AcknowledgingLanguage- SpecificRequirements
Section 3.6 described some caseswhere there is obligatory grammatical
encoding of particular conceptual features,. even if theseare irrelevant for
communication. In a language that has a tensesystem, for instance, it is
obligatory to encode in the preverbal messagethe deictic and intrinsic
temporal properties of a state or event.. This may not be part of the
'
speakers macroplanning, becauseit neednot proceedfrom elaborating the
communicative intention. Rather, in finalizing the preverbal messagefor
expressionthe speakerwill retrieve thesepiecesof conceptual information
if they are not yet represented. However, this is necessaryonly forspeechact intentions of the types DECL (P) and ?(P); imperativeshave fixed tense
in English. The speakerwill then, for declarativesand interrogatives, insert
the two tensefunctions as proposition modifiers (seesubsection3.2.6) .
We must assumethat the speaker has at his disposal a set of routine
proceduresthat perform this acknowledgmentfunction automatically for
whatever the language requires. It is unlikely that these computations
require specialattentional effort . And this may be a more generalproperty
'
of microplanning . Most of a speakers attention is spenton macroplanning,
on elaborating the illocutionary intention , and on retrieving information
for expression.
. There is no
The end result of microplanning is a preverbal message
as
are
delivered
reasonto assumethat preverbal messages
integral wholes.
In incremental speechproduction , bits and piecesof the messageunder
construction may becomeavailable one after the other. Each bit is immediately
picked up by the Formulator for grammatical encoding. As we will see
in chapter 7, the order in which the chunks are delivered will affect the
courseof grammatical encoding.
Summary
This chapter began with a characterization of communicative and illocutionary
intentions. Performing a speechact involves more than just trans-
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mitting information to an addressee
; it also involves making a communicative
intention recognizablefrom what is said. The processof generating
messageswas then analyzed as a two-step process, with macroplanning
followed by microplanning . Macroplanning consists of elaborating the
communicative intention in a sequenceof goals and subgoalsand, for each
subgoal, selecting information whose expressionwill be a realization of
the subgoal. Microplanning finalizes each speechact for expression by
providing the messagewith an information structure that will guide the
addresseein inferring the communicative intention .
Both macroplanning and microplanning are highly context-dependent,
and the context of discourse is in continuous flux . We examined several
aspectsof the discoursecontext which speakersmust keep track of in order
to make relevant contributions . They must register the type of discourse
they are involved in (suchasan interview, or a lecture) . They must also take
into account the topic(s) of the discourse. Speakersalso build an internal
representation of the contents that have been contributed by themselves
and by the interlocutors ; this shared knowledge is called the speaker's
discoursemodel. They also monitor what is currently in focus. And there is,
finally , some record of what was literally said, especially where this was
pragmatically important or salient.
The chapter then turned to macroplanning. It was discussedthat selecting
information for expressionmay involve substantial planning, memory
search, and inference-making . A speaker's attention will move back and
forth betweenperforming theseactivities and finalizing the messagesfor
expression. This can lead to characteristic rhythms in monological speech,
which make it likely that most attention is spent on macroplanning.
A speakercan often makecomplex intentions recognizableby expressing
rather limited amounts of information . The information must only be
instrumental in inviting the intended inferenceon the part of the listener.
We reviewedsomeexperimental work on what speakersselectfor expression
when they make referenceto objectsand when they construct requests.
There turns out to be more redundancy in object naming than one would
'
expect from Grice s maxims. But thesedeviations are not really irrational
or unmotivated; overspecificationof an object is helpful, especiallywhen it
reveals the kind of object focused by the speaker. Also , speakersgive
seeminglyredundant information when they contrast the intended referent
with a previously mentioned object. This is an effective way of guiding
' s search. The
the addressee
request studies also showed that speakers
select efficient information for expression- information that acknowl-
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'
edgesthe addressees position in terms of willingness or ability to comply
with the request and which, at the same time, makes it likely that the
addresseewill draw the intended inference. The elaboration of the original
communicative intention may lead the speaker to conceive of what we
called " side intentions," which mayor may not be communicative in the
restrictedsenseof this chapter. Sideintentions tend to be encodedas rather
, which can often be recognizedas suchin the speakindependentmessages
er' s discourse.
When the information to be expressedis complex, involving several
successivespeechacts, the speakerwill have to decideon how to order the
information for expression. This was called the speaker's linearization
problem. Its solution depends, in the first place, on the content of what is
to be expressed.A principle of natural order dictates default solutions for
particular domains of discourse. The major exampleis that in the temporal
domain eventsshould be expressedin chronological order. In the second
place, there are general restrictions on working memory that induce a
speakerto prefer one linearization over another. Theserestrictions are well
defined, and are quite general in nature.
'
Microplanning was the topic of the chapter s final section. The first
aspect discussed was the assignment of an accessibility index to each
. This is done to inform the listener where the
referent in the message
referent can be found: in the current focus, in the discoursemodel, somewhere
else, or nowhere. Languageshavea rangeof meansfor the grammatical
encoding of this accessibility index. Also , a referent may be given the
special status of topic . This is done to invite the interlocutor to store the
'
new information under that referent s address in the discourse model.
Referentsmay have varying degreesof saliency. A salient entity will have a
better chanceof getting an addressin the discoursemodel than a nonsalient
one. As a consequence
, salient items are more easily topicalized than
in
the messagewill also vary in prominence. A
nonsalient ones. Items
speaker will make an item prominent if the listener has to store it as
something new- a new referent, a new entity in a focused role, or a new
predication.
Information selectedfor expression must eventually be encoded in a
propositional format . This necessarilyinvolves the assignmentof perspective
, in particular the choice of relations and referencepoints for these
'
relations. These choicesdepend on various factors, such as the speakers
linearization strategy, the gestalt relations in a spatial scene, and the
'
speakers cognitive style.
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Finally , the speakerwill automatically retrieve the conceptual information
to be acknowledgedfor the specificlanguagespoken, suchas temporal
information when the language has a tense system. The final result of
microplanning is a preverbalmessagethat can be recognizedby the Formulator
as its characteristic input .

Chapter
Surface

5
Structure

Once a message
, has been prepared for
, or a fragment of a message
initiated
. Successivemessage
be
can
of
the
process formulating
expression,
fragments will trigger the Formulator to accesslemmas, to inspect the
messagefor functions, arguments, and modifiers, to specify grammatical
relations, and to map theseonto inflectional and phrasal structure.
"
This first stage of the formulating process was called grammatical
"
encoding in chapter I , and wasdistinguishedfrom a second, phonological
encoding stagein which word forms are accessedand prosodic patterns are
generated. The presentchapter will characterizethe type of representation
"
that forms the hinge between these two stages. It will be called surface
" which involves an allusion but not a full commitment to
structure (
particular
grammatical theories) . A surface structure is, by definition here, the
output of grammatical encoding, and the input to phonological encoding.
'
We will , however, stay rather close to Bresnans ( 1982) notion of surface
structure.
In order to understandthe processesof grammatical encoding, which are
discussedin subsequent chapters, we must have a sufficiently explicit
specification of their target structures. It is, on the one hand, necessaryto
consider the way in which a surfacestructure expresses semanticrelations
through grammatical functions. This semantics-to-function mapping depends
on the internal structure of lemmas, which are the terminal elements
of a surfacestructure. It is, on the other hand, necessaryto specifythe way
'
in which thesegrammatical functions are realized in a surface structure s
hierarchical organization of phrasesand in its casemarking . This organization
is essentialinput for phonological encoding.
These theoretical notions have, in general, not evolved from empirical
analysesof the speaking process. They mostly stem from linguistics and
computer science. Still , they do provide a much-neededframework for a
theory of the speaker, which is not independentlyavailable. The theory we
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will assumein the presentchapter is somewhat along the lines of Bresnan
( 1978, 1982), for three reasons. First , it is an explicit theory that allows us to
formulate explicit procedures of surface-structure generation. Second, it
is- as will be discussed- lexically based, and that makes it an attractive
starting point for a theory of grammatical encoding. The following chapters
will argue that lemmas are the driving force behind the speaker's
construction of the surface structure. It is in the lemmas of the mental
lexicon that conceptual information is linked to grammatical function . A
lexically basedgrammar is a natural companion in developing this notion .
Third , Bresnan's theory combineswell with the psycholinguistic theory of
grammatical encoding developed by Kempen and Hoenkamp ( 1987),
which we will follow in chapter 7. Both are lexically based, and both
operatewith dual constituent/ functional representations, as will bediscussed
. It should be kept in mind , however, that no grammatical theory can
claim to be the correct one. We will not be committed to all details of Bresnan' s theory; it will only be used as an attractive explicit framework for
approaching the problems of grammatical encoding. The present chapter
will be limited to the phrasal and functional aspectsof surface structure.
The internal grammatical structure of lemmaswill be taken up in the next
'
chapter, where the speakers accessingof lemmaswill be discussed.
The assumption that grammatical encoding is in the first instanceindepende
of phonological encoding in no way implies that a speakergenerates
complete surface structures for clausesor sentencesbefore accessing
the inventory of word forms and computing phonetic patterns. The notion
of incremental sentenceproduction is also valid at this level; any terminal
fragment of surface structure that becomesavailable will immediately
'
trigger its phonological encoding, following Wundt s principle . Some of
the word forms may already have become available with their lemmas;
others are still to be retrieved. It is likely that failure to find a word ' s
phonological form within some critical period of time may trigger grammatica
revisions (seeLevelt and Maassen 1981and section 7.5) . As a first
approximation , however, grammatical encoding can be treated as an
autonomous processthat takes messagesas input and produces surface
structures, unspecifiedfor phonological form , as output .
5.1

Syntactic Aspects

5.1.1 Surface Structures as Expressionsof Grammatical Functions
On a theory like Bresnan's ( 1982), grammatical functions such as " subject
" " direct
"
"
"
,
object , and indirect object are primitives and are the basis
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of syntactic structuresin all languages. But thesegrammatical functions are
realizeddifferently in the surfacestructuresof languages.They are, broadly
speaking, realizedeither by caseor by word order. Take, for example, the
messagein figure 5.1, and how it can be grammatically encodedin English
and in Malayalam , a languagespoken in southern India (Mohanan 1982) .
The messageis an event proposition . There is no mood indicator , so it has
the default mood DECLARATIVE . Its time indicator is represented
as a proposition modifier ; it is PAST. The entities CHILD , CAT , and
MOTHER are all token referents, representedin the discourse model,
but their accessibilityindex is ignored for the present purpose.
In English, grammatical functions are largely expressedby word order
and phraseorder; they are assignedto positions in a phrasestructure. The
subject of a sentence, for instance, is the noun phrase(NP ) directly dominated
by the sentencenode (S) . In the English surface structure of the
figure, the NP for the child is the only NP that branchesdirectly from S, and
hencethe child is the subject of the sentence. Similarly, the indirect-object
function is carried by the first NP in the verb phrase(VP), i .e., the mother.
The direct-object function is assignedto the secondNP in the verb phrase,
the cat. In other words, the grammatical functions are expressedin the
configurations of surface structure. Hence, languagessuch as English are
called configurational languages (see Webelhuth 1985 for an excellent
discussionof this notion ) .
In Malayalam, however, grammatical functions are expressedthrough
case-marking morphology (Mohanan 1982) . The subject NP , for instance,
is marked by assigning nominative case to the head noun (kuttl ) . The
subject NP is not the only NP that is directly dominated by S (as was the
casein English); the two object NPs are also. Moreover, the order of the
NPs is irrelevant for the assignmentof grammatical function . The subject
NP need not be in first position . The order of the two object NPs is also
immaterial; they are grammatically distinguished by dative and accusative
casemarkers. Compare this with the English example, where the order of
the two object NPs does matter; the child gave the mother the cat and the
child gave the cat the mother mean different things. Malayalam is called a
nonconfigurationallanguage becausegrammatical functions are not encoded
in phrase-structural configurations. Nonconfigurationallanguages
havegreat freedom of word order, and their surfacephrasestructurestend
to be " flat " (i.e., without much hierarchy) .
Theseexamplesshow that the target structuresof grammatical encoding
are highly language-dependent; a languagemay be more or lessconfigura-
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tional , dependingon how much grammatical function is encodedpositionally
and how much is encodedby morphological casemarking . And many
languages(such as German) encode certain functions both ways. The
processof grammatical encoding, which generatesthesetarget structures,
must be correspondingly language-dependent. It is a fascinating question
how much, and along what dimensions, the psychological mechanismsof
grammatical encoding can vary .
5.1.2 Surface Structures as Input to PhonologicalEncoding
A surfacestructure is not only the result of grammatical encoding; it is also
the input for the subsequentphonological-encoding stage of the formulating
process. It is not exceedinglyclear how much phrase structure is
needed for the accurate generation of segmental(lexical) and suprasegmental
(prosodic) form information . Minimally , the following items are
required:
. A string of pointers to form information in the lexicon for all content and
function words in the sentence,in the correct grammatical order. Let uscall
'
these pointers lexical pointers. A lemma s lexical pointer indicates an
address where the corresponding word form information is stored. In
figure 5.1 theselexical pointers are representedas words ( the, child, etc) .
This is convenient as long as one is aware that these do not represent
the word forms themselves, but only the addresses where they can be
found.
. All diacritic features for each lexical pointer . The pointer to a form
addressmay be indexedwith various featuresthat will affect the word form
retrieved. We will call them diacritic features. The surfacestructure should
indicate case, number, person, tense, aspect, definiteness, pitch accent,
and whatever other features are to be morphologically or phonologically
marked on the word form pointed to. Note that the inflections themselves
are not yet specified; case, number, and so on are only abstract instructions
for inflectional procedures to be run in the second phase. And the same
holds for the pitch -accentfeature. If a lemmais marked for pitch accent(for
instance, becausethe corresponding concept is prominent), this will have
various consequencesfor the subsequentphaseof phonological encoding.
It is generallyrecognizedthat semanticallymotivated pitch accentis a main
determinant of sentenceintonation and sentencerhythm (Bolinger 1972,
1983, 1986; Cutler and Isard 1980; Halliday 1967b; Ladd 1980; Schmerling
1976; Selkirk 1984a). We will return to the assignmentof pitch accent in
section 5.2.
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. Phrasal infonnation . This is, in the first place, important for the correct
assignmentof prosodic structure- particularly the allocation of sentence
rhythm . Two utterancesmay involve the samestring of words but different
surfacephrasestructures. Compare, for instance, sentencesI and 2, where
major phrasesare indicated by parentheses:
( I ) (The widow ) (discussed(the trouble (with her son)
(2) (The widow ) (discussed(the trouble with her son

A noncasual speaker pronounces such sentences differently (Levelt,
Zwanenburg, and Ouweneel1970; Wales and Toner 1980) . There appears
a slight rhythmic/ melodic caesuraafter trouble in sentenceI , but not in
sentence2. Phonological encoding acknowledgessuch phrasal properties
of surfacestructure. A sentence's rhythm reflectsto someextent the grouping
of words in surfacestructure. This phrasal infonnation is certainly not
the only detenninant of rhythm or of intonation (pitch accent, for instance,
is more important ), but it does playa role, as we will seein chapters 8
and 10.
Further , phrasal infonnation can be an important detenninant of a
word ' s pronunciation . A word ' s position in a phrase, for instance, can
detennine whether it will be phonologically reduced. A phrase-final prepositi
(as in who wereyou thinking of ?) will not be as easily weakened
as a non-phrase-final preposition (a blade of [~v] grass) . These and many
more examplescan be found in Selkirk 1972. Like Selkirk , Kenstowicz
and Kisseberth ( 1979) and Kaisse ( 1985) analyzed various other phrasestructural properties that may affect the final phonetic fonD of words in
a sentence. Theseissueswill be taken up in chapter 10.
So much can be said that , depending on the language, some phrasestructural infonnation will be neededfor the phonological encoding of a
sentence. It is, however, unlikely that all such infonnation is relevant for a
speakerof a configurational language. The full phrasestructure, with all its
phrasescategorizedaccording to type (NP , VP, etc.), representsan upper
limit . It is, however, still justifiable to consider linguistically fully specified
surface structures as the hinging representationsbetween the two stages
of fonnulating , as long as one takes a procedural view. The generation of
the minimally required infonnation (listed above) will require procedural
stepsinvolving all the grammatical categoriesand phrasal relations represente
in the " full " surface structure. They are essential intermediary
results or outputs of grammatical encoding, as will become apparent in
chapter 7.
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5.1.3 SomePropertiesof Surface PhraseStructure
At least the following properties are essentialingredients of surface structure
as far as a theory of the speakeris concerned:
(i) Surfacestructuresare phrasestructures; i.e., they can be representedas
hierarchical tree structures without crossing branches (such as in figures
5.lb and 5.1c) . Phrasesand subphrases(also called constituents) are represented
in their correct left -to -right order (Levelt 1974, volume 2) . The
terminal nodesof surfacestructuresare of two sorts: lemmaswith pointers
to form addresses in the lexicon (thesepointers are indexed with diacritic
features), and empty elements, which have no lexical pointer but which do
carry a grammatical function . An example of the latter appears in the
sentencethe story is hard to explain (e) to Peter, where (e) marks the
position of the empty element. Here the empty elementis the direct object
of explain; it is, however, lexically expressedas the subject(the story) of the
main clause.
(ii ) Surfacestructures representcategorial information for all nodes. This
involves, in the first place, four major lexical categories- noun (N) , verb
( V) , adjective (A ), and preposition (P) - that can have the grammatical
function of head-of -phrase (see property iii below) . In figure 5.lb , the
lexical item child in the English surface structure is of category Nand
functions as head-of -phrase in the noun phrase (NP ) the child. Similarly ,
gaveis of category V and functions as head of the verb phrase(VP) . There
are also minor lexical categories, suchasarticle (Art ; e.g., the) and conjunction
(Conj ; e.g., but), which cannot be heads-of -phrase.
The phrasesof which the major lexical categoriesN , V , A , and P can be
heads are, respectively, noun phrase (NP ), adjective phrase (AP ), verb
phrase(VP), and prepositional phrase(PP) . Theseare called phrasal categories
or major constituents. Examplesin figure 5.lb are the NPs the child,
the mother, and the cat and the VP gave the mother the cat. In turn , these
phrasal categoriescan figure asheadsof still more complex phrases, usually
'
indicated by NP ' , A P' , V P , and PP' . In the sentencethe child gave the
mother the cat on request, the phrasegavethe mother the cat on requestis a
V P' , with the VP gave the mother the cat as head. Finally , there is the
phrasal categoryS, which may have as head a VP (or a V P' ), as in English,
or a V , as in Malayalam and in many configurational languages, probably
including German and Dutch . When a languagehas a VP as head of S, the
"
head-of -phrasefunction is sometimescalled " predicate (PRED ), and the
sentenceis said to have a predicate as head-phrase.
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The left -to-right order, mentioned under property i , is restricted by the
syntactic category of the phrase. In chapter 7, we will consider phrasal
categoriesasproceduresor syntactic specialiststhat impose order on their
parts.
It is not the casethat every surfacestructure has S as a root . Almost any
phrasecan be an expressiblesurface structure. When the root is not S, the
resulting utterance is said to be elliptic . So, A church as answer to the
question What did you see?is elliptic . Its surfacestructure is of the category
NP. We saw in chapter 3 that the underlying messageis also elliptic ; i.e., it
is not a full proposition , but just an entity .

(iii ) Surface structures represent functional information for all phrases
except the root S. This functional information is of two kinds.
First , the surfacestructure indicates the head-of-phrasefunction for each
phrase. The main head-of-phrase functions were specifiedunder property
ii . They assigna unique head to eachconstituent. What doesit mean to be
head-of -phrase? The notion was developed (see, especially, Jackendoff
1977) to account for the fact that one elementin the phraseimposessome
of its featureson the phraseas a whole. For instance, if the head noun of a
noun phraseis plural , then the whole noun phraseis plural ; i.e., if housesis
plural , then the red housesis also plural . This does not hold for the nonhead
'
elements. The noun phrase the kings crown is singular in spite of
the plurality of kings, becausethe head noun, crown, is singular. Similar
relations betweenhead and phrase exist for such features as gender,
person, definiteness, and case. The head-of -phrase relation is also important
in the generation of sentences
. In chapter 7 we will seethat the headof-phrase can call the procedure for building the whole phrase around
it .
Sincefor each phraseit is uniquely determined what the head-of -phrase
is, it is usually not explicitly marked in our graphic representations of
surface structure. In figure 5.1b, this would have amounted to adding the
"
'
"
subscript Head to V , the two N s, and VP. The head carries the grammatic
function of the phraseasa whole. So when a noun phraseis subject
of the sentence, thus carrying a particular case(nominative or ergative),
then the headnoun will carry the samecase. Still , a particular grammatical
function , suchas subject, may be distributed over different phrases. This is
especiallyapparent in nonconfigurationallanguages. Their freeword order
allows for discontinuous expressions. If a subject of a sentenceis an
adjective-noun pair, the two elementsmay be far apart in surfacestructure,
and evenbe interwoven with the adjective and noun of the object, roughly
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as in Elephant mousebig small kill . In Warlpiri , an Australian nonconfigurational languagestudied by Hale ( 1981), the two parts of the subject
will both get one type of case morphology (ergative case), and the two
"
"
object parts will both be in another type of case(called absolutive ) . A
'
discontinuous expression doesn t have a unique head, but each of its
continuous phrasal parts has one, and all of them are assignedthe same
grammatical function by means of casemorphology , thus marking their
functional togetherness.
Second, phrasesare labeled with respectto their grammaticalfunctions,
if any. Examplesin figure 5.1 are subject (SUBJ), predicate (PRED ), two
kinds of object (10 and DO for indirect and direct object, respectively), and
determiner (DET ) . Apart from thesegrammatical functions, there can be
obliques (OBL ), suchas the NP following by in passivesentences( the child
in the cat wasgivenby the child ), and verbal complements( V-COMP ), such
as steal the money in the sentenceGrabber tried to steal the money. These
grammatical functions originate from specifications in the lemmas of
verbs, nouns, adjectives, and prepositions; this will be taken up in the next
chapter.
Heads-of -phraseare said to subcategorizeother elementsin the phrase.
The verb give in figures 5.lb and 5.1c, for instance, can take three NPs,
which expressthe conceptual argumentsof giving : the one who gives, the
object given, and the one who receives. These arguments are encoded as
subject, direct object, and indirect object, respectively. Of these, only the
last two appear in the verb phrase of which give is the head; they are the
"
onessubcategorizedby the verb. " Subject is called an external argument
of the verb.
Phrasescan also have grammatical functions that do not express a
conceptual argument of the head but rather expresssome modification.
This is mostly the casefor adjectives(A ) or adjective phrases(AP ), which
modify an N or NP. In the little child, little has a modifying function ; it
is not an argument of child. But other phrasescan also carry modifying
functions. In the child gave the mother the cat on request, the prepositional
phraseon requestis sucha modifying adjunct . Unlike the direct-object and
indirect-object phrases( the cat and the mother), which are subcategorized
by give, the oblique prepositional phrase on request is attached to the
V P' -node in the surface structure, not to the VP of which give is the
head. Modifier phrasesgenerally attach one level up in the phrase structure
. Both subcategorizedand modifier (or adjunct) phrases are called
.
complements
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Finally , certain elementsin the surfacestructure are specifiers. The NPs
the child, the mother, and the cat all contain the article ( the) which has the
specifier function of determiner (DET ) . A determiner can, among other
things, expressdefinitenessor indefiniteness. There are also specifiersfor
number (NUM ), as in two children, and for degree(DEG ) (e.g., very in the
AP very large), and there are other typesof specifier. The category is rather
heteroger:teousand will not be elaborated here.
In summary: From the viewpoint of grammatical function , each constitue
consists of at most four types of elements: the head, the complem
that are subcategorized by the head and which express its
conceptual arguments (if any), complementswhich expressmodifications
(if any), and specifiers(if any) . As a notational convention, thesefunctions
will be labeled as subscripts to the category name of the phrase, except
for the function of head. Moreover, it is often convenient to leave out
most or all of the function labels as long as no ambiguity arises.
(iv ) The lowest-level or terminal nodes in a surface structure are (if not
empty elements) lemmas with their lexical pointers indexed for diacritic
features(as discussedin the first two items at the beginning of subsection
5.1.2) .
This sufficesas a specification of the syntactic aspectsof surface structure
. More extensivetreatmentscan be found in Bresnan 1982, Gazdar et
al. 1985, Jackendoff 1977, and Levelt 1974. The above notions will all
return in chapter 7 when we deal with the speaker's generation of surface
structure.
5.2 ProsodicAspects
A surface structure has no prosody, but it does contain the information
required in subsequentphasesfor the generation of prosodic patterns that
will do justice to the speaker's intentions. In particular , the surface structure
must contain specificationsof moodandfocus. Let us consider thesein
turn .
5.2.1 Mood and Modality
The preverbal messageincludes a marker for the intended mood of the
utterance: declarative, interrogative, or imperative (seesubsection 3.5.1) .
The intended mood has, of course, syntactic consequencesin sentence
generation. The messagesDECL (PAST ( LEA VE (JOHN ) and ?(PAST
(LEA VE (JOHN ) lead to the generation of different surface structures,
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namely those for the sentencesJohn left and Did John leave?, respectively.
The mood marker in a messagewill , like the temporal markers, lead to a
feature of the tensedverb in surface structure. This , in turn , selectsfor a
particular syntactic structure.
But there is an additional consequenceof the mood marker: It will codetermine the melody of the sentence. There may, in fact, be a neutral or
default way of intonating a declarative sentencein a language, and similarly
for an imperative or an interrogative sentence. Thesedefault intonations
are then largely realizedin the sentence-final boundarytone- a falling
tone for declarative and imperative moods, a rising tone for interrogative
mood. If this is so, and the surface structure is the hinging representation
between grammatical and phonological encoding, the surface structure
should, for each of the three moods, contain some cue by which the
Phonological Encodercan know what tone to select. Still , there is reasonto
be quite careful with such generalizations. It was mentioned in subsection
3.5.1 that a speaker's presuppositionsandattitudes can, in complex ways,
"
"
interact with what one would optimistically take to be standard tonesfor
the major sentencemoods. Whether there are such default tones is, honestly
, an open issue. It seems, therefore, premature to specify how they are
indicated in surface structure.
The situation is even lessclear for the other modalitiesandattitudes a
speakercan expressin the prosody of his utterance. This issue is nicely
treated by Cutler and Isard ( 1980), who show that proposals to the effect
"
that a speaker has an " intonational lexicon in which each contour has
its own specific expressivemeaning are untenable. One and the same
contour can expressvery different speaker moods (such as surprise and
indignation), and different contours can expressthe same emotional attitude
"
of the speaker. These intonation " meanings are highly contextdependent. We will return to them in chapter 8. Here it sufficesto say that ,
eventually, intonational specificationsfor mood and modality may have to
be introduced in surface-structure representations. But it remains to be
seenhow this should be done.
5.2.2 Prosodic Focus
The secondmessageingredient that will affect the prosody of an utterance
is prominence. Subsection4.5.2 mentioned three grounds for an entity to
: being newly introduced into the discourse
become prominent in the message
model as a referent, contrasting in a focusedrole with a previously
mentionedentity, or involving a new predication. Thesethree grounds have
"
. The present
in common that the entity has " newsvalue for the addressee
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subsectiondiscusses how prominence becomesexpressedin surface structure
. Though one should not exclude the possibility that prominence is
expresseddifferently in these three cases(Cutler and Isard 1980presents
evidencefor a speaker's special treatment of contrastive prominence), we
will ignore this for the presentpurposes.
Prominence, then, becolliesexpressedin surfacestructure through what
is called prosodic focus. This is not to be confused with focus in the
discourserecord (the speaker's attentional " pointer " ) . There is somerelation
'
, of course; what is in the speakers new focus will often be new
information for the addresseeand therefore be given prominence by the
speaker. That prominence, in turn , results in prosodic focus. Where there
can be no confusion in the discussionof prosodic focus, we will talk of just
" focus."
Syntacticphrasesthat correspond to prominent parts of the messagewill
be marked for focus; we will designate this by putting an f before the
syntactic-category symbol in the surface structure. But when a syntactic
phrase receivesa focus marker, at least one of its constituent phraseswill
also be marked for focus, and so all the way down to the level of lemmas.
Let us, by way of example, return to Sethand Marcia ' s ongoing conversation
. At somepoint Marcia answersa question by Seth with the following
utterance:
(3) I saw a chUrch.
What question was this an answer to? There are at least three different
questions to which this could have beena natural -sounding reply:
(4) Did you seea palace?
( 5) What did you see?
(6) What did you do?
In example 4 there is contrastive prominence; the concept CHURCH
carries the nl?ws value by contrast to PALACE . Hence the noun churchis
given focus in surface structure. In example 5 it is the themeargument of
SEE that is prominent in the message
. This is expressedas a focus on the
whole corresponding NP in surfacestructure: the church. In example6, the
whole ACTION was at issue (i.e., to go and see a church) . Since the
ACTION is mapped onto the surface VP, the whole VP saw the church is
assignedfocus. Thesethree statesof affairs can be representedas follows in
terms of surface structure ( trimmed of functional and other details which
are irrelevant for the presentdiscussion) :
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chUrch

In producing a sentence,a speakerwill somehowhaveto realizethe focus
information as a pattern of pitch accents. Pitch accentis a prosodic parameter
assignedto certain lemmas in the surface tree. All three surface trees
above have pitch accentassignedto the lemma for church. As a notational
convention, a lemma that carries pitch accent in surface structure will be
printed with the accented vowel capitalized. It cannot be emphasized
enough, however, that pitch accentis an abstractparameterof a lemma; the
surface structure does not contain word -form information . When the
lemma carries pitch accent, this meansthat the lemma' s lexical pointer has
a diacritic feature for pitch accent.
The way in which speakers" compute" the pattern of pitch accentswill be
taken up in chapter 7. Here I will only present someregularities that seem
to govern the patterns of focus and pitch accentsin surfacestructures. The
presentation will largely follow Selkirk 1984a. The major issueis how the
prominenceof somemessagefragment becomesrepresentedin the surface
structure a speakergenerates, and how it is handed down to the level of
lemmas. The main rule seemsto be the following .
Phrasal-FocusRule
The prominenceof a concept in the messageis expressedby assigningfocus
to the surface-structure phrase representingit . In a focusedphrase, either
the head or any of the complementsthat expressconceptual argumentsof
the head should be focused.
This rule guarantees, as will be discussed, that eventually there will always
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be some lemma that receivesfocus when a higher-level phrase is focused .
What happensto the lemma is given in the next rule.
Pitch-Accent Rule
A focusedlemma receivespitch accent.
There is a subsidiary rule that distinguishes betweenheadsof phrasesand
conceptual arguments of the head:
Focus-Interpretation Rule
Focus can be assignedto an argument only if that argument expresses a
, but it can be assignedto the head
prominent concept in the message
irrespectiveof whether it representsa prominent concept.
These rules are fairly abstract, so let us consider how they work in
practice by considering some examples. Examples 4 6 above are a good
start.
When Seth askedDid you seea palace?, Marcia had to introduce church
in a contrasting role; her having seensomethingindefinite waspresupposed
in the discourse. So Marcia gaveprominence to the concept CHURCH in
her message
, and to nothing else. By the Phrasal- Focus Rule, the noun
representingthe concept was assignedfocus; sincethe noun is a lemma, the
focus was expressedas pitch accent (chUrch in diagram i) through the
pitch-accent rule. Nothing elsewas given focus or pitch accent.
In example 5, Seth asked What did you see? The question carries the
presupposition that something had beenseen, and Marcia introduced the
theme of her seeing(some church) in the discourse model by making it
, and she made nothing else prominent . The
prominent in the message
theme in the messagewas mapped onto the object NP in the surface
structure, and the NP was assignedfocus in accordancewith the PhrasalFocus Rule. The NP contains no arguments, only a headand a specifier, so
the same Phrasal- Focus Rule requires focus to be assignedto the head
noun. The head noun is a lemma, and by the Pitch-Accent Rule it is given
pitch accent (chUrch ) .
Example 6 is somewhatmore complicated. Seth asked What did you do?,
presupposingthat someACTION on the part of Marcia had taken place.
Marcia ' s task was now to introduce her ACTION into the discourse. Since
it was still absent from the discourse model, Marcia gave the ACTION
. The ACTION got representedas a VP in
prominence in the message
surface structure, which received focus by the Phrasal-Focus Rule. The
Phrasal- Focus Rule now requires the head or one of its subcategorized
complements to receive focus either the V (saw), or its object NP (a
church), or both. It doesnot specify which. Marcia opted for the NP (why
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shedid so will be discussedshortly). From hereon, the story proceedsas in
example 5, leading to pitch accent for the head noun (chUrch ) .
Why did the NP get focused? The Focus-Interpretation Rule allows
focusing of N Ponly in caseswhereit expressesa concept that is prominent
in the message
. Apparently , Marcia had marked not only the ACTION as
in
, but also the themeargument (CHURCH ) . The
prominent her message
Phrasal- Focus Rule required the NP expressingthe prominent themeto be
focusedanyhow; the NP was thus focused for independent reasons. But ,
this being the case, the condition of the Phrasal- Focus Rule with respectto
the VP was already fulfilled ; there was a focused argument, and nothing
more was required. There is an additional reasonwhy churchwill become
more stressedthan saw: It receivesnuclearstress, which will be discussedat
the end of this subsection.
Would it ever be possiblefor the headverb, but none of its complements,
to becomefocusedwhen the ACTION is prominent in the message
? Ladd
( 1980) and Selkirk ( 1984a) argue that this can happen, and provide various
examples. In our discussion between Seth and Marcia , the following exchang
might arise:
(7) Seth: Did you have a chanceto seethe Saint Peter?
Marcia: I sAw the church.
Neither the seeingnor its conceptual argument (the Saint Peter) was newly
introduced in the discourseby Marcia . Shecould figure that both were in
Seth' s focus of attention. This is apparent not only from the fact that the
churchis an anaphor for the Saint Peter but also from the fact that Marcia
could even have answered Yes, I did, which would have involved areduction
of both function and argument. Still , sAw was given pitch accent.
Marcia made the ACTION prominent in her messagefor the purpose of
confirmation , which was the new information asked for by Seth. The
Focus-Interpretation Rule now excludedthe possibility of giving prosodic
focus to the complement NP thl! church, sinceit was not prominent in the
. More generally, an anaphor- a substitute for an expressionused
message
as
earlier ( church is for Saint Peter) - will , as a rule, be deaccented. This
tells the listenerthat the referent is at hand. The only casewherean anaphor
can becomefocusedin surfacestructure is when the referent is marked for
contrastive prominence in the message
. An instance of this kind was
discussedin subsection4.5.2: Tessiewent after SImon, and then hE chased
hEr. But the head V (saw) in the presentexamplecould receivefocus, and
thus pitch accent, in spite of the fact that it representsa nonprominent part
of the message
. This follows from the Focus-Interpretation Rule. Selkirk
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Notice that this differsessentiallyfrom the situationwheresawreceives
:
contrastiveaccent.That would havehappenedin the followingexchange
(8) Seth: Did you PAINT the SaintPeter?
Marcia: No, I only SAW the church.
Thefocusstructurehereis asin diagramv, with " narrow" focuson theverb
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The possibility of default pitch accent on the head-of -phrase exists not
only for verb phrasesbut also for the other three main phrasal categories.
In example9, there is default accenton the prepositional headofa PP. (The
acceptability of this example depends to some degree on the dialect of
English one speaks.)
(9) Shopkeeper: Did you manageto deliver the wine to Mr . PEters'?
Assistant: Yes sir, I got it to him.

Here, the preposition is in no way contrastive, and the assistantcan assume
that Mr . Petersis in the shopkeeper's center of attention. Thus, neither the
direction nor the goal is prominent in the assistant's message
. What is made
for
reasons
of
confirmation
is
the
PATH
which
is mapped
,
,
prominent ,
onto the PP ( to him). Notice that the samePATH was also the prominent
'
part of the shopkeepers question, but there Mr . Peterswas also prominent
for an independent reason: He was being newly introduced into the discours
. Thus, it was possiblefor the shopkeeperto realize the PP focus by
focusing its NP complement (Mr . PEters), according to the Phrasal- Focus
Rule.
Before we leave the issue of focus assignment, a word should be said
about the role of modifiers. The Phrasal- Focus Rule mentions the conceptual
arguments of the head, but not its modifiers. Can a constituent be
focused by focusing a modifier complement or a specifier? Is it indeed
necessarythat the complementrepresenta conceptual argument?Probably
so. Focusinga modifier or a specifiertendsto involve narrow focus only , as
is clearly the casein a deviant casesuch as the following one.
( 10) Seth: What did you seetoday?
Marcia: I saw an Old church.
The adjective Old cannot carry the focus of the NP (an old church); it can
only becontrastive to another adjective(suchasnew) in previous discourse.
Here is an examplein which the temporal adverbial cannot carry the focus
for the verb phrase as a whole:
( II ) Seth: What did you do?
Marcia : I visited the church todAY .

This is by no meansa full account of how prominence in the messageis
grammatically encodedin surface structure. The essentialpoint , however,
is that focus and (in its wake) pitch accent are conditioned by the prominenc
structure of the message
, i .e., of its functions, arguments, and
modifiers. There are no independent syntactic reasonsfor the assignment
of pitch accent; syntax has only a mediating role.
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The assignmentof focus should not be confusedwith the assignmentof
nuclear stress. It is a generalrule of English that , in any major phrase, one
word receivesmore stressthan any of the others. This word is the rightmost
non-anaphoric word of the rightmost constituent in the phrase. When a
speakeropens a conversation by saying
'
( 12) Peter s father had a terrible accident
'
father will normally receive more stress in the NP Peter s father than
Peter's, becausefather is the rightmost constituent of the noun phrase.
Similarly, accidentwill be most stressedin the NP a terrible accident. In the
VP had a terrible accidentthe word accidentwill be most stressed, because
it is the most stressedword in the V P' s rightmost constituent, namely the
NP. In the sentenceas a whole, accident will be the most stressedword ,
becauseit is the most stressedword in the rightmost constituent of the
sentence, the VP (seealso subsection 10.2.2) .
When Marcia answeredSeth' s question What did you do today? with I
sawa church, the Phrasal- Focus Rule allowed for the focusing of both saw
and church. If Marcia had focused both , church would still have become
more accentedthan saw, owing to the assignmentof nuclear stress. We will
return to theseissuesin chapters 8 and 10.
The treatment of focus in this section was based largely on facts of
English. It should be kept in mind that rules can be rather different for
other languages. (See Bierwisch 1965 for a classical analysis of the rule
systemfor intonation in German.)

Summary
This chapiterdiscussedthe representationmediating betweengrammatical
"
"
encoding and phonological encoding. It was called surface structure.
The processes of grammatical encoding project the concepts and their
relations in the preverbal messageonto a phrase-structural organization of
lemmasand grammatical relations.
The first section reviewedvarious syntactic aspectsof this organization
and their relevancefor phonological encoding. The way in which surface
structuresrepresentgrammatical relations rangesbetweentwo extremesin
the languagesof the world . Configurational languagesexpressgrammatical
functions in the hierarchical and left -to- right organization of surface
constituents. Nonconfigurationallanguages usecasemarking on words to
expressgrammatical functions; word order is lessrelevant. Phrasestructure
and inflectional features are important for phonological encoding. The
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lernrnasin a surface structure point to addresses where the corresponding
word -form information is stored. Thesepointers are indexedfor the inflections
the word stern should undergo. The way in which a word becornes
articulated also dependson its position in the phrase, and on other properties
of the phrase structure. The phrase structure is, in particular,
relevant for the generation of sentencerhythrn and rnelody.
The constituents of a surface structure are of different syntactic categories
and fulfill different grarnrnatical functions. The rnajor phrasal categorie
are Sentence,Noun Phrase, Verb Phrase, Prepositional Phrase, and
Adjective Phrase. Each of thesephraseshas a head. In English the head of
a sentenceis the VP; it fulfills the function of predicate. The other headsare
Noun , Verb, Preposition, and Adjective; they rnay be subcategorizedwithin
the sarnephrasefor cornplernents, such as the objects of verbs or prepositions
, and they rnay havernodifiersand specifiers. Headsplay an irnportant
role in the generationof sentences
. A headcan call the syntactic procedures
that will build its characteristic phrase around it , assigning the correct
grarnrnatical functions to its cornplernentswithin the phrase.
The second section reviewed the way in which the surface structure
ernbodiesinstructions for the generation of sentenceprosody. This is done
by rneansof indicators for rnood and rnodality , and by focus rnarkers. How
rnood and rnodality are indicated in surfacestructure is not well known ; we
supposethat such indicators are recognizedby the Phonological Encoder,
which generatesthe appropriate pattern of intonation (in particular , the
characteristic boundary tones) .
Focus is, initially , assignedto eachsyntactic constituent that expressesa
. These focus rnarkers will
prorninent concept in the preverbal rnessage
"
" to the lernrnalevel. In the end
down
percolate
, eachfocusedconstituent
contains at leastone focusedlemrna. The lexical pointer of that lemma will
be indexed for pitch accent; the word will be pronounced in a prosodically
prominent way. The prosody of an utterance, finally , depends on the
phrasal organization of its surface structure. The assignmentof nuclear
stresswas given as an example.
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Lexical Entries and Accessing
Lemmas

A main thesis of this and the following chapters will be that formulation
processes are lexically driven. This means that grammatical and phono
logical encoding are mediated by lexical entries. The preverbal message
triggers lexical items into activity . The syntactic, morphological , and pho
nological properties of an activated lexical item trigger, in turn , the grammatical
, morphological, and phonological encodingproceduresunderlying
the generation of an utterance. The assumption that the lexicon is an
essentialmediator betweenconceptualization and grammatical and phonological encoding will be called the lexical hypothesis. The lexical hypothesis
'
entails, in particular , that nothing in the speakers messagewill by
itself trigger a particular syntactic form , such as a passive or a dative
construction. There must always be mediating lexical items, triggered by
the message
, which by their grammatical properties and their order of activation
causethe Grammatical Encoder to generatea particular syntactic
structure.
The crucial role of the mental lexicon in the generation of speechmakes
it necessaryto consider in some detail the internal structure and organization
of entries in the mental lexicon. This is done in the first two sections
of this chapter. Section 6.1 deals with the structure of lexical entries and
their mutual relations. Section 6.2 analysesin more detail the aspect of
"
"
lexical entries that we called lemmas in chapter I . After these more
structural sectionswe will turn to issuesof processing. Section 6.3 reviews
somemajor theories of lemma accessin speech. This theoretical section is
followed by two more empirical ones. Section 6.4 addresses accessing
failures, their taxonomy and their potential causes. The time course of
accessinglexical items is the subject of section 6.5.
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6.1 The Structure and Organization of Entries in the Mental Lexicon
6.1.1 The Internal Structure of a Lexical Entry
A speaker's mental lexicon is a repository of declarative knowledgeabout
the words of his language. From the point of view of languageproduction ,
eachitem in the lexicon is a listing of at least four kinds of features. There
is, first , a specification of the item' s meaning. This is the set of conceptual
conditions that must be fulfilled in the messagefor the item to become
selected. For the entry eat, the meaning is something like " to ingest for
nourishment or pleasure" . Second, there is a set of syntactic properties,
including the category of the entry (V for eat), the syntactic arguments it
can take (an external subject and an internal object for eat; i.e., the verb is
transitive), and other properties. Certain items in the lexicon are activated
during grammatical encoding by the fulfillment of their syntactic conditions
. There is, third , a morphological specificationof the item. For eat this
is, among other things, that it is a root form (i.e., it is not further analyzable
into constituent morphemes), that its third -person present-tenseinflection
is eats, and that its past-tense inflection is ate. Fourth , there is a form
'
specification- in particular , the item s composition in terms of phonological segments, its syllable and accent structure. For eat, the segment
structure is a monosyllabic vowel/ consonant sequence
, with / i/ as vowel
and / t/ as consonant. (Seefigure 6.1.)
There are, moreover, internal relations among these four kinds of
information . In particular , there are systematicrelations among the mor phology of an item, its meaning, and its syntax. Take, for instance, the
word painter. Its meaning relates to its morphology painter , the er affix

meaning
syntax
morphology
phonology
Figure 6.1
Internal structure of an item in the mental lexicon.
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"
expressingthe agentive of the action expressedby the verb stem- one
who paints." The er affix is, moreover, related to the syntactic category N ,
and so forth .
There are, probably, additional properties stored with an item. It may
have particular pragmatic, stylistic, and affective features that make it fit
one context of discoursebetter than another. The item po/icemanfits better
in formal discourse than the item cop, which is otherwise very similar in
meaning. Certain so-called registers (talk to babies, talk between lovers,
etc.) seemto selectfor lexical items with particular connotational properties
. Whether such featuresshould be consideredas conceptual conditions
on the item' s useis a matter of much dispute; we will not go into it .
6.1.2 RelationsbetweenItems in the Mental Lexicon
Entries in the lexicon are not islands; the lexicon has an internal structure.
Items are connectedor relat~d in various ways. Let us explore some such
relations that are relevant to languageproduction . There are item relations
within and betweenentries.
Not all lexical items are lexical entries. The various inflections of a verb
(e.g., eat, eats, ate, eaten, eating) are items belonging to the samelexical
entry . They are related within an entry . The diacritic features for person,
number, tense, mood, and aspectwill take care of selectingthe right item
within the lexical entry . We assume that this is generally the case for
inflections. Hence, the items dog and dogsare to be found under the same
lexical entry or address, and similarly for man and men, for he, him, and his,
for big, bigger, and biggest(we take comparativesto be inflections), and so
forth . But it is not the casefor derivations; act, action, active, activity, etc.
are different lexical entries ( Butter worth 1983a).
The relations betweenlexical entries in the mental lexicon are of two
kinds: intrinsic and associative. The intrinsic relations derive from the four
kinds of features listed for an entry . Items may connect in the mental
lexicon becausethey sharecertain features. Let us considereachof the four
kinds of feature. First , items may have specialconnections on the basisof
meaning. There is evidence in the literature that such connections exist
between a word and its hypernym (e.g., between dog and animal, or
betweengreenand color), betweena word and a co-hyponym (e.g., dog and
cat, or greenand blue), betweena word and a near-synonym (e.g., closeand
near), and so on (Noordman -Vonk 1979; Smith and Medin 1981) . Setsof
meaning-related items are called semanticfields . There is a semanticfield of
color names, one of kinship terms, and so on (seeMiller 1978for a concise
review of this notion ) . Sometimesspeecherrors reveal such connections;
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for instance , Irvine is quite clear involves a blend of close and near ( Fromkin
1973) . Second , morphologically determined connections may hold between
entries with the same morphological stem. Such entries are said to be deri vationa//y related , such as nation , national and nationalize , or likely and
unlikely . Not surprisingly , there are almost always meaning relations involved
as well in these cases. There are , third , clear phonological connections
between entries in the mental lexicon . Words with the same initial or final
speech sounds show connections in speech production , sometimes leading
to characteristic errors such as open for over or week for work (Fay and
Cutler 1977) . This suggests ( but doesn ' t prove ) that phonologically similar
items are , in some way or another , connected in the mental lexicon (other
evidence will be discussed in chapter 8) . Finally , there is , as yet , no convincing
experimental evidence for syntactically conditioned relations between
lexical items in the mental lexicon . Are all nouns mutually connected , or
all transitive verbs? Surely each such class plays characteristic roles in the
generation of speech. This can be dramatically apparent in neurological
cases; there are amnesic disorders in which the whole class of nouns has
become virtually inaccessible in production . But this does not imply that
their members have special mutual connections in the mental lexicon .
The nature of intrinsic relations is an issue in itself . There may be direct
connections between lexical items , or the relations can be mediated . A
direct semantic relation , for instance , would be one in which all co hyponyms of an item were listed with the item . The entry for green would
contain a listing of co - hyponym address es- the ones for blue , red , and so
forth . A mediated semantic relation would be one where there is a relation
between the concepts GREEN and BLUE , but without mutual reference at
the level of the lexical entries green and blue. This distinction is important
for the analysis of lexical intrusions in section 6.4. Intrinsic connections are
not a necessary consequence of feature sharing between lexical entries .
Entries connect on the basis of shared word - initial consonants , but a
shared first - syllable - final consonant is probably irrelevant .
Associative relations between entries have no necessary basis in their
semantic properties ; rather , the basis lies in the frequent co - occurrence of
the items in language use. War and death and truth and beauty are two cases
in point . Though these connections are initially mediated by complex
conceptual relations , they have become direct associations between lexical
items . When the one item is used, the other one will be primed , even when
the original conceptual connection is not at issue in the ongoing discourse .
It is to be expected that some intrinsic - meaning relations will also develop
into strong associative relations , because meaning - related items tend to co -
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occur in discourse. Antonyms such as left and right and big and small are
casesin point . (SeeH . Clark 1970for a semantic analysis of associative
relations.)
6.1.3 Retrieving venus COMtructing Words
The mental lexicon is, we assume, a passivestore of declarative knowledge
about words. It does not contain procedural knowledge, which makes
possible the generation of new words. Do speakersgeneratenew words
when they speak? The answer is probably Yes for all languages, but the
degreeof spontaneousnew-word formation during normal speechvaries
drastically betweenlanguages.
English is at one extreme of the distribution . English speakersseldom
producewords they haveneverusedbefore. An extremecasecited by Bauer
( 1983) occurred in the spontaneousutteranceI feel particularly sit-around
and-do-nothingish today. Less extravagant casesare new constructions
with -ful (such as bucketful) or un- (such as unnarrow or unobscure), and
new compounds (such as my lecture- tie) . For English one of the most
productive casesis number names, as Miller ( 1978) observed. Their unlimited
amount makes storage in the mental lexicon impossible (we prob,
ably have no lexical entry for a number suchas 4,257) . Still , the useof such
new formations is exceptional in everydaylanguage. By and large, English
speakersusewords that they have frequently usedbefore, and thesewords
are probably stored in the mental lexicon. The other extreme occurs in
speakersof certain agglutinative languages, such as Turkish and Finnish.
In theselanguages, words consist of strings of morphemes- a root plus
affixes, eachadding to the meaning of the word. Thesestrings can become
very long- perhaps arbitrarily long, as Hankamer (forthcoming) argues
for Turkish . In Turkish , the root morpheme for houseis ev. Adding ler
"
makes it plural (ev-ler), adding den creates a word meaning from the
"
"
houses (ev-ler-den), and so on. The word for to the onesof thosethat are
in our pockets" is ceb-Jar-lmlz-da-ki -kar -nln-kin -ya . Hankamer computes
that , even if one ignores the existing possibility for affixes to recur in a
string, a single Turkish noun can appear in more than 4 million different
forms. It is obvious that most of theseforms are never used by a Turkish
speaker; they are not stored forms in his mental lexicon. But they will be
recognizedas possible words, and they will be interpreted correctly . This
situation is quite comparable to the caseof number namesfor an English
speaker. However, for the Turkish speakerthis is the normal caserather
than the exception. The stored forms in his mental lexicon will probably
"
consist of all stems (such as ev for " house ), all possible affixes, and a
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certain number of frequently usedmultimorphemic words. In order to use
this " passive" store productively , the Turkish speakermust have acCessto
lexical procedural knowledge- ways of building new words, given the
. In other words, sucha speaker
conceptualizationsin the preverbalmessage
must have a strongly developedprocessingcomponent dedicatedto lexical
encoding, which producesnew words as output .
The conclusions to be drawn from this comparison are that speakers
can produce more words than just the ones stored in their mental lexicon
and that they have the capacity to construct new words while they are
speaking. But languagesdiffer enormously in the degree to which they
'
exploit theseword -constructional capabilities. While a Turkish speakers
grammatical encoding consistsfor the most part of such lexical encoding,
" conservative" in the sensethat he noran
is
' English speaker extremely
mally useswords he has used often in the past. For the English speaker,
lexical encoding plays a very minor role in grammatical encoding; the
action is in syntactic encoding. A theory of the speakershould, of course,
encompassboth kinds of grammatical encoding. As a matter of fact,
however, almost nothing is known about the psychology of lexical encoding
. Of necessitythe rest of this chapter, as well as chapter 9, will deal with
lexical accessin the senseof retrieving items stored in the mental lexicon,
and these items are all words (but see subsection 6.1.4) . This does not
preclude the possibility that these word items have strong morphemic
relations to one another; see Butter worth 1983a and Cutler 1983a for
reviewsof the evidence.
Little attention will t' e given to word -constructional processes. This is
not a dramatic restriction of my discussionas far as speakersof English or
Chinese are concerned, but it will underexposetheoretical issuesin the
production of Turkish or Japanese, where lexical items are often morpheme
, not words.
6.1.4 Phrasesand Idioms
Speakershave, over and above a stock of words, stocks of phrasesand
idioms. Certain conceptsmap directly onto phrases, suchasDutch uncleor
red tape. That theseare phrases, not compound words, is apparent from
their stresspatterns; they do not havecompound-word stress, asdo blAckbird
and hOt dog. But they are special in that their meaning is opaque; it
doesnot - as in the caseof syntactic phrases- derive from the meaningsof
their parts. The difference betweenred tape and green tape is not in their
color , as is the difference between red apple and green apple. They have
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idiomatic meanings. Such idiomatic phrasesalso have restricted syntactic
possibilities. It is all right to pluralize hot dog to hot dogs, but it is lessgood
to useit in the comparative degree(I havea hotter dog thanyou) . Or take an
idiomatic expressionlike to kick thebucket. It has, like the earlier examples,
no transparent meaning. It also has rather restricted syntactic possibilities.
One can say he has kicked the bucket, but one cannot very well say he is
kicking the bucket (although one can say he is dying) . Also impossible are
constructions such as the bucket waskicked by John and it was the bucket
that John kicked.
There is an extensivelinguistic literature on theseissues(seee.g. Makkai
'
1972and Cruse 1986), but not much is known about the speakers generation
of idioms. We will assumethat idiomatic collocations are entries in
the mental lexicon. Each entry consists of one or more items. The entry
for kick the bucket contains items for infinitive and for past tense, but
none for progressive. The entry for red tape contains the singular and
plural item, but no comparative one. Idioms , like words, have their characteristic
,
conceptual conditions. If such a condition is met in the message
.
the idiom will be accessed
6.1.5 Lexical Entries, Lemmas, and Morpho- PhonologicalForms
The processes of grammatical encoding are, to a first approximation ,
independentof the phonological information in lexical entries. In addition ,
'
for languages without much lexical encoding, a word s morphological
composition is, on first approximation , irrelevant for grammatical encoding
. Only a lexical entry' s meaning and syntax are relevant. There is now a
tradition of following the terminology introduced by Kempen and Huij '
bers ( 1983) and calling this part of an entry s composition a lemma. The
'
entry s morphological makeup and its phonological properties, on the
'
other hand, are essentialfor phonological encoding; the entry s lemma is,
by and large, irrelevant at that stageof processing. Hence, from the viewpoint
of languageproduction a lexical entry can be split up into two parts:
its lemma and its form information (figure 6.2) . This theoretical distinction
can be extendedto the mental lexicon asa whole: Lemmascan be said to be
"
" in the lemma lexicon " and
,
morpho -phonologicalforms to be in the
"
"
"
form lexicon. Each lemma points to its corresponding form ; i.e., it can
refer to the addressin the form lexicon where the information for that item
is stored. This was discussedin subsection5.1.2.
The partitioning of the mental lexicon in two kinds of store is no more
than a spatial metaphor acknowledging the existence of two kinds of
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Figure 6.2.
A lexical entry consisting of a lemma and a morpho -phonological form . (After
Levelt and Schriefers 1987.)

internal organization in the mental lexicon : one according to the meaning
of items and one according to their form properties . These two rather
independent kinds of organization appear in various production phenomena
, such as speech errors and tip- of - the - tongue phenomena (which
we will consider in subsequent chapters ) . The distinction should , however ,
not be overstated . In particular , we should not conclude that a lexical entry
cannot be retrieved as a whole - i .e., that retrieval of the lemma must
'
always precede retrieval of the item s form . This is still an open issue ( see
subsection 6.5.4) .
6.2

The Structure of Lemmas

6.2.1 Semanticand Syntactic Properties
The semanticinfonnation in a lemma specifieswhat conceptualconditions
have to be fulfilled in the messagefor the lemma to becomeactivated; it is
the lemma' s meaning. Theseconditions can be stated in the samepropositional
fonnat as messages
. Let us consider as an example the conceptual
specificationfor the verb give as it appearsin the sentencethe child gavethe
mother the cat. The messagestructure underlying that sentencewas represented
in figure 5.1a.
The conceptual specification for give is something like the following .
. Conceptual specification:
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This conceptual specification involves three variables: X , a PERSON,
which is both the agent of the causative EVENT and the source of the
PATH ; Y , a THING , which is the theme, and Z , a PERSON, which is the
"
"
goal of the PATH . This can be viewed as a conceptual template to be
. It is irrelevant in what way the
matchedwith substructuresof the message
. But the fact that the
variables X , Y , and Z are bound in the message
for
has
these
three
slots
argumentswill
conceptual
conceptualspecification
turn out to be important . They are the three variables in the conceptual
structure to which grammatical functions can be assigned. This must be
explicitly stated for the lemma.
. Arguments of the conceptual function : ( X, Y , Z ) .

Thesearguments fulfill certain thematic roles in the message
; they depend
on the functions CAUSE , GOposs, and PATH . As we will shortly see,
some important grammatical generalizations about lemmas can be expressed
in terms of thematic roles.
It is, moreover, important that the three arguments are of the conceptual
categoriesPERSON, THING , and PERSON, respectively. Theseare
called se/ectiona/ restrictions on the useof give..
The messageof figure 5.1 binds the conceptual variables as CHILD ,
CAT , and MOTHER . ( Weare assumingthat an animal is a specialkind of
THING .) When there is a match between conceptual specification and
message(and in this casethere is), the lemma is retrieved, which meansthat
. The selectional restrictions PERSON THING and PERSON
,
,
may , in fact , be too

restrictive for give. Take for instancethe useof give in the sentenceThebright lights
'
gave Santa s arrival a colorful appearance.Selectional restrictions on the kinds of
entities that can fill argument slots in the conceptual specification of a lemma are
often very hard to define. We will ignore the issueentirely, but seeBresnan 1982.
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its syntactic properties becomeavailable. This brings us to the syntactic
properties of a lemma.
A lemma' s syntactic information specifiesthe item' s syntactic category,
its assignment of grammatical functions, and a set of diacritic feature
variables or parameters. Let us consider again the lemma for give as an
example. It has the following specifications for syntactic category and
functions.
. Syntactic category: V.
This meansthat the lemmawill act asa main verb in grammatical encoding.
. Grammatical functions: (SUBJ, DO , 10) .
This meansthat the lemma for give requires a subject, a direct object, and
an indirect object. In the examplethesegrammatical functions are fulfilled
by the phrases the child, the cat, and the mother, respectively. Nothing ,
however, is said about the ordering of thesethree. In fact, the sentencethe
child gave the mother the cat has them in the order SUBJ- IO -DO . Still , the
order of listing grammatical functions is not arbitrary . It will , by convention
, correspond to the order in which the arguments are listed. The first
argument (X ) has to be realizedas the first grammatical function (SUBJ),
the secondargumentY ) asthe secondgrammatical function (DO ), and the
third argument (the goal/recipient) as the third grammatical function (10) .
It should be rememberedthat the ordering of the argumentsin the message
is no more than a notational convention (subsection3.3.3) . But the lemma
includesa specificationof which conceptualargument is to be mappedonto
which grammatical function .
This mapping is not alwaysof the simple one-to -one sort, asfor give. It is,
in particular , not always the casethat the number of grammatical functions
is equal to the number of arguments; there may be more functions than
arguments. This is often the casewhen the lemma requiresa complementof
the type V -COMP or S-COMP . Examples of verbs requiring a V -COMP
are the so-called raising verbs, such as believe. The conceptual structure
specificationfor believehas two variables, X and Y , whereX is the one who
believes, the experiencer, and Y is somestate of affairs. But believeassigns
threegrammatical functions in sentencessuchas A tilia believedthe world to
"
"
beflat : SUBJ, DO , and V -COM PoThe additional direct object the world
"
"
is, in fact, the raised subject of the verbal complement that expresses
the state of affairs, namely that the world is flat. The lemma for believe
specifieswhere the additional grammatical function comes from : DO =
V -COM P' s SUBJ. It also requires V -COMP to be in the infinitive ( to be
flat ). So, for believewe havethe following additional syntacticspecification.
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. Relations to COMP : DO = V -CO M P' s SUBJ
V -COMP has diacritic parameter " inf " .
The lemma for give, however, has no such functional relations specified.
Let us now turn to the last two items on the lemma' s list. Subsection6.1.4
discussedthe sensein which a lemma " points to " a morpho -phonological
form. The lemma relatesto specificform information ; it " points to a form
address." Let the addressfor the form information of give in the speaker's
lexicon be 713.
. Lexical pointer : 713.
That addressor entry contains severalword forms: the inflections of give,
i.e: , give, gives, gave, given, giving. They can be distinguished only by
assigningvaluesto severalfeaturesor diacritic variables. Theseparameters
are listed in the final item on the lemma' s list.
. Diacritic variables: tense, mood, aspect, person, number.
Also to be included here is the lemma' s pitch -accent value. The verb give
mayor may not receivefocus and hencepitch accentduring the generation
of the utterance, as was discussedin the previous chapter. The valuesof all
thesevariables are collected during the processof generating the surface
structure. The word -form inventory can be success
fully addressedonly
when all of a lemmasdiacriticparameters have beenfixed.
The lemma for give, before these parameters have been collected, is
summarizedin figure 6.3. This example was given to itemize the different
give : conceptual specification :
CAUSE ( X, (GOposs (Y, ( FROM/ TO (X, Z
conceptual arguments : ( X, Y, Z )
syntactic category : V
grammatical functions : ( SUBJ,DO, 10 )
relations to COMP : none
lexical pointer : 713
diacritic parameters : tense
aspect
mood
person
numb@
--- --- - rpitch accent

Figure 6.3
Lemma forgive .

)
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typesof knowledgea speakerhasstored in a lemma. The knowledgecontent
under theseitems will , of course, differ from lemma to lemma. In the next
subsection we will consider some further aspects of verb lemmas- in
particular, the ways in which verbs relate conceptual arguments to grammati
functions. In subsection 6.2.3, more will be said about other
lemma
major
categories(nouns, adjectives, and prepositions) and about
auxiliaries.

6.2.2 Grammatical Fonedo. . and ConceptualArguments
The way in which grammatical functions are assignedto conceptual argumen
is not entirely arbitrary in the world ' s languages. When the verb has
an agent as a conceptual argument, it is usually paired with the subject
function , as in the examplefor give. If it has a theme or a patient over and
above an agent, this argument tends to occupy an object slot, as in John
kicked the ball (where ball is theme) or Georgekilled the dragon (where
dragonis patient) . If , however, the subjectslot is not occupied, patient and
theme are preferably expressedby the subject function . This happens, for
instance, for verbs like fall , which require a theme but require no agent as
argument: the bottlefell . If the verb hasa sourceor goal over and abovean
agent and a theme or patient, this tends to be mapped on an oblique
grammatical function. This happens for a verb like send; Henry sent the
letter to Japanhasan agent, a theme, and a goal. Here the goal (Japan) ends
up in oblique function , in a prepositional phrase. But source or goal is
"
"
promoted when object or subject functions are not occupied by other
arguments. The verb leave, for instance, hasa themeand a source, and they
map onto subjectand object, respectively: Marcia left Italy . One could say
that there is a preferencehierarchy for grammatical functions, from subject
via direct and indirect object to oblique functions. In addition there is a
"
"
pecking order for thematic roles, from agent via theme and recipient to
sourceand goal (seePinker 1985and Bock and Warren 1985for a further
discussionof theseissues).
But not all verbs show this canonical order of assigning grammatical
functions to their conceptual arguments. An exampleis receive, where the
goal is encodedas subject and the agent as oblique (the mother receivedthe
cat from the child ) . More important , the grammar of a language may
provide quite regular meansfor changingthe mapping order. The mapping
order for give, as presentedin figure 6.3, is the following :

X (agent
), Y(theme
), Z(goal)
I
I
I
SUBJ, DO,
10
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But there is another possible mapping for give :

X (agent
), Z(goal)
), Y(theme
I
I
I
OBL
SUBJ, DO,
This mapping is usedin the generation of sentencessuch as the child gave
the cat to the mother. It has the three arguments in canonical mapping
order. This meansthat the specificationsfor the lemmagive in figure 6.3 are
"
"
not complete. Under grammatical functions the alternative mapping
(SUBJ, DO , OBL ) should also be given. This pair of mappings for give is
not an exception; there are similar pairs for other verbs, such as send, sell,
and buy. In each of thesecasesthere is an alternation betweenan indirect
- called a lexical
object function and an oblique function . This regularity
"
"
rule by Bresnan( 1978, 1982) is the dative shift rule.
"
"
Another lexical rule is passive . In English most transitive verbs have
an active and a passivemapping of conceptual argumentsonto grammatical
functions. They differ in the way grammatical functions are assigned
to two of their arguments, mostly agent and patient:
Active lemma
agent patient
I
I
SUBJ OBJ

Passivelemma
agent patient
I
I
OBL SUBJ

Take the verb kill . In the active Georgekilled the dragon, agent and patient
are in their canonical grammatical functions, subjectand direct object. The
passivevariant imposesa different function assignment either as in the
dragon waskilled , where the patient has moved up to subject position and
the agentis without grammatical encoding, or as in the dragonwaskilled by
George, where the agent appearsas an object in the oblique by phrase. In
the casewhere the passivevariant is chosenfor the grammatical encoding
of conceptualarguments, the lexical pointer getsthe diacritic parameterfol
perfect-tensemorphology . This will selectfor killed in phonological encoding
. I t will also lead to retrieving an auxiliary verb ( was), aswill be discussed
in subsection6.2.4.
Most languageshave passives, and one wonders what they can do for a
speaker. What they seem to have in common is that they demote thc
argument that would otherwise be encoded as subject, i.e., the argumen1
that occupiesthe top of the pecking order. This will often be the agent, bu1
in the agentlesscaseit may be the theme ( the cat wasgiven to the mother) .
Why would a speakerwant to deny the top argument its canonical positiol1
when assigninggrammatical functions? The pragmatic reasonis probabl)
that the grammatical subjectis universally the preferred way to encodethc
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topic (seeKeenan 1976) . Usually the sentencetopic coincideswith the top
argument, but it neednot. When another argument is assignedthe role of
, a mapping will be neededthat allows it to appear as
topic in the message
the grammatical subject. This is what passivemappings provide for . They
" demote" the
top argument from the subject position, freeing that slot for
the topicalized argument.
What happensto the demotedargument?The passivedoesnot require its
grammatical encoding. If the argument (say, the agent) is absent from the
, it will also be absentfrom the sentence(the dragonwaskilled ) . But
message
ifit is still an argument to be expressed(though not as a topic), the passive
in English allows for at leastthe agent' s encoding at the very bottom of the
functional hierarchy: in an oblique by-phrase ( the dragon was killed by
George). This is not a very essentialproperty of passiveverb forms, and
many languagesdo not haveit . What is essentialis the lexical possibility of
demoting the top argument in order to topicalize a lower one. Normally
this results in the reduction of the number of arguments by one. This state
of affairs can be pictured as follows (in correspondencewith Pinker 1985) :

------ de
--mot
ion
r
1
1
;
(
)
,
,
argument
argument
I
SUBJECT
ttopicalization
J
argument n
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Prepositions
Subcategorization by prepositions is usually obligatory ; for example, toward
requires an NP which expresses the direction argument (Frederic
pointed toward the sun) . The lemma for the preposition specifiesthe argument
and the grammatical function . For toward they are the goal and a
prepositional object function . The latter becomes expressedas a case
feature on the subcategorizedNP (toward him, not toward he) . The lemmas
of most prepositions have, furthennore , a conceptual specification. for
toward it specifiesthat the concept is a DIRECTION , i .e., a PATH that
doesnot contain the goal or referenceobject (seesubsection3.3.1) . Miller
and Johnson- Laird ( 1976) give detailed conceptual specificationsfor various
prepositional lemmas.
But there are also prepositions with empty conceptual specifications.
Theseare sometimescalled idiomatic prepositions. Thefor in Georgewaited
for the dragon has an idiomatic relation to the verb and is otherwise
meaningless.Still , it doesspecifycasefor the NP it is heading. Becauseit is
'
idiomatic , it is listed in the verb s lemma.
wait:
conceptual arguments: (X , (Y
grammatical functions: (SUBJ, (for OBJ
This meansthat wait hastwo conceptualarguments: the one who waits and
the entity waited for . The first one is obligatory , the secondone optional (as
in John waited) . The optional argument will be grammatically encodedas
" for OBJ" . But what is the statusof this " for " ? We will assumethat it is the
addressof the nonidiomatic lemmafor , i.e., of the meaningful preposition.
Activating the lemma wait when there is an object argument will automatically
involve addressing the lemma for . Notice that in this case the
conceptual activation conditions of for play no role in its activation , and
they are also irrelevant in the further generation of the prepositional
phrase. Only the syntactic featuresoffor and its lexical pointer are relevant.
Adjectives
Adjectives can appear as specifiersin NPs (hard work), but also as headsin
A Ps. In the latter casethe adjective can subcategorizevarious elementsin
the phrase, and the adjective lemma specifieshow this is done. One somewhat
overworked example should sufficeto show this. Eager and easycan
head the adjectival phraseseager to please and easy to please in John is
eager/ easy to please. Both lemmas are of category A and specify the
following grammatical functions:
grammatical functions: (SUBJ, S-COMP )
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In both examplesthe subject is John and the S-COMP is to please. The
differenceis in the relations to CaMP specifiedin the lemmas.
eager:
Relations to CaMP : SUBJ = S-COM P' s SUBJ
S-COMP has diacritic parameter " inf "
easy:
Relations to CaMP :

SUBJ= S-COMP's 08J

S-COMP has diacritic parameter " inf "
This makesJohn the subject of pleasewhen eager is the adjective and the
'
object of pleasewhen easyis the adjective. In both casesS-COM P s verb
will be in the infinitive . The specifications of relations to CaMP in the
lemmas function as instructions in the sentence-generation process to
create a subjectlessphrase to represent the S-COMP of eager and an
objectlessphrase for the S-COMP of easy. These are only examples of
grammatical specifications in the lemmas of adjectives; I will refrainal together from discussingtheir conceptual and form specifications.

Nouns
Nouns as heads of phrase can have specifiers such as determiners and
quantifiers, but some nouns also subcategorize for complements. The
expressionof thesecomplementsis, ho_wever, always optional . Such complem
can be PPs (as in the father of Sylvia), NPs (as in Germany's
president), or Ss(as in the claim that the world isflat ). In all three casesthe
'
complementexpressesa proper argument of the noun s conceptual specificatio
'
'
: a father s child , a president s domain, and the state of affairs the
claim is about. They should be distinguished from complementsthat are
not subcategorizedby the noun, suchasin thefather with moneyor France's
cheese
. Thesecomplementsrepresentconceptual modifications, not argumen
'
, and they are not specifiedin the head noun s lemma.
Noun lemmas fall into two major classes: proper nouns and common
nouns. Each proper-noun lemma specifiesa conceptual token; the conceptual
'
specification needbe no more than a pointer to the token s addressin
memory. Examplesof proper namesare Mount Everest, Hans Brinker, and
World War II . It may well be, however, that a proper name is not purely
referential but hasadditional intentional featuresaswell. It is, for instance,
unlikely for Mount Everestto be a war, or World War l Ito be a mountain.
There is usually sometype information in the kind of namegiven to a token
(Carro Il1983a , b) .
Common nouns are nouns whoselemmascontain exclusivelytype informatio
as conceptual specification. Examples are horse, furniture , and
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democracy. The lemma for democracyspecifiesseveralconceptual properties
which a type or token concept in the messagemust display in order for
the lemma to becomeactivated: rule by the people, free elections, or what
have you . The problems about the precise structure of these conceptual
specificationsare horrendous; they will be left undiscussedhere, but some
of them will be taken up in section 6.3.
The common nouns further subdivide along syntactic lines into count
nounsand massnouns. The lemmas of English count nouns (such as dog,
event, belie/ ) havea diacritic variable for number, which can havethe value
'
'
'
'
single or plural . They can also accepteither definite or indefinite determiners
. Lemmasof massnouns (suchassugar, happiness
,furniture ), on the
'
other hand, have the fixed syntactic feature ' singular and usually accept
definite determiners only . Though the distinction betweena count noun
and a mass noun is correlated with properties of the conceptual specifications
of these lemmas (count nouns tend to refer to concepts that are
countable; massnouns refer to substances
) , it is principally a grammatical
distinction . There is, for instance, no conceptual differencein countability
or substantialnessbetweenthepaintings in my houseand thefurniture in my
house, or between the blessingsof my marriage and the happinessof my
marriage.
6.1.4 Auxiliaries and Minor Categories
As we sawabove, the retrieval conditions for idiomatic prepositionsare not
of a conceptual kind . This can also be the casefor certain auxiliaries- in
particular , English have, be, and do. When a speakergeneratesthe sentence
The child hasgiven the cat to the mother, the messageinvolves a particular
time index (seesubsection2.2.3) which will induce the grammatical encoder
to generate a perfect-tense verb phrase. This is done by a special VP
procedure(to be discussedin the next chapter), which activatesthe lemma
of the auxiliary verb have and provides it with the appropriate diacritic
features(in the example: third personsingular, present) . In other words, the
auxiliary lemma is not conceptually activated; rather, it is addressedby a
syntactic building procedure. Since there are no direct conceptual conditions
for the lemma' s activation , its meaning specification is empty.
But this is not so for all auxiliaries. The modal auxiliary verbs (such as
can, may, and shall) do have independentsemanticactivation conditions,
relating to possibilities and necessitiesin the message(Lyons 1977; Seurel1
1985) . They can be treated as main verbs that take verbal
(Bresnan 1982; Pinker 1985) . The syntactic specificationsin their lemma~
are the following .

s
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Syntactic category: V
Grammatical functions: (SUBJ
, V-CaMP)
Relations to CaMP : SUBJ= V = CaMP's SUBJ
,

V-CaMP hasdiacriticvalue'inf'

The surface structure for O/ithia can go will thus be

where the subject of go has become the subject of can , and where go is
indexed for infinite fonn .
Most English auxiliaries have rather degenerate inflectional possibilities
see
Pinker 1985) . The verb may , for instance , cannot be used as an
(
infinitive , a perfective , or a progressive ( there is no to may , mayed , or
maying ) . The English Formulator cannot do what a Dutch one can , namely
produce constructions such as to may go . There are no conceptual reasons
for this to be impossible ; it is due entirely to the syntactic properties of the
lemmas involved .
Certain lemmas can ( I repeat ) be directly addressed by syntactic procedures
, whether or not they have a semantic specification . This is the case
not only for certain prepositions and auxiliaries , but also for other , especially
minor syntactic categories which cannot be heads of phrases . In
chapter 7 we will see this happen for certain determiners - in particular ,
English the and a. The next section will , however , be devoted entirely to the
conceptual activation of lemmas .
6.3

Theories of Lemma Accea

If indeedthe processof grammatical encoding is lexically driven, the way in
which lemmasare accessedis a key issuefor theories of languageproduction
. However, very little is known about how lemmasbecomeactivated by
. This is not totally surprising, in view of the
fragments of the message
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magnitude of the problem. A speakerwith a normal speechrate produces
some 150words per minute (Maclay and Osgood 1959)- on the average,
one every 400 milliseconds. Under time pressure the rate can easily be
doubled to one every 200milliseconds. A normal educatedadult speakerof
English has an active vocabulary- i.e., words he actually uses in his
.
everyday speech- of about 30,000 words. A speaker makes the right
choice from among these 30,000 or so alternatives not just once but , in
fluent speech,continuously two to five times per second- a rate that can be
maintained without any clear temporal limit . There is probably no other
cognitive processsharedby all normal adults whosedecisionrate is so high.
Still , the error rate is very low. Collectors of speecherrors know that a day' s
catch is meager. Garnham, Shillcock, Brown , Mill , and Cutler ( 1982)
found 191slips of the tongue in a text corpus of 200,000 words- about one
slip per 1,000 words. Almost half of these(86) were lexical errors. Hotopf
( 1980) did not find more than 125whole-word slips of the tongue in the tape
recordings of eight conferencespeakers.
The major issue for a theory of lemma accessis how the conceptual
specification of a verb, a common noun, an adjective, or another content
word comesto " resonate" with somefragment of the message
, and how a
speedyand accuratechoice is made betweendifferent lemmasat thesehigh
processingrates. The presentsectionwill review sometheoriesof access.To
begin, let us consider two theoretical issueswhich are crucial for evaluating
any theory of lexical access.
6.3.1 Parallel Processingand Convergence
Parallel Processing
High -speedaccessrequires parallel processing. It would , for instance, be
disastrous if , for any concept to be expressed, all lemmas in the mental
lexicon would have to be successivelychecked for their appropriateness
until a fitting one was found. This would involve severalthousandsof tests
(from two to five per second) for each new word in the sentence. A
touchstonefor theoriesof accesswill be the degreeto which they can reduce
such sequential testing. Not only is a parallel account of accessnecessary
for theoretical reasons; there is also convincing empirical evidence for
parallel lexical accessin speech. Speecherrors (blends, in particular) often
. The numberwill vary greatlyfrom speakerto speakerand is, moreover
, hard to
. Oldfield's 1963estimatefor Oxfordundergraduates
wasa vocabularysize
measure
of about 75,000 words, but thesewerewords understood
by students(i.e., their
vocabularies
musthavebeensubstantially
smaller.
passive
). Theiractivevocabularies
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reveal the simultaneous activation of two near-synonyms, such as in
stummy for tummy and stomach( Fromkin 1973).
There is similar evidencefor another kind of parallel processingin lexical
access.Different messagefragments can trigger lemmasin parallel. If two
or more fragments are available at the same time, their activation of
lemmasneednot be serial. If , for instance, somefunction /argument structure
is to be expressed(say, that the text fits the page), all conceptual
fragments- FIT , TEXT , and PAGE - may be simultaneously available
for expressionin the speaker's mind , each initiating its own searchfor a
lemma. One gains a factor of 3 in speed if there are, on average, three
different but overlapping accessingprocessesrunning during fluent speech
production . This type of parallelnessmay also lead to a characteristic type
of errorproneness. A speakermay happen to say thepagefits the text, and
this type of speecherror is indeed not uncommon.

Convergence
Whatever the accessingalgorithm , it must eventually convergeon a single
item, the correct one. With E. Clark ( 1987, 1988), we will assumethat there
exists no real synonymy in a language. There is a " principle of contrast"
which says that all forms in a language contrast in meaning. If word a
correctly expresses notion A , then word b cannot also correctly express
notion A .
.
Convergencewould be guaranteed when concepts and words would
entertain a simple one-to-one relationship. This is, to somedegree, realized
for proper nouns and the individuals they refer to. In thesecases,aswe saw
in subsection6.2.3, the conceptual specification of the lemma might be no
more than a pointer to the token individual ' s addressin memory. If all
concept-to -word relations were of this kind , accessinglemmas would be
like typewriting : Each concept would hit its own key, printing its own
lemma character. In more psychological terms: Activating a lemma is a
simple reaction involving no choice. SinceDonders ( 1868), we have known
that thesemental reactionsare the speediestof all. The one-to-one mapping
ensureshigh speedas well as faultless convergence.
The alternative, " componential" view is that a word ' s conceptualspecificatio
(its meaning) is some conglomerate of conceptual components, or
features, which have to be checkedagainst smaller or larger fragments of
the message
. In a procedural theory, such as the one developedby Miller
and Johnson-Laird ( 1976), the components are predicates, and for each
predicate there is a testing procedure that can evaluatewhether the predicate
is true or false for the concept at hand. The conceptual specification
for the lemma give in figure 6.3 is such a conglomerate of predicates
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or functions, such as CAUSE , GOposs, and FROM / TO . To test the
lemma' s applicability , the concept should probably be checked for the
presenceof eachof thesecomponents, and for their correct relations, since
none of them should contradict the concept. It should be obvious that the
more detailed the componential structure of a lemma' s cognitive specification
, the more tests will have to be executedin order to converge on the
correct lemma. And this will be to the detriment of accessingspeedif the
tests are not run in parallel. Though some degreeof componentiality is
unavoidable in a theory of word meaning, there is a virtue in carefully
testing its empirical necessity, particularly for a theory of accessin speech
production . Fodor , Garrett , Walker , and Parkes( 1980) argue against the
componential view and provide someempirical results in support of their
position . In discussinghis language-production model, Garrett ( 1982) also
proposesa close match between the conceptual inventory of which messages
are composedand the words of a language.
There is one particularly nasty convergenceproblem that has not been
solvedby any theory of lexical access.I will call it the hypernymproblem. It
appearsin different guisesfor different theories, as we will see, but a short
formulation is this:
The hypernym problem When lemma A ' s meaning entails lemma B' s
'
meaning, B is a hypernym of A . If A s conceptualconditions are met, then
D' s are necessarilyalso satisfied. Hence, if A is the correct lemma, B will
(also) be retrieved.
To give an example, if the speakerintends to expressthe concept DOG ,
then all conceptual conditions for the activation of the lemma animal are
satisfied becausethe meaning of dog entails the meaning of animal. Why
then does the speaker not say animal instead of dog? To put it more
casually, why do speakersnot talk in hypernyms, such as thepersonmoves
instead of the man walks, the thing travels instead of the planeflies, or the
eventcausedan eventinstead of his leavingmadeher weep?
The hypernym problem is a touchstone for theories of lexical access.
After reviewing accesstheories, I will formulate a processing principle
whose incorporation in theories of accesswill solve the problem. The
principle will also shedanother light on the issueof convergencein general.
6.3.2 LogogenTheory
Logogen theory, as developedby Morton ( 1969, 1979), was intended as a
, i.e., accessin both languagecomprehension
generaltheory of lexical access
and language production . Though most researchin this framework has
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beendevoted to languagecomprehension(particularly word recognition),
the theory has been stimulating for production research as well. The
presentdiscussionwill be limited to the latter. Lexical items are mentally
representedas logogensin this theory. Logogens are devicesthat collect
evidencefor the appropriatenessof a word . They are sensitiveto information
that may indicate the appropriatenessof " their " word. Al Ilogogens
are simultaneously active in collecting their specific information ; that is,
the logogensystemis a parallel accessingdevice. In normal speechproduction
, the information that activates logogensoriginates from the so-called
Cognitive System, which is the repository of all conceptual, syntactic, and
higher-order functions.
Each logogen has a threshold. As soon as the collected bits of evidence
exceed the threshold, the logog~n " fires" (i.e., makes the word ' s form
available for use) . This meansthat the logogen sendsa phonological code
to the so-called ResponseBuffer, whereit hasa short existence. At the same
time, the logogen' s activation level drops back to zero, and its threshold is
temporarily lowered. The ResponseBuffer can use the phonological code
to initiate a vocal response. It can also return the phonological code to the
LogogenSystem. In that case, the logogenwill be reactivated, and sincethe
'
logogen s threshold is still low , it will normally fire again, which meansthat
the samephonological code is returned to the ResponseBuffer. This may
go on indefinitely . In this way a phonological code may be kept available
for use, evenwhen it cannot be immediately uttered. This will often be the
casein fluent speech, where words have to be correctly ordered for output ..
The threshold of a logogen will vary with how frequently the logogen has
beenactivated in the past and how recently that happened. Figure 6.4 is a
schematicdiagram of this part of the model.
The Cognitive Systemis equivalent to our Conceptualizer, exceptthat it
also generatessyntactic information . Logogens are like lemmas, in that
they are tuned to specificconceptual and syntactic information . The phonological codesthey sendto the ResponseBuffer are the lexical items' form
information .

cognitive
system

logogen
system

response
buffer

spoken
response

Figure 6.4
Diagram of the Logogen Model Only parts involved in the generation of speech
are represented.
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Logogen theory has been used to account for a range of empirical
findings in fluent speechproduction . Here are two examples:
'
( 1) Ifa logogen s threshold is higher when it has beenlessfrequently used
in the past, one expectslonger accessingtimes for low -frequency logogens
than for high-frequency ones. This is becausemore evidence has to be
accumulatedto surpassa high threshold. Is it the casethat low -frequency
words are more often precededby prelexical hesitation pausesthan highfrequencywords? Findings by Maclay and Osgood ( 1959) and Martin and
Strange ( 1968) provide some indirect evidence. Function words (articles,
pronouns, and other minor category words), which are of high-frequency,
were far lessoften precededby pausesthan content words (such as nouns,
verbs, and adjectives), which are, on the average, of far lower frequency.
Beattieand Butter worth ( 1979) arguedthat it is the predictability of a word ,
not its frequency, that correlateswith pausing. Sincethe predictability and
the frequency of words are highly correlated in fluent speech, their effects
must be statistically disentangled. Beattie and Butter worth found no frequency
effectwhen predictability was taken into account. However, Levelt
1983
found
a strong frequency effect but almost no predictability effect.
(
)
The data were the prelexical filled -pause hesitations in subjects' descriptions
of colored spatial networks (the task was discussedin subsection
4.4.2) . Speakersused. . er . . more often before a low-frequencycolor word ,
such aspurple, than before a high-frequency color word , such as red.
Predictability is again at issuein the secondexample.
(2) According to the model, a logogen also gathers relevant contextual
information from the Cognitive System. The word table, for example, is
easier to recognize when it follows the sentencefragment The cup was
placed on the- than when it follows They went to seethe new- . The first
context gives a high transitional probability for table, whereasthe transitional
probability is low after the second sentencefragment. This latter
fragment makesfilm easy to recognize(Morton 1979) . Are there similar
context effects in the production of a word? Lounsbury ( 1954) predicted
that speakerswould hesitatemore at transitions of low transitional probability
, and Goldman-Eisler ( 1958, 1968) showedthis to be the case; it was
subsequentlyconfirmed by Tannenbaum, Williams , and Hillier ( 1965), by
Butter worth ( 1972), and by Beattie and Butter worth ( 1979) . (SeeButterworth 1980bfor a review.)
Though thesetwo phenomenaare in agreementwith logogentheory, one
should keep in mind that hesitation data can almost always be interpreted
in multiple ways. In terms of lemma and word -form access
, the word -
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frequency effect in example 1 above may be due either to accessingof the
lemma or to accessingof the word form . This is not a relevant distinction
in logogen theory, sincethe lexical item is accessedas a whole. Arguments
for a form -based interpretation of the frequency effect can be found in
Garrett 1982and in Levelt 1983.
The context effect in example 2, moreover, may be due not to lowered
thresholds for the logogen table or film in the appropriate context but
rather to the greater availability of the concept TABLE or FILM in
contexts where one is talking about placing objects or going out. This was
Goldman-Eisler' s interpretation of the data. She supported it with the
finding that the sentencefragment following a target word was equally
predictive of hesitation before that target word. Prelexical hesitation indicates
, according to Goldman -Eisler, that the speakeris involved in complicated
conceptual planning, and this may also causethe following words to
"
"
be less obvious or expectable continuations of the hesitant word. In
other words, the context effecton prelexical hesitation originates not at the
level of accessinglogogens but at the preliminary state of conceptual
planning or messageconstruction.
The major attractive property of logogen theory for fluent language
production is its distributed control structure. All lemmas are simultaneously
testing their characteristic features against the messageor message
fragments available. The first logogen that reachesthreshold activation
will " fire." This predicts that , normally , many more logogens are activated
to some degree than just the one that is finally used in the sentenc
. This is all right as long as there is a unique solution for convergenc
. But does the systemguaranteethat , eventually, the correct logogen
will fire? This property will not fall out naturally . Consider the hypernym
problem. If the speakerintends to expressthe concept DOG , the Cognitive
Systemwill make available conceptualfeaturesrelevant to the activation of
the logogen for dog. But these features have as a subset those that will
activate the logogen for animal. Why would dog fire but not animal? One
answer could be that dog has a lower threshold than animal and so is
quicker in reachingthreshold stimulation . But then this should hold across
the board for all hypernym relations: Hypernyms should have higher
'
thresholds. This, however, cannot be true, sincea word s hypernymscan be
used with much more frequency than the word itself. Compare dog and
collie. The former is a hypernym of the later; it is also of much higher
frequency, and henceof lower threshold. A speakerintending to expressthe
concept COLLIE will necessarilyend up saying dog. The convergence
problem has not beensolved in logogen theory .
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6.3.3 Discrimination Nets
Discrimination networks were originally proposed in computer models of
verbal learning (Feigenbaum 1963), and have sincethen beenwidely used
in artificial intelligence. Goldman ( 1975) was the first to construct a discrimination
net for handling lexical accessin an artificial language-producing
which
was called BABEL ). In essence
, his discrimination nets are
system(
binary tree structures. Each nonterminal node in the tree representssome
predicate that is either true or false for the conceptualization at hand.
Terminal nodescorrespondto lexical items. The accessprocedurestarts by
'
"
"
running the test for the tree s root predicate. Ifit evaluatesto true for the
'
conceptat hand, control movesto the node s left daughter; if it evaluatesto
" false" it
, goes to the right daughter node. The next test concerns the
'
daughter node s predicate. The procedureis self-terminating; it iterates till
a terminal node is reached. The lexical item at that terminal node is the
'
systems lexical responseto the concept.
A made-up example is presentedin figure 6.5a. It discriminates among
four lemmaswhich expresspiecesof furniture : chair, stool, table, and bed.
If the speakerintends to expressthe concept STOOL , and the tree in figure
6.5ais his discrimination net, he will first run a testdetermining whether the
"
"
concept involves the presenceof a seat. This test will evaluate to true .
Control then shifts to the left daughter of the first test node. It represents
the test whether the notion to be expressedinvolves a backrest. In the case
of STOOL it will evaluate to " false" . This brings the procedure to the
terminal node that representsthe lemma stool. In other words, the lemma
is retrievedby executinga sequenceof two semantictests; this also holds for
retrieving any of the other three lemmas in the network. A rather less
symmetricalcaseis representedin figure 6.5b. It is a network discriminating
among table, chair, cabinet, and bed. Here it involves only one test to
I worktop ?

seat ?

chair

bed
stool
table
chair

cabinet

Figure 6.5
elementary discrimination net for four piecesof furniture .
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retrieve table, but three sequential tests to come up with either cabinet or
bed.
Goldman did not claim psychological reality for his discrimination -net
approach. Still , one might ask whether it is an attractive option for a
'
psychological theory of lexical accessin production . Well , it isn t. Let us
consider someof the major drawbacks of this approach.
'
(i ) Discrimination nets are sequentialtesting devices, and won t operatein
real time. A few numbers may serve to highlight this problem. If the
'
'
speakers lexicon contains 30,000 content words, the speakers discrimination
net will contain 30,000 terminal nodes. How many sequentialtestswill ,
on the average, be involved to reachsucha terminal node?This dependson
the structure of the discrimination net. The optimal caseis one where the
structure is like that shown in figure 6.5a and where all lemmasinvolve an
equal number of tests. Though this is possibleonly if the number of lemmas
is a power of 2, it can be closely approached in other cases. For such a
network , the averagenumber of tests approaches 2logN , where N is the
number of lemmas. For a lexicon of 30,000 this number is about 15. In
other words, it takes about 15 sequential tests to reach a terminal node in
such a network. The worst caseis a network like the one in figure 6.5b,
where at least one outcome of any test produces a lemma. The average
number of testsin this caseis 0.5(N + 1) - I / N. For our example lexicon,
this number is about 15,000. This extremecasemay bejudged unrealistic,
but so is the optimal case. We know that conceptsvary in complexity, and
there will thus be variation in the number of tests neededto discriminate
them; more complexity involves more tests. The averagenumber of sequential
testsneededto retrieve a lemma will , in short, be somewherebetween15
and 15,000. To do this between2 and 5 times per second, a speakermust
run his testsat a rate of between30 and 75,000 per second. This is not very
appealing for a real-time model of lexical access.
(ii ) The accesstime for a lemma will be a monotonic increasingfunction of
the number of tests. If , for example, figure 6.5b is accurate for the four
lemmas involved, it will take less time to accesstable than to accessbed.
Nothing in the literature supports this prediction . Levelt, Schreuder, and
Hoenkamp ( 1978) and Schreuder( 1978) showedthat the reaction times for
choosingamong four verbsof motion (take along, pass, launch, and pick up)
in the presenceof a visual event were not compatible with any of the
possiblediscrimination nets. In naming tasks where a subject was free to
call the perceived movement whatever he liked , the more generic verbs
(suchasmove)- i.e., the verbswith fewerconceptualfeatures- alwayshad
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longer naming latencies than the more specific verbs ( such as launch ) . On
any reasonable theory , the fonner verbs involve fewer conceptual
components than the latter ones and should therefore display shorter
speech- onset latencies if the lexicon is organized like a discrimination net .
In short , the theory makes the wrong kinds of prediction with respect to
access times .
( iii ) Discrimination nets of the kind proposed fail on the criterion of
correct convergence . In particular , they cannot handle the hypernyrn problem
, for quite principled reasons. If lemma a is a hypernym of lemma b ( as
are , for instance , animal and bear ), then a and b cannot be represented on
the same discrimination net . Why not ? In order for a and b to be located at
different tenninal nodes on the same binary tree , there must be at least one
test that discriminates between the underlying concepts A and B ( ANI MAL and BEAR in the example ) . But since a is a hypernym ofb , all tests .
on which A evaluates to " true " will also evaluate to " true " for B (everything
that will be true for ANIMAL will be true for BEAR ), and what is
true for B is either true or irrelevant for A . In other words , there cannot be
a test on which A and B receive opposing values . This is, indeed , a serious
problem . The mental lexicon abounds with hypernym relations , but these
cannot be represented by way of binary discrimination nets. Hence , they
cannot be realistic psychological models , for purely structural reasons. For
the same reason , they will fail as lexical representations in artificial natural language generators .
( iv ) It is, finally , an illusion to think that the mental lexicon is organized in
the manner of a hierarchical taxonomy . Many semantic relations between
lexical items are of a quite different nature , as is immediately obvious when
one considers semantic relations between kinship tenns , color names,
names for days of the week , and so on ( Miller and Johnson - Laird 1976;
Lyons 1977) .

6.3.4 DecisionTables
A major improvement over discrimination netswasproposedin Miller and
Johnson- Laird 1976(seealso Steedmanand Johnson- Laird 1980) . Their
decision-table proposal still involves a speaker who runs a set of tests in
order to retrieve a lemma, but the testscan be run in parallel. The example
in table 6.1 will serveto introduce the notion of a decision table.
A decisiontable is a matrix representinga set of IF fTHEN or conditionf
action pairs. The rows in the upper half of the table representthe outcomes
of semantictests. They are the samekinds of testsas thosediscussedin the
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.a--THEN
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t1
t2
t3
t4

lemmas
( lexical actions )

c

d

e
-
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Table 6.1
Example of a decision table.

previous section. If , for instance, the decision table concerns pieces of
"
" "
"
furniture , there will be tests for properties like worktop , seat , and
" shelves" . A detailed
exampleis worked out in Miller and Johnson- Laird
(
1976.) If the speakerconsidersexpressingthe notion STOOL , he will run all
tests in parallel and come up with a value ( + or - ) for each test. This
pattern of resultsis called the outcome. Let us assumethat the outcome for
testing STOOL is the one encircled in column 2 of table 6.1. This outcome
is a condition for an action specifiedin the lower half of the table. The x in
column 2 is in the row of lexical action b; in the example that action is to
retrieve stool. In other words, IF the outcome specifi~ in column 2 arises,
THEN lemma b is to be used. It should be noticed that certain cells in the
upper half of the table are blank. This meansthat the corresponding test
valuesare irrelevant. The action will be performed in casethere is a match
"
"
for all + and - values in the column, whatever the value on the blank
test. We will return to this important property of decision tables shortly .
The lower half of table 6.1 also has some noteworthy properties. First ,
can there be two or more crossesin a single row , as is the casefor row b?
Yes; this is a natural way to representhomonymy, the sameword expressing
different concepts. For instance, columns 2 and 3 could represent
outcomes for the notions BANK (of river ) and BANK (financial institution
), respectively. They would both occasionthe lexical action of accessing
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the word bank . What about two crosses appearing in the same column , as
in column 5 of the example ? This should not be allowed . It violates the
theoretical criterion of convergence . A single concept would lead to two
different lexical actions . Decision tables can always be arranged in such a
way that this does not happen . Can there be outcomes without lexical
action , i .e., without a corresponding x in the lower table ? This situation is
exemplified by the outcome in column 6. It should be noticed that the
number of possible outcome patterns increases rapidly with the number of
tests in the table . There may , then , not be enough possible lexical actions to
take care of each of these outcomes . Miller and Johnson - Laird ( 1976)
"
"
talked about the exponential specter . They tried to curb this threatening
"
" table explosion by introducing
linkage , which will be discussed shortly .
But what does it really mean that there are outcome patterns for which
there is no lexical action ? Cases where there is a unitary concept without a
"
"
corresponding lexical item are called lexical gaps . Such cases are not
disastrous for a theory of language production , since most conceptualiza tions we entertain are not expressible in single words . Under such circumstances
the speaker will resort to a syntactic solution , i .e., he will create a
or
phrase sentence that expresses the concept . If the concept to be expressed
is a dead animal , the tests will converge on the lemma corpse; if it is a dead
tree , they will not converge on a lemma . The speaker will then resort to
formulating the phrase dead tree. We could accommodate this by adding to
"
"
the bottom of the table a row fstanding for syntactic action . All outcome
patterns for which there is no lexical action will have xs in row f
Of course , this leaves unanswered the difficult question of how a speaker
" - i .e.
"
, conceptual fragments
partitions a message into unitary concepts
for which there will normally be words in the language .
"
'
"
Though the exponential specter doesn t seem to be much of a problem
for a theory of the speaker , there may be other reasons to consider reducing
the size of a decision table . Anyone who has ever tried to construct a
decision table for a set of lexical items will have noticed that almost every
new item in the set requires the addition of a new test. Even if one assumes
that , on the average, a new test is needed for every tenth item , one will have
3,000 tests for a 30,000- word mental lexicon . This implies that the IF statement for the retrieval of each lexical item is a pattern of 3,000 test
outcomes , and this is quite far from the ideal case where , for each item , one
or a few tests would suffice for its identification .
Table linkage is a way of cutting up the large decision table into a set of
smaller ones. There will be a table for each semantic domain : one for
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furniture terms, one for verbs of motion , one for kinship terms, and so on.
Each of these tables involves a small number of tests, so the number of
outcome patterns will neverbe excessive
. The tablesare linked in that each
table can make referenceto one or more other tables (called " successor
tables" ), depending on the outcome pattern of the tests. Testing beginsat
some privileged table. If an outcome pattern results for which there is no
lexical action, control is transferred to a successortable. This will iterate
until sometable in the sequencecomesup with a lexical action. But notice
that this is seriality again. How many successivetablesa speakerwill , on the
average, have to go through in order to come up with a lexical action will
depend on the way the tables are linked.
How does the decision-table approach handle convergence? Is the correct
item indeed found? The touchstone is again the handling of hypernyms. In the previous subsection we observed that discrimination nets
cannot representhypernym relations. But decision tables can. There is an
example in table 6.1. Word dis a hypernym of word a (as in diplomat and
ambassador
) . How is this visible in the table? Compare the outcomes of
columns 1 and 4. They are identical except for the cells in the upper
row ; whereascolumn 1 displays a + , column 4 has a blank. This means
that outcome 1 implicates outcome 4, but not conversely. That defines
the hypernym relation. Consider the example: If someoneis an ambassador
, he or she is a diplomat ; but a diplomat need not be an ambassador.
There are diplomats who do not share the special feature of ambassadors
of being a country ' s representative. Test 1 concerns this feature.
It is irrelevant for deciding whether a person is a diplomat (the blank
cell in column 4), but it is essential for deciding whether a person is
an ambassador.
But though hypernym relations are representablein decisiontables, they
createa violation of our convergencecriterion . The obvious reasonis that
if the column for the specificterm (i.e., ambassador
) is satisfied, the column
for its hypernym is by necessityalso satisfied. As a consequence
, there will
be two lexical actions if the more specificconcept (e.g., AMBASSADOR )
is to be expressed; the hypernym will also be accessed
. Sincemany word~
- diplomatperson have a whole hierarchy of hypernyms (ambassador
human etc.), there will be permanentcluttering of lexical actions. Later we
will seethat even when there is cluttering (as in blends of words) it hardly
ever involves a term and a hypernym.
Decision tablesare a major improvement over discrimination netsin that
they allow for real-time parallel processing. However, in their presentform
they defy proper convergence, and this is a seriousdrawback.
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6.3.5 Activation Spreading
? In chapter 1,
Could there be a connectionist account of lexical access
where we discussedconnectionism as a potentially powerful formal language
for the description of parallel processing, we went through an
example of word -form access(seefigure 1.2) . The top -level nodes in that
examplewere lemmas, and we traced the activation spreadingdown to the
levelof segmentsor phonemes. Substantiveproposalshavebeenmadewith
respectto this process(seeespeciallyDell 1986, 1988); we will turn to these
in chapter 9. Our presentproblem concernsthe precedingphaseofactiva tion : How are the lemma-level nodesactivated? At the time of this writing ,
the literature contains no seriousproposals.
One approach could be to distinguish a level of nodes representing
conceptual components. Returning to our furniture example, we could
think of such properties as having a work top or shelves, being a seat, and
so on. In a connectionist account, such properties can be representedas
input nodes. Let us call them A , 8 , C , etc. On this account a concept is
nothing more than an activated collection of such nodes. This is called a
distributed representation. The output nodes will be lemmas: stool, chair,
and so forth . The simplest account is one in which theseare the only two
levelsof nodes, with each input node connectedto all the output nodes:

We can now further specifythe systemby defining the characteristicstate
of activation of the input nodesfor different concepts(this mayor may not
involve a binary activation scale), the output function of each node (i.e.,
how the degreeof the node' s activation determinesthe level of its output ),
the input function of the lemma nodes (i.e., how the propagated activity
impinging on an output unit summatesto activate that unit ), and so on. We
will not go through this exercise. In fact, there are only casual suggestions
in the literature as to how this should be done for the modeling of lexical
access
.
We will , rather, limit the presentdiscussionto two observations. The first
is that , asa parallel-activation account, activation spreadingis an excellent
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candidate for taking care of real-time limitations . The number of steps
from input nodes to output nodes is one or (if there is a level of hidden
nodes) two. The secondobservation is that , so far , no one has even begun
to account for convergence. Not only is the structure over which the
activation should spread not known ; there is also no principled approach
to solving the hypernym problem.
6.3.6 Toward a Solution of the Hypemym Problem
As was observed above, convergenceis a major stumbling block for all
theories of lemma access. In particular , none of the existing theories
involves a correct treatment of the hypernym problem. In the following ,
three principles will be proposed that , if incorporated in a processing
model, guaranteecorrect convergencefor a term and its hypernyms.
The first principle will usethe notion of core. A lemma' s core meaningor
"
"
conceptual core condition is a privileged, most salient meaning component
. There is an empirical basis for assumingthe existenceof core meanings
. Miller ( 1969) suggesteda " negation test" procedure for determining
a lemma' s core, and this procedure was used by Levelt et ale ( 1978) and
Schreuder( 1978) to analyze verbs of motion and by Noordman ( 1979) to
study kinship terms.
The idea underlying the negation test is that negation will , when there is
no restriction on the setof alternatives, affect only a word ' s core. Here is an
example from the study of verbs of motion : Subjectswere asked to complete
sentencessuch as They do not ski , but they. . . . No subject ever
completedthis sentencewith a verb like breatheor think. The most frequent
responsewas skate. Subjectsapparently apply minimal negation, in that
most of the meaning of ski is preserved under negation; like ski, skate
denotessomeform of human locomotion over a frozen surface, involving
someinstrument attached to the feet. Only the character of the instrument
is different. The instrument' s character is the only conceptual component
changedunder negation. By this test it constitutes the core component of
the lemma for ski. Miller called the unchangedpart (in the presentinstance
the meaning shared by ski and skate) the lemma' s presupposition.
Though the negation test is helpful in demonstrating the notion of core
'
meaning, it is not a foolproof procedure for finding an item s core. When
the set of alternatives to the negated item is restricted in the situation of
discourse, the test easily fails. If you happen to know that John is either
'
skiing or working , then the completion John isn t skiing, he is working is
quite natural.
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Let us now turn to the first principle . It is a stronger version of what was
"
'
introduced earlier as E. Clark s ( 1987, 1988) principle of contrast: Every
"
two fonDScontrast in meaning. This principle deniesthe existenceof full
synonyms in a language. Restricting this principle to core meanings, we
have the uniquenessprinciple .
The uniquenessprinciple No two lexical items have the samecore meanmg.
In other words, there are as many core meaningsas there are lexical items.
This principle captures the intuition describedabove in the discussion of
decision tables: Every new item added to a table seemsto require a new
idiosyncratic test. The following two principles fonnulate the role of core
meaning in lexical access.
The core principle A lexical item is retrieved only if its core condition is
satisfiedby the concept to be expressed.
This is not a very strong principle , but it is a first step toward solving the
hypernym problem. The reasonis that , by the uniquenessprinciple , a tenD
and a superordinateor hypernym never have the samecore. To keepto the
aboveexample: Both skiing and skating are fonDSof gliding; hence, glide is
a superordinateof theseverbs. When the negation test is applied to glide, it
will yield verbslike stick wherethere is no smooth continuity in the motion .
The core of glide is, apparently, this manner feature of smooth continuity .
Hence, ski and glide have different core conditions. If the speaker now
intends to expressthe notion GLIDE , the core principle guaranteesthat no
subordinatetenD will be used. The speakerwill not erroneouslyretrieveski,
'
sincethat word s core condition is not met by the concept GLIDE .
But the reversemay still happen. If the notion SKI entails the notion
GLIDE , then if SKI is the concept the speakerintends to express, the core
condition of GLIDE is necessarilysatisfiedby that concept. Hencewe need
an additional principle to prevent retrieval of the hypernym:
The principle of specificity Of all the items whose core conditions are
satisfiedby the concept, the most specificone is retrieved.
This principle preventsthe retrieval of glide when SKI is the concept. Since
the meaningof ski entails the meaningof glide, ski is the more specificword
item. It will be the one retrieved.
'
These principles are reminiscent of Grice s maxims of quantity . One
should not say glide when one intends to expressthe notion SKI . That
"
"
is like (truthfully ) saying I have two sisters when one has in fact
three.
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lexical access
, then, involves essentially recognizing the most entailing
predicates in the concept and finding the unique lemmas that have
these as their core conditions (when they exist). We began the present
section by considering the " ideal" caseof a one-to -one relationship between
concepts and words. In that case, retrieving a word would be a
simple mental reaction. Under the present assumptions this ideal situation
is closely approached. Each lexical item can be seen as a testing
device for the realization of its own core condition , roughly as in logogen
theory. Implementation of the principle of specificitywill guaranteecorrect
convergence.
6.4 Failures of Lemma Access
6.4.1 A Taxonomy of Causes
Anthony Cohen, one of the initiators of speech-error researchin modern
"
psycholinguistics (Cohen 1965, 1968), called speecherrors biabbers."
That speecherrors are thoughtless or even indiscrete exposuresof the
underlying formulating machinery was not only the view of the pioneersin
this field, Meringer and Mayer ( 1895) and Freud ( 1904); it is the main
impet:usfor what is now one of the most flourishing empirical methods in
the study of the formulation of speech. There are three major anthologies
in this field: Fromkin 1973, Fromkin 1980, and Cutler 1982a. Cutler 1982b
is an exceptionally complete bibliography .
The three classesof speecherrors to be discussedin this section have
different etiologies in the production process. All are due to derailments in
the retrieval of lemmas, but the mechanismsinvolved are different. We will
have to distinguish two major causesof word errors: conceptualintrusion
and associativeintrusion.. Conceptual intrusion occurswhen lemma selection
is disturbed by the simultaneous activity of two or more concepts.
Associative intrusion occurs when lemma selection is interfered with by
associationsbetweenlemmas, better known as word associations. We will
assumethat associativerelations betweenlemmasare direct relations, i.e.,
not mediated by anything else(seesubsection6.1.2). A further distinction
should be made: The intruding element mayor may not be related in
meaningto the intendedelement. Sincethe latter distinction is independent
of the former, we end up with a four -way taxonomy (figure 6.6).
. It is not a matterof concernhereK'h ' a
} personhappensto havean alternative
thoughtin mind. or K'h} ' he built up a particularassociationin his lifetime. See
Cutler 1982afor a distinctionbetweenthesemoreremotecausesof error and the
wearedealingwith here.
proximalcausesand mechanisms
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, Iz, may(c) or maynot(d) bemeaning
intrudinglemma
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, II .
In thefiguretheintendedconcept,theoneto beexpressed
, is alwaysC1.
The appropriatelemmato expressthis conceptin the contextof useis
always11. Conceptualintrusion is causedby the presenceof another
concept, C2. It activatesits own lemma12, and this interfereswith the
activityof 11. ConceptsC1and C2canbecloselyrelatedin meaning,asin
figure6.6a, or theycanbeunrelated,asin figure6.6b. Associativeintrusion
is causedby onelemma's directlyactivatinganotherone. In figure6.6cthe
intendedlemma, I I ' activatesa closelyassociatedlemma, 12, which may
theninterferewith I I ' s activity. In figure6.6d the intruding lemma, 12, is
unrelatedto 11; it is activatedby theindependent
but still activelemma13,
to which it is closelyassociated
. Let us now make thesenotions more
concreteby applyingthem to the three classesof speecherror: blends,
substitutions
of words.
, andexchanges
6.4.2 Blends
In a word blend two words are fused into one. Two lemmasare retrieved,
which competefor the samesyntactic slot. Semanticallyspeaking, there are
two kinds of word blends. The first kind involves words of similar meaning;
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the second kind involves what we will call distractions. Here is a set of
examplesof the first kind :
( I ) The competition is a little stougher [stiffer/tougher] ( Fromkin 1973)
(2) Irvine is quite clear [close/ near] ( Fromkin 1973)

(3) To determine watch [what/ which] ( Fromkin 1973)
'
(4) At the end of today s lection [lecture/ lesson] (Garrett 1975)
( 5) and would like to enlicit [enlist/ elicit] your support (Garrett 1980a)
"
"
(6) Lexikon ist ein Terminus, der sich eingebildet [herausgebildet/
"
"
eingebiirgert] hat ( Lexicon is a term that has emerged/has become
familiar ) ( Bierwisch 1982)
The major observation about this class of word blends is that the two
words are roughly equivalent in meaning in the context of the messageas a
whole. Is this relatednessof meaning a conceptual relation , as in figure
6.6a, or a lemma association, as in figure 6.6c? The empirical evidenceis in
favor of the former interpretation . In the caseof lemma association one
would expect the two blended words to be close associates. Among the
closestassociatesin word -associationtables(see, for instance, Palermoand
Jenkins 1964) are antonyms. But antonym blends are highly exceptional.
'
Meringer and Mayer s ( 1896) sample contains only two: wehr [weniger/
'
mehr] and Beneinung[Bejahung/ Verneinung
] . Fromkin s ( 1973) list of 65
blends contains no antonym blends, and Hotopf ( 1980) also presents
numbers testifying to this exceptionality. The few casesobservedmay have
originated at the conceptual level. The speakerwho produced wehr may
havehad two closelyrelatedconceptsin mind , namely LESS (activating the
lemma for weniger) and NOT MORE (activating the lemma for mehr) .
Antonyms are semanticallyrelated, but only as far as their presuppositions
are concerned; their core meanings are mutl,lally exclusive. Only equivalence
or similarity of core meaning seemsto count for this category of
blends.
The latter restriction also excludesblends of a term and a hypernym. In
subsection 6.3.6 it was proposed that a term' s core meaning is always
different from the core meaningsof its hypernyms. And indeed, as Hotopf
( 1980) shows, such blends hardly ever occur. There are, for instance, only
three potential cases of word /superordinate merges among Fromkin ' s
( 1973) 65 published blends: dealsman[dealer/ salesman
] , hegraines[headaches
"
"
/migraines], and swifting [shifting/switching] . I say potential because
the two core meaningsmay have beenfunctionally equivalent in the
contexts where theseblends occurred ( Bierwisch 1982).
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It is not characteristic of blended words to be close associatesof one
another. It mayjust happento be the case, but it may equally well not be the
case. The etiology of blendsof related words, therefore, seemsto be that the
message(fragment) itself contains a certain ambivalencewith respect to
two equally appropriate concepts(there are " alternative plans," as Butterworth 1982called this kind of interference) . Theseclosely related concepts
trigger their lemmas almost simultaneously. Both lexical items, whether
word associatesor not , are retrieved, and they are both insertedin the same
surface-structure slot. This inducestheir word forms to becomeblendedat
the level of phonological processing. In short, these blends are due to
conceptual intrusion .
The samecan be said about blends-by-distraction. The speakerwho is in
the train of expressingconcept C1 through lemma t 1may get an intruding
thought by distraction or whatever Freudian cause( Butter worth called this
the " competing plan" kind of interference) . A concept C2, not part of the
, will independently activate a lemma t 2. If both lemmas fire
message
simultaneously, a blend can arise. Example 7 is of this sort.
(7) Dann aber sind Tatsachenzum Vorschwein [ VorscheinjSchweinereien
]
gekommen (But thenfacts came to appearancejfi/thinesses
) (observed by
both Mayer and Freud, and cited in Meringer and Mayer 1895and Freud
1904)
The speakerof thesefamous words agreedto the two observersthat he was
"
"
thinking of filthinesses when he wasspeakinghis rather neutral sentence.
The intruding thought (C2) activated an intruding lemma (t 2)' and the
two word forms merged. Clearly, the two concepts involved were unrelated
, and there was no association between the two words. Blendsby distraction are of the type shown in figure 6.6b.
Two blended words are usually of the samesyntactic category, as is the
casein all of examples ] - 7. On first view this is surprising; if lemmas of
content words are triggered solely on the basisof their conceptualspecifications
, syntactic category information should be irrelevant, and lemmasof
different categoriesbut similar meaning might be prone to amalgamation
as well. One should, however, imagine what would happen if two such
lemmaswere to compete. They cannot appear in the samephrasal environment
becauseof their category difference, and at this point one of two
things may happen. The first one is that the already existing phrasal
restrictions are such that only a lemma of a particular category can be
acceptedfor insertion. In that case, the other lemma will be unfit for use
and without effect for further processing. One can say that it is " filtered
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out " by subsequentsyntactic processing. If the phrasal environment is not
sufficiently restrictive to filter one lemma out right away, a second thing
may happen: Each lemma may trigger the construction of its own phrasal
environment, and some phrasal blend may occur. Thesecasesare exceptiona
'
; the following example, reported in Fay s ( 1982) corpus of sentence
blends, may be due to such a process:

(8) And that is how I got interestedinto it [into / interestedin]
The notion of filtering out is also important for the explanation of other
aspectsof word blends. Many word blendsare words themselves;this is, for
instance, the casefor examples2, 3, 4, and 6 above. Dell and Reich ( 1981)
provided statistical evidencethat there is a slight overrepresentationof real
words among blends. This may be the result of filtering at a later stage,
namelywhen word forms are generated. Selectivefiltering at that stagemay
also be the causeof blends betweenwords that are similar in word form ,
asin herrible [terrible/ horrible] (seeButter worth 1982for an analysisof this
phenomenon) . Theseissuesare discussedfurther in chapter 9.
Though the blends discussedin the present subsectionare due to conceptu
interference of one kind or another, there are also blends with
different (for instance, phonological) etiologies. See Butter worth 1982,
Harley 1984, and Stemberger1985afor a wider discussionof blending.

6.4.3 Substitutions
Word substitutions can be of various sorts. The following are some example
of the selectionerrors that concern us here:
'
(9) He s a high- low grader [low -+ high] ( Fromkin 1973)
'
( 10) Don t burn your toes [fingers -+ toes] (Fromkin 1973)
'
( 11) Der hat so n Ding geheiratet- ich meinegeerbt[geerbt-+ geheiratet] (He
married- ] meaninherited- this thing [inherited -+ married] ( Bierwisch 1982)
( 12) I just put it in the oven at a very low speed [temperature -+ speed]
(Garrett 1982)
( 13) Met eenblauw vlakje, eenblauw rondje aan de bovenkant [rondje -+
vIakje] (with a blue spot, a blue disk at the upper end [disk -+ spot] (Levelt
1983)

This set of examplesis somewhatbiased, in that no substitutions in which
the target word and the substitution are unrelated are included. They do
occur. However, we will first look into the most frequent type of substituti
, which involves some semantic relation between the target
and the error . This means that we are first dealing with casesa and c in
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figure 6.6. The question then is whether the intrusion is conceptual or
associative.
The most frequently observedcasesinvolve antonyms or other casesof
semanticopposition , asin example9, or co-hyponyms (i.e., words from the
same semantic field), as in example 10. This is a pattern one typically
encounterswith word associations: similarity in presupposition, but difference
in core. Fromkin ' s ( 1973) list of word substitutions is again a
goldmine here; one finds substitutions such as last -+first , wine -+ beer,
later -+ earlier, come-+ gone, little -+ much, and sun -+ world. There are
also more remote co-hyponyms where the common classis lessimmediate,
asin examplesII and 12. Hotopf ( 1980) claims that thesecasesmore or less
exhaust the semanticrelations to be found in word substitutions.
These facts show that word substitutions, unlike blends, often reflect
associativerelations. This betrays an etiology like that in figure 6.6c. In
'
don t burn your toes, for instance, the concept FINGERS activates the
lemmafingers, which has toesas a close associate, which it activates. For
"
some reason, the activation of toes reachesthreshold beforefinger " fires
and the accident is created.
What could causethe associatelemma to becomeavailable before the
target lemma? An obvious suggestion is that the associatehas a lower
threshold in the senseof logogen theory (subsection6.3.2) . According to
logogen theory, high-frequency words have lower thresholds than lowfrequency ones, and one wonders whether the substituting words in
association-caused substitutions are of higher frequency than the target
words. This would predict that a high-frequency word is more likely to
substitute for a low-frequency one than inversely. I substantiated this
by analyzing the word substitutions listed by Fromkin ( 1973), using the
word -frequencytablesof Kucera and Francis ( 1967). In the list of substitutions
there were 23 caseswhere the substitution was clearly an associateof
the target word (e.g. question-+ answer, east-+ west) and for which word
frequenceswere available. Of these, 17 caseswere in the predicted direction
; only 6 went the other way. This difference is significant at the 0.02
level. No frequency difference between target and substitute can be discerned
if all substitutions are taken into account. It only holds for those
that
can be interpreted as intrusions by a word that is associated
errors
to the target word. The demonstratedfrequencyeffect does not contradict
'
Hotopf s ( 1980) statistical finding that the substituting word tendsto be of
the samefrequencyclassas the target word . That finding is not surprising,
insofar as, quite generally, a word and its first associatesare of the same
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frequencyclass. The demonstrated frequency difference holds within such
frequency classes.
The next question is whether we can exclude conceptualintrusion as a
cause of word substitutions. Surely examples 11- 13, though of a less
frequent sort , do not involve very closeassociates.What about words that
are conceptually equivalent in the context? Synonymsand superordinates
'
(e.g. animal for dog) do not appear in Hotopf s data. Garrett ( 1982) also
called attention to these missing cases. As we have seen, synonyms (or ,
better, equivalent terms in the context) are the normal casefor blends; why
are they missing in substitution data? This may not be more than an
artifact . If A and B are near-synonyms in the messagecontext, it really
doesn' t matter which lemma is triggered first. In both casesthe selected
word will be appropriate, and nobody will ever notice that there was a
" race" betweenthe two
activation processes. In blends, however, A and B
and
this
will
strike the attentive ear as a slip. In substitutions
get merged,
nothing so striking happens; we cannot exclude that a near-synonym may
substitute for the target word.
Can a similar argument account for the near absenceof superordinates
(hypernyms) in word substitutions? At least in part . How can one know
that a speaker should have said dog instead of the actually used word ,
animal? It will often go unnoticed, but the speakermay revealit by making
a correction. An anaysis of speaker's spontaneousrepairs (Levelt 1983)
showsthat it is not at all unusual for speakersto replacea word by a more
specificone. Example 13is such a case. The speakerwas describing visual
patternscomposedof colored disks connectedby black arcs. In this context
a disk (rondje in Dutch ) is clearly a spot (vlakje), but the inverseneednot be
the case. Spot is a superordinate of disk. Still , even in these casesit is
undecidablewhether the concept triggered a hypernym. One cannot know
whether the concept DISK was already active at the moment that spot was
used; it could have beenan afterthought . In that case, example 13 is not a
substitution at all. In short, we can neither confirm nor deny that hypernym
substitutions occur. But if , aswe suppose, word associationis a major cause
of substitutions, one would expect substitutions by superordinates to
occur. Word associationslike dog -+ animal are not infrequent.
So far , we have consideredsubstitutions involving some semantic relation
, and we have tried to interpret them as either of type a or of type c in
figure 6.6. We found that there is good evidencefor an etiology as in c,
associativeintrusion ; there mayor may not be conceptual intrusion . What
about semantically unrelated intrusions? Can one find caseslike band d
among word substitutions? Two casesfrom Fromkin 1973that seemto be
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of type d are the following :
( 14) a branch falling on the tree [roof -+ tree]
( 15) Q : when are you going to have the ale?
A : with the beer [dinner -+ beer]
In example 14, tree is not meaning-related to the target word roof, but it is
a closeassociateof branch. The constellation is as in figure 6.6d, where the
intended concept (C1) is ROOF and the intended lemma ( 1) is roof The
intruding lemma ( 2) is tree, which is a close associateof still another
lemma branch ( 3) ' Similarly, in example 15 beer ( 2) is associatedto the
'
interlocutors ale, which becamealso activated in the speakers mind ( 3) '
So, recently activated lemmas other than the target word can also cause
intrusion by a nonintended but associatedlemma, and this caseis not at all
infrequent in the published data (seeespeciallyHarley 1984) .
Example 15 shows that the priming may be due to a word perceivedby
the speaker. Recall the experimental data collected by Levelt and Kelter
( 1982) and presentedin subsection4.2.5. When shopkeeperswere askedthe
question A t what time do you close?, the answerwas more likely to contain
at (e.g., At six) than when the question was What time do you close?(typical
'
answer: Six o clock) . This is a caseof identity priming in production ; the
interlocutors useof a word (at) increasesthe probability that the speaker
will use that word in the next turn .
Though associativeintrusion of the sort presentedin figure 6.6d is clearly
a causeof many word substitutions, one cannot excludethe possibility that
other casesare due to conceptualintrusion , as in figure 6.6b. Example 16,
'
also from Fromkin s sample, is probably of this sort.
'
( 16) he s not that happy in Hawaii [Illinois -+ Hawaii ]
The speakerwas already thinking of Hawaii , which was going to come up
in the next sentence.This exampleforms a natural bridge to the last kind of
accesserrors to be discussedhere: word exchanges.
6.4.4 Exchangesof Words
It was suggestedearlier that word exchangesresult from different message
'
fragments being active at the sametime. Two characteristicexamplesfrom
the many that have beenpublished sufficeas demonstrations:
( 17) Well you can cut rain in the trees[rain +-+trees] (Garrett 1982)
( 18) This spring has a seat in it [spring +-+seat] (Garrett 1980a)
In word exchangesit is no more than accidentally the casethat the two
. They typically expressdifferent conceptsthat are
words are closeassociates
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both about to be fonnulated , mostly as parts of the same sentence. ( Butter worth 1982 calls this kind of interference " plan internal ." ) Example 16 may
have been a case of a beginning exchange between two consecutive sentences
. This puts word exchanges in the category represented in figure 6.6b .
Word exchanges are the clearest evidence available for parallelness of the
second type discussed in subsection 6.3. 1, i .e., the simultaneous accessing
of different lemmas by different fragments of the message. Such parallel
processing probably contributes to the speed and fluency of speech; it
apparently also creates some accident - proneness .
In word exchanges of this type the two words are always of the same
syntactic category . This is what one would expect if the insertion of the
lemma in the developing surface structure were to require a fitting syntactic
category . Garrett ( 1980a) observed that the exchanging words belong to
different phrases and play similar roles in their respective phrases . It is hard
to define what a similar role is, but something functional seems to be at
stake. The elements are often both heads of phrase, and they tend to be
similar in the thematic arguments they express or in the grammatical
functions they fulfill . We will return to these issues in the next chapter .
6.5

The Time Course of Lexical Access

6.5.1 Stagesof Access
How rapidly is an object' s name retrieved? When speakers are shown
pictures of objects and asked to name the objects as quickly as possible, it
takes some 600 to 1,200 milliseconds from picture presentation to the
initiation of the vocal response. This speech-onset latency is the result of
severalstagesof processing, which mayor may not show someoverlap in
time. The speaker will first process the picture visually . This involves
extracting visual features, borders, corners, shades, overlaps, foreground/
background relations, and so on. The next stagewill be to categorize the
visually emerging object as a car, a table, a clock , or whatever the kind of
object presented. This category or concept is the occasionfor retrieving the
corresponding lexical item: car, table, etc. We are not sure whether the
latter stageinvolves one or two steps, but at any rate both the lemma and
the form information will be retrieved. Finally , the articulatory response
has to be prepared; only then can the overt naming be initiated .
It is, of course, not the casethat all accessingof content words in speech
passesthrough all of thesestages. The visual processingand categorization
is not an essentialpart of lexical access.There are other ways of conceiving
of a conceptto beexpressed.Still , studiesof the time courseof lexical access
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have almost exclusively been studies of naming - the naming of objects or
of visual relations . The present section is concerned with these studies .
The speech- onset latency in naming depends on several factors which
exert their effects in one or another of the conjectured stages. There are
visual effects, conceptual effects , word - frequency effects , and so on . We
will first discuss latency effects , which are largely caused during the visual
and conceptual stages of processing ; then we will turn to effects that are due
to lexical accessing proper . Next we will consider the issue of lemma versus
form retrieval ; are they two successive steps or rather two aspects of the
same retrieval operation ? Finally , a few remarks will be made about
potential overlap between the stages of categorization and lexical access.

6.5.2 Visual Processingand Categorization
How is a visually representedobject categorized? This question deservesa
book in itself and will not be extensively discussedhere. But naming
latenciesdo revealpreferencesof categorization. Roschand colleagues(see
especially Rosch, Mervis , Gray , Johnson, and Boyes Braem 1976) introduced
the notion of basicobject level. It is the preferred level of categorization
of visual objects: apple, shoe, chair , car, etc. There is a superordinate
levelof categories(fruits , clothing , furniture , vehicles, and so on), and there
are subordinatecategoriesfor eachof the basic-level terms (cooking apple,
pump, Ottoman , convertible, etc.). Several studies, nicely reviewed by
Seymour ( 1979) and including some of his own, have shown that naming
latenciesare shortest when a speakerusesbasic-level terms for the objects
he is presentedwith . When a subject receivesa mixed setof fruits , furniture
items, vehicles, and so on, and is required to sayfruit ,furniture , vehicle, etc.
(that is, to use superordinate categories instead of basic level terms like
are
latencies
substantially longer. But latencies
appleand chair), the naming
are also longer when subordinate terms have to be used. This finding can
probably not be explained by the lower frequency of usageof nonbasic
level terms. It shows, rather, that there are preferred ways of categorizing
visually presentedobjects.
The processof visual object categorization can further be traced by the
so called priming paradigm. The picture to be named is preceded by
another visual stimulus (the prime) which can entertain somerelation to the
target object, and this relation may effectthe naming responseto the target.
Flores d' Arcais and Schreuder( 1987) useda picture-naming task wherethe
prime was another picture. It appeared 450 milliseconds before the presentation
of the target and was visible for 200 milliseconds. The prime
could be related to the target in various ways, among them the following
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8"" \ /
Figure 6.7
A target picture (e) and four prime pictures entertaining different relations to
the target: only perceptually related (a) , only functionally related (b), both
perceptually and functionally related (c), and unrelated (d) .

two: (i ) the prime and the target could be perceptually similar , i.e., could
sharecertain visual features; or (ii ) they could beof the samesuperordinatelevel category, making themfunction a//ysimilar . By realizing both , one, or
noneof thesetwo , four kinds of prime result. An exampleofa target picture
and instancesof thesefour kinds of prime are presentedin figure 6.7.
Flores d ' Arcais and Schreuderconjectured that there are two ""priming
routes," depicted here in figure 6.8. The first route involves visual perceptual
features shared by the prime and the target picture; the second one
involves functionally shared features. The bottom part of figure 6.8 is
similar to figures 6.6a and 6.6b, but the figure representsthe additional
levelsof perceptual and functional feature nodes. The target picture activates
a set of visual features, among them PI and Pi , The prime picture
activates another set of features, among them Pi and Pm. Hence, Pi is a
perceptualfeature activated both by the prime and by the target. If the two
pictures are very similar , they sharea large number of perceptual features.
The target picture' s featureswill activate the corresponding concept node,
C l ' and the prime' s perceptual features will activate C2. The first , visual
priming route goesfrom prime picture to shared perceptual feature (Pi in
the figure) to target concept (C1) . When the prime preactivates Pi, the
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Figure 6.8
'
Two priming routes. There is direct visual priming , not involving the prime s
concept node, and there is functional or conceptual priming which does involve
the prime' s concept node.

speakerwill be quicker in categorizing the target object. This, in turn , will
speedup the naming response. Notice that this route does not involve C2;
the prime concept need not be activated.
'
This is different for the second, functional priming route. The prime s
'
visual featuresactivate the prime s concept node, C2. This, in turn , shares
a functional (or conceptual) feature, Fj ' with the target concept(both being
musical instruments, for instance), through which activation spreading
may take place. The prime/target pairs in figure 6.7 make it possibleto test
which of these routes is the more effective in speeding up the naming
response.
The results are clear-cut. When a prime like that in figure 6.7a was used
(i .e., one that sharesvisual featureswith the target) , the naming response
was sped up by some 35 milliseconds as compared to when an unrelated
prime was used(figure 6.7d) . The visual route, therefore, is quite effective.
A prime like 6.7b, however, was not very effective. Naming latency decreased
by a nonsignificant 16milliseconds. The bestprime was 6.7c, which
has both perceptual and functional featuresin common with the target. It
sped up the naming responseby 125milliseconds.
Huttenlocher and Kubicek ( 1983), in a very similar experiment, found
substantial priming by functionally related pictures (e.g., a drum and a
guitar) . Someof thesepairs werealso perceptually related (e.g., a violin and
a guitar) . In those cases, however, they had beendepicted from a different
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visual perspective(or angle) so that low -level visual processingof the
target
would not be aided by the prime. Thesecaseswere independently studied
'
by Flores d Arcais and Schreuder, who found that there was substantial
priming (47 milliseconds) betweenfunctionally related objects when they
were physically similar (e.g., a guitar and a violin ), even when the visual
perspectivewas different.
Many authors have not used a prime picture, but a prime word. The
'
printed word doesn t share visual features with the target picture; this
excludesthe visual priming route. This work is well reviewedin Glaser and
Diingelhoff 1984. Here we will consider a major set of results obtained by
theseauthors. An important variable in their study was the delay between
presentation of prime word and target picture. This is called the stimulusonset asynchrony (SOA) . If the prime precedesthe target, the SOA is
negative; if it follows the target, the SOA is positive. In all cases the
'
subjects task was simply to name the picture, and their speech-onset
latencieswere measured. It is, of course, possible that a prime word can
have an effect on naming lat~ncy even if it is presentedshortly after the
picture (i.e., with a positive SOA) .
What kinds of prime words did the authors use? First , the prime could be
conceptually related to the target. If the picture showeda church, the prime
word could be house. This is a related prime word. Second, the prime word
could be unrelated. If the picture wasa church, an unrelated prime could be
car. Third , the prime word could be the picture' s name. If the picture to be
named displayed a church, the identical prime was the word church. And
fourth , the prime could be neutral. In this casethe " word " presentedwas
just the row xxxxxx. The latter condition was taken as the baselinecondition
. If a prime word causedpicture naming to be faster than in the neutral
condition , there wasjacilitation . If naming was slower than in the neutral
condition , there wasinhibition. Figure 6.9 showsthe inhibition and facilitation
observedfor related, unrelated, and identical primes given at differentS
OAs.
It is clear from figure 6.9 that the identical prime generally caused
facilitation , even if it came as late as 200 milliseconds after the target
picture. However, the other two kinds of prime- the related and unrelated
primes- generallyproduced an inhibitory effect; their presentationslowed
down the naming response. The strongest inhibition resulted from the
related prime. The latter result seemsto contradict the above-mentioned
findings of Huttenlocher et al. and Flores d ' Arcais et al. They found that a
related picture prime caused shorter naming latencies than an unrelated
picture prime. However, both these studies used negative SOAs with an
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Figure6.9
Facilitationandinhibition scoresfor threekindsof prime- related(0),
.
unrelated(x), and identical(e)- andfor differentstimulus-onsetasynchronies
(After Glaserand Diingelhoff1984.)
absolutevalue of more than 400 milliseconds, the extremeleftmost value in
figure 6.9. There may well be a crossoverof related and unrelated curvesin
that region. The interpretation of the results in the figure is a matter
of much dispute (seeespeciallyVorberg 1985) . For our presentpurposesit
sufficesto conclude that if the prime activates a concept other than the
target, whether related or unrelated, there is interferencewith the naming
response. The naming responseis facilitated only when the identical prime
'
is given- which shouldn t be surprising, becauseit activates the target
concept.
In what on first view seemsto be a very different set of experiments,
Schriefers( 1985) also found evidencefor interferenceby a secondconcept,
but now in the naming of a relationship. He presentedthe subjectswith
pairs of figures, such as in figure 6.10.
Consider the pair of triangles in figure 6.I Oa. The subject is first presented
with a + , either in the left or in the right side of the field. After 1.5
'
secondsthe pair of triangles is presented. The subject s task is to say
"
" "
"
biDer or smaller , indicating whether the triangle in the position of the
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Figure6.10
Pairsof triangles
--judgrnenl
(a, b) andof sticks(c, d) usedin comparative
-

'
experiments
by Schriefers
( 1985
). Thesubjects taskwasto saywhetherthe
figuremarkedby + wasbiggeror smaller, taller, or shorterthan theotherone.
crossis the bigger or the smaller one of the pair . Schrieferscomplicated this
relation-naming task by mixing pairs of relatively small triangles (as in
6.10a) with pairs of big triangles (as in 6. lOb) . The obtained naming
latenciesshoweda strong congruencyeffect: When there was a pair of small
triangles the subjects were quicker in saying " smaller" than in saying
"
"
larger , but with pairs of large triangles they were quicker to say " larger"
than to say " smaller" . Exactly the samepattern of resultswas obtained for
pairs of sticks that varied in tallness, as in figures 6.1Ocand 6.1Od. Saying
" taller " waseasier
when both sticks were tall , as in 6.10d; saying " shorter"
wasthe speedierresponsewhen both wereshort, asin 6.1Oc. In other words,
the latency of the naming response is shortest when the to-he-judged
relative size of a figure is congruent with the absolute size of the pair .
Schriefers explained this result by assuming a conflict in the decisionmaking (or categorization) stage. When there is a pair of big figures, the
concept BIG is automatically created in the subject' s mind. This will
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interfere with the preparation 'of the judgment SMALLER , but it will
facilitate the preparation of the judgment BIGGER .
This congruency result is very much like the previously discussedfindings
. When, together with the target concept, a different concept is created
in the speaker's mind , there will be interference with the naming of the
target. An essentialquestion for all thesefindings is whether this is, as I
havesuggested,a matter of interferenceat the conceptual level, or whether
the retrieval of the lexical item for one concept may suffer from activation
of the other lexical item. Schriefers tested this explicitly . If it is really a
matter of interference at the level of lexical access, the congruency effect
should disappearwhen no verbal responseis required. To test this, Schriefers repeated the experiment with tall and short sticks (figures 6.1Ocand
6.1Od), but now requiring the subject to pressone button when the taller
of two sticks was marked and another button when the shorter stick
was marked. The outcome showed an undiminished congruency effect,
revealing that the interferenceoccurs really at the judgmental , conceptual
level.
6.5.3 Lexical Access
In the sameseriesof experimentsSchriefersalso found a semantic-markednesseffect. When triangle pairs of only one sizecategory were presented, as
"
"
in figure 6.1Oa, the response bigger wassystematicallygiven with shorter
"
"
latency than the response smaller . Similarly , for pairs of tall and short
"
"
bars, as in figure 6.I Oc, the response taller came reliably more quickly
"
"
than the response shorter .
Adjectives such as big and tall are called semanticallyunmarked. These
termscan neutrally denotethe whole dimensionof sizeor vertical extension.
"
"
For example, the question how big is your dog? doesnot presupposethat
"
"
the dog is big, whereas how small is your dog? does presupposethat the
dog is small. (SeeClark and Clark 1977 for a detailed discussion of the
markednessnotion .)
What Schriefersfound , therefore, was that it takes more time to retrieve
a semanticallymarked relation name than it takes to retrieve an unmarked
one. Is this a matter of judgment , like the congruency effect? To test this,
Schriefersrepeatedthe experiment with tall and short bars, but now with
push-button reactions. Would the markednesseffect stay, as did the congruency
effect? The result was unequivocal: There was no longer any trace
of the markednesseffect. To obtain the effect, it is apparently necessaryto
have a verbal response. In other words, the effect is due to finding or
articulating the word . Schriefers ruled out the latter possibility by mea
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suring pure articulation latenciesindependently. The semanticmarkedness
effect is due entirely to accessingof the lexical item.
Another effect that is also generally considered to arise at the level of
lexical accessis the word-frequency effect, already mentioned in the discussion
of logogen theory (subsection6.3.2) . On a picture-naming task, Old field and Wingfield ( 1965) found a high correlation between naming latency
and the frequencywith which the object nameoccursin languageuse.
Speechonset for basket, for instance, took 640 milliseconds from picture
onset; syringe took 1,080 milliseconds on the average.
Is this differencedue to visual processingand categorization, i .e., to the
time neededto recognizethe object? Wingfield ( 1968) showedthat this was
not the caseby measuring recognition latencies for the sameobjects. To
measurethe recognition latency for a basket, for instance, subjectswere
repeatedlygiven the sameset of pictures, but now with the task of pushing
a button every time they saw a basket and giving no responseotherwise.
Sucha recognition test wasdone for eachobject in the set. Word frequency
showedno correlation with theserecognition latencies. Like the semanticmarkednesseffect, the frequencyeffect arisesin the phaseof lexical access,
not earlier. The two effects may, moreover, be connected; semantically
marked adjectivesare usually of lower frequencyof usagethan unmarked
ones.
The word -frequencyeffect wasalso found in the above-mentioned study
by Huttenlocher and Kubicek, who found that pictureswith high-frequency
nameswere responded to more rapidly (by some 100 milliseconds) than
oneswith low-frequencynames. This effectwasindependentof the priming
effect; i.e., the samefrequencyeffect was found whether or not the priming
picture was related to the target. This again testifies to the stage view of
lexical access:The categorization stageis sensitiveto semanticpriming , the
following lexical accessingstageis sensitiveto word frequency, and the two
effectsare additive. Schriefers's congruency and markednesseffectswere
also additive, the sametwo stagesbeing involved..
Huttenlocher and Kubicek showed, further , that the 100-millisecond
word -frequencyeffect they found was not due to the initiation ofarticula tion . The effect vanishedalmost completely when the samewords that had
been given as names in the original experiment were simply read. Like
Schriefers, theseauthors excludedan articulatory explanation.
. A recent
, Riddoch, and Quinlan ( 1988
study by Humphreys
) providessome
evidencethat the frequencyeffectis not alwaysindependent
of semanticpriming.
Someinteractionmayarisewhenverylong(negative
) SOAs areused( - 5 seconds
in their experiment
.
)
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6.5.4

Accessing Lemmas and Word F OrlnS: Two Stages ?
So far we have recognized the following
stages or levels of processing in
picture naming : There is , first , a stage of visual processing . At this level

there is a facilitating
effect of visual similarity
between prime and target .
is , second , a stage of conceptual categorization . At this level of
processing , conceptual or functional closeness of prime and target has an
effect on naming latency . Third , there is the level of lexical access proper .
Here word frequency and semantic markedness have their effects . The
There

semantic conditions

for the retrieval

of an item at this stage are created at
the second level of processing , during conceptual categorization .
A question deserving further scrutiny is this : Are an item ' s lemma and
form properties retrieved simultaneously or successively during the phase of
lexical access ? The issue is , of course , not whether lemma and word - form
information

are distinct

kinds

whether these kinds of information

of information

in the lexical entry , nor
are relevant in subsequent phases of the
and phonological
grammatical
encoding ,

process ( viz . , during
respectively ) . Rather , the issue is whether the lexical retrieval stage has to
be further partitioned
into two subsequent retrieval steps . Let us anticipate
the conclusion : We do not know .
One phenomenological
argument for a two - step retrieval process is the
"
"
of
the
tip tongue phenomenon , which will be discussed in chapter 9 .
Everyone has had the experience that - even in fluent speech , and often to
'
'
the speaker s surprise - an intended word just doesn t come . Still , one
knows that something has been accessed
that the word is on the tip of
'
one s tongue . One may even know the initial consonant or the number of
syllables . It is tempting to say that in such cases the lemma has been
'
accessed . The word s syntax has become available ; the troublesome word is
formulating

form ,
correctly embedded in the syntactic environment . The phonological
however , resists retrieval .
But no critical experiments have been done to show that under tip - of '
the - tongue conditions the item s syntactical properties , such as its gender ,
have indeed been retrieved . Does the French speaker who is in the tip - of the - tongue state know whether the word is aIe word or a la word ? It might
'
still be the case that as soon as an item s conceptual conditions
are met ,
and
word
form
are
retrieved . In the tip - of - the syntax
simultaneously
tongue state this joint retrieval would then be blocked .
Butter worth ( forthcoming ) presents an excellent review of the evidence
for the two - stage theory of lexical access . There is indeed convincing
1983 ; Levelt and Maassen
experimental
support ( Kempen and Huijbers
1981 ) for the notion

that semantic

activation

precedes form activation

in
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lexical access. The problem is that we do not know the status of this
semanticactivation. Is it " mere" stage-2 activation , i.e., activation of the
? Or is it stage-3 activation , i.e., lemma activation
conceptsto be expressed
' s semantic
a
word
involving
/syntacticcomposition?This question is, asyet,
unanswered.

6.5.5 Are Categorization and Lexical Accea NODOverlappingStages?
A related question still under scrutiny is whether the secondand third levels
of processing, categorization and lexical access,are not only successivebut
also temporally nonoverlappingstages. Does lexical accessbegin only after
the categorization has beencompleted, or is it rather the casethat lexical
activation occurs as soon as there is any categorization response? It could,
in particular, be the casethat a first , vague categorization responseactivates
a semanticallyrelated set of lexical items- a semanticcohort- which
is further narrowed down as the categorization becomessharper and more
definite. We considered this possibility to explain blends such as clear
[close/near] in subsection6.4.2.
Evidence that there is temporal overlap between the phasesof categorizati
and lexical accesscan be found in Humphreys et al. 1988. Levelt et
al. (in preparation) found that , on an object-naming task, phonological
activation follows the categorization responsewith a very short delay.
There may be a short period during which there is both semantic and
phonological activation. The latter kind of activation , however, is maintained
till the moment of speechonset, whereasthe categorization response
fadesout quickly after the picture' s presentation. In other words, the two
, but there may be a short period of overlap.
phasesare successive
The fact that it is possibleto demonstratethe existenceof a " late" phase
in object naming, in which there is activation of an item' s form but no
longer any activation of its meaning, is of coursesupportive of the idea that
there can be form activation without lemma activation.
Summary

The mental lexicon plays a central role in the generation of speech. It is the
repository of information about the words the speaker has available for
production . This information involves, at least, the meaning of each item
and its syntactic, morphological , and phonological properties. Some authors
'
distinguish betweenan item s lemma information , which is essential
for grammatical encoding, and its form information , which is used in the
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subsequentphaseof phonological encoding. Entries in the mental lexicon
are mutually related in various ways, according to both meaningand form .
Not all the words a speakerusesare stored in the lexicon. Words can be
newly constructed on the spot. But languagesdiffer enormously in the
amount of lexical encodingthey require. Speakersof English rely to a great
extent on their store of frequently usedwords and idioms.
A lexical item' s lemma information consistsof the conceptual specifications
for its use (including pragmatic and stylistic conditions), and of
various kinds of (morpho -)syntactic properties. Among the latter are the
lemma' s syntactic category, the grammatical functions it imposes, and the
relations betweenthesefunctions and the conceptual variablesor thematic
roles in the conceptual structure. Also , lemmas have various diacritical
variables whose parametershave to be set during grammatical encoding.
Among them are such variables as person, number, tense, aspect, mood,
case, and pitch accent.
There is a preference hierarchy for grammatical functions, with the
subject function being the most highly valued one. Similarly , there is a
"
"
pecking order for thematic roles, with agent as the highest-ranking one.
The highest-ranking thematic role tends to be mapped onto the most
preferred grammatical function . This alignment of functions and roles is
acknowledgedby most verbs, though not by all. Often verbs have alternative
mapping orders, such as active and passive. The latter makes it
possibleto assignthe subject function to a lower-ranking argument (e.g.,
for purposesof topicalization) .
How are lexical items accessedduring fluent speech? There are two
essentialcriteria on which theoriesof accessshould bejudged. The first one
is how a theory accountsfor the speedof access.Theories that are strongly
sequential in character fail on this criterion . The fast accessthat occurs
in fluent speech, as well as various speech-error phenomena, are revealing
of parallel processing. The secondcriterion is convergence. Can a theory
'
account for accessingof the correct item, given a speakers intention to
expressa particular concept? The touchstone for correct convergenceis
a theory' s solution of the hypemym problem: Given a concept to be expressed
, how does the theory ensure that the corresponding item is
accessedbut none of its hypernyms? A review of various theories showed
that some fail on the speedcriterion (discrimination nets, maybe table
linkage), and that all fail on the criterion of convergence(i.e., also logogen
theory, decision-table theory, and activation spreading) . A step toward the
remedyingof this lack of convergencewas the formulation of three principles
that , when implemented in a processing theory, guarantee correct
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convergencewithout creating insurmountable problems for meeting the
speedcriterion .
Speecherrors suchas word blends, substitutions, and exchangesare not
random phenomena. The tongue slips in patterns, revealing aspectsof the
machinery involved in lexical access. Blends have their prime causeat the
.
conceptual level: Two or more concepts compete for expression. The
intruding term is often a near-synonym, but a blend can also be due to an
intruding (Freudian) thought . Substitutions, on the other hand, are caused
mainly (though not solely) by word association- i.e., direct associative
connections betweenlemmas. Exchanges, finally , can arise when two different
conceptsin a messagesimultaneouslytrigger lexical items that are of
the samesyntactic category. This last kind of error causation will be taken
up extensively in the next chapter. In all cases, speecherrors reveal the
parallel activation of more than a single lexical item.
The final section of the present chapter discussedthe time course of
lexical access,in particular the processingstagesinvolved in the naming of
objects or of visual relations. Three stagesor levels of processing were
distinguished. The first is the visual processingof the picture. This stageis
sensitiveto interference by visually similar material. The second stage is
concerned with categorizing the visual pattern. There is a preferencefor
"
"
using basic-level categories at this level of processing. This stage is
differentially sensitiveto interferenceby primes of the sameand of different
semanticcategories. The third stageis lexical accessproper, the speedof
which is highly dependenton the frequencyof usageof the addresseditem.
There is reasonto supposethat this last processevolvesover time in such
a way that an item' s lemmainformation decaysbeforeits form information.
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The Generation of Surface
Structure

According to our lexical hypothesis, grammatical encoding is lexically
driven. Conceptually activated lemmas instigate a variety of syntactic
proceduresto construct their proper syntactic environments. The procedures
build the phrasal, clausal, and sentential patterns that expressthe
required grammatical functions by means of phrasal ordering and case
marking . Grammatical encoding is the process by which a messageis
mapped onto a surface structure.
In the present chapter we will first consider the kind of architecture
neededfor a Grammatical Encoder that is not only lexically driven but also
incremental in its operation . The requirement of incrementality , as we saw
in chapter I , implies that a surface structure is, by and large, generated
"
" from left to
right as successivefragments of the messagebecomeavailable
. Wundt ' s principle requires that the generation of surface structure
occur without much lookahead or backtracking, so that eachsurface unit
produced can immediately be processedby the Phonological Encoder. The
only explicit or computational theory of grammatical encodingthat is both
lexically driven and incremental in its operation is the Incremental Production
Grammar (Kempen and Hoenkamp 1982, 1987; Kempen 1987; De
Smedtand Kempen 1987; Hoenkamp 1983; for a review of other computational modelsof languagegeneration, seeKempen 1988) . The sketchof the
Grammatical Encoder in section 7.1 will follow the main lines of this
'
theory, which is a natural companion to Bresnans Lexical Functional
Grammar. The first aim of this sketch is to show that an incremental
lexically driven Grammatical Encoder is a coherent and possible notion .
'
The secondaim is to demonstratethe notion s empirical potential . I will do
this by mixing the presentation of the architecture with analysesof speech
errors. Errors of grammatical encoding can be quite revealing of the
underlying mechanisms. Are they consistent with the proposed architecture
, or are they occasionally problematic?
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After the rather " algorithmic " section 7. 1, we will turn to the more
classical research tradition in the psycholinguistics of grammatical encoding
. Section 7.2 will deal with units of grammatical encoding . What do
"
"
pauses and speech-onset latencies tell us about chunks of grammatical
encoding ? Section 7.3 addresses the question of how the speaker assigns
grammatical functions to more or less prominent arguments in the message
. The accessibility of concepts and the need to topicalize can affect the
course and the outcome of grammatical encoding . Section 7.4 reviews some
research on cohesion in grammatical encoding . How does the speaker
make use of referential expressions and syntactic means in order to make
his ongoing sentence cohesive with previous discourse ? Section 7.5 ap proaches the issues raised in chapter I : whether grammatical encoding can
feed back to message encoding ( this should not be the case in a modular
theory ) and whether grammatical encoding can , in turn , be affected by
feedback from the next processing component - phonological encoding .
For a solid review of the psycholinguistic research in grammatical encoding
, see Bock 1987a.
7.1

The Architecture of Grammatical Encoding

7.1.1 SomeBasic Kinds of Operation
The clairn that grarnrnatical encoding is lexically driven irnplies that the
encoding operations are largely control led by the grarnrnatical properties
of the lernrnasretrieved. It does not rnean that lexical elernentsare procedures
. The previous chapter treated lernrnasrather as bundlesof declarative
'
knowledgeabout a word s rneaningand grarnrnar. This declarative knowledge
becornesavailable when a lernrna is retrieved. The grarnrnatical
encodingproceduresof the Formulator will then be guided by the information
the lernrnasrnake available. The lernrna give, for instance, requires
slots for its subject and for its direct and indirect objects. This causes
dedicated syntactic procedures to set up the appropriate frarne. More
generally, lernrnascall specialized syntactic procedures in sorne orderly
fashion, so as to produce a unified surfacestructure as eventual output . It
is in this vein that Kempen and Hoenkarnp ( 1987) made a procedural
packageof what verbs require of their syntactic environrnent, and sirnilar
packagesfor nouns, adjectives, and prepositions. Thesepackagesare the
specialiststhat build S-, NP -, AP -, and PP-constituents around the rnajor
category lernrnas. They contain the necessaryprocedural knowledge for
dealing with the grarnrnaticalconstraints that the different kinds oflernrna
irnposeon their syntactic environrnent.
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Our initial sketch of the architecture proposed by Kempen and Hoenkamp will be made from a concreteexample: the generation of the simple
declarativesentencethe child gavethemother the CAT (with pitch accenton
CAT ), for which the groundwork hasalready beenlaid in chaptersSand 6.
Since the example is an English sentence, some adaptations of the algorithm
will be necessary- in particular , the addition of a VP-procedure
(which is probably not necessaryfor the generation of Dutch , Kempen and
'
Hoenkamp s target language) . There are sevenmajor kinds of procedure
involved in the generation of such a sentence.
I . A lemma is retrieved if a fragment of the messagesatisfiesits conceptual
specifications. This semantically conditioned retrieval of lemmaswas discussed
extensivelyin chapter 6.
The messageunderlying the example sentencewas given infigureS .la
and is repeatedhere.
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2. The lemma' s syntactic category calls a categorial procedure, namely a
building instruction for the phrasal category in which the lemma can fulfill
the function of head. This holds for lemmasof types N , V , A , and P; the
categorial proceduresare NP , VP, AP , and PP, respectively.
The lemma child is of syntactic category N , and N can only be head of a
noun phrase, NP (seesubsection5.1.3) . So, child calls procedureNP , which
is specializedin building noun phrases.
Categorial procedures can be called not only by lemmas but also by
higher-order functional procedures- proceduresthat try to realize acertain
head-of -phrasefunction (e.g., predicate for S, main verb for VP, head
noun for NP ) or a certain grammatical function (e.g., subject, direct
object) .

3. The categorial procedure inspectsthe messagefor conceptual material
that can fill its obligatory or optional complementsand specifiersand can
provide values for diacritic parameters. Categorial procedures can also
inspect the messagefor relevant head-of -phrase information .
The NP categorial procedure with child as head looks for modifying or
. In
specifying information attached to the concept CHILD in the message
particular , it checksthe accessibilitystatusof CHILD , and it finds the value
" + accessible
" . In addition since child is a count noun the
,
,
procedure
the
for
number
and comes up with the parameter " singular
inspects
concept
" . The NP
"
"
procedurederivesthe parametervalue third person from
'
the lemma s syntactic category N .
4. The categorial procedure transfers control to subroutines- functional
procedures for handling all the complements, specifiers, and parameter
valuesit has found. Thesesubroutines work in parallel.
In the example, NP calls upon the functional procedure DET , which can
"
gen~rate a definite specifier expressing the conceptual information +
"
accessible . DET calls the lemma the, which consistslargely of a pointer to
the word form. In other languages, such as French and Dutch , DET will
have to inspect the gender and number parameters of the NP -head and
insert their values in the list of diacritic parametersof the article lemma.
This is, of course, required for finding the appropriate word form (Ie, la, or
les in French; de or het in Dutch ). In German and various other languages,
the functional procedure DET also needscaseinformation , sincethe word
form of the article dependson the grammatical function of the NP by which
it was called (subject of the sentence, object of the prepositional phrase,
etc.) . So far , this grammatical function is still undetermined for the
child.
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NP also hands the " singular" information to the head-of -phraseprocedure
, which inserts it as a diacritic parameter value in the lemma for child.
Generally, the functional procedures deliver their results to the categorial specialistthat called them. In the example, DET delivers the lemma
the to the NP , and the head noun procedure does the samewith child.
S. The categorialproceduredeterminesthe order of the materialsit receives
back from the functional proceduresit called. Each categorial procedure
hasa " holder" with a number of slots, and there are certain restrictions on
the order in which the slots can be filled by the procedure. There is,
however, an important psychologicalprinciple here: Materials will beput in
the leftmost slot they are allowed to occupy.
The l,atteris an implementation of the " left -to-right " incremental principle
. Fragments of a messageare grammatically expressedas much as
possiblein the order in which they becameavailable. As we will seein the
more empirical sectionsof this chapter, topical or salient conceptstend to
beexpressedearly in the sentence.In terms of the model, one could say that
their categorial procedures are initiated early becausetheir lemmas are
available early. Left -to-right filling of contiguous slots in the holders of
categorial procedures at the earliest possible moment contributes to the
"
"
fluency of speech, becausephonological encoding can proceed on line
(i.e., incrementally from left to right).
In the example, the NP procedure puts the lemma the to the left of the
lemma child. This is an obligatory order for English. However, the fact that
the whole NP the child will end up as the leftmost constituent of the
sentenceis due not to an obligatory ordering but to Wundt ' s principle
(subsection1.5.2) . CHILD being the first conceptual fragment to become
available causesthe noun phrase the child to end up in sentence-initial
position .
6. The categorial procedurechoosesa grammatical function for its output ;
that is, it decideson its functional destination. It will becomea head or a
complementof somehigher-order categorial procedure. Higher-order categorial proceduresare onesthat do not have lemmasbut phrasesas heads.
'
'
'
'
They are NP' , V P , A P , PP , and S (the latter takes a VP or V P as head or
predicate) . The main rule for functional destination is that it is preciselythe
heador complementfunction of the higher-order procedurethat called the
categorial procedure to start with . If there is no such higher-order calling
procedure, there is a preferential destination (and in fact a preferential
destination order) for eachcategorial procedure.
Let us seehow this works in the above example. Rememberthat the NP
categorial procedurethat generatedthe child wascalled by the noun lemma
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child, not by any higher-order categorial procedure. The default destination
"
for the output of the NP procedureis " subjectof S . Or , in the format
of chapter 5: The NP acquiresthe subscript SUBJ and hencesubordinates
itself to the categorial procedureS . This provides NP , at the same time,
"
with the diacritic casefeature " nominative , which is then available for the
procedures DET and N when their lemmas require diacritic casevalues.
'
(They don t in the present example.) Later we will consider caseswhere
there is a higher-order calling procedure.
7. The preferential higher-order categorial procedure is activated by receiv
the output of a lower-order procedure.
In this way, NPSUBJ
calls the categorial procedureS, which is a specialist
in building sentencesSacceptsthe noun phraseas its subject, and registers
its person (third ) and number (singular) parameters. S also inspects the
messagefor a mood marker. It finds none, which inducesS to impose the
default declarative constituent order (see subsection 3.5.1) . S can then
assignthe subject noun phrase to its leftmost slot by an operation of type
5. (When there is a mood marker, IMP or 1, this will lead to a diacritic
feature on the verb. Such a mood-marked verb calls the appropriate categorial procedure for imperative or interrogative word order.)
Theseare the sevenmain kinds of proceduresunderlying the architecture
of grammatical encoding in the Kempen-Hoenkamp model. Each individual
procedure can be written as a production - a condition / action pair of
the kind IF X THEN Y , where X is the condition and Y is the action.
Let us seewhat stagewe have reachedin the generation of the surface
structure of the child gave the mother the CAT . It is easily displayed by the
following bit of tree structure:

s
A
N
PSU
/\the
N
Art
I
Ichild

This may not seemmuch; however, the child has reachedits final , leftmost
position in the sentence. There is nothing to prevent its phonological
encodingwhile the grammatical encoding for the remainderof the sentence
is still in (parallel) operation. This is incremental production .
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The following encoding steps are essentially of the same kind as the
previous ones. The categorial procedureS, once called, will executeprocedures
of type 3. It will , in particular , scan the messagefor a conceptual
function that hasCHILD asan argument. The only function in the message
satisfying this property is CAUSE . More precise:
CAUSE (PERSONj , EVENT )
where PERSONj = CHILD .
The procedureS also inspectsthe modifiers of the CAUSE function to
setits tenseparameter(and similarly for aspect, which will be ignored here) .
It finds PAST (which was shorthand for deictic r < u and intrinsic e = r ;
"
seesubsections2.2.3 and 3.2.6) . This inducesS to assign the value past
"
tense to its tenseparameter.
Having localized the function of which CHILD is an argument and
the
registeredits temporal modifiers, S turns to a type 4 operation. It calls
functional procedurethat can construct its headof phrase, Qrpredicate: the
PRED procedureS provides it with the collected diacritic parameters:
"
"
" "
"
past tense , third person , and pluralS reservesits secondslot for the
the
predicate output : the verb phrase (the first slot being occupied by
slot
,
subjectNP ) . Sincethis slot is consecutiveto the already filled leftmost
to
available
its
make
to
incrementally
PRED
the
output
Sallows
procedure
the Phonological Encoder.
PRED , in its turn , calls the categorial specialist VP, which inspectsthe
messageto localize materials for its head of phrase, the verb. The structure
of the tree emanating from the CAUSE function is compatible with the
conceptualspecificationsof give (seesubsection6.2.1) . But it is also compatible
with the semantics of receive (subsection 6.2.2) . However, only a
lemma that maps the agent onto SUBJ of S can comply with the already
generatedfunctional destination of the NP the chi/d. The lemma receive
would assignthe SUBJ function to the goal argument, which is inappropriate
. The lemma give, however, makes the mapping
X (agent), Y (theme), Z (goal)
I
I
I
10
DO
SUBJ
(and we momentarily disregardthe other lemma for give, which also assigns
the agent a subject role; seesubsection6.2.2) . VP acceptsthis lemma as its
head of phrase.
ProcedureVP transmits its diacritic parametersto V , its head of phrase,
which initiates the functional main-verb procedure. It assignsthe parameters
to the main-verb lemma give. The parametersare set to create a so-
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called tensed verb , i .e., a verb which is marked for tense and which agrees
with the sentence subject in terms of person and number . This being
completed , the main - verb procedure will report its output to VP , which , by
an operation of type 5, assigns the first or leftmost slot in its holder to this
lemma , by which it becomes available for phonological encoding .
In the example we are constructing , the retrieval of give was initiated by
a syntactic procedure ( the VP procedure ) . There was a need for a main
verb . But give could also have been retrieved without syntactic intervention
"
"
, in just the same way as child was that is, by mere resonance with
the corresponding fragment of the message. In that case, the retrieved verb
lemma would have called the categorial procedure VP , which would eventually
have delivered its output to S, its preferential destination .
How far have we proceeded ? After the lemmas the and child , give has
now reached its final destination in the surface structure . The situation is this :

s
/Art
'I/\N
"
,
"
VPP
NPSU
~
V
Igave
I
the
child

" "
"
The phonological properties of give with parameters 3rd person , singular
"
" and "
,
past (the graph presentsthis asgave) can now be retrievedby
the phonological encoding proceduresconcurrent with the further generation
of the surfacestructure.
Next VP calls the functional proceduresdirect object (DO ) and indirect
object (10) to inspect the message(operations of type 3) . This is done
in order to find the themeand the goal, respectively, as required by the
head verb. Rememberthat the lemma for give dictates the themeto map
onto a direct-object complement, and the goal onto an indirect-object
complement.
The functional proceduresDO and 10, which may run in parallel, identify
. They both call
CAT and MOTHER (respectively) in the message
these
NP
to
lexicalize
the categorial procedure
conceptual fragments. The
NP procedureis of type 3, and it may run in parallel for DO and 10. Both
running NP procedurescall the head-noun procedure to inspect the message
fragmentsmade available by DO and 10. This can, again, be done in
parallel fashion. It leads to the retrieval of the lemmas cat and mother,
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respectively. Meanwhile, the NP -proceduresperform operations of type 3;
i.e., they look for modifying or specifying information attached to the
messagefragments they are working on (CAT and MOTHER ). Both
"
"
register the property + accessible , and the one working on CAT also
'
"
finds the feature .. + prominent . The former feature leads to the NP s
calling a definite DET procedure. The registered prominence of CAT
causesNP to produce a focus feature (f ). The head-noun procedures
deliver their lemmas (cat and mother) to their respectiveNP procedures,
which accepttheselemmasas headsof phrase. From hereon, both NPs are
constructed in the way we have seen for the NP the child. The head of
phrase cat receivesthe focus feature (f ), which will , in turn , be translated
into a pitch-accent parameter for the lemma cat in accordancewith the
rules discussedin section 5.2. The parallel-running NP procedures have
DO and 10 as functional destinations for their output in the type 6 operation
. This is becausethey had beencalled to fill theseVP slots to start with .
When the functional procedures DO and 10 receive the trees the NP
procedureshave built (i.e., those for the cat and the mother), they assign
accusativeand dative case, respectively, just as SUBJ assignednominative
caseto the NP for the child. It is important to note that , according to this
algorithm , case is assignedat a fairly late stage namely after the NPs
return their treesto the functional proceduresthat called them. One motive
for organizing the control structure in this way derives from the nature of
certain speecherrors; we will return to this shortly .
Operations of type 5 make VP arrange the NPs in the order 10 --toDO .
Finally , VP turns to a type 6 procedure, choosing the predicate functional
procedure that called it as its functional destination. The predicate information
is then delivered to S, which puts it in the secondslot of its holder.
Becausenothing remainsto becoveredin the messageShalts the procedure.
The produced surfacestructure is
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s\V
PP
\f\f\cNPo
NAt
( where gave is shorthand for give with its diacritic parameters , and cAt
stands for cat plus pitch accent ) .
This picture is misleading insofar as it is a static representation of what
was built up and transmitted over time . If one were to draw only the active
nodes at anyone moment , one would never see the whole graph . At the
final stage, just after NPoo has put the lemma cat in its second slot , the only
active part of the tree is

The Kempen- Hoenkamp algorithm shows a strict alternation in the
calling of procedures: Categorial procedures call functional procedures,
and functional procedures call categorial procedures. Also , a categorial
procedurealwaysdeliversits output to the functional procedurethat called
it (if any), and normally a functional procedure delivers its output to the
categorial procedure that called it .
Lemma structure plays a central role in the generation of surface structure
. In particular , the main verb dictates what arguments have to be
checkedin the message
, and which grammatical functions will be assigned
to them. In the Kempen-Hoenkamp algorithm the activation of lemmasis,
to somedegree, guided by proceduresof type 3. The control structure of the
encoding operations dictates which parts of the messageare accessedfor
gramaticai encoding at what moments. This may activate certain lemmas
that would otherwise have stayed asleepfor a while.
But the control structure itself dependson the availability of the different
messagefragments (incremental production ). In the example, CHILD was
available early in the message
. It activated the lemma child without the
intervention of a type 3 procedure. As a consequence
, the first categorial
to
run
was
NP.
The
order
in
which
procedure
grammatical encoding
proceduresoperatedepends, in part , on the order in which lemmasbecome
available. And this, in turn , dependson the order in which messagefrag-
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ments are produced by the speaker. Fluent speechrequires incremental
production . Lemmas are grammatically and phonologically processedas
soon as possibleafter retrieval. Subsequentgrammatical encoding procedures
will adapt to already available structure rather than revise it . An
exampleis the choice of give after the NP the child had beengenerated. To
keep the NP in its leftmost position , the lemma receive- which did fit the
, and might have been used, was
conceptual specification in the message
filtered out by the categorial procedures. Its usewould have created extra
waiting time in order to construct the NP the mother for appearancein
leftmost position, and for revising the subject assignmentof the child. It is
"
"
probably too strong to say that such on the fly revisions never occur;
they are, however, kept to a minimum .
Incremental production can also explain the choice of a passivelemma
for give when cat would have beenthe first available lemma. The noun cat
would have called NP , and this categorial procedure would have claimed
the subject function for the cat. S would have assignedthis NP its leftmost
slot. But then the passive-verb lemma, which maps the theme argument
onto SUBJ (subsection 6.2.2), would be the only appropriate choice for
further processing. The final result would have been the surface structure
correspondingto Thecat wasgivento themotherby thechild. It is, of course,
an important question what determines the availability or primacy of a
lemma. It clearly has to do with the topichood of the corresponding
. This factor and other determinants will be considered
concept in the message
in section 7.3.
Parallel processingis a main contributor to fluency. In the example, the
direct-object and indirect -object constituents were constructed in parallel.
There are no control problems hereas long as the active proceduresare all
connected, as in the example. But imagine the situation in which both
CHILD and CAT are available early in the messagesuchthat both lemmas
child and cat are independently and more or lesssimultaneously retrieved.
Both will call NP procedures. These, in turn , will both deliver their output
to S as a preferential destination; both will claim the subject function for
their output (the child and the cat, respectively) . The simplest control
measureis that prior entry will decidesuchcases. If the NP procedure that
constructs the child is the first to call S, the other one (constructing the cat)
will be given its secondpreferential destination. This is a procedureof type
6. This secondpreferencewill be the direct-object function . The only verb
lemma that can satisfy both the conceptual specificationsin the message
and the grammatical functions now assignedto the conceptual arguments
is the alternative active lemma forgive (which hasso far beenignored in the
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discussion ) . It will then govern the generation of the sentence The child gave
the cat to the mother , where cat is the direct object . Empirical evidence in
support of this analysis will be presented in section 7.3.
It is not obvious that the rate of left - to - right delivery of surface structure
fragments corresponds perfectly to the rate of the subsequent phonological
encoding of these fragments . Hence , fragments may occasionally have to
wait for further processing . This requires a buffering facility for output of
grammatical encoding : the Syntactic Buffer . The Phonological Encoder
retrieves subsequent fragments from this buffer .

7.1.2 SpeechErrors: Exchangesof Same- Category Phrasesand Words
The algorithm so far can provide a better understanding of how certain
word and phrase exchangesarise in fluent speech. In chapter 6 word
exchangeswere adduced to parallel processingof different messagefragment
. In the example above, there is parallelness in the grammatical
encoding of MOTHER and CAT . The two NPs are constructed simultaneou
, according to the algorithm . Let us consider how the following
error could arise:
( I ) The child gave the cat the mOther (insteadof : The child gave the
mother the cAt ]

The error may arise at an early stageof generation, namely when the two
NP procedures accept their head nouns. We saw that , according to the
algorithm, each NP called a head-noun procedure that would retrieve the
lemmasfor the corresponding arguments in the message(MOTHER and
CAT ). These head-noun procedures may err in the destination of their
output , the lemmas mother and cat. The NP procedures blindly accept
whatever noun is made available at the time they need one. In aparallel processingenvironment, this may on occasionbe the wrong one. The only
thing that counts at this level of processingis that the head slot of NP is
filled by a lemma of syntactic category N .
The consequencesof sucha destination error are quite interesting. First ,
the NP working on CAT will equally blindly assignits focus feature (f ) to
its head noun, which is now the lemma mother. As a consequence
, mother
will receivepitch accent. This is called stranding: The pitch accentstays in
place, detachedfrom its exchangingtarget lemma. The replacing element
(mother) is said to accommodatethe stranded feature. Second, each NP
will call the appropriate DET proce~ure, i.e., the procedureinvolved in express
the intended referent' s accessibility status. The effect is invisible
in example I , becauseboth NPs required definite determiners. But if the
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target sentencehad been The child gave the mother a cAt , the exchange
error would have produced The child gave the cat a mOther.
And indeed, real word reversalstend to show both properties . Examples
2 (from Fromkin 1973) is a casein point .
(2) Seymour sliced the knife with a salAmi [insteadof : the salami with a
knIfe ]
Here the nounsknife and salamiare exchanged. Stranding of accentoccurs,
according to expectation. In fact, Fromkin noted that this is the general
rule in word reversals. The accent-stranding phenomenon- probably first
noticed by Boomer and Laver ( 1968)- has been extensivelyanalyzed by
Fromkin ( 1971), Garrett ( 1982),* and others. In addition , the example
error showsstranding of (in ) definiteness:The determinerstheand a appear
in the right places, but with the wrong nouns.
What should happen to the number feature, on the present theoretical
analysis? It was suggestedthat , by a procedureof type 3, the NP procedure
registersthe conceptual information that would be relevant for computing
the number parameter of its headcount noun. And , by a procedureof type
4, NP hands the computed number feature to the head-of -phrase procedure
, which inserts it as a diacritic parameter in its lemma. This predicts
that number should strand in word reversalsas well. When NP acceptsthe
wrong head of phrase, it will blindly provide it with the originally derived
number feature. And indeed, such casesoccur. Here is an example from
Fromkin 1973:
(3) a hole full of floors [insteadof : a floor full of holes]
If the number feature had exchangedas well, the result would have been
holesfull of afloor .
However, there are cases where number does move with its " own"
lemma, as in the following (from Fromkin 1971) :
(4) examine the horse of the eyes[insteadof : the eyesof the horse]
The error was not examine the horses of the eye. Stemberger ( 1985a)
reported that stranding of the plural , as in example3, is about four times as
frequent as non-stranding cases, such as example 4. This suggeststhat
examples3 and 4 have different etiologies. In example4 we probably have
to deal with an exchangeof whole noun phrases(the horseand the eyes)
instead of a mere exchangeof head nouns. Where could this arise in the
. Garrett 1982
(
) gives examples that suggest that there is less or no stranding of
contrastive accent . This agrees with Cutler and Isard ' s ( 1980) special treatment of
contrastive stress, referred to in subsection 5.2.2.
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sketchedalgorithm ? It could occur at the later stagewhere the NP procedure
deliver their output to their functional destinations, direct object (of
examine) and oblique object (of of ). Theseare proceduresof type 6. If the
DO and OBL (oblique object) proceduresare, in parallel, waiting to receive
a noun phrase, a destination error may occur: DO acceptsthe horse and
OBL takes the eyes, probably becauseof someslight mistiming .
That destination errors for complete NPs indeed occur is apparent from
the following two examples:
(5) I have to smoke my coffeewith a cigarette [insteadof : I have to
smoke a cigarette with my coffee] (from Fromkin 1973)
(6) I got into this guy with a discussion[insteadof : I got into a
discussionwith this guy] (from Garrett 1980a)

In each of these cases there is an exchange of full noun phrases: my
coffeeand a cigarette in example 5, this guy and a discussionin example 6.
If indeed the noun phrases were delivered to the wrong functional
destinations, one would expect a stranding of case marking but not a
stranding of plural . Rememberthat the algorithm assignscaseto a constituent
only after it has been returned to the functional procedure that
instigated its construction. The speech-error data are not conclusivein this
respect. English has rather poor case morphology , and the published
speech-error corpora do not contain much relevant material. One interesting
examplecan be found in Fay ( I 980b) :
(7) If I was done to that [insteadof : If that was done to me]
Here the subject ( that) and the prepositional object (me) switched places.
But the error did not become If me was done to that; the first person
pronoun was given nominative case(I ), as it should in a subject function .
This is in agreementwith the algorithm .
German is richer in case mal king , and indeed Meringer and Mayer ' s
( 1896) corpus contains a few word exchangesinvolving case. Some of
them clearly follow the predicted pattern of case stranding, such as the
following :
(8) Bis er es bei Dir abholt [insteadof : Bis Du esbei ihm abhoist] (English
translation: Until he collects it from you)
If casehad moved with the pronouns, the speakerwould have said Bis ihm
es bei Du abho/t. However, the subject pronoun receivesnominal case
marking, as it should. Similarly , the prepositional object (Dir ) has the
correct dative case. A more recent, negative example is this, from the
Bierwischcorpus:
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(9) Wenn der Wand aus der Nagel rallt [insteadof : Wenn der Nagel aus
der Wand rallt ) (English translation: when the (dative) wall falls from the
(nominative) nail)
If casehad stranded, the error would have been Wenndie Wandaus Dern
Nagelfiillt ( Whenthe (nominative) wallfalls from the (dative) nail ) .
Berg ( 1987) reports other examplesof failing case accommodation in
German. Where such accommodation does not occur, one must conclude
that caseis assignedbefore the noun phrasesare delivered to their functional
destination.
Generally, however, case, number, and other inflections have a strong
tendencyto be stranded (Garrett 1982, Stemberger1983a, 1985a). This is
supportive of the notion that the corresponding diacritical features are
assignedafter the lemma is inserted into its grammatical slot.
Berg ( 1987), in a careful analysis of accommodation in various languages
, concluded that , as a rule, an erroneouselement adapts to its new
environment, as Garrett ( 1980b) suggested. But the environment usually
does not adapt to the erroneous element. This is precisely the pattern of
results one would expect if diacritic features are assignedto the lemma
" from the environment." In
example 3 above, for instance, it is the NP
the
that
assigns
plurality feature to its head noun, whatever
procedure
noun lemma happensto show up. Examples4 and 5 do not contradict this,
becausehere whole NPs- not just nouns- are delivered to the wrong
destination.
Analyses of this kind show the advantage of an explicit algorithm for
grammatical encoding: It helps us predict particular kinds of speecherror ,
and to excludeothers as impossible. It can eventell us somethingabout the
mutual dependencyof different kinds of speecherror , and therefore on
their relative frequencies. For instance, on the above analysis, if plural
strands, then caseshould strand as well, but not vice versa. This is because
the assignmentof the plural feature occurs at a lower level of destination
than the assignmentof the casefeature. Violation of such predictions will
force us to abandon or revisethe model.
The Kempen-Hoenkamp Incremental Production Grammar assumes
the existenceof " syntactic specialists," a collection of grammatical and
functional procedures. These procedures, we saw, function in a highly
modular fashion. They do their thing when called and provided with their
characteristic input , and they deliver their own specialkind of output to a
particular address. They do their work automatically (i .e., without using
the speaker's attentional resources) and in parallel fashion. And they are
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stupid. They blindly accept the wrong input if it is of the right kind . The
speecherrors discussedso far testify to this witless automaticity of grammatica
encoding.
7.1.3 SomeMore Complex Cases
In Chapter 6, a few remarks weremade on " raising" verbs, suchasbelieve.
It wasobservedthat in a sentencelike Attila believedthe world to beflat, the
verb in the main clauseimposescertain restrictions on the structure of the
complement: that the subject of V -COMP should be realizedas the direct
object of the main clause, and that the tense of V -COMP should be
infinitive . Let us seewhat is neededto generatesuch a sentence, given the
sevenkinds of proceduresdiscussedin subsection7.1.1.
Much dependson which lemma is triggered first. Let us assumethat
Attila sets the stage. Attila , being a noun, calls a categorial procedure in
which it can figure as head, according to a type 2 operation. This procedure
is NP , which acceptsit as a proper (head) noun. NP does not call DET in
case of proper nouns, but immediately choosesa default destinationnamely SUBJ (a type 6 operation). This activatesthe categorial procedureS
(type 7), and Sputs the acquired subject in the leftmost slot of its holderS
then scansthe conceptualstructure for a function of which A TILLA is an
argument (type 3). It comesup with the concept BELIEVE , which has two
conceptualarguments: an experiencerand a stateof affairs (or theme) . This
fragment, plus the information that SUBJ = experiencer, plus the diacritic
parametersfor person, number, and tense, are then handedover by S to its
head-of -phrase procedure (PRED ), which calls VP.
V P' s main verb procedurecausesBELIEVE to trigger the retrieval of the
lemma believe. This lemma specifiesthree grammatical functions: SUBJ,
DO , and V -CaMP (seesubsection6.2.1). Can VP accept this lemma, in
view of the presentstate of generation? Yes, sincethe only existing restriction
comesfrom the already-available information on the subjectasexperiencer
. The lemma specifiesthat the SUBJ function should be reservedfor
the conceptual experiencerargument, and that is exactly the case.
Given the lemma believe, VP must reservetwo further slots in its holder.
It reservesthe secondone for DO and the third one for V -COM PoBut here
something special happens. VP does not call the procedure DO , but only
V -COMP (a call-procedureoperation of type 4) . It reservesits DO slot for
V -COM P' s subject; this is what the structure of the lemma dictates. For
the samereason, the call to V -COMP specifiesthat it should be infinitival .
V -COMP calls categorial procedureS to inspect the state-of -affairs
argument. The S procedure is also provided with the diacritic feature
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" + infinitive " . This feature sufficesfor S to " know " that the functional
destination of its subjectnoun phraseis DO of the main VP; therewill be no
SUBJ functional destination for that noun phrase. Also , that featurecauses
the functional destination of the predicateVP to be the V -COMP slot of the
'
main VP, not the predicate slot of S. In other words, V -COM P s S procedure
will behavein a deviant fashion. It will not set up a holder of its own,
and it inducesexternal destinationsfor its subjectNP and predicateVP. We
.
will soon seethe consequences
Inspecting the state-of -affairs argument of BELIEVES finds a STATE
function like this:

/
BE

/

STATE
/ " "
/

'
\
"",
WORLD FLAT

Scalls a SUBJ and a PRED functional procedure, and assignsthe fragments
WO RLD and BE FLAT to them, respectively. The functions mayor
work in parallel. The SUBJ procedure calls the categorial procedure
not
may
NP to lexicalize the WORLD fragment. This leadsto the retrieval of
world, and to the eventual construction of the noun-phrase tree the world,
which is handed back to SUBJ. SUBJ, in turn , delivers it to the DO slot
of the main VP, where it receivescase. This caseassignmentis not quite
visible in the presentsentence, but an otherwiseequivalent sentenceshows
this clearly: Attila believedher to beflat . Here her has the accusativecase
required for direct objects, not the nominative caseof subjects(as in Attila
believedshe to beflat ).
The PRED procedure, meanwhile, has called the categorial procedure
VP to lexicalize its messagefragment BE (FLAT ) . The main-verb procedure
comes up with lemma be, which requires a subject. ( If the SUBJ
procedurehad not started independently, it would have beencalled now.)
The main-verb procedure not only realizes" infinitive " as a (zero) inflectional
parameter on the lemma be; it also activates the preposition to. VP
acceptsthis ordered pair and puts it in its leftmost slots.
The head verb be, finally , requires an adjectival complement, on which
the property (FLAT ) in the messageis to be mapped. Hence, VP calls an AP
procedure to lexicalize FLAT . This leads to the retrieval of the adjective
flat , which becomesthe head (and only element) of the adjective phrase,
'
ending up in V P s third slot. VP now has its holders filled , and the PRED
procedure that called it will deliver this output to the main-clauseVP. It
'
puts this verb phrase in the latter s third slot, which was reservedfor the
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output of V -COMP . The output of the main-clauseVP will , finally , end up
in the main S-predicate slot, and S will halt.
It is useful to distinguish the two verb phrasesgeneratedin this example.
The main verb phrase will be denoted by V P' and the other by VP, in
accordancewith the notation proposed in subsection5.1.3.
The aboveexampleis important becausethe call hierarchy differed from
the destinationhierarchy. This distinction (introduced in Hoenkamp 1983)
is probably relevant for the interpretation of certain experimental findings
in sentenceproduction , as will be discussedin section 7.2. Figure 7.1
presentsthe two hierarchies for the present example sentence. In 7.1a the
arrows indicate which procedurescalled which; in 7.1b the arrows indicate
wherethe proceduresdeliveredtheir output (certain lessrelevant details are
left out ) .
The major difference between the two hierarchies is that the call hierarchy
has an embeddedcall to S, but in the destination hierarchy nothing
is delivered to S at that level. In other words, the embeddedS procedureis
involved in inspecting the messagefor subject and predicate information ,
but it is not involved in ordering the output of the proceduresit called; the
ordering of constituents is exclusivelyhandled by V P' . Let us call thesethe
inspectingand ordering tasks of the S procedure, respectively.
The difference is also reminiscent of the distinction made by rather
diverselinguistic theoriesbetweendeepstructure and surfacestructure. The
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point will not be elaborated here; seeHoenkamp 1983and Kempen and
Hoenkamp 1987.
The distinction betweencall and destination hierarchiescan be exploited
with profit to handle other casesaswell. The S-COMP of certain adjectives
(as in John is eagerto please) and the V -CaMP structure of auxiliaries (as
in Olithia can go), discussedin subsections6.2.3 and 6.2.4, are handled in
rather analogous ways. In questions ( Can Olithia go?), S will order the
'
output of V P s constituents (can and go) . So-called Wh-movement, as in
Whodo you think John saw?, where the whoin front is the output of the object
"
"
procedureof the embeddedsentence(and where an empty element is
left after saw- seesubsection5.1.3), can also be handled in an elegantway;
seeKempen and Hoenkamp 1987. It is essentialto the character of all these
solutions that the speaker can incrementally produce from left to right ,
without any backtracking.
7.1.4 Ellipsis
The algorithm can also account for the incrementalproduction of ellipsis in
coordinative sentences(e.g., John met thepresident, and Peter the secretary).
It involves skipping certain otherwiseiterative operations in the generation
of the secondclause. We will not pursue this issuehere, but seeDe Smedt
and Kempen 1987. This is also the main mechanism involved in the
generation of repairs, to which we will return in chapter 12.
Somewhat less straightforward are the cases of ellipsis discussedin
subsection3.2.7. There we consideredthe possibility that messagescan be
of any semantictype- proposition , entity , predicate, or whatever. Take an
"
"
, e.g., CHILD . If it has the feature + accessible , the
entity message
algorithm discussedwill generatethe noun phrase the child, and the NP
procedurewill deliver it as subject of S, by which S is called into operationS
gives the noun phrase nominative caseand inspects the messagefor a
function of which CHILD is an argument- in vain this time; there is
nothing more to be found. It can, of course, be specifiedthat the procedure
will halt in such a state. But is this what we want? Let us return to the
examplein subsection3.2.7 wherethe interlocutor asks Whodid Peter visit?
If the answer messageis the same(i.e., CHILD ), then a seeminglycorrect
surfacestructure is generated: the child. But it carries the wrong case. This
would come to the surface in a pronominal answer, which could be her
(accusative) but not she(nominative) .
How could it be organized that the NP procedure claims the object
function for the child? Would it be enough to mark CHILD in the message
as patient? The algorithm should then be extended so as to claim object
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slots for patients in messages. But this is clearly not what we want either . A
patient can easily appear in subject position (as in The child was visited by
Peter ), and the algorithm would no longer be able to generate such cases
correctly . What is worse is that in certain languages the same thematic role
will be expressed in different cases, depended on the verb used. A good
German example involves the quasi - synonymous verbs treffen and begegnen ( to meet ) :
Question

Answer

The elliptical answershave the casemarking that is required by the verb.
This forcesus to recognizethat the elliptical production does, in someway
or another, involve the particular verb lemma, in spite of the fact that it is
not overtly used in the answer. A categorial procedure can apparently
inspect the surface structure of the question to which it is generating an
elliptical answer. There are no concrete proposals as to how this is done.
7.1.5 Ordering Errors
The categorial proceduresS, NP , VP, AP , and PP have holders containing
more than a singleslot. The proceduresare specialistsin ordering returned
constituentsin theseslots. The control structure of incremental production
guaranteesthat the ordering is, as much as possible, done from left to right
as materials are returned, but there are obligatory restrictions which may
lead to necessaryinversions. 1have not discussedin any detail the ordering
rules applied by the different categorial procedures, but it should be noted
that the categorial proceduresdo not have a single fixed ordering scheme.
This is especiallyapparent for S, which handlesquestionsand declaratives
and main and subordinate clausesin different ways. Given the existenceof
suchclosely related but different ordering operations in the algorithm , one
might expecta vulnerability to specificordering errors in speakers, namely
the imposition of a possiblethough inappropriate order. Speakersdo make
ordering errors that are interpretable from this perspective. Fay ( 1980b)
collected and analyzed severalcasesof this sort. Examples 10 and II are
from his collection.
( 10) 1 wonder how can she tell. [ I wonder how shecan tell.]
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( II ) Linda , do you talk on the telephonewith which ear? [ Linda , with
which ear do you talk (!) on the telephone?]
In example 10there is main-clausequestion ordering (How canshetell?) in
a subordinate clause- preciselythe sort of ordering confusion one would
expectthe S procedureto be subjectto. In example II S also seemsto apply
main-clausequestion ordering, as would have been correct in the yes/ no
question Linda . do you talk on the telephonewith your right ear? But this
ordering cannot apply, becausethe Wh prepositional phrasehas to appear
in first position .
However, the possibility that the latter error has a conceptual cause
should not be excluded. Cutler ( 1980a) showedthat the intonation contour
of this error is indeed that of a yes/ no question. (Its prosody had been
phonetically transcribed right after the error occurred.) It is likely that
the speakerchanged his mind after most of the question had been produced
. A different sentence-initial PP ( with whichear) was then erroneously
acceptedas a sentence-final complement of the running sentence. In that
case, example II is a sentenceblend, not an ordering error , according to
Cutler.
The error in example 10may also havean alternative interpretation . It is
not different from what Garrett calls shifts- errors where closely adjacent
words interchange. The words are typically not of the same syntactic
'
category. Here is an example (from Garrett 1982) :
( 12) Did you stay up late VERY last night? [Did you stay up VERY
late last night?]
Here the stressedword very is shifted over late. This cannot be a casewhere
the categorialprocedure(AP) applied a wrong but existingordering scheme;
there is no AP ordering that puts the adverb after the adjective. The error
must have a different cause. Garrett proposed that shifts arise at a later
level of processing, namely where the word forms are retrieved and assigned
to the corresponding syntactical positions. In other words, they
arise at the level of phonological encoding. It is hard, but perhaps not
impossible, to find speecherrors that can be exclusively adduced to a
confusion of two legal syntactic ordering schemes.
There are other failures that should probably be interpreted as errors of
grammatical encoding. Fay ( 1980a,b, 1982) discusses various such cases.
One example, from Fay ( 1980b), is the following :
'
( 13) Do you think it not works [insteadof Do you think it doesn t work?]
In this case the VP of the embedded sentencefailed to insert do in the
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presenceof a negation. As a consequence
, the present-tenseparameterwas
realized as an inflection on the main verb ( works) .
Fay ( 1982), Stemberger( 1985a), and others also discusscasesof sentence
blends. Such casesseemto show that a speakercan, on occasion, encode
two incompatible surface structures in parallel.
Speecherrors clearly tell us somethingabout grammatical encoding, but
the evidenceis in no way sufficient to give full -scale support to anyone
computational theory. And the situation is not different for the experimenta
evidenceto be discussedin the following sections.
7.2 Units of Grammatical Encoding

In the previous section a distinction was made betweencall hierarchy and
destination hierarchy. The former reflects the functional aspect of grammatica
encoding: inspectingthe messagefor functions and argumentsto be
encoded, retrieving the appropriate lemmas, and realizing the grammatical
functions they require. The latter concerns the ordering aspect of grammatica
encoding; it reflectswhich categorial proceduresdo the word and
phraseordering of the retrieved functional inforntation .
From a computational point of view, one would expect a speaker's
encoding process to be functionally driven in the first place. It is the
function /argument structure of the messagethat the speakeris encoding in
lemmasand grammatical functions. Ordering procedures, which are obligatory
in the language, have no suchexpressivefunction . Ford and Holmes
( 1978) and Ford ( 1982) haveobtained empirical support for the notion that
the call hierarchy reflects a speaker's " planning units" more clearly than
the destination hierarchy.
How can these two hierarchies be distinguished in a speaker's fluent
speech? Ford and Holmes concentratedon the clausestructure of the two
hierarchies. Take, once more, the sentenceof figure 7.1: Attila believedthe
world to beflat . In the call hierarchy (or " deep structure" ) there is a main
and a subordinate sentenceor clause. The subordinate clause starts after
believed, so that the " deep" or " basic" clausepartitioning of the sentenceis
like this (the beginning of a clauseis indicated by a slash:
/ Attila believed/ the world to be flat (basic clausepartitioning )
But there is only one S in the destination hierarchy, so the whole
sentenceconsistsof one " surface" clause(which is also called a " finite "
clause, becauseit contains just one tensedor finite verb) :
/ Attila believedthe world to be flat (finite surfaceclausepartitioning )
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'
It is generally possibleto partition a speakers fluent speechin either basic
or finite clauses. The rule of thumb is that every finite clausecontains one
and only one tensedor finite verb (i.e., believedin the example sentence),
whereasevery basic clausecontains one and only one main verb, whether
tensed or not (i.e., both believedand be); there must always be a clause
break betweentwo main verbs. An example(from Ford and Holmes 1978)
showsthesefinite and basic clausepartitionings .
Finite clausepartitioning :
/ 1 beganworking a lot harder / when I finally decidedto come to Uni
Basicclausepartitioning :
/ 1 began/ working a lot harder / when I finally decided/ to come to Uni
From the definition and from theseexamplesit appearsthat the beginning
of a tensedclause is always also the beginning of a deep clause, but not
conversely.
'
If indeed the call hierarchy reflects a speakers planning units, there
'
should be evidencefor basicclausepartitioning in a speakers delivery of a
sentence. What sort of evidence? Ford and Holmes improved on a technique
that Valian ( 1971) had developedfor the samepurpose. A speaking
subjectwould occasionally hear a short tone, and his task was, apart from
speaking, to pressa button every time a tone appeared. The reaction time
from tone onset to button pushing was the dependentmeasure. Speakers
"
"
talked freely on various general topics, such as family life , and tones
appearedat unexpectedmoments but on the averageonce every 3.5 seconds
. The expectationwas that at momentswhen a speakerwasengagedin
planning the reaction times would be longer, becausethere would be less
attention available for the impinging tone stimulus.
Ford and Holmes found increasedreaction times for tonesthat occurred
toward the end of basic clauses, even when the end of the basic clause
was nnt also the end of a surface clause. A condition , however, was that
more speechwould have to follow the basicclause. Their interpretation of
the data was that speakersstart planning the next basic clausewhen they
reach the final syllables of the current one. The data do suggesta basic
'
clauserhythm in a speakers fluent production . This testifiesto the psychological
reality of the call hierarchy.
Ford ( 1982) confirmed thesefindings by analyzing spontaneoushesitation
'
pausesin speakers fluent speech. She gave speakersessentially the
sametask as in the previous experiment, but without tones to react to. She
then registeredall hesitation pausesof 200 milliseconds and longer. She
found that basicclauseswereprecededby hesitation pausesasoften aswere
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finite clauses; pausing precededabout one-fifth of the clauses. Also , when
there was pausing, the averagepauselength before the two kinds of clause
was not statistically different. It amounted to about one second in both
cases. Since the beginning of a finite clause is, by necessity, also the
beginning of a basic clause, the simple rule seemsto be that basic clauses
" attract " hesitation
pauses. It is irrelevant whether the beginning of the
basic clause is also the beginning of a finite clause. In view of the earlier
findings of Ford and Holmes, one might say that a basicclausestarts being
planned either in a precedingpauseor concurrent with the uttering of the
last syllablesof the precedingclause(or both) .
Ford also checkedwhether the numberof basic clausesin a finite clause
affected the duration of silence before that finite clause. A finite clause
containingjust one basicclausecan be called a simplefinite clause. A clause
is complexwhen it contains more than one basic clause. If a speakerhad
been planning the full finite clause before initiating speech, simple finite
clausesshould have beenprecededby shorter hesitation pausesthan complex
finite clauses. But there was no suchdifference. This finding supported
the conjecturethat speakersdo not plan more than one basicclauseahead,
evenif the finite clausecontains more than one basic clause.
Planning ahead does not mean that the whole clause is grammatically
encodedbefore it is uttered. Experimentsby Lindsley ( 1975, 1976), Levelt
and Maassen( 1981), and Kempen and Huijbers ( 1983) have shown that
eventhe uttering of a simplesubject-verb sentencecan beginbeforethe verb
has beenfully encoded. The only claim made by Ford and Holmes is that
a speakeris occupiedwith the encodingof just one clauseat a time. Only at
the end of the uttering of a clauseis the encoding of the next one taken up.
Ford concludes this way: " . . . the detailed planning for a sentence
proceedsin recurring phases, each of which consistsof the planning of a
basic clause unit . During each phasea predicate is chosenand its lexical
form retrieved, the logical arguments of the predicate decided upon, and
the logical arguments sequencedin the way specified by the predicate' s
lexical form." We can agree, except for the last part . The sequencingor
ordering of phrasesis determined not only by the structure of lemmasand
the call hierarchy but also by the destination hierarchy. The major categorical
procedures impose order on the returned constituents. The same
lemma can find its argumentsarranged in different orders, depending on
such factors as whether it occurs in a main clauseor a subordinate clause.
Taken together, these findings are supportive of the notion that the
rhythm of grammatical encoding follows the semanticjoints of a message
- its function /argument structure- rather than syntactic joints . It is the
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partitioning of the messageto be expressedthat a speaker is attending
to , an~ this (co-) determines the rhythm of grammatical encoding. The
syntactic-ordering decisionsare largely or fully automatic; they can run in
parallel. Characteristicspeecherrors may occur when operations of syntactic
ordering fail , but the complexity of thesesyntactic operations will not be
reflected in measuresof mental load, such as reaction times and hesitation
pauses. This is in line with earlier studies by Goldman -Eisler ( 1968),
Taylor ( 1969), and Rochesterand Gill ( 1973), who found no effectsof syntactic
complexity on hesitation pauses, speechlatencies, or disruptions,
respectively.
Gee and Grosjean ( 1983) performed extensive analysesof hestitation
pauses, relating them not only to clauseboundaries but also to any other
phraseboundaries. They also included phonologicalunits in their analysis,
in particular so-called intonational and phonological phrases. Prosodic
units and their generation will be discussedin section 8.2 and chapter 10,
but it is important here to notice that these phonological units added
substantially to the account of the observed pausing patterns. Van Wijk
( 1987), in a reanalysis of the Gee-Grosjean results, argued that the observed
pausing patterns are exclusively determined by the phonological
encoding and the articulatory preparation of the speaker. In other words,
grammatical encoding plays no role worth talking about.
Does this contradict the above conclusions on deepclausesas planning
units? Not necessarily. First and foremost, the data of Gee and Grosjean
were obtained on a reading task, whereasthe data of Ford and Holmes
involved spontaneous speech. The course of grammatical encoding is
probably Quitedifferent in thesetwo kinds of task. In reading, the speaker
can rely heavily on the printed materials. Lexical retrieval and the building
of syntacticconstituentscan be basedlargely on parsing of the visual input .
Reading aloud is primarily a perceptual, phonological, and articulatory
task. It is not at all surprising, then, to find no effectsof messageplanning
and its interfacing with grammatical encoding(i.e., with the call hierarchy).
Second, the original Ford -Holmes data were reaction times, not pause
patterns. There is no compelling reasonfor a phonological or an articula tory interpretation of suchreaction-time data. Third , the issueis not one of
either/ or. It would , in fact, be Quitesurprising if processesof phonological
encoding and articulatory preparation were not responsiblefor generating
pausepatterns; they are the proximal causesof pausing. What is at issueis
whether, in addition , there are tracesof more distal encoding operations.
Mapping function /argument structures in the messageonto clause-like
syntactic units probably leavessuch a trace in the pause pattern . Subse-
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quentfindingsby Holmes( 1984andforthcoming) areconsonantwith this
conclusion
.
7.3

The Encoding of Topic and Other Nuclear Entities

7.3.1 Accessibility and The Encoding of Topic
As was discussed in section 3.4 , a speaker takes a certain perspective on a
conceptual structure to be expressed. There is, first , the choice of topic .
When the speaker ' s purpose is to expand the addressee' s knowledge about
something , the message will highlight this topic concept , to distinguish it
from the comment that is made about it . In its turn , the Formulator will
encode the topic in a syntactically prominent position .
What does " syntactically prominent " mean? It can mean that the topic
is encoded as grammatical subject . Remember that there is a preference
hierarchy for grammatical functions , with the subject function at the top of
the list ( see subsection 6.2.2) . It can , alternatively , mean that the topic will
be encoded early in the sentence, whether or not in the role of subject . This
makes good functional sense: When the speaker ' s intention is to expand
the interlocutors
information about something , the interlocutor may
want to first find or create the address to which the comment information
can be attached . This is easier when the topic information appears
early in the sentence, before the verb , than when it appears after the
verb .
It is very generally the case that these two carriers of syntactic prominence
coincide . Word - order statistics of the world ' s languages show that
84 percent of them place the subject in front of verb and objects ( Hawkins
1983) . Hence , when a subject function is chosen to encode topical information
, it will usually precede the predicate containing comment information .
But , as we will see shortly , it may be possible to distinguish empirically
between topic " fronting " and assigning subjecthood to topics .
How does the Formulator manage to place the topic in a syntactically
prominent position ? I will argue that this is an automatic consequence of
the Formulator ' s control structure . It will , in many cases, be enough for the
topical concept to be first in triggering its lemma ( s) for it to be encoded
early in the sentence and / or in subject position . This is exactly what
happened to the concept CHILD in the procedural example of section 7.1,
where the sentence the child gave the mother the cat was generated . The
concept CHILD was an early -available message fragment . Maybe the
speaker had introduced it in the previous sentence, so that the concept was
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highly available. At any rate, it causedchild to becomethe first retrieved
lemma. The further operations, which generatedthe child asa subjectnoun
phrase in sentence-initial position , were automatic consequencesof this
early availability of the lemma. The early triggering of topical lemmas
could, in many cases, be due to an early delivery of the topical message
'
fragment. Wundt s principle will then automatically give it primacy in
grammatical encoding as well.
"
"
Bock and Warren ( 1985) called this factor conceptual accessibility.
They showed that a highly available concept tends to be encoded in a
prominent grammatical function . If this is the factor at work , it should not
really matter whether it is topichood that makesa concepthighly available.
Alternatively , or in addition , there may be a preliminary encoding operation
by the categorial procedureS , which checks for the fragment in the
messagethat is explicitly marked astopic . Theoriesare lacking here, and we
now turn to someempirical evidenceshowing the preferenceof topical or
otherwise highly accessibleinformation for sentence-initial position and
for subjecthood.
The experimental work in this context has beenmostly concernedwith
the elicitation of the passivevoice. Subjectsaskedto describesimple events
where there is an agent doing something to a patient or recipient (for
instance, a dog attacking a cat) prefer the active voice (i.e., a sentencelike
the dog is attacking the cat) . Agents are preferably expressedin subject
position . The simplest explanation for this fact is that the subject who
perceivessuch an event normally encodesit from the perspectiveof the
agent (i .e., it is the dog who is doing something) . In order to transmit this
information to the listener, one should make the dog the topic so that the
addresseecan know that the predication is about the dog. The topic (i.e.,
the agent) is then grammatically encoded as subject, in any of the ways
discussedabove. If this is what happens, experimental manipulations that
make the patient (the cat) topical should increasethe probability that the
speakergeneratespassivevoice. Why? If the cat is topic , it will tend to be
expressedsentence-initially in subjectposition, and this will favor the useof
the passiveverb lemma (subsection6.2.2), sinceit is the one that maps the
thematic patient onto the subject function : the cat is attacked by the
dog.
Various typesof experimentalmanipulation have beenusedto topicalize
the patient, or at least to make it more accessible.A first method is to give
a perceptual cue. One shows a picture of the patient either before or after
presentationof the scene, but before the subject giveshis description. And
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the control condition , of course, is to show a picture of the agent. Prentice
( 1967) and Turner and Rommetveit ( 1968) usedthis method and obtained
the predicted results. If the agent was cued (e.g., by a picture of the dog),
almost no passiveresponseswere given; however, if the cue depicted the
patient, recipient, or theme, there were a significant number of passivesin
the descriptions (such as the cat is attacked by the dog).
Other researchersgave verbal cues. Tannenbaum and Williams ( 1968)
first presenteda paragraph in which either the patient, or the agent, or
neither figured centrally, and this was then followed by the sceneto be
described. The subject' s task waseither to describethe scenewith an active
sentenceor to describeit with a passivesentence, and the time neededto
complete the sentencewas measured. This is a rather unnatural task, but
there was a clear congruency effect in the data. Both actives and passives
were produced relatively quickly when the subject of the sentenceagreed
with the topic induced by the precedingparagraph. Flores d' Arcais ( 1975)
simply mentionedeither the agent(e.g., the dog) or the patient (e.g., the cat)
before presentingthe picture of the event (e.g., a dog attacking a cat) . The
subjects(native speakersof Italian ) were free to describe the scenewith
either active or passivesentences
, but the verb attack (in Italian ) had to be
used. When the cue word mentioned the agent, 77 percent of the
responses
wereactive sentences
; when the cue referred to the patient, 67 percentof the
responseswere passives.
A very natural way to induce a topic is by asking a question. The
subject
is askeda question about the scene- for instance, ..What did the
do?"
dog
or ..What happened to the cat?" . Here the interlocutor indicates which
protagonist information is needed, i.e., which protagonist should be topic .
This manipulation was used by Carroll ( 1958), who performed the first
experimentalstudy of the elicitation of passives;it was also usedin a study
reported in Bates and Devescovi ( forthcoming) . In the Bates-Devescovi
study, subjects were shown short filmstrips, for instance about a hippo
hitting a ladder. They were then askedabout entities in the film (e.g., ..Tell
me about the hippo " or ..Tell me about the ladder" ) . When the request
focusedon the agent, 100percent of the responseswere active sentences
;
when the patient was focused, 70 percent of the answers were passive
sentences(e.g., the ladder washit over by the hippo). Batesand Devescovi
also measured responselatencies, and found a clear congruency effect.
Active sentenceshave relatively short latencies; however, when the patient
is probed and the subject still uses an active sentence, the latency is
relatively long, and longer than the latency for a passiveresponse.
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Question asking was also used in a study by Bock ( 1977) . She used a
recall task. Subjectswere first presentedwith a list of sentencesof various
syntactic structures. They were then given a question as a recall cue for one
of the sentenceson the list. The questionswere constructed in such a way
that they would topicalize a particular entity in the sentenceto be recalled.
'
If the sentencea psychologistcureda neuroticpoodlehad beenon a subject s
list , the following questioncould be asked: Theinterior decoratorwasafraid
shewouldhaveto get rid of her neuroticpet poodlebecauseit wasruining the
? Subjects
furniture , but she was able to keep it after all. What happened
tended to reproduce the sentencein the passivevoice: a (or the) neurotic
poodle was cured by a psychologist. Clearly, the context sentencehere is
about the poodle, not about the psychologist, and in the answerthe poodle
is encodedsentence-initially in subject position .
Another way to elicit passivesin recall tasksis to give a recall cuerelating
to the patient of the rnernorizedsentence.Variations on this procedurecan
be found in Prentice 1966, Turner and Rornrnetveit 1968, Perfetti and
Goldrnan 1975, and Bock and Irwin 1980. Bock and Irwin , for instance,
would read a list of sentencesto a subject, and next prornpt the sentencesby
way of key words. If the sentencehad been Thefalling tree crushedthe
lumberjack , the prornpt word could be either treeor lumberjack . The results
of the experirnentwerequite clear: The reproducedsentencetendedto have
the constituent containing the key word in a relatively early position . When
tree was key word , subjectswould reproduce the sentencein its original
fom1. But when the key word waslumberjack , rnany reproductions took the
fom1 The lumberjack wascrushedby thefalling tree. Sirnilar findings were
obtained for other sentencepairs that differed in word order.
The linkage of sentence-initial position and subjecthood, we saw, is not
absolute. A topic or a highly accessibleentity can be encodedearly in the
sentencewithout becorning a subject. This is harder in English than in
languagesthat have freer word order. To describea scenewhere sornernan
throws sorneball , a gemian speakercan topicalize the ball by encoding the
sceneas Den Ball wirft der Mann, where the ball is fronted (and accented)
without being subject; it has accusativecase. In English it is not so easyto
disentanglefronting effectsfrorn the assignrnentof subjecthood. But Bock
and Warren ( 1985) developed an experirnental paradigm that did just
-recall task in which the rnain verb of the sentencewas used
that: a sentence
. In this list
A subject would listen to a list of sentences
cue.
as the recall
are
there were sentencestaken frorn three binary sets. Exarnples
given in
table 7.1.
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Table 7.1
'
Kinds of sentences used in Bock and Warren s ( 1985) recall task .
Type 1 Actives versus passives
The doctor administered the shock
Active :
The shock was administered by the doctor
Type 2 Prepositional versus double object
The old hennit left the property to the university
Prepositional :
Double object : The old hennit left the university the property
Passive:

Type 3 Natural versus unnatural phrasal conjuncts
The lost hiker fought time and winter
Natural :
Unnatural :

The lost hiker fought winter and time

The two alternatives within each type always involved a different ordering
of two nouns: doctor and shock in the type 1 examples, property and
university in the type 2 examples, and time and winter in the type 3
examples. For types I and 2 theseordering alternatives expressedadifferent
assignmentof grammatical functions. In the type I examples, either the
doctor or theshockwould be subjectof the sentence.In the type 2 examples,
theuniversitywould beeither prepositional object or indirect object. But no
such differencein grammatical function is apparent in the type 3 alternatives
- the two nouns have the samefunction in either order; one can only
say that an order in which the shorter word comesfirst sounds somewhat
more natural (Cooper and Ross 1975) . The first question Bock and Warren
askedthemselveswas this: When the subject recalls the sentence,will there
be a tendencyfor the conceptually more accessibleentity to be projected on
a more prominent grammatical function (i.e., subject for the type I sentence
and indirect object for the type 2 sentences
)? The secondquestion
was: Will the more accessibleentity tend to be expressedin a more fronted
.
position? Only in this latter casewill there be an effect for type 3 sentences
If , however, the ordering of elements is mediated only by grammatical
function , there will be an effect for sentencesof types I and 2 only, not for
those of type 3.
How was the accessibilityof the entities manipulated? Through imageability
(Paivio, Yuille , and Madigan 1968). One of the two critical nouns in
the sentencewas high on imageability (according to the tables of Paivio et
al.), and the other one was low on imageability. In half the sentences
presentedto a subject, the highly imageablenoun precededthe lessimageable
one; in the other sentences
, the order was reversed.
In the recall task, the subject was given a sentence's main verb (e.g.,
administered) as a cue for reproducing the sentence. Regrettably, the
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subjectswere asked to write down the sentenceinstead of to speak it ; one
should be careful in generalizingthe resultsto nonnal speakingconditions,
where prosody could playa significant role. But the results were clear cut.
There were substantial effects of imageability for the type I and type 2
. Bock and Warren concluded
sentences
, but none for the type 3 sentences
that conceptual accessibility does not affect ordering directly . Rather, a
"
more accessibleentity will '.claim a more prominent syntactic function .
This, in turn , may result in a more frontal syntactic position .
'
Clearly, Bock and Warren s method did not involve explicit topicaliza
tion of entities. Neither were any questions asked about the critical referents
(such as What did the doctor do?), nor did they figure as cue words (as
in the Bock-Irwin study) . Hence, it is still possiblethat topicalization can be
"
done by " mere fronting , without assignmentof subjecthoodto the topical
entity . In English this would require a clefting construction, as in It is the
ball that the man throws or Aslor the ball . the man throws it . But the latter
construction, especially, has the additional effect of suggestingthat there is
a changeof topic (seeReinhart 1982and the referencesgiven there) . Sridhar
( 1988), in a cross-linguistic study, found that in many languages, such as
Hungarian, subjectstopicalized objects by fronting them as in the Gennan
exampleabove.
But if this is possible, why would speakers front a topic constituent
without at the same time encoding it as the grammatical subject of the
? One reason may be that there is a strong competitor for the
sentence
Actors and agentsare preferably encodedas subjectsof
function.
subject
sentences
, and more often than not they will be topics as well. But if the
situation (e.g., a question) requires another argument to be the topic , the
conflict can be resolved by adapting the word order and keeping the
canonical assignmentof grammatical function . This is what happenedin
the Gennan exampleabove. The agent(der Mann) is still in subjectrole, but
the ball is placed in frontal position . Reinhart ( 1982) put it this way:
"
subjectsare the unmarked topics, which means that it is easier to use a
sentencewhen we intend its subject to be a topic . But they are not obligatory
"
topics. The notion of competition is central to the so-called competition
model of MacWhinney and Bates, which will be taken up in the next
subsection.
7.3.2 EncodingNuclear and Non-Nuclear Entities: Saliency and
Competition
The notion of congruencywas usedin the previous paragraph to expressa
preferred relation betweenmessageand syntactic fonn . A messagewith a
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topicalized recipient has a preferred (though not a necessary
) relation to a
passivesyntactic form. Whether that grammatical encoding will obtain
depends on a variety of other pressuresin the encoding process- for
instance. pressureto assignthe subject function to a salient agent or to an
otherwise prominent or highly accessibleconceptual entity . Subsection
6.2.2 discussedthe notion of a universal hierarchy of grammatical functions
. going from subject via direct and indirect objects to obliques. Arguments
""want" to be encoded
through the highest-ranking function possible
. And there is at the sametime a pecking order of thematic roles: from
agent. via theme, to source. goal, and other roles. The agent is usually
encodedin the most prominent grammatical function (i.e., as the subject):
source and goal generally end up in oblique prepositional phrases. A
congruent grammatical encoding is one in which the argumentsand modifiers in the messageare distributed over grammatical functions and syntactic
positions in a way that reflectstheir relative importance.
But what determines the saliency or importance of an entity in the
? Severalfactors havealready beenreviewed. There werediscourse
message
factors, suchaswhether the entity had beentopicalized by an interlocutors
question, or whether it had been recently mentioned. We also saw that
imageabilityplayeda role. However, a host of other factors may be involved
as well. They all relate to what can be called the ""human interest" of an
entity - its relevancein the eye of the speaker. This is, admittedly , rather
vague, but the literature contains several suggestionsas to what might
contribute to human interest or to the foregrounding of certain concepts.
Fillmore ( 1977) talked about a saliency hierarchy. Among the factors
. Human concepts have a stronger
contributing to saliency is humanness
tendency to be encoded in the major grammatical functions subject and
object than nonhuman concepts. Another factor Fillmore mentioned is
changeof state. I t is usually of more interest that a state changesthan that
it does not change. A speaker will foreground a changing object in the
, and henceincreasethe odds that it will be encodedas subject or
message
object. Compareexamples14and 15. In the former , the table is not moving
and is encodedin an oblique grammatical function ; in the latter it is moving
and is encodedas direct object:
( 14) I pushedagainst the table
( 15) I pushedthe table
Still another factor contributing to saliency, according to Fillmore , is
definiteness(or accessibility, in the terms of subsection4.5.1). A definite
referent will attain a prominent grammatical function more easily than an
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indefinite one. In describing a scenewhere there are two boys and one girl ,
it is probably more natural to say Thegirl is kissedby a boy than A boy is
kissing the girl , in spite of the fact that the boy is depicted as the agent.
as
Chafe ( 1977) and Clark and Clark ( 1977) speak of unexpectedness
contributing to saliency or information value. Osgood and Bock ( 1977)
show that vividnessis a contributing factor. MacWhinney ( 1977) mentions
agency, as well as other factors. And perceptualfactors have often been
mentioned in the literature. Figures are usually more salient than grounds,
closer objects more salient than faraway ones, bigger objects more salient
than smaller ones, and so on.
I t should not be the aim hereto review the varietiesof human interest. All
that is at issueis the claim that foregrounded, nuclear, emphasizedentities
in the messagetypically find their grammatical encoding in higher grammatical
functions or earlier in the sentencethan backgrounded or nonnuclear
entities. What is the empirical evidence?
Surprisingly, there is only fairly limited evidencefrom analysesof (elicited
) spontaneousspeech. Most studies have resorted to asking subjects
which sentenceis a more or a lessappropriate one given a particular state
of affairs, asking them to put printed words or constituents in somenatural
'
order, and so on. Osgood s seminalstudy ( 1971; seealso Osgoodand Bock
1977), and a substantial expansion of it by Sridhar ( 1988), are closer to
spontaneousspeech. In theseexperimentssubjectswere asked to describe,
'
one by one, a sequenceof short scenesor events. In Osgood s study these
'
were acted out (by Osgood); in Sridhar s experiment they were filmed
scenes.A disadvantageof both studiesis that the subjectswrote rather than
spoke their descriptionsof the scenes.In this way the subjectcould not use
prosodic ways of expression, and may have compensatedby making another
choice of syntactic forms. Still , thesestudieshave provided interesting
information about the grammatical encoding of saliency.
Osgoodplayed a sequenceof 32 eventson a table in front of an audience
consisting of 26 students. The eventsinvolved a set of simple familiar objects
, such as various balls of different sizeand color , a plate, a tube, and
somechips. The subjectswere instructed for each demonstration to open
"
"
"
their eyeson the signal " open and to closethem on the signal close . This
was followed by the request to describe the event they had observedin a
'
'
"
single sentencethat a six-year-old boy just outside the door would
"
understand. They were also instructed to describe the actor (Osgood),
"
"
when necessary
, as the man.
A typical event observed by the subjects was one in which an orange
rolling ball is hitting an upright tube. What would be a congruent descrip-
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tion? The ball is agent and is changing location; the tube is recipient and
static. This would favor encoding the ball in subjectposition . On the other
hand, the tube had also figured in the previous demonstration, whereasthe
ball had not been around for some time. This might favor making the
"
"
given tube the topic of the sentence. Twenty-one subjects produced
sentenceswhere the ball was subject, and five gave passivesentenceswith
the tube in subject position .
The effect of humanness or animacy was apparent all over. When
Osgood held a not-previously-observed big blue ball , 20 subjects made
sentenceswherethemanwassubject(like Theman is holdinga big blueball ).
Only five found the saliencyof the new big ball impressiveenough to make
a passivesentence(such as A big blue ball is held by the man) . When " the
man" wasseento be involved in the scene,either in a static or in an agentive
role, he usually turned up in subject position .
Figure/ground organization was also very effective. One would expect
figures to be encoded in more prominent grammatical functions than
grounds. When the scenewasjust a ball on the table, nobody put the table
in subject position (something like The table is supporting the ball ). It was
encodedobliquely (on the table) or not at all. In describing a more complicat
static scene, wherea ball wason an upright tube and the tube stood
on a plate, subjectsnormally arranged the noun phrasessuch that the ball
would be first , the tube second, and the plate third . The ball was usually
encodedas subject, and the plate obliquely in a prepositional phrase.
Osgood also played saliency factors off against one another- for instanc
, changeof state and vividness. When he presenteda scenewhere a
very big orange ball (vivid ) was hit by a small black ball (changeof state
and agency), only three subjects created a passivesentencewith the big
ball in subjectposition . It has beena generalfinding (seealso Sridhar 1988
and Batesand Devescovi, forthcoming) that passivesare quite hard to elicit
by purely perceptual means. They are primarily triggered by discourse
constraints.
Sridhar ( 1988) filmed Osgood-type scenesand events and presented
them to subjects from ten different language communities: Cantonese,
Hebrew, Finnish, Hungarian, Serbo-Croatian , English, Spanish, Japanese,
Kannada, and Turkish . This cross-linguistic approach made it possibleto
test the universality of the congruencyeffectswe are discussing- inparticular
, the claim that more important , salient, or informative entities will
be encoded in major grammatical functions, and relatively early in the
sentence.
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Sridhar obtained overwhelming support for this claim. When, for instance
, the scenewas a man rolling a ball on the table, the man and the ball
were almost invariably encodedas subject and object, respectively, while
the table, if mentioned at all , would never appear in a major grammatical
function. When there was a figure and a ground, the figure was encoded
earlier in the sentencethan the ground in 70 percent of the responses
, and
this tendency was apparent in all languages. Actions were encoded more
often and earlier in the sentencethan changesof state, and changesof state
more often and earlier than constant states. Descriptions of static scenes
'
proceededpreferably from top to bottom , as in Osgood s ball-on-tube-on'
plate example(which was included in Sridhar s film ) . Closer-to-ego objects
were related to further -away objects, and appearedearlier in the sentence
(similar evidencewas presentedin subsection4.5.3 above).
Sridhar also included sceneswhere (quasi-) humannesscould be tested
without confounding it with agency. In one scene, a black ball hit a doll
which was sitting on the table. The doll appeared before the ball in 67
percentof the descriptions. When, however, a scenewas presentedin which
the black ball hit a yellow ball , only 43 percent of the descriptions had the
yellow ball before the black ball. This pattern of promoting a human entity ,
evenif it is only a thematic patient, held for 9 of the 10languages( Kannada
was the exception).
Theseand many more resultsof Sridhar' s study demonstratethat speakers
of vastly different languages show very similar congruency mechanics.
"
Materials that are presumably foregrounded or " in perspective in the
messageare grammatically encodedin major grammatical functions; and
the more important they are (by a variety of importance criteria ), the higher
they climb in the grammatical-function hierarchy and the earlier they
appear in the sentence.
In one study in this tradition , spoken language was elicited. Flores
'
d Arcais ( 1987b) presentedmoving geometricalfiguresof various shapesto
subjectsand askedthem to describeeachsuchevent. When a big figure and
a small one were involved in an event, the big figure was mentioned first.
When one figure was leading the other in the movement, the leading figure
wasmentioned first. Suchfactors determinewhich entity becomesthe topic
of the event.
As was observedabove, the different forces from the messagecan often
be in conflict. The topic entity may not be the agent; a vivid and brand-new
object may not be more than the background for an action; and so on. Such
competitions must be resolved in fluent speech. In addition , different
languagesprovide different means for resolving theseconflicting tenden-
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cies. In free-word -order languagesthe assignmentof grammatical function
is relatively independent of constituent order, with nonconfigurational
languages such as Malayalam (see subsection 5.1.1) as extreme cases.
Speakersof such languagesmay resolveconflicts by mapping one message
function (e.g. topicality ) onto word order (sentence-initial ) and another
(for instance, agency) onto grammatical function (subject). But this is far
lesseasy for speakersof languageswith rather fixed word order, such as
English.
Bates, MacWhinney, and co-workers (see especially Bates and MacWhinney 1982, 1987; MacWhinney, Bates, and Kiegl 1984; Bates and
Devescovi, forthcoming) have proposeda " competition model" in which a
-level aspects, including thematic structure, topicality ,
variety of message
and foregrounding, are probabilistically mappedonto a variety of forms at
the syntactic level. The probabilistic parametersof this mapping are assum
to be different for different languages. An effort is made to find out
how the parameters- i.e., the preferred useof particular syntactic devices
- can be understood from the structure
for particular aspectsof the message
of the language. Though most of this work is still basedon sentenceinterpretation data, data on spoken production have been acquired and
analyzed ( Bates and Devescovi, forthcoming) by a method roughly like
Sridhar' s film -presentation procedure.
The competition model is claimed to describe a direct, though probabilisti
, mapping between the functional messagelevel and the formal
grammatical level. In other words, the congruency mechanicsconsist of
direct grammatical responsesto message" stimuli ." This is acceptableif
" direct" doesn' t mean more than that
grammatical encoding is an automatic
modular process, not involving intentional goal-directed choiceson
the part of the speaker. There must, however, be mechanismsthat realize
the mapping. The " direct" probabilistic mapping of the competition model
thus meansthat the mechanismis inherently probabilistic . In other words,
an individual language user' s Grammatical Encoder is supposedto be a
probabilistic processor.
This is surely a respectableoption , in line with an equally respectable
tradition of stochasticmodeling in psychology. However, the probabilistic
data on which the model is currently baseddo not require such a solution.
Thesedata are averagesover subjects, not within subjects. It could very well
be the casethat eachindividual languageuserhasa consistentdeterministic
way of encoding messagesinto surface structures. The probabilistic findings
are then entirely due to processingdifferencesbetweensubjects. In
short, the data underlying the competition model do not relieveus from the
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task of developing a mechanical (computational) model of grammatical
encodingor from the task of checking whether a deterministic model (with
parametersdiffering betweensubjects) might suffice.
7.4

Cohesive Encoding

'
Another important aspect of a speakers grammatical encoding is the
realization of what is commonly called cohesion(Halliday and Hassan
1976). In cohesivediscoursethe speakermakes, where necessary
, the fonn
of the current utterancedependenton what was previously said by himself
or the interlocutor . This makes it possible for the addresseeto interpret
elements in the current utterance in relation to previous discourse (or ,
occasionally, to the discoursethat will immediately follow ). But the cohesive
forcesare not limited to the ways in which entities are referred to ; they
also penneatethe speaker's syntax. I n the following , someattention will be
given to empirical studiesof both kinds of cohesion.
7.4.1 CohesiveReference
What grammatical means can a speaker use to establish and maintain
reference? In chapter 4 we began paying attention to the ways in which a
speakercan signal to the addresseewhat the accessibility of a referent is,
given the state of the discourse model. It was suggestedthat the speaker
marks each referent in the messagein a triple way, depending on the
referent' s relation to the discourse model. The marking will be plus or
"
"
""
minus ""accessible
, plus or minus in discoursemodel , and plus or minus
'"in focus" seesubsection4.5.1 . Each of these markers when
,
correctly
)
(
encodedin the surfacestructure, contributes in its own way to directing the
attention of the listener, making it possible for her to find or create the
appropriate addressfor the referent in the discoursemodel.
How are theseaccessibilitymarkers grammatically encoded? Many languages
'
" marker in the noun
encodethe ""accessible
phrase s morphology or
"
detenniner, mapping "" + accessible referentsonto definite noun phrases
""
" ones onto indefinite noun
and "" - accessible
phrases. The index in
"
discoursemodel is often mapped onto prosodic focus. A referent which
the speaker supposesto be in the interlocutors discourse model is then
"
deaccented.The ""in focus feature is often realizedby somesort of lexical
reduction. In -focus elements tend, in particular , to be pronominalized;
there can evenbe completeelision. But languagesalso haveother meansto
encodethe referent' s accessibilitystatus, such as by word order or special
morphology .
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Experimentaland observationalsupport for the appropriate encodingof
theseanaphoric featuresin English werereviewedin chapter 4. Here we will
limit our attention to somecross-linguistic resultswhich support the notion
that these features are universally encoded by speakers. Also , there are
certain commonalities betweenspeakersof different languagesin the way
this grammatical encoding is realized, but there are interesting differences
as well.
'
Osgood s ( 1971) study contained rich data with respect to the circums
of definite and pronominal reference. Sridhar' s ( 1988) work
showed that Osgood' s main findings also hold for languagesother than
English. Osgood had observedthat an object introduced for the first time
wasdescribedwith an indefinite article in 85 percentof the cases, but when
it appeareda secondtime the percentagedropped to 45. Sridhar also found
his subjectsreferring to new entities by way of indefinite noun phrases, but
in some languagessuch an indefinite NP was not very acceptableas the
subjectof the sentence.This was especiallythe casefor Hungarian and for
SOY languages(i.e., languagesthat normally havethe verb after the subject
and the object) . In particular, the Japanesesubjectsevaded ordering the
indefinite term before the definite one. Notice that also in English an
indefinite NP is not an exciting start of a sentence(A ball is on the table), in
'
agreementwith Fillmore s ( 1977) observations. In so-called presentative
contexts, suchas this one, many languagesfavor preposing the verb ( There
is a small ball on the table).
With respectto reduction asa meansto expressthat a referent is in fcous,
Osgood had found that pronominalization was especially frequent when
the sameobject participated in two eventsduring the samedemonstration.
For instance, when a black ball hit a blue one, and the blue one in turn hit
an orange one, the secondmention of the blue ball (now in the interlocutor ' s focus) was mostly by meansof a pronoun (as in the black ball hits the
blue ball. It hits the orangeball ). Osgood had also found a sharp decrease
in the number of adjectiveswhen the sameobject was describeda second
or a third time (a big blueball -+ the blueball -+ the ball ) . Sridhar confirmed
this tendencyfor all of his ten languages, though the tendencywas slight in
the responsesof Japanesesubjects.
MacWhinney and Bates ( 1978) reported a systematic cross-linguistic
study of spontaneouslyproduced speech. Children of different agesas well
asadults weregiven pictorial presentationsof scenesto bedescribed. There
were three languagegroups: native speakersof Italian , English, and Hungarian
" the
. With respect to the feature " accessible
,
finding was that
and
Italian
English
speakersmade use of the indefinite article to express
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inaccessibility. But this was much lessthe casefor the Hungarian speakers
- presumably becausein Hungarian a new referent is introduced without
'
any article (this also explains Sridhar s finding for Hungarian , mentioned
above). The English speakerswere less fond of using the definite article
than the Italians and the Hungarians, probably becausethe indefinite
article has an additional function in the latter two languages(namely as a
numeral) . Subjectsapparently usedthe definite article whereverthey could,
in order to evadethe potential confusion of functions.
In the MacWhinney- Batesstudy, the borderline betweenfull ellipsis and
pronominalization turned out to be different for English and the other two
languages. Where English speakers used a pronominal form in subject
position, Italians and Hungarians simply elided the subject. This is mostly
impossible in English. The person and number of the elided subject are
clearly marked in the verb morphology of Italian and Hungarian , and
hencethere is no loss of information in those languages.
What about pitch accentin the MacWhinney-Batesstudy? Newly introduced
elementsweregiven pitch accent, asin the studiesof Nooteboom and
Terken ( 1982) and Pechmann( 1984) discussedin chapter 4. But there was
a substantial differencebetweenlanguages. English-speakingsubjectsused
much more prosodic stressto introduce new or contrasting entities than did
I talian speakers. And the Italians stressedmore than the Hungarians, who
hardly usedany pitch accentfor the introduction of new referents. It seems
that the latter two languagesoffer more possibilities to useword order for
marking the introduction of a new element. And indeed, there was much
"
more fronting of " new constituents in Hungarian and Italian than in
English. This givessupport to the idea that the feature of being new in the
discoursemodel is not necessarilyexpressedby prosodic means. Different
languagescan provide different grammatical encodingsfor this feature.
7.4.2 CohesiveSyntax
Speakersare also cohesive in their wording and syntax. Some of the
evidencewas reviewedin subsection4.2.5, in particular the observational
work by Schenkein( 1980) and the experimentalstudy by Levelt and Kelter
'
( 1982). The latter study showed the speakers tendency to answer aquestion
like ( At ) what time do you close?with an answerthat wascongruent in
the use or nonuse of the preposition (at) . These repetition effects are
probably not due to the content of the answer.
Strong experimental evidencefor the persistenceof syntactic form was
collected by Bock ( 1986b) . We will call her experimental method the
priming/recognitionprocedure. It was also profit ably used for other pur
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poses, to which we will return in the next subsection. The experimental
manipulation is one of priming , but the subject is made to believethat it is
a recognition test. Bock' s study involved syntactic priming . The speaker
wasto describea setof pictures, but eachpicture was precededby a (prime)
sentence, spoken by the experimenter and repeated by the subject. The
question, then, was whether the syntax of the prime sentencewould affect
the syntax of the picture description. The camouflage of the experiment
consistedin first giving the subjecta " study list " also consisting of pictures
and spoken sentences
. Only after this was the experimental list presented,
and the subject was made to believe that this was a recognition ta~k. The
instruction was to say " Yes" or " No " for each sentence or pi'-."ture,
dependingon whether that item had appearedin the study list. But before
giving that answer, the subject had to repeat the sentenceor describethe
picture.
The prime sentencesusedin Bock' s study were of the samekind as types
I and 2 in table 7.1. That is, they wereactivesor passives,and prepositional
or double-object sentences
. The pictures (examplesof which are given in
7.2
figure ) invited either type I descriptions(Lightning is striking the church,
or The church is beingstruck by lightning) or type 2 descriptions ( The man
is readinga story to the boy, or The man is reading the boy a story) .
Bock' s results were unequivocal. The picture descriptions tended to be
. If the prime was passive,
syntactically congruent with the prime sentences

=
=
-

-
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\
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the description tended to be passive; if the prime was a double-object
sentence,the picture description tendedto be a double-object sentence,and
so on.
How does such syntactic coherencearise? There is nothing in the algorithmic
theory of section 7.1 that would predict this result. On that theory,
syntacticvariation can only result from varying the order in which message
'
fragments are made available. But that was not at issuein Bock s experiment
. As in the Levelt-Kelter experiments, it turned out that variations in
-level
grammatical encoding could be induced by other than message
'
means. In Bock sexperimentsthis wasprobably not a (sole) consequenceof
lexical priming . For instance, when the prime was a full passive, the
description could be a truncated one (like the churchwasstruck) the word
by was not repeated, but passivesyntax was.
An interpretation that staysclose to the Kempen-Hoenkamp algorithm
is that the syntactic specialists- in particular , the categorial proceduresS,
VP, NP , AP , and PP- can be biased by listening to and repeating a
sentenceof a particular syntactic form . This pleads for the independent
existenceof thesesyntactic specialists. They can be biased in such a way
-level factors.
that grammatical encoding operations overrulemessage

in GrammaticalEncoding
7.5 Feedback
Conceptualaccessibility, we saw, hasan effecton grammatical encoding. A
messageentity that is early available or otherwise particularly salient will
normally succeedin claiming a relatively prominent grammatical function .
The most likely explanation for this finding is that the corresponding
lemma is retrieved at an early stage. The NP procedure called by that
lemma (if it is a noun or a pronoun) delivers its output according to some
preferenceorder. The default claim is subject-of -S. If that slot is already
occupied, direct-object-of -S is the next preference, and so on down the
grammatical hierarchy. In this way, the order of conceptual activation can
affect the order of grammatical encoding. The order of grammatical encoding
, in turn , affects the order of phonological encoding. The appropriate
word form can be retrieved as soon as its diacritic parameters(for number,
case, etc.) have becomeavailable, and this depends, in part , on the grammatical
'
function assigned. So we seeWundt s principle at work at two
levels: from messageplanning to grammatical encoding, and from grammatical
to phonological encoding.
The presentsectiondiscusseswhether there is any converseeffect. Is there
evidencefor feedbackin the systemsuchthat (a) the accessibilityof lemmas
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can affect conceptual ordering decisions or (b) the accessibility of word
forms can affect the order of grammatical encoding? It should be remembered
that the researchstrategyproposed in chapter 2 was to take nonfeedback
as our starting hypothesis. The assumption of " informational encapsulat
" was that
processorswould be sensitiveonly to their own characterist
kind of input , not to feedbackfrom other components. In this case,
conceptual decisions should be ignorant of the results of grammatical
encoding, and grammatical encodingshould be insensitiveto what happens
at the level of phonological encoding. But this is an empirical issue. Let us
now review someof the supporting and contradicting evidence.
The first issueis whether conceptual ordering decisionscan be affected
by lower-level formulation processes. This question was put to test by
Levelt and Maassen( 1981), who tested, in particular , whether the relative
accessibilityof lexical items affected the order of mention in conjunctive
constructions. The starting assumption was that the order of mention is a
-level decision. Subjectsin theseexperimentswere presente
conceptualmessage
with pictures containing three geometricalforms and a fixation
point . An exampleis given in figure 7.3. Immediately upon presentationof
the picture, two of the three forms (for instance, the circle and the square)
wereslightly displacedupward or downward. The subject' s task was to say
as soon as possible what had happened. Depending on the directions of
motion , typical responseswere the circle and the square went up or the
circle went up and the squarewent down. The former sentencetype, labeled
noun-phraseconjunction, was given only when the two forms moved in the

D

*

OQ

Figure 7.3
Example of the stimuli used by Levelt and Maassen( 1981) to elicit two -object
event descriptions.
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same direction: both up or both down. The latter type, called sentence
conjunction, wasalways usedwhen the directions of movementweredifferent
. Sometimessubjects used sentenceconjunction when the movements
were in the same direction (the circle went up and the square went up),
but this was less frequent and surely less congruent since it doesn' t do
"
"
justice to the common fate of the two motions. (In an additional experiment
, the sentenceforms were prescribed rather than left to the subjects'
convenience.)
The geometrical figures had beencarefully selected. Halfofthem had to
be easyto nameand the other half hard to name, and this differencehad to
be due to lexical accessibilityrather than to better or worse recognizability
or detectability. The figureswereselectedin preliminary experimentswhere
subjectssimply had to name individual geometrical patterns, and where
naming latencieswere measured. The figures indeed differed markedly in
naming latency. In addition , the detectability latencieswere measuredfor
all figures. Eventually, setsof easy- and hard-to -namefigureswere selected
that did not differ in detectability. A circle, for instance, was an easy-to name figure, with an average naming latency of 691 milliseconds. The
naming latency for square, however, was relatively long: 772 milliseconds
on average. Hence, the squarewas in the hard-to -name set of figures. The
experimentsinvolved three easy-to -name and three hard-to-name figures.
Their averagedifferencein naming latency was 83 milliseconds.
Did lexical accessibility affect word order? When the event involved a
circle and a square, for instance, did the speakerssay the circle and the
squarewentup (wherethe easily accessibleword circle is in initial position),
or thesquareand the circle wentup (with the harder word first )? Notice that
the order " easy-+ hard" wasquite cooperative, given the task. The subjects
had beenaskedto give their descriptionsasquickly as possible. By uttering
the easyword first , the speakerwould gain in descriptive speed.
But nothing happened. The easy word was first in 52.5 percent of the
descriptions- not significantly different from randomness. (In the additional
experiment with prescribed syntactic responseframes, the percentage
was 50.5.) What was found was that when the hard word was put in
initial position, the latency to initiate the sentencewas reliably longer than
when the easyword camefirst (by 40 msec, and by 51 msecin the additional
experiment) . In other words, the hard nameswere also harder to accessin
sentencecontext. Still , the speakerscould not capitalize on this noticeable
differencein responsespeedby planning their utterancesaccordingly.
This result supports the notion of informational encapsulation. The
conceptualsystemis ignorant about the accessibilityof lexical items. Con-
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ceptual ordering decisionswill not be reversedby such factors. The situation
may, however, be slightly more complicated, as we will seeshortly .
Is there feedback from the level of phonological encoding to that of
grammatical encoding? Here threeexperimentalresultsshould be reported.
The first finding , also from the Levelt-Maassenexperiment, has to do with
the choiceof syntactic frame. Rememberthat conjoined or " common fate"
movements(both figures rising together, or both falling ) were preferably
expressedby noun-phrase conjunction (e.g., triangle and squarewent up).
There were, however, caseswhere such eventswere describedby sentence
conjunction (triangle went up and squarewent up) . This occurred especially
when both figures were difficult to name. Why did this happen? Levelt and
Maassenconjectured that when the speaker had to retrieve two difficult
word forms in close succession
, he may not have succeededin finding the
secondone in time to utter it when it was needed. The speakermay have
started saying triangle . . . , but then failed to come up in time with the
"
"
phonetic plan for square. The speechneed then forced him to give up
constructing a noun phrase conjunct, and to take a different route of
grammatical encoding- one where the already-retrieved verb form (i.e.,
went up) could be uttered first. In other words, the speaker revised the
grammatical encoding of the event. This , surely is a feedbackexplanation,
and it should be supported by independentevidence. Such evidenceexists.
An on-thefty revision of grammatical frame should take extra time. Therefore
, the durations of theseutteranceswere measured. And indeed, these
critical utterances turned out to span more time (85 milliseconds more)
than their controls. In other words, trouble in phonological encoding may
affect grammatical encoding.
The issuewas further testedin two experimentsby Bock. In a first study,
Bock ( 1986a) used her prime/recognition technique with pictures such as
that in figure 7.2a above. However, this time the prime was not a spoken
sentencebut a spokenword . The word waseither a semanticor a phonological prime. In the caseof figure 7.2a, a semanticprime could be the word
worship. It is a closeassociateof church. Bock conjectured that that prime
might induce a picture description which would have church in a prominent
grammatical role- i.e., somethinglike the passiveThechurchis being
struck by lightning. Inversely, when the prime was thunder, its close associate
lightning might end up in subject position, as in the active The
lightning is striking the church. Such a finding would be very interesting in
itself, becauseit is not so obvious that presentingthe associatewould affect
the conceptualaccessibilityof the referent. It would , rather, directly affect
the activation of the correspondinglemma. But the consequences
should be
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the sameif the analysisin the previous paragraph is correct: A lemma that
is more highly activated, whether through saliency of the corresponding
concept or through associationwith another activated lemma, will tend to
end up in a more prominent grammatical function .
A phonological prime soundslike the target- e.g., searchfor church or
frightening for lightning. And thesekinds of primes form the critical test for
the present issue. If phonological priming affects grammatical encoding,
that is strong evidencefor feedbackfrom the level of phonological encoding
to that of grammatical encoding. If , for instance, the prime searchwere
to induce churchto turn up in a particular grammatical function , this could
only have beenmediated by the phonological form of church.
Bock found that semanticprimes did affect grammatical encoding. The
primed elementtended to turn up in subject position . However, there was
no effect of phonological priming . In other words, no evidencewas found
for feedbackfrom phonological to grammatical encoding.
But Bock ( 1987b) dedicateda secondst~dy to this issue. Sheapplied the
same priming/recognition method as in the previous research, but the
experiments were different in three respects: First , in addition to scenes
suchas thosepresentedin figure 7.2a, Bock presentedpictures like thosein
figure 7.4. Thesewere designedto releaseconjunctivedescriptions, such as
Thewomanis carrying a lamp and a plant and Thedog and the cat are under

I

target : DOG, CAT
prime : DOT, CAP

target : LAMP, PLANT
prime : LAMB, PLAN

Figure 7.4
Examplesof pictures types used by Bock ( 1987b) to elicit conjunctive
descriptions.
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the table. This is the kind of description Levelt and Maassenstudiesin their
experiments. Second, the phonological primes were of a very strong kind .
In all casesthe word -initial part of the prime was identical to that of the
target object. (In general, the phonological match was made as close as
possible.) Examples of targets and primes are given in figure 7.4. Third ,
only phonological primes were used; there were no semanticprimes.
This time Bock did obtain a significant phonological-priming effect. The
effect, moreover, was one of inhibition: The primed target word tended to
appear later in the sentencethan the unprimed target word. For instance,
when figure 7.4a waspresentedafter the prime word cap, subjectstendedto
describeit as Thedog and the cat are underthe table, with the primed cat in
secondaryposition . The effectswerestrongestfor pictures like 7.2a. In 56.1
percent of these cases, sentenceswere constructed in which the primed
word appeared in secondary position (i.e., not in subject position) . The
weakesteffectswere those for the conjunctive cases, as in figures 7.4a and
7.4b. In 52.9 percent of thesecasesthe primed target word appeared in
secondaryposition . But this was still significantly different from a random
50 percent result.
Bock also ran two control experiments. In the first one, subjectswerenot
asked to describe the scene, but to just mention its two most prominent
'
objects. The subjects order-of -mention results showedthe samekind and
sizeof priming effectsas had beenobtained in the sentential descriptions.
In the secondcontrol experiment, the subject did not have to repeat the
prime word aloud, as in all previous experiments. Instead they were asked
either to mouth it for themselvesor to just listen to it . For both groups the
results were essentiallythe sameas in the main experiment.
What can we conclude from theseexcellentexperiments? A first conclusion
concernsthe resultswith respectto sceneslike that in figure 7.2a. These
showedthe strongestamount of (inhibitory ) priming . The following explanation
could be proposed: The phonological prime apparently inhibits the
activation of the target word form . This, in turn , inhibits activation of the
"
"
target lemma. This reducesthe chancefor that lemma to claim a prominent
syntactic function (i.e., subject) during grammatical encoding. In
other words, there is feedback from the phonological to the grammatical
level of encoding. A slightly different account could bring this result in line
with the feedbackconjectured by Levelt and Maassen: Grammatical encoding
initially proceeds without concern for potential trouble at the
phonological level. But as soon as the first target name is about to be
"
"
phonologically encoded, there will be a speech need situation if the
'
name s phonological form is in an inhibited state due to the prime. This
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"
signal is fed back to the level of grammatical encoding, and the
syntactic frame is revised. Such revision took extra time in the LeveltMaassenfindings. Bock found a similar effect: There were dysftuenciesin
utterances, and theseoccurred mainly around the early target locations in
the sentence.That is exactly the moment wheresyntactic revision should be
taking place, if it occurs at all. On this account, the inhibition of the word
form does not lead to inhibition of the corresponding lemma, but to a
syntactic revision.
What are the theoretical implications of the results for conjunctive
phrases, i .e., for the descriptions of scenessuch as those in figure 7.4? It is
obviously preferableto explain thesein the sameway as the previous ones.
But the first kind of explanation above is not applicable. If indeed one
lemma is inhibited by feedback from the phonological level, this will not
have an effect in a situation where both lemmas end up in the same
grammatical role. And that is the casein phrasal conjuncts. One cannot say
anymore that the uninhibited lemma will be quicker to claim a more
prominent grammatical function . For these scenesthe only issue is the
order of conjoining in the samegrammatical function . That leavesus with
"
the secondaccount: syntactic revision in caseof " speechneed.
Though the revision account is the more economical one, covering both
'
kinds of resultsin Bock' s study as well as Levelt and Maassens findings on
feedback, one troublesomeissueremains: Levelt and Maassendid not find
an effect of lexical availability on ordering in conjunctive phrases, whereas
Bock did. The difference, however, is more apparent than real. Levelt and
Maassen found a nonsignificant ordering effect of 52.5 percent; Bock
obtained a significant effect of 52.9 percent- a negligible difference. What
remainsto bedealt with is Levelt and Maassen's interpretation of their own
test. Rememberthat they started from the assumption that the ordering
decision is a conceptual one, and their hypothesis was that word -finding
trouble should not lead to a revision of that decision. In retrospect, their
experimentsprobably did not test that hypothesis. What they did test was
whether phonological accessibilitycould affect syntactic encoding operations
. Theserevisedsyntactic encoding operations would then overrulethe
conceptual input , but would not causeit to be revised. This interpretation
'
is, moreover, in full agreementwith the account of Bock s syntactic-biasing
experimentsgiven in section 7.3 above.
To sum up: The findings discussedin this sectionshow the possibility of
feedbackfrom the phonological to the grammatical level of encoding. This
feedbackis likely to proceed as follows: Trouble at the level of accessto
word forms may induce a revision of syntactic frame. There are no findings
" trouble
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that support on - line feedback at the next higher level of speech planning .
The present evidence suggests that message preparation proceeds in full
ignorance of the developing state of affairs at the levels of grammatical and
phonological encoding .

Summary

Grammatical encoding takes a messageas input and delivers a surface
structure as output . It is likely that this processis highly automatic and
nonintentional . A speakerwill not , for every message
, consider which of
various grammatical alternativeswould be most effectivein reaching some
communicative goal.
The first sectionof this chapter sketcheda possiblearchitecture for such
automatic encoding: Kempen and Hoenkamp' s ( 1987) Incremental Production
Grammar. The algorithm has severalattractive featuresas a model of
the speaker: It is lexically driven; it generates" incrementally," from left to
right , taking whatever messagefragments the speakermakes available; it
generatesmajor constituentsin parallel (which, as we saw, is a requirement
if the fluency of speechis to be explained); it generateslinguistically wellformed structures of an interesting, nontrivial variety; and so on. The
model is, primarily , an existenceproof . It showsthe feasibility of constructing
nonintentional grammatical-encoding algorithms that behavelike real
speakersin important respects.
The architecture of a processingsystemcan sometimesbecometransparent
in the ways it errs or fails. An effort was made to relate severaltypes of
speecherror to joints in the Kempen-Hoenkamp architecture. Exchanges
of words and of phrasescould be attributed to errors in the delivery or the
destination of procedural output . The algorithm could also predict the
stranding of inflectional elementsand of stress. Thesepredictions met with
varying but encouragingdegreesof support from the error data.
Apart from destination errors, we distinguished errors of ordering.
Theseshould be attributed to the selection of possible but inappropriate
ordering framesby categorial proceduresin the algorithm . Sucherrors may
indeed occur, but they certainly don ' t occur in large quantities. Rather
more frequent are shifts- mostly slight mislocations of a word or a smaller
segment. With Garrett , we attributed theseto failures at the next level of
processing, where phonological form is encoded.
The chapter then turned to various areas of experimental researchin
grammatical encoding. First , the studies of Ford and Holmes were mentioned
. These studies suggestthe existenceof an encoding rhythm going
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from basicclauseto basicclause- i.e., following the major semanticjoints
in the messagerather than syntactic surface constituents. Second, the
encoding of topical and highly accessibleentities was discussed. It was
shown that topical information is usually encoded early in the sentence,
and preferably as grammatical subject. Also considered was how the
various arguments in the thematic structure of the messagewould be
distributed over grammatical functions, and over word -order positions.
"
"
Grammatical encoding was called congruent if the relative importance
of the various argumentsand modifiers was reflectedin the assignmentof
grammatical functions and constituent positions. Several studies were
reviewedthat showed that a systematiccongruency mechanicsexists, and
that it is universal to an interesting degree. Third , someremarks weremade
on the generation of definiteness, pronominalization , and (de-) accentuation
. Theseare anaphoric grammatical devicesfor linking the interpretation
of the current utterance to what was said earlier or what is about to be
said. They contribute to the coherenceof discourse. Cross-linguistic evidence
has shown both similarities and differences in the grammatical
devicesspeakersuse to establish coherenceof reference. There is, inaddition
, syntactic coherencein the sensethat an utterance repeatssyntactic
featuresof a previous utterance in the discourse. This phenomenon, which
can be experimentally induced, shows that grammatical encoding procedures
-level input .
can becomebiased, independentof message
Finally , the issueof feedbackwas discussed. Can grammatical encoding
affect messageconstruction, and can phonological encoding affect grammatical
encoding? The conclusionswere fairly straightforward : There is no
experimental support for the first kind of feedback. We can maintain the
modular assumption that messageconstruction proceedswithout on-line
feedbackfrom the level of grammatical encoding. There is, however, clear
evidencefor the possibility of feedbackfrom phonological to grammatical
encoding. A minimal interpretation of this feedback is that it consists of
revising a syntactic frame when trouble arisesat the (next) level of phono
logical encoding.

Chapter 8
Phonetic Plans for Words

and Connected Speech

The first stage of the formulating process, grammatical encoding, is followed
'
by a secondstagein which a representationof the utterance s form
is generated. It takes successivefragments of surface structure as they
becomeavailable as input ; it produces, incrementally, the form specifications
that the Articulator will have to realize, the speaker's phonetic plan.
Ingoing from a surfacestring of lemmasto a phonetic plan for connected
speech, the speaker generatesa variety of intermediary representations.
Phonological encoding is not as simple as retrieving stored phonetic plans
for successivewords and concatenatingthem. Rather, the phonetic plan is
a rhythmic (re-)syllabification of a string of segments. Each word ' s segment
and basic rhythm are somehow stored in the form lexicon. When
theseword patterns are concatenated, new patterns arise. Segmentsmay
get lost or added, particularly at word boundaries. Syllablesmay be formed
that cross word boundaries. Word accents are shifted to create a more
regular rhythm for the larger string as a whole, and so on. Many of these
operations serve to create more easily pronounceablepatterns. And pronounc
is what the input to the Articulator should be. The present
reviews
someof the form specificationsinvolved in the generation
chapter
of phonetic plans. How thesetarget representationsare built by the speaker
will be the subject of chapters 9 and 10.
The review will be done in two steps. Section 8.1 is concernedwith the
form of words. Words, as we saw in chapter 6, have morphological and
'
phonological structure. This structure is specified in the speakers form
lexicon, or can be composedfrom smaller lexical elementsin the courseof
speaking. The processby which the speakerretrievesthis form information
from the lexicon and usesit to createa phonetic plan for the word suggests
the existenceof a multilevel organization of word -form properties. Section
8.2 deals with connected speech. The phonological encoding of surface
structure often requires a phonetic plan that spans several words. Such
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plans for connectedspeechhave form properties of their own segmental,
rhythmic , and melodic.
Beforewe proceedto thesediscussionsof lexical and supralexical form ,
someremarks about the phenomenologicalstatus of the generatedrepresentations
are in order. These representationsare, as Linell ( 1979) suggested
, plans for phonetic acts. As such, they have a distinctly articulatory
status. And thesephonetic plans are, to a substantial degree, consciously
. They can, in particular , be present to the speakeras imagesof
accessible
the target sound patterns; this is colloquially known as internal or subvocal
speech. It is a remarkable fact that there can be internal speechwithout
overt articulation . The consciousaccessibilityof phonetic plans makes it ,
apparently, possiblefor a speakerto decidefreely on whether they should
be articulated or not. This differs markedly from the phenomenological
status of surface structure. Grammatical relations are not consciously
accessibleto linguistically untrained speakers, and probably not even to
trained linguists when they are in the courseof speaking. Surfacestructure
cannot be monitored directly ; it is automatically molded into a phonetic
plan. It is, however, an empirical issuewhich aspectsof the phonetic plan
can be monitored and which cannot. Surely, not every single aspectof the
form representationis accessibleto the speaker.
Speakersdo not always generate sound images (internal speech) for
themselveswhen they speak, and there are probably important individual
differencesin this respect( McNeill 1987) . The accessibilityof the phonetic
plan is not dependenton the presenceof internal speech. In the following ,
the neutral terms form representationand phonetic plan will be used to
indicate the output of the presentcomponent, leaving undecidedwhether
this output is available as internal speech.
8.1

Plans for Words

A word is internally structured at two levels, the morphological and the
phonological. At the morphological level a word is composed of one or
more morphemes
, such as roots, prefixes, and suffixes. At the phonological
, such as consonantsand
level a word consistsof syllablesand of segments
entertain
of
levels
complex interrelations.
vowels. Thesetwo
organization
In the following we will first consider some elementary properties of the
turn to the phonological
morphological level of organization. We will then
"
"
level, which is organized at different tiers. We will finish with a few
remarksabout the interrelationships betweenmorphology and phonology.
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8.1.1 Morphology
Morphological structure is reminiscent of surface structure. A word is a
hierarchical organization of meaningful words, roots, and affixes, just as a
sentenceis a hierarchical organization of meaningful phrasesand clauses.
The morphological constituents of words combine to make derivations(as
in danger-ow , loud-ness, in-sufficient), compounds(as in sun-shine, dryclean), and inflections (as in walk-ed, car-s) . In English, affixes are either
prefixes (like in-) or suffixes (like -ness). Other languages, such as Arabic ,
also have infixes (affixes that are put into a root ) . In the following we
will , however, restrict ourselvesto English derivation , compounding, and
inflection.
Denvado. .
Derivations in English can arise through the addition of affixes(prefixesor
suffixes) to wordsor to roots. Each word that doesnot carry a word affix is
itself a root (e.g., car, sunshine); hence, many roots are words themselves.
But there are also roots that are not words becausethey cannot stand alone
(e.g., ceivein deceive) . Let us begin with the affixation of roots.
A root can combine with an affix to make a new root . Take the noun root
nation. It can take the root affix -ai, which makesit into an adjective root :
national. This adjective root can, in turn , take an affix -ity , which makesit
into a noun root : nationality . The whole construction, of course, is a word.
The tree structure is this:

WORD
I
ROOT
/
"
ROOT
AF
--- - -/
\
ROOT AF
I
I
national

I
ity

Other root affixes(called classJ affixes by Siegel[ 1974] and primary affixes
by Kiparsky [ 1982 are -ous, -ive, -ate, -ory , and -ify .
It is characteristic of root affixation that it can affect the sound form of
the root : The first vowel in nation is different from the first vowel in
national, and ingoing from national to nationality the word accent shifts
from the first to the third syllable.
This is different for word affixation , which is far less intrusive on the
head word . Take, for instance, the word affixes -lessand -ness. The word
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nation combines with -lessto make the adjective nationless, and the latter
word combineswith -nessto make a noun. As a tree diagram it looks like
this:

WORD
'"
/
WORD AF
I
/ \

WORD AF
I
I
ROOT less
I
nation

ness

stresspattern of the head word . Other word suffixes (alternatively called
Class II or secondarysuffixes) are -er, -y , -;ze, and -ish.
Word and root affixescan combine in a word , but then the word affixes
are alwaysoutside the root affixes. Nat;on-al-;zeis possible, but nat;on-lessty
is impossible. As tree representations:
Possible: WORD
Impossible: WORD
\
\
/
/
AF
ROOT
AF
WORD
/
\
I
/
\
I
WORD AFity
ize
ROOT AF
I
I
I
I
ROOT less
national
I
nation
Selkirk ( 1982, 1984a), whose analysis we are following here, explains this
very generalphenomenon in English by meansof the simple requirement
that in a morphological tree a ROOT node may not dominate a WORD
node, as is the casein the impossible tree above.
Finally , there is derivational prefixing, and the sameregularity appears
there. Word prefixesare ex- and non-; root prefixesare in- and de- . In mixed
cases,word prefixescome to the left of root prefixes(asin non-descending) .
There are only a few affixesthat can be both word and root affixes, e.g. unand
-menteIn governmental, -ment is a root affix, becauseit is followed by
another root affix (-al ); in punishment, it is a word affix becauseit follows
a word affix (-ish) . For an explanation of theseand other exceptions see
Selkirk 1982.
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Compounds
All English compounds are made up of words from the major lexical
categories(nouns, verbs, adjectives, and prepositions), and most combinations of them are possible- for example:
N
N
A
-""" " " "
~
/~
NN
A
N
P
A
I
I
I
I
I
I
sun shine hot dog
over ripe
Examplesof impossiblecombinations are NV and VA . Most compound5
havea head; it is the rightmost elementthat hasthe samesyntactic categor)
as the whole compound. In all the examples above, it is the rightmos1
element (shine, dog, etc.) . The other element usually modifies the meaning
of the head, but not all compounds are transparent in this respect.
The AN compound hot dog is less transparent than the NN compound
.
sheepdog
Also , one can form more complex compounds by combining words that
are morphologically complex themselves, or by adding affixes. Examples
are black-board chalk, pass-ing note, and far -fetch-ed-ness. The reader
may take pleasure in drawing morphological trees for these and other
cases.
Is compounding the conjoining of roots, or the conjoining of words?
Quite probably it is the conjoining of words. Ifit is the conjoining of words,
the resulting compound must be a word as well, becausea word node
cannot be dominated by a root node. If the compound is itself a word , it
cannot take classI or root affixes; it can take only classII or word affixes.
That seemsto be generally the case. It is, for instance, all right to say laidbackness
, but not laid-backity. It should further be observedthat affixed
words can be compounded, as in fighter -bomber. These, in turn , can be
affixed by word affixes (fighter -bomberless
), and so on. In other words,
and
class II affixation seemto occur at the same " level."
compounding
However, in English there may be a higher level of affixation: the level of
regular inflection.

v
~
p
vI
Ioffset

Inflections
In English the regular inflections are very simple in structure. They consist
of a noun or verb stem plus an affix, and the affix is always a suffix (i.e., it
follows the stemword ) . Take the word form that correspondsto the lemma
car if it has the diacritic parameter " plural " . It has the following morpho logical structure:
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WORD (pI)
\
/
WORD AF (pI)
I
I
s
ROOT
I
car
Similarly , the verb form swims has this structure :

WORD (sing, 3d pers, pres)
\
/
WORD AF (sing, 3d pers, pres)
I
I
ROOT s
I
swim
The threediacritic parametersspecifiedin the lemmafor swim (in this
"
"
"
" "
"
, singular , 3rd person , and presenttense ) are together
example
realizedin thesuffix-soIf thenumberwouldhavebeenplural, therewould
havebeenno suffix.
HalleandMohanan( 1985
) argue(contraryto Selkirk1982)that regular
inflectionis not on a par with normalword affixation. A major argument
is that inflectionscan be addedto all kinds of words, whetherthey have
affixesor not and whethertheyarecompoundsor not. But assoonan inflection
).
is added, no furthersuffixescanbeadjoined(asin, say, swimsness
Anotherargumentis that it is hardto usean inflectedwordasthefirst word
in a compound(asin swimswater
). However,theremaybesemanticreasons
moreover
, manyexceptions(e.g., swimming
for thesefacts, and thereare,
pool). Whetherthereis a genuinethird morphologicalstratumin English
is a matterof dispute.
. Otherlanguages
, suchas
Theinflectionalstructureof Englishis meager
and
German
.
But
in
inflectional
English
German, arefar richer
morphology
the
of
features
diacritic
havein commonthat they projectdifferent
esthird person,singular
lemmaon thesamesuffix. The s in hethinksexpress
is calledan inflectional
s
.
Thu
time
same
at
the
tense
,
and
English
,
present
,
diacritic features
distribute
called
. So
agglutinativelanguages
language
. Turkish, Finnish
feature
another
affixes, eachone realizing
over successive
, Hungarian, and Japaneseare languagesof this kind. Speakersof
regularlyproducenewwordswhentheyspeak,as
agglutinativelanguages
in chapter6. However, an adult speakerof an inflectional
wasdiscussed
languagehas used almost all the derivational and inflectional forms
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before, and can readily retrieve them from the mental lexicon. The exceptiona
new words are mostly compounds. Still , the fact that almost all
'
morphologically complex words are stored in the speakers lexicon does
not mean that the internal structure of a word has becomeirrelevant in its
production . Speecherrors and other production phenomenatell us that a
word ' s morphology does playa role in its retrieval during speech.
The entity to which an inflection is added is traditionally called a stem.
In
( the examplesabove, the roots car and swim are stems.) So, we now have
the notions word, root, and stem. Each word contains (or consists of ) at
leastone root . Many roots can be words themselves;somecannot (such as
-ceive) . If a word is inflected, the stemis whatever the inflectional affixation
applies to. Let us now turn to the phonology of words.
8.1.2 Tier -Representationin Word Phonology
A word consistsof one or more syllables, and each syllable consistsof one
or more slots that can contain phonetic material, such as consonants or
vowels. The final phonetic plan for a word representshow the phonetic
material is distributed over these so-called timing slots. The axis of this
representationis nothing but the row of timing slots. It is called the skeletal
tier (or , alternatively, the timing tier) . But these slots are partitioned in
small chains. There is, first of all , their grouping into successivesyllables.
And syllablescan consist of further constituents, such as onsetsand rimes.
This constituent organization of the slots at the skeletal tier is represented
at the so-called syllable tier.
The phonetic content of the slots is of two kinds: quality (also, confusingly, called melody in the phonological literature) and prosody. The
quality of phonetic content is determined by such featuresas whether the
speechsound should be voiced or unvoiced, nasal or non-nasal, plosive or
non-plosive. Thesequalitative featuresare specifiedat the segmenttier. The
prosodic plan, on the other hand, specifiesthe metrical and the intonational
pattern of the intended utterance. They are specifiedat the metrical
and intonational tiers, respectively.
It is not preciselyknown how the different tiers relate to one another (see
Clements 1985 for various hypotheses), but figure 8.1 can be a starting
point for the following discussion. The tier organization is like a set of
pagesglued together at the edges. Each page edge representsa tier , and
eachpageconnectstwo tiers. The skeletaltier connectsvia the right pageto
the segmentaltier and via the left pageto the syllable tier. The syllable tier ,
in turn , connectsdirectly to the metrical and to the intonational tier. Later
I will suggestthat the segmenttier at the right is the spine for a further set
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Figure 8.1
An initial representationof the coupling of tiers in an articulatory plan .

of pages, containing thefeature tiers. Each pageconnectstwo tiers, and it
"
"
displays the association lines betweenthe tiers, i .e., the preciseconnections
betweenthe units of the two tiers involved. The following subsections
will give a summary discussionof the tiers and their interconnections.
8.1.3 The Skeletal Tier
The skeletaltier is a sequenceof slots, and theseslots can contain phonetic
content. A filled slot is a phonetic segmentor a phone. It is not the casethat
a speakerpronouncesone phone, then the next phone, and so on. Still , his
phonetic plan consistsof a sequenceof phones. Each phone, however, will
be realized by the articulator as constituting part of a larger articulatory
gesture. The smallest such gestureis the articulation of a whole syllable.
The simplest representationof the skeletal tier is just
XXXX

...,

the sequenceof timing slots to be filled . Indeed, somephonologists leaveit
at that (see, e.g., Halle and Mohanan 1985) . Others, however, distinguish
between slots that should be filled with sonorouscontent and slots that
should be filled with nonsonorousmaterials. Sonorous speechsounds are
relatively loud. The most sonorous ones are vowels, such as [a] and [:>].
Least sonorous are voiceless stops, such as [ P] and [ k] . Others are in
between; [r] , [I] , [m], and [n], for instance, are in the middle rangeof sonority
(Selkirk I 984b) . A syllable always has a high-sonorous peak segment,
which can be precededor followed by other lesssonorous sounds. Many
phonologists indicate at the skeletal tier which slots should contain syllabic
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"
"
peaks; i.e., syllabicity is representedat the skeletal tier (Hayes 1986) .
Suchslots are indicated by V . This , of course, derivesfrom " vowel," but it
means only " high-sonorous segmentof the syllable." All other slots are
indicated by C. This derives from " consonant," but it meansonly " low sonorous segmentof the syllable."
The syllable peak may extend over two slots, as in long vowels, but it
cannot have two peaksseparatedby a lesssonorouselement. In fact, there
is a generalrule that , within a syllable, sonority decreasesfrom the peak to
the syllable boundaries (Selkirk ' s [ 1984b] " Sonority SequencingGeneralization" ). The peak is the top of a " sonority hill ," which slopesdown toward
the boundarieswithout secondarysonority peaks. One must, probablyal low for a slightly weaker version of this rule: that sonority is nonincreasing
away from the peak. There may bejuxtaposed segmentsof equal sonority .
Here we will adopt the CV notation for the skeletal tier (Clementsand
Keyser 1983) . A sequenceof slots could, for instance, look like
CVVCV

.

This represents
a sequence
of two syllables
therearetwo peaks:a
, because
longoneanda shortone. Thisparticulartier couldbefilledby materialsfor
thewordmeter.Thefirst syllablehas[i) aspeak, a longvowelthat takestwo
slots. It is precededby the lesssonorous[m], whichfills the initial C slot.
The secondsyllablehas[r] asits peak; it is moresonorousthan the [t] that
it. The segments
, therefore,relateto the slotsasfollows.
precedes
slots:
CV V CV
I \/ I I
: mit
r
segments
In the following , phones or strings of phones will be put in square
brackets . The phonemes of which phones in the phonetic plan are a
realization are given between slashes. So, [m ] is the phone in the pho netic plan that , in some syllabic environment , realizes the phoneme / m / .
The Syllable Tier
slots at the skeletal tier are grouped in larger syllable units . These are
represented at the syllable tier . The simplest representation would be one in
which the slots are merely connected to successive syllable nodes. The
syllabic representation for meter would then be the following .
syllables :
slots :
segments:

'cIv\/"vcI/\0
0
'vI
/1
mitr
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What kinds of strings can be syllables? All languageshave CV or CVV
syllables, most have V syllables, many have CVC syllables, and somehave
VC syllables. English has them all. It is, moreover, possible in English to
make strings of two Vs, and of two or three Cs within a syllable (as in the
monosyllabic word scraped) .
Suchstrings of V and C slots within a syllable can be further partitioned
'
into so-called syllable constituents. A syllable s main constituents are onset
and rime. Each syllable has a rime. The rime beginswith the syllable peak.
If the syllable is just a V , that V is the rime. If further consonantsfollow the
peak, they also belong to the rime. So art is a word , it is a syllable, and it
is a rime. A rime is naturally partitioned into a nucleusand a coda. The
nucleus contains the peak slot (s), the coda the remaining C slot (s) . The
syllable art has lal as nucleus and Irtl as coda.
The onset of a syllable is the string of Cs preceding the peak. In meter;
Iml and It I are syllable onsets. Onsetscan also be clustersof low -sonorous
elements, suchasIskrl in the monosyllabic word script. Ifno C precedesthe
V , the onset is empty. Someof the main syllable types appear in the four syllable word astonishment:
0'
0'
0'
0'
I / \ A
/ ' -'
r 0 r
r 0 ro
/ \
11 \ 11 \
nc
nc
I
I 1\
I
I I
nlln
skeletal tier: V C C V C V C C V C C
I I I I I I I I I I I
I I m ~n t
segmenttier: ~ s ton
The first syllable, I ~/, fills a sIngle slot. Its peak is, at the same time, it ~
nucleus, its rime, and the whole syllable. The secondsyllable, Istol , has ali
onset, Istl , and it is further branching over two slots containing Isl and Itl ,
The rime is nonbranching; it consistsof the nucleus101. The next syllable~
ImI I, has a nonbranching onset, Inl , but a branching rime, consisting of a
nucleusIII and a coda III . A coda can also be branching. This is the caseill
the fourth syllable, Im ~nt/ . Here the onset Iml and the nucleus I ~I are
nonbranching, but the coda fills two C slots: with Inl and Itl , respectively:
where Inl is more sonorous than It / . The way in which a syllable branche~
is, aswe will shortly see, a determinant of whether it will receivestressat the
metrical tier.
In English multisyllabic words, each V is part of the peak of adifferent
syllable. Compare the words in example 1: contract, contractor, and
retinal.

syllable tier:
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syllabletier:

skeletal tier:

'cvc
'AM
0
0
0
'
III~1
I
rEt
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0'

0'

/A / \
cvcccvcc
I I I I r~kt
IIII
kont

0'

0' 0'

I\ I \ A
cvcccvccv
I I I I r~kt
I I I I rI
kont

segmenttier:
Contract has two V peaksand hencetwo syllables; contractor and nominal
have three of each. Since V here is the peak of a syllable, how are the
consonantsdistributed over adjacent syllables? The main rule is that a V
attracts as many of the consonants preceding it as it can. So, instead of
contract or contract , we have con-tract. The vowel of the secondsyllable
takeson both It I and Ir / . This rule is known asmaximization of onset. Only
the " leftovers" are for the coda of the precedingsyllable. In contract, Inl is
the leftover C; it is subsumedunder the previous syllable (con). Why is Inl
not also attracted into the initial consonant cluster of the secondsyllable?
A major reason is that the phone [n] (the realization of In/) is more
sonorous than [t] (the realization of It /) . As a consequence
, the resulting
syllable, [ntrrekt] , would have two sonority peaks: [n] and [a] . This contradicts
the Sonority SequencingGeneralization. There may, in addition , be
language-specificrestrictions on clusters. For each language, there are socalled
phonotactic rules that specify possible and impossible clusters in
syllable onset and syllable offset.
The second syllable of contract is tract. But the second syllable of
contractor is trac. This is, again, due to maximization of onset. The third
'
syllable of contractor doesn t like to begin with V ; it tries to assemble
syllable onset consonants. It takes It /; however, it cannot take Ikl , since
Iktl is phonotactically impossibleasa syllable onset in English (though not
in other languages). The result is thus con- tractor . This example shows
how the addition of a suffix can lead to resy//abification, the reassignment
of elementsat syllable boundaries.
Though the maximization of onset appliesquite generally, there are also
there is a syllable break betweenlessand ness;
exceptions. In nationlessness
still , Isnl is a possiblesyllable-initial cluster in English. In subsection8.1.1
it was discussedthat word affixes are not " sound-intrusive." Here we see
that they also tend to preservetheir own syllable identity . This is different
for root affixesthat easily attract consonantsfrom the root (as in plaint -.
plain- tive).
The word retinal in example 1 demonstrates still another important
feature of syllabification . Maximization of onset would predict the syllabi-
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fication re-tinal . Still , the consonant / n/, which is syllable-initial , also
participates in the foregoing syllable, so that the word contains as syllables
re, tin , and noloThis phenomenonis called ambisyllabicity. Certain consonants
in intervocalic position (i.e., in VCV configurations, where both Vs
are unstressed
) can make a liaison betweenadjacent syllables. For American
the
flapping / t / of retinal is probably also ambisyllabic.
English,
8.1.5 The Segment Tier
'
A speaker s phonetic plan represents which phones go in successive timing
slots . The sequence of phones in a syllable specifies the articulatory gesture
to be made by the speaker in order to realize that syllable . The number of
'
different phones in the world s languages is fairly limited . Whatever its
exact size, it is small enough that an International Phonetic Alphabet ( IPA )
could be designed by which the phonetic segments in different languages
can be roughly transcribed . The IP A , given in appendix A , is used in this
book to represent phonetic segments. The phone sequence cat will be
transcribed as [kret ] , nation as [nelJ~n ], and so on .
Phones are not indivisible wholes . They represent various features of the
articulatory gesture to be made . To utter a speech sound is a fairly complicated
motor activity involving maneuvers of different parts of the respiratory
system , the larynx , and the vocal tract . The sound may require
inhalation or exhalation , it mayor may not require voicing ( the periodic
vibration of the vocal folds ), and it will require a range of vocal - tract
specifications , such as positions or movements of the velum , the tongue ,
and the lips . A phone is an abstract representation of such gestural components
. Their precise execution is not specified in the phonetic plan ; that is
the task of the articulatory component .
Which features , then , are specified at the segmental level? I will not give
an exhaustive listing , but I will mention some major classes ( seealso section
11.1.3) . At the respiratory level , a speaker might make a distinction between
inhaling and exhaling sounds . But English and most ( but not all )
other languages have exhaling speech sounds only . At the laryngeal level
the most important feature is voicing . All spoken languages make a contrast
between voiced and unvoiced speech sounds . InEnglishd
] and [t ]
differ in just this feature , and so do the segments [ b] and [ p] and the
segments [g] and [k ] . At the supra laryngeal level ( i .e., the level of the vocal
tract ), two main classes of features can be distinguished : place features and
manner features .
The place features indicate where in the vocal tract the speech sound is to
be made . Some examples of place features are labial ( versus nonlabial ),
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which specifieswhether the lips should form a constriction , as in [m], [p], or
[b]; coronal, which requiresthe constriction to be madeby the tongue blade,
as in [t] or [0 ] ; and posterior (versusanterior), where the primary constriction
is behind the alveolar ridge, as in [g] or [h] .
The manner featuresspecify a variety of further aspectsof the articulation
beyond its place. Among them are nasal (versusnon-nasal or oral ),
which specifieswhether the velum should be lowered so that the nasal
cavity will resonatewith the speechsound, asin [m] and [IJ]; rounded(versus
unrounded), meaning that the sound is to be made with protruding lips, as
in [u]; and strident or fricative , which involves the generation ofa spirantal
noise at the place of constriction , as in [s] and [f ] . The above-mentioned
feature of voicing is also often consideredto be a manner feature. Several
of these manners and places of articulation will be further discussedin
chapter II .
A feature mayor may not bedistinctivewithin a language. It is distinctive
if the distinction betweentwo words in a languagehingeson that feature.
Voicing is distinctive in English, becauseit opposeswords such as bill and
pill , tell and dell. The manner featurenasalis distinctive becauseit discriminates
the words man and ban, and name and dame, and so on. Other
featuresare not distinctive. For English this is so for the aspiration feature.
Compare the words pot and spot. The [p] of pot is pronounced such that a
little puff of air follows the release; this is called aspiration. The word spot
is pronounced without p-aspiration . But the aspiration feature is nondistinctiv
in English, becausethere are no two words whosedifferencehinges
on that feature. There are, for instance, no two different words pot and pot
in English, where the former is aspirated and the latter is not and where
different things are meant. Whether or not /p/ should be aspirateddepends
only on its syllabic enviroment. They are two context-dependentvariants
of /pl . Variants of a speechsound differing only in nondistinctive features
are called allophones; [p '] and [p] are allophones in English. They are allophoni
realizationsof the samephoneme,/p/ . A phonemeis a segrne
,nt asfar
as specifiedfor its distinctive features only . So, pot and spot contain the
samephoneme/p/, but realized as different (allo )phones.
It is an important question whether the more abstract notion of " phoneme
" is
psychologically relevant for a theory of the speaker, or whether
the phone is the only relevantlevelofform representation. The next chapter
will discussevidencefrom speecherrors that strongly supports the notion
of the phoneme as a processing unit of phonetic planning. When the
speaker intends to say spot-and-kill but instead happensto say skot-andpill , the phonemes/p/ and / k / exchange, not the allophones; the /p/ will be
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aspiratedin pill , whereasit was not in spot. By and large it seemsto be the
case that the form specifications for words in the mental lexicon are
phonemic, like jspotj and jpllj . The speakerusesthese representationsto
retrieve the corresponding syllabic gestures. The phonetic plans for these
syllabic gesturesare phonetic, i.e., in terms of allophones (e.g., [spot] and
'
[ PlI] . The next chapter will discusshow the phonemic codesin the lexicon
are used to retrieve the phonetic specificationsfor the syllables.
The number of distinctive featuresfor a languageis quite small, probably
around 20. Eachof them is a more or lessindependentlycontrollable aspect
of articulation . It was remarked above that a speakerdoes not pronounce
one phone, and then the next one, and so on. Rather, he plans whole
articulatory gestures of at least syllabic size. Such a gesture normally
involves not only feature changebut also feature maintenance. Successive
syllabic slots may maintain the values of certain specific features while
changing the values of others. In the word manner, for instance, the
distinctive feature of voicing persistsover the whole word. Or take nasality.
The French pronunciation of the town name Nancy involves a sequenceof
[n] and [a], where both [n] and [a] are nasal; nasality persists over two
phones, the whole first syllable of the word. It has therefore beensuggested
that the segmenttier be usedas a spine to which a whole set of feature tiers
are linked , like the pagesof a book. At least, one could make a laryngeal tier
and a supralaryngeal tier , and subdivide the latter into a place tier and a
manner tier. This was suggestedby Clements ( 1985) . Alternatively , one
could write a separatetier or line for eachdistinctive feature, as is done for
the voicesin a musical score. We will not pursue this here. The important
point is that we avoid the trap <;>f a strictly segmentalpicture of articulatory
planning. Articulatory gesturescan span severaltiming units, and should
be representedas such.
8.1.6 The Metrical Tier
Speaking is a rhythmic process. A speaker organizes his utterance in
patternsof stressedand unstressedsyllables, and can assignvarious degrees
of stressor accentto different syllables. The production of speechis, in this
respect, not unlike the production of music. Rhythmical organization is
probably the most universal property of music. There is always some
regular organization of beatsin groups of two , three, or more, and the metrical
organization is almost always hierarchical to somedegree(Longuet
a
Higgins 1987) . There is, of course, no fixed time unit in speechlike
measurein music, but there is surely some hierarchical organization of
beats.
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At the word level of speech, multisyllabic words can also be said to have
a metrical pattern, and this pattern is representedon the metrical tier. The
metrical tier is associatedto the syllable tier. Stressis a sound property of
syllables. It is, among other things, reflectedin the duration of the spoken
syllable. When a syllable is stressed,it is longer than when it is not stressed.
The syllablefor is longer informal than inforlorn . From this point of view,
the metrical tier might be representedas a string of syllable-linked musical
notes of different lengths, like this:

n

-for

mal

n

for

.
lorn

This, however, would be too suggestive. Syllable duration is not the only
way in which stressvariations are realized. Stressis also, in part , realizedby
variation in amplitude or intensity and by pitch movement. It needsa more
abstract representationthan a purely temporal one. There is, moreover, a
relation to vowel quality . The initial phoneme/ :)/ is realized differently in
forlorn and informal . When a vowel is unstressedin English, its quality may
differ from the stressedallophone. In short, stressis an abstract category,
like " phoneme" . It may be realized in different ways, depending on the
languageand on the speaker.
An attractive way to representa word ' s stresspattern on the metrical tier
is by means of a so-called metrical grid (Prince 1983; Selkirk 1984a) . It
provides eachsyllable with one or more beats. Take the word California . It
has a beat pattern like this:
x
x
x
x x x x
Ca Ii for nia

The main word stressor word accentis on the third syllable (for ); there is a
secondarystresson the first syllable (ca), and the remaining two syllables
have the minimum amount of stress. We assumethat , in most cases, a
word ' s basic stresspattern is simply available to a speaker. But it is surely
interesting that , when confronted with an unknown printed word , a native
speakerwill immediately assigna stresspattern that conforms to the rules
of the language. For instance, pefinarca will most likely receivethe same
stress pattern as California . Speakersapply stress-assignment rules unaware
; the rules are part of their knowledge of the language.
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This is not the placeto review the metrical rules of English (seeespecially
Selkirk 1984a), but some major tendenciesin stress assignment can be
mentioned.
A first , quite general observation is that the rime of a syllable is important
in stress attraction , whereas the onset plays no role in it . When a
syllable has a branching rime- i .e., when the rime is anything more than a
single V , like for in California- it is called a heavysyllable, and it will get
an extra beat in its column. Syllableswith just a V rime are called light ; they
do not get an extra beat for heaviness.
There is, second, a strong tendency toward stressalternation. Speakers
dislike a sequenceof two stressedsyllables. If this is imminent , for instance
becausethere is a sequenceof two heavy syllables, one of them will lose a
beat. On the other hand, speakersalso dislike sequencesof unstressed
syllables, especiallymore than two of them. A speaker will add beats in
order to break such patterns. The resulting alternating stress pattern is
presentin California, but also in most other polysyllabic words.
Third , affixes playa special role in stressassignment. Word -initial and
word -final affixes are never stressedin English. Affixes can receivestress
only in nonextremepositions, and only when they are root affixes. This is,
for instance, the casefor al in nationality .
Fourth , function words (auxiliaries, pronouns, determiners, and so on)
tend to be destressedas if they were affixes. Phonologically, they are not
really words at all.
Fifth , when a lemma has beenassignedpitch accentin the generation of
surface structure, at least one extra beat is given to the syllable that has
word accent. For example, if a speakeranswersthe question Wereyou born
in Oregon? with No , in California, the metrical grid for California will be
x
x
x
x
x x x x
Ca Ii for nia
'
So, even if the stress pattern of California is stored in the speaker s word
fonn lexicon , it can be adapted to accommodate the diacritical feature of
'
pitch accent . Other accomodations of a word s basic metrical pattern can
result from stress clashes with neighboring words ( seesubsections 8.2.2 and
10.2.1) .

8.1.7 TheIntonationTier
Sofar wehaveseenthat thephoneticplanan Englishspeakerconstructsfor
a word deriveslargelyfrom informationstoredin the mentallexicon. The
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phonemic constitution of morphemes and words is stored in the lexicon ; so,
'
quite probably , is the (allo )phonic composition of the language s syllables .
To generate the phonetic plan for a word , the speaker uses the phonemic
code as a key to retrieve the phonetic syllabic code . (This process is the
'
subject of chapter 9.) But some aspects of the word s phonetic fonn are not
stored in the lexicon and have to be constructed time and again . For
'
English and many other languages , this is true of a word s intonation
'
pattern . ( This pattern should be carefully distinguished from the word s
stress pattern ; the same stress pattern can go with very different intonation
patterns .) Here are some possible intonation contours for California ( for
the notation system , see subsection 8.2.3) :

(2)
a ca Ii for nia

b ca Ii for nia
.

~
.

c ca Ii for nia
.

.

.
.

.

.

.

It is not hard to think up contexts in which thesedifferent contours would
occur naturally . Version a can occur in the simple assertiveutterance [ live
in California; version b can be usedin a question, such as in Do you live in
California?; and version c can occur in the emphatic California again!. The
three intonational contours perform three different functions. But they are
not lexically stored as three different versions of California; rather, they
derive from the intonational phrase in which the word participates.
In all three phrases, California haspitch accent, and this is in all contours
realized by an obstruction of pitch, either up or down , to the syllable that
carries the word accent (i.e., for ) . The intonational shape of a word is
largely determined by whether it has pitch accent or not and by where it
occurs in the intonational phrase. More will be said on this in subsection
8.2.3.
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lot of rearrangernent takes place ingoing frorn the rnorpheme level to
the syllable level. En route, phonernesrnay be added or deleted, and feature
values rnay change. All this is governed by morphophonemicrules.
These rules will not be discussedhere in any detail; we will just consider
the different regular phonetic shapes the plural morpherne can take in
English:
(addition of Is / )
pit -+ pits
toad -+ toads (addition of I -z/ )
edge-+ edges (addition of 1-lzf>
Here we seethe addition of different segments,and resyllabification (in the
caseof I -I Zf>. Such variants of the sarnernorpherneare called allomorphs.
The rnorphophonernicrelations betweensingular and plural are known to
native speakersof English, who easily apply thern to nonsensewords:
rit -+ rits , tood -+ toods, Josh-+ loshes. This rneansthat the rnorphophonernic relation betweensingular and plural is not only stored for eachnoun in
the speaker's lexicon, but is also abstractly stored as a set of rules that can
be productively applied to new words. Theserules are rather sirnple; they
refer only to the final segmentof the noun (is it voiced, coronal, strident?),
'
'
and they apply in just the sarneway to possessives
(thepit s taste, the toad s
'
).
legs, the edges sharpness
This concludes our review of the speaker's phonetic plan for single
words. But the final phonetic shapeof a word also dependson the context
in which it appears. Words assirnilate to their environrnent in connected
speech.This rnay affect their segmentalcomposition, but also their rnetrical
properties. Moreover, words participate in the rnelody of the utterance.
8.2

Pia . for Connected Speech

The phonetic plan for connectedspeechcan also be representedasa layered
structure. In fact, the tiers are no different than the word -level tiers. On the
skeletal tier there is a sequenceof high and low sonorant slots; the phones
in theseslots are representedat the segmenttier. Their partitioning into
syllables and syllable constituents is representedat the syllable tier. The
stress pattern over syllables is representedat the metrical tier , and the
utterancemelody appearsat the intonation tier. Here we will be concerned
only with those aspectsof the plan that make it different from a mere
concatenation of word plans. There are, in fact, differencesat the level
of segmentsand syllables, at the metrical level, and at the intonation
level.
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8.2.1 Segmentsand Syllables
The phonetic plan for connected speechmay involve a special choice of
allomorphs, cliticization , and resyllabification. Let us consider some exampl
of thesephenomena.
A special choice of allomorphs occurs in English auxiliary reduction.
Auxiliaries like haveand is havereducedforms, which are chosenin certain
connectedspeechsituations. Rather than saying I havebought it , speakers
will opt for I 'vebought it . Similarly, they will say Dick 's running instead of
Dick is running. In thesecasesthe reducedallomorph , I -vi or I -z/, cannot
stand alone as a word , becauseit is not syllabic. Rather, a new word -like
unit is formed by gluing the allomorph to the precedingword to form I 've
and Dick 's. This is called cliticization ; I -vi and I -zl are enclitics to the
preceding word . The new string is called a phonological word. Little is
known about the lexical status of suchcliticizations. Is I 'vea stored lexical
element in the speaker's mental lexicon? It probably is, becauseof its
'
frequent usage. But it is lesslikely that Dick s is a readily stored item with
the meaningof Dick is (exceptif the speakerhappensto be married to Dick
and is always talking about him) . At any rate, a successionof two different
lexical items in surfacestructure may be realizedas a single word -like unit
in the phonetic plan for connectedspeech(seeKaisse 1985and Nespor and
Vogel 1986for detailed analysesof thesematters).
When words arejuxtaposed in connectedspeech, they may be subject to
resyllabification at their junctures. In fact, segmentsmay appear which are
absentwhen the word is spoken in isolation. Let us take an example from
British English: Irl deletion. The Irl is not pronounced in syllable-final
position, so car is pronounced as [ka], and care as [ke:] . But it reappearsin
the word when in syllable-initial position, as in carry or in caring: [kre-ri ] ,
[key-nl)] . This is a word -internal phenomenon, and one wonders whether
it also occurs across words in connected speech. It does. When the
British English speaker says the car is running without cliticizing the is,
the sequencecar is becomesresyllabified as [ ka-nz]; the Irl of car is now
syllable-initial and thus becomespronounced. Similar phenomenaoccur in
French liaison, as in nous-avons, where the Isl reappearsin syllable-initial
position .
The segmentaland syllabic structure of a phonetic plan for connected
speechis not a mere concatenation of plans for isolated words. There can
be considerable restructuring, in particular by the use of allomorphs, by
cliticization , and by resyllabification. These and other restructurings are
especiallyapparent in fast speech, to which we will return in chapter 10.
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8.2.2 Metrical Structure
Words and word -like units are grouped into smaller or larger prosodic
units. The main such unit in English and many other languagesis the
intonationalphrase. As the term indicates, it is a unit of intonation , and as
such it will be discussedin the next subsection. Take example 3.
(3) / / The detective / 1 remembered// 2 that the station / 3 could be
entered/ 4 from the other side as well // 5
The speakerof this sentencecould deliver it as a sequenceof two intonational
phrases, The detective rememberedand that the station could be
entered/ rom the other sideas well- i.e., the two finite (and basic) clausesof
the sentence. This partitioning is indicated by double slashes(/ n . But
intonational phrasesalso have an internal metrical structure. Many authors
assumethe existenceof so-called phonologicalphrases as metrical
building blocks of intonational phrases(seeespeciallyNespor and Vogel
1986). According to this view, each intonational phraseconsistsof one or
more phonological phrases. Theseare metrical units which relate to surface
structure in the following way (for English, and leaving some qualifying
details aside): The first phonological phraseof a sentencebeginswhere the
sentencebeginsand endsright after the first lexical headof an NP , a VP, or
an AP. The next phonological phrase beginsjust there and ends after the
next such lexical head, and so recursively; any remaining " tail " after the
last lexical head is added to the last phonological phrase. According
to this definition , sentence3 consists of five phonological phrases, with
right boundaries at / 1, // 2, / 3, / 4, and // 5. In this sentencethe respective
lexical heads-of -phrase are detective, remembered
, station, entered, and
side.
The phonological phrase is characterized by a metrical togethernessof
adjacentwords. Bock ( 1982), Garrett ( 1982), and van Wijk ( 1987) suggest
that it is indeeda unit of phonological encoding, an output packagefor the
articulatory component. However, others (in particular , Selkirk [ 1984a])
do not partition intonational phrasesinto such all -or -none metrical building
blocks. Rather, they assumevarious degreesof metrical togetherness
betweenadjacentwords in intonational phrases. There are, on this view, no
strict rules for partitioning an intonational phraseinto smaller phonological packages, except that the speaker will respect a certain degree of
togetherness. In ,",ther words, the speakerhas certain options that he may
or may not use to complete a " package" for the Articulator . Whether he
will use an available option dependson various performance factors (to
which we will return in chapter 10) . The speakerof sentence3, for instance,
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could, after planning the word group the detective, ignore the option for a
break and add rememberedin the samephonological phrase, thus creating
the detectiverememberedas one output package.
There are, then two issuesto be considered: Where are the options for a
speakerto completea phonological phrase?What makesthe speakerusean
availableoption ?The latter issuewill be taken up in chapter 10; herewe will
only consider the former.
There are better and worse options. A very good place to complete a
phonological phrase is the end of a sentence(position // 5 in the example
above), or the end of a clause(positions // 2 and // 5) . Ends of clausesare
quite often also ends of intonational phrases. Not a good option is right
after a preposition in a prepositional phrase, e.g., after from in from the
other side. Severalfactors conspire to make a good option . Let us review
someof the potential placesfor a break.
(i ) The end of an intonational phrase. This break is obligatory .
(ii ) The end of a sentenceconstituent. A sentenceconstituent is one that , in
the destination hierarchy (seesubsection7.1.3), is delivered to S. This is,
normally , the casefor the subject and the predicate phraseof a sentence.
(iii ) The end of a multiword phrase. Ends of NPs, V Ps, A Ps, or PPs are
good options for a prosodic break.
(iv) After the lexical head of a NP , a VP, or an AP (i.e., the criterion used
aboveto definephonological phrases). A good break point is after the main
verb of the verb phrase, or after the main noun in a noun phrase, even if
theseare not in constituent-final position .
(v) After a content word. It is almost never the case, exceptin self-repairs,
that a speakerbreaks within a word. And if a speakerbreaksafter a word ,
that word is usually a content word. Function words that are not phrasefinal are seldom followed by a break. The head of a prepositional phrase,
for instance, is usually not followed by a break- exceptwhen the speaker
has trouble accessingthe following head noun.
Selkirk ( I 984a) representstheseoptions by adding " silent demibeats" to
the metrical grid for each of the above factors (I will use the term " silent
beats" instead.) Here is one of her examples:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x x
x
x x xxx x x
xx x x x x x x xxxxx
finished her Russian novel
Mary
The first word , Mary , is followed by three silent beats: one becauseMary
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is a content word (v), one becauseit is head of phrase(iv ), and one because
it completesa sentenceconstituent (ii ) . The next word ,finished, is followed
by two silent beats, becauseit is a content word (v) and becauseit is head
of phrase(iv ). The possessivepronoun her is not a content word (seev), nor
does it meet any other condition for the addition of a silent beat. And so
forth . Sucha metrical-grid representationshould, of course, not be read as
a direct representationof pausedurations betweenwords. Rather, it represents
degreesof rhythmical togethernessof words; her and Russian are
metrically more together thanfinish ed and her, for instance. The best break
options are at points of leastmetrical togetherness.In the presentexample,
that is between Mary and finished, and betweenfinished and her. On a
phonological phrase analysis, theseare precisely the boundaries between
the three phonological phrasesof this sentence: Mary , finished, and her
Russiannovel.
Even if the speaker does not take every major break option , he may
highlight the phrasal structure of his utteranceby other metrical means. He
may, for instance, slightly stretch a syllable or insert a small pausewhere
there is a metrical caesura. He can, moreover, add prominence to the last
already-prominent word in the phrase. This is called the nuclearstressrule
(Chomsky and Halle 1968; Selkirk 1984a; subsection 5.2.2 above) . Take
again the example Mary finished her Russiannovel. The noun phrase her
Russiannovelhasnovelas its lexical head, its last prominent word . Nuclear
stressrequires it to be more prominent than all other words in its phrase.
Hence, it is given an additional beat. Similarly , the verb phrasefinishedher
Russiannovelalso has novelas its last prominent word . With its additional
beat, novel is also the most prominent word in the latter phrase, in accordance
with the nuclear stressrule. Finally , novelis also the last word of the
whole sentence. Hence, it should also be the most prominent word of the
sentence. With its additional beat, it is. The resulting metrical grid looks
like this:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x x
x
x
xx x x x x x x xxxx
x x xxx x x
finished her Russian novel
Mary
Ideally speaking, then, the surfacestructure of sentencescan be highlighted
by various metrical means. Whether and to what degreethat is actually
done in fluent speechis a different matter. What should be kept in mind is
that pitch accentwill overrule everything else. If the speakerhas reasonto
give pitch accent to her (for instance, to make a contrast with his Russian
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novel ), then her will be given greatest prominence and novel will be almost
stressless.

A final readjustment to be mentioned is one that promotes an optimal
alternation of high and low stresses. The speakerwill try to avoid stress
clasheswithin a metrical group or a phonological phrase. Take for instance
the adjectiveabstrAct, which has its word accenton the secondsyllable. In
the phrase Abstract Art , the word accent will appear on the first syllable.
Selkirk ( 1984a), who gives a systematictreatment of theseshift phenomena
"
"
, calls this beat movement. The beat moves to the penultimate
syllableof abstractin order to avoid a stressclashwith the accentin art . The
tendencytoward alternating stress, which we already observedat the word
level, apparently also holds within coherent metrical groups of words.
Speakersof English dislike sequencesof stressedsyllableswithin a phonological phrase.
This section on the speaker's metrical plan would not be complete
without addressingthe issueof speakingrate. Deese( 1984) found a speaking
rate of 5- 6 syllablesper secondin normal conversational speech, but
speakers can accelerate substantially. There are, now and then, short
stretches of high-rate speechwith about 8 syllablesper second. Deesewas
able to recognizeat least a few functions servedby such increasesof rate.
One had to do with turn -taking . Speakersspeedup toward the end of a
sentenceand into the next one in order to keep the floor . This bridging is
done to prevent an interlocutor from taking the next turn at the end of the
sentence. Another function is expressive: to say something in a modest,
nonassertive way. This probably happened in the following utterance:
There's a veryrecentpaper. I 'm trying to think of theauthor of it . The second
sentencewas spoken very rapidly and with flattened intonation . Clearly,
such rate parametersmust be set in the speaker's phonetic plan.
Though the rhythm of connected speechbuilds on the metrical propertie
of the individual words, it has additional features of its own. There
is, first ; speaking rate, which may serveinteractional and expressivefunctions
. There is, second, a grouping of words in short stretchesleading up to
the lexical heads-of -phrase. Within thesesmall metrical groups there will be
a tendencytoward alternating stress. Thesemetrical units or phonological
phrasesmay, third , combine to form larger patterns, whosemetrical propertie
can (to somedegree) highlight surface-structure relations, especially
through nuclear stressassignment. Pitch-accentpeaksare quite marked in
the metrical pattern of connected speech. The larger coherent metrical
patternsare usually called intonational phrases, becausethey constitute the
domain for assigningmelody to an utterance.
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8.2.3 Intonation
The most characteristic form property of connectedspeechin intonational
'
languagesis its melody. The English speakers lexicon, we saw, contains no
intonation patterns for words, only stress patterns. The intonation of a
word dependson which syllable is lexically marked for word accent, on
whether the word is focused in surface structure (i.e., whether it should
receivepitch accent), and on the sentencemelody in which it partakes.
Intonation is, in the very first place, an expressivedevice. Pitch accent
expresses the prominence of a concept, the interest adduced to it by the
speaker, or its contrastive role. The melody of an utterance expresses a
'
speakers emotions and attitudes. It is a main device for transmitting the
rhetorical force of an utterance, its weight, its obnoxiousness, its intended
'
friendlinessor hostility . It also signals the speakers intention to continue
or to halt , or to give the floor to an interlocutor . The expressivefunctions
of language, though intimately tuned to its referential and predicative
functions, are probably rather independently control led.
'
When we discussthe speakers intonational plan we must keep in mind
that its roots are special, and that it is less representational and more
directly expressivethan any other aspect of speech. The present section
presentsonly some of the bare outlines of what a speaker puts into his
intonational plan . A full treatment would necessarilyinvolve analysesof
emotions and attitudes, as well as a review of the extensive intonation
literature on British and American English, Dutch , Danish, Swedish,
French, and other languages. This would go beyond the framework of the
present book. The reader is referred to the following sources: Bolinger
1986; Brown, Currie , and Kenworthy 1980; Cruttenden 1986; Cutler and
'
Ladd 1983; Girding 1983; Gussenhoven1984; Halliday 1970; t Hart and
Collier 1975; Ladd 1980, 1986; Ladd, Scherer, and Silverman 1986; Liberman
'
and Pierrehumbert 1984; O Connor and Arnold 1973; Pierrehumbert
1981; Scherer 1986; Thorson 1983; Vaissiere 1983; Van Bezooijen 1984.
The structure of intonational phrases
The intonation contour of connectedspeechis organized over smaller or
larger phrases, called intonational phrases. An intonational phraseconsists
of one or more phonological phrasesor metrical groups, but there is no
general rule dictating the sizeof an intonational phrase. The speakermay
decide to make smaller or larger intonational phrases, dependingon such
factors as rate of speech, formality of the communicative situation , and so
on. Still , it may help to give some examplesof quite natural intonational
phrases. Often the sentenceas a whole is an intonational phrase, especially
'
if it is not too long; How are you?, Go and get the newspaper
, and Henry s
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falling asleep are normally pronounced as single intonational phrases.
When the sentenceis longer, or rnore cornplicated in structure, it rnay be
broken into two or rnore intonational phrases. This is quite naturally done
if the sentencecontains a parenthetical, a nonrestrictive relative clause, or
a tag questionf as in the following exarnples:
1
2
(4)
/ / Connectedspeech/ / as will now becorneapparent / /
3
consistsof intonational phrases / /
1
2
3
( 5)
,/ The
tern
which
is still in use / / was built by the Sikhs / /
/
golden
pIe / /
1
6
2
( )
'
'
/ / He s your uncle / / isn t he? / /

The parenthetical in exarnple4, the nonrestrictive relative clausein exarnpIe 5, and the tag question in exarnple6 are intonational phrasesof their
own. In exarnples4 and 5 the inserted phrase breaks the rnain clauseinto
two parts, each of which becornesan intonational phrase of its own. In
exarnple6 the tag phraseis added to the rnain clause, which is an independent
intonational phrase.
One intuitive test for the presenceof an intonational phraseis that it can
be surrounded by grarnrnatical pauses. It is quite natural to insert such
pausesat the double slash rnarkers when reading sentences4- 6. Intonational
phrasesoften display other rnetrical properties as well. The initial
words are often spoken in the way of an anacrusis- a string of high-rate
nonaccentedsyllables, which form sort of an " upbeat" to the phrase as a
whole. This contrastswith what often happensat the end of an intonational
phrase: a certain lengthening of the final syllable or of the final stressed
syllable. The defining characteristic of an intonational phraseis, of course,
that it displays one of a set of tones (rneaningful pitch contours). An
intonational phraseis alwaysa senseunit of sornesort: a sentence,a clause,
a rnodifier/ head cornbination, or a predication. Also , there is always at
leastone pitch accentin an intonational phrase. Ifno elernentis focusedin
surface structure, the pitch accent goes to the last lexical head (by the
nuclear stressrule) .
Exarnples 4- 6 gave rather clear cases of intonational phrases. The
clause, in particular the finite clause, is a privileged candidate for becorning
an intonational phrase. A sentencernodifier rnay then be set apart as an
independentintonational phrase, as in exarnple7.
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his purse / /
John
had
lost
//
A special case of intonational - phrase partitioning
, as in example 8.

I
( 7)
/ / Unfortunately

occurs in so-called listing

3
2
I
( 8)
/ / Could you bring the tent / / the barbecue / / the charcoal / /
4
and the icebox ?/ /
Before we turn to the melodic properties of intonational phrases, a
further crucial notion has to be introduced : the nucleus. Each intonational
phrase has one and only one nucleus . The nucleus is the most prominent
pitch accent in the intonational phrase . If there is only one pitch accent , it
will be the nucleus . If there are more , the last one will usually be the most
prominent . This is , for most intonational phrases , a natural consequence of
the nuclear stress rule . The nuclei in example 7 are the syllablesfor and pur ;
the nuclei in example 8 are tent , bar , char , and ice. Still , the nucleus may also
occur in an early position . Take the second intonational phrase in example
7, but now with John carrying contrastive accent :jOhn had lost his purse ( as
opposed to Peter ) . In that case, John has the nuclear accent in the phrase .
The nuclear syllable of an intonational phrase receives primary accent.
All other syllables receiving an intonational accent are said to have secondary
accent. All intonational accents ( for short : accents) are made by some
sort of pitch movement - a rise, a fall , or some combination of a rise and a
fall . But not all stressed syllables receive an intonational accent . They can
become rhythmically more prominent by vowel lengthening or extra loudness
. In Mary finished her Russian novel , for instance , there were metrical
peaks on the syllables Ma , fi , Ru , and no. Not all these will undergo pitch
movement . The nucleus no will , of course , but the other three could be
pronounced at a constant pitch level . In that case they would be stressed
but not accented. We will call this tertiary stress ( as opposed to primary and
secondary accent ) .
Though the notion of intonational phrase is widely used and accepted , it
is not uncontroversial . Ladd ( 1986) has reviewed its theoretical and empirical
foundations .
" Interlinear - tonetic " notation
There is no standard notation system for pitch contours . Such a system
should be neither too concrete nor too abstract . It would be too concrete if
'
it were to represent the actual course of an utterance s fundamental frequency
'
(its Fo ), the vibration frequency of the speaker s glottis . The
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phonetic plan doesnot provide that frequencycoursein all detail. The same
pitch contour will be uttered at a higher frequency level by a female voice
than by a male voice, and it is this " same" that we want to capture. Pitch
contours are, moreover, equivalence classes. The same contour can be
uttered with all sorts of accidental variations. What we want to capture
are the relevant movements- those that carry the intonational meaning.
These relevant movementsare probably a rather limited set, as has been
'
experimentally demonstrated by t Hart and Collier ( 1975) and other
phoneticians.
The systemshould also not be too abstract. It is probably insufficient to
recognizejust two classesof pitch , high and low , every pitch movement
being just a switch of level. The most important meaning-bearing pitch
phenomenaare precisely in the shapeand size of pitch movement. Those
'
properties should be captured in the representationof the speakers intonational
plan .
In the following we will opt for so-called interlinear-tonetic notation (see
O' Connor and Arnold 1973; seealso Cruttenden 1986, whose analysis is
largely followed in this section), which steersa convenient middle course
betweentoo concrete and too abstract a representation. This notation is
exemplified in the following diagram:
(9)

.

he gave a loud appalling cry
.
.
.

.

. .

.

The two horizontal lines representthe upper and lower boundaries of the
'
speakers pitch range. The dots representsyllables. The fat dots are stressed
or accentedsyllables. The first stressedsyllable in the exampleis loud. It has
pitch accent, a jump up from a. This is a secondaryaccent, sinceloud is not
the nucleusof the intonational phrase. The syllablepa is also stressed, but
not through pitch movement; it is in the middle of a level pitch contour .
This is a caseof tertiary stress. The final syllable, cry, is the nucleusof the
intonational phrase. It has primary pitch accent, through the step up from
the previous syllable. There is, moreover, a downward movement within
that syllable, all the way back to the baseline. It is called the phrase' s
boundarylone, the closing movement on the last syllable. This is, as we will
shortly see, an essentialpart of the lone of an intonational phrase.
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Prenucleartune and.nucleartone
The melody of an intonational phrasecan now be divided into two parts:
the stretch preceding the nucleusand the part from the nucleusto the end
of the phrase. Theseparts will be called the prenucleartune and the nuclear
tone(or just tone) of the intonational phrase. The intonational meaning of
the phrase is essentiallycarried by the nuclear tone. The prenuclear tune
can modify that meaning- can soften it or sharpen it - but cannot essentially
changeit . This meansthat a speakerexpressesintonational meaning
quite locally , mostly at the very end of the intonational phrase. This
shouldn' t be too surprising. The nucleusis the most prominent elementin
the utterance. It is an element of high interest in the interaction , one that
'
should capture the listener s attention . It is the natural apex for the expression
of intonational meaning (emotional, attitudinal , or rhetorical) . The
prenuclear part of the intonational phrase, on the other hand, is less
prominent , often containing mostly given information to which the focused
nuclear information is to be added. This distinction betweenthe functions
of tune and tone may be clarified by the following four examples.
( 10)
a

why do you think so

b

why do you think so

b

why 00 you think so

.

( 11)
a whydOyouthinkso

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

In all four examples , think is the nucleus ; the nuclear tone stretch es over
think so, the prenuclear tune over why do you . Examples l Oa and lOb carry
the same nuclear tone , a full rise ( from think to so) . When the question is put
'
in this way , it conveys the speaker s genuine interest in the answer . The
nuclear tones of examples II a and II b are also the same; they are both full
falls . Here the speaker conveys a touch of disagreement , a certain distancing
from the interlocutors position . These open versus distanced attitudes
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expressedby the tones in examples10 and II are then further modified by
the prenucleartunes. The a tunes are low -level tunes; the b tunesare highlevel. The high-level tunestend to strengthenthe character of the following
'
tones. There is more empathy in the speakers opennessin example lOb
'
than in l Oa, and there is slightly more emphasisin the speakers distancing
in lIb than in Ila .
Theseare, of course, rather subtle interactions. It is not surprising to find
"
quite diverse accounts of prenuclear tunes (alternatively called pretonic
accents" ) . Not only do intuitions differ substantially betweenauthors, but
it is likely that real differencesin the character of thesetunesexist between
various dialects of English. The following discussion will be limited to a
short review of the nuclear tones.
Somecommontones
How is the nuclear accentmade? Let us review sevenof the more common
tones. They have three distinguishing features, namely (i) whether they fall
or rise from the nucleus, (ii ) whether the nucleusitself is high or low with
respectto the previous tune, and (iii ) whether another pitch changeoccurs
after the nuclear move.
ToneI : High-fall The nucleuspeaksup from the precedinglevel, then falls
all the way down to the baselevel. Example:

.

Johnny is here

This tone expresses seriousness, in a matter - of - fact way . It is probably the

most common tone for declaratives.
ToneII : Low-fall There is a fall , but without a stepup toward the nucleus.
Keeping the prenucleartune at the samemid level pitch, thetonelookslike
this:
Johnny is here
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This tone also expresses seriousness
, but it is somewhat lessinvolved and
more businesslike.
Tone/ /1: Low-rise The nucleusstarts at a lower level than that at which
the previous tune ended. The nuclear move is a small rise, like this:
Johnny is here

Whereas tones I and II do the " natural " thing in reaching the to-beaccented
nucleus- namely, jump up- here the nuclear accent is made by
steppingdown. There is somethingcontradictory in this tone: The speaker
accentsand plays down at the sametime. Many authors interpret this as a
way of reassuring. The rise at the end invites a reaction, but the addressee
is given to understand that the matter is not a crucial one.
ToneIV : High -rise The nucleusstarts slightly up from the previous tune,
and then rises:
Johnny is here

.

.

(::{
This tone is used when seeking confirmation . It is mild , and it expresses
genuine interest, maybe with a touch of incredulity . It also has an echoic
function , seekingconfirmation for what wasjust said, as in:
A : I saw Johnny coming in. 8 : Johnny is here?
A variant of tone IV is thefull -rise, which is indicated in parentheses.As in
tone III , the nucleusstarts low ; but there is the high-pitched ending of tone
IV . Semantically, the full -rise is more similar to the high-rise than to the
low -rise.
Tone V: Fall-rise This is a cup-like movement beginning at the nuclear
syllable, and extending over any remaining syllables. The movement usually
beginsslightly up from the precedingtune. An example is this: Somebody
'
asks Isn t that a very small zoo?, and the answer is
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They' ve a polar bear

\

. /

This tone characteristically
express es some reservation . What the speaker
to what was apparently
says is meant to be in contrast or even contradiction
assumed or expected . The presence of the polar bear shows that the zoo is
not to be belittled . The rise at the end suggests some (implicit ) follow - up ,
the right conclusion to be drawn ( so the zoo cannot be that insignificant ) .
'
The same tone on holidays in she didn t take holidays could go well with a
like she quit her job ! The tone can even affect the scope of
continuation
negation , as Cruttenden ( 1986 ) showed . If somebody says 1 am not going to
perform anywhere , the scope depends on the tone . With tone I on anywhere
it means that the speaker is not going to perform at all ; however , with tone
V it means that the speaker is going to perform but not in just any place
(say , only in Carnegie Hall ) .
Sometimes . there is another

kind

of meaning

expressed

by this tone :

a self-justificatory " I told you so" or " I am telling you so" . This would hold
for the following sentences(nuclear vowel capitalized) : I knEw he wasmean
and You will nOtice he drinks.
Tone VI: Rise-fall Here the nucleushas a rising pitch obtrusion , but the
phraseendsin a full fall . The tone standsout bestwhen the nucleusis a step
up from the preceding tune, like this:

.

Betty has her birthday

.

.

.

This, like the other toneswith final fall (I and II ), expressescompletion; no
continuation is invited or suggested. But in addition it expresses a great
"
"
deal of enthusiasm or being impressed. The cap of this tone contrasts
"
"
with the cup of tone V , and there is a related contrast in meaning. There
is no reservation; rather, there is full endorsement, unrestricted commitment
, overriding potential doubt or opposition .
Tone VII : Level Here an even pitch is maintained, or at most slightly
raised from the nucleus to the end of the intonational phrase. The only
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accentis in the stepup or the stepdown to the nucleus
. The following
example is one with a step up :
I called the doctor

.
.

.

.

.

The most characteristictrait of this tone is its nonfinality . By not turning to
baseline, as in tone I or tone II , it conveysthat there is more to come. But
the speakeris not inviting a reaction, either. This is, therefore, typically a
neutral tone for a nonfinal phrase. It is, for instance, a good tone for listing ,
as in example 8 above: Could you bring the tent, the barbecue, the charcoal
,....
The meanings of these major nuclear tones are, in part , conventional,
and specific to English (or even to certain dialects of English) . Still , there
are aspectsto thesemeaningsthat are probably more universal. Tones with
a final fall expresscompleteness, finality . Tones with a final rise express
nonfinality , openness. One might say that falling tones assertthe position
of the speaker, whereasrising tones reach out to the addressee(to invite a
reaction, to challenge, or whatever else) .
Key and register
There are at leasttwo other potentially universalaspectsto intonation . The
first one concernskey. Key is the range of movement in an intonational
phrase. A speakercan make more extendedfalls or risesby raising his high
pitch level, the peaks of his intonation (not by lowering the baseline) .
Brazil, Coulthard , and Johns ( 1980) distinguish three levels for the peak
intonation : high, mid , and low. The speakermust selectone of these for
each and every intonational phrase. Changing key may, among other
things, have a function in backgrounding and foregrounding. The three
nuclei in example 5 above (repeatedhere as example 12) are Tern
, use, and
Sikhs.
( 12) The golden temple, which is still in use, was built by the Sikhs.
A natural intonation for the three intonational phrasesof this sentence
would involve mid , low , and high key, respectively, i.e., modera! e pitch
accent on temple (which is given information ), minor pitch accent on use
(which constitutes background information ), and a major step up on Sikhs
(which constitutes the newly focused information in the utterance) . This
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relation betweenpitch range and intended attentional effect might well be
universal in the world ' s languages. Key is probably also related to rate.
Deese ( 1980) found that high-rate stretches of speech tended to have
subduedintonation .
A secondaspectis register. Registeris the pitch level of the baseline. The
scream is universally high register, and high-register speechmay have a
similar root : It expresses emotion and tension. It also expresses " smallness
" - the
registerof the child , and metaphorically the registerof helplessnessand deference.
The key notions for the speaker's intonational plan are the intonational
phrase, its nucleus, its tune, its tone, its key, and its register. They are the codeterminantsof the intonational contour . The speakersurely has no intonationa
lexicon with whole ready-made contour templates. The closest
to
that
thing
may be somethinglike a tone lexicon, a relatively small set(but
than
seven
larger
) of canonical tonal contours. Thesecontours are expressive
and meaningful. In the processof phonological encoding, they have to
be projected onto the stretch of speechthat extendsfrom the nucleusto the
end of the intonational

phrase .

Summary
'
Phonological encoding is the speaker s construction of a phonetic plan .
This chapter has outlined the structure of phonetic plans , both at the word
level and at the level of connected speech. The plans for words are built on
their morphology , and they involve a phonological organization at various
levels or tiers . The derivational and inflectional morphology of words were
reviewed , and it was suggested that , for almost all words used by a native
speaker of English , this internal structure is stored in his mental lexicon .
The phonetic form of words involves qualitative and prosodic aspects.
The qualitative aspects concern the phonetic material that is to fill successive
slots of the skeletal tier . This material can be categorized as more or less
sonorous ( V or C ) . It is further characterized by various other phonetic
features - particularly , laryngeal and supralaryngeal ones, such as manner
and place features . One could , in fact , represent the quality information of
"
"
segments on a set of independent feature tiers . Successive phones are
given some syllabic organization : Each syllable contains a sonorous peak ,
which may be flanked by less sonorous phones . A syllable ' s rime character izes it as either strong or weak , and this , in turn , affects the rhythmic
structure of the word in which it figures .
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'
The prosodic aspectof a word s phonetic plan involves its metrical and
intonational organization. Each word hasan internal organization of more
or lessstressedsyllables, and this is part of the stored code for the word .
This metrical pattern can be conveniently representedby way of metrical
grids. The syllable that carries main stressis the one that will be given pitch
'
accent if that is specifiedin surface structure. A word s intonation is not
lexically stored in languageslike English, although it is (to somedegree) in
so-called tone languages. In English, the intonation of a word dependson
whether it receivespitch accent and on the melody of the intonational
phrasein which it partakes.
A speaker's plan for connectedspeechis not a simple concatenation of
word plans. First , a speakermay selectclitic allomorphs instead of freestanding
words when producing connectedspeech, suchas I 'veinsteadof I
have. Theseand other forms of cliticization create new word -like unitsphonological words- and usually involve somedegreeof resyllabification.
There are also various other segmentaland syllabic changesthat can occur
at word boundaries in connectedspeech.
Connected speechalso involves specific metrical planning. We considered
"
"
an organizationinto what somecall phonological phrases - stretches
of speechleading up to lexical heads of NPs, V Ps, or A Ps. Some such
'
metrical packaging undoubtedly exists in speech; it highlights a sentences
surface-structure organization . There are, in addition , intonational
phrases, consisting of one or more of thesecoherent metrical units. They
are domains for the assignmentof intonation .
Intonation of connectedspeechwas the final subject of this chapter. It
was stressed that the function of intonation is expressive rather than
'
representational, and that this makesit very specialin a speakers phonetic
plan. We distinguished betweentwo parts of an intonational phrase: the
prenuclear part , whose tune has a qualifying or modifying function , and
the remaining part from nucleus to end of phrase, whose tone carries the
intonational meaning. We concentrated on different nuclear tones and
their approximate expressive functions. Two further properties of a
'
phrases intonation were discussed: its key and its register.

Chapter
Generating
for Words

9
Phonetic

Plans

How does a speaker generate the phonetic form of a word , given the
developing surfacestructure? This chapter will characterizethe processof
phonetic planning as the spelling out of stored form representationsand
their projection on pronounceable syllables. The stored representations
involve, in particular , the morphological, metrical, and segmentalcompositi
of words. A major task of phonological encoding is to generatea
of
string syllablesthat the Articulator can acceptand pronounce. Syllables
are basic units of articulatory execution. As was outlintd in the preceding
chapter, they consist of phones which, when executed, are complex and
temporally overlapping articulatory gestures. The adult speaker, we conjectur
, has an inventory of syllables. They need not be generated from
scratch over and again. Rather, these stored articulatory patterns are
addressedduring phonological encoding on the basis of the spelled-out
word representations. Also , certain free parameters are set, such as a
'
syllable s duration , stress, and pitch . The eventual phonetic plan is a string
of such specifiedsyllables.
This chapter dealswith the phonological encodingof singlewords. There
is a certain drawback to this: It may seemas if phonological encoding is a
wasteful process. Spelling out a word ' s segmental makeup also makes
available the stored syllabification of the word , i.e., the segments' abstract
grouping in syllablesand syllableconstituents. Why then should there be a
secondphasewhere strings of segmentsare usedto addressstored syllable
representations? The main reason for this seemingly rounda~out way of
phonetic planning is to be found in the generation of connectedspeech. A
word ' s stored syllabification is not sacrosanct. In connectedspeech, words
often form coalitions with their neighbors that lead to so-called resyllabificatio
. A phrase like I gave ;t , for instance, is easily resyllabified as I
ga- v;t. This enhancesthe fluency of articulation . To make an optimally
pronounceable phonetic plan, the Phonological Encoder needs the seg-
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mental spellout of adjacent words. And it will often come up with a
different syllabification than what is stored in eachword ' s form code. In the
presentchapter, however, we will by necessitylook only at casesin which
the word ' s stored syllabification correspondspreciselyto the syllable pattern
in the eventual phonetic plan. Resyllabification in connected speech
will be addressedin the next chapter.
The mission of the presentchapter is to show that the phonetic plans for
words are not stored and retrieved as rea~y-made wholes. Rather, they
result from accessingand spelling out stored multilevel representations
and using theseto addresssyllable programs. This spellingout and addressing
can occasionallybecomeconfused, leading to slips of the tongue, which
are as revealing for the scientist as they can be painful for the speaker.
The chapter begins with a treatment of the tip -of -the-tongue phenomenon
, the tantalizing situation of almost retrieving a much-wanted word.
Bits and piecesof the word form becomeavailable, but not the whole thing .
It is a highly slowed down version of word -form access, and it is often
revealing of the underlying processes.
In section 9.2, phonological encoding is described as involving three
'
major levelsof processing: using lemmas to retrieve a word s morphemes
'
and metrical structure, using morphemesto accessa word s syllablesand
segments, and using segmentsand clusters to address stored phonetic
syllable plans. These three levels will be called morphological/ metrical
spellout, segmentalspellout, and phoneticspellout. And each of theselevels
can be a sourceof characteristic speecherrors.
This is further elaborated in section 9.3, which considersin a systematic
way what units can and what units cannot be involved in sublexicalerrors.
This will lead to a further refinement of our three-level analysisof phonological encoding. We will then turn to a more systematic processingaccount
of what can happen to such units. They can be added, omitted ,
exchanged, and so on, and each of thesephenomenashould eventually be
understood as a derailment of processesthat underlie normal , undisturbed
phonological encoding.
There are two major accountsof the causation of sublexical form errors
in speech.They will be reviewedin the final sectionsof this chapter. In most
respectsthe two theories are complementary rather than competitive. The
error account of Shattuck-Hufnagel' s ( 1979) slots-and-fillers theory, on
which the presentchapter is basedto a large extent, will be given in section
9.4. The activation-spreadingaccount- in particular, Dell ' s ( 1986, 1988)follows in section 9.5. A short final section addresses the issue of serial
ordering in thesetwo theories.
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The Tip - of- the- Tongue Phenomenon

The form of a word is usually easily activated when its lemma is accessed
,
but there are comical or embarrassing casesof speechneed where the
transition from lemma to sound form is hampered. This is known asthe tipof- the-tongue(TOT ) phenomenon. James( 1893) consideredit , but Brown
and McNeill ( 1966) werethe first to study TOT statesexperimentally. They
gave their subjectsdictionary definitions of moderately unusual objectsfor example,
a navigationalinstrumentusedin measuringangulardistances
, especiallythealtitude
of sun, moon, andstarsat sea.
The subjectshad to retrievethe nameof the object. Somesubjectsknew the
instrument' s name immediately; others could not rememberit at all. But
somefelt that they knew it and that they wereon the vergeof producing the
word. Thesesubjects, who were in the TOT state, were asked to guessthe
initial letter and the number of syllables, to mention the words that had
come to mind , and so on. For the aboveexample, subjectstended to guess
/ s/ as the initial phonemeand two as the number of syllables, and soundrelated words like secantand sextet had come to mind (meaning-related
words, e.g., compass
, also occurred) . Apparently there is much lexical-fonn
information available in the TOT state. (The target word was sextant.)
In the Brown- McNeill experiment, and in later, more extensivereplica.
tions (Gardiner , Craik , Bleasdale1973; Yarmey 1973; Koriat and Lieblict
1974, 1977; Rubin 1975; Browman 1978; Reasonand Lucas 1984; Kohn .
Wingfield, Menn, Goodglass, Berko-Gleason and Hyde 1987; Priller anc
Mittenecker 1988), it wasfound that in about 60- 70 percentof the casesthe
first phonemeor cluster wascorrectly guessed
, the middle part of the word
was more error -prone, and subjectsdid better again on the final segment.
The number of syllableswascorrectly guessedin 60- 80 percentof the TOT
states, and the subjectusually knew which syllablewasstressed.There is, in
short, a partial activation of the word -form representation, involving the
word ' s metrical structure as well as its initial and sometimes its final
'
segment. But a full spelling out of the word s segmentsis blocked.
Jonesand Langford ( 1987) were able to induce such blocking by giving
"
"
subjectsa blocking word after the definition . (If sextant were the target
word , secantwould be a good blocker.) When the blocker was given right
after the definition , there was an increasedchanceof the subject' s entering
a TOT state. It was irrelevant whether the blocker was a high- or a low frequency word ; only its phonological similarity to the target word mattered
. Also irrelevant were semantic blockers (e.g., compassif the target
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word weresextant) . This supports the notion that in the TOT state there is
no searchfor the lemma; it hasalready beenretrievedon semanticgrounds.
What fails is full accessto the form information . A phonological blocker
further " misguides" this search.
Theseexperimentsshow that the lexical-form representationis not allor
-none. A word ' s representationin memory consistsof components that
are relatively accessible
, and there can be metrical information about the
'
number and accentsof syllables without these syllables being available.
"
"
Jonesand Langford call this a word sketch. Let us seewhat this initial
sketch might look like.
9.2 Frames, Slots, FiBers, and Levelsof Processing
Speech errors provide ample evidence for the independent availability of
word sketch es or frames and of the elements that are to fill them . Take
segment exchanges, such as I SQuidbe sheeing him soon ( from Shattuck
of
the
first
phoneme
Hufnagel 1979) . When the speaker tried to access
should , III , the first phoneme of seeing, Isl , intruded . The Isl of seeing must
already have been available as a word initial segment candidate when
- selection , however , the speaker
mis
the
.
After
was
should
being generated
the
initial phoneme of seeing had
did not say Isouldbe eeing. The fact that
already been used has in no way removed the word initial slot of seeing. It
persists and is filled by the still available word initial candidate III . There
are frames with positions for morphemes , phonemes , or other elements ;
during speech these frames are filled with candidate elements . In the
following it will be argued that the frame is an address template for a
procedure or subroutine . Once a frame is filled , the address is complete and
the procedure can be identified and executed . This is just another case
'
of productions in Newell s sense, discussed in chapter 1: IF the filled address
frame is such- and - such , THEN spell out the corresponding form
information .
Let us consider three examples to clarify this notion . They are taken from
three major levels of processing in word - form generation ; together they
give a first sketch of the system that subserves phonetic planning . The three
levels of processing are morphologicallmetricalspellout , segmentalspellout ,
and phonetic spellout .

9.2.1 Morphological/ Metrical Spellout
Morphological / metrical spellout is a procedure that takes lemmas and
their diacritical parametersor featuresas input and makesavailable both
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the morphological and the metrical composition of a word . The example
involvesaddressingthe correct inflectional form of a verb. Rememberthat ,
in English surface structure, verb lemmas have diacritical parametersfor
number, person, and tense, among other things. There is, for instance, one
lexical entry for the verb eat, but it contains various lexical items, such as
eat, eats, ate, and so on (seesubsection6.1.2) . The diacritical parameters
serveto selectthe correct item within the verb' s lexical entry . How doesthis
come about?
The form address, we suppose, is a frame consisting of slots: one slot for
the lemma as it appears in surface structure, and further slots for the
diacritical parameters. More precise, the slot for the lemma is the form
addressto which the lemma points (seesubsection 5.1.2) . In subsection
6.2.1 the lemma' s form addresswas representedby an arbitrary number.
Here, however, for easeof identification , we will put the lemma' s name in
the addressslot instead of a number. That name is, of course, not the word
form to be retrieved. Thus (with the diacritical parameters limited to the
threeonesmentioned), the morphological and metrical forms for segmented
and knew are stored under addressessuch as these:
lemma

number

person

tense

segment

any

any

past

I lemma
know
I

I number I person
any
any
I
I

I

tense

I

I

past

I

In both cases the address frame is the following template :
I8ma
Ile

Dl UDber
I

tense

pe . I

I

I

when a lemma of category V appears in surface structure , this address
frame is automatically made available . The frame now has to be filled in
order to become an address for a morphological / metrical spelling - out
routine . When each slot is filled by an appropriate element , the lock is
opened and the morphological and metrical spelling - out routines become
available . The routines make available the morphological structure of the
item and the number of syllabic peaks ( if any ) for each morpheme . Also , the
peak that carries word accent is marked . For segmented, the procedures
generate a stem (segment) and a suffix morpheme (ed ) in that order , and
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they locate two syllable peaks in segment and one in ed. The second peak of
segment is marked for word accent . For knew , the subroutines produce a
single morpheme , with a single syllable peak which carries word accent .
These results can be represented as follows :

WORD
/ '
~
STEM
AF
I
I
ed
segment
V V'
V

WORD
I
STEM
I
knew
V'

In other words, the procedures unlock two setsof form information : the
morphological representationand the basic metrical pattern of a word . It
is, as yet, not strictly necessaryto assumethat thesetwo kinds of information
are alwayssimultaneouslyretrieved. But that assumptionis not critical
for the sketch of phonological encoding to be developed in this chapter.
The crucial point is that a word ' s metrical information becomesavailable
at a very early stage, as is apparent from the tip -of -the-tongue studies. This
metrical information is particularly important for the generation of connected
speech, as will be seenin the next chapter.
The metrical information consistsof the syllabicity status of each morpheme
, i.e., the number of peaks it correspondsto at the skeletal tier , plus
the stress distribution over peaks. Recall from subsection 8.1.6 that a
word ' s basic metrical pattern can involve more than two levelsof stress, as
'
representedin the word s metrical grid . It is probably correct to assume
that the full metrical pattern as it is stored in the lexicon becomesavailable
at this stage. For easeof presentation, however, the presentdiscussionwill
be limited to two levelsof stress: one for the peak carrying word accentand
one for all other peaks. Accented peaks will be indicated by V ' , nonaccented
ones by V.
At this level of Spellout, only stored metrical information is made available
. Pitch accent and contextually determined metrical properties of the
word (subsection 8.2.2) are generated by what we will call the Prosody
Generatorin chapter 10.
No segmentalinformation (subsection8.1.5) is available at the present
level of representation. It is only for easeof referencethat the retrieved
stemsare written assegmentand knew; we could aswell have usednumbers
to refer to theseentities. Similarly , the suffix is depicted as ed, but we could
as well have written pta (for " past-tenseaffix" ) .
When there are misselectionsin filling the address frame, the wrong
addressis composedand an inappropriate spellout routine is retrieved. In
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the speecherror that I 'd hearoneif I knewit [intended was: that I 'd know one
if I heard it ] (Garrett 1980b), the lemmashear and know got exchangedby
mechanismsdiscussedin chapter 7. The point hereis that , in addressingthe
morphological/ metrical spell-out of the first verb, the wrong lemma (hear)
and the appropriate diacritical tensefeature (present) were usedas fillers.
Together they preciselyformed the addressunder which the morphology of
the item hear was stored. Similarly, the pair of fillers (know, past) formed
the key that opened the lock for the morphological/ metrical spellout of
knew, as in the above example.
The metrical spellout- i .e., the number of peaksfor eachword and their
stressvalues- is crucial for the construction of addressframes at the last,
phonetic spellout level. It determinesthe number of syllablesto be retrieved
at that level (seesubsection9.2.3) .
9.2.2 Segmental SpeUout
The procedures for segmental spellout take the morphemic and metrical
information as input and generate the segmental composition of the word .
In the course of this , the segments' grouping in syllable constituents also
becomes available .
The address frame of a syllabic spellout procedure contains morpho logical slots , such as for stem and affix . The fillers are morphemes together
with their metrical information , as spelled out at the previous level of
processing . Two examples are given below . They are the addresses and
spell outs for the verb form segmented and for the plural noun segments.
I

address frame :

stem

I
stem
addresses:

segment
V V'

I
I

af
ed
V

.r

I
I
af

segments
V' V
[ ~ i ~ ::~ ~ I : : : ~ __..Jem

WORD
WORD
"' """"'~~"""""~~"
~
""~",
"
"
"
"
"
..
"
"
,,
"""",
"",,,
"""
/
0'"""" 10'
0'
0'
0'
,~
.
.
"
"""
./'
,
.
.
"
""'"
/
.
"""
nnset
nmc
onset
rime
onset
rime
onset
rimeonset
rime
/
\
/
\
/
\
/
\
/
\
nucl
coda
noc
.
coda noc
.
coda
nuclcodanuclcoda
.I: gI m I' nI t ~I dI s eI' gI m ~I ntsI
I

I

spell outs :
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The addressframes at this level are made available on the basis of the
spellouts of the previous level of processing. When the slots get filled with
(respectively) the stem segmentand the affix ed, the addressis created for
. The retrieved procedure yields three syllables,
the spellout of segmented
eachparsedinto onset, rime, nucleus, and coda- i.e., just the syllable tier
representationof the word (subsection8.1.4). In this example, most but not
all of the onsets, nuclei, and codasare single phonemes. Only the last coda
is a consonant cluster: / nts/ . This needsfurther spelling out. There is, we
will assume, a cluster spellout procedurethat takes a cluster as input and
yields the individual segmentsor phonemesas output . So, for the cluster
/ nts/ this can be depicted as follows:

This issuewill be taken up in more detail in subsection9.3.4.
It is probably the case that each spelled-out segmentis categorized as
onset, nucleus, or coda, or as part of a cluster (but seesection 9.5). The
reason, as we will seein subsection9.2.4, is that in speecherrors onsetscan
exchangewith onsets, nuclei with nuclei, and codas with codas. But it is
seldomthat segmentsof different category exchange. Still , thesecategories
can be revised in connected speech. In I ga- vit, the coda segmentIvl has
becomean onset segment.
Two further points should be noted. The first one is that the input
morpheme boundaries are not preservedin the syllabic grouping of segments
. The affixesed and s are generatedas parts of the syllablesIt ~ 1and
im ~nts/ . The secondpoint is that the metrical infonnation is now translated
into nuclear phonemes. Compare the nuclei of the syllables Im Enl and
Im~nts/ . They are different vowels at this level, lEI and I ~/, and this is a
consequenceof the differencein stressassignment.
What sort of addressingerrors can be made at this level of processing?
The critical fillers are different kinds of morphemes, such as stems and
affixes. Errors occur when an inappropriate filler is used. In take thefreezes
out of the steaker [take the steaksout of thefreezer] (from Fromkin 1973),
the stem of steaks combined with the affix of freezer in addressing a
segmental spellout routine. As a result, steaker was produced. Subsequently
, the leftover stemof freezer and affix of steakswere usedto address
a further segmental spellout routine. The output was the two-syllable
freezes; i.e., the affix was given its context- dependentfonn I -IZI instead of
I -s/ . Sucha context-dependentfonn is called an allomorph. This showsthat
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the spellout routine does make use of the fact that the misplaced -s affix of
steaks is really nothing but an unspecified plural affix at the filler level ( it is
written as s only for convenience ) .
Another remarkable type of speech error that arises at the present level
of processing is the stress error . Cutler ( 1980a) reports an extensive analysis
of such errors . One of her examples is [ put things in that abstrAct that [
cannot justify , where the noun abstract erroneously carries word accent on
the second syllable . How could this error arise? Cutler showed that in such
errors the lexical - stress placement is always that of a related word , another
derivation of the same morpheme . For the erroneous noun abstrAct , the
related word is probably the verb abstract , which has stress on the second
syllable ; for the error articul Atory , the related word is articulation ; and so
on . This systematic relation can be explained by an erroneous choice of
filler in addressing the segmental spellout routine . Take the above examples
segmEnted and sEgment . Assume that a speaker is trying to say Peter
segmented two segments. At some stage the morphological / metrical spell outs of segmented and of segments become available . To address the

spellout routines for segmented
, the speakermay erroneously choose the
available morpheme
segment
V' V
as the filler , together with the right past-tenseaffix. The spellout procedure
then generatessEg-men- ted. It is not necessaryfor lexical-stresserrors that
the related word appear somewherein the sentence. What is important is
that the related word be somehow activated in the production process.
How that can happen is the topic of subsection9.5.2.
Before we turn to the next level of processing, notice that an English
speakermay occasionallycomposea well-formed addressby completing a
frame with the right kind of fillers and still fail to retrieve a word form . As
wasextensivelydiscussedin subsection6.1.3, English speakersdo now and
then produce new words. An example may have been the word steaker in
the above speecherror . This is surely a possible word in English, but it is
unlikely that the speakerhad it in store. Still , the speakercreateda spellout
on the spot. This is presumably done by analogy (Sternberger1985b), an
old , important, but still ill -understoodnotion in psychologyand linguistics.
9.1..3 PhoneticSpeUout
After retrieving a word ' s sequenceof segments, the Phonological Encoder
will usethem to addressphonetic plans for syllables. The phonetic plan for
a syllable specifiesthe articulatory gestureto be executedby the Articula -
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tor . It can be characterized as a sequence of phones , but phones are not
discrete nonoverlapping events. Rather , each phone is a temporal gesture
itself , which typically overlaps in its execution with other phone gestures in
the syllable ( Browman and Goldstein 1986) . Moreover , the dynamic properties
of a phone depend substantially on where it appears in the syllable ,
and on the other phones the syllable is composed of . In other words , phones
in a syllable ' s phonetic plan are always allophones ( subsection 8.1.5),
context -dependent realizations of phonological segments or phonemes .
It is very likely that the skilled language user has an inventory of syllable
plans , a stock of frequently used motor programs . Phonetic spellout will ,
then , consist largely of retrieving these syllable programs . This subsection
discusses how these programs can be addressed , following a notion developed
by Crompton ( 1982) . Before we turn to that , two things must be
noted . The first is that stored syllable programs are not completely fixed . A
syllable can be pronounced with more or less force , shorter or longer
duration , different kinds of pitch movement , and so on . These are free
parameters , which have to be set from case to case. This issue will be taken
'
up in the next chapter . Second , it is probably not so that all of a language s
'
possible syllables are stored in the speaker s mind . New formations are
certainly possible , and we will return to that issue below .
Syllable plans have address es, and the first step of phonetic spell out is to
compose the appropriate address. An address , we assume, consists of three
slots : one for an onset , one for a nucleus , and one for a coda . These slots
will , one after another , have to be filled by appropriate subsequent segments
as these become available from segmental spellout . Slots can also
accept clusters . How clusters are formed to become fillers for slots will be
taken up in subsection 9.3.4. Let us now work out these notions by way of
an example .
The example concerns addressing the phonetic plans for the first syllables
of the words segmented and hemisphere: seg and hem. Their addresses
result from filling the following address frames :
oillet
I

nucr
I

coda
I

I

Where do these address frames come from ? It was mentioned earlier that
the metrical output of the first spellout level would be crucial input for the
construction of addresses at the phonetic spellout level. The procedure
can be quite simple : for each peak of metrical spellout , an address frame
is triggered that contains precisely three slots - one for onset , one for
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nucleus, and one for coda. They come in two kinds, one for unstressed
syllablesand one for stressedsyllables. This correspondsto the two kinds
of peak in metrical spellout. The left addressframe above is for an unstres
syllable, the right one for a stressedsyllable.
In the segmentalspellout of seg(seeabove), the first phonemesegment,
Isl, wascategorizedas syllable onset; the secondsegment, lEI , as unstressed
nucleus; and the third segment, Igl , as coda. This is precisely the triple of
fillers matching the slots in the left addressframe:
I
I

OlRt
Isl

I
I

nucl
leI

I
I

coda
Igl

I
I

The address is now complete, and the syllable' s phonetic plan can be
retrieved. It consistsof the syllable-specificallophones [s] , [e], and [ g] , and
the whole phonetic plan for the syllable can be written as the spellout
[seg]
For hem of hemispherethe story is analogus. The segmentalspellout
'
gave three phonemes: Ihl , Ie I, and Iml , for onset, nucleus, and coda. In
combination they are the adequatefillers for the right addressframe above.
The completed addressfor the syllable retrieved is

and the phonetic spellout is
'
[hEm] .
Note that the nuclear phone is marked for accent. In articulatory terms
this may mean longer duration , more amplitude, or pitch movement.
When, by chance, an inappropriate filler is madeavailable, an addressing
error may occur. This happenedwhen the speecherror heft lemisphere[left
] wasmade(Fromkin 1973) . Here the syllabic spell-outs for both
hemisphere
lemmashad becomeavailable. When a syllableonsethad to be specifiedfor
addressingthe articulatory subroutine for the first syllable, the segment/ h/
was apparently more strongly activated than the segment/ 1/ . Both were of
the correct category (onset) . Together with the available fillers for nucleus
and coda, the syllable heft was erroneously addressedand the phonetic
'
syllable plan [ hEft ] was activated. Similarly, when the next syllable was
programmed, an onset filler was needed. The / h/ had beenused, but the / 1/
was still available and of the right category. Together with / E'/ and / m/, it
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filled the addressframe to cue the syllable fern, releasingthe articulatory
'
plan [1 m] .
Also for this level of spelling-out one should wonder whether the native
speakerof English will occasionally be productive. That is, will an adult
speaker occasionally produce a well-formed but nonstored syllable, i.e.,
one he never uttered before? A rough count of the number of different
syllablesin English (with thanks to Hans Kerkman ) yielded a number of
about 6,600over 38,000 word types. Hence, the number of English syllable
typesis relatively small, and could be easily stored in the speaker's lexicon.
And other languages, such as Japanese, probably have much smaller
numbers of different syllables. Still , some of thesesyllables may be quite
infrequent, arising only in unusual morphemic combinations (such as ininfarcts
, which involves the syllable (forkts )) . Speakers are probably
able to produce new but well-formed kinds of syllables by analogy. This
shouldn' t surprise us, becausethis is presumably the way they acquired
their syllable repertoire to start with . The mechanismof such new formations
, however, is unknown.
A phonetic spellout mechanism, such as that proposed here (following
Crompton 1982), will handle much but not all allophonic variation in
languageproduction . The different phonetic realizations of a segmentor
phoneme are, in large part, dependent on the different syllable environments
in which it appears. But there is context beyond the syllable which
'
may also affect a segments phonetic realization. Moreover, a syllable' s
stressand pitch properties are largely contextually determined. We will
defer discussion of these sourcesof variation to chapter 10, which deals
with phonetic planning in connectedspeech.
9.2.4 The Unit- Similarity Co~ traint
All three of the examplesabove have shown how speecherrors may arise
when inappropriate fillers are made available in the addressingof spellingout procedures. In the following we will speak of the target (i.e., the
appropriate filler ) and the intrusion (the inappropriate filler ) . What is a
possibleintrusion for an addressslot?
The three levels of spellout- morphologicaljmetrical , segmental, and
phonetic- haveprovided us with different kinds of slot fillers: lemmasand
diacritic featuresat the first level, morphemes(roots, stems, and affixes) at
the secondlevel, and syllable constituents (onsets, nuclei, and codas) at the
level of phonetic spellout. Each slot required a filler of its own category. An
affix cannot fill a stem slot, an onset cannot fill a coda slot, and so on. A
filler must have the right password for a slot: the filler ' s category at the
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relevant level or tier of representation. As a consequence
, targets and
intrusions obey the following principle (Shattuck-Hufnagel 1979) :
Unit-Similarity Constraint The intruding element is of the samelevel of
representationand category as the target element.

Lemmas exchange with lemmas, stems with stems, affixes with affixes,
syllable onsetswith syllable onsets, and so forth . But stemsor roots never
exchangewith affixes, affixes do not exchangewith onsets, and onsets
hardly ever exchangewith codas.
The three levelsof processingconsideredso far cover a major part of a
word ' s form -generatingmechanism. But much detail is still to be provided.
Before turning to an analysis of the system's control structure, we will
considerwhether there are more or other target-intrusion pairs. The determina
of what kinds of units are displaceablecan help us find out what
kinds of fillers are neededin addressingthe form -generating routines. So
far , some anecdotal evidencehas been provided for lemmas, diacritical
features, stems, affixes, and syllable constituents as fillers. But what about
syllables, distinctive features, or other potential fillers? The next section
reviewswhat can and what cannot be mislocated in speecherrors.
9.3

Substitutable Sublexical Units

Fromkin ( 1971) conjectured that almost any linguistically defined sublexical
unit or feature could be subject to substitution in speecherrors. Later
research, however, showedthat , though this may be true as a generalcharacterization, certain kinds of speecherror are exceedinglyrare (ShattuckHufnagel and Klatt 1979; Sternberger 1983a; Dell 1986) . Other experiment
work hasadded to a further specificationof what is replaceableand
not (Treiman 1983, 1984; Levitt and Healy 1985) . Let us review someof the
main sublexical units.
9.3.1 Morphemes
All the morpheme types discussedin subsection8.1.1 can bedispl ~ced in
speecherrors. Stemsand whole words are exchangeable, as in naming a
wear tag [wearing a name tag]; or a stem and a root can exchange, as in 1
hate raining on a hitchy day [I hate hitching on a rainy day] (both .from
Shattuck-Hufnagel 1979) . So, in view of the Unit -Similarity Constraint ,
whole words, stems, and roots are of similar filler category. But units of this
category almost never exchangewith affixes. Affixes are a displaceable
categoryof their own. They can be anticipated, asin peoplereadthebackses
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of boxes[peopleread the backs of boxes] (Shattuck-Hufnagel 1979) . They
can be persevered, as in Ministers in the churches [Ministers in the church]
(Fromkin 1971) . Notice in the latter examplethat perseverationof the affix
does not create churchs, but churches; i.e., the correct allomorph is produced
. This showsthat the shifted unit is an affix, not just the phonemeIs/ .
Morpheme errors can be caused either at the level of morphological
'
spellout or at the level of segmentalspellout. The earlier example I d hear
'
oneif I knew it [I d know oneif I heardit ] is causedat the higher level, owing
to an erroneouscombination of lemma and diacritical feature in addressing
the spellout routine. But it is unlikely that raining on a hitchy day arose at
this level, since the two lemmas involved (rain and hitch) are of different
grammatical categories. This violates the Unit -Similarity Constraint at
that level of processing. Exchanging lemmas, we saw in chapter 7, are
usually of the samesyntactic category. It is more likely that the latter error
is due to addressingfailure at the level of segmentalspellout, where stem
and root are exchangeable.For church-+ churchesthe level is undecidable,
but other affix errors are unambiguous. The perseverationtheyneededto be
maded[they neededto be made] (Shattuck-Hufnagel 1979) can only be due
to an addressingfailure in segmentalspellout. At the earlier level, makeplus
"
"
fully triggered the routine that producesthe stemmade.
past had success
In syllabic spellout, this stem combined with the persevered-ed affix of
neededto produce the two -syllable form maded. It is therefore important in
the analysisof speecherrors (and of word -form production in general) to
"
"
"
" "
"
distinguish diacritical featuressuchas past , plural , and third person
from the affixes they induce.
9.3.2 Syllables
There are occasional reports of syllable replacementsin the speech-error
literature. Of course, all substitutions by monosyllabic morphemesare at
the sametime syllable replacements. The test case, however, is whether a
single syllable of a multisyllabic morpheme can be moved or replaced.
Shattuck-Hufnagel ( 1979) presentedas an example cassy put [pussy cat],
where the syllablepu was moved. But shenoted that sucherrors are highly
exceptional. Dell ( 1986) made the same observation, and explained the
exceptionsin terms of a coincidenceof replacementsof smaller, subsyllabic
units. (In the above example, this would have been syllable onset Ipl and
syllable nucleuslu / .)
The sheerabsenceof pure syllable substitutions is especiallyremarkable
sincesyllablesclearly play an important role in speecherrors and in fluent
speechgenerally. MacKay ( 1972), for instance, observedthat word blends
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often respectsyllable boundaries, as in Wells' s ( 1951) examplebe-hortment
[behavior/ deportment]. Fujimura and Lovins ( 1978) argued that syllables
are the smallestrelatively invariant articulatory units in speechproduction ,
and I concur with that view. But syllablesare, apparently, neverthemselves
fillers for addressslots. This is in full agreementwith the three-level model
sketched above. At none of the three levels are fillers of the category
"
"
syllable required to composean address.

9.3.3 Syllable Constituents
In chapter 8 we distinguished betweensyllable onset and rime, and within
rime betweennucleus and coda. Onsets and rimes can be independently
involved in speecherrors. MacKay ( 1972) observed that in word blends
breaksweremore likely to occur beforea syllable' s vowel than after it ; thus,
gr -astly [grizzlylghastly] should be more common than mai-stly [mainlyl
mostly] (both examplesfrom Fromkin 1971). Syllable onsetsdo move as a
whole in speecherrors, whether they are single phonemesor consonant
clusters; note face spood[spacefood] (from Fromkin 1971) .
Rimes can move as well:fart very hide [fight very hard] (from Fromkin
1971). The latter , however, is a rather infrequent type of speecherror . The
two rime parts, nucleusand coda, can also be replacedas units, although
they have a stronger tendency to stick together (Shattuck-Hufnagel 1983;
Sternberger 1983a). An example of nucleus movement is cleap pik [clip
peak]; coda substitution can be seenin do a onestetch - step switch (both
from Fromkin 1971) .
An extensive analysis of more than 300 spontaneous speech errors
involving the nucleus was reported in Shattuck-Hufnagel 1986. A major
finding was that 79 percent of the errors occurred between vowels in
stressedsyllables, as in the debotefeik - debatefocuseson, where both the
target (herelel/ and the intrusion (hereIou /) belongedto a stressedsyllable.
" Mixed " caseswere rare and the
,
intruding vowel was always accommodate
to the stressof the target syllable. Rememberthat the phonetic spellout mechanism created different addresses for stressedand unstressed
syllables. A slot for a stressednucleuswill nonnally acceptonly a stressed
vowel, and vice versafor a non-stressslot. This explains the low number of
mixed casesin the data. It is just another demonstration of the Unit Similarity Constraint. It does not , of course, explain the fact that errors
involving two unstressedvowels are quite rare (as in Buffo the - Byffy the
Buffalo, where unstressedli / and Joul are involved as target and intrusion ) .
Stressedvowels are far more error -prone than unstressedones.
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A systematic experimental study of the movability of syllable constituents
was done by Treiman ( 1983, 1984) . She gave subjects different word
games to play involving different types of syllables . In one game , subjects
had to make two new syllables out of one . They would listen to four
training examples and repeat each of them , e.g .
kig - + kaz ig
buf - + baz uf
tep - + taz ep
nol - + naz 01.
They were then asked to do the same to a set of test stimuli . A critical item
could now be the syllable skef What would a subject do? Either of two
responses would be consistent with the training examples : skef - + skaz ef,
which separates onset and rime , and skef - + saz kef, which separates the
initial consonant from the rest. Only the first response type respects syllable
constituents ( onset , rime ), and almost all responses were of that type , i .e.,
'
preserving the syllable s onset cluster .
Other syllable games tested the integrity of nucleus and coda . In one of
these, subjects had to learn the syllable splitting again , but this time they
were left no choice . The splitting had to go either as in
( I ) isk - + it ask
or as In
( 2) isk - + ist ak .
In type I , nucleus and coda are left intact ; however , in type 2 the break is
made not between nucleus and coda but within the coda before the final
consonant . Subjects made many more errors on type 2 than on type 1. Also ,
type 2 took many more trials to learn . It is apparently easier to leave the
coda intact . Given this finding , Treiman could test cases where linguists
disagree on where the boundary is between nucleus and coda . Remember ,
for instance , how meter was ~nalyzed in subsection 8.1.4. There the socalled
liquid segment/ rl behaved as a high sonorous peak segment , i .e., as
a V at the segmental tier . Now take a word like bird or earth . Is Irl still
a V , belonging to the nucleus , or is it rather a C - part of the coda ? What
'
would it do in Treiman s game? She tested such cases by examples of types
3 and 4.
( 3) orth - + ot irth
(4) orth - + ort ith
Subjects found type 4 much easier than type 3. This pleads for the notion
that the liquid is part of the nucleus rather than part of the coda ; i .e.,
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orth
I
r
/ " ,
n
C
I ~
vcc
I I I
':> r 9

Gameswith nasals(e.g., imf -+ iz am/ ) gave results that were intermediary
between these games with liquids and the original games I and 2 with
obstruents (like It /) . Theseexperimental results are in fine agreementwith
'
'
Stembergers ( 1983b) and Shattuck-Hufnagel s ( 1986) finding that also in
speech errors the liquids Irl and III tend to stick to the immediately
'
'
precedingvowel, as in cheepsn twirts [for chirps n tweets]. In other words,
they behaveas parts of a displacing nucleus.
There is, finally , one syllable constituent that needsspecialattention: the
nul/-element, be it a null -onsetor a null-coda. On the surface, a syllable like
orth or art doesn' t seemto have an onset; it seemsto have only a rime. Still ,
it hasbeensuggestedthat there is an onset, though an empty one. Similarly ,
the syllablespalacks a coda, but can be analyzedashaving a null-coda. The
main argument for theseanalysesis that the null -elementcan be anticipated
or exchangedin speecherrors. Shattuck-Hufnagel, discussingthis matter
( 1979, 1983), gave examplessuch as Doctor -inclair has emphasized[ Sinclair], where the empty onset of emphasizedis already anticipated when the
onset of Sinclair is prepared. Or is this simply an onset or phonemedeletion
, without any relation to emphasized? Only careful statistical analysis
can provide a decisiveanswer. Dell ( 1986) haspresentedstatistical evidence
that the null -elementis not always involved in onsetor coda omissions, but
it is probably still neededfor a complete account of the speech-error data.
In summary: There is good evidencethat syllable constituents can function
as fillers, and that their constituent category is crucial: Onsets exchang
with onsets, rimes with rimes, nuclei with nuclei, and codas with
codas, all in agreementwith the Unit -Similarity Constraint.
9.3.4 Segments
Sometwo -thirds of sublexicalspeecherrors involve single segments,either
consonants or vowels (Shattuck-Hufnagel 1982) . Many of these are, of
course, just syllable onsets, nuclei, or codas. But there are still many errors
whereindividual phonemesin onset or coda clustersare in trouble. This is,
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for instance, the case for the exchangeerror peel like flaying [feel like
playing] (Shattuck-Hufnagel 1982), where the phoneme /p/ , but not the
whole onsetcluster /pl/, is mislocated. Fromkin ( 1973) presentsan impressive
list of such divisions of consonant clusters. One of her casesis blake
fruid , where the liquids / r/ and / 1/ are exchanged, leaving the rest of the
syllable onsetsin place.
These observations are, so far , not covered by the three-level model
of section9.2. It can handle phonemeexchangesas long as thesephonemes
are single syllable constituents themselves, as in heft lemisphere. To explain
errors of the above kind , however, a mechanismof cluster composition
is required. Sucha mechanism, moreover, is neededif phonetic spellout
is to work . Rememberthat the addressframes at that level contain three
slots: one for syllable onset, one for the nucleus, and one for the coda.
In order to retrieve a syllable like brake, one needs for the onset slot a
cluster, / br/ , not a singlephonemesegment. Hence, there must be a way to
build such clusters from consecutivesegmentsspelled out at the previous
level.
How can cluster composition be modeled? The present proposal is to
treat it just like phonetic spellout. That is, we will assumethat the speaker
has an inventory of onset clusters. They are the small set of onset clusters
that are phonotactically allowed in the language, such as / st/, / br /, / ft/,
and / skr/ in English. Similarly , there will be a set of phonotactically
possiblecoda clusters. A cluster can be addressedby filling the slots of a
correspondingaddressframe. Let us work this out in somemore detail for
syllable-onset clusters, which are most prone to speecherror.
Take the word groom. At the level of segmentalspellout the sequenceof
segments/g/ , / r/ , / u/ , / m/ is produced. At the next level they will be usedto
complete the onset, nucleus, and coda slots of a syllable address. What
should go into the onsetslot? Not just /g/ , but the cluster /gr/ . In subsection
"
8.1.4 we discusseda rule called " maximization of onset. The onsetcluster
will be madeaslarge as phonotactic rules allow. Onset-cluster composition
"
"
consists of collecting as many consecutive C-type ( consonantal ) segments
as possible and filling an addressframe with the same number of
"
slots. (When there is just one consonant, the resulting " cluster will be a
singleton.) In the example there are two consecutiveconsonants, /g/ and
/ r/ . A two -slot address frame is made available and is filled with these
elements. If the result is a phonotactically possible address, the corresponding
cluster becomesavailable for insertion in the onset slot. This can
be depicted as follows:
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onset

address frame :

c ,

I

. c '

I

o~ t C1
/g/

address:

0_

j

o~ t Cz
/ r/

retrieved onset cluster:

Igrl
For other pairs of segmentsno cluster will be found. For instance, if the
slots were to be filled with Inl and It /, respectively, no cluster would be
retrieved; IntI is not a possibleonset cluster in English.
What happensif sucha sequencearisesby chance? Will it be pronounced?
The answer is clearly No . Take Fromkin ' s ( 1971) example flay the pictor
[play the victor] . The mislocatedIvl is devoicedwhen it appearsin front of
-lay, thus turning into If I . There is a still -unresolved discussion in the
literature on how this is caused(Fromkin 1971; Davidson-Nielson 1975;
Garrett I 980a; Crompton 1982; Sternberger1983a; Sternbergerand Treiman
1986), but somewherethe segmentpair (lvI , Ill ) has to be turned into the
phonotactically possibleonset cluster Iftl , which can then be usedas filler
for an onsetslot in phonetic spellout. A similar problem arisesin explaining
speecherrors such as we havea big stellar down there [cellar] (Sternberger
1983a). It is likely that here the Idl of down in anticipated in pronouncing
the target word cellar, and that this results in the onset cluster Istl rather
than Isd/ . The generation of thesecasesmay develop as follows.
address frame :
[ ~=

address
es:

onsetC1
IF I

retrieved onset cluster:

~ ~~I ~=

onsetCz
III

~

onset C1

onset Cz

Isl

IT I

Iftl
Istl
The IF I in the leftmost addressslot standsfor either Iv I or If I . When either
of these is followed by III , a legal addressis formed, namely that of the
cluster Ift/ . In other words, the feature of voicing is irrelevant for the
potential filler of this slot if the next elementis III . Similarly, the IT I in the
rightmost addressslot meanseither It I or Id/ . If either of theseis preceded
by Isl, a legal addressis createdfor the cluster Istl . Similarly , the legal onset
cluster Ispl may be retrieved when the pair (/ s/, IP/ ) is inserted in the
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addressframe. Here IPI standsfor either Ibl or Ip/ . This may be at the base
es(Sternberger1983a).
of speecherrors suchasbenefitspall - small business
es is anticipated and fills the Cz slot of the
In this error the Ibl of business
cluster. However, the addresses (/ s/ , Ib/ ) and (/ s/, Ip/ ) are not distinctive;
they both refer to the cluster Ispl, Isbl being phonotactically impossibleas
an onsetcluster in English. SegmentspecificationssuchasIPI , IF I , IT I, and
. They are phonemes
IKI (for Ikl and Ig/ ) are sometimescalled archiphonemes
unspecifiedfor at least one feature.
If cluster composition can involve archiphonemic segment specifications
, the obvious next question is whether archiphonemesmay arisein the
spelloutof clustersat the previous level. For instance, when the word still is
segmentallyspelled out , will the onset cluster be spelled out as Isl, Itl , or
rather as Isl, IT I, where IT I is the archiphoneme unspecifiedfor voicing?
The latter would normally suffice, becauseat the next level of cluster
composition, where the cluster Istl is to be retrieved, nothing more is
required than the pair of fillers Isl, ITI (at least, if the above proposal is
correct).
Sternberger( 1982, I 983a), who raised this question, gave an affirmative
answer. There is evidence from speecherrors to support the idea that
archiphonemesarisein cluster spellout. One caseinvolves the word scruffy.
According to the above analysis, its onset cluster will be spelledout as Isl ,
IK /, Ir / . Here IKI is an archiphoneme with the voicing feature unspeci
fied, i.e., it stands for both Ikl and Ig/ . At the next stage of cluster
composition, this triple Isl, IK / , Irl will suffice for the retrieval of Iskr/;
there is no possibleonset cluster Isgrl in English. But what happensif , by
accident, the initial segmentIsl disappears? Both Ikrl and Igrl are possible
onsetclustersin English, as in crazy and grasp. If indeedIKI appearsin the
cluster spellout, not only can Ikl arisewhen the Isl is lost, but Igl is possible
as well becausethe archisegmentwas not specifiedfor the voicing feature.
Sternberger( 1983a) gave examplessuch as in your really gruffy scruffy
clothes, where indeed the Ikl of scruffy is realizedas Igl when the preceding
Isl happensto disappear. One wonders, of course, how perceivablesuch
distinctions are.
Though the notion of archiphonemeis attractive for the analysisof such
cases,it should be observedthat an archiphonemeisjust a phonemeon our
definition in subsection 8.1.5. It is a segment specified for its distinctive
features only . The segmentsIgl and Ikl cannot be distinctively used in
English when they follow Isl in an onsetcluster; hence, in that context they
are the samephoneme.
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The conclusion so far is that individual phonernesin onset clusters,
whether or not they are syllable constituents thernselves
, can becorne
rnisplacedin speecherrors. The characterof thesernisplacernentshasled us
to assurnea process of cluster cornposition that creates rnaxirnal onset
clusters for syllables. These can then be inserted in the onset slots at the
phonetic-spellout level. In the following , cluster cornposition will be considere
as a prelirninary or first stageof phonetic spellout.
The processof onset-cluster cornposition can err in several ways. An
extensiveanalysis of word -initial cluster errors, both naturally occurring
and experirnentally elicited, was reported by Sternbergerand Treirnan
( 1986). A rnajor finding of this study was that the secondposition in onset
clustersis rnuch rnore vulnerable to error than the first position . It is rnore
likely to be lost or to be subject to substitution. Errors such as (5) and (6),
which involve the secondposition, are rnore frequent than caseslike (7) and
(8), which involve the first position .
(5) They pace- place too little ernphasison their own results [loss of
secondconsonant in onset cluster]
'
(6) prace- placeBresnansarguments. . . [substitution of secondconsonant]
(7) Their attention pan - span is . . . [loss of first consonant]
(8) A crate - great quest . . . [substitution of first consonant]
Also, it is rnorelikely that a second-position consonantbecorneserroneously
added than a first-position consonant. Exarnple 9 is a rnore frequent type
of error than exarnple 10:
(9) Oh, so you have to bruy it with the T .V . [addition of secondconsonant]
( 10) the sameas the hit frate - hit rate for low-frequency iterns.
[addition of first consonant]
'
We will not pursue Sternbergerand Treirnan s explanation of this asyrnrnetry in detail here. But clearly, accurate filling of the CI position in a
cluster is given precedencein phonological encoding.
A sirnilar rnechanisrnof cluster cornposition can probably be suggested
for codas. Here again, only phonotactically possible clusters are to be
addressed. But the rnechanisrnrnust differ in that there is no rnaxirnization
rule for codas.
'
What about cornplex nuclei? Earlier we noted Sternbergers and Shattuck-Hufnagel' s findings that a nucleus consisting of vowel plus liquid
rnoves as a whole (an exarnple was cheepsand twirts , where the whole
cornplex nucleus 13rl was displaced) . Diphthongs, according to Frornkin
( 1971), are also rarely split into their cornponent segments. Sternberger
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( 1983a
) givesasan example
( II ) They mooy - they may be moving back east again
but recognizes that these cases are exceptional . For the time being , there is
no reason to assume the existence of a special spellout - and - composition

mechanismfor complex nuclei.
A final issueto be taken up here is whether all phonemic segmentsare
"
"
equally mislocation-prone. The answer is: to a substantial degreeyes,
but with certain qualifications. Shattuck-Hufnagel and Klatt ( 1979) counted
the frequencyof occurrenceof the various phonemesin fluent speech(they
restricted the count to occurrences in content words becausefunction
words are only infrequently involved in speecherrors) . If all phonemesare
equally vulnerable, their frequency of occurrencein normal speechshould
predict their relative frequencyof misplacementin speecherrors. Correlations
were computed for the consonants in the MIT speech-error corpus.
The chancethat a phonemetarget would not be produced in the intended
slot correlated 0.83 with frequency of occurrence of that phoneme, accounting
for almost 70 percent of the variance. This means that , by and
are no " strong" intruding phonemesas opposed to " weak"
there
,
large
error -prone ones. And indeed, each phoneme appearedabout as often as
target as it appearedas intrusion in the error data.
However, no such result was obtained in an experiment with elicited
speecherrors by Levitt and Healy ( 1985) . They found that less frequent
phonemeswere indeed somewhat more error -prone, and that there was a
"
"
tendencyfor more frequent phonemesto be more intruding or stronger.
In the study by Shattuck-Hufnagel and Klatt , too , certain phonemeswere
"
" weaker" or "
stronger than expected. In particular , Isl and It I belongedto
"
"
"
the weaker class. They tended to become" palatalized - i.e., Isl tended
"
"
to turn into III or It I I, and It I into It I I . The reverse depalatization error ,
such as from III to Isl, was much lesslikely to occur. This asymmetry was,
however, not reproduced in the Levitt -Healy study, and thus cannot explain
their differential phoneme-strength effect.
The slight discrepanciesbetweenthe two studiesare probably largely due
to the fact that the experimental study involved only single phonemes
occurring in onsetsof monosyllabic target items (suchasra and Ii ), whereas
the phonemes' syllable positions were not restricted in the observational
study of Shattuck-Hufnagel and Klatt . In other words, a phonememay, to
some degree, be a " strong" contender for one syllable position but a
" weak" contender for another
position . Averaged over all positions in the
wash out , and all phonemesshow an
however
these
differences
,
,
syllable
about equal averagestrength.
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There is, moreover, a complex interaction between, on the one hand, the
distributional properties of phonemesover segmentalslots in the syllable
and, on the other hand, differential vulnerability of syllabic slots to error.
This catchesthe eye when one considersthe following observation in the
"
"
original study by Shattuck- Hufnagel and Klatt : Among the stronger,
seeminglylessvulnerable phonemeswas /IJ/ . The authors gavethe obvious
reason: This segmentcannot appear in word -initial or syllable-initial position
, which is the most error -prone position . Summarizing, therefore, one
can say that all segmentsare about equally strong as contenders for
segmentalslots, but that there may be somedependencyon position .
In conclusion: Phonemicsegmentsare displaceableunits. But when they
are displaced, they are accommodatedto their new environment. This
meansthat they are phonetically realizedin accordancewith their position
in the cluster or syllable. This allophonic accommodation is a natural
consequenceof the addressingmechanismproposed (following Crompton
1982) . The same mechanism precludes the displacement of allophones,
which is, in fact, never observed.

9.3.5 Distinctive Features
Can distinctive features, such as voicing and nasality, be moved individually
?There are repeatedclaims in the literature that this is indeedpossible.
The classicalexamplesare Fromkin ' s ( 1971) . A shift of the voicing feature
seemsto occur in glear plue sky [clear bluesky], wherethe voicing feature of
jbj was anticipated in the initial segment of clear. Two new phonemes
resulted: jgj and jpj . A nasality shift is apparent in mity thedue teacher[pity
the new teacher]. The jpj is nasalized and thus turns into jmj ; thejnj is
denasalizedand turns into jdj . When two new phonemesare formed, one
can be sure that a feature has been replaced.
One might conjecture that most phonemereplacementsare, in actuality ,
replacementsof single features or sets of features. For instance, the exchan
pade mossible[is madepossible] might be due to a shift of the
nasality feature only, rather than to an exchangeof the phonemesegments
jmj and jpj asa whole. In you getter stopfor bas[you betterstopfor gas], the
apparent exchangeof jgj and jbj may in fact be an exchangeof a pair of
distinctive features: anteriority and labiality . This, however, is very unlikely
. Shattuck-Hufnagel and Klatt ( 1979) showed that multiple -feature
shifts as in the latter example are far too frequent to be predicted by
independentbut coinciding single-feature shifts. The only really clear cases
of feature replacements, i.e., where new phonemesare formed, occur with
negligible frequency; only a few caseshave beenreported in the literature.
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Apparently , distinctive features do not function as fillers in addressing
subroutines. Their role in speechproduction is a different one, as will be
discussedin subsections9.4.2 and 9.5.2.
So far , we have considered the replaceability of word parts that are
linguistically well defined: morphemes, syllables, syllable constituents,
phonemes, allophones, and distinctive features. It turned out that syllables
are hardly ever involved in substitutions, and allophones never. The displacement
of features is possible but exceptional. This tells us something
about the kinds of fillers that should figure in a slot/ filler theory of phonetic
planning: They are morphemes, syllable constituents, and phoneme segments
. Allophones and distinctive features are probably computed only
after the slots have been filled with the appropriate units. The spellout
framework developedso far accounts for just thesefiller types. But is our
presentlist of fillers complete? Shattuck-Hufnagel ( 1983, 1987) arguesthat
there are still other displacement-prone word parts.
9.3.6 Word Onsetsand Word Ends
Syllable onsets, we saw, are among the most frequent units involved in
speecherrors. But are they really always syllable onsets, or should they be
characterizedas word onsets? In monosyllabic words one cannot distinguish
betweensyllable onsetand word onset, but in polysyllabic words one
can. In a word like ferment, is only the word -initial / f/ error -prone, or are
'
both syllable onsets, / f/ and / m/ , vulnerable? Shattuck-Hufnagel s ( 1987)
statistics show that word onsets are more vulnerable than other syllable
onsetsin a word , by a factor of 4.5. Moreover, word onsetsare far more
prone to particular typesof errors, especiallyexchanges,than other parts of
the word . No lessthan 82 percentof the consonant-interaction errors in the
MIT corpus occur in word onsets.
Still , one could argue that all this may be due to the tendencyof word onset syllables to be stressedsyllables. It could be the casethat onsetsof
stressedsyllablesare especiallyerror -prone. So, in the verbfermEnt the / m/
would be error -prone, whereasin the noun fErment it would be the / f / .
Shattuck-Hufnagel ( 1985, 1987) tested this in a so-called tongue-twister
experimentin which a subjectreceiveda card with four words printed on it .
(Examplesare given in table 9.1.) The task was to read the.card three times,
then to turn it over and to recite it three times from memory. With examples
like these, subjects made occasional errors, involving (for instance) misplacements
of /pi and If /, as in paradefadpootfaro /e. In the example for
twister
type i the /p/ is a word onset but it is not the onset of a
tongue
stressedsyllable; in the example for type ii /p/ is the onset of a stressed
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Table9.1
Effectsof word positionandsyllablestresson segmental
Shattuck-Hufnagel1985
).

speech errors ( after

/p/ is

(ii )

(iii)
(iv)

paradefad foot parole 121
58
repeatfad foot repaid
178
peril fad foot parrot
fad foot rapid
8
ripple
. .~d

+
+

syllable but not a word onset; in type iii it is both in a stressedsyllable and
a word onset; in type iv it is none of these.
The table presentsthe numbersof errors releasedin the experiment. The
critical segment(/p/ in the examples) wasalmost neveraffectedwhen it was
neither word -initial nor stressed-syllable-initial (case iv ) . When it was
stressed-syllable-initial only (caseii ), there were substantially more errors.
When it was word -initial only (casei ), the error rate was even higher. The
strongest effect resulted when the segment was both word -initial and
stressed-syllable-initial (caseiii ) . The statistics from the experiment show
that the strong word -onset effect and the weaker stressed-syllable-onset
effectwereadditive; they contributed independentlyto the chanceof error.
Hence, word onsetsdo seemto have a specialstatus as fillers, and this is
in agreementwith the tip -of -the-tongue results discussedin section 9.1.
Still , syllable onsetsare replaceableunits themselves, independentof their
word position . Both the experimental results and the spontaneous-error
data show, however, that constituents of stressedsyllables are especially
error-prone.
It is interesting to compare this result with what Shattuck-Hufnagel
( 1986) found for vowel errors. There the most vulnerable position turned
out to be in the syllablecarrying main stress. It wasfar lessrelevantwhether
that syllable was word -initial or not. It would therefore be wrong to
conclude that there is a specialrole for the word -initial syllable as a whole.
Rather, it is solely the word onset (consonant or cluster) that has a special
status. Shattuck-Hufnagel ( 1987) went a long way toward unraveling this
specialstatus. Shecompared consonantal errors where the intrusion came
from the sameplanned utterance(such as exchanges) against errors where
the intrusion has no obvious sourcein the planned utterance. Thesewere
called " interactional" and " non-interactional" errors (Dell 1986 called
them " contextual" and " non-contextual" errors) . An exampleof an interaction
error is a lung - a young lady; a noninteractional error is the
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inflation wate [rate ] . An analysis of errors in polysyllabic words , in which
there are also non - word - initial syllable onsets, produced an interesting
result : 77 percent of the interaction errors were word - initial , whereas only
28 percent of the non - interaction errors were word - initial . Is the special
vulnerability of word onsets in some way related to phrasal planning ( i .e.,
planning that involves two words from the same phonological or intonational
phrase)?
To support this idea , Shattuck - Hufnagel ( 1987) performed another
tongue - twister experiment . There were two kinds of twisters in this experiment
: phrases and lists . For each phrasal twister ( e.g . From the leap of the
note to the nap of the lute ), there was a list twister (e.g . leap note nap lute ) .
It turned out that in the phrasal twisters 77 percent of the interactional
errors were word - initial . In list twisters , however , only 44 percent of the
interactional errors were word - initial . Word -onset vulnerability is apparently
a consequence of generating connected phrasal speech. These findings
have been replicated and extended by Wilshire ( 1985), but the connected
speech mechanism responsible for the robust effect is as yet unknown .
The special status of word onsets is complemented by the replaceability
of word ends in speech errors - in particular , word ends that are larger than
a syllable . Shattuck - Hufnagel ( 1983) gave as an example a case where
Howard and Claire was delivered as Haire and Cloward . There is a shift here
of the word - final oward ( or was it a word - onset exchange where the
intended order was Claire and Howardl ) . However , it is extremely rare that
larger - than - syllable word endings move as units in speech errors .
This review of substitutable sublexical units has led to three main conclusions
: (i ) Only those sublexical - unit types for which there are address slots
in the spellout mechanism are susceptible to error . ( ii ) Consonantal clusters
are spelled out into their constituent segments, but this is not so for
complex nuclei . ( iii ) Word -onset consonants are especially error prone
will
summarize
section
.
The
next
is
when connected phrasal speech produced
the now expanded spellout model , and will then discuss how Shat '
tuck - Hufnagel s slots - and - fillers theory accounts for a variety of errors .
9.4

The Slots-and- Fillers Theory and the Causation of Errors
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involves three levels of processing: rnorphological/ rnetrical spellout, segrnental spellout, and phonetic spellout (including cluster cornposition).
These levels of processingare illustrated in figure 9.1, which shows the
courseof phonetic planning for the plural noun crampons.
A lernrna (or rather its lexical pointer) and its diacritical features constitut
the addresswhere the itern' s rnorphological and rnetrical information
is stored. The address is the IF -staternent for a production that
retrieves that information . The lexical entry cramponcontains a singular
itern and a plural itern. The diacritic feature " plural " directs the searchto
the appropriate lexical itern. It is assurnedthat all inflectional word forms
that are frequently usedby the speakerare stored iternsin the form lexicon.
Also , each frequently used derivational form constitutes an independent
lexical entry (Cutler 1983a; Sternbergerand MacWhinney 1986) . It does
not take rnore tirne or effort for a speakerto accesscornplex inflectional
forms than to accesssirnple ones. Cornplexforms , inflectional or derivationa
'
, don t have to be composed
; they are as available as sirnpleforms .
The spellout at this levelconsistsofa string ofrnorphernes (sterns, roots,
affixes), as well as rnetrical information such as the nurnber of peaks for
each rnorpherneand the stored stressdistribution relating to thesepeaks.
For cramponsthere is a sternand an affix, and there are two peaks, of which
the first one has prirnary stress. Each peak will trigger the generation of a
syllable address frarne at the phonetic spellout level. Syllable address
frarnesprobably corne in two kinds: stressedand unstressed.
The segrnental spellout routines take the rnetricized root -and-affix
strings as input , and produce a string of syllables, eachspelledout in terms
of syllable constituents: onsets, rirnes, nuclei, and codas. Onset and coda
clustersare further spelledout as individual segments. The eventual result
is a full segmentalspellout of the itern. Each segrnentis probably labeledas
onset, peak, or coda itern (but seesection 9.6) . If a segmentpertains to a
cluster, it rnay be further labeledas, e.g., " onsetC . " (for instance, / k/ in the
"
"
exarnple) or coda C . (/ n/ in the exarnple) .
The phonetic spellout routines, finally , are there to find phonetic syllable
plans for strings of segrnents.Thesearticulatory prograrns for syllablesare
largely stored; they only have to be addressedby way of the right key. An
addressconsistsof a triple of onset, nucleus, and coda. Theseare filled , in
turn , by appropriate segmentsor segrnentclusters. The first syllable of
'
cramponsis found by inserting / kr / , / ~ / , and / rn/ in the slots, respectively.
Cluster cornposition rnust precedethis processof insertion. The rnechanisrn of cluster cornposition prevents phonotactically illegal clusters frorn
ansmg.
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Figure 9.1
Levels of processingin generation of phonetic plan for crampons.
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The retrieved phonetic plan for a syllable is a sequenceof phones. When
executed, a phone is an articulatory gestureover time. A syllable' s phones
are overlapping and interacting gestures. Each gestureconsistsof dynamic
phonetic features, such as voicing and nasalizing.
There may be independently stored routines for stressedand unstressed
syllables, as Crompton ( 1982) suggests. In crampons, [kr~ m] is a stressed
syllable; [ p~ns] is an unstressedone. The nuclear slot of a stressedframe
cannot accept an unstressedvowel such as / ~/ . The appropriately filled
addressframes point to the correct stressedor unstressedsyllable plans.
However, not everything can be stored. The syllable' s stored phonetic
plan is modifiable, dependingon the prosodic context in which it appears.
Also , there must be a mechanismfor creating new, rare syllables; we will
take up theseissuesin chapter 10. Let us now turn to the control structure
proposed in the slots-and-fillers theory, and to its account of the main
kinds of sublexical-form errors.
9.4.2 The Causationof Errors
On the slots-and-fillers account, errors of word form are due to failures in
addressing. This is most easily seenat the phonetic-spellout level. Addressing
at this level requires making triples of onset, nucleus, and coda available
to complete the characteristicaddressframe for a syllable. Sometimes
more than one appropriate filler is available for a slot, or the target filler
is made available too late. The slots are then filled by a nonintended triple ,
.
and a similar but erroneoussyllable is accessed
'
Shattuck Hufnagel s ( 1979) account of how different types of speech
errors, exchanges,substitutions, additions, omissions, and shifts can arise
under these circumstancesinvolves a two -step control structure, with a
selection step followed by a checkoff step. Let us consider how this is
involved in the causation of the various kinds of errors.
Exchanges
Example: a but-gusting meal [a gut-bustingmeal]
There are two fillers available when a filler is requestedfor the first onset
slot: /g/ and / b/ . This is due to speedysegmentalspellout at the previous
level of processing. The most highly activated item is now selectedto be
copied in the onset slot. This happens to be / b/, which becomes the
intrusion. After insertion, a filler is normally " checkedofT" ; in other words,
its activation is reducedto zero, and it is no longer available. This happens
to / b/, but not to /g/ (which was not used) . The nucleusand coda slots are
correctly filled , and the syllable retrieved is [ bAt] instead of (gAt]. At a later
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stage, when the next syllable-onset element is requested, Ibl is no longer
available as a filler - it was checkedoff. But Igl is still available and of the
right kind . It fills the slot, and together with IAI and Islitforms the triple
es the syllable [gAs]. In short: Exchangescan result when misselection
that access
is followed by normal checkoff. The original target will stay
available and will fill the slot that was meant for the checked-off element.
Substitutions
if you can changethe pirst part [if you can changethefirst part]
(anticipation)
a phonologicalfool [a phonologicalrule] (perseveration)
A substitution combines a misselectionwith a checkoff error. In the anticipation
error above, when an onsetelementwas requested, the filler Ip/ , to
be usedlater, was already available, and was more strongly activated than
the target filler If I . It was copied in the onset slot. So far , the situation is
the sameas in exchanges. But now, Ipl was not checked off , and stayed
available as onset filler . (On the activation -spreading account to be discussed
in the next section, Ipl is quickly reactivatedafter insertion.) It could
therefore be used again as onset filler when the next syllable, [part], was
addressed.
In perseverationsthe same processingerrors are made, but in reverse
order. In the secondexampleabove, If I is correctly insertedwhen the onset
is requestedfor the first syllable of phonological; however, it is not checked
off , and it stays available to fill a later syllable-onset slot. This leads to a
misselectionwhen, for a new word , a new syllable onset is requested; the
still -available If I is more activated than the target Irl at that moment. As a
result, the syllableful ] is addressedinstead of the target [rul ] .
Examples:

Omissions
]
[Doctor Sinclair hasemphasized
Example: Doctor -inclair hasemphasized
As was discussedabove, this type of error suggeststhe existenceof a null
filler . The first syllable of emphasizedhas the null elementas syllable onset.
When that null elementis early available as a filler , it may be misselectedto
fill the onset slot of Sinclair' s first syllable. It is, however, not checkedoff ,
and it staysavailable for repeatedinsertion at the appropriate occasion. On
this account, omissionsare nothing but substitutions involving a null filler .
However, other kinds of omissionsrequire a different account. They are
the so-called haplologies. Fromkin ( 1971) calls them telescopicerrors because
the utterancebecomescontracted, asin rigous[rigorous] and iremenly
] . There are also much wilder cases, such as I havea spartfor
[tremendously
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him [I havea spot in my heartfor him] . Crompton ( 1982) observedthat the
jumps (over the omitted part) go from one syllable-constituent boundary to
another identical constituent boundary. In rig -ousthe sametransition is at
issue as in rigorous , namely from syllable onset to syllable nucleus. In
tremen-ly the transition is from coda to onset, as it is in tremen-dously. This
showsthat the regular pattern of addressframesis followed: onset-nucleuscoda/ onset-nucleus-coda, etc. Onset clusters or coda clusters are never
broken open in haplologies. The situation is highly comparable to the way
in which transitions are handled in blends(seesubsection9.3.2) . According
to Cutler ( 1980b), it is often the casethat the two ends meet at a common
segment. An example from Fromkin ( 1973) is nitness for Nixon witness,
where the common elementis / 1/ .
It is, as yet, unclear how whole strings of fillers get lost in the phaseof
phonetic spellout. One causecould be that not enough syllable frames are
set up, i.e., that a peak at the level of metrical spellout fails to trigger an
onset/ nucleus/coda frame. The availablefillers then haveto competefor too
few slots. Let us call this aframe -generationerror. Another causecould be
that the lost elementsare so similar to nearby elementsthat they are not
recognizedasdifferent and they are put into the sameslot. Sternbergerand
"
"
MacWhinney ( 1986) induced no-marking errors - errors where an inflectio
is not pronounced when the stemdisplays a sound form that could
be a realization of that inflection. For instance, when presentedwith the
word lifting or yielding and asked to pronounce the past-tense form ,
subjects occasionally answered lift instead of lifted, or yield instead of
yielded. (Sucherrors are also observedin spontaneousspeech.) This almost
never happened for verbs like bake or grab, where there is no similarity
betweenthe past-tenseinflection and the sound form of the stem.
Additions
Examples:

hasslidessloping in [has sidessloping in]
Glod blessyou [God blessyou]

The first kind of example is the most frequent one. The addition of /11to
sides, however, is only apparently an addition . The most straightforward
account is an anticipation of the onset cluster IsII of sloping. Thus, it is a
substitution error. (This may also be so for example 10 above.)
The secondkind of example(which is similar to example9) is harder to
account for . It is most probably due to misselectionin cluster composition.
When a syllable-onset filler was requested, a cluster IgII was inserted. How
could this have come into existence? It probably started with a framegenerationerror. An onset-cluster addresswassetup with two slots. C1 was
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then correctly filled with Ig/ . C2 acceptedIII , the C2 element of the next
onsetcluster. This III was not checkedoff after insertion, so it could be used
a secondtime as C2 filler , for the composition of Ibl / . So, there was- on
this account- a concatenation of an error in frame generation, a misselection
, and a checkoff error. The origin of a frame-generationerror is always
difficult to locate. In the presentcase, an onset-cluster frame was correctly
generatedfor bless; but it may have beengeneratedtoo early.
Shifts
Examples:

Walter Conkrite [ Walter Cronkite]
Frish Gotto [Fish Grotto]

The apparently shifted Irl in the first exampleis probably not a shift at all.
The error can be accounted for as an exchangeof two syllable onsets:/krl
and Ik / . The second example (from Fromkin 1971) is due to a framegeneration error followed by a misselection during cluster composition.
The C . / C2 frame set up for Grotto appeared too early. It then accepted
(erroneously) If I in its C . slot and (correctly) Irl in C2. This created the
onset cluster Ifrl , and both If I and Irl were checked off. The cluster then
filled the first syllable-onsetslot. For the secondsyllable-onsetslot , only Igl
remained as a filler .
All these types of errors can also occur at higher levels of processing.
There can, for instance, be exchanges,substitutions, omissions, additions,
and shifts of morphemes. (Severalexampleswere presentedabove.) And
the mechanismsare probably quite similar , involving failures of selection,
of checking off , andlor of frame generation. Frame-generation failures are
least understood, however.
The development of a complete slots-and-fillers theory requires an account
of how the addressframesare setup to start with . This is fairly simple
at the phonetic-spellout level, where the sequenceof onset-nucleus-coda
frameswas triggered by the sequenceof peaksin metrical spellout. It is also
relatively simple at the cluster-composition level. There should be a frame
for eachcluster spelledout at the previous level. But segmentalspellout has
a more highly structured sequenceof addressframes. They can be pairs of
stem and affix, or pairs of roots, or roots with severalaffixes, and so on.
The sequenceof addressframes for segmentalspellout must be formed on
the basis of the earlier morphological spellout results. When a lemma is
spelled out as stem + affix, a stemlaffix frame is set up, and similarly for
other spellouts. It is not impossible that certain errors result from the
setting up of deviant addressframes at the level of segmentalspellout, as
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well. That will , however, not be pursued here; instead we will consider a
final factor in the causation of errors: phonemic similarity .

Phonemicsimilarity
Segmentalerrors are subject to a quite general constraint: Target and
intrusion tend to be similar in distinctive featurecomposition. An exchange
suchas paidmossib/e is more likely than one suchas a two-senpet [two-pen
set] . The more featureson which the target and a potential intruder differ ,
the smaller the chance of error. This was shown initially by Nooteboom
( 1967) in an analysisof Dutch speecherrors, and later by MacKay ( 1970)
for German and by Fromkin ( 1971) for English errors. Shattuck-Hufnagel
and Klatt ( 1979) demonstrated it for the consonantal errors of the MIT
corpus, and Shattuck-Hufnagel ( 1986) showed the constraint to hold as
well for the vowel errors of that corpus. Levitt and Healy ( 1985) confirmed
the feature-similarity constraint in experimentally elicited errors.
Though the constraint is evidently correct, it is lessclear which common
distinctive featuresare the main determinants of segmentconfusion. Van
den Broeckeand Goldstein ( 1980) performed, for consonanterrors, extensive
multidimensional analyseson two American-English corpora, a Dutch
corpus, and a German corpus. They found a clear confirmation of the
feature-similarity constraint, though some phonological feature systems
were better predictors of segmentconfusability than others. Certain features
contribute more to exchangeability of segmentsthan others, and
again, the ordering differs somewhat for different feature systems. A fair
summary, however, is this: Among the most affected features in consonanta
errors are the place features. Target and intrusion frequently differ
in the place where the main constriction is made in the vocal tract ; a Ipl
easilyexchangesfor a Ikl , for instance. In other words, place is not a great
contributor to similarity . Somewhatlessaffectedis the voicing feature; that
is, it is a more important determinant of (dis)similarity . At the other end of
the scaleis the manner feature nasality. That feature tendsto be maintained
in speecherrors (but not in the above example paid mossib/e); to put it
differently , nasal consonantsare mutually quite confusable.
Shattuck-Hufnagel ( 1986) performed a similar analysisfor vowel errors
and found an interesting parallel to the just -mentioned observations. The
feature that was most easily changedin vowel errors was the place feature:
back versus front . On the other hand, manner features were far less
vulnerable. In particular , tensevowels(suchasIii in beat) tendedto replace
tensevowels, and lax vowels(suchasIII in bit ) tendedto replacelax vowels.
The general pattern, therefore, seemsto be that place featuresare vulnerable
in speecherrors, whereasmanner featuresare more stable. There is no
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ready explanation for the similarity constraint within the slots and filler
model ; however , we will return to it in the next section , where an activation spreading account is discussed.
This subsection has reviewed the causation of errors in the slots -and -

fillers model. The main characteristic of the model is the thorough separation
between the setting up of structural frames and the filling of these
frames with appropriate, independently spelled-out units. The model accounts
for the important and empirically well-supported Unit -Similarity
Constraint. It also gives a principled account of which errors are possible
and which are impossible. And it explainsthe causationof errors by failures
of two control processes: selectionand checkoff. In addition , there may be
failure in the mechanismthat governsthe setting up of the addressframes.
The model was not designedto make precisequantitative predictions of
various error types. In particular , it has little to say about the spellout
mechanisms, i.e., the ways in which sublexical units are activated and
retrieved in order to becomeavailable as fillers. Also , the checkoff mechanism
- the deactivation of units after insertion- may need further scrutiny
. What preciselyis a checkoff error? Is it a failure to deactivate, or is it ,
rather, a speedyreactivation process?Theseand similar issuesare central to
the activation-spreading model. The most detailed version of that model
(Dell 1986, 1988) is quite compatible with the slots and fillers model,
and it is in many respectscomplementary to it .

9.5 Activation-Spreading
Theory
The enormous speedwith which a speakercan accessthe form representations
in long-term memory requires an efficient control structure. In this
sectionwe will considerfurther how, at the three main processinglevels, the
stored forms are accessedin order to make them available as slot fillers for
the next level. The most elaborate accounts of these processes are to be
found in the so-called spreading activation (better: activation-spreading)
theories, which were introduced in section 1.3 and which were considered
in subsection 6.3.5 in connection with the accessingof lemmas. Wordform
accesshas been more of a hunting ground for activation -spreading
theorists than lemma access, as is apparent from publications such as
Kozhevnikov and Chistovich 1965, Dell and Reich 1977, 1980, and 1981,
Dell 1984, 1986, and 1988, MacKay 1982and 1987, Meyer and Gordon
1985, and Sternberger1985a. The most elaborate treatment is that of Dell
1986; the present section reflectshis notions to a large degree.
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9.5.1 The Stratified Structure of the Word-Form Lexicon
Dell ' s ( 1986) activation-spreading model is organized in four strata or
levels of nodes: the semantic, the syntactic, the morphological, and the
phonological. Thesestrata consist of nodesthat are permanently available
in long-term memory. Nodes can be activated, and when active they spread
their activation to connectednodesat other levels. At the syntactic level the
nodesstand for lemmasand their diacritical features. At the morphological
level they stand for stemsand affixes. At the phonological level they stand
for syllable constituents and phonemes. In other words, the node levels
correspondrather preciselyto the inputs and the outputs of the processing
levelsdiscussedin the previous section. Missing, however, is a level at which
phonesare represented.There is, asyet, no activation -spreadingaccount of
the generation of (allo )phones.
Spellingout, i.egoing from level to level, is done by activation spreading
or priming . Take, for example, the words resetand resell. The representations
at the syntactic, the morphological, and the phonological strata are
presentedin figure 9.2. The web of connectionsleading down from the two
lemmasat the syntactic level are preciselytheir long-term form representaSTRATUM
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Figure9.2
Exampleof strata, frames,andconnectednetworkin activation-spreading
theory.
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tions in the mental lexicon. The two representationsshare an affix at the
morphological level as well as a syllable and several phonemes at the
phonological level.
At eachlevel of representationand eachdiscretemoment in time there is
one and only one current node. Assumethat at the syntactic level the verb
lemma reset is the current node in the developing surface structure. It is
marked by an asterisk in the syntactic frame. This meansthat its state of
activation is increasedby some constant but substantial amount. At the
next moment in time the increasedactivation is spread to the morpheme
nodes re and set at the morphological stratum. This is equivalent to
morphological spellout. The activation is also spread further to the connected
nodesat the phonological level.
There must now be an independent structural reason for promoting a
prefix node to the current node at the morphological level. In the slots-andfillers theory this reasonis the current availability of a particular slot in the
developing addressframe. Neither of the theories is well developed with
respectto how thesestructural frames are set up, though Dell ( 1985) and
MacKay ( 1982, 1987; see also subsection 12.1.4 below) have presented
suggestionsas to how an activation -spreadingtheory can promote a node
to the current node. At any rate, a particular kind of node should be
requested- for instance, an affix node. The requestedkind of node, or the
slot to be filled , is again marked by an asterisk, but now in the morpho logical frame. Of all the available prefix nodes in memory (i.e., in the
network), the most highly activated one will be selected. Sincethe node for
the prefix re was just primed, it will most probably become the current
node. This increasesits state of activation even more, by the fixed extra
amount of activation allotted to current nodes. At the next moment, the
'
morpheme s additional activation is spreadto the phonological stratum
i.e., to the syllable and syllable constituent nodesthat are connectedto the
affix node. The syllable frame at this level successivelyrequestsan onset, a
nucleus, and a coda.
A digression is in order here: That a syllable' s onset, nucleus, and coda
'
are requestedin serial order deviatesfrom Dell s ( 1986) original proposal,
which saysthat " to simplify matters, it is assumedthat onset, nucleus, and
"
coda for a given syllable are selectedsimultaneously. But Dell ( 1988)
revisedthis position largely on the basisof an experimentalstudy by Meyer
'
( 1988), which makesit likely that a syllable s slots are filled in serial order.
Sinceshefound that , in accordancewith Dell ( 1986), a word ' s syllablesare
alsoaddressedin serialorder, shecould concludethat a word' s phonetic plan
as a whole is normally built up serially- " from left to right ," so to speak.
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The evidenceis that one can reduce a subject' s responselatency in pronounc
a word by giving an appropriate prime. But Meyer found that the
effective
only
primes werethosethat started at word onset. So, for the word
pitfall , p is a good prime but it or fall has no effect. The priming effect,
moreover, increasesmonotonically as longer word -initial stretches are
given as primes. So, for pitfall the following primes are increasingly effective
: p , pit , and pit [ Meyer developedan eleganttechnique to presentsuch
phonological primes.
Let us now return to the phonological encoding of reset. At the moment
the onset of its first syllable is requested(a state of affairs indicated by an
asterisk in figure 9.2), the most highly activated onset node is the phoneme
Ir / . It becomesthe current node, and it spreadsits additional current-node
activation to its distinctive feature nodes. The syllable frame then requests
a nucleus (and receivesIi /), and a coda (the null element 10/) , which
completes the first syllable. Dell ( 1988) allows for other syllable frames
than onset-nucleus-coda, for instance a CV -frame that could accommodate
the syllable lril without recourseto a null element.
After a current node has been selected and its activation has been
boosted and spread, the activation falls back to zero. This is equivalent to
the check off mechanismin the slots-and-filler theory. It makesit unlikely
that the samenode is immediately available a~current node again. It can be
quickly reactivated, however.
A very similar story can be told about the promotion of the root
morphemeset to current node. When after the prefix a stem node is sought
at the morphological level, set is the most strongly activated one (sell, for
instance, is not very active). It becomesthe current node, and its activation
level is boosted. The node spreadsits activation to the phonological-level
nodes. At that level, the current nodes required by the syllable frame are,
, onset, nucleus, coda, onset, nucleus, coda, and so on. Each
successively
time, the most activated node of the type is selected.
An important property of the activation -spreadingmodel is that a node' s
activation spreadsnot only to lower levelsbut also to higher ones. The arcs
or connections in the network are perfectly bidirectional channelsfor the
spreadingof activation. Take the prefix reoWhen it becomesactivated (first
by priming from reset, then by being promoted to current node), it sendsa
quantum of activation back up to reset, but also to the lemma node resell
and to all lemmaswhosemorphological spellouts begin with the prefix reo
The slightly activated noderesell, in turn , spreadssomefraction of its newly
acquired activation to the stem morphemesell, and from there the activation
perpetuatesto the phonological level. The system would , of course,
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become steadily more excited in this way , and to prevent this the assumption
is made that all nodes show an exponential decay of activation over
time .
The control structure of spreading activation is one of parallel processing
. There is simultaneous activation of whole sets of nodes at a given level
of representation , and there is simultaneous activity at all levels ; at each level
"
"
there is always a current node . There are no long waiting lines in
accessing the form lexicon , and that is just what is needed to account for the
high -speed performance of speech generation .

9.5.1. Activation- Spreadingand SpeechErrors
The upward spreading of activation can now be used to explain several
speech-error phenomenathat are otherwise hard to understand. Here are
someof them.
Malapropisms
A malapropism is the replacementof a word by another existing word that
is related in form but not in meaning. This type of speecherror was first
'
analyzed (and named after Sheridan s character Mrs . Malaprop , who
excelledin using wrong words) by Fay and Cutler ( 1977) . The intruding
word tends to have the samenumber of syllables, the samebeginning, and
the same stress pattern- much like a tip -of -the-tongue guess. Fay and
Cutler list as examples week for work, open for over, constructed for
corrected, and so on. Not all malapropisms are speecherrors, of course; it
'
happensoccasionallythat a speakerreally doesn t know which word means
what.
The activation-spreading account of real malapropisms is straightforward
. We saw that resell is primed by the affix re (seefigure 9.2). If there is
enoughtime for resellto spreada fraction of its activation to the morpheme
node sell, there is some minimal chance that it becomesselectedas the
current node insteadof set. This chanceis evenhigher if the activation that
flowed from reset to set, and further down to the Isl and lei nodes, has
enoughtime to flow back up to the root node sell before a new current node
is selectedat the morphological level. If indeedsell is selectedas the current
node, a malapropism is born: The speakerwill say resell instead of reset.
For theseerrors to occur, the rate of speaking should be low ; otherwise
there is not sufficient time for the backward spreadingto take effect.
Lexical bias
There is a tendency in sublexical errors to create words rather than nonword
strings. Speecherrors such as hold card cash[cold hard cash], where
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the newly formed units are words, are more likely to occur than errors such
as 1 sould be sheeinghim soon[I shouldbeseeinghim soon], where nonsense
strings result.
Dell and Reich ( 1981) proved this statistically for a large corpus of
collected speecherrors, and this found reconfirmation in the work of
Sternberger( 1984) . Baars, Motley , and MacKay ( 1975) gave an experimenta
demonstration of lexical bias. These authors were the first to
generatespeecherrors experimentally, and their technique has beenmuch
usedsince. It consistsof asking subjectsto read a list of word pairs. In this
list there are target pairs, such as darn bore or dart board. A target pair is
precededby three bias pairs in the list. A bias pair contains at least the
initial phonemesof the desired error outcome. So, in order to induce the
error barn door for darn bore, bias pairs suchas ball domeare given. Under
theseconditions, readersproduce 10- 15percentspoonerismson the target
items, sayingbarn door [for darn bore] or bart doard [for dart board] . What
Baarset al. found in their 1975study is that there is much more slipping for
target pairs that create real words when spoonerized than for those that
create nonsensewords. The error darn bore -+ barn door is a much more
frequent type of slip than dart board -+ bart doard. There is a lexical bias in
slips of the tongue.
The activation-spreading account of lexical bias is, again, basedon the
flowing back of activation from lower to higher levels- in particular , from
the phonological to the morphological stratum. This feedback can only
prime the nodesof really existing morphemesin the language; there are no
other nodesat the morphological level. There are nodesfor darn and bore
but not for bart and doart. In figure 9.2, there are nodes for set and sell
but not for sef. This makes the error resell more likely than the error
reset: a lexical bias. At the same time, the activation -spreading theory
predicts that the lexical-bias effectshould decreaseat higher speakingrates.
Backward spreadingneedstime to develop. This prediction was substantiated
in an experiment by Dell ( 1985), who useda modified version of the
techniqueof Baarset al. in which he varied the time available for a subject
to respond. When the subject had to speak quickly , the lexical-bias effect
disappeared.
The lexical-bias effect is also at the basisof the stresserrors discussedin
subsection9.2.2. When the verb segmEntis activated it will prime the noun
sEgment, becausethey share most of the nodes at the phonological level.
This explains how a related but differently stressedword can come to
interfere in the generation of word accent.
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The discussion about the origins of lexical bias in speecherrors is still
unsettled. An alternative to the activation -spreadingaccound is an editing
account: the speakerintercepts nonwords just before uttering them. These
issueswill be further discussed.in section 12.1.
The repeated-phonemeeffect
It has often been observed that exchangesof word or syllable onsets are
more likely to occur when the following phonemeis the samein eachof the
two syllables (Wickelgren 1969, 1976; Nooteboom 1973; MacKay 1970;
Shattuck- Hufnagel 1985) . Two examplesare kit to fill [fit to kill ] , where
both exchangedconsonants are followed by / 1/ , and heft lemisphere[left
] , wherethe following vowel is / E/ in both words. Dell ( 1984) used
hemisphere
the technique of Baars et al. to study whether word -onset exchangesare
more likely to occur when the following vowel is the samein eachword than
when they are different. This is indeed what he found. In addition , Dell
found that the repeated phoneme need not be the vowel adjacent to the
word onset; it can also be the word -final consonant. In the pair boot coat,
for instance, the codas / t / are the samebut the nuclei are not. Still , there is
an increasedchancethat the initial / b/ and / k / phonemeswill exchange, and
'
this must be due to their syllables ending on the samecoda.
Dell ' s explanation of theseeffectsin the spreadingactivation model (see
also Sternberger1985a) makes use of syllable nodes at the phonological
level, which mediate between morpheme nodes and nodes for syllable
constituents (seefigure 9.2). For boot and coat, for instance, the situation
looks like this:

syllable nodes :

constituent nodes :

Here boot primes Ib/, lu /, and It / . The It I is, however, doubly primed; it also
receivesactivation from coat, which moreover primes Ikl and lou / . Together
, Ikl , Jul, and the doubly primed It I feed back to the syllable node koot.
Similarly , the syllable boat receivesdouble activation from Itl , which increases
the likelihood that it will become the current node in a slip. The
repeated-phonemeeffect should be dependenton the rate of speaking. At
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high rates, there is not enough time for lower-level nodes to feed back to
higher-level ones. Dell ( 1986) found evidence of a diminished effect in
exchangeswhen the speaking rate was increased.

Checkoff failure
Remember that Shattuck-Hufnagel ( 1979) explained the occurrence of
substitution errors, in particular anticipations and perseverations, as resultin
from a combination of a misselection and checkoff failure. A
misplaced filler , once used, remains available as a filler . Its activation is,
apparently, not turned back to zero. The activation -spreading model explain
this, again, by meansof feedbackfrom lower to higher levels. When
in the above diagram the syllable node boot is the current node, it spreads
its activation to / b/, / u/ , and It / . The boot' s activation resetsto zero. In
their turn , however, the activated phonemes/ b/, / v /, and / t / return part of
their gained activation to boot. As a result, boot is reactivated shortly after
it fired. This makesit a candidate for a subsequentchoice as current node.
The speakermay sayboot boot insteadof boot coat. Also , the syllable node
boat will be activated by / b/ and / t / . This makes boot boat, where there is
perseverationof / b/, a possibleslip of the tongue. In view of this explanation
, anticipations and perseverationsshould occur especiallyat low speaking
rates, becausethen there is time to (re) activate a higher-level node from
a lower-level node. At higher rates, exchanges(which require normal
checkoff of used fillers) are more likely . This is exactly what Dell ( 1986)
found when he applied the technique of Baars et al. at varying speaking
rates.

Phonemicsimilarity
The intruding phoneme tends to be similar to the target in terms of its
distinctive feature composition. This was called the phonemic similarity
constraint in subsection9.4.2. The activation-spreadingtheory can account
for this phenomenon if a level of distinctive feature nodes is introduced.
This level is depicted as the bottom level of nodes in figure 9.2. The
explanation goes like this: Each activated phoneme node will spread its
activation to the corresponding set of feature nodes, i.e., to nodes representin
featuressuchas voicing, placeof articulation , and nasality. In their
turn , the activated feature nodes will return activation to all phoneme
nodes that share these features. Hence / s/ will , through its distinctive
feature node " unvoiced" , activate It /; / i/ will , via the feature node " front " ,
activate / E/; and so on. In this way, similar phonemesincreasetheir mutual
availability as candidate fillers. This enhancesthe chancethat an intrusion
will be similar to a target.
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However , the functional significance of a feature stratum is not altogether
clear . The sets of feature nodes connected to a phoneme node
cannot represent the allophonic feature composition of the segment in its
specific environment . If that were the case, the segmental dislocations that
the model describes would be replacements of (allo )phones by (allo )phones .
But we know that phones do not exchange in speech errors ; only phonemes
do , and they become accommodated to their new environment . Hence , the
.
feature sets represent phonemes ; they are not phoneticoutputparameters
state
does
But this means that the activation spreading theory in its present
not generate a phonetic plan ; at least the lowest level of planning , the
phonetic specification of syllables , is still missing .
'
The present review of the activation - spreading theory (especially Dell s)
'
doesn t do justice to one of its main strengths : its quantitative formal
nature . Dell ( 1986) reported two computer simulations of the theory . There
are parameters for the rate of activation spreading and for decay of
activation . At each (discrete ) moment in time , each node summates the
incoming activation from all nodes it is connected to . There is a constant
extra quantum of activation (called signaling activation ) for the node that
"
"
becomes the current node . This is a fairly limited and fixed set of
parameters . Independent of these is a speaking rate parameter : the time ( or
the generation of a syllable .
for
allotted
time
units
the number of discrete
)
Dell made the fruitful assumption that the rate of activation spreading is
constant and independent of speaking rate . This independence made it
possible to predict the nontrivial result that lexical bias would increase with
slower speaking rate , and that high speaking rates would favor exchanges
over perseverations and anticipations . As we saw above , these model
predictions were experimentally verified .
Dell has been very careful not to overstate the power of his model . For
instance , some of the properties of errors reviewed above do not fall out
'
naturally from the model s assumptions . In particular , the model does not
account for the special status of word onsets in speech errors , nor does it
predict the extra vulnerability of stressed syllables and of syllable onsets.
It is, of course , relatively easy to state these facts in terms of the model .
One can manipulate the parameters in such a way that more activation
is spread from a lemma to its word onset , to its accented syllable , and
to syllable - initial consonants than to its other phonological constituents
; but then the model is used only as a formal language to describe
the data , not as their explanation . On these issues, see especially Dell
1988.
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9.6 SerialOrderin Phonological
Encoding

'
According to the slots-and-fillers model, a word s segmentalspellout by
and large preservesits linear order; i.e., there is an ordered string of
segments(Shattuck-Hufnagel 1979). When, at the next level, segments(or
clusters) are required to fill successivesyllable slots (i.e., onset, nucleus, and
coda slots), the string of segmentscan be used in the given order. If the
word is pitfall , the segmentalspellout is the string Ipl , III , Itl , If I, I ~/, Ill .
Thesesegmentswill then be used in the sameorder to fill the slots of two
successivesyllable frames, and the correct syllable plans [ pit] and [f~l] will
be addressed. For this procedure to work , the segmentsneed not be
categorizedin tenDs of onset, nucleus, or coda. The segmentIt I will never
end up in the onset slot, becauseof its serial position . It is not necessaryto
label it as " coda segment" .
If this procedurewerefollowed strictly , speecherrors wouldn ' t arise. The
errorfit pall , for instance, couldn' t occur. Clearly, the ordering is not always
fully specified (as Shattuck-Hufnagel of course recognized), since such
errors do occur. This, however, requiresa measureto prevent errors (such
aspiftall ) where an onset and a coda segmentare exchanged. Such errors,
which violate the Unit -Similarity Constraint , are exceedingly rare. Are
spelled-out segmentscategorizedin terms of their function in the syllable
(onset, nucleus, or coda)?
So far we have followed Dell ' s suggestion that segmentsare indeed
labeled in terms of their syllabic function . And this is an obvious requirement
in the activation -spreading theory . There is no guarantee in that
theory that the order of maximally activated phonemic nodescorresponds
'
preciselyto the word s order of phonemes. When, for instance, the current
node must be an onset segment, it could well be the casethat the strongest
activated phonemeis one that should end up ascoda. To prevent this, Dell
labeled phonemesaccording to syllabic function (seefigure 9.2). When an
onset is required, the most highly activated onset node is selectedas the
current node. This guaranteesthat the Unit -Similarity Constraint appliesat
this level. It is impossible to misselectan onset for a coda, or inversely; an
onset intrusion must itself be an onset segment, and similarly for nucleus
and coda intrusions.
Meyer ( 1988), however, suggeststhat this may be overkill . First , her
experimentsshow that there is rather strict linear ordering in the making
available of a word ' s segments. Dell ' s 1986model may have to be modified
to account for this finding . Second, syllabic slots may accept only certain
kinds of segments. This is clearest for the nucleus slot. It will accept only
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, vowels). A spelled-out
phonemes of high sonority value (in particular
"
"
vowel neednot be labeled as being of category nucleus to be recognized
asa possiblenucleusfiller . Also , certain phonemescan neverbecomeonsets
(e.g., 11\/ in English), and others will never be codas, depending on the
language. Finally , cluster composition can playa distinct role. Subsection
'
'
8.1.3 mentioned Selkirk s Sonority SequencingGeneralization: A syllable s
sonority slopesdown from the peak in both directions. This meansthat an
onsetcluster, such as Isml or Iskrl , has its phonemesin increasingorder of
sonority . Similarly , a coda cluster, suchasIldl or Inti , consistsof phonemes
that are decreasingin sonority value. To the extent that this property holds,
it distinguishes onset clusters from coda clusters. If the onset slot of a
syllable addressacceptsonly sonority-increasing clusters whereasa coda
slot takes only clusters that are sonority -decreasing, that will suffice to
prevent violations of the Unit -Similarity Constraint as far as onset and
, then, to categorize phonemes
coda clusters are concerned. It is not necessary
"
"
"
"
as onset cluster element or coda cluster element .
This chapter beganwith an expressionof concern that the phonological
encoding of words may appear to be a wasteful process. At the level of
'
segmentalspellout, a word s syllabic composition becomesavailable. At
the next level of processing, the spelled-out segmentsare used to address
'
be a short-cut? The
syllableplans of the samecomposition . Why can t there
'
main answerto this is that in connectedspeecha word s spelled-out syllabic
composition is often not preservedin the resulting string of syllable plans.
- Strings like gave it him are resyllabified in fluent speech(ga vi tim ) . They
becomenew, so called phonological words. And this enhancesthe easeand
the fluency of articulation . But we can now add a secondpoint : If it is not
strictly necessaryto label each spelled-out segment with respect to its
function in the syllable (i.e., as onset, nucleus, or coda element), phonolog'
ical encoding may not require a full spellout of a word s syllabic composition
at the segmental-spellout level to start with . On that view, syllableswill
appear only at the final stage of phonological encoding: the phonetic
.
this
point
spellout level. Further researchis neededto settle
Summary
Phonological encoding is a processby which the phonological specifications
of lexical items are retrieved and mapped onto a fluently pronounceable
'
string of syllables. Unpacking a word s phonological specifications
and using them to retrieve the appropriate syllable programs involves
various levelsof processing. Studiesof the tip -of -the-tongue phenomenon,
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in which this process of phonological unpacking is blocked or slowed,
support this view. An initial sketch of the word can be available while
further segmentaldetails are still lacking.
There are two rather complementary accounts of phonological encoding
: the slots-and-fillers theory, with Shattuck-Hufnagel as its mother, and
the activation-spreadingtheory, with Dell as one of its fathers. Our review
started from the slots-and-fillers perspective. It was proposedthat there are
three levels of processing in phonological encoding. At the first level,
lemmas and their diacritical features are the fillers for addressing and
spelling out the stored morphological and metrical composition of words.
At the next level, this information is used to address and spell out the
word ' s segmentalcomposition. At the third level, a word ' s string of segmen
is used to addressone or more phonetic syllable programs. These
syllable programs are specificationsof articulatory gestures, built up out
of consecutivebut mutually overlapping phone gestures.
At each level, independently defined address frames are set up that
"
"
request slot fillers of particular types. For morphological/ metrical spellout , the addressframesconsist of slots for lemmas(or , rather, their lexical
pointers) and their diacritical features. A frame is setup for eachsuccessive
lexical category in surface structure. At the level of segmentalspellout,
framesare set up that contain slots for morphemes, suchas stems, prefixes,
and affixes. At the level of phonetic spellout, the frames for addressing
syllable programs consist of onset-nucleus-coda triples. One such frame
is set up for each peak in metrical spell-out. A preliminary processat this
level is cluster composition, in which segmentsare combined to make
phonotactically acceptableonset or coda clusters.
Each level, therefore, requests its own types of fillers: lemmas and
diacritical features for morphological/ metrical spellout, morphemes for
segmentalspellout, phonemic segmentsand syllable constituents for phonetic spellout. Neither syllables nor distinctive features or allophones are
usedas fillers for the addressingof stored form representations.
The slots-and-fillers theory accountsfor the occurrenceof speecherrors
by assuming occasional failures of two control processes: filler selection
and filler checkoff. There may, in addition , be errors in the generation of
addressframes. The theory givesa natural account of the Unit -Similarity
Constraint , the observation that target and intrusion in errors are almost
always of the same structural level and category. And , closely related to
this, it correctly distinguishes between possible and impossible speech
errors.
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How are fillers made available? By spellout in the slots-and-filler approach
. More elaborate accounts of filler activation at the different levels
of processingare proposed in the connectionist or activation -spreading
theories. Dell ' s account, in particular , is fonnal and quantitative enough
to predict the kinds and (to someextent) the relative frequenciesof word fonn errors, both in observational data and in experimentally induced slips
of the tongue. It also provides explanations for various other speech-error
phenomena, such as lexical bias effectsand effectsof speakingrate. In this
theory, the different kinds of fillers are representedas nodes at different
strata or levelsof representation- among them a level for word or lemma
nodes, a stratum for morpheme nodes, and a phonological stratum where
thereare nodesfor syllables, syllable constituents, and phonemes. Between
levels, nodesare connectedby arcs along which the activation of a node is
spread to nodes at a lower level, but also to nodes at a higher level. This
layered network is a theory of the structure of the word -fonn lexicon and
. Essentialfor its operation is the parallel
of the way in which it is accessed
activation of structural frames that control the order in which activated
nodesare boosted, a central concept from the slots-and-fillers theory. As it
stands, the activation-spreadingtheory doesnot yet account for the generation
of (allo ) phonesas they appear in the final phonetic plans for syllables.
The final section of this chapter reconsideredthe mechanism of serial
ordering in phonological encoding. The more ordering thel t is of segments
at the segmental-spellout level, the less need there is for segmentsto be
labeledin tenns of their syllabic functions. Such labeling can also be made
superfluousby taking the sonority of segmentsand clusters into account.
'
Maybe a word s syllabic composition appearsonly at the final , phonetic
spellout level.
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GeneratingPhoneticPlans
for ConnectedSpeech

The generation of connectedspeechinvolves more than the mere concatenatio
of word forms retrieved from memory. Words participate in the
'
larger gestureof the utteranceas a whole, and the speakers phonetic plan
expresses this participation in myriad ways.
There are, first , morphological and segmentalaccommodationsof various
sorts. A speakerwill chooseallomorphs that are tuned to the context.
In chapter 8 auxiliary reduction was given as an example. Speakersnormally
'
'
prefer I vebought it over I havebought it , and he ll go over he will go.
They may also cliticize other elementsto neighboring words. Small words
such as to and of are reducedand cliticized under certain conditions, as in
I wannago or a bottle 'o milk . Segmentsmay get lost, changed, or added at
word boundaries, as injusfine forjustfine and got ftfJou for got you. This
often goeswith resyllabification at word boundaries. In short, the syllable
plans retrievedin connectedspeechoften do not conform to the syllabification
of the individual wordscitationforms . This is becauseit is a main
function of phonological encodingto preparefor fluent connectedarticulation
. Long strings of spelled-out " citation " forms must be translated into
fluently pronounceablestrings of syllables.
Second, there is the speaker's prosodic planning. Words participate in
the overall metrical structure of the utterance; they are grouped in smaller
or larger rhythmic phrases. This phrasal togethernessis realized by the
manipulation of the loudness, the duration , and the pitch of successive
syllablesin the utterance, and by the insertion of pauses. The speakerwill ,
in particular , chunk his running speechin intonational phrases, which are
the domain for the assignmentof pitch contours. In the speaker's phonetic
plan, words participate in this melodic line, creating peaksor troughs when
they carry pitch accent. The melodic line is, in addition , expressiveof
attitude and emotion over and above the propositional meaning expressed
in the utterance.
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The presentchapter will review how prosodic plans for connectedspeech
are generatedby the speaker, and how theseaffect the generation of word
form. Thesetwo aspectsof phonetic planning are closely interwoven. It is,
for instance, impossibleto generatea metrical structure for an utteranceas
a whole without having accessto the syllabicity of the constituent words. In
turn , however, the computed metrical parametersfor the overall utterance
must eventually be realizedin the phonetic spellout of the individual words.
There is a back-and-forth betweenstagesof word -form spellout and stages
of prosodic planning. But very little is known about the processesinvolved
in the phonological encoding of connectedspeech.
The chapter will begin with a rough sketch of a possible architecture
underlying the generation of connected speech(section 10.1) . A Prosody
Generator figures rather centrally in this architecture. It produces incrementally
, and in close interaction with word -form spellout, the metrical
and intonational parametersof an utterance. Theseare, we will suppose,
eventually fed to the phonetic spellout procedures. After this global sketch
of the architecture we will turn to a more detailed treatment of the Prosody
Generator and of its metrical and its intonational planning (sections 10.2
and 10.3, respectively) . Section 10.4 will discusshow the Prosody Generator
affectsthe processesof segmentaland phonetic spellout- in particular ,
how it mediatesin the syllabification and the segmentalaccommodation of
words in connectedspeech.

10.1 A Sketchof thePlanningArchitecture
10.1.1 ProcessingComponents
In the " blueprint for the speaker" (figure 1.1), the box labeled " phonological encoding" representsa processorthat is supposedto generatephonetic
plans for connected speech. Let us begin by filling that box with some
further details, as in figure 10.1.
The main input to phonological encoding is the unfolding surfacestructure
. First , its terminal nodeswith their diacritical parametersare pointers
to word -form addresses. The previous chapter outlined how these word
forms are retrieved from memory and transformed into phonetic plans.
The main steps in this process- morphological/ metrical spellout , segmental
spellout, and phonetic spellout, are depictedon the left sideof figure
10.1. Second, the surface phrase structure plays an important role in the
generation of phonetic plans for connectedspeech. It is the main input to
the Prosody Generator- a processingcomponent that computes, among
other things, the metrical and intonational properties of the utterance.
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" citation "

segmental
spellout

Figure10.1
An outlineof the architecture for the phonological encoding of connected
.
speech

Additional input to the Prosody Generator is what we called " intonational
"
meaning in chapter 8: rhetorical intentions, emotions, and attitudes. They
causethe Prosody Generator to selectcertain tunes and tones, and to set
key and register. Further essentialinput is the metrical spellout- i.e., each
word ' s number of syllabic peaks, the location of the one that carries word
accent, and the word ' s diacritical pitch -accent feature (if any). This, in
combination with the relevant phrase-structural information , sufficesto
compute a metrical grid (seesubsection8.2.2) for the utterance, as well as
a pitch contour.
Some aspects of phonological encoding are under executive control .
Intonational meaning may perhaps be considered a form of executive
control . The speakercan also, within bounds, freely insert pausesand vary
the rate of speech. Speechrate is an important factor in phonological
encoding. Not only doesit affect the sizeof phonological and intonational
phrases; it also has consequencesat the segmentaland phonetic levels, as
we will see. When speechis fast, phonetic spellout is affected across the
board. In the previous chapter we saw that Dell ( 1986) made the fruitful
assumption that speaking rate does not affect the speed of spreading
activation ; it only affects the number of syllable frames to be filled per
second. More generally, we will assumethat the rate parameter sets the
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speed of frame production at all levels of processing in phonological
encoding. In the terms activation -spreading: It determines how long a
" current" node
stayscurrent.
Let us now turn to the output of the Prosody Generator. It was argued
in the previous chapter that the address frames of phonetic spellout are
triggered by metrical spellout, each peak initiating the construction of a
syllable frame. This can now be further specified. Figure 10.1expressesthe
assumption that the string of peaks is channeled through the Prosody
Generator. The phonetic spellout proceduresubsequentlyreceivesa highly
enriched signal. It specifiesfor each successivesyllable frame its duration ,
its loudness, and its contribution to the pitch contour . It also inserts
pauses. Phonetic spellout, then, is not the mere retrieval of a stored phonetic syllable plan; it is also a parametrization of that plan in terms of
duration , loudness, and pitch movement.
There is reason to assumethat prosody generation also affectssegmental
'
spellout. Phrasalboundariescan becomedeterminantsof how a word s
syllableswill be spelledout . A good exampleis the French phenomenonof
liaison.. There are many French words in which the final consonant is, as
a rule, not pronounced (e.gitre ( s) , cour ( t ) , peti ( t ) . But this final consonant
may fail to deletewhen the next word in connectedspeechbeginswith
a vowel (as in tres intelligent, court ajournement, petit enfant) . This bears
some resemblanceto what happens with the word an in English. As a
rule, its final / n/ is not pronounced, except if the next word begins with a
vowel (a ball, an animal, an intelligentanimal). So far this just showsthat the
'
segmentalspellout of a word s final syllable may be dependenton the onset
of the next word. This in itself is an important property of connected
speech; it shows that segmental spellout is not merely a word -internal
processbut can be dependenton context. The caseof liaison demonstrates,
in addition , that there are phrasal conditions on this context-dependency.
The following examplesfrom Kaisse 1985will illustrate this:
tres intelligent
(very intelligent)
tre(s) intelligent et modeste
(very intelligent and modest)
In the first of theseexamplesthere is normal liaison; the Isl is pronounced.
In the second, however, there is no liaison if tres modifies the whole
conjunction intelligent et modeste, i .e., if the phrasal composition is ( tres
* For anexperimental
, Ouweneel
, andLevelt1977.
studyof liaisonseeZwanenburg
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(intelligent et modeste . The phrase boundary betweentres and intelligent
apparently blocks liaison in this case.. The precise formulation of the
phrasal relations that allow or block liaison is not at issuehere (seeKaisse
1985 for a detailed analysis), but only the fact that phrasal relations
betweensubsequentwords can, on occasion, affect their segmentalspellout. It should, furthermore, be noticed that liaison (or , for that matter, / n/ deletion in an) is, within broad limits , independentof speaking rate. They
are general phenomenaof connectedspeech.
In summary: The Prosody Generator computesphrasal conditions relevant
to segmentalspellout, as well as a range of prosodic parametersfor
phonetic spellout. Before turning to theseactivities of the Prosody Generator
in sections 10.2 through 10.4, we will consider where some further
phenomenaof connectedspeechare generatedin the framework of figure
10.1.
10.1.2 CasualSpeech
It is essentialto distinguish betweenphenomenaof connectedspeech, of
casual speech, and of fast speech( Kaisse 1985). Connected speechneed
neither be casualnor fast. There are generalproperties of connectedspeech
that arise independentof its speedor its formality . French liaison is sucha
case, and so are many of the metrical and intonational phenomenato be
discussedin this chapter.
Casual speechdiffers from formal speech, but it need by no means be
fast. There is slow casualspeech,just as there is fast formal speech. Casual
t
speechis a register, a variety of the language, which may havecharacteristic
syntactic, lexical, and phonological properties. A speakermayor may
"
"
not have several such registers at his or her disposal ( motherese and
" are two
"
examples) . In casualtalk the speakeris biased
telegraphicspeech
a
not only tow&rd using particular subset of his lexicon (e.g., cop rather
'
than policeman) but also toward using particular allomorphs (e.g., I ve
rather than I have) . We will assumethat not only the former lexical choices
but also the latter allomorphic ones are made during grammatical encoding
. In other words, they are indicated at the level of surfacestructure, and
hence are contained in the input to phonological encoding. The surface
structure' s terminal nodespoint to the intended " casual" forms.
. But onewonderswhat Kaisse's data basefor this claimwas. Nativespeakers
of
.
Frenchseemto havedifficultieswith theparticularexample
t This useof thetenDregistershouldnot beconfusedwith thenotionof pitch level
in chapter8.
discussed
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10.1.3 Fast Speech
Among the most prominent properties of fast speechare reduction and
assimilation. Reductionscan ariseat different levelsof processing. A speaker
can increasehis rate of communication by generating short messages
,
casual
allomorphs
reduced
and
or
a
)
(
/ by accessing
by using telegraphic register,
. All this is planned above the level of phonological encoding.
A speakercan also gain speedby reducing small unaccentedwords, such
'
'
as pronouns and prepositions: Give m attention, Think o money. Such
reductions may originate at the level of segmentalspellout, following some
very general rules of reduced spellout. These rules are sensitive to the
'
character of immediately adjacent elements(e.g., a bottle o milk but not a
'
'
bottle o applejuice) and to prosodic phrase structure (e.g., Think o money
'
but not What are you thinking o ? Money?) .
Speedcan also be gained by reducing segmentsacross the board. A
speakercan, for instance, reduce all word -initial unstressedvowels, as in
'
'
p tato or t mato (Zwicky 1972) . This dependsneither on adjacentwords nor
on phrase structure. There are, however, restrictions on the kinds of new
'
'
clustersthat arise. For instance, m ternal and r memberare unlikely reductions
( Zwicky 1972; Kaisse 1985). These restrictions are, however, not
phonotactic in the sensethat only well-formed onSetclusters are allowed;
/pt/ and / tm / are ill formed as syllable onsets in English. It is likely ,
therefore, that this kind of reduction takesplaceafter the syllable plans are
addressed. The correct syllables ([pa], [ta] ) are addressed, but these unstressed
syllables are given such minimal settings for their duration and
loudnessparametersthat their vowelsjust about disappearin articulation .
Why such extreme minimal settings are not possible for [ma] or [ri ] is
unclear, but it probably has to do with the high-sonorous onsetsof these
syllables.
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To sum up: There can be reduction at all three spellout levels. The
surface-structure input can induce morphological spellout to addressreduce
allomorphs, segmentalspellout can generatereducedforms following
generalstructure-dependentrules, and phonetic spellout can be subject
to extremeparameter settings for the duration and loudnessof a syllable.
Assimilation is a quite general phenomenonin connectedspeech, but it
spreadswider in fast speechthan in slow speech. It involves the changeof
some segmentunder the influence of another one, and the change makes
the two speechsoundsmore similar. The phrase ten books, for example, is
pronounced as [tErn buks] , where Inl assimilatesto the adjacent Ibl by
adopting its bilabiality feature. Most forms of assimilation are to be located
at the segmentalspellout level. There can be substantial structure dependenc
in assimilation, as is testified by the much studied caseof wanna(the
assimilation of want and to) . Assimilation is possiblein Whodo you want to
, but not in Whodo you want to succeedyou?(Dogi I1984) .
( wanna) succeed
See
also
(
example9 below.) The dependencyon phrasal relations, however,
is quite different for different kinds of assimilation. This will be taken up
again in section 10.4.
Assimilation should be distinguishedfrom coarticu /ation . Adjacent
speechsounds interact becauseof the physiology and the mechanicsof
articulation . These interactions become more intense at higher speech
rates; they dependon the time allotted to the articulation of syllables. These
parametersare set at the phonetic spellout level. Coarticulation , therefore,
'
occurs at the samelevel as the vowel reduction in p tato, discussedabove.
Reduction and assimilation often combine with cliticization, which is
also widespread in connected speechbut which is especially prominent
when talk is fast. Cliticization consists of adjoining reduced materials to
immediately adjacent words. The assimilation wannaabove is such a case.
Cliticization is necessarywhere a reducedmorpheme has no syllabicity of
'
'
its own. The allomorph - vein I veand you veis nonsyllabic; it generatesno
peak in metrical spellout. It cannot be a free-standing word . It must,
therefore, attach to the preceding word during segmentalspellout. The
result is a phonological word. The domain of segmental spellout is the
'
phonological word (Nespor and V ogeI1986) . The PhraseI veis not spelled
out for I and haveand subsequentlyreduced. It is, rather, the phonological
word I 've that is spelled out (as / aIv/ ) . By and large, each word form
pointed to by the surfacestructure is a phonological word , with nonsyllabic
allomorphs as a main exception. In addition , new phonological words can
arise during phonological encoding, with cliticization as a main case. The
ProsodyGenerator computesthesenew phonological words on the basisof
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phrasal configurations in surface structure and syllabicity information
from metrical spellout. It can also decide to further reduce and adjoin
elements, even if they are both syllabic. The above assimilation wannais
sucha case; it has becomea single phonological word , and it is spelledout
as such during segmentalspellout.
These few remarks on fast speechhave servedto provisionally localize
somemajor phenomenaof fast speech, suchas reduction, assimilation, and
cliticization , in the framework of figure 10.1. More definite conclusions
about the origins of thesephenomenaduring fluent speechawait thorough
processanalyses. Only when we understand the structure that controls the
generation of connectedspeechwill we be able to propose a more definite
partitioning of the system.
10.1.4 Shifts
Another phenomenon to be localized in the schemeof figure 10.1 was
'
already touched upon in chapter 7 in the discussion of Garrett s ( 1982)
example:
( I ) Did you stay up late vEry last night?
Garrett called this kind of speecherror , where a word jumps over one or
'
two adjacent ones, a shift . Garrett s view of shifts, with which I concur, is
that they are causednot at the level of grammatical encoding but during
phonological encoding. Shifts ignore the syntactic-category constraints
that are so characteristic of word exchanges. The interchanged words in
example I , very and late, are of different syntactic categories, and so are it
and making in the following example (from Sternberger1985a):
(2) We triedit mAking . . . mAking it with gravy.
Here it is a closed-classword (it ) that is anticipated; an open-class one is
jumped over. Garrett observed that closed-class elements (such as pronouns
, prepositions, and articles) predominate in shifts, and this also holds
for Sternberger's data.
Where can shifts be located in the framework of figure 10.1? My suggestion
is in the transition from surface structure to morphological/ metrical
spellout. As surfacestructure is incrementally produced, its terminal pointers
"
becomeavailable " from left to right . They will be fillers for successive
addressframes, and eachcompleted addresswill occasion the retrieval of
an item' s morphological/ metrical form information . Even if the surface
"
"
structure' s terminal elementsare generatedin impeccableorder, a later
elementmay happento be spelledout more rapidly than an earlier element.
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One would expect such anticipations especially in the caseof highly frequen
words, whosefonD Sare more easily accessedthan the fonDSof rare
words. Sternberger( 1985a) confinned this prediction . It should, inaddition
, be noted that closed-class words are very high in frequency, which
accounts for their preponderancein shifts.
One consequenceof order reversalsin morphological/ metrical spellout is
that there is a concomitant reversal of order in the metrical patterns
receivedby the ProsodyGenerator. This predictsthat a shifted word ' s pitch
accent will stick to it , and that is what one observesin examples I and 2.
Garrett ( 1982), Cutler ( 1980a), and Sternberger ( 1985a) observed and
confinned this property of shifts. It contrasts with errors in grammatical
encoding, which, as we saw in subsection7.1.2, usually show stranding of
pitch accent.
Misordering at the level of morphological/ metrical spellout can probably
also account for affix shifts, as in the following (from Garrett 1982):
(3) I had forgot abouten that
Here the affix of forgot -ten jumped over about, to which it attached.
Presumably, the two morphological spellout proceduresfor forgotten and
about ran more or lessin parallel. The morpheme about becameavailable
just after the stemforgot , and just before its suffix ten. If this account is
anywhere near correct, however, it is still surprising that such sublexical
shift errors are not much more frequent in fluent speech.
This completesthe initial sketch of the phonological encoding architecture
underlying the generation of connected speech. The following three
sections will deal more specifically with the workings of the Prosody
Generator.
10.2 The Generationof Rhythm
The rhythm of connectedspeechappearsin the alternation of more or less
stressedsyllables and the insertion of pauses. There are several ways in
which a speaker can stress a syllable. One is to make it louder than
neighboring syllables, another is to stretch it in time, and still another is to
give it an accentingpitch movement. Though independentlyvariable, these
three tend to go together. It makessense,therefore, to begin by considering
the generationof rhythm at a fairly abstract level, namely as the generation
of a pattern of stressesand pauses.This abstract pattern wascalled metrical
structure in chapter 8.
Let us recapitulate what kinds of metrical structure are built by the
speaker. There are, first , the words, with their internal stresspatterns. The
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basic stresspattern~ are retrieved from memory during metrical spellout.
'
One of a word s syllables is marked for word accent; it will attract pitch
accent, if there is to be any. In addition to retrieved words, the Prosody
Generator will have to deal with other phonological words created by
cliticization . Second, there are phonological phrasesto be built . They can
"
be seeneither as " absolute prosodic units- successivestretchesof speech
- leading up to lexical (nonpronominal) headsof phrase(Nespor and Vogel
"
"
1986) - or as relative units leading up to stronger or weaker break
options (Selkirk 1984a). Third , there are intonational phrases. One could
saythat they run from one actual prosodic break (i.e., a takenbreak option )
to the next. Thesephrasesare the domain for the assignmentof meaningful
pitch contours. There is, finally , the utterance as a whole, which may have
utterance-initial or utterance-final metrical properties relevant to turn taking , such as anacrusesor utterance-final lengthenings.
A main principle for a processingtheory of rhythm is that , at all these
levels, production should take place incrementally. This means that the
metrical pattern should be createdassurfacephrasestructure and morpho logical/ metrical spellout becomeavailable. The Prosody Generator should
not buffer large amounts of input in order to make current decisions
dependenton later materials. It should, rather, be able to work with very
little lookahead. In the following we will successivelyconsider the metrical
planning of (phonological) words, of phonological phrases, and of intonational
phrasesfrom this incremental point of view. We will then turn to
aspectsof timing , i.e., the duration of segmentsand syllablesin the contexts
of words, phrases, sentences
, and larger units, and finally to the issueof
isochrony, i .e., the presumedregular temporal spacingof stressedsyllables
"
"
in the connectedspeechof stress-timed languages.
10.2.1 PhonologicalWords
In speakersof languages(such as English) that have limited lexical productivity
"
"
, the basicor citation metrical pattern of most words is stored in
the mental lexicon. This metrical pattern is one of the first features to be
spelledout in word -form access.The Prosody Generator acceptsit as the
basis for further metrical processing. If the lexical pointer to the form
"
"
addresshas the diacritical feature pitch accent , this information is also
transmitted to the Prosody Generator. A first task, then, is to translate this
information as an extra beat on the peak that carries word accent. This
procedureis exemplifiedin the following , which depicts the pitch accenting
of California :
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(4) Basic metrical grid
x
x
x
xxx
x
Ca Ii for nia

- +

Pitch - accented grid
x
x
x
x
xxx
X
Ca Ii fnr nia

In this examplethe word California is written out for convenienceonly; the
adjustment of the metrical pattern can be made before the individual
syllableshave beenspelledout .
In subsection 10.2.2 I will argue that this accentingoperation needsno
lookahead whatsoever- i.e., that it can be done incrementally, as new
words are metrically spelled out . This is slightly different for operations
that prevent stressclashes. In chapter 8 the examplephraseabstractart was
given, which is pronouncedwith alternating stress- Abstract Art - in spite
of the fact that the " citation " accentuation of the adjective is abstrAct. A
" beat movement" Selkirk
1984a) prevents a stress clash between two
(
adjoining syllables. The sametype of beat movementcan be observedin the
phrasesixteendollars. The stored accentpattern for the constituent words
aresixtEEn and dOllars, but in the phrasethere is alternating stress: sIxteend
Ollars. This movement operation is depicted in the following :
(5) Beat movement

(i )
x

x
xx
xx
xx
xx
six teen dollars

(ii )
x
x
xx
xx
-+ xx
xx
six teen dollars

Beatmovementdoesrequire someminimal amount of look ahead. It is of
two sorts. First , sincethe condition for the shift is a threatening succession
of two stressedsyllables in subsequentwords, the metrical pattern of the
secondword must be at hand in order to effectuatea beat movementin the
first one. This requires that the Prosody Generator minimally buffer the
metrical patterns of two subsequentwords (but seesubsection 10.2.2). Of
course, it doesnot always do so. But if it doesn' t (becauseof a high speech
rate, or for some other reason), there will be no beat movement. Second,
there are phrasal restrictions on beat movement. If the utterance to be
developedis
(6) Dimes I have sixteen, dollars just one
there will be no beat movement. It is prevented by the phrase boundary
following sixteen. This showsthat the input for the beat-movement operation
is not only the metrical structure of two consecutivewords but also
phrasal information . The latter information is quite local in nature, how-
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ever. The only relevant feature is whether or not thereis a phrasal boundary
following the first word of the pair (and if so, of what kind it is).
The Prosody Generator can also create new phonological words by
cliticization . Unstressedclosed-classwords are easilycliticized to adjoining
open-class words, and the tendency to cliticize increaseswith the rate of
speech. The sentenceTheyhaveit will normally be uttered with it cliticized
to the lexical head of phrasehave- i.e., with have-it as a single phonological word. The phonological word is the domain of syllabification . The
phonetic spellout for have-it will not consist of the syllables[hrev] and [It] ,
but of [hre] and [vn] .
Can cliticizations be incrementally generated? That is, can the Prosody
Generator produce thesephonological words without lookahead? Let us
"
"
begin with the dominant case of enclitics (caseswhere the Iittle word
"
"
follows the big word to which it adjoins). The above have-it is an
example. In English, most enclitics deriye from unstressedmonosyllabic
closed-class words, particularly pronotlns, auxiliaries, and particles. But
there are two casesto be distinguished:
"
"
(i) Cliticization is, of course, obligatory or necessarywhen the Iittle
elementis nonsyllabic. This is generally the casefor cliticized auxiliaries. It
wassuggestedabove that auxiliary forms suchas 'veand '11are allomorphs
of the full forms. Theseallomorphs are already referred to by appr ' Jpriate
lexical pointers in surfacestructure, and are directly addressedat the level
of morphological/ metrical spellout. The metrical pattern of such an element
is empty, since these morphemes have no syllabic peak. The only
thing to be done by the Prosody Generator is to add the empty elementto
the previous nonempty one. Having accessto the developing surfacestructural information , the Prosody Generator recognizesthe empty element
as the metrical realization of a particular lexical pointer . It is in
this way that phonological words such as I 've and you 'll arise initially .
At the next stage, the Prosody Generator must occasion the correct segmental
spellouts of theseprosodic words. The recognition of such nonsyllabic
elements, and the subsequentdecision to adjoin them to their predecessors
"
"
, is obviously a completely local affair ; there is no relevant Iater
information . This conclusion leavesunimpededthe possibility that , during
grammatical encoding, the choice of such an allomorph might depend on
the following syntactic context. Compare, for instance, the sentences7 and
8, which are derived from an example in Pullum and Zwicky 1988:
'
(7) I know where it s located
(8) I know where it is
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In sentence7, the nonsyllabic allomorph is generated. However, sentence8
'
requires the full form ; I know where it s is ill formed. This difference
*
suggeststhat later context can be relevant for the choice of allomorph .
"
"
(ii ) When the little word is syllabic and can stand alone asa phonologi "
"
cal word , the Prosody Generator can still cliticize it to the foregoing big
word. A much-studied caseis the infinitival particle to. It is easily cliticized
in a sentencelike the following :
(9) Who do you want to see?
/ wont~/
/ won~/
Here the new phonological word want- to is formed, which becomesspelledout as / won-t~/ and, by further reduction, as / won~/ . This kind of to-to, all
cliticization is quite general(considerought-to, used-to, and supposed
of which show resyllabification, testifying to their status as phonological
words) . Still , the Prosody Generator cannot leave it at completely local
decisions, i.e., decisions involving only the pair X + to. This is apparent
from example 10, where the samepair, want to, cannot be adjoined:
( 10) Who do you want to seethis memo?

Examples9 and 10 are from the work of Pullum and Zwicky ( 1988), who
presenta concisereview of the extensiveliterature on to -contraction. The
upshot of this literature is that thereare phrase-structural conditions on the
cliticization of infinitival to. The Prosody Generator must refer to surface
structure in order to decide whether theseconditions are fulfilled . However
, the main question for our presentpurposesis whether theseare local
conditions or whether they can involve much later parts of surface structure
. Pullum and Zwicky conclude their review of the evidencewith the
statementthat " a very small portion of the surfacesyntactic context, local
in terms of both adjacencyand bracketing . . . is relevant for the determination
of whether a given word sequencecan have the contracted pronunciation
." In other words, little lookahead is required for the Prosody Generator
to cliticize thesestructure-dependentcases. It should be added that for
other varietiesof encliticization , as well, there is no convincing counterevidenc
against this locality assumption.
The situation is only slightly different for procliticization , where the
"
"
" little " word is
adjoined to the following big word. This is far less
widespreadin English. The pronoun it in subject position can, in certain
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dialectsof English, adjoin to the following auxiliary or main verb, as in 't is
winter or 't went away. And there are dialects of English in which one can
adjoin an indefinite article to the head noun (as in anapple, which then
becomessyllabified as [~ nrepl] ) . Utterance-initial conjunctions, as in And
go now, can also procliticize: Ngonow. Thesekinds of cliticization, of course,
require a lookahead of one word , but probably no more. The phrasestructural condition on procliticization is probably just the absenceof a
major phrase boundary right after the potential clitic . Cliticization blocks
in a sentencesuchasJohn, whohatedit , wentaway, where[twent] cannot be
formed.. The one-word metrical and structurallookahead required hereis
the sameas the minimallookahead required for beat movement. And if this
lookahead fails (for instance, becausethe " big" word is not retrieved in
time), there will be no procliticization . The speakerwill say it - wentaway,
'
not t - went away.
In conclusion: The speakercan generatephonological words incrementally
. The phrase-structural and metrical conditions for cliticization are, it
seems,locally available; a lookahead of no more than one word is required.
Two further closing remarks should be made on the generation of
phonological words. The first one concerns the distinction made above
betweenreducedauxiliaries and clitics of other kinds. Auxiliary clitics , such
as 've and 'II, it was argued, are indicated at the surface-structure level.
Their lexical pointers have a diacritic feature that selectsfor the reduced
allomorph . The reduction of most other small elements, such as to and it ,
was not treated as allomorphic ; it was consideredpurely a matter for the
Prosody Generator. Why not include the auxiliaries in this more general
" late" account of reduction and cliticization ? Kaisse 1985
(
) gave various
reasonsfor giving a lexical account of auxiliary reduction. A first one is that
the reduced forms of auxiliaries are irregular, and therefore are probably
stored as such. Take, for instance, the reducedforms of will and would: 'II
and 'd. No other English w-words reduce in this manner. ( It would yield
'
somethinglike ch for which.) A secondreasonis that thereareslight distributional
differencesbetweenthe full and reducedforms of auxiliaries, testify. In addition to the
phraseboundary after it , there are two other factors that might
precludecliticization here. First , it is not the subject of wentaway. Second, there is
no c-command relation between it and went. A surface-structure constituent A
c-commandsa constituent B if , of every constituent of which A is a proper part, B
is also a proper part , but without B' s being a proper part of A. Kaisse( 1985) argues
for the role of c-command conditions on cliticization . Both factors, however, are
strictly local in surface structure.
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'
ing to their lexical status. One can say Wheres the lions?, but there is no
correct slow-speechequivalent Whereis the lions?
The other remark concernsthe differencebetweeninflections and clitics.
If a reducedauxiliary is treated as a spelled-out morpheme that becomes
cliticized, why not treat inflections in just the sameway? To produce the
form walked, there should be two lexical pointers in surfacestructure: one
for the stem walk and one for the past inflection -d. The Prosody Generator
would then encliticize the latter to the former , and induce the regular
segmentalspellout / w:>kt / . This would indeedbe very similar to the production
of I 've. When inflections are treated as just a kind of closed-class
elements, one also hasan easieraccount of inflectional-shift errors, such as
Garrett ' s exampleI had/ orgot abouten that. The inflection en shifts, just as
any closed class element can shift. Still , there are strong reasonsfor distinguis
inflections from clitics. Thesereasonsare reviewedby Zwicky
and Pullum ( 1983). Among them are the following : (i ) Clitics are not
"
"
very choosy about their hosts, whereasinflections are. The clitic auxiliarys
can attach to any kind of host, not only to a subject noun or
pronoun . Here it adjoins, for instance, to a preposition: ThepersonI was
'
talking to s going to be angry with me. Inflectional suffixes, in contrast,
attach only to a specifichost category. Plurals , for instance, attachesonly
to noun stems. (ii ) There is much irregular inflection (give - gave) but no
' '
irregular cliticization . (iii ) Clitics can attach to other clitics, asin I d vedone
it , but inflections cannot attach to inflections (exceptin speecherrors such
as people read the backses0/ boxes). These and other reasons make it
necessaryto disti ~guish carefully betweenthe etiologies of inflections and
those of clitics.
10.2.2 PhonologicalPhrases, the Grid , and IncrementalProduction
As the surfacestructure unfolds " from left to right ," the speakerincrementally
constructsphonological words. Can he also incrementally group these
words into larger prosodic phrases- in particular , into phonological and
intonational phrases? In this subsection I will argue that this is almost
alwayspossible, in spite of a theoretical counterargument. The speakercan
"
"
normally construct thesephraseswithout much preview of later surface
structure. Let us begin with phonological phrases.
Chapter 8 presenteda strict view and a more lenient view of phonological
phrases. On the strict view (Nespor and Vogel 1986), an utterance is a
concatenation of phonological phrases. They are, roughly , defined as
stretchesof speechleading up to and including a lexical headof phrase. The
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more relativistic conception (Selkirk I 984a) is that the phonological phrase
"
is a stretch of speechleading up to a weakeror stronger " break option . Let
usconsiderthe incrementality issuefrom both points of view. We will begin
with the strict view, and consider example 3 of chapter 8, repeatedhereas
example 11:
( 11) / / The detective/ 1 remembered// 2 that the station / 3 could be entered
/ 4 from the other side as well // 5.

.

All single and double slashesindicate phonological phrase boundaries.
As a first approximation , the incrementalconstruction of a phonological
phraseby the Prosody Generator can be straightforward :
Main Procedure Concatenatephonological words until one appearsthat
is or contains a lexical head of phrase (i.e., head of NP , VP, or AP) .
Terminate the phrase right after that phonological word , except if the
conditions for the Coda Procedureapply .
Ignoring for the moment the Coda Procedure, we can observe that this
Main Proceduregives the correct result for positions / 1 through / 4: detective
, station, and enteredare lexical phrase heads. The head, remembered
of phrase function is locally indicated in the developing surface structure
(seesubsection5.1.3). The procedure requires no preview.
There is a problem, however, for the last phonological phrase. Its lexical
head is side, but the phrase continues till after as well. How does the
Prosody Generator know that the phrase should not be ended after side?
Should it , for instance, know that there is no further lexical head of phrase
"
in the offing? That would be a " preview requirement.
That , however, is not necessary. The local surface-structural information
(i.e., just betweenside and as) tells the Prosody Generator that (i ) the
current PP is finished and (ii ) the new phrase is not a VP, a PP, an AP , or
an NP. This sufficesto add any newly created phonological words to the
current phonological phrase. And it involves, again, strictly local information
. The more generalformulation can be the following :
Coda Procedure If a phonological word containing a lexical head of
phrasecompletesthat major constituent but is followed by a minor constituent
boundary (i.e., not a VP, a PP, an AP , or an NP boundary), then add
the following phonological words to the current phonological phraseuntil
no more words follow or until a major constituent begins.
In sentence11, this procedure will add the minor constituent as well to the
current phrasefrom the other side. It will , in fact, completeit , sinceno more
words follow . But the speakermight have continued with , say, through a
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gate. In that casehe would have had to round off the current phraseafter
well and begin a new one, becausethroughopensa major (PP) constituent.
The Main and Coda Proceduresguaranteeincrementality of phonological phraseconstruction for most cases. One remaining problem concerns
" nonlexical" headsof
major constituents- in particular , pronoun headsof
NPs. What , for instance, if example II had endedas follows?
/ 4 from the other side of it // 5

The coda proceduredoes not apply here, becausea new major constituent
beginsafter side: the PPof it . Still , of it cannot bean independentphonological phrase, becauseits NP has(and is) a " nonlexical" head: the closed-class
word it . So, it is to be added to the current phrase. But to decide this, the
"
"
Prosody Generator should be able to preview the upcoming nonlexical
head it . There are at least two possiblereactions to this problem. The first
one is to consider side-ol- it as an encliticization , i .e., as a single phonological word . In that casethe Main Procedurewill build the correct phonological phrase. The phonological word side-ol- it contains a lexical head
of phrase (side); hence, the boundary follows that phonological word .
Whether this solution sufficesremains to be seen. It may, in particular , not
be the casethat encliticization of such phrasesmaterializesin slow speech.
A secondreaction could be this: Major constituents with nonlexical heads
tend to have this head in first or secondposition (I saw it , or 1 heard of it ),
becausepronouns do not take complements to the left. The preview required
, therefore, spans no more than two closed-class words, i.e., two
syllable peaks.
Our provisional conclusion, therefore, is that phonological phrasescan
be incrementally produced. No substantial buffering of surfacestructure is
required. The phrasescan be produced as the surface structure unfolds
"
" from left to
right .
Let us now turn to the " lenient" view of phonological phrases. It should
'
be remembered(seechapter 8) that in Selkirk s ( 1984a) theoretical framework
the phonological phraseis only a derived notion . What really matters
is the distribution of " silent beats" over the between-word positions of the
metrical grid . When two words are separatedby many beats, one can speak
of a phonological phrase boundary. The number of silent beats between
"
words is determined by a variety of factors, which we called break
"
options. According to the theory, the main break options are the end
of an intonational phrase; the end of a sentenceconstituent; the end of a
multiword NP , VP, PP, or AP ; after a lexical head of NP , VP, or AP ; and
after a content or open-class word (seesubsection8.2. 2) . If each of these
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factors contributes one silent beat when it applies, the sentenceMary
finished her Russiannoveldisplays the following distribution of silent beats:
( 12) Mary xxxx finished xx her Russian x novel xxx xx
The size of the beat strings determines whether particular metrical phenomena
can take place. For instance, stress clashes between adjoining
words will be prevented(by beat movement) only if they are separatedby
no or few beats. The size of the strings also determinesthe use of various
boundary markers, such as pitch movements, pauses, glottal stops, and
in
syllable lengthening. ( For a systematicstudy of theseboundary markers
reading that strongly confirms the relevanceof the just mentioned factors,
seede Rooy 1979.)
The issueof incrementality now involves two questions: (i) How much
lookahead is neededfor the Prosody Generator to insert the correct number
of silent beats betweenone word and the next? (ii ) How much look
'
ahead is neededto compute each new word s stresslevel? Let us take up
thesequestionsin this order.
The number of silent beatsinsertedafter a word dependson the number
of prevailing break options . For each of the options we should, therefore,
ask: Can it be locally recognized, or doesit needstructurallookahead ? The
least obvious factor in this respect is the first one, end of intonational
concludethat
phrase. We will return to it in subsection10.2.3, wherewe will
its status as a factor is circular . The end of a sentenceconstituent i .e., a
constituent immediately dominated by S (subjectphrase, predicatephrase)
- is locally given in surface structure. This also holds for the end of a
multiword NP , VP , AP , or PP; the ProsodyGenerator must rememberonly
that the phrasewas multi word. Lexical headsof NP , VP, and AP are also
and so
immediately recognizableas such as the surface structure unfolds,
word
of
each
end
the
at
, the
that
means
This
.
,
are content word lemmas
determine
structure
surface
later
of
,
Prosody Generator can, without preview
which of theseconditions are fulfilled . The answerto the first question
is, therefore, that the distribution of silent beats can be incrementally
computed.
The second question requires discussion of the metrical processes involved
in the generation of a metrical grid . Take beat movement, demonstrated
in example 5 with the generation of sIxteend Ollars. According to
Nespor and Vogel ( 1986), the domain of beat movement is the phonolog
ical phrase; i.e., there will be no beat movement if the two words are
In terms of
separatedby a phonological phraseboundary, as in sentence6.
to block
grids, a separationby two or more silent beatswill probably suffice
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beat movement. The Prosody Generator can compute the beat movement
for the first word if it knows this word ' s stressdistribution , the number of
silent beats following the word , and the secondword ' s stressdistribution .
Since the silent beats are computed without lookahead, the only preview
'
required is the secondword s metrical form . Can it be known with just a
one-word lookahead? It can in most cases, though it is theoretically not
obvious. The casewould be trivial ifbeat movementwereto dependonly on
the " citation " metrical patterns of the two words involved. In that case, a
'
preview of the next word s metrical spellout would sufficefor the Prosody
Generator to take a decisionon beat movement. But according to Selkirk ' s
theory, beat movement applies to materials that are already metrically
processedto someextent, not to the spelled-out baseforms. If this preprocessin
is a condition for beat movement, one should first find out how
much lookahead the preprocessingrequires.
This preprocessing, called text- to-grid -alignment by Selkirk , involves
various kinds of stress-assignmentrules. For our presentpurposeswe can
refrain from reviewing most of them. With only two exceptions, they
concern the composition of the citation forms of words, including word
compounds. We are, however, assumingthat the native English speakerhas
these basic patterns stored for all words he uses, except the extremely
infrequent ones. A speakercan probably apply the rules when he forms a
brand-new word , but normally he won' t have to refer to them in his
incremental phonological encoding. The two exceptions are the " PitchAccent Prominence Rule" and the " Nuclear-Stressrule." Can theserules
be applied incrementally?
The Pitch-Accent ProminenceRule says that a pitch -accentedsyllable
should be more prominent than any syllable that is not associatedwith
pitch accent. Moreover, this rule overrides any other metrical rule.
This latter addition makes the rule very simple to apply in incremental
fashion. When the Prosody Generator receivesthe basicmetrical pattern of
a pitch-accentedword , it will processthe diacritical pitch -accent feature
by adding one or more extra beatsto the syllablecarrying word accent. This
was already discussed(seeexample4) . In order to apply the rule correctly,
the Prosody Generator must take care of two things. First , so many extra
beatshave to be given to the pitch -accentedsyllable that it is more prominent
than any earlier non-pitch-accentedword in the current intonational
phrase. This requires a record of previous stress assignments, but no
lookahead. Second, any following word in the phrase that has no pitch
accentshould be given lessprominence. That is what " overriding " means.
But at the moment of assigningpitch accent, the Prosody Generator need
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not know these following words. It will implement this requirement as
further words are received for processing. In short, pitch accent can be
assignedon a purely incremental basis.
The Nuclear-StressRule says: Assign primary stressto the last nonanaphoric
word in a major category or sentence(at least, this is one of its many
formulations ) .
Selkirk' s ( 1984a) treatment of this rule in terms of metrical grids was
discussedin chapter 8 above. In each major phrase, so many beats are
added to the accentedsyllable of the last word that it becomesthe most
stressedword in the phrase. Take the sentenceThesixteendollars werelost.
After beat movement on sixteen, the grid looks like this:
x
x
x
( 13)
x
x
x x
x x
x
x
x x
x x
x
the six teen dollars sufficed
The subject NP , the sixteen dollars, has dollars as its last word . To have
primary stressin the phrase (i.e., more stressthan sixteen), it needsone
additional best:
x
x
x
x
x
x
xx
x x
x
x
xx
x x
x
the six teen dollars sur ficed
But the Nuclear-StressRule will apply again on the level of the sentence
as a whole. Here sufficedis the last word of the constituent. It needstwo
extra beatsto surpassthe stressof dollars. The end result is this:

( 14)

( 15)
x
x
x
x
the six

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
teen dollars

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
sur ficed

What does the Prosody Generator have to know in order to apply the
Nuclear-StressRule? Can it generatethe correct metrical pattern just going
from left to right without knowledgeof later surfacestructure? It can in the
following way: Ingoing from left to right , the Generator checks whether
each word completes a major constituent. If a word does so, its stressis
increasedjust enough to surpassthe stressof all other words in the phrase.
This, of course, requires a record of previous stress assignmentsin the
phrase. But it requiresno preview. The nuclear stresson dollars is independent
of what follows. It is, in particular , independent of the later nuclear
stress on sufficed. But the Prosody Generator must keep a record of
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previous surface structure. When it gets to sufficed and notices that it
completesa sentence,it must know where the sentencebegan, sincesufficed
is to be given more stressthan any other elementin the sentence. In short:
The incremental assignmentof nuclear stressrequires memory of phrase
structure and of previous stressassignments, but no lookahead.
One complication (which doesn' t affect this conclusion) is the assignment
of pitch accent. If the phrase doesn' t contain a pitch accent, the
'
procedure goes as outlined. If there is a pitch accent, the rule doesn t
"
"
apply; it is overridden. If there are two or more pitch accentsand the
phrase final word has a pitch accent, then the Nuclear-StressRule applies
again, and it gives the phrase-final pitch -accented element the highest
prommence.
It is, therefore, safe to say that the metrical " preprocessing" does not
require lookahead, but only memory. Thus, beat movement can always
' "
"
apply with one-word lookahead, i.e., after the next word s preprocessed
metrical pattern has been computed. And this preprocessingrequires no
lookahead. Beat Movement is one of three " grid euphony rules," which
create the alternating rhythm in speech. We will leave the other two rules,
Beat Addition and Beat Deletion, untouched here. They do not changethe
picture, as they require no more preview than the stresslevel of the next
word ' s first syllable.
However, potential " domino " effectsmust be discussed. Consider Beat
Movement again. The current word ' s stresspattern shifts becauseof the
next word ' s. But then, couldn' t the current word ' s adapted stresspattern
affect the previous word ' s? Theoretically, it could. For example:
( 16) sixtEEn abstrAct pAIntings -+
sixtEEn Abstract pAIntings -+
sIxteen Abstract pAIntings
Here, the clash with pAIntings requiresabstrAct to becomeAbstract. This ,
however, causesa stressclash with sixtEEn , which requires it to changeto
sIxteen. And indeed, this would be the " ideal delivery" of this phrase. This
ideal delivery requires a two-word lookahead. But there is, of course, no
theoretical upper limit on the domino effect; any amount of look aheadmay
be required. What is the psycholinguistic consequence
?
What we called " preprocessing" (i.e., the assignmentof pitch accentand
nuclear stressto basicword patterns) is not subject to the domino effect. A
speakercan alwaysdo this incrementally, without any previewing. Making
speechreally rhythmic, however, meansapplying the euphony rules, and
this does theoretically require infinite lookahead. In practice, however,
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caseslike example 16are rare- it is, actually, pretty hard to construct fouror
five-word cases. With a one-word preview, the speaker can almost
alwayscome up with the correct rhythmic result. Whether he actually does
is another issue, to which we will return in subsection 10.2.5.
"
"
When there is good reasonfor the speakerto approach ideal delivery
of the utterance, he will presumablybuffer more than a singleword , so that
casessuchasexample 16will be recognizedin due time. The conjecturecan
be made that one consequenceof using a formal register is to increasethe
" window " or buffer of
phonological encoding. We should, in addition ,
in
fast
speech, rhythm rules are the first to be disturbed,
predict that ,
leaving the assignmentof pitch accent and nuclear stressintact.
10.2.3 Intonational Phrases
"
" Break
options were mentioned in the discussion of the assignmentof
silent beatsin the previous subsection. The speakermayor may not express
silent beats, depending on register and rate of speech. The expressioncan
take the form of lengtheninga phrase-final syllable, inserting a small pause,
making a pitch movement, and so on. But in all thesecasesthe speaker
basicallycontinues; he doesnot really take a break. When the speakerdoes
take a break, however, he factually completesan intonational phrase. This
meansthat he selectsan appropriate nuclear tone, and that after the break
(which is usually followed by a pauseof more than 200 milliseconds) he
resetsthe baselinepitch to begin a new intonational phrase (if any) . The
former point will be taken up in section 10.3, the latter in the next chapter.
The question hereis: What determineswhether a speakerwill take a break
option ?
'
The break decision is, to some extent, under the speakers executive
control . The speakermay want to be highly intelligible to his listeners ), so
he may speakslowly in short, high-keyedintonational phrases. He will then
take every major break option to complete an il".to national phrase. (The
'
reductioad absurdum of this speakingstyle can be observedin stewardesses
announcementsduring airline trips .) This freedom in taking break options
immediately defeats all efforts to give a principled linguistic definition of
intonational phrases (see also Ladd 1986) . Intonational phrases are, to
'
someextent, pragmatic devicesunder the speakers intentional control .
There is, second, a generalrelation with speakingrate. Fewer options are
taken at high ratesthan at low rates. A speakerconcatenatesmuch more in
fast speechthan in slow speech. In fact, the speedingup of speechis due
largely to the leaving out of pauses. In addition , there is apparently a
tendencyto avoid making very short or very long intonational phrases, i.e.,
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speaker must take the option in order to gain processing time . The lack of
new ammunition may have different causes, as we have seen; there may be
planning trouble at the message level , or at the level of grammatical
encoding .
It should now be clear why I have called the intonational - phrase
"
"
boundary a circular factor as a phonological break option : The decision
to break creates the intonational - phrase boundary ; it is in no way determined
by it .

10.2.4 Metrical Structure and Phonic Durations
Metrical structure reflectsitself, in part , in varying durations of segments,
syllables, words, phrases, and pauses. The relation is not a simple one. A
stressedsyllable tends to be longer than an unstressedone, but aphrasefinal unstressedsyllable may also be stretched. Strings of silent beats in
metrical structure will probably correspond to pauses, but Selkirk
( 1984a) suggestsa more complicated relation: that the number of silent
positions following a word will reflect itself in the sum of the last syl
'
stress
metrical
both
lable s lengthening and the following pause. Thus,
and silencemay be mapped onto syllable length. The Prosody Generator
should compute durational parameters for successivesyllables and for
the pausesbetweenthem. Theseparametersshould be fed to the phonetic
spellout mechanism, which generatesthe phonetic plans for successive
syllables. Little is known about the computation of these temporal
phoneticparameters, but a host of empirical studies, especially on syllable
duration , are relevant to this issue. We will successivelyconsider
studies of syllable length in words, in phrases, and in larger utterances,
and will completethis sectionwith a few remarks on pauses.
It is a well-establishedfact that syllables in longer words tend to be
shorter than the same syllables in shorter words. Nooteboom ( 1972) retrieved
a publication by Roudet ( 1910), who gave measurementsfor the
syllable [ Pi] in French words of increasinglength:
centiseconds
pate
pate
patisserie
St. Germain
patisserie

27
20
14
12

And this finding has been repeatedly reconfirmed by phoneticians (see,
e.g., Lindblom 1968; Lehiste 1970) . Lehiste ( 1970) suggestedthat this
phenomenon might be due to a tendency of speakers to make words
equally long. Syllables in longer words would then necessarilybe shorter
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Figure 10.1.
Duration ofa stressedvowel in a word ' s initial syllable as a function of the
number of syllablesfollowing the word. (After Nooteboom 1972.)

than syllablesin shorter ones. But Nooteboom ( 1972) showed that this is
not so. It is not the total number of syllables in a word that determinesa
'
particular syllable s duration , but the number of syllablesfollowing . To
show this, Nooteboom had subjectspronounce nonsensewords containing
one stressedsyllable mAm plus zero or more precedingand following
syllables, all of the type mam. Figure 10.2 shows the averagefindings for
zero, one, and two syllables following the stressedone. Only the number
of syllablesfollowing had a substantial effect. The stressedvowel' s duration
is about halved going from zero to two following syllables. The consonant
duration is also reduced, but only by about 20 percent. (See Gay 1981
for a similar result.) Fujimura ( 1981) calls the less reducible parts of an
"
"
articulatory gesture icebergs. A syllable is not stored with fixed relations
betweenthe durations of its parts. Lengthening and shortening a syllable
affectsits icebergs(in particular , its C parts) far lessthan it affectsthe waves
in between(in particular , its peak or V part) . But different consonantsare
"
"
icebergy to different degrees, and they tend to be softer in syllable-final
position (Cooper and Danly 1981) .
Nooteboom' s resultswereconfinned by Nakatani , O' Connor, and Aston
( 1981) for stressedsyllablesonly . Otherwise there was no tendencyto compress
syllables in longer words or to stretch short words. Word duration
was strictly a linear function of the word ' s number of syllables.
Taken together, these results make it likely that there is no preferred
duration parameter stored with the word as a whole. Rather, for each syllable
the duration parameter is set as a function of the number of syl-
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labies to follow in the word. The number of syllables(or peaks) in a word
becomesavailable during metrical spellout. This can therefore be a basis
for the Prosody Generator' s computation of these parameters. Clearly,
the Generator needs a full word ' s lookahead to decide on its first syllable' s temporal parameter. Syllable length is, moreover, a function of
metrical stress. Nakatani et al. ( 1981) found that the syllable carrying
word accent is longer than a word ' s other syllables, and that this difference
is more marked if the word is pitch accented.
But syllable length also depends on conditions outside the word - in
particular, on the number of syllables following in the phrase. Fujimura
( 1981) givesthe following examples:
It was yEllow ice cream
I twas yEllow , I screamed
In the secondutterance, wherey El/ow is phrase-final , that word is uttered
at a far slower rate than in the context of the first utterance. Phrase-final
lengthening of syllables has been shown repeatedly ( Klatt 1975; Kloker
1975; Umeda 1975; Cooper 1976; Cooper and Cooper 1980; Cooper and
Danly 1981; Nakatani et al. 1981; seealso the short review by Vaissiere
1983). Nakatani et al. ( 1981) found that stressedsyllables become progressively
longer toward the end of a (phonological) phrase. But this was
not so for unstressedsyllables, which are not sensitiveto phrase position .
On the other hand, both stressedand unstressedsyllables did show the
word-final lengtheningeffect.
Cooper and Danly ( 1981) reported that the phrase-position effect is
stronger in the final phrase of an utterance (as in example 18 below) than
in a nonfinal phrase(example 19) :
( 18) Bob made a counter-offer to the largestbid
( 19) The couple made the largestbid on the cottage
This may be due to Nuclear Stress, which can only occur sentence-finally .
If so, it confirms the finding of Nakatani et al. ( 1981) that a syllable' s
length varies with its degreeof stress.
Also closely related to the phrase-position effect is what one could call
the " word -in -isolation effect." Words in isolati9n are substantially longer
than words in phrases. This may be a special caseof the phrase-position
effect; an isolatedword is, of course, the last one in its phrase. Whether isolated
words are as long as (other) phrase-final words remainsto be tested.
Phrase-final syllable lengtheningcan be computed by the Prosody Generator
without much foresight. It concerns the last phonological word in
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the phrase; from there, the phrase bo~ndary is " visible" to the Prosody
Generator. A progressivelengtheningof stressedsyllablesover the course
of the entire intonational phrase, as reported by Nakatani et al., asks for
a different kind of explanation. If it can be substantiated at all in more
natural speechsituations (Nakatani et al. useda modified form of Nooteboom' s task), one might conjecture that the speaker " blindly " increases
the duration of successivestressedsyllables till he reachesthe end of the
intonational phrase, and that he then resetsthe durational parameter to
the initial value for the next phrase. Another possible explanation involves
nuclear stress. Phrase-final stresses naturally " grow" toward the
end of the sentence, owing to the mechanicsof the Nuclear-StressRule.
And more heavily stressedsyllables tend to be longer. The mechanicsof
nuclear-stressassignmentdo not require much preview, as we have seen.
Let us now turn to effects above the phrase level. Lehiste ( 1975) reported
that readers stretch the last sentenceof a (read) paragraph. It
is not known whether this generalizesto turn -final sentencesin spontaneous
speech. Turn -taking intentions play an important role in spontaneous
-shorteningeffect, reported by Deese( 1980, 1984),
speech. A sentence
was mentioned in chapter 8 above. In contrast with the other studies
mentioned in this section, Deese analyzed natural conversations. He
found that they contained stretches of acceleratedspeechwith a speaking
rate of about ten syllablesper second(the normal rate was five to six syllables
per second) . These could be expressiveof modesty, or they could
serve a floor -keeping function: " I am approaching the end of my sentence
"
, but not of my utterance; there is more to come. Indeed, speakers
"
finished them with the appropriate continuation rise" as a boundary
tone.
These utterance-level findings are, essentially, findings on speaking
rate. And speaking rate is, to some extent, under direct intentional control
. The speaker increaseshis rate mainly by cutting back on pausing.
Compressionof syllable duration hardly ever surpasses25 percent.
This brings us to pausing. Let us first recall the study by Gee and
Grosjean ( 1983), discussedin section 7.2. They analyzed the distribution
of pausesin materials that were obtained in a reading task. In this task
, one by one, at different rates of speaking.
subjectsread simple sentences
Pauselengths could be perfectly predicted from a complex index, involving
syntactic and prosodic features. The more such features coincided at
a break, the longer the pause. The main prosodic features were whether
the break involved a boundary betweenphonological phrasesor between.
intonational phrases, but allowance was also made for a break before the
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(phonological) word carrying sentence-final nuclear stress. Van Wijk
( 1987) published a reanalysisof thesefindings, which we already touched
upon in section 7.2. He argued that prosodic factors alone sufficed to
make the same predictions: The least pausing should occur between a
content word and a function word adjoined to it . One could say that this
protects the integrity of phonological words. The next larger pause option
is betweencontent words within a phonological phrase. Still larger
pauses may be expected at boundaries between phonological phrases.
Here van Wijk distinguished between ""neutral" and ""marked" phrases
boundaries, which are both predictors of pausing. The latter type can
only be interpreted as intonational phrase boundaries, becausethey may
involve a nuclear pitch movement, such as a continuation rise. Still , van
'
Wijk denies that Gee and Grosjean s intonational -phrase boundary
feature is relevant. At any rate, however, it seemsthat the prosodic phrasing
structure alone suffices to predict the pausing pattern in a reading
task.
So far , we may conclude that speakers who can prepare for ""ideal
"
delivery - and this is the casewhen the task is to read a single sentence
make their pausing durations dependent on the phonological phrase
structure. One might want to test whether the number of silent beats of
Selkirk' s algorithm would be an equally good predictor of pause durations
. One would also want to seefurther evidencefor her conjecture that
the number of silent beats following a word predicts the sum of syllablefinal lengtheningand following pause- i.e., evidencefor a negativecorrelation
betweensyllable lengthening and pausing. Some indirect evidence
for the latter conjecturecan be found in Scott 1982.
But one should never forget that pausing is multiply determined (see
O' Connell and Kowal 1983for a review) . Pausesand nonpausesmay, in
particular, servesubtle communicative functions, as Kowal , Bassett, and
O' Connell ( 1985) showed in an analysis of the reading and interviewing
styles of two media professionals. In reading, sentence-final pauseswere
almost always made; in fact, the whole pausing pattern followed the
norms of '"ideal delivery" . However, omission of pauses between sentences
, and probably extension of the intonational phrase over the
sentenceboundary, occurred in almost 40 percent of the cases in the
interviews. This happened especially in high-speed, ego-involved utterances. On the other hand, pausescan be inserted at odd places to create
rhetorical effects, to suggest spontaneity, and so forth . There is much
executivecontrol in the managementof pausing; one should not expect
strict phonological rules to govern the distribution of silence in speech.
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Also , one should exercise much restraint in generalizing
ody in reading aloud to spontaneous speech.

findingson

pros -

10.2.5 Isochrony
It has been argued that English is a stress- timed language(Pike 1945) in
which speakerstend to produce stressedsyllables at regular and roughly
isochronous intervals. Other languages, such as French and Spanish, are
supposedto be syllable- timed, i.e., to give about equal duration to each
syllable. Traditionally , the interval that begins at a stressedor salient syllable
and endsjust before the next stressedsyllable is called a foot (Abercrombie 1967). The following example (from Halliday 1970) shows a
partitioning in feet:
each/ fOOt in / tUrn con / sists of a / nUmber of / sYllables /
Stress-timing would mean that feet tend to be equally long. This notion
of the foot as a prosodically relevant entity has been largely abandoned
in linguistics, and I seeno role for it in a theory of languageproduction
either. The modern notion of foot is entirely internal to the phonological
word (Nespor and Vogel 1986) . Still , it is an empirical issuewhether the
spacingof stressedsyllablesin English tends toward isochrony.
How could isochrony be attained in the production of speech? In two
ways. Speakerscould, first , stretch or compress syllable durations, dependi
on the number of syllables in a foot . When there are many syllabels in a foot , they should be pronounced at a higher rate than when
there are only a few. Second, speakerscould add, delete, or shift accents
so as to make feet that are about equally long. As things stand, there is
only conflicting evidence for the hypothesis that speakersvary syllable
durations in order to establish isochrony. But there is good reasonto suppose
that speakers shift accents to create a more even distribution of
stressedsyllables. Let us discussthesetwo ways of establishing isochrony
in turn .
Lehiste ( 1977) reviewed the isochrony research and concluded that
some findings spoke for and other findings spoke against isochrony. She
mentioned in particular that speakersoften violate isochrony in order to
mark syntactic boundaries (see Cutler and Isard 1980 for some experimenta
evidence).
Since the publication of Lehiste' s review, some further studies have
appeared, again with ambivalent results. Nakatani et al. ( 1981) found
absolutely no evidence for isochrony in their experimental data. Their
measurementsconcerned so-called reiterated speech, in which a subject
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would read an adjective-noun pair like remotestreamand pronounce it as
mamAmAm. The pair was embeddedin a sentence, like the remotestream
wasperfectfor fishing, and the rest of the sentencewas spoken normally;
the full stretch of speechwould therefore be the mam AmAm
wasperfect
for fishing . The adjective-noun pairs were constructed in such a way that
they contained shorter or longer feet. (The above sentence, for instance,
contains the one-syllable foot / mout/ .) Nakatani et al. analyzed the durations
of one-, two -, three-, and four -syllable feet as spoken by their most
fluent subjects. If there is a tendencytoward isochrony, the foot duration
should not increaselinearly with the number of syllables. But it did . Each
syllable added a fixed amount of time (about 150msec) to a foot ' s duration
, irrespectiveof the foot size. Each syllable consistedof precisely two
segments, [m] and [re] , so that the averagesegmentduration was about 75
msec. The relevanceof this will soon be apparent.
Jassem, Hill , and Witten ( 1984), on the other hand, found some evidence
for isochrony in a detailed segment-by-segmentanalysis of the recorded
materials that go with Halliday ' s ( 1970) course in spoken English.
They found that segments(and thus syllables) were significantly shorter
in long feet than in short feet, and that the average segment rate was
13.3 per second (which corresponds to an average segment duration of
75 msec). The speechrate in the two studies considered here was therefore
precisely the same. Still , the findings on isochrony differ . Nakatani
et al. caution against overgeneralizing their findings. In particular , their
experimental materials were reiterated adjective-noun phrases; they did
not contain function words. It could be that some degreeof isochrony is
obtained by manipulating the duration of function words only .
There are other interesting findings in the study by Jassemet al. One of
them is that there is no isochrony in so-called anacruses(short stretches
of high-rate speech). As was mentioned above, Deese( 1984) showed that
such stretches are quite normal in spontaneousspeech. It is relevant here
that whatever there is in isochrony breaks down at these high speaking
rates. There may be isochrony in trot , but there is none in gallop .
Dauer ( 1983) compared the isochronous tendencies of five different
"
"
languages, including stress-timed English and " syllable-timed" Spanish
. The materials were literary texts read by native speakers. That choice
is regrettable, becauseliterary texts may very well have been designedto
be rhythmic . Still , the results were somewhat surprising. The variability
of inter-stress intervals (i.e., feet) was the same for stress-timed as for
syllable-timed languages. English feet were as variable in duration as
Spanish feet. And for all languagesthe average foot length was statisti-
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cally the same, namely between400 and 500 msec. But is this isochrony?
On the present interpretation , isochrony can only mean that foot length
is not a linear function of the number of syllables it contains; the more
syllables there are in a foot , the shorter they should be. Dauer showed,
however, that for her data the function is a linear one. Each additional
syllable added 110msecto the interstressinterval , and in all languages. In
other words, there was no isochrony, evenfor readingsof literary texts.
The contradicting results of Dauer and Jassemet al. leave the issueas
undecidedas it was to start with . There is, at any rate, no reasonso far to
conjecture an internal clock or pacemakerthat inducesthe speakerto deliver
speechin isochronous feet. In spite of her own data, Dauer aligns
herselfwith sucha notion .
The second possible way for a speaker to establish isochrony is by
manipulating the placement of stress. Beat Movement doesjust that , as
do Selkirk' s other euphony rules. They promot ~ a rhythm of alternating
stresses, and thus they promote isochrony. This View of isochrony is linguistic
far better motivated than the previous one. It should, in particula
, be noticed that it has no consequencesfor syllable length.
Isochrony is establishedby evading strings of adjoining stressedsyllables
or of adjoining unstressedsyllables, not by squeezingmore or fewer syllables
into a fixed temporal frame.
The data one would need in order to prove this version of isochrony
would be that euphony adjustments are indeed made in spontaneous
speech. For instance, is it statistically more often the case that speakers
shift clashing stresses apart (as insIxteend Ollars) than that they shift
them together (as in the unlikely he becOmessIxteen)? Two recent studies
were devoted to this issue, one by Cooper and Eady ( 1986) and one by
Kelly and Bock ( 1988).
Cooper and Eady report five experiments in which they created condition
for beat movement, such as clashing stresses. The following two
sentences
, for instance, appearedon a list to be read by subjects:
(20) Thirteen corporations submitted bids to build the new shopping
mall

(21) Thirteen companiessubmitted bids to build the new shopping mall
In example 20, thirteen can be normally pronounced with main stresson
the secondsyllable, since it is followed by two unstressedsyllables. In example
21, however, there is the risk of clashing stresses, since company
beginswith a stressedsyllable. An isochrony or beat-movement tendency
on the part of the speakerwould induce the pronunciation thIrteen. And
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Cooper and Eady constructed severalother caseswhere metrical analysis
would predict a shift toward a more isochronous rhythm . All the sentences
were read aloud, and the critical syllables were analyzed with respect
to their duration and pitch (Fo); a stressedsyllable should be of
longer duration and/ or of higher pitch than an unstressedone. The results
of this extensiveand careful study were completely negative. There
was no measurabledifference betweenexamples20 and 21 insofar as the
syllables of thirteen were concerned. And , similarly , there was no evidence
for stressshifts in any of the other conditions tested. Are we being
deceivedby metrical phonology?
Kelly and Bock ( 1988) restored confidence. Their experimental approach
was very different. They provided their subjects with sentences
containing a two- syllable nonsenseword , such as co/vane. In the context
of a given sentence, the nonsenseword would function either as a noun or
as verb. In examples22 and 23, for instance, co/vaneplays the role of a
noun, whereasit figures as verb in examples24 and 25.
(22) Use the colvane proudly .
[noun, trochaic biasing context]
(23) The proud colvane proposed. [noun, iambic biasing context]
(24) Planeswill colvane pilots .
[verb, trochaic biasing context]
25
The
colvane
balloons.
( )
[verb, iambic biasing context]
pins
Kelly and Bock predicted that noun function would induce a trochaic
word accent, i.e., cO/vane, following the majority rule for English nouns
(tIger, sOldier, etc.) . Conversely, they expected the nonsenseverb to receive
iambic accent, i.e., co/vAne, in accordancewith the majority rule for
English verbs (convEne, expEct) . The critical variable in the experiment,
however, was the metrical context in which the nonsenseword appeared.
The noun in example 22 is preceded by a normally unstressedsyllable
( the) and followed by a stressedone (proud). This envir t:1mentwould
"
"
support the expectedtrochaic rhythm of the noun co/vane. But in example
23 the trochaic rhythm cO/vanewould clash with the metrical context
. It would create a stressclash betweenproud and co/. The context
blasesfor a iambic pattern : theprOud co/vAnepropOsed. Similarly for the
nonsenseverbs in examples24 and 25: In the former , the context blases
toward a trochaic word accent, contrary to the normal iambic pattern
for verbs; in the latter , however, the context supports the iambic verb
pattern.
In the Kelly - Bock experiment, subjects read such sentencesand their
speechwas tape-recorded. The critical nonsensewords were then excised
from the tapes, and two judges categorized the word accents as either
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iambic or trochaic. The results, which were consistent between the two
judges, amounted to this: Although trochaic patterns dominated, nouns
(as in examples 22 and 23) received significantly more trochaic pronunci
than verbs (as in examples24 and 25) . Trochaic biasing contexts
(as in examples22 and 24) releasedmore trochaic pronunciations
than iambic biasing contexts (as in examples23 and 25). The latter result
shows that speakersdo tend to impose an alternating stress rhythm , in
spite of the fact that they have preferential accentuationsof verbs and of
nouns. There is a tendencytoward isochrony, in that stressclashesare, to
'
someextent, evadedby adjusting a word s metrical pattern .
The question remains why theseresults are so different from those obtained
by Cooper and Eady. A first point to be noticed is that Kelly and
Bock' s contextual biasing effect, though highly significant, is not exceedingly strong. The trochaic biasing context released84 percent trochaic
patterns, the iambic context 77 percent. When effectsare this small, one
needsmany observations to detect them. Kelly and Bock had more than
50 times as many observations per condition than Cooper and Eady. A
second potentially important difference was that Kelly and Bock used
perceptual judgments of stress, whereasCooper and Eady had physical
'
. Perceivedstressis a complex function of a syllable s compositi
measurements
, loudness, duration , pitch movement, and (maybe) precision of
articulation . All thesefeatureswere available to the judges, and they were
able to weigh them. Cooper and Eady had only duration and pitch measurem
, and may thus have missed other subtle features contributing
to stress. Third , Cooper and Eady used real words. It may be the case
that the effect observed by Kelly and Bock is even smaller when real
words are used.
Together, thesetwo studies strongly invite further experimental exploration
of metrical euphony rules, including experiments that involve
spontaneousspeechrather than reading aloud. Almost all experimental
research in prosody involves reading tasks, but in reading the normal
conditions for incremental speech planning are not met. Results on a
'
speakers prosodic planning and lookahead in reading cannot begeneralized to normal spontaneousspeech.
A study by Cutler ( 1980b), finally , provides interesting evidencethat a
'
speakers tendency to impose an even distribution of stresses can induce
characteristic speech errors. In particular , Cutler studied spontaneous
errors involving either syllable omission (as in example 26) or stressshifts
(as in example27) .
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(26) Next we have this bicEntial rug [ bicentEnnial]
(27) We do think in spEcific terms [specIfic]
Cutler checkedwhether errors like theseestablishedmore isochrony than
there would have been in the target utterance. For instance, the target
utterance for example 26 would have had the following foot structure; the
error foot structure is given as a comparison:
Target: j Next we j have this bicenjtennial j rug j
Error : j Next we j have this bijcential j rug j
The foot containing the error (the secondfoot ) is closer in number of syllables
to the surrounding feet than is the second foot in the target sentence
. Hence, the error establishes more isochrony than the target would
have displayed. Cutler found that this tendency toward more isochrony
was highly significant for her corpus of syllable omission errors.
In a similar test for stress errors (such as in example 27), Cutler established
that the resulting patterns of feet were more isochronous than
the target patterns.
Where could theseerrors arise in the model framework of figure 10.1?
Example 26 involves the deletion of a syllable. One might guessthat the
Prosody Generator skips the delivery of an unstressedsyllable frame to
the phonetic spellout level. The error in example 27 is harder to account
for . As Cutler ( 1980a) showed, such stress-placement errors originate in
the simultaneous activation of a morphologically related word . For
specific, the related word would be specify, which has word accent on
the first syllable. One might conjecture that the metrical patterns of both
words were spelled out in metrical spellout, and that both stresspatterns
were simultaneously fed to the Prosody Generator, which then made its
choice in such a way that euphony or rhythm could be establishedwith
least effort . This explanation, however, falls short of accounting for
word -stresserrors that involve a mixture of the metrical patterns of the
two concurring words (as in articul Atory , which has the number of syllables
of art Iculatory but the accent placementof articulAtion ) . The ways
of the Prosody Generator are still quite enigmatic.
This completes our review of isochrony, the main conclusion of which
is that the Prosody Generator' s metrical planning promotes an alternating
distribution of more-stressed and less-stressed syllables. This establishes some degree of isochrony. The original notion of isochrony,
however, finds rather little support . Syllable lengths are seldom or never
adapted for the purpose of spacingstressedsyllablesevenly over time.
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This also completesour review of metrical planning, the first main job
of the Prosody Generator in the generation of connected speech. We
sketched how a metrical pattern could be computed for phonological
words, and for phrasesup to the level of intonational phrases. We analyzed
whether this generation could be done incrementally, without more
preview of surface structure than a single word . The answer was encoura
, in spite of the fact that the euphony operations, which establish
rhythm , theoretically require infinite lookahead. We also considered
one of the Prosody Generator' s main types of output : a pattern of stress
and durational parameters for successivesyllables and silences. These
parameters are to be implemented during the phonetic spellout operations
. They are sensitiveto a syllable' s position in a word , phrase, paragraph
, or turn . Finally , empirical research on isochrony was reviewed.
There is only very limited support for the original idea that a speaker
adjusts the lengths of unstressedsyllablesso as to make intervals between
stressedsyllables more isochronous. There is a better empirical basis for
supposing that , at least to some extent, speakerslike to impose an even
distribution of stressedsyllables.
10.3

The Generation of Intonation

The secondmain job for the Prosody Generator is to compute pitch contours
for successiveintonational phrases. The melody of an intonational
phrase, as we saw in subsection8.2.3, is the result of a variety of forces. It
'
expresses the speakers affective involvement, especiallyin key and register
. Its tune is raisedwhen a new topic is introduced, or in responseto the
interlocutors introduction of a new topic . It also expresses, by way of
continuation rise or final fall , whether the speakerintends to continue or
not. It signals, through pitch accents, where there is prominent, new, or
contrastive information . And it is, through its nuclear tone, an important
instrument for expressingthe utterance' s illocutionary force.
There is no processmodel that provides an on-line computation of the
sentencemelody resulting from all theseforces. In the following we will ,
therefore, set ourselvesa fairly limited task. We will consider someof the
factors affecting each of the global and local properties of sentence
melody, and the effects they have. The global properties are declination,
key, and register. The local ones are prenuclear tune and nuclear tone.
The main messageof this section will be that intonational planning
can probably be done incrementally, without much lookahead. But
"
"
euphony or melody can be improved when there is a small amount of
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preview. This is in full harmony with what we found for metrical planning
in the previous section.
10.3.1 Declination
There is evidencethat , at least in many languages, pitch gradually drifts
'
down in the course of an intonational phrase. Cohen and t Hart ( 1965)
called this phenomenondeclination. An example is given in figure 10.3. It
is as if the pitch movements that go with pitch accent and nuclear tone
are superimposedon a generally downward-drifting " declination line."
Willems ( 1983) measured an average declination of 0.3 semitones per
second for spontaneous British English speech (there are twelve semitones
in an octave) . The variability in such measurementsis, however, so
large that doubts about the universality of the declination phenomenon
are warranted ( Lieberman, Katz , and Jongrnan 1985; seealso Ladd 1984
on the statistical claims with respectto declination) .
'
Where declination is systematic, it may be due not to the speakers
phonetic plan but rather to physiological factors such as diminishing subglottal
air pressure(seechapter II ). At the end of an intonational phrase,
the speakerinhales and the pitch level is reset to the higher starting position
. As a result, a kind of sawtooth pattern of declination arises over
successiveintonational phrases.
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Figure 10.3
The gradual declination of pitch over an intonational phrase. The pitch -accent
"
"
peak is superimposedon the declination line. (From Cohen et al. 1982.)
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But it has beensuggestedthat someplanning of declination is possible.
There is, in particular , some evidencethat declination is steeperfor short
utterances than for long ones (Ohala 1978; Cooper and Sorensen 1981;
De Pijper 1983; Collier and Gelfer 1983) . The latter finding is, on first
view, not easyto reconcilewith an incremental theory of intonation . How
can the speaker know in advance how long his intonational phrase is
going to be, if he has not even generatedthe full surfacestructure for that
phrase? It is too early, however, to draw dramatic conclusions. First , the
effect is most apparent in reading. But in reading a speakerdoes have a
preview in the most literal sense. Second, the causal relation (if any) betwee
phraselength and slope of declination may be inverse. If a speaker,
for whatever reason, makes his pitch decline rapidly , he will sooner feel
the urge to reset. This may induce him to take an early break option .
Consequently, the running intonational phrasewill be a short one.

10.3.2 Setting Key and Register
The range of pitch movement in an intonational phrase- the key"
"
dependsin particular on the news value of that phrase. When a phrase
"
"
expresses main-track or foregrounded information (subsection4.3.5),
the key will , as a rule, be higher than when it expresses " side-track " or
background information . Brown, Currie , and Kenworthy ( 1980) found
that the key is also higher when a speaker introduces a new topic, and
that the pitch excursionsdiminish when a topic becomesexhausted. They
also showed that the baselineof the pitch range (i.e., the register) is lifted
as a whole when a speakerintroduces a new topic . Key and register are,
moreover, lifted together when the speakerhas a strong ego involvement
in what he is saying. That ego involvement can be due to general communic
tension (Heeschen
, Ryalis, Hagoort, and Bloem, forthcoming),
to surprise, or to enthusiasm. A higher register is also chosen to express
friendliness, helplessness
, and so on.
Thesesettingsof key and register do not require any lookahead. As far
as register is concerned, the Prosody Generator will set a global pitch
parameter for phonetic spellout. This is the default pitch level for successi
syllables. Pitch excursionsfor pitch accenting or nuclear tones are
then programmed as deviations from the baseline. The key (i.e., the size
of the pitch excursions) may be set as a global parameter to be instantiated
every time a pitch accent is to be made. In this way, foregrounded
and backgrounded information may be globally opposed by a speaker.
Alternatively , the size of the excursion may be set anew for each syllable
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requiring a pitch excursion , depending on the accessibility or the con
trastiveness of the particular lexical item .

10.3.3 Planning the Nuclear Tone
A tone, as we saw in chapter 8, is not an indivisible whole. There is, first ,
the nuclearpitch movement: a step up or down to the nucleus, plus a fall
or rise (or steady level) from the nucleus. There is, second, a boundary
tone: the pitch movement that takes place at the final syllable of the intonational
phrase. These two pitch movementscan be separatedby several
syllables, or they can follow one another within a single syllable. This
is exemplified in figure 10.4, which gives three casesof tone V (the fall rise) . In figure 10.4a the nuclear movement is on po, the boundary tone
on leave. In figure 10.4b the nucleusis still po, but now bear is the end-of phrase syllable, and it carries the boundary tone. In figure 10.4c bear is
both the nucleus and the boundary syllable, and both pitch movements
are then projected on that samesinglesyllable.
These two components of a tone can probably be set independently,
and they play different expressiveroles. The nuclear pitch movement is
mostly a focusing device. It indicates the most prominent lexical item in
the intonational phrase. But in addition it has an illocutionary function:
They' ve a polar bear I believe

.

.

. I

They' ve a polar bear

.

.

\
.

c

They' ve a bear

v
Figure 10.4
Decreasingseparationof nuclear pitch movementand boundary tone.
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expressingmatter-of -factness, being reassuring, or the like. The boundary
tone can perfonn severaldifferent functions. It can indicate a mood
of finality or nonfinality . It can express the utterance' s illocutionary
force, the kind of commitment the speakeris making. It can expressthe
'
speakers intention to finish a turn or to continue. And it can be expressive
of attitude , as in the rising tone of friendliness.
In order to generatethe nuclear pitch movement, the Prosody Generator
must select the nuclear syllable. How much lookahead is neededto
do this? In subsection 10.2.2 we saw that the assignmentof pitch accent
or nuclear stressrequires no lookahead. But in order to assigna nuclear
pitch movement, the Prosody Generator must know which pitch accented or nuclear-stressedsyllable is the last one of the intonational
phrase. Here we should return to the conclusion of subsection 10.2. 3:
" the decision to
break createsthe intonational phrase boundary; it is in
no way determinedby it ." In other words, every time the speakerreaches
a pitch -accented or nuclear-stressedsyllable, a decision can be made to
give it the nuclear tone and to break at the next convenient break option .
This requires no lookahead whatsoever. In particular, the convenient
break option neednot be in view. There is only the decision that it should
be taken as soon as it appears. It was suggestedin subsection 10.2.3 that
very prominent pitch accents, in particular , may induce a speaker to decide
on a break.
The fact that lookahead is not a necessarycondition for positioning
the nuclear pitch QIovement by no means excludes the possibility that
speakersdo look ahead in deciding where to begin the nuclear tone. As
we have seen for metrical planning, lookahead can increase the
"
"
euphony of speech. Especially in slow speech, where the generation of
surfacestructure can be far ahead of phonological encoding, a more ideal
delivery can be planned when the speaker has preview of a sentence
boundary. He can then decideto complete the intonational phraseat that
sentenceboundary, and henceto make the nuclear pitch movement at the
last pitch-accentedor nuclear-stressedsyllable of the sentence.
The generation of the boundary tone obviously requires no more look ahead than a single syllable. It is made on the last syllable before the
break; only that break must be in view.
The Prosody Generator must, in someway or another, know what nuclear
tone to impose. It depends, we saw, on a multitude of factors. Some
of thesefactors are probably indicated at the messagelevel. Illocutionary
force, mood, and modality are planned by the speakerwhen he generates
a messageto be expressed(seesubsection 3.5.1) . At the level of surface
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structure these are translated in part into syntactic sentencemood (declarative
, interrogative, imperative), in part into the use of modal verbs or
adverbials, and in part into indicators for nuclear pitch movements and
boundary tones (seesection 5.2) . These indicatorsorparameters in surface
structure are recognizedby the Prosody Generator, or so we assume.
Still , it is unlikely that these parameters are the sole determinants of
nuclear tone. Take, for instance, the choice of boundary tone. Many
questions are asked with a falling boundary tone ( Brown et al. 1980; de
Pijper 1983). Consider example28a, with its low -fall nuclear tone.
(28)
a Did Peter call you

.

.

.

b Did Peter call you (He said he would)

.

.

~

Let us assumethat the falling boundary tone was indicated at the level of
surface structure. This indication will easily be overruled if the speaker
decides, shortly before finishing the sentence, not to finish his turn but to
add another clause(He said he would) . He will now make a continuation
rise as boundary tone on you, as in example 28b. This looks like direct
executive control rather than replanning of a surface structure. Also ,
the emotional and attitudinal aspects of tone, such as friendly rising
boundary tones, are probably directly induced by the emotional system
without mediation through messageand surface structure. The Prosody
Generator will , in some as yet unknown manner, integrate thesevarious
sourcesof activation in making the final choice of tone.
10.3.4 Planning the PrenuclearTune
The nucleuscan be the only accentedsyllable in the intonational phrase.
The default tune is then an about constant mid -level pitch . There are, of
course, always small pitch variations. There is, in particular , systematic
covariation with metrical stress. Stressedsyllables tend to be somewhat
higher in pitch level than unstressedones. Or , more precisely: Metrical
stressis, in part , realized through variation in pitch . The default tune requires
no more lookahead than is required for assigning metrical stress.
But a tune' s course can be " improved" when there is lookahead. De
Pijper ( 1983) found that when a tune without accentsspans several syl-
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labies, a reader will show inclination. That is, he will make a gradual rise
of pitch up to the nucleus. Default tune and inclining tune are depicted in
example29, where the nucleushas tone 1.

.

(29)

.

.

.

.

.

.
\

The amount of lookahead needed for an inclining tune is, of course,
rather limited. A speaker can incline almost " blindly " ; the only risk is
that he may come up against his pitch ceiling, as sportscasterssometimes
do. In other words, the speaker should not incline too much as long as
the nucleusis not yet in sight.
Ifan intonational phraseintroduces a new topic in the conversation, its
first stressedsyllable and the subsequenttune can be quite high-pitched,
at least in British English ( Brown et al. 1980). More generally, a high'
pitched tune signals a speakers special involvement with what is said.
Also , wh-questionsand certain kinds of emphatic utterances( Who will be
at the party ?; Do come to the party) have high pitch -initial tunes. That
high starting level can, of course, be setwithout specificlookahead.
A tune may also contain one or more additional pitch accents. Dependi
on the amount of lookahead, thesepitch accentsare realized individu
or in conjunction . If there is one further pitch accent in the
tune, thesetwo casescan be illustrated as in example 30a and 30b, where
the nuclear tone is a high-fall and a low -fall , respectively.
"
"
(b) hat pattern
(30) (a) individual realization

. .

.

.

\

.

. . .

.

~

.
.

These two patterns are alternative realizations for sentencessuch as We
mIght be able to gO, with might and go accented. In example 30a, the tune
falls back to mid -level immediately after pitch -accented might, and the
level is maintained until the nuclear tone is made on go. Example 30b depicts
a so- called hat pattern (' t Hart and Collier 1975); the speakeraccents
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might by way of a rise and go by way of a step down to mid level, and in
betweenthesethe tune maintains a high pitch level. Lookahead is a condition
for producing the hat pattern . The speaker must know at the first
pitch accentthat another one is going to follow . There are no clear differences
in intonational meaning between the two patterns in example 30,
but the hat pattern is more euphonious. It constitutes a more aesthetically
pleasing delivery of two subsequentaccents. The hat pattern is a more
likely pitch contour when two accentsare to be made in close succession.
But even then a speakeroften makes individual realizations. Brown et al.
( 1980) found that in such casesthe fall back to mid level between the
pitch peaks was often not fully realized; they called this phenomenon, in
which the syllables between the peaks stayed somewhat raised in pitch ,
tonal sandhi.
The pitch-movement parameters that the Prosody Generator incrementally
computes for prenuclear tune and nuclear tone affect the
phonetic spellout procedures directly . Successivesyllables are set to rise
or to fall in pitch , or by default to stay level with the previous syllable.
The sizesand slopesof the risesand falls are programmed, as well as their
precisetiming; it is quite critical where in the syllable a rise or fall is made
'
( t Hart and Collier 1975) .
This completes the rather brief treatment of intonational planning
. Metrical and intonational planning go hand in hand. The metrical
peaks are the main loci of pitch movement, and the planning of intonational
phrases is as much a metrical as an intonational affair. We
have, moreover, seenthat both forms of prosodic planning can be done
incrementally. It is not necessaryfor a speakerto buffer long stretches of
surface structure in order to program the prosody of connected speech.
But if such buffering is possible, as it is in slow speechor in reading, the
Prosody Generator can generate a more euphonious output , more
rhythmic phrasing, and larger melodic lines.
10.4 The Generationof Word Forms in ConnectedSpeech
The consideration of the generation of word forms in the previous chapter
"
"
was limited to the spellout of stored ( citation ) forms. The present
section will reconsider word -form spellout as it occurs in connected
speech. The present chapter began with the argument that in connected
speechthe syllabic and segmentalcomposition of word forms are context
dependent. Segmental and phonetic spellout depend on prosodic decisions
. The domain of syllabification , in particular , is not the citation form
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but the phonological word (seesubsection 10.2.1) . The Prosody Generator
must, therefore, construct phonological words before complete
phonetic spellout is possible. But the construction of phonological words
is impossible without accessto segmentalinformation . This issuewill be
taken up first in the presentsection; we will then move to some aspectsof
phonetic spellout in context.

10.4.1 SegmentalSpellout in Context
To account for context-dependent segmentalspellout, such as occurs in
assimilation (e.g., ItEm buks/), in cliticization , and in reduction (e.g., a bottle
o 'milk ), we must assumethat segmentalspellout is a two -step process.
The first step is basically as described in subsection 9.2.2. When the
'
morphological slots of an item s addressframe are filled with the appropriate
'
morphemes, the item s stored syllabic and segmentalcomposition
is spelledout.
The second step involves the Prosody Generator. It receives, for each
successivelexical item, the spellout from the first step. The metrical
information is independently fed into the Prosody Generator from
metrical-spellout and phrase-structural information , and a partitioning
is made into phonological words. The most frequent case (in English)
is that a single input item becomesa single phonological word . But with
the limited lookahead discussedin subsection 10.2.1, phonological words
consisting of two or even more lexical items can be built up. The segment
strings of these items are concatenated and modified, following
quite general phonological rules. In addition , assimilations at phonologi cal word boundaries are generated(as in / tErn buks/) .
This modified segmental output forms, for each phonological word ,
the input to the phonetic spellout procedures. Syllable frames are address
in just the way proposed in subsection9.2.3., with metrical and
intonational parametersset for eachof them.
Two examplesmay help to clarify the two-step procedure at the level
of segmental spellout. The first is a case of what was called obligatory
cliticization in subsection 10.2.1; the second is an instance of optional
cliticization .
Cliticization is obligatory if the " little " element is nonsyllabic. Auxiliary
forms such as 've and 'II are allomorphs of the full forms, and
we have consideredreasonsto supposethat they are indicated as such in
the surface-structure representation. So, if the speaker uses a casual
speechregister to generate the sentence They have called, the first two
'
morphemes accessedwill be they and ve. The first step of segmental
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.
spellout will , for these elements

(31)
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When the Prosody Generator receivesthis pair , it will initiate a second
step that consists of attaching the nonsyllabic coda-branch Iv I of the
secondword to the rime of the first word . This gives the following :
(32)

The triple of syllable constituents- onset, nucleus, and coda- then becomes
input to phonetic spellout. Becausethis phonological word consists
of one syllable, the Prosody Generator generatesone syllable frame
for the phonetic spellout procedure. That syllable frame is " enriched"
with metrical and intonational information , as was discussed in subsections
10.2 and 10.3.
The Prosody Generator can impose an optional encliticization when
the register is casual and the speech rate relatively high. When the
speaker is generating the sentenceJohn got to swim in the morning, the
first step of spelling out the lexical items got and to produces their
" citation "
syllabic structures. In a second step, the Prosody Generator
combines them into one phonological word , which involves resyllabification
. Thesestepsare shown in the following diagrams.
word
word
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Here we seeboth deletion (of It /) and changeUti -+ Id/ , Jul -+ I ~/) of segment
. This, together with the loss of one word boundary (i.e., a silent
beat), will probably simplify the eventual phonetic pattern.
It was stated above that thesephonological adaptations are quite regular
. This is more a hypothesis than an established fact. But there is
reason to make that hypothesis. If some form of accommodation or enclitization is irregular (i.e., specific to a particular word or a pair of
words), it is probably lexicalized. That is, the encliticization is stored as
such in the lexicon. Examplesof this are the contraction of do not to don't
and that of will not to won't. Theseare rather irregular encliticizations in
English. In other words, if the Prosody Generator is to deal with one of
theseconstructions, it must have stored its irregular shape. But such storage
is precisely what the lexicon is for . The lexicon is the repository of
forms: the Prosody Generator can adapt them to context. One should
also not exclude the possibility that frequently occurring regularen clitizations are stored as such; Igod~1 may be such a case, and the even
more frequent IwDn~1(for want to) is a good candidate.
We will not consider in any detail the rules governing step 2. They are
different for different languages, and even for English they are not well
known (but see Dogil 1984, Kaisse 1985, Nespor and Vogel 1986, and
Pullum and Zwicky 1988) . It should be repeated, however, that these
rules are sensitive to local phrase structure. There will be no encliticization of the kind illustrated in diagram 33 when got to occurs in the sentence
John got , to be sure, to swim every morning. The parenthetical
phrase boundary following got blocks the formation of the phonological
word Igod~/ . Local phrase-structural conditions govern the applicability
of encliticization and assimilation rules. Generally speaking, the phonological operations in step 2 prepare a segmentaloutput string that can be
pronounced with lessarticulatory effort than the input string.
The step 2 procedurescompute the segmentalconsequencesof metrical
structure. The Prosody Generator receivesan item' s stored metrical informa
. In addition, it receivesan item' s pitch-accentfeature, if any. The
resulting metrical planning (seesection 10.2) can also have consequences
at the segmentallevel. For instance, a syllable' s vowel may be a different
segmentwhen it is stressedthan when it is unstressed.Theseconsequences
of metrical planning are presumably also implemented at step 2.
10.4.2 PhoneticSpeUoutin Context
The first input to phonetic spellout is a string of address frames, each
containing three slots: one for onset, one for nucleus, and one for coda
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"
"
(but seesubsection9.5.1) . Each frame is enriched by prosodic information
'
; it contains parameters for the syllable s duration , loudness, and
pitch movement. Also , silent pausesbetween frames are indicated. The
secondinput to phonetic spellout consistsof triples of onset, nucleus, and
coda, which are to fill the frames. Thesetriples are produced by the above
, cluster composition (subsection
step 2 procedures and, when necessary
9.3.4) . One may wonder again, as we did in section 9.6, whether it is
strictly necessarythat all segmentsand clusters be explicitly labeled in
terms of syllabic function before they can be used as fillers. But we will
not pursue this issueagain.
Each address frame that is filled by the appropriate syllable constituents
forms an addresswhere the " standard" phonetic plan for that
syllable can be found. The actual phonetic plan results from the imposition
of the prosodic parametersthat wereattached to the addressframe.
These parameter settings are responsible for some characteristic phenomena
of fast speech.When a syllable' s duration is set to be very short, as
may happen in fast speech, vowel length will be reducedrather more than
consonant length in the phonetic plan (seesubsection 10.2.4). This vowel
reduction can, in extremecases, annihilate the syllable' s syllabicity , as we
'
'
observed in reductions such as p lalo and I malo. When durations are
short, the phonetic plan will also show more temporal overlap of adjacent
phones. Take the word cue, where the vowel requires the articulatory
feature of lip rounding . In slow speech, that lip rounding can be realized
in the course of the diphthong . In fast speech, however, the lip rounding
will have to start with the initial consonant in order to be realized at all.
In other words, there is, to some extent, coarticulation of the onset consonant
and the following vowel. A syllable' s phonetic plan specifiesat
what moments various articulatory gestures are to be initiated . These
'
temporal relations are crucially dependenton the syllable s duration .
It is quite probably the case that phonetic spellout is organized per
phonological word. Though syllable frames are successivelyfilled by their
triples, as they becomeavailable, it is likely that the whole phonetic plan
for a phonological word is collected before it is delivered to the Articulator
. In other words, the Articulator cannot start pronouncing a phono'
logical word s first syllable if it has not receivedthe whole phonetic word
'
plan. Meyer s ( 1988) evidence in support of this assumption was mentioned
in chapter 9: If the Articulator were to begin as soon as a (phono'
'
logical) word s first syllable is made available, a word s first syllable
would be a good prime, but its first syllable plus part of its secondsyllable
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would not . Meyer , however , found that a word like pitfall was primed
more strongly by pitf than by pit . Similarly a word like pedagogue was
more strongly primed by peda than by pe . If the phonetic spellout is not
'
delivered until all of a phonological word s syllables have been planned ,
one would further expect that phonological encoding takes more time
when there are more syllables in a word . This in fact seems to be the case.
(The evidence , collected by Klapp and his co - workers , will be reviewed in
section 11.1, where we will consider the interfacing of phonological en-

coding and articulation .)
This section has discussedsome aspectsof word -fonD planning in the
context of connected speech. The obvious dependencyof spoken words
on context and rate made it necessaryto consider mechanismsthat adapt
spelled-out stored fonDS to their contexts of occurrence. Such mechanism
help to create fluently pronounceable phonetic plans in connected
speech. The Prosody Generator plays a central role in this adaptation by
creating phonological words and by settingappropriateparameters for
phonetic spellout. Phonetic spellout is probably made available to the
Articulator per phonological word.
Summary

This chapter reviewed the speaker's phonological encoding of connected
speech. It began with a sketch of the processingarchitecture underlying
the phonetic planning of connectedspeech(figure 10.1) . A Prosody Generato
that interacts with the spellout procedures introduced in the previous
chapter was introduced. It acceptsvarious kinds of input . There is,
first , surface phrase-structural and pitch-accent information , which is
relevant for prosodic planning. There is, second, the metrical spellout, on
which metrical planning is based. There is, third , executive, attitudinal ,
and emotional input , which affects such aspectsof phonetic planning as
speakingrate, intentional pausing, general loudnesslevel, tune, and tone.
Finally , there is input from segmentalspellout, which can be modified by
the Prosody Generator to createnew phonological words.
The Prosody Generator producestwo kinds of output . The first kind is
a string of addressframes for phonetic spellout. Each addressframe is enriche
'
by parametersfor the syllable s set duration , its loudness, its pitch
movement, and (may be) its precision of articulation . The secondkind of
output consists of the fillers for theseaddressframes: segmentsthat can
fill onset, nucleus, or coda slots. Phonetic spellout then consistsin the re-
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trieval of stored phonetic syllable plans and their subsequentparametrization for duration , loudness, etc. As soon as all syllablesfor a phonological word have beenplanned, the Articulator can take over.
A major task for the Prosody Generator is the generation of rhythm . It
generatesphonological words, phonological phrases, and intonational
phrases. I went a long way to show that the Prosody Generator needs
little lookahead to create these structures. It can, mostly, be done incrementally
. This means that it is not necessaryto buffer more than one
or two successivelexical elements in order to assign them their appropriate
metrical weight. But if more buffering is possible- such as at
lower speaking rates- the resulting metrical pattern can become more
euphonious than if buffering is limited . I discussed, in particular , how
new phonological words are generated by cliticization . I also outlined
basic procedures for the generation of phonological and intonational
phrases. And I consideredtheseproceduresin the alternative framework
of metrical grids. The section on the planning of rhythm was then completed
by reviewing what happens to segmentand syllable durations in
different word and phrase contexts, and by reviewing the shaky evidence
for isochrony as it was originally defined. What there is in terms of isochrony, I argued, is due to metrical euphony rules rather than to stretching
and shrinking of unstressedsyllables.
Another main task of the Prosody Generator is to compute a pitch
contour for the utterance. This can also be done without much preview,
both for the more global and for the more local aspectsof pitch . Among
the more global aspectsare declination, key, and register. I discussed, in
particular , the counterintuitive suggestion in the literature that the
speakeradapts his slope of declination to the length of the intonational
phrase. There is no convincing ground for accepting this as a fact. For the
more local phenomenaof tune and tone, the state of affairs is very similar
to metrical planning. Very little preview or buffering is required to assign
an appropriate pitch curve to an intonational phrase. But with more
lookahead more melodic lines can result, such as hat patterns and
inclinations.
The final section returned to the connected speechphenomena of encliticization and assimilation. The generation of word forms in context
causesstriking deviations from the wordscitationforms . New phonological words are formed out of pairs or triples of lexical items, and all sorts
of accommodationscan arise at boundaries betweenphonological words.
The mechanismresponsiblefor thesecontextual adaptations- a systemof
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rules operating on the output of segmentalspellout- was outlined. The
rules can enforce the merging and resyllabification of items, dependingon
the phrase-structural relations betweenthem. It is this restructured material
that forms the input to phonetic spellout. The eventual result is a
phonetic plan for connectedspeech.

11
Chapter
Articulating

'
Fluent articulation is probably man s most complex motor skill . It involves
the coordinated useof approximately 100muscles, such that speech
sounds are produced at a rate of about 15 per second. Thesemusclesare
distributed over three anatomically distinct structures: the respiratory,
the laryngeal, and the supralaryngeal. The respiratory system, with the
lungs as its central organ, regulatesthe flow of air , the source of energy
for speechproduction . The laryngeal structure, including the vocal cords,
is responsiblefor the alternation betweenvoicing and nonvoicing and for
the modulation of pitch . The supralaryngealstructure or vocal tract , with
the velum, the tongue, the jaw , and the lips as its major moveable parts,
exercisestwo functions in articulation . The first is to constrict or interrupt
the air flow in particular ways so as to produce fricative , plosive, and
other consonants. The second is to serve as a resonator, modulating the
timbre of the successivespeechsounds. The timbre depends, inparticular
, on the shapeof the oral , nasal, and pharyngeal cavities. The second
section of this chapter presentsa short review of thesethree vocal organs
and of their roles in the articulatory realization of the phonetic plan .
Almost all vocal organs, from the lungs to the lips, subserve other
'
functions than speechalone. The respiratory systems main function is
breathing- the uptake of oxygen from air and the emission of waste
products such as carbon dioxide and vapor . The larynx , by glottal control
, protects the respiratory system from intrusions of food. The supralaryngeal
structures are used in the mastication and swallowing of food.
Though largely the same musculature is involved in the production of
speech, the pattern of coordination is totally different."Theories of speech
..
articulation have to account for this speech mode of coordination .
They specify the nature of speech motor control , the way in which
phonetic plans are executedby the vocal organs. The third section of this
chapter reviews some of the major theories of speech motor control .
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Though these theories are quite divergent, there is rather general agreemen
about the relatively invariant or context-free nature of phonetic or
articulatory plans. It is the executive motor system that realizes the intende
articulatory target dependingon the prevailing context.
The Articulator is specialas a processingcomponent in that it does not
map an input representation onto an output representation. Rather, it
executesits input representation- an utterance' s ph~netic plan. The result
is a motor pattern, not a mental representation of anything . The
phonetic plan, we saw, specifiesthe articulatory gesturesfor successive
syllables, with all their segmentaland prosodic parameters. This plan, the
Formulator ' s output , may becomeavailable at a rate that is not exactly
tuned to the actual rate of articulation , which is the rate specifiedin the
phonetic plan. As a rule, some buffering will be required to keep the
phonetic plan (i.e., the motor program) available for execution. We will
begin the presentchapter by reviewing somework on the managementof
this so-called Articulatory ButTer, which forms the interface between
phonological encodingand articulation .
11.1

Managing the Articulatory Buffer

The interface of phonological encoding and articulation involves a
system that can temporarily store a certain amount of phonetic plan.
Chapter I 0 sugge~ted that the Phonological Encoder delivers plans for
phonological words as smallest units to the Articulator . As the phonetic
plan becomesavailable to the Articulator , it can be incrementallyunfolded
in terms of motoneural instructions. But there are very strict temporary
restrictions on the course of articulation . Sustaining a fluent, constant
rate of speaking requires a storage mechanism that can buffer the
phonetic plan (the speechmotor program) as it develops. It can, presumably, contain a few phonological phrases. Moreover , it must contain a
minimal amount of program in order for speechto be initiated- probably
as much as a phonological word. The present section will discuss some
studies that have dealt with the managementof this store, in particular
the work done by Klapp , Sternberg, and their colleagues.
It has long beenknown that when single words or digits are read aloud,
the voice-onset latency, measured from the onset of the stimulus, increas
with the number of syllables in the utterance (Eriksen, Pollack,
and Montague 1970) . Klapp , Anderson, and Berrian ( 1973) discovered
that this syllable latency effect was due not to the input (visual) process
but to the preparation of the articulatory response. They first replicated
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11.1
Table
- andtwo-syllable
.(Datafrom
words
forone
, inmsec
latencies
Pronunciation
.
1976
al
.
1973
,
)
Klapp
- - et
- Picture Simple Utterance
Word Categori
of
Number
zation
naming reaction duration
naming
syllables
.
495
.8
310
.3
619
.6
695
.4
One
syllable 518
494
.5
312
.3
633
.4
697
.8
Twosyllables 532
-1
1.7
14.0
1.8
Difference 14.4
the syllable latency effect by having subjectspronounce visually presented
one- and two -syllable words which contained the samenumber of letters
(e.g., clock and camel) . The word -naming latencies were significantly
different by an averageof 14 milliseconds (seetable 11.1, first column) .
This could not have been due to a difference in word -perception times,
since the difference disappearedin a semantic- categorization experiment
where no articulation of the words was required. In the latter experiment,
half of the subjects had to say Yes when the word was an animal name
(such as camel) and No otherwise; the other half were instructed to say
Yes when the word was an object name (such as clock) and No otherwise.
The Yes responselatencies, given in the secondcolumn of table 11.1, are
Here
virtually identical for the one-syllable and the two syllable words.
'
only the input words differ in the number of syllables; the subjects utter
'
ancesdon t. Klapp et al. did get a syllable latency effect when the stimulus
was a picture (of a clock, a camel, etc.) to be named. The latencies
for this condition are given in the third column of the table. Two -syllable
names took , on the average, 14 msec longer to be initiated than onesyllable names. This is the same latency difference as was found for the
reading of printed words. Similar syllable latency effectshave been found
in the reading of digits . Reading four -syllable numbers (e.g. 27) goeswith
longer voice onset latenciesthan reading three syllable numbers (e.g. 26);
seeKlapp 1974for experimentaldata and further references.
Where do theselatency differencesarise in the preparation of the articulatory response? Do they come into being before the phonetic plan is delivered
to the Articulatory Buffer? Or are they rather articulatory in
nature? That is, do they come about when the phonetic plan for the word
"
"
is retrieved from the Articulatory Buffer and unpacked to be executed?
I will argue that much of the syllable latency effect arises before the delivery
of a word ' s plan to the buffer. But I will subsequentlydiscussevidence
that the size of a phonetic plan (though not necessarilyits number
of syllables) also affects the latency of its retrieval from the buffer. In
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addition , there is a small but consistent number-of -syllables effect in the
unpacking of a retrieved phonetic plan. That evidencecomes from the
work of Sternbergand colleagues.
It should be rememberedthat a speaker can prepare a phonetic plan
without factually initiating the utterance. Waiting for a traffic light , the
"
"
speakercan prepare to say green as soon as the light changes, and can
keep the responsein abeyance. When the light turns green, the reaction
time can be as short as 300 msec. This is, then, the time neededto initiate
the response. Such a responseis called a simple reaction. Is the syllable
latency effect one of phonological encoding, or one of responseinitiation
? In order to test this, Klapp et al. used a simple reaction task. The
word was presentedon the screenfor reading, but the speakerwas told
not to utter the word until a Go signal appeared, 3 secondsafter stimulus
onset. This gave the speakerthe time to program the response, which he
then kept ready in the Articulatory Buffer. When pronunciation latencies
were measuredfrom the Go signal, the numbers in the fourth column of
table 11.1 were obtained. Under thesecircumstancesthere was no difference
in pronunciation latency between one-syllable and two -syllable
words. The syllable effect, therefore, is a real programming or phonological encodingeffect, not an initiation effect.
But what is it that takes more time in the programming of a two syllable word than in that of a one-syllable word? Were the two-syllable
words in the experimentsof Klapp and his colleaguessimply longer than
the one-syllable words, and could this be the reason that their encoding
took more time? It is known from experiments with nonverbal motor
reactions that longer responsesrequire more preparation time. However,
utterance duration cannot explain the syllable latency effect. In a subsequent
study, Klapp and Erwin ( 1976) measuredthe utterance durations
of the one- and two-syllable words of the 1973study. The values are presented
in the final column of table 11.1. There is virtually no difference.
This may seemsurprising in view of the syllable-dependent duration of
utterancesdiscussedin the previous chapter, but subjectsmay have had
the tendency to make individual words about equally long when they
pronounced them in a list -like fashion. That they did the samein the 1973
experimentis likely but cannot be taken for granted.
Assuming that responseduration cannot have been the cause of the
planning difference, Keele ( 1981) suggestedthat the differencestemsfrom
the hierarchical nature of the motor program (i.e., the phonetic plan) . In
particular, the Prosody Generator has to establish the relative timing of
syllables in a multisyllabic word . This might involve a higher pro -
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gramming load for camel than for clock. It appears from studies with
nonverbal responses(e.g. tapping) that the more complex the required
timing relations in a response(e.g. the tapping rhythm) the longer the
responselatencies (Klapp and Wyatt 1976) . On this view, the syllable
latency effect can be attributed to the extra time neededby the Prosody
Generator to compute the durational relations between the syllables of
bisyllabic words.
An alternative and simpler explanation is the one proposed in the previous
chapter: In the phonetic spellout of a phonological word , syllable
programs are addressedone by one, in serial order. Hence, the number of
syllables in a phonological word will determine the duration of phonetic
spellout. If only plans for whole words are delivered to the Articulator ,
monosyllabic words will become available for articulation earlier than
'
multisyllabic ones. There is an interesting deviancefrom Wundt s principle
'
here. The Articulator cannot start working as soon as a word s first
syllable has beenprogrammed; it must await the whole word before it can
'
start executingits first syllable s phonetic program.
Let us now turn to latency studies of articulatory unpacking and execution
. Sternberg, Monsell, Knoll , and Wright ( 1978) asked their subjects
to pronounce lists of words, usually ranging in number from one to
five. The words were visually presentedone after another. Then, after a
4- second delay, a Go signal (an illuminated square) appeared on the
screen, and the subject had to repeat the list as quickly as possible. This
was therefore a simple reaction task. The subject had only to retrieve a
prepared phonetic plan from the Articulatory Buffer and to initiate its
execution, just as in the simple-reaction-task condition of Klapp et al.
( 1973) . A major experimental question was whether the number of items
in the buffer would affect the voice-onset latencies, measuredfrom the Go
signal.
Sternberg et al. used all sorts of lists for instance, weekdays in
normal or random order, digits in ascendingor in random order, and lists
of nouns. In all casesthe result was essentially the same: As the number
of items in the list increased, the voice-onset latency increasedby about
" "
10 msecper additional item. Initiation of pronouncing a one-word list
took about 260 msec; for a two-word list the latency was 270 msec; for a
three-word list it was 280 msec, and so on.
Sternbergand colleaguesinterpreted this result as a retrieval effect. The
Articulatory Buffer, they supposed, is like a pot containing the items,
eachwith an order number. To retrieve item I , the speakerdraws an item
at random and inspectsit to seewhether it is item I . If it is not , he draws
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another item for inspection, and so on until item I turns up . At this moment
the item' s phonetic plan is unpacked, and the commands are issued
to the neuromotor apparatus. All tested items, including the correct one,
are dropped back into the pot, and the search for the next item begins.
On this model, the averagetime to find word I on the list obviously depends
on the number of items in the buffer. When there is only one, it is
retrieved on the first draw ; when there are two , retrieval requires one or
two draws ( 1.5, on average); when there are three it takes an averageof 2
draws; and so on. If a draw takes 20 msec, each additional item on the list
will increasethe mean voice-onset latency by 10msec.
This model makes a further interesting prediction : that retrieving the
seconditem will take just as much time as retrieving the first , becauseall
the items were dropped back into the pot . Retrieving item 2 is just as
complicated as retrieving item I . In particular, it will depend in the same
way on the number of items on the list. Each additional item will add
10 msec to the average retrieval time of item 2. In fact, this will hold
for every item on the list. Therefore, speaking will be slower for a long
list than for a short list. The speaking duration per item will increaseby
10 msec for every additional word on the list. And this is almost exactly
what was found. Sternberg and colleaguesshowed, moreover, that these
increasesof 10 msec, 20 msec, and so on were affecting the final parts of
the words. We will return to this observation shortly .
In one experiment, Sternberg et at. compared the subjects' performances on lists of one-syllable words and lists of two-syllable words.
They matched the words carefully (e.g., bay with baby, rum with rumble,
and cow with coward) . A first finding in this experiment was that , for all
list lengths ( I , 2, 3, and 4), the voice onset for lists of one-syllable words
was about 4.5 msec shorter than that for lists of two-syllable words.
Notice that this differs from the results of Klapp et al. given in column 4
of table 11.1. Their one-word " lists" showed the same simple reaction
times for one- and two-syllable words. This differencehas never beensatisfactorily explained, and I will not add to the conjectures. Sternberget al.
speculatedthat , having retrieved item I from the buffer, the speakerhas
to unpack it further to make its constituent motor commands available
for execution. This unpacking dependson type and size. A two ~syllable
word , for instance, involves more unpacking than a one-syllable word.
And if the list begins with a two-syllable word rather than with a one'
syllable word , unpacking the first syllable s plan will require a few additional
milliseconds. This is becausesomeunpacking of the secondsyllable
is to be done before articulation of the first syllable can be initiated .
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Taken together, the syllable latency effect seemsto have a double origin .
'
Klapp s 14- msecsyllable effect is one of phonological encoding, whereas
'
'
Sternbergs 4.5-mseceffect is one of unpacking. Sternbergs theory of the
Articulatory Buffer says that it becomesloaded with a hierarchically organized
phonetic plan or motor program (see also Gordon and Meyer
1987). The units of this program are the words in the list (or , rather, the
phonological phrases, as will be discussed). Each unit in the buffer consists
of fully specified subprograms for its syllables and their constituent
phones. The retrieval from the Articulatory Buffer involves complete
buffer units- i.e., full phonetic plans for the words (or phrases) in the
list. After retrieval of a unit , its phonetic plan or motor program has to be
unpackedso that all its motor commands becomeayailable for execution.
This takes more time for a more complex unit than for a simple unit ,
more time for a two -syllable word than for a one-syllable word , and
perhaps- at the next level more time for a word beginning with a consonant
one
cluster than for
beginning with a singleconsonant.
An untenable alternative view would be that the Articulatory Buffer
contains word -level addresses (equivalent to our lemma addresses) but no
'
further phonetic plan. Upon retrieving a unit , the word s addresswould
be opened (roughly equivalent to our spellout procedures), making its
articulatory plan available. On this view the buffer would not be an articu
latory one. In order to reject this theory, Sternberg, Monsell, Knoll , and
Wright ( 1980) compared utterance latencies and durations for lists of
words and lists of nonwords. If the units in the buffer are nonwords
whosearticulatory programs are still to be constructed after retrieval (instead
of being spelled out from store), one would expect a relatively long
voice-onset latency for the uttering of the first item and a relatively long
duration for the uttering of the list as a whole. The lists of nonwords were
phonotactically carefully matched to the lists of words. The experimental
procedure was in critical respectsthe sameas in the earlier study. The results
for onset latenciesand utterance durations turned out to be almost
indistinguishable for word lists and nonword lists. Sternberg et ale concluded
that in both casesthe buffer contained fully assembledprograms
for all units in the list , whether words or nonwords. Hence, it is a genuine
articulatory buffer.
According to Sternberg et al., the stagesof programming (i.e., phono
logical encoding) , retrieval from the buffer, and unpacking are, finally ,
followed by a commandand execution stage. Here the motor commands
are issuedto the neuromotor machinery, and the responseis executed. A
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tional item.
Are these multiples of 10 milliseconds in extra retrieval time indeed
projected on pausesbetweenwords? They are not. What speakersdo is
"
"
expand the final part of the previous word ; they cover up the retrieval
time by lengthening the execution of the utterance. Sternberg et al. carefully analyzedwhat happenedto lists of two-syllable words. It turned out
'
that the retrieval times were almost completely absorbed by the words
secondsyllables. The secondsyllable of the word copperwas longer when
the word appearedin the middle of a five-word list than when it occurred
in the middle of a three-word list , but the first syllable was just about
equally long in the two cases. The obvious interpretation is that the retrieva
processtakes place just before the next word is uttered, and that
fluency of speechis achievedby stretching the final part of the previous
word. This supports Selkirk ' s ( 1984a) notion that silent beatscan be realized
as much by syllable drawl as by pausing.
It was mentioned above that phonological phrasesrather than words
are the motor units in the Articulatory Buffer. Sternberg called them
stressgroups. This idea, which arosein the 1978study by Sternberget al.,
was basedon somefurther experimental results. In one experiment Sternberg et al. interpolated function words betweenthe nouns of a list. The
list bay-rum-cow, for instance, would be presentedas bay and rum or cow.
Would this " count" as a five-item list , or as a three-item list? Analysis of
the data showed that it behaved like a three-item list. Since there were
three stressedwords in each of the lists, the conjecture was made that the
motor planning units in the Articulatory Buffer are, in fact, " stress
"
groups. A stressgroup here is nothing but a small phonological phrase
containing just one stressedelement, for instance and rUm. The conjecture
is, therefore, fully consonant with the notion , developed in chapter
10 above, that phonological phrasesare important units of phonological
encoding. It is likely that the buffer is successivelyfilled with phonological words, but that larger phonological phraseunits are formed when the
buffer is heavily loaded.
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Table11.2
motorcontrol.
in speech
Phases
dieprogram
I
:
Stage Assembling
This is the stageof phonologicalencoding
, with a phoneticplan as output (see
motor program, deliveredphonoa
detailed
is
8
10
.
The
)
phonetic
plan
chapters
When
the
task requires
, phoneticplanscan
logicalword by phonologicalword.
bestoredin theArticulatoryBuffer. Thepreferredunitsof storagearephonolog.
icalphrases
Stage2: Retrievingtile motorprograms
Whenthe speakerdecidesto start a preparedutterance
, its motor units (i.e., the
) are retrievedfrom the Articulatory
phoneticplansfor the phonologicalphrases
Buffer. The time neededto retrieveeachunit dependson the total numberof
units in the buffer.
Stage3: Unpacki Dgthe subprograms
Once retrieved, the phonetic plan for a phonological phrase has to be unpacked,
making available the whole hierarchy of motor commands. The more complex a

Stage 4: Executing the motor commands
At this stage the motor commands are issued to the neuromotor circuits and executed
by the musculature . Syllables can be drawled to absorb retrieval latencies .

The picture emergingfrom thesestudiesis summarizedin table 11.2.
To what extent is this picture valid for spontaneousspeech? Of course,
peopledo reproducelists now and then in everydaylife (for instance, telephone
numbers) . It should, in addition , be noted that in the experiments
the lists were uttered as prosodic wholes- as intonational phraseswith
normal declination and boundary tones (Sternberg, Wright , Knoll , and
Monsell 1980). There can, moreover, be no doubt that stages I and
4- phonological planning and execution- are always part of normal
speech. The question is, rather, how much buffering and unpacking has
to be done in normal fluent speech.
Clearly, a speakercan start uttering a phonological phrasebefore all its
details have been programmed. This is apparent from casesof prelexical
hesitation. A speaker may have to stop in the midst of a phonological
phrase that has begun with quite normal prosody, as in I saw him in . . .
eh, in . . . eh, in Va//auris. Here the full program for the place name was,
clearly, not yet assembled, let alone buffered, when it was neededfor execution
. Still , the preposition of the phonological phrase (in) was uttered
normally . Execution can follow phonological encoding at a very short
distance, a distancesmaller than a full phonological phrase. This distance
is probably the size of a phonological word (the smallest " chunk" delivered
by the Phonological Encoder), and buffering will be minimal or
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absent. On the other hand, grammatical and phonological encoding may
occasionally go through a speedy phase, so that a greater amount of
ready-made program becomesavailable than can be executedat a nonnal
speaking rate. Articulatory buffering is an important facility under such
circumstances.
11.2 The Vocal Organs and the Origitm of SpeechSounds

The execution of a phonetic plan involves the coordinated useof a highly
complex musculature. Figure 11.1 depicts the structures involved in
speech production . The discussion below will follow the figure' s partitionin
into respiratory, laryngeal, and supralaryngealstructures.

11.2.1 The Respiratory System
In normal breathing, the lungs contain some 3 liters of air. We inhale and
exhale about half a liter at a time. In speech, far more air can be exhaled
at a time; 3.5 liters is not abnormal. This, of course, requiresdeeper
inhalation . The inhalation during speech is quick; taking up no more
than 15 percent of the breathing cycle (versus 40 percent in normal
breathing) . In speech, most of the respiratory cycle is spent on exhalation
, which can easily take 10 or 15 seconds(versus 3 secondsin normal
breathing) .
Inhalation and exhalation are control led by various muscles in the
thorax and the abdomen. When the inspiratory muscles contract , the
cavity enclosedby the ribs increasesin volume, and the resulting pressure
gradient causesair to flow into the lungs. During normal breathing, exhalatio
is mainly brought about by relaxing the inspiratory muscles. The
elastic shrinking back of the thorax is enough to create the slight overpressu
necessaryfor expiration . In speech, however, the inspiratory
muscleskeep being innervated during the initial phaseof exhalation, holding
back the air , so to say. Then they suddenly relax, and the expiratory
musclesof the thorax take over to compressthe volume even more. Still
later during the exhalation or speakingphasethe abdominal musclesmay
start contracting. As a result, the diaphragm is pushed upward into the
thoracial cavity , decreasingits volume even more. This complex interplay
of muscular activity during exhalation causesa rather constant air pressure
during speechproduction . Still , there is a slightly decreasingslope in
this pressure. It is the main causeof pitch declination in the course of an
utterance(seesubsection10.3.1) .
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Figure 11.1
The respiratory, laryngeal, and supralaryn~eal structures involved in speech
production .
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11.2.2 The Laryngeal System
The larynx is responsible for phonation in speech, not only for nonnal
voicing but also for whispering and for other lesscommon registers(such
as a man' s falsetto) . Figure 11.2a presentsa posterior view of the larynx .
It sits on top of the trachea, a tube connecting it to the lungs. The larynx
as a whole can be moved up and down and forward and backward by
various extrinsic muscles attached to the mandible, the skull , and the
thorax. These movements can easily be traced by touching the Adam ' s
apple, the protruding part of the thyroid cartilage; they are especially
pronounced during swallowing. At the top of the larynx is the epiglottis,
which can cover the larynx ' s exit. This is done at moments of swallowing,
when food is transported from the mouth to the esophagus and the
stomach. At these moments two other laryngeal closures are made as
well: The glottis is shut by the vocal folds, and the false vocal cords
(slightly above the glottis) are moved together so as to make a finn
closure. During speechand nonnal breathing, the false vocal cords are
wide apart .
The centerpieceof the larynx is the structure around the vocalfolds
also
called vocal cords) . Figure 11.2b gives a sagittal view of this part .
(
The glottis is the area betweenthe vocal folds. It can be openedor closed.
The vocal folds, each about centimeterslong, can be pulled apart at the
posterior side to make an angular opening. They cannot move at the anterior
side, where they are both attached to the thyroid cartilage (directly
behind the Adam ' s apple) . But they can be drawn apart at the posterior
side, becauseeach is attached to an arytenoid cartilage and thesetwo cartilage
can be abducted or adducted by setsof musclesattached to them
the
(
posterior and lateral cricoarytenoid muscles, respectively) . The vocal
folds themselvesare also largely muscle tissue, except for where they
touch (and maximally vibrate); these parts of the folds are ligaments.
There are two kinds of musclesin the folds: (i ) The longitudinal thyromuscularis shortens the fold when it contracts; the arytenoid cartilage, to
which it is attached, is accordingly displaced in the forward direction.
The antagonist muscles, which pull the cartilages back into place, are the
crycothyroidmuscles. Their contraction causesthe folds to becomelonger
and more tensed. (ii ) The vocalis is attached to the ligament tissue, and
can influencethe curvature of the ligament.
Voicing occurs when the folds are pulled together while air pressureis
built up by the respiratory system. When the pressureis sufficiently high,
the folds burst apart and releasea puff of air. This , in turn , causesa temporal
reduction in subglottal air pressure, which makes the glottis close
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thyroid cartilage

arytenoid cartilage

cartilage

Figure 11.2
( a) A posterior view of the larynx . ( b ) A superior view of the vocal folds and the
cartilages they are attached to . (After Calvert 1980.)
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Figure11.3
of air flow in a singleglottal puff. (After Denesand
anddecrease
(a) Increase
Pinson1963.) (b) Spectralanalysisfor a 200-Hz glottal puff pattern.

"
again. The cycle repeats itself rhythmically (this is called the Bernoulli
effect" ), and the glottis releasesa periodic sequenceof puffs of air . The
'
averagefrequency of thesepuffs is about 200 Hz in a woman s voice and
'
110Hz in a man s. The actual frequency at anyone moment is called the
'
speechsound sfundamentalfrequency, or Fo.
During one puff , the outflow of air first increasesalmost linearly, then
decreasesagain the sameway. Figure 11.3a showsthis pattern for a single
puff . If one could listen to regular repetitions of this pattern alone, it
would resemblethe sharp sound of an oboe reed, not the smooth sound
of a tuning fork . The latter sound is created when the air displacementis
sinusoidal. Physically speaking, the sawtooth pattern of figure 11.3a
when continuously repeated, can be constructed as the sum of a set of
sinusoidal components: The samesound would be produced by a battery
of tuning forks of the following sort: a big tuning fork vibrating at frequenc
Fo (say, 200 Hz ); a somewhat smaller tuning fork , precisely an
octave higher (i.e., vibrating at 400 Hz ); a still smaller fork , vibrating a
fifth higher (i.e., at 600 Hz ); and even smaller forks at 800 Hz , 1,000 Hz ,
1,200 Hz , and so on. (One can ignore the very small forks vibrating at
frequenciesof more than 5,000 or 6,000 Hz.)
Figure 11.3b presentsthe sound intensity in decibelsproduced by each
tuning fork , one bar for each fork . The intensity is high for the 200-Hz
fork , and it decreasesfor the higher-frequency forks. Since the regular
string of glottal puffs is precisely imitated by this battery of tuning forks ,
figure 11.3b can be seenas the spectral analysisof the sawtooth vibration
pattern consisting of puffs such as in figure 11.3a. In other words, it is the
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spectral analysis of a 200-Hz vibration produced by the glottis . The
sound consistsof a pure (sinusoidal) 200-Hz tone plus decreasingamounts
of each of its overtones (400, 600, and 800 Hz , etc.) . These higher components
give the sound its sharp timbre. The fundamental frequency
component (200 Hz in the present example) is also called the first harmonic
; the first overtone (400 Hz ) is the second harmonic, and so on. In
figure 11.3b the intensity for each harmonic is presentedby a vertical bar.
The undulating line connecting the bars is called the spectral envelope.
When the glottis vibrates at a different frequency than 200 Hz , the
spectralenvelopeis by and large the same; only the spacingof bars varies.
The spectral envelope is a useful characterization of the timbre of aperiodic
speechsound, irrespectiveof its pitch .
The pitch contours of speechare realized by varying F o. The vibration
frequency of the vocal folds can vary over a range of about two octaves
'
(professional singerscan do much better), but it usually doesn t surpass
one octave in normal speech. This frequency is a complex function of various
factors. F 0 covaries with subglottal pressure. This is, as we have
seen, a main causeof pitch declination in speech. F 0 is also- and more
substantially- affected by the length and the tension of the vocal cords.
Thesetwo factors have opposite effects: lengthening decreasesF0, tensing
increasesFo. When the crycothyroid muscles stretch the folds, there is
both lengthening and tensing, but the tensing effect overrides the lengthening
effect, just as when one stretches an elastic band. As a consequence
,
there is an increasein the fundamental frequency. The small musclescontrolling the tension of the folds can adjust far more rapidly than the big
inspiratory and expiratory muscles. Thus, the fine, speedy pitch movements
in speechdependmainly on laryngeal muscles.
The loudnessof speechis determined largely by the intensity of vocalfold vibration . This intensity depends, in part, on subglottal pressure.
The higher the pressure, the faster the flow of air and the louder the
speechsound. The intensity of vibration also depends, to a substantial
degree, on the size of the glottal opening. It is not strictly necessaryfor
the glottis to be totally closed at the moments betweenthe air puffs. The
Bernouilli effect will also arise when there is a slight V -shaped opening
betweenthe folds. As a consequence
, some air will escapewithout transmitting
its energy to the folds, and the vibration is weakened. The difference
in energy expenditure between loud and soft speech, measured in
volumesof air displacedper unit time, is probably quite small.
In whispering, the glottis is opened so much that no periodic vibration
of the folds occurs any more, but it is still so narrow that a hissing noise
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Figure11.4
.)
Thevocaltract. (AfterCalvert1980
results when the air passesthrough it . When speechis articulated this
"
"
way, the voiced parts of speechare replacedby hissed parts.
11.2.3 The Vocal Tract
The supralaryngeal system, or vocal tract , consists of the structures
between the epiglottis and the lips and nose. Figure I 1.4 depicts these
structures.
The vocal tract consists of three main cavities: the pharynx or throat,
the oral cavity, and the nasal cavity. The pharynx and the oral cavity are
flexible in shape; the nasal cavity is a rather fixed structure. The size and
shape of these three cavities determine the resonanceproperties of the
vocal tract. The place and manner of constricting the outflowing air
streamdeterminethe proper articulation of speechsegments.
Resonation
Each of the three cavities can resonatewith the buzzing sound produced
by the vocal folds. Consider the nasal cavity . It participates in shaping
the timbre of a speechsound when there is an open connection with the
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Spectralenvelopefor thenasalsound[m] .
pharynx . This occurs when the velumor soft palate, a very flexible organ,
is moved forward to open the nasopharyngealport . This is its nonnal position
in breathing. A speechsound produced with this port open has a
characteristic nasal timbre. It is an articulatory feature of the consonants
in
[m] , [n] , and [q] , and of nasalizedvowels such as that in chanceor that
French en.
This special timbre arises becausethe nasal cavity affects the energy
spectrum of the sound produced by the vocal folds. The spectrum of the
buzzing sound produced in the glottis was given in figure 11.3b. There
is a string of decreasing intensity peaks, extending from F0 to about
5,000 Hz. The nasal cavity will dampen or attenuate the energy in the
high-frequency rangesand will amplify the energy in the very low range
(around 200 Hz). The resulting spectral envelope is like the one given in
figure 11.5, which is an analysisof the sound [m] .
The nasal cavity is never the only resonator involved in shaping a
'
speechsound s timbre. The pharynx, which is the mediating structure between
the larynx and the nasal cavity , is necessarilyinvolved in the production
of all nasal and all non-nasal sounds. The shapeof the pharynx
or throat is not fixed. It can, first of all , constrict itself. This happens
the
especiallyduring the peristaltic movement that transports food from
mouth to the esophagus. It can, second, be raised and widened by a special
set of levator muscles. And , third , its shapechangesdependingon the
position of the soft palate. Each shape of the pharynx will have its own
effecton the timbre of a speechsound.
The resonating properties of the mouth depend on the positions of the
mandible, the tongue, the lips, and the velum. All of these are independently
movable. The mandiblecan be moved up and down , forward and
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backward, and sideways. It is mainly the up-and-down movement that is
relevant to speech; it can drastically decreaseor increasethe volume of
the oral cavity . When the volume is small, the higher frequencies are
amplified; when it is large, the lower frequenciesare more prominent .
The tongue, probably the most essential organ in the articulation of
speech, is a highly flexible instrument. Phylogenetically, its role is to displace
food within the mouth , especiallyduring mastication, and to transport
liquid and chunks of food to the pharynx . It is also the seat of an
important sensory function : taste. The tongue is moved by, and largely
consistsof , extrinsic and intrinsic muscles. The extrinsic musclesattach to
bones of the skull and the larynx . A large part of the tongue' s body is
formed by the genioglossus
, an extrinsic muscle extending from the frontal
cavity in the mandible to the back, the middle, and the front of the
tongue. It can strongly affect the shapeof the oral cavity by retracting or
protruding the tongue, and by depressingor lifting it . The intrinsic muscles
, which run both longitudinally and laterally through the tongue' s
body, can affect its finer shape in numerous ways: They can make the
tongue longer and narrower, they can widen and flatten the tongue, they
can move the tip up or down, and they can make the upper surface concave
or convex. All thesemovementsare relevant for resonation and for
the articulation of consonants.
The lips can affect the timbre of speechmost markedly by spreading(as
in pit ) and by rounding (as in put) . The rounding of the lips, and their
protruding , is effected by a circular intrinsic muscle around the mouth
opening, the orbicularis oris. Other musclescan move the lips in and out ,
and draw the comers of the mouth up or down. The musclesof the lips
and other facial musclesplay an important role in the facial expression
during speech communication. These expressions can provide visual
backchannel signalsto the interlocutor (seesubsection2.1.2) .
The velum is the only movable part of the mouth ' s palate. The palate
consists of the teeth ridge or alveolus, the hard palate, which forms the
roof of the oral cavity , and the soft palate or velum. The velum' s main
function in speech, we saw, is to open and close the nasal cavity . In doing
so, it also affectsthe shapeof the mouth.
The shapesof the three vocal-tract cavities- in particular , the mouth
- determine the characteristic timbres of a language's vowels. The main
oral contributors to a vowel' s timbre are the positions of the tongue and
the lips. As far as the lips are concerned, it is especially their rounding
'
(and their slight protruding ) that matters. The tongue s contribution to
the sound quality of vowels dependslargely on the activity of the extrin -
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sic musclesthat regulatethe position of the body of the tongue, which can
vary betweenhigh (close to the palate) and low and betweenthe front and
the back of the mouth. These positions, and the English vowels that go
with them, are diagrammed in figure 11.6.
The vowels in figure 11.6 differ systematically in their spectral properties
. The spectral envelopesof the four vowels [e], [A] , [i] , and [re] are
given in figure 11.7. Figure II .7a gives the spectrum for [e] . It can be seen
from this figure that the vocal tract resonatesespeciallywith frequencies
in the rangesof 500, 1,700, and 2,400 Hz. Thesepeaksin the spectrum are
called the first , second, and third formants , or F l ' F 2, and F 3. ( Remember
that the vibration frequency of the vocal folds was called Fo.) As Stevens
( 1983) has pointed out , F 1 and F 2 are typically quite far apart for a front
vowel such as [e] . In order to appreciatethis, compare the spectrum for [e]
with that for the back vowel [A], given in figure II .7b. Here F 1 and F 2 are
quite close together. In other words, front vowels typically show a concentration
of resonancein the high frequency range, whereasback vowels
havetheir energyconcentratedin the low frequency range.
High and low vowels also differ systematically in their spectralen velopes. Figures II .7c and II .7d give the spectra for the high vowel [i]
and the low vowel [re], respectively. Both are front vowels, with the characteristic
spreading of F1 and F2. Their crucial difference, according to
Stevens( 1983), is in the position of Fl . High vowels such as [i] have their
first formant in the very low frequency range, whereasthe frequenciesof
the first formants of low vowels such as [re] are substantially higher.
These static pictures of vowel spectra should not give the illusion that
vowels do not change their spectral properties during articulation . In
fluent speechthe characteristic spectrum of a vowel arisesonly for a short
moment, if at all. The degree to which the vocal tract approaches the
ideal configuration for a particular vowel depends on the context in
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which the vowel appears, and on the rate of speech. There are, moreover,
vowels that are characterized by a changing spectrum. They are called
diphthongs. The English diphthongs are [al] as in night, [:>1] as in toy, [el] as
in sake, [au] as in [owl ] , and [ou] as in phone. The pronunciation of a
diphthong involves gliding the body of the tongue from one position to
another.
Not only vowels, but also consonants reflect in their sound quality the
configuration of shapesin the vocal tract. This is especially apparent in
voiced consonants that involve periodic vibration of the vocal chords.
Examplesare [ b], [d], [ g], [v], and [z], as well as the nasal consonants [m],
[n], and [1\] . But unvoiced consonants, such as [ P], [t], [k], [f ], and [s], also
have their own characteristic frequency spectra, which can change rather
drastically in the course of their articulation (Schouten and Pols 1979) .
Every speechsound has a slowly or rapidly changing timbre , which depends
on the changing shape (and hence the changing resonanceproperties
of
) the vocal tract.
Articulation
The vocal tract can be constricted at different placesand indifferentman ners (see subsection 8.1.5) . The most visible place of constriction is the
lips; [ P], [ b], [m] , and English [w] are producedwith a bilabial constriction.
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When the rnain constriction of the vocal tract is rnadesornewhere
alongthe hard palate, the speechsoundis palatal; m and [3] arecasesin
, the rnainconstrictionborderson the
point. For sornepalatalconsonants
alveolarridge; thesespeechsoundsarecalledpalato-alveolar, and arnong
thern are [tfl and [d3]. All speechsoundsin which the tonguebladeis
usedin the rnajorconstriction, rangingfrorn dentalto palatal, arecalled
coronal.
Velarshavethevelurnasthe placewherethernainconstrictionis rnade.
The threevelarspeechsoundsin Englishare [k], [g], and [q] (but [w] also
often involvesa secondaryor evena rnain constrictionat this placeof
articulation).
There are languagesthat involve the uvula, the fleshy clapper-like
. This is, for instance
,
appendixof the soft palate, in certainconsonants
This
x
.
Hebrew
and
Dutch
r
for
the casefor French[ ] and
,
,
[ ]
Spanish
, calleduvular. The deepestplace
placeof articulationis, correspondingly
of articulationis the glottis. The rnainconstrictionfor [h] is just there; it
is a glottal speechsound. All speechsoundswith a rnainconstrictionbehind
thealveolarridgearecalledposterior(asopposedto anterior).
Eachplaceof articulationcango with differentmannersof articulation.
Onernanneris to createa rnornentarybut cornpleteclosureof the vocal
tract at the placeof articulation. The built-up air pressureis subsequently
released
, which createsa plosiveeffect. Speechsoundsof this kind are
calledplosivesor stops. Exarnplesare English[b] and [p], [d] and [t], [d3]
and [tn, and [g] and [k], whichcornein pairs, eachconsistingof a voiced
. The distinctionbetweenvoicedandunvoiced
and an unvoicedconsonant
is, therefore, also consideredto be a rnanneraspectof articulation. In
their turn, voicedstopscan havethe additionalrnannerof beingnasalized. TheEnglishnasalstopsare, wesaw, [rn], [n], and[q] .
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Another manner feature involves rounding of the lips, as in the abovemen
put, where the vowel [v ] is roundedas opposed to the [I] in pit .
w
English [ ] is also rounded.
When there is no complete closure but rather a constriction so narrow
that audible air turbulence is created, the manner of articulation is called
fricative , strident, or spirant. The English fricatives also come in pairs of
voiced and unvoiced consonants. They are [v] and [f] , [0] and [9], [z] and
[s], 3] and m , and [Ii] and [ h] . The latter two are allophones; the voiced [Ii]
appears in intervocalic position, as in the word Ohio. The stop consona
[d3] and [tJ] behavelike fricatives after the moment when the air
is released. In that sensethey are hybrids of stops and fricatives; some
phoneticians call them affricatives. Stops, fricatives, and affricatives are
three varietiesof obstruents.
When the constriction is still less narrow , so that no audible spiration
results, very rapid changesof resonance(which resemblediphthongs) can
be created. This is the semi- vowel manner of articulation . English [j ], as
in yet, and [w], as in wet, are semi-vowels, and so is [r] in many English
dialects. A very special caseis [I], whose manner of articulation is called
lateral. It involves a temporary central alveolar constriction , with the air
passingby laterally .
This section has reviewed the major vocal organs involved in the producti
of speech. More details can be found in Calvert 1980. The central
issue for a theory of articulation is, of course, how a speaker's phonetic
plan becomes realized as a coordinated motor activity . If the plan is
roughly as suggestedin the previous chapter, how are the respiratory,
laryngeal, and supralaryngeal muscle systemsset to bring about the intende
articulatory pattern? The phonetic plan is a motor program at a
still abstract level. The string of syllable gestures is parametrized for
rhythmic and prosodic variables, for variables of rate and force, and for
the precision of articulation to be attained. But in order for this motor
program to run , its articulatory features must be realized by the musculat
of the three main structures reviewed in this section. The same
feature can often be realized in different but equivalent ways. There is a
flexibility in motoneural execution that makes it possible to realize a
particular articulatory feature in spite of varying boundary conditions.
This context dependencyof the motor execution of speechhas puzzled
phoneticians greatly. The next section will review some of the theories
that have been proposed to account for this flexibility in the motor control
of speech.
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11.3 Motor Controlof Speech
The speaker's phonetic or articulatory plan, as it eventually emergesfrom
'
phonological encoding, is strongly basedon syllables. A syllable s phones
are articulatory gestureswhose execution dependsheavily on their position
in the syllable and on the other phones with which they are more or
co
less articulated. If indeed, as I will argue, the syllable is a unit of motor
execution in speech, how much articulatory detail is specified in the
phonetic plan? A complete theory of motor control will , in final analysis,
have to account for the fine detail of neuromuscular activity in speech.
There has been a strong tendency in the literature to include all or most
of this detail in the articulatory or phonetic plan (also referred to as
"
" motor
program ), which then would prescribe the full detail of individual
musclecontractions.
More recent developments in motor -control theory, however, have
made this view less attractive. Studies of handwriting (van Galen and
Teulings 1983; Thomassen and Teulings 1985; Kao , van Galen, and
Hoosain 1986) have shown that there are astonishing invariants in the
execution of a program under different modes of execution. One wellknown
example is the constancy in letter shape and writing speed between
writing on paper and writing on a blackboard. At the level of
individual muscle activity , the neuromotor patterns for thesetwo modes
of writing are totally different. But even ignoring such dramatic differences
, it is a generalproperty of motor execution that it is highly adaptive
to context. Handwriting immediately adapts to the resistance of the
paper, just as gait adapts to the resistanceof the walking surface. In the
sameway, the execution of speechmotor commands adapts to peripheral
context- for instance, a pipe in the mouth.
It is, therefore, attractive to assumethat the commands in the articula tory plan involve only the context-free or invariant aspectsof motor execution
, and that the context-dependent neuromuscular implementation
the
of
program is left to a highly self-regulating neuromotor execution
system. This systemtranslatesthe program codesinto appropriate neuromuscular
activity (GallisteI1980) . Without such context dependenttranslation
, one must assumethat a different motor program is prepared for
eachcontext of execution. Sincecontexts of motor execution can vary infinitely
, this would involve an immensedrain on information processing
this
division
resourcesin the planning of motor activity . In the following ,
of labor betweenprogramming and executionwill be accepted. But there is
a danger in this approach: The neuromuscularexecution systemis easily
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made adeus ex machina that will take care of everything the theorist
cannot explain. Shifting the account for a motor system's adaptability
to a self-regulating executive system creates the obligation to causally
explain theseself-regulations. However, this distinction does excludeseveral
theories of the nature of speechmotor commands- in particular, the
following two.

11.3.1 Location Programming
The theory of location programming assumesthat the program consistsof
a sequenceof target locations for the articulatory musculature. Each
phone involves such a set of target positions. The theory is attractively
'
simple. It is known that a muscles target length can be encoded in the
muscle spindle. The alpha/gamma loop, which is a peripheral reflex arc,
will then automatically realize this target length, irrespective of the starting
length of the muscle(seefigure 11.8 for more detail) .
To realize a phonetic segment, severalmuscleswill be set for aparticular
target length. As soon as all the target positions for that phone have
been reached, the next set of locations will be commanded, and so on till
the end of an utterance' s program . The program specifiesa sequenceof
targets, but they are not explicitly timed; there is no intrinsic timing in the
plan. The duration of moving from one phonetic target to the next depend
only on the mechanicalproperties of the musculature involved, i.e.,
on executive factors beyond the phonetic plan. This is called extrinsic
timing.
I argued for intrinsic timing in chapters 8 and 10. At various stagesof
phonological encoding, durational parameters are set that reflect the
utterance' s composition in prosodic units (such as phonological words
and phrases, intonational phrases, and turns). Theseparametersare eventually
transmitted to the phonetic spellout procedures and implemented
in syllable programs. As a result, the phonetic plans for successivesyllables
are intrinsically timed. How this timing is realized will depend on
the internal composition of the syllable. A syllable containing many consonan
(such as scratch) will always be longer than one with few (such as
at). Such syllable-specificdurational properties are part of the stored syllable
program. But they will be modified by the higher-level rhythmic
parameters. Kohler ( 1986) provides an explicit model for this two-level
intrinsic syllable timing . Though the location-programming theory gives
a natural account of syllable-specific differencesin duration (e.g., scratch
takes more time than at becausethere is a longer sequenceof target posi-
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Figure 11.8
'
The alpha/gamma loop in muscle- tone control . A skeletalmuscle s main fibers,
the extra/ usalor twitchfibers , are innervated by alpha motoneurons originating
in the spine. Interspersedbetweenthe twitch fibers are so-called intra/ usal fibers,
whosecontraction is control led by gamma-motoneurons, which also originate in
the spine. Wrapped around intrafusal fibers are musclespindles. Theseafferent
neuronsfire when the intrafusal fibers are more contracted than their neighboring
extrafusal fibers. This " differenceinformation " is returned to the alpha
motoneurons in the spine. It causesthem to sendimpulsesto the extrafusal
fibers, which contract asa result. This causesa decreaseof spindleactivity ,
becausea better match is obtained betweenthe stretching of extrafusal and
intrafusal fibers. The equilibrium point is reachedwhen this match is complete.
'
The alpha/gamma loop allows for fine control of the muscles target length.
The gamma systemcan, by contracting its low massintrafusal fibers, quickly
'
" dictate" a
target length to the muscleas a whole. The muscle s twitch fibers
their
the
will
the
muscle
the real massof
, through
alpha/gamma loop , adapt
length to the presetintrafusal fiber lengths. Measurementsshow that the innervation
of a muscle' s alpha and gamma neurons is about simultaneous. But the lightweight
intrafusal musclesystem, which is never loaded, reachesits target length
relatively quickly . The extrafusal main body of the muscleadapts more slowly.
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tions to be realized ), it provides no possibility of implementing the
higher - level rhythmic parameters .
The theory can , however , explain an aspect of coarticulation . The
spatio - temporal route through which the articulators move in order to
'
reach , say, a vowel s target position in a CVC syllable will depend on the
previously reached target position : that of the syllable - initial consonant .
'
Similarly , the route out of the vowel s target configuration will depend on
the character of the syllable ' s coda . So , the vowel gesture [a] will be
different in car and father because it starts and ends differently in these
environments .
The theory fails to account for other aspects of context - dependent
motor execution . It can , in particular , not deal with compensatory movements
in speech articulation . If a speaker says aha , he moves both his jaw
and his lips to realize the closure of [b] . The location - programming
theory explains this by specifying the phone [b] as a set of target lengths
for the musculature controlling the positions of the mandible and the lips .
But it cannot explain the following : If the jaw is fixed in the open position
(phoneticians do such cruel things ), the lips will still get closed when the
speaker is pronouncing aha. The speaker compensates for the jaw movement
by making a more extensive closing movement with the lips . In
other words , a different target position is set for the lips . Nothing in
the theory predicts this . We will shortly return to this compensatory
behavior , which has been a major argument for developing the notion of
context -dependent motor execution .
Nobody entertained the location - programming theory in this idealized
form . MacNeilage ( 1970) came closest , but in later papers (MacNeilage
and Ladefog .ed 1976; MacNeilage 1980) he rejected it .

11.3.2 Mass- SpringTheory
A close relative of the location-programming theory is the mass-spring
theory, which was developed to explain the control of limb movements
'
(Fel dman 1966a,b) . An experimental test of this theory for pointing gestures
, the results of which were essentiallynegative, is reported in Levelt,
Richardson, and La Heij 1985. Lindblom used the theory to explain
motor control in speechas early as 1963, and it was later used by Fowler
and Turvey ( 1980) and by Fowler, Rubin , Remez, and Turvey ( 1980) .
In its simplest form , the theory treats the agonist and the antagonist of
a limb as stretchable springs that " want" to reach their normal resting
position (the zeroposition) . The limb will rotate around the joint , and will
eventually reach a steady-state position which is determined by the equi-
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librium of torques resulting from the pull of the agonist and the antagonist
'
, as well as by gravity . In order for a limb s target location to be
programmed, the zero positions of the agonist and the antagonist have
'
to be tuned. This is done by setting a muscle s target length by meansof
the above-mentioned spindle system. Each muscle will then strive for its
target length, until an equilibrium is reached between the pulls of the
'
different musclescontrolling the limb s movement. Normally , none of the
'
muscle target lengths will have been reached in the limb s steady state.
Here the mass-spring theory differs from the location-programming
"
"
theory, according to which the muscles do reach their tuned target
positions.
An advantageof the mass-spring theory is that there is not a single tuning
to reach a particular steady state; rather, there is an equivalenceclass.
The samesteady-state position can be reachedby tuning the agonist and
the antagonist to become very short as can be reached by setting them
both for somemedium length. The musclesare more tensedin the former
'
casethan in the latter , and the limb s target position is, correspondingly,
reachedmore quickly in the former casethan in the latter . This is the way
in which movement timing can be control led in the mass-spring model.
Like the location -programming theory, the mass-spring theory in its
simple form fails in that it cannot handle compensatory adjustment to
'
'
context. When one speakswith a pipe in one s mouth , the tongue s target
positions for various vowels are different than when the pipe is not there.
When an adult speaker is given a biteblock between his teeth, he immediately
"
producesquite acceptablevowels. This can only be done when
the vowels are articulated with substantial deviations from their normal
target positions (Lindblom , Lubker , and Gay 1979; Gay and Turvey
1979; Fowler and Turvey 1980) . The articulation of consonants also
adapts to such hampering circumstances( Folkins and Abbs 1975; Kelso,
Tuller , and Harris 1983; Kelso, Saltzman, and Tuller 1986).
Similarly, the laryngeal system adapts immediately when the speaker
looks up or down , or tilts his head, or turns it sideways. And the respiratory
systemis equally adaptive; it has to function quite differently in contexts
of standing, sitting , and lying down. The mass-spring model does
'
'
not predict compensationwhen a limb s (or an articulator s) movement is
mechanically interfered with ; the interfering force is simply added to the
set of forces between which an equilibrium is established. The eventual
rest or steady-state position will , as a result, be different from the case
where there is unhampered movement (Levelt et al. 1985), but there will
be no adequatecompensation for this difference. In particular , no other
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articulator will " take over," as the lips do when compensatingfor an im mobilized jaw in the articulation of [ b).
There are still other problems with theories that involve the programming
of target lengths for musclesor target rest positions for articulators.
One is that most phonescannot be characterizedby just a target position;
they are gesturesin time. Diphthongs are diphthongs by virtue of agliding
'
changeof the vocal tract s configuration . The place of articulation of
consonantsmay seemto be a definable target position , but the manner of
articulation requires particular temporal characteristics of the way that
target position is approached or left. This is not controllable by location
programming. The mass-spring theory at least allows for control of the
speedat which the rest position is reached. But full control of the trajectory
of movement also requires more than the simple mass-spring account
(Saltzmanand Kelso 1987) .
An additional problem for a mass-spring account of articulation (which
may be solvable) is to work out the equations for soft tissue such as the
tongue. The theory was initially developedto account for the rotation of
limbs around joints , but many of the speecharticulators have peculiar
damping and stiffnessproperties that are hard to model. Both Lindblom
( 1963) and Fowler et al. ( 1980) have considered these problems. Their
solutions are quite different, however, as we will see.
In spite of the various problems of the mass-spring model (inparticular
, its failure to account for compensation), elementsof this model will
turn up again as part of another conception of motor control : the theory
of coordinative structures. Before we lurn to that theory, however, three
other theoriesof articulatory motor control will be reviewed.
11.3.3 Auditory Distinctive-FeatureTargets
If the motor command codes are more abstract than target positions of
articulators , what is their nature? It has been suggestedthat their nature
is auditory or acoustic(Nolan 1982; Stevens1983; Kent 1986) . According
'
to this view, the speakers codes are imagesof the intended sound structure
. With the syllable as a motor unit , the speakerwould code the auditory
'
properties of the syllable s sequence of phones. Stevens ( 1983)
suggestedthat these properties can best be characterized by a set of
phonetic distinctivefeatures. Theseare highly perceivableand contrastive
dimensions of variation in speech sounds. Linguistically relevant contrasts
are made along preciselythesedimensions; Ibl contrasts with Inl in
the perceivabledimension of nasality, and with Ipl in the even more per-
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ceivabledimension of voicing. The target for the realization of a phone is
the set of its linguistically distinctive perceptual features.
In order to be perceptually distinctive, the features should be acoustically
realized by the production apparatus. Consider, for instance, the
acousticcondition for perceiving a stop consonant. Stevens( 1983) argued
that a major condition for perceiving a stop is the rapidity of spectral
change. Take the perceptual distinction between [ba] and [wa] . Only the
consonant in [ ba] is perceived as a stop or plosive, and, as Stevens
showed, this is concomitant with the rapid spectral changeingoing from
'
the syllable-initial consonant to the vowel. Another of Stevens examples
is the feature of nasality, already discussedin subsection 11.2.3 (seefigure
11.5) . The clear perceptual distinction between nasal and non-nasal
soundsis, according to Stevens, basedon the presenceof resonancein the
very low frequency spectrum. These and other perceptually distinctive
features are acoustic goals that the speaker tries to achieve. For each
phone in a syllable, a small set of such acousticgoals must be realized.
An attraction of this theory is that it puts the goals of articulation in
the ear of the listener. The relation between motor programs of speech
and perceptual analysis of speechsounds is, on this view, not arbitrary
but systematic. This systematicity has beenstressedtime and again, but it
is usually interpreted in the reverseway. Lindblom ( 1983), for instance,
"
be seenas
arguesthat languagestend to evolve sound patterns that can
" The set of
.
of
mechanisms
motor
speechproduction
adaptations to the
possible speechsounds is not exclusively determined by perceptual distinctiveness
(though Lindblom stresses, like Stevens, that this is an important
criterion ); the biomechanical properties of the production apparatus
severelylimit the class of possible sound-form distinctions languagescan
employ. Somewhat further back in history , Liberman, Cooper, Shan
kweiler, and Studdert Kennedy ( 1967) also made this reverse move in
their motor theory of speechperception. According to this theory, the
listener, in analyzing a speechsound, constructs a model of the articu latory movementsby which the speakercould have produced it . The perceptual
targets of analysis are speechmotor patterns. A very similar view
was expressedby Halle and Stevens( 1964) in their analysis-by-synthesis
theory of speechperception. This is exactly the reverseof the acoustic
theory of speechmotor production , where the goals of production are
distinctive perceptualpatterns.
Though one should be sympathetic to the view that there are quite systematic
relations between perception and production of speechsounds
(there is even important neurological support for this view; seeOjemann
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1982), one should be worried when students of perception conjecture
motor targets while students of production surmise perceptual targets. It
is like Josephand Mary each assuming, erroneously, that the other is taking
care of the Holy Child . A major problem for an acoustic or an auditory
theory of motor commands is, as MacNeilage ( 1980) points out , that
it fails " to generateconsequencesfor the control of actual movements."
When the target is, for instance, a very low -frequency resonancecomponent
in the acoustic signal, which is perceivedas nasality, why would the
speakeropen the nasopharyngealport ?

11.3.4 Orosel MOryGoals, Distinctive Features, and Intriaic Timing
One step toward dealing with this problem was suggestedby Perkell
"
"
( 1980; seealso Stevensand Perkell 1977) . Though the distal goals of
speechmotor programming are indeed sensorydistinctive features, such
as voicing, obstruency, and nasality, the speaker has learned how these
goals can be attained by realizing more proximal goals. These are called
orosensorygoals. Each distinctive feature corresponds to a particular
aspectof articulation that can be sensedby the speaker.
Take, for example, the feature ofobstruency , which is a property of all
stop consonants. The speakerhas learned that the distal auditory goal of
plosion can be realized by increasing the intraoral air pressure, and there
are oral sensorsthat register this pressure. Hence, the proximal articula tory goal is to reach that air -pressurelevel. How that goal is attained will ,
in turn , dependon other featuresthat have to be realized simultaneously.
If there is, for instancc, the manner feature " coronal" , as in [t ] , the air
pressurewill be increasedby making a constriction between the tongue
and the alveolar ridge. If , however, a labial feature has to be realized, as
in [ P], the.pressurewill be increasedby constricting the vocal tract at the
lips. In both cases, however, the orosensory goal for making a stop consonan
is the same: an increasein sensedair pressure. The goal is, therefore
, still quite abstract; it does not involve the specification of concrete
musclecontractions.
In order to take care of these executive aspects, Perkell assumedsubseque
stagesof motor control at which the abstract motor commands
are reorganizedand are translated into contraction patterns for the muscles
. The point of departure is the abstract orosensory feature matrix ,
which specifiesfor each subsequentsegment (consonant, vowel) of the
utterance the orosensory features that must be realized (seefigure 11.9) .
This is the level of abstract motor commands. There is intrinsic timing at
this level; segmentdurations are in someway globally specified. .
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of Perkell's ( 1980)modelof speechproduction.
Threemaincomponents
At the subsequentstage, the motor goals for each small segment in
time are specified. These goals depend in two ways on context. First , the
realization of the motor goal for a feature can be dependenton other features
. A vowel' s duration , for instance, will depend on the place feature
of the following consonant. If that consonant has an anterior place of
articulation , the vowel can be shorter than if the consonant has a posterior
place of articulation (as in lob versuslog) . Second, the realization of
certain features has to be initiated quite some time before the goal is in
fact reached. This requires coarticulation of features from different segments
. An example is the rounding feature in vowels such as [u] . When
the word crew is not pronounced too slowly, the lips are already rounded
when the first consonant [k] appears. (Compare the pronunciation of
crew with that of crow, where the vowel is unrounded.) Bell- Berti and
Harris ( 1979) measured a fixed time anticipation of lip rounding in
"
"
vowels. The reorganization at this preplanning stage takes care of the
correct timing of the various feature onsetsand durations.
These timed motor goals are, at the next stage, translated into neuromotor
commands for the articulatory muscles. These neuromotor commands
control the contraction patterns of the muscles. The command
strengths, Perkell argues, depend not only on the motor goals but also on
feedback from the articulators. This feedback should be the basis for the
compensatory behaviors discussedabove. Perkell discussedvarious kinds
of feedback that may be involved here. Among them are the muscle
feedback
spindle feedback loop (seefigure 11.8), various kinds of orosensory
, and maybe someauditory feedback(as will be discussedin the next
reshape
chapter) . However, no account is given of how these feedback loops
critical
the
as
to
so
the neuromotor command patterns
produce
in
The
last
.
figure 11.9 involves
depicted
stage
compensation phenomena
the factual speecharticulation .
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Perkell' s answer to the question of how the distal auditory target is
reachedis, in short, that the speakerhas learned to replaceit with orosensory goals. This replacement does not occur during the moment-tomoment control of speech; the " proximal " motor commands are directly
in terms of orosensorygoals. The child , however, has to acquire the correct
orosensory goals by auditory feedback. Also , auditory feedback is
necessaryto maintain the fine tuning of the orosensory goals; there is
noticeabledeterioration in casesof long-lasting acquired deafness.
There have been rather heated discussions in the literature about
motor-control models of this type ( Fowler 1980; Hammarberg 1982;
Fowler 1983; Parker and Walsh 1985) . Whether or not the primary or
abstract level of motor commands already specifiesthe timing of motor
execution was central to thesediscussions. According to Perkell' s model,
it does(to someextent); however, the related modelsof Moll and Daniloff
( 1971), Daniloff and Hammarberg ( 1973), and Hammarberg ( 1976) do
not make such a claim. In the latter models, the abstract motor commands
are timelesssegmentsconsisting of bundles of features; temporal features
are added only at the later stagesof motor execution. Fowler ( 1980) called
such theories extrinsic-timing theories. She argued for intrinsic timing,
such that the " abstract" motor command units should already be fully
specifiedin terms of their temporal shape. This makes it unnecessaryto
' "
"
reorganize the motor commands, as is done in Perkell s preplanning
stage. The abstract phonetic plan for a segmentalready specifiesits entire
gestural shapeover time.
But how can one account for coarticulation if Perkell' s secondstageis
eliminated? According to Fowler, coarticulation is nothing but the simultaneou
realization of phones whose temporal specifications overlap in
time. The motor command for the vowel [u] , for instance, specifiesan
early onset of rounding , which may then temporally overlap with preceding
phones, as is the casein crew. The temporally specified motor commands
for successivesegments of an utterance are superimposed or
added. Fowler ( 1983) speaksof vectorsummation. The resulting muscular
innervation is some linear or nonlinear function or " sum" of the innervations
proceedingfrom the individual commands. It will , further , depend
on the biomechanicsof the moving parts how the resulting muscular excursion
will be related to the two (or more) input commands. Typically
"
the summation" is nonlinear (Fujisaki 1983) . This meansthat the degree
to which one command is realized dependson the strength of the other
commands. In short: Where segmentalgesturesoverlap in time, they are
'
simply co-produced. Fowler ( I 986b), in responseto Diehl s ( 1986) critique
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of this co-production hypothesis, cites empirical evidencein support of
'
vector summation. A further development of Fowler s approach can be
found in Browman and Goldstein 1986.
11.3.5 Auditory Targets with Model-ReferencedControl
Returning now to theories where the proximal targets are auditory goals,
we should consider the theory proposed by Lindblom , Lubker , and Gay
( 1979). It contains a seriouseffort to deal with the problem signaled by
MacNeilage (seesubsection 11.3.3) of explaining how an auditory goal
.
of
movements
is translated in actual control
Lindblom et ale report in detail on their biteblock experiments, which
show unequivocally that the formant structure of vowels is essentiallyunchanged
when the speaker has a biteblock between his teeth. This must
involve compensatorypositioning of the tongue, since(as Lindblom et ale
showed) without such compensation substantially different formant
structures would appear in the biteblock condition . The compensation is
there on the very first trial , and on the very first puff of air releasedby the
glottis . These latter findings exclude two explanations for the biteblock
results. The first one is that the speakerlearns in the course of successive
trials by listening to himself and by making successiveapproximations.
No such learning over trials occurred. The secondexplanation, also excluded
, is that the speaker usesimmediate auditory feedback from what
happens during the first few glottal pulses to immediately correct the
vowel he is making. The almost perfect compensation is not based on
auditory feedback; it is there from the very beginning of the articulation .
Lindblom et alethen go on to argue that the targets of the motor commands
are sensory- i.e., that the target for a vowel is the way in which
the vowel should be perceived. This representation is quite abstract, and
it is far removed from the many equivalent ways in which this sensoryimpression
can be produced. But theseequivalent ways (for instance, with
and without a biteblock) do sharecertain features. For vowels the shared
feature is the so-called area function , which is a measure of how the
'
shapes existent in the vocal tract determine the tract s resonance
spectrum. The neurophysiological code for a particular sensory vowel
'
quality is, then, in terms of the vowel s area function .
How doesa speakercreate the correct vocal-tract shapewhether he has
a pipe, or food , or a biteblock , or new dentures, or nothing in his mouth?
Lindblom et ale assumethat the brain is informed about the state of the
vocal tract by proprioception , in particular by tactile feedback from the
mucous skin in the oral cavity (although there are other forms of orosen-
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sory feedback; seeStevensand Perkell 1977) . This tells the brain what the
shapeof the tract is like. Given the area function , the brain can then compute
the sensoryeffect when a tract of that shapeis usedas a resonator. If
this internally generatedsensoryrepresentationis critically different from
the sensory target of the motor command, the speaker can adapt the
shapeof the tract - for instanceby moving the tongue- and compute the
sensory representation that goes with this new constellation. When the
approximation to the target is satisfactory, the vowel can be articulated
and it will be correct right away.
In other words, the speakerhas an internal model of the relevant properties
of his vocal tract. By proprioceptive feedbackfrom the actual vocal
tract , he can set the parameters in this model and compute the expected
sensoryoutcome of using the actual vocal tract of that shape. If the computed
sensoryoutcome is not satisfactory, the actual shapecan be adapted
by appropriate efferent activity .
This theory is, of course, not limited to the control of vowel production
. It should also be possible to internally simulate or predict the sensory
effects of consonants that evolve from some articulatory gesture.
And indeed, immediate adaptation phenomena have also been observed
in the articulation of consonants. Folkins and Abbs ( 1975), for instance,
interfered with jaw movement by meansof somemechanicalcontraption .
If this interference was unexpectedlyapplied when a word containing an
intervocalic [p] had to be said, the speakersstill produced complete lip
closure by stretching both the upper and the lower lip more than usual.
More recently, Kelso, Saltzman, and Tuller ( 1986) obtained similar
results for the pronunciation of [ b). We will presently return to these
results.
It should be obvious that the internal model that simulates the sensory
results is based on extensive experience with listening to one' s own
speech. It is, therefore, not surprising that Oiler and MacNeilage ( 1983)
did not find full compensation in biteblock experimentswith a four -yearoJdand a nine-year-oJd. Deaf peopJe,of course, lack sucha model.
Motor control of this type is called model-referencedcontrol (Arbib
1981). It is a form of closed-loop control becauseit involves a feedback
loop . The proprioceptive information is fed back to set the parametersof
the internal vocal-tract model.
Fowler and Turvey ( 1980) pointed out that the theory of Lindblom et
al. is underspecifiedin one major respect: When there is a relevant difference
between the intended sound and the one simulated by the internal
model, someadaptation of the vocal tract has to be initiated ; but nothing
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in the theory tells us how an appropriate adaptation is generated. It is
most improbable that this proceedsby trial and error . It should, rather,
be derived from the character(not the mere size) of the differencebetween
the intended and the simulated speechsound.
At the same time, Fowler and Turvey ( 1980) argued that the theory is
also overspecified, i .e., unnecessarilycomplex. Model -referencedcontrol
could as well be conceived of as follows: The model computes, by pro
the intended
prioceptive feedback, the present state of the vocal tract. Given
it
motor
the
in
,
command
or
program) should
sound (i.e., the code
intended sound.
the
will
create
be able to compute a vocal tract shapethat
It will then send efferent control signals to the vocal tract musculature,
which will move it from the actual to the computed configuration . This
alternative, of course, requires a solution to the problem of how to effectuate
a change from the actual situation to one that will produce a particular
intended sound.
In spite of claims to the contrary (Kelso, Holt , Kugler , and Turvey
1980), there is nothing in the theory of Lindblom et al. that makes it inconsistent
with existing data. Fowler and Turvey ( 1980) recognized this
and stated (rather more carefully than Kelso et al.) that there may be a
to that
priori grounds for preferring a different theory . We will now turn
theory.
11.3.6 CoordinativeStructures
It has long been known that rather complex motor coordination is possible
without much central control . The classical farmhouse demonstration
is the decapitated running chicken. There are trains of motor
can
activity , involving the coordinated use of whole setsof muscles, that
.
apparently run off automatically . These are traditionally call synergisms
Lenneberg ( 1967) applied this notion to speechproduction . One synergism
that he analyzed in detail is respiration during speech. According
"
"
to Lenneberg there is a special speechmode of respiration, which is
11.2.1) : There
quite different from nonspeechrespiration (seesubsection
are long stretches of exhalation, and only short moments of inhalation
(only 15 percent of the respiratory cycle time, versus40 percent in normal
breathing) . There is about four times as much air displacementduring the
has a relatively
cycle in speechas in nonspeechbreathing. The outflow of air
constant rate in speech, but not in normal breathing. The coordination
in
patterns of the respiratory muscles are distinctly different
.
speechand nonspeechbreathing
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Not only the respiratory system, but all vocal organs have other uses
than speech. Mastication and swallowing involve largely the same muscles
as speech, but the muscles' coordination differs substantially between
the speechand nonspeechmodes. A muscular organization that is set to
act as an autonomous functional systemis called a coordinativestructure
(Easton 1972; Turvey 1977) .
A coordinative structure can be seen as a system with a severely reduced
number of degreesof freedom. Each individual muscle can act in
severaldifferent ways at any moment, but most of thesecannot occur if
the muscle functions as part of a coordinative structure. In swallowing,
for instance, the oral and pharyngealmusclescontract in a strict temporal
order. This organization is both automatic (it can even be releasedas a
reflex action) and functional (it is set to perform a particular kind of task:
transporting stuff from mouth to the esophagus). There are only a few degrees
of freedom left in this system. It will , for instance, behave slightly
differently in swallowing a big object than in transporting a small object
or somefluid .
A coordinative structure, therefore, is not totally rigid in its action. It is
set to perform an equivalenceclass of actions that will all produce the
samefunctional kind of result. Which particular motor activity within the
equivalence class is performed depends on the context of action. For
swallowing the context has to do with the kind of food transported; for
walking it has to do with the resistancebetween feet and floor ; for eye
tracking it has to do with direction and speedof the visual target, and so
forth . Coordinative structures can be considered as hinges between
abstract, context-free motor commands and concrete, context-adapted
motor execution. The abstract command specifies the kind of act required
'
; the coordinative structure s execution takes care of the peripheral
context in which the result has to be produced.
Considered in terms of its coordinative structure, walking appears to
involve a hierarchy of subsystems
, involving the muscle systemsof the
arms, the legs, the feet, and the toes. A similar hierarchical organization
is still largely intact in the unfortunate running chicken mentioned above.
Also , coordinative structures tend to produce cyclic behavior. This is obvious
in walking and breathing. It is at this point that mass-spring accounts
become integrated with coordinative-structure theories of motor
control . Cyclicity can be a quite natural result of mass-spring activity ;
when there is little damping of the movement, the systemwill overshoot
its (eventual) steady state and swing back and forth for some time. As in
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walking , this swinging can be functionally integrated in the coordinative
structure' s behavior.
Coordinative-structure accounts of speechmotor control often stress
its cyclic and hierarchical nature. There are two major cyclic phenomena
in speech. One is the breathing rhythm , the specialcyclic synergismof inspiration
and expiration studied by Lenneberg ( 1967). The other is the
syllable rhythm , which is largely a property of vocal tract functioning .
tract in its speech
vocal
Considered as a coordinative structure, the
'
mode is set to produce a string of syllables. That is the structure s characteristic
kind of output . Which particular syllablesare to be uttered has,
of course, to be in the motor command; however, the functional organization
of the vocal tract in speechmotor control is such that the motor
commands need not contain anything that is common to all syllables.
Brodda ( 1979) and Sorokin , Gay, and Ewan ( 1980) have argued that the
'
normal syllable rate in the world s languages(5- 6 per second) is a consequence
of the biomechanicsof the vocal tract. It is the eigenfrequencyof
'
the system, especially of the mandible s movements. At this rate the
movementsabsorb a minimum of muscular energy. This need not be in
the motor program; it can be extrinsically timed.
But the deviationsof this syllable rate must be programmed. This is intrinsic
timing , becausethesetemporal parametersare part of the phonetic
plan. The way the extrinsic parameters are coded in the phonetic plan
may be rather abstract. Shorter durations, such as in unstressed(versus
stressed) syllables, can be obtained by making lessextensivemovements
of the relevant articulators. This , in turn , may be realized by setting less
extreme local targets for thesearticulators. This meansthat in the articu latory plan, duration can be, in part , spatially coded.
Speechmotor control is also hierarchical. Take again the syllable as a
programming unit . Its execution involves, on the coordinative structure
the
of
peak and
account, at least two subsystems: one for the realization
one for the execution of the less sonorous flanking consonants. It has
been argued that these involve rather separate muscular systemswhich
can largely operate in parallel. This will be taken up in subsection11.3.7.
The notion of coordinative structures is currently popular in theories
of speechmotor programming. (Seeespecially Kelso et al. 1983, 1986;
Fowler 1980, 1983, 1986a; Fowler et al. 1980.) On this view, motor commands
are serially ordered instructions for phonetic acts or articulatory
" tasks." Each act is
specifiedin a context-free way. For instance, [ b] involves
the task of closing the lips with a certain force. But it is not fixed
beforehand how much the share of jaw and lip movement should be in
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accomplishing this task. In fact, there is an infinitude of different ways to
accomplish it . The task itself, however, is minimally specified; there is no
need to detail features of the phonetic act, which will be automatically
taken care of at lower levels of motor execution, namely by the so-called
articulator network (Saltzman and Kelso 1987) . It will , in a highly selforgan
way, adapt to the accidentals of context and find the least
energy consuming way to reach the goal. At least, such is the claim. If
thejaw cannot move, the lips will compensateby moving more.
Recently, substantial progresshas beenmade in developing the mathematics
of such self-organizing motor systems(Saltzman and Kelso 1987) .
There are usually more articulator variables than there are task variables
(two lips and one jaw can move in order to realize a single degreeof lip
opening). The mathematics must therefore specify how the articulator
variables are redundant in executing the task, i.e., how the articulators '
motor patterns are mutually restraining in the " articulator network."
There must be a reduction of degrees of freedom in a coordinative
system, as was exemplified above by the swallowing reflex. General
mathematical proceduresfor effecting such reductions are now available.
Furthermore, the theory must specify how the articulator network can
" know " the
state of its articulators , i.e., their position and their direction
and velocity of motion . It has beensuggestedthat there is no feedbackto
be monitored in a coordinative structure' s mass-spring system (Fowler,
Rubin , Reme'{., and Turvey 1980), but this cannot be correct. Compensation
behavior requires some sort of feedback. Saltzman and Kelso ( 1987)
provide such a feedback system. Figure 11.10 presentsit in the form ofa
phonetic task
1
computing targets
for appropriate
model network

model articulatory
network
efferent control
signals

proprioceptive
feedback
real articulatory
network

Figure11.10
Model-referenced
controlin thecoordinative-structurestheory.
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'
diagram. Notionally , it is not essentially different from Lindblom s
model-referencedcontrol (see above), and it is similar to Neilson and
"
Neilson' s ( 1987) " adaptive model theory . The articulator network consists
of the real articulators and of a model of these articulators. The
'
parametersfor the model articulators muscle tonus, position , and velocity
'
, which constitute the model s initial state, are derived from proprio '
ceptive feedback (seebelow) . The task induces the models behavior; the
model articulators move in their mutually restrained way in such a way
that the task is accomplishedin the model. The spatio-temporal and force
'
properties of the model s motions are fed on-line to the real articu
the
lators, which faithfully execute them. By proprioception
resulting
spatio-temporal properties of these real movements are fed back to the
model, which can detect any significant deviations from the model movements
. If there is some significant deviation, the model will compensate
in order to reach the set goal. The corrected model articulations are fed
to the real articulators , which execute the compensatory move, and so
on.
Let us seehow this works out for the jaw -lip compensation. The task is
to close the lips for [b] . The mathematics of the coordinate system distributes
the closing movement in some optimal (energy-preserving) way
over jaw and lip movements. These movements are performed in the
model, and the real articulators follow faithfully until the jaw is (experimentally
) braked in its course of motion . Proprioception reports this
deviant motion pattern back to the model, which then computes a
different distribution of movement for the three articulators such that the
same effect- lip closure- is obtained. These corrected movement patterns
are transmitted to the real articulators , which executethem.
This, at least, is the story when the model has no advanceproprioceptive information about the imminent obstruction. What the model should
do in such a case, according to Lindblom and MacNeilage ( 1986), is give
'
the initial reaction of exerting moreforce on the jaw so that the apparent
resistanceis overcome. If the feedback is still deviant, the other arti culators take over full compensation. Lindblom and MacNeilage noted
the finding by Abbs and Cole ( 1982) that initially more force is indeed
exerted on the perturbed articulator . This also precedesthe compensation
in the other articulators.
But with a biteblock in the mouth , there is at least someproprioceptive
feedbackbeforethe movement is initiated . There is high tonus in the masseter
muscles, but no corresponding movement of the mandible. The initial
parameters of the model will be set accordingly, and compensation
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can be immediate. And this is indeed what is found in the biteblock
experiments.
The elementary articulatory elements of a coordinative structure are
mass-spring systems, but they are joined together to operate as a whole
that can perform a particular phonetic task. The coalition of articulators
can be a different one for each task. Any single articulator can participate
in severaldifferent coordinative structures. As we saw, the jaw is part of
the coordinative structure that takes care of pronouncing [b] . It is also
part of the structure that takes care of producing [z] . But these are two
distinct coordinative structures. Kelso, Tuller , Vatikiotis - Bateson, and
Fowler ( 1984) performed compensation experimentsfor both [b] and [z] .
When the task was to pronounce [b] and the jaw ' s movement was restrain
, there was increased, compensatory lip movement. However,
when the task was to pronounce [z] and the jaw ' s movement was similarly
braked, no compensatorymovement occurred in the lips. This showsthat
the jaw -lip coupling is specific to the phonetic task at hand. A coordinative
structure is a functional, not a " hard-wired," coalition of articulators.
A dooming conclusion, however, is that each recurring phonetic segment
requires its own coordinative structure. One would , of course, like
to seesome higher-order organization of elementary coordinative structures
(the hierarchical control structure promised by theorists in this
camp) . A good candidate for a second-order level of organization is one
'
that takes care of producing a languages possible syllables. The motor
control of syllablesmay be hierarchically organized, as is walking or typing
. Syllabic organization will be the subject of the next subsection.
This short review of the theories of speechmotor control makes one
thing abundantly clear: There is no lack of theories, but there is a great
need of convergence. Theories differ both in the nature of the commands
they conjecture and in their modeling of motor execution. One point of
convergence among the theories, however, is the view that , whereas
speech motor commands are relatively invariant , the executive motor
system can take care of adaptations to the immediate context of execution
without being instructed to do so. A related inevitable development
is toward accounts involving model-referenced control . Finally ,
most theorists sympathize with the notion of the syllable as a unit of
speechmotor execution.
11.3.7 The Articulation of SyUables
The syllable is in many ways an optimal articulatory motor unit . It allows
the consonantsto be co-produced with the peak without too much articu -
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latory interference. The reason is, as Ohman ( 1966), Perkell ( 1969), Fowler
, Rubin , Remez, and Turvey ( 1980), and Lindblom ( 1983) have argued,
that consonantsand vowels often involve disjunct articulators.
The production of most vowels depends on the positioning of the
tongue body by meansof the extrinsic muscles in particular , the genio
glossus. Most consonantsthat involve the tongue at all (in particular , the
coronals) are articulated by means of the intrinsic muscles, which affect
the shaperather then the body position of the tongue. Whereasmoving
the tongue body around is a relatively slow process, most consonantal
articulators can be adjusted fairly rapidly . To the extent that the muscles
involved in the production of consonantsand vowels are indeed disjoint ,
the movementscan be co-produced without interference. On this view,
articulation can be seenas the production of a stream of syllable peaks,
with consonantalarticulation superimposed.
If Brodda ( 1979) and Lindblom ( 1983) are currect in supposing that
syllable rate is largely determined by the eigenfrequencyof the moving
parts involved in vowel production (the mandible and the tongue body),
this steady stream of syllable peaks is the outcome of an energy-saving
production mechanism. Indeed, Fowler et al. ( 1980) conjecture that there
is a continuousstream of vowel articulation , which is handled by a relatively
"
"
independent muscular organization. This is the carrier wave
for the articulation of consonants. One should, of course, be careful not
to overstate the disjunction of consonant and vowel articulators. There
are various articulators , such as the jaw , which are actively involved in
both consonantand vowel production , as Fowler ( 1986b) admits.
But the economy of the syllable organization is not only basedon the
co producibility of consonants and vowels. There is also a ~endency to
distribute consonantsover the syllable in such a way that consonant articulation
will involve a minimum of spatial excursion of articulators , and
that means a minimum of energy expenditure. The languages of the
'
world , according to Lindblom s claim, tend to arrange the segmentsof a
syllable in such a way that adjacent segmentsinvolve compatible arti
culators. This not only holds between the peak and its flanking consonants
; it may also hold betweenadjacent consonants. Compatibility is
present in consonant clusters such as [sp] , [sk] , [pI] , [skr] , and [spl] ; it is
not in clusters like [pb], [kg] , and [tfd ] . Clusters of the latter kind hardly
ever appear in syllables.
.'
Also , as was discussedin sections 8.1 and 9.6, syllables are hills of
"
sonority . The more sonorant consonants in a syllable tend to be positioned
closer to the peak than the less sonorant ones. The sonorants [r]
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and [1] , for instance , tend to directly precede or follow the peak , whereas
[t ] or [s] can be separated from the peak by one or two intermediate consonants
. The syllable tram is a rather more likely one than rtam , and slam
is more likely than lsam.
A syllable , in other words , is a production unit designed for optimal
co - articulation of its segments. As a consequence, a maximum of perceptua
distinctiveness is produced by means of a minimal amount of arti -

culatoryeffort.
Summary

This chapter has dealt with one of man' s most complex motor skills:
the fluent articulation of speech. Articulation is the motor execution of
a phonetic plan . Before it becomesarticulated, a phonetic plan can be
temporarily buffered. The first section of the chapter discussedthe manageme
of this so-called Articulatory Buffer, which presumably compensa
for fluctuating differencesbetween the rate of formulating and
the rate of articulating .
In order for speechto be initiated , some minimal amount of phonetic
plan (probably a phonological word ) must have been assembledand delivered
to the Articulator . The work of Klapp et ale showed that , correspon
, onset latency is longer for two -syllable words than for
one syllable words. A condition for this so-called syllable effect is that the
speaker cannot have prepared and buffered the articulatory response.
The phonetic spelling out of a word ' s syllables is a serial process. Hence,
preparing a two -syllable word for articulation takes longer than preparing
a one-syllable word.
Sternbergand colleaguesextensivelystudied the mechanismof retrieving
the program from the Articulatory Buffer and unpacking it . The time
needed to retrieve an articulatory program is a linear function of the
number of items (probably phonological phrases) in the buffer. A further
finding was that unpacking a two -syllable word takes slightly more time
than unpacking a monosyllabic word . A likely interpretation of the latter
'
phenomenon is that a word s articulation cannot start right after its first
syllable has beenunpacked. Rather, part of the secondsyllable must have
been made available as well. It may be a necessarycondition for making
a fluent articulatory liaison between a word ' s syllables. It was, finally ,
found that the whole duration of the execution of an utterance' s phonetic
plan dependsnot only on the number of its syllables but also on the total
number of items (words or short phrases) in the buffer. The more items
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there are in the buffer, the harder it is to retrieve each of them. The extra
time neededto retrieve the next item is often gained by drawling the current
item' s last syllable. In fluent speech, the role of the Articulatory
Buffer may be rather limited . Still , articulatory buffering is not just a laboratory
effect.
Next we turned to the vocal organs involved in speech production .
They are organized in three major structures. The respiratory systemcontrols
the steady outflow of air during speech; it provides the source of
acoustic energy. It has its own mode of functioning during speech- a
mode that differs markedly from normal nonspeechbreathing. The laryngeal
system, with the vocal folds as its central part , controls voicing and
loudness in speech. During voicing it generatesa periodic train of air
puffs, which provide the wide frequency spectrum on which resonation
builds. The supralaryngealsystemor vocal tract contains the chambersin
which resonation develops, in particular the nasal, oral , and pharyngeal
cavities. Their shapesdetermine the timbre of vowels and consonants.
The vocal tract , moreover, is the main contributor to the proper articulation
of speechsegments. There are different placeswhere the vocal tract
can be constricted, and there are different manners in which these constrictions
are made or released. The combinations of placesand manners
of articulation provide a rich variety of possiblespeechsounds; each language
usesonly a subsetof these.
The third section of the chapter concerned the organization of speech
motor control . The major questions concerned the nature of a motor
command and the way in which such a command is executed. Thesequestions
are not independent; most theories of speechmotor control couple
the answersin someway or another.
A first theory considers motor commands to be target positions for
articulators. This location-programming theory was criticized becauseit
is not sufficiently abstract. Target positions are highly context dependent.
A segment's articulation depends not only on the immediately abutting
segmentsbut also on incidental contextual factors, such as food in the
mouth , clenched teeth, and tilt of the head. Since contextual variation is
unlimited , preparing a phonetic ot articulatory program would become
an unduly complex affair. A similar critique applies to a simple mass"
"
spring account of motor execution. On that account, an intended
position will not be reachedwhen external forces interfere with the movement
of articulators. Each such context would require a different motor
command.
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All other theories agree on the abstract, relatively invariant nature of
motor commandsin speech(the articulatory plan). It is only the executive
apparatus that adapts the motor commands to the prevailing physical
context.
We then reviewedtheories according to which the abstract commands
are to reach certain auditory goals. On thesetheories, speakersbuild sensory
'
imagesof the sounds they intend to produce. Lindblom s theory, in
particular , goes into much detail about how such an image can guide
motor activity . There is model-referencedcontrol . This means that the
speakerhas an internal model of his own vocal apparatus. For each configura
of the model, the resulting sensory image can be derived and
compared against the goal image. The notion of model-referencedcontrol
is especially useful for dealing with so-called compensation phenome
. When an articulator is hampered in its movements, another can
" take over" so that the intended sound is nevertheless
produced.
Other theories, though sympathetic to the notion of auditory targets as
distal goals, take motor commands to involve more proximal goals. Perkell suggeststhe existence of orosensory goals, i.e., goals definable in
terms of the sensoryexperienceof one' s own vocal tract. It is claimed that
auditorily important distinctive features, such as obstruency and nasality,
havecloseorosensorycorrelates.
In the coordinative-structures theory, finally , it is supposed that the
executivesystemconsistsof a hierarchy of task-oriented structures. Each
such coordinative structure is a group of musclestemporarily set to function
as a unit . The phonetic plan is a string or hierarchy of articulatory
tasks, and each articulatory task requires a different coalition of cooperating
muscles. Within such a coalition , the muscular innervations are
coupled by some function that severely limits their degreesof freedom
but which guaranteesa particular kind of result. That result is obtained
whatever the initial statesof the individual muscles, or whatever the limiting
external conditions, such as a pipe in the mouth obstructing jaw
movement. Model -referencedcontrol is an essentialaspect of coordinative
structures, and so is a mass-spring account of movement control .
The executivesystemhas a great deal of intelligence, on the coordinativestructuresaccount of articulation. Though much work is still to be done to
"
"
decipher this wisdom of the body, recent developmentsin the mathematic
of coordinative control show that there is life in the enterprise.
The final section of the chapter was devoted to the articulation of syllables
. It was argued there that syllablesare important articulatory units.
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Not only is it likely that major aspectsof a syllable' s phonetic plan are
stored (and retrieved during phonetic spellout); it is also likely that syllables
are optimally organized to facilitate high-speedco-articulation of
their segments. This minimization of articulatory effort goeswith a maximization of perceptualdistinctiveness, evenat high ratesof speaking.

Chapter 12
Self - M oni to ring and
Self - Repair

Speakersmonitor what they are saying and how they are saying it . When
they make a mistake, or expresssomething in a less felicitous way, they
may interrupt themselvesand make a repair. This is apparent not only in
spontaneousconversations, but in all kinds of discourse. Here are three
examples. The first was reported by Schegloff, Jefferson, and Sacks
( 1977) :
(I)
A : And he' s going to make his own paintings.
B: Mm hm,
A : And - or I mean his own frames
B: Yeah
In spite of B' s mm hm, a sign of acceptance, A becameaware that shehad
saidpaintings instead offrames, and corrected this on her next turn .
The secondand third examplesare pattern descriptions obtained in an
experiment reported in Levelt 1982a,b. The subjects were asked to describe
patterns such as the one shown in figure 12.1. They were told that
their descriptions would be tape recorded and given to other subjects,
who were to draw the patterns on the basis of these recordings (seealso
subsection4.4.2 and figure 4.5) . One subject was in the processof indicating
the connection between the yellow node and the pink node and
said
(2) And above that a horizon - , no a vertical line to a pink ball
This is much like the repair of an error in example I , but here the speaker
was very quick in effectuating the repair; the trouble item (horizonta/ )
was not even completed. Another subject, going from the yellow node to
the blue one, said

(3) To the right is blue- is a bluepoint
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Figure 12.1
One of a setof patterns to be described. The nodeshad real colors in the experiment
. (After Levelt 1982a.)

This is, clearly, not the correction of an error. Rather, the speaker has
made the description of the blue node more precise- more appropriate
to the task. The distinction betweenerror repairs (such as in examples I
and 2) and appropriatenessrepairs (example 3) is an important one, as
will become apparent in this chapter. The three examples show that
speakerscan monitor and repair their own speech. And this self-monitoring
doesn' t need the interlocutors feedback. SpeakerA in example 1 discovered
her error even though B ignored it . The other two repairs were also
made spontaneously; there was no interlocutor to initiate the repair by
asking What?or What do you mean?
The first section of this chapter will deal with this process of selfmonitoring
. How dependent is fluent speechon self-monitoring ? What
doesa speakermonitor for? How doesa speakerbecomeaware of trouble
in his own speech? We will , in particular , consider two theoretical accounts
of monitoring : the editor theories and the connectionist models.
In section 12.2 we will turn to what the speaker does upon detecting
trouble. He may, sooner or later, interrupt his speechto initiate a repair.
This usually creates a problem for the interlocutor or the listener. The
normal flow of speechis interrupted, and the interpretation of the ongoing
speechhas to be changed or qualified . Speakersoften signal this to
their listeners by sudden pausing and by the use of editing expressions,
such as er, rather, no, and I mean. We will analyze this processof selfinterruption
and the systematicity in the employment of editing ex-
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pressions. Finally , the speakerwill initiate the repair proper. Section 12.3
will discussthe way in which speakersconstruct their repairs. Contrary to
certain claims in the linguistic literature, repairs are constructed in a
highly regular fashion. They are subject to strict linguistic rules and strict
conversationalrules.

12.1 Self-Monitoring

12.1.1 What Do SpeakersMonitor for?
That speakerscan attend to various aspectsof the action they are performi
is apparent from the kinds of spontaneousself-repairs speakers
make. Somemajor targets of monitoring seemto be the following .
?
Is this the message
/ conceptI want to expressDOW
An example from the above-mentioned set of pattern descriptions (Levelt
1983) is this:
(4) We go straight on, or - we enter via red, then go straight on to green.
Here the speaker realized that his linearization was not adequate; he
should have mentioned the brown entry node before moving to the green
one. He stoppedand restartedthe right way.
Also , a particular messagemay, on closer inspection, not be correct or
adequatewith respect to the intention . This seemsto have been the case
in the following utterance(from Schegloff 1979) :
'
( 5) Tell me, uh what - d you needa hot sauce?

Here the speaker probably started to say what do you need?, but it was
apparently more adequate to issue a different directive, a Yes/ No question
. The original utterance was interrupted on the fly , and a somewhat
different speechact was performed.
In these and similar casesthe speaker's trouble is at the conceptual
level. The speakercan directly monitor the messageshe prepares for express
, and he may reject a messagebefore or after its formulation has
started. In the former caseno overt repair will result, though there may
be some hesitation. In the latter casethe original utterance will sooner or
.
later be replacedby a formulation of the alternative message
Is this the way I want to say it?
Even if the speakeris sure about the information to be conveyed, he may
get secondthoughts about the way it should be expressed, given the discours
record- i.e., given the topic and content of previous discourse,
given what was literally said earlier, and so on (seesection 4.2). Consider
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the following examplefrom the pattern descriptions:
(6) To the right is yellow, and to the right - further to the right is blue
Here the speaker started expressing the intended concept, but then
realized that the move describedpreviously had also beento the right . By
adding further the speaker made his utterance more cohesive with previous discourse.
The speakermay also realize that what he is saying involves a potential
ambiguity for the listener. Again , the intended concept was expressed,
but it was, in retrospect, not sufficiently contextualized. The following example
from Schegloffet al. 1977is a casein point :
'
(7) Hey, why didn t you show up last week. Either of you two.
Here the speaker addressedthe interlocutors with a question about not
showing up last week. But then he realized that the communicative situation
could be ambiguous. He had intended to addressthe interlocutors
not as a group but as individuals. That ambiguity was taken away by the
repair.
At this level, in short, the speaker's monitoring concernsthe contextual
appropriatenessand sufficiency of the information expressed. Closely related
to this focus of monitoring is the next one.
Is what I am sayingup to social standards?
One' s choice of words will , normally , dependon the level of formality required
by the context of discourse. In court one will saypoliceman rather
than cop; this is a choice of register. There is someevidencethat speakers
monitor their speechfor unacceptabledeviations from standards of formality
and decency. In particular , Motley , Camden, and Baars ( 1982)
have shown experimentally that speakersare very good at catching taboo
words before they are uttered.
Am I making a lexical error?
The speaker's messagemay be as intended and contextually appropriate;
still , flaws of formulation may appear, and speakersdo monitor their
speechfor theseerrors. The most frequently caught error of this kind is
the lexical error. Consider an example from the pattern descriptions; it
'
appearedin one subject s description of the pattern shown in figure 12.1:
(8) Left to pink - er straight to pink
Here the speaker almost certainly intended to express the concept
"
"
straight . The previous utterance had introduced the yellow node, and
it is even impossible to go left from there. Still , the wrong lemma, left , became
activated (owing to causesdiscussedin chapter 6) . The speaker
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caught the error and corrected it . Here is another case, from Levelt and
Cutler 1983:
(9 ) Well , let me write it backer , down , so that . . .
Speakers monitor for lexical errors of any grammatical category , but not
all lexical errors are caught .
Are my syntax and my morphology all right ?
Certain formulating errors are due not so much to lexical access as to
other trouble in grammatical encoding ; and sometimes speakers do become
aware of deviant syntax or morphology , as is evident from their
repairs . Note the following instances :
( 10) What things are this kid - is this kid going to say incorrectly ?
( from Levelt and Cutler 1983)
Here the speaker noticed an error of agreement and corrected it .
( 11) Why it is - why is it that nobody makes a decent toilet seat?
( from Fay I980b )
Here an ordering error , either an error of syntax or a shift , was caught
and immediately corrected .
Am I making a sound- fonn error ?

Trouble in phonological encoding is often recognized by speakers, as is
apparent from spontaneous repairs . Cases 12 and 13 are examples of segmenta
and suprasegmental phonological trouble that was apparently
quickly noticed by the speaker .
( 12) A unut - unit from the yellow dot ( from Levelt 1983)
( 13) . . . from my prOsodic - prosOdic colleagues ( from Culter 1983b)
Below we will discuss experimental evidence presented by Baars , Motley ,
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tail parties, but it can also be provoked experimentally (Siegel and Pick
1976).
It is surely possibleto make more fine-grained distinctions betweenfoci
of self-monitoring . Schegloffet al. ( 1977) mention, for instance, the monitoring
of word selection, of person reference, and of next-speaker selection
(example 7 is a caseof the latter ) . Cutler ( 1983b) reports interesting
'
findings about speakers monitoring of pitch-accent placement. The main
conclusion here can, even without these finer distinctions, bestraight forward : Speakerscan monitor for almost any aspectof their own speech.
12.1.2 SelectiveAttention in Self-Monitoring
Do speakersactually attend simultaneously to all these aspectsof their
speech? This is most unlikely, and there are data to support the view that
(i ) much production trouble is not noticed by the speaker, that (ii ) monitoring
is context-sensitive, i.e., contextual factors determine which
aspectsof speechwill be given most scrutiny by the speaker, and (iii ) a
'
speakers degreeof attention for self-generated trouble fluctuates in the
courseof an utterance.
There is both indirect and direct evidence that the meshes of a
'
speakers trouble net are too wide to catch all queer fish in his own
'
speech. Nooteboom ( 1980) analyzed Meringer s ( 1908) corpus of speech
errors and found that 75 percent of the registered phonological errors
and 53 percent of the lexical errors were repaired by speakers. This is
indirect evidence, becausea speaker may detect all errors but still not
bother to correct eachand everyone of them.
More direct evidencecan be found in Levelt 1983, which reports on
color -naming errors in a pattern-descriptions task. Remember that the
'
subject s task was to give a description that would allow another subject
to draw the pattern . It was, therefore, essentialfor a speakerto give correct
color namesin all cases. All 2,809 pattern descriptions, produced by
a total of 53 subjects, were checked for errors in color naming. There
were 472 such errors. A speakerwould occasionally say yellow instead of
green, orangeinstead of pink , green instead of blue, and so forth . Of these
errors, only 218 were repaired by the speaker. That is 46 percent, which
'
corresponds well to Nooteboom s 53 percent for lexical errors. So, even
'
where it is a speakers given task to produce the correct color name, only
about half of the errors are caught. This is most probably due to failures
in detection.
Not all sourcesof trouble are given equal attention. The context ofdis courseis an important determinant of the kind of flaws a speakerwill try
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to prevent, intercept, or correct. One would expect a speaker to attend
most carefully to trouble that is potentially disruptive for the ongoing
discourse. Evidence pointing in this direction was provided by Cutler
( 1983b), who analyzeda corpus of lexical-stresserrors (such as the one in
example 13 above) . About 50 percent of theseerrors were spontaneously
repaired. The likelihood of repair dependedon how disruptive the error
might be for the listener. A potentially disruptive stress error is one in
which there is also a segmentalchange, in particular a change in vowel
quality . That holds for prOsodic in example 13, where the secondvowel is
reducedto [~] and is no longer perceivableas [0] . It does not hold for the
stress error sarcAsm, where both vowels keep their intended vowel
quality . That the former kind of stresserror is in fact far more disruptive
for the listener than the latter was experimentally confirmed by Cutler
and Clifton ( 1984). They found that potentially disruptive stresserrors
were spontaneouslyrepaired in 63 percent of the cases, whereasno more
than 23 percentof nondisruptive stresserrors were repaired.
It should, of course, be noted that this evidenceis indirect. The speaker
may have noticed a nondisruptive stresserror without bothering to repair
it . A disquieting finding in this connection is Nooteboom ' s, mentioned
above. One would expect lexical errors to be more disruptive for discourse
understanding than phonological errors; but only 53 percent of
the lexical errors were spontaneouslyrepaired, as against 75 percent of the
'
phonological ones. Did Meringer s speakersnot bother to correct their
lexical errors? This is most unlikely . They probably didn ' t notice them
to start with . But then there is a problem with the notion that speakers
will attend most to flaws that are most disruptive for their listeners. Did
Meringer carefully register all the repairs? His researchtarget was speech
errors, not repairs. The caseis, clearly, undecided, but we will shortly return
to it when we consider theoriesof self-monitoring .
Much more direct evidence for the context sensitivity of monitoring
proceeds from various experimental studies by Baars, Motley , and
others. All these studies used, in one way or another, the speech-error inducing technique discussedin subsection 9.5.2. A subject is presented
with a seriesof biasing word pairs, such as ball dome, and is asked to read
thesepairs silently. They are then followed by the target pair, for instance
darn bore, which is to be read aloud. When the word -initial phonemesof
the target pair are the sameas those of the bias pairs but the order is reversed
, speakersmake occasional errors on the target pair, saying (e.g.)
barn door instead of darn bore. The technique has been used not only to
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study the generation of speecherrors but also to study the selectiveattention
of speakersin monitoring for sucherrors.
A good instance of such a study is the original one, in which Baars,
Motley , and MacKay ( 1975) studied the lexical-bias effect (the finding
that errors that are real words are more likely to occur than errors that
are nonwords) . In subsection9.5.2 above, we considered the activation spreadingaccount for this finding : Backward spreadingof activation can
only affect lexical nodes; there are no such nodes for nonwords. But the
original interpretation of the lexical-bias effect ( Baars et al. 1975) was a
different one. They concluded that speakersedit their speechfor lexical
status before it is uttered. A nonlexical slip is interceptedjust before it is
uttered, but a lexical slip may pass through the sieve. We will return to
this editing theory shortly ; the important point here is that Baars et al.
were able to show that this monitoring of nonlexical slips is subject to
selectiveattention. Lexical bias is not a necessaryeffect; it dependson the
contextual setting. When all pairs of items in the list were nonwords, there
was no bias against nonword slips. Word and nonword slips appearedat
equal rates. But as soon as somepairs of real words were added to the list
(the target pairs were left unchanged; i.e., they consisted of nonwords),
the lexical bias appeared again- the slips tended to be words. If a
'
speakers task deals exclusively with nonsense words, he apparently
doesn' t bother to attend to the lexical status of his output ; however, this
changesdrastically when normal words appear in the testing materials.
This finding is hard to reconcilewith the activation -spreading account of
the lexical-bias effect, which appliesequally to both conditions.
The sametechnique was also helpful in establishing other context sensitivities
'
in a speakers selectiveattention . Some of thesefindings can be
accounted for by activation spreading, but for others this is less easy.
Here we will take them on their face value as contextual effects on a
'
speakers self-monitoring . The alternative theories of monitoring will be
taken up in subsequentparagraphs.
Motley ( 1980) used interferenceitems of a sort that might introduce a
'
certain semanticbias in a speakers editing . For instance, the target pair
bad-mug might be precededby semantically biasing pairs such as iratewasp and angry-insect. These may weaken the resistanceagainst a slip
such as mad-bug. And that is what Motley found. Such slips were edited
out lessoften when the context was semantically biasing than when it was
semantically neutral. Similarly, syntactic blasescould be induced i.e.,
such
as
blases for particular syntactic constructions,
adjective-noun
(Motley , Baars, and Camden 1981).
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It is also interesting that Motley ( 1980) was able to createa biasing conversationalsetting. In this experiment he used target pairs preceded by
" standard"
phonological interference (biasing) items. The target items
were of two kinds. One kind is exemplified by shad-bock, which when preceded
by appropriate interference items may lead to the slip bad-shock;
"
"
this was the " electrical" kind of target. The other targets were sexy
ones, such as lood-gegsand goxi-firl (the intended slips are obvious) . The
two target types were mixed in the list. Half the subjectswere attached to
fake electrodesand told that mild shockscould be given. The luckier half
of subjectsunderwent no such threat, but had an attractive and provocatively
attired femaleexperimenter. The resulting slips correspondedto the
"
condition of treatment. In the electrical condition , " electrical speech
"
"
errors prevailed; in the sexy condition , sexy speecherrors were dominant
. Becauseall thesespeecherrors were induced by phonologicalinterferenc
items, Motley concluded that the differencewas an editing effect.
When one expects things electrical, a phonological slip that produces
such an item will not be filtered out by the editor , and similarly for sexy
items. There is an attentional bias in the subject.
In conclusion: A speakercan attend to different aspectsof his speech
output . In this way, potential flaws can be intercepted before they are
overtly uttered. This is calledprearticulatory editing.
There is, further , evidencethat a speaker's attention to his own output
fluctuates in the course of an utterance. The evidenceproceedsfrom an
analysisof the 472 color -name errors mentioned above ( Levelt 1983) . For
each of theseerrors it was determined where it occurred in the ongoing
phrase. More precisely, it was determined how many syllables separated
the erroneous color word from the end of the syntactic constituent (usually
a noun phrase) to which it belonged. For example, the erroneous
color words in examples 14, 15, 16, and 17 are zero, one, two , and three
syllablesaway from the end of the phrase(which is marked by a slash) .
( 14) And then you come to blue / - I mean green
( 15) There is a yellow node / to the right of the red one
( 16) To the right is a black crossing/ from which you can go up or down
( 17) You enter at a greennodal point /
It was then determined how many color -name errors in these different
positions were noticed by the speaker and repaired (as in example 14) .
The results are given in figure 12.2, which shows clearly that the error detection rate increasessharply toward the end of the phrase. Of the
phrase-final color -name errors, 57 percent were detected and repaired;
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for non-phrase-final errors, the percentagewas no greater than about 15.
In other words, a speaker's selectiveattention to his own output increases
toward the ends of phrases. During speecha speaker's attentional resources
are mainly used for messageplanning, but by the ends of phrases
attention can momentarily shift in order to evaluate the current speech
output .
I have dealt with selectiveattention in monitoring , but I have delayed
the discussion of theories of monitoring . There is no one generally accepted
theory of self-monitoring in speech, but the main classesof theories
have been foreshadowed here. There are editor theories of monitoring ,
and there are connectionisttheoriessuch as activation-spreadingaccounts.
Let us take theseup in turn .
12.1.3 Editor Theoriesof Monitoring
The major feature of editor theories is that production results are fed
back through a device that is external to the production system. Such a
deviceis called an editor or a monitor. This devicecan be distributed in the
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sensethat it can check in -betweenresults at different levelsof processing.
The editor may, for instance, monitor the construction of the preverbal
, the appropriateness of lexical access
, the well-formedness of
message
or
the
flawlessness
of
syntax,
phonological form access. There is, so to
speak, a watchful little homunculus connected to each processor. Distribut
editing has been proposed by Laver ( 1973, 1980), De Smedt and
Kempen ( 1987), and van Wijk and Kempen ( 1987) .
A major problem with distributed editing is reduplication . The editor
that evaluatesthe output of a particular processingcomponent must incorpo
the samekind of knowledge as the component it monitors ; how
else could it evaluate the component' s output ? Hence, for each level of
'
processingthere is a reduplication of knowledge: the processors and the
'
monitor s. Distributed editors are, moreover, not on speaking terms with
the notion of components as autonomous specialists. Section 1.3 propose
a partitioning of the systemsuch that a component' s mode of operation
is minimally affected by the output of other components. This
principle is undermined when each processingcomponent is control led
by somemonitoring agent.
A more restricted editing device was proposed by Motley , Camden,
and Baars ( 1982). It cannot inspect all intermediary output in the generation
of speech, but only the prearticulatory output . Editing follows
phonological encoding, according to theseauthors. The editor can intercept
or veto troublesome output before it becomesarticulated- hence
the notion of " prearticulatory editing."
Some evidencefor the existenceof such an editor was reviewed in the
previous subsection, but particularly important in this respectis the study
by Motley et al. ( 1982) . In an experiment very much like the abovement
one by Motley ( 1980), they induced socially less appropriate
errors
speech
(e.g., tool kits -+ cool tits) . In thesecasesa speaker could
either (i ) not make the error , or (ii ) make the error , or (iii ) make a partial
error. A partial error is one in which there is no full exchange, but rather
an anticipation
..- or perseveration, such as cool kits or tool tits. Of these
two , the former is socially more appropriate than the latter. Motley et al.
found that the appropriate partial speecherror was made more frequently
than the inappropriate one, and they explained this by a mechanism of
prearticulatory editing . The speaker, they conjectured, would internally
generatethe full taboo error (cool tits) and start articulating it . If there
were enough time to recognize the taboo word , they might be able to
intercept it and correct it before uttering it . The result would be the innocen
partial error (cool kits ) .
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This conjecture predicts two nontrivial results. The first one is that
speakerswill be more prone to manufacturing innocent partial errors
when the potential taboo word comessecondthan when it comesfirst. It
comessecondin the just -mentioned example; it would come first in a case
like fits tall -+ tits fall . In the latter casethere will hardly be enough time
for the editor to recognize and intercept the taboo word . And indeed,
this is what was found in the reported experiment. The second result
predicted is that , becausea potential taboo word is recognized by the
emotional reaction.
speaker, the speaker should give the corresponding
'
The authors measured their speakers galvanic skin response, which is
known to reflect emotional arousal. This prediction is quite nontrivial for
the following reason: An innocent partial speecherror , such as cool kits ,
could have been produced as a simple error of anticipation without any
intervention of an editor. In that case no taboo word would have been
generatedin phonological encoding, and the speakerwould have had no
reason to show an emotional response. The prearticulatory -editing explanation
, however, presupposesthat the full error (cool tits) was internally
generated, and that it would have produced the corresponding
galvanic skin responsedespite the fact that no overt taboo word ever
appeared. Again , this is what Motley et al. found. There is also good
clinical evidence for the existence of prearticulatory editing in agrammatic
patients (Garnsey and Dell 1984) .
Unlike distributed editors, the prearticulatory editor is not omnipresent
in the language-production system. It cannot evaluate intermediary
results, and it leaves the operation of most processingcomponents unaffected
. Whether this editor involves reduplication is not resolved. It
must, of course, be able to evaluate semantic, syntactic, phonological,
and other aspectsof prearticulatory or internal speech. How can this be
conceivedwithout implicating reduplication?
An obvious solution is to identify the editor with the languageunderstanding system. A speakercan attend to his own speechin just the
sameway as he can attend to the speechof others; the same devicesfor
this
understanding language are involved. In Levelt 1983 I elaborated
" in the
"
proposal by supposing that there is a double perceptual loop
system- that a speakercan attend to his own internal speechbefore it is
uttered and can also attend to his self-produced overt speech. In both
cases the speech is perceived and parsed by the normal languageunderstanding system. This view of self-monitoring is depicted in figure
12.3, which is nothing but a condensedversion of figure 1.1. It should be
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Theperceptualloop theoryof self-monitoring.

noted that the language-understanding systemis not only able to derive a
messagefrom its speechinput , it is also able to detect deviations from linguistic
standards. When we listen to the speechof others we can discern
deviant sound form , deviant morphology , and deviant syntax. According
to the perceptual-loop theory, the same mechanismis involved in monitoring
one' s own internal or overt speech.
The major advantageof this approach is that no additional editing devices
have to be conjectured. There are no special-purposeeditors to check
the outputs of lemma access, of grammatical encoding, of segmental
spellout, and so forth . Only the final (prearticulatory) phonetic plan or
internal speechand the overt speechproduced can be attended to by the
language-understanding system. The aspectsof the self-produced speech
to which a speaker will be especially sensitive will then depend on the
context, in agreementwith the findings of Motley and colleagues.
This is important , becauseMacKay ( 1987) has argued against editor
theorieson the ground that the errors one detectsin one' s own speechare
different in kind from those one detects in the speechof others. MacKay
'
compared Nooteboom s ( 1980) counts in the Meringer data on selfcorrec
and in Tent and Clark ' s ( 1980) data on error detection in
other-produced speech. As mentioned, Nooteboom found a 75-percent
correction rate for phonological errors and a 53-percent rate for lexical
errors. Tent and Clark , who asked their subjectsto exactly transcribe the
sentencesthey heard (and thesesentencescould contain various kinds of
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errors), found that a phonemic mispronunciation was noticed far less
often than a morphemic or a syllabic error.
But this argument is invalid . Apart from the fact that the two data sets
are highly incomparable (for instance, white noise was added to Tent and
Clark ' s experimental sentences
), it is obvious that the attentional criteria
'
and
are quite different in listening
speaking. A listener s first concern is to
extract meaning from the speechsignal, even in spite of ill -formedness. A
speaker, however, must guard not only the meaningfulnessof his speech
but also its satisfaction of grammatical standards. His attention will be
tuned accordingly.
Moreover, the monitoring of other-produced speech is itself highly
dependenton context. The detection rate for errors of different types is
highly dependent on the kind of task assignedto the listener ( Bond and
Small 1984) . When a listener is instructed to monitor for errors of a particular
kind , the chancesof detection rise sharply (Cooper, Tye-Murray ,
and Nelson 1987). In short: A difference between the detection distribution
for self-monitoring and that for the monitoring of others can hardly
be usedas an argument against the perceptual-loop model. Both distributions
dependo.~ context and on task, and in normal conversational situations
these contexts are systematically different for self-monitoring and
other-monitoring .
The perceptual loop consists, according to figure 12.3, of two pathways
, one involving perception of self-produced overt speech and one
involving internal speech. Can these two routes be distinguished experimentally
? Are there, in particular , qualitative differencesin the features
picked up by these two systems, and are there differences in speed of
feedback?
An inventive study by Lackner and Tuller ( 1979) produced affirmative
answersto both of these questions. Subjectswere given a string of four
syllables(for instance, pi -di- ti -gi ) and asked to repeat this sequenceagain
and again over a period of 30 seconds. The speaking of these syllables
was paced by meansof a light flashing once per second. This is atongue twister-like situation , and speakers occasionally made errors in pronouncing
the syllables. They were asked to push a button every time they
noticed an error. In this way two aspectsof monitoring could be registered
: the detection or nondetection of a self-produced error , and the
latency of detection (measuredas the time interval from speechonset to
button press) . The experiment was designed to compare a condition
'
where there was overt feedback with one where there wasn t. The latter
condition was realized by using earphones to present the speakerswith
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strong white noise, which largely or fully masked the self-produced overt
speech.
Are there qualitative differencesin self-monitoring between these two
conditions? Lackner and Tuller used three kinds of tongue-twisting
strings. Apart from the type given above (involving CV syllablesdiffering
in onset consonants), they gave strings where CV and V syllables alternated
(e.g., pi -a -ti -o) and strings consisting of V syllables only (e.g.,
a i ou ). For the first two kinds of strings, errors could be categorizedas
place-oj -articulation errors (e.g., di for gi ), as voicingerrors (e.g., di for ti ),
or both (e.g., di for pi ) . Did the detection rates for these three kinds of
error differ between the two testing conditions? They did . The detection
rate of voicing errors was markedly lower in the auditory masking condition
than in the unmaskedcondition . There was, however, hardly any differenc
in detection rate for place-of -articulation errors or for combined
errors. Trouble in voicing is, apparently, far better perceived via overt
speechthan via internal speech. This result is not surprising from the
perceptual-loop point of view. In the articulatory plan, the distinction between
voiced and unvoiced plosive consonantshingeson a tiny difference
in the moment of voice onset after the releaseof the obstruction in the
vocal tract. This, however, createsa substantial acoustic effect, which can
be picked up by the external loop . Similarly , Lackner and Tuller found
that errors in vowel quality were detectedmuch better when there was no
masking. In the masking condition , vowel errors that involved small deviations
from the target vowel (e.g., [E] for [I]) often went unnoticed.
There were also differencesin detection latenciesbetweenthe two conditions
. Although one would expect the masking condition to be more
difficult and therefore to create longer latencies, the reverseturned out to
be the case. Detection latencies were shorter in the masked condition .
And this is as it should be. The overt-speechloop is longer; extracting features
from overt speechrequires both articulation and acoustic analysis.
Theseprocesses are not involved in the internal loop . Masking noise suspends
the longer external loop .
Lackner and Tuller argued that , in nonnal speaking situations, both
loops are involved. This should predict that the detection latencies for
self-produced errors will be shorter than those for other produced errors,
sincesome self-produced errors will be detectedvia the internal loop . An
experiment comparing the detection latenciesof self-produced and otherproduced errors showed that this was indeed the case. For the kinds
of materials used in the above experiment, detection latencies were
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more than 100 milliseconds shorter in self-monitoring than in othermonitoring .
Is the perceptual loop short enough to intercept an error? The external
'
loop isn t , of course; a word is evaluated only when it is articulated. The
effectivenessof the internal loop , however, dependson how far phonetic
planning is ahead of articulation . We have seenthat it .can be one or even
a few phonological phrasesahead. The more articulatory buffering, the
more opportunity for self-monitoring . But what about fast-running
speech, where buffering is presumablyminimal?
Let us assumethat the internal loop and the Articulator can simultaneously
start working on a phonological word delivered by the Phonological Encoder. How much time does the Articulator use to unpack the
phonetic program and to initiate articulation ? The only measureswe have
are the latenciesin the fourth column of table 11.1. Thesewere the simple
reaction latencies in the experiments of Klapp et al. They were about
310 msec. But these latencies included perceiving the Go signal (say,
'
80 msec). The Articulator s own latency can therefore be estimated at
about 200- 250 msec. This meansthat there is at least this much time between
the delivery of the phonetic plan and the initiation of articulation .
Is this long enough for the internal loop to recognize the word and, in
caseof trouble , to sendan interruption signal to the Articulator ?
How long does it take to recognize a word inrunning speech? The
results of Marslen-Wilson and Tyler ( 1981, 1986) indicate that , on the
average, recognition is possible about 200 msec after word onset. This
corresponds roughly to the length of a syllable or a monosyllabic word.
This short time holds for listening to overt running speech; i.e., it includes
'
the time taken by the auditory process. Recognition of one s own
internal speechcan, therefore, be evenspeedier, say with a latency of 150200 msec. This would leave the internal loop with 0- 100msecto sendan
interrupt signal to the Articulator in caseof trouble. In other words, the
internal loop may in many casesbe short enough for effective word -level
monitoring in fluent speech- i.e., short enough to interrupt articulation
before the troublesome word is spoken. And this is the extreme case
where there is no buffering. If there is more phonetic plan available in the
buffer, there should be no timing problem whatsoever.
This, however, requires optimal attentional conditions. These are not
always given, as we saw in the previous subsection. The speakermay then
still be too late in intercepting the trouble item. This can lead to repairs
suchas the following :
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( 18) To the left sideof the purple disk is a v - a horizontal line .
Here execution (of the word vertical) had just set in before speechcould
be halted. Such a repair shows that self-monitoring indeed need not be
basedon overt speech. The erroneous word had been planned, as is evident
from the initial [v] (and the context of pattern descriptions), but too
little of the word was pronounced to make recognition via the external
loop possible.
Summing up: We have seengood evidencefor both prearticulatory and
postarticulatory editing. That there is prearticulatory editing is apparent
from partially intercepted errors such as example 18, but especiallyfrom
the experimentsof Motley et al., whose nontrivial predictions about partial
repairs and psychophysiologicalresponseswere fully confirmed. That
there is, in addition , monitoring of overt speechis apparent from the results
of Lackner and Tuller , which show a differential sensitivity to selfprodu
errors under conditions of auditory feedback versus impeded
feedback. There is, in short, evidence for the existenceof both the externa
and the internal feedbackloop .
Before we turn to the connectionist accounts of self-monitoring , one
additional remark should be made: Not all self-monitoring during speech
is mediated by the perceptual loops. Speakerscan also monitor their message
before they are formulated. They can attend to the appropriateness,
the instrumentality , and the politeness of the speechact they are planning
. This is an entirely conceptual activity ; it need not involve any formulat
or parsing.

12.1.4 ConnectionistTheoriesof Monitoring
It is characteristic of connectionist accounts that there are no mechanism
external to the speech-production apparatus involved in the control
of one' s own speech. In positive terms: The system's self-control is
due to the same inherent feedback that is presumably operative anyhow
in the generation of speech. That is, the bottom -up priming from lower.Ievel nodes to higher-level nodes in the network (see subsection 9.5.1) .
There is no editor watching the production system's output .
Evenstrong proponentsof an activation -spreadingaccount, suchas Dell
( 1986) and Sternberger( 1984), do not dogmatically exclude other kinds
of feedback- e.g., through the language-understanding system. Still , one
naturally tries to push the notion as far as possible. The most far -reaching
network account of monitoring is that of MacKay ( 1987) . His nodestructure
theory explains error detection along the following lines.
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Common and specificnodesin MacKay s ( 1987) node structure theory.

Language production and language understanding are largely subserved
by one and the samenode structure, a layered network of mental
nodes. This is schematically representedin figure 12.4, which pictures a
very small part of the network. The three mental nodes representedin the
upper portion of the figure are common to production and perception.
The two node types in the bottom part of the figure are specific. They are,
"
"
"
"
respectively, muscle-movement nodes and sensory-analysis nodes .
Thesenodesare involved in articulation and audition , respectively.
The network for languagehas severallayers of mental nodes. There are
"
"
"
"
"
layers. of propositional nodes, of conceptual nodes, of lexical
"
"
"
nodes," of " syllable nodes, of phonological nodes, and of (distinctive
"
"
) feature nodes. All theselayers of mental nodes are shared by the
production system and the comprehension system. An activated mental
node primes all nodes connected to it . These, in turn , prime- to some
lesser extent- the nodes connected to them, and so on. The theory is
'
quite similar to Dell s ( 1986) in that it assumesbidirectional priming between
layers of mental nodes. It is also similar in another respect. In
"
"
Dell ' s theory, a node could become current node, which would boost
its activation level. When, for instance, a syllable-onset phoneme was
structurally required at some moment in time, the most strongly primed
onset phoneme would become the current node. The same principle is
usedin the node-structure theory. The most primed node in a particular
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domain (e.g., the domain of onset phonemes) will becomethe " activated"
node at the moment it is structurally required. An " activated" node in the
node-structure theory is equivalent to a " current" node in Dell ' s spreading
activation theory.
Also , errors arise in the same way in the two theories: The " wrong"
node becomes" current" or " activated." This happenswhen the " wrong"
node is the most strongly primed one of its kind at the moment such a
node' s activation is needed. This can have several causes. The speaker
may want to say the greenlight but may happen to say the red light . When
the speaker prepareshis proposition, mental nodes for the modifier and
entity concepts GREEN and TRAFFIC LIGHT are, at some moment,
activated. They prime nodes connected to them- for instance, COLOR
(from GREEN) and RED (from TRAFFIC LIGHT ) . They also prime
nodesat the next, lexical level. The node for green is primed by GREEN
and by COLOR . The node for red is primed by RED and by COLOR . It
'
'
may happen that red s priming just exceedsgreen s at the moment an
adjective is needed. In that casered will become the current or activated
"
"
adjective node, though GREEN had been the only current concept
"
"
node of type modifier. Bottom -up priming may be another cause of
erroneousactivation.
How is an error detectedin the node-structure theory? Through backward
priming . When red is erroneously activated, it spreadsits activation
back to the concept node RED , which undergoesa sudden increaseof
priming . And this preciselyis perception in the node-structure theory: the
bottom -up priming of mental nodes. In this way, MacKay claims, an
error is perceived almost immediately, and a corrective action can start
before articulation of the error has beeninitiated . The mechanismof such
a corrective action is, as yet, not very well defined in the node-structure
theory.
When we compare the editing account and the connectionist account,
the most worrisome diagnosis is that , as they stand, both are very hard to
disconfirm. We saw that the initial editor theories suffered from reduplication
of knowledge. This was repaired in the perceptual-loop account,
where the monitoring device is just the speaker's language-understanding
'
system. In MacKay s node-structure theory, even more economy is
attained by equating the mental networks for the production and the understa
of language. This is a bold step not followed in the present
book. There is, on my view, too much empirical evidence, both experimenta
and clinical , for a substantial separation of processorsinvolved in
the producing and the understandingof langUage.
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Still , there are no doubt intimate connections between the speaking
systemand the listening system(Cutler 1987) . One showpieceis the phenomenon
of delayedauditory feedback, extensivelystudied and discussed
by MacKay (for a review of this work , see MacKay 1987) . The basic
phenomenon is this (Lee 1950): A speakerlistens to his own speechover
earphones. The speechis amplified and delayed. When the delay is of the
'
order of 200 milliseconds, serious dysftuencies arise in the speakers
speechdelivery. It becomes a kind of stuttering, with repetitions and
delays of speechsounds and drawls in the articulation of vowels. Here
speech perception immediately interferes with speech production , and
'
this wouldn t be possiblewithout short-circuited connectionsbetweenthe
two systems.
'
, this: It is an essential
MacKay s account of this effect is, in essence
node is completely
activated
an
that
structure
node
theory
property of the
a
.
As
, it will not
inhibited shortly after its activation
consequence
be the most active node at the next moment in time. This opens the way
for another node in the samedomain to becomethe next activated or current
node. The phaseof inhibition is, however, short. Nodes representing
phonemesor distinctive featurescan be reactivated some 150or 200 msec
after inhibition . And that is what happenssystematicallyin a situation of
delayed auditory feedback. The sensory nodes (figure 12.4) that react to
the speec~ that is fed back prime precisely the same mental nodes that
had been active some 200 msec earlier. This priming is substantial because
of the amplification of the speech. In many cases, the same node
will then again be selectedas the current node, becauseit has again become
the most primed of its kind . This then leads to repetition of the
samemotor activity - i.e., to stuttering.
'
Other things are more problematic for the node-structure theory sac count of self-monitoring . The theory implies that every error is detected
almost immediately; bottom -up priming is always direct and automatic.
This, however, is not in agreementwith the findings in Levelt 1983that
error detection can be substantially delayed. This will be the first issue
taken up in the next section.
Also difficult to handle are some of the set effects Motley and his colleagues
established. One of the hardest is the finding by Baars, Motley ,
and MacKay ( 1975) that the lexical-bias effect disappeared when only
nonwords were used in the error -eliciting procedure (see subsection
12.1.2) . There is as much bottom -up priming of lexical nodesin the latter
case as when real words are used, but no lexical bias arises. Selfmonitoring
may not be as automatic as the node structure theory
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suggests. A subject may have reasons to bother about lexical status, or
not to bother. And the same holds for his attitude with respect to other
featuresof his speech.
12.2

Interrupting and the Use of Editing Expressio . -

When a speaker detects trouble that is sufficiently alanning according to
'
the speaker s current standards , the decision will be taken to interrupt
speech and to initiate a repair . There are two issues to be considered here.
The first one is the temporal relation between detection and interruption :
Does a speaker complete certain parts of speech before halting , or is interrupti
immediate ? The second is whether and how the speaker signals
to the addressee that trouble is at hand and that some repair is about to
be made .

12.2.1 Interrupting the Utterance
The present evidence on spontaneous self-interruptions allows us to
maintain the following Main Interruption Rule. (One minor but interesting
exception to the rule will be discussedbelow.)

Main Interruption Rule:
Stop the flow of speechimmediately upon detecting trouble.
This rule was first suggestedand discussedby Nooteboom ( 1980) in his
analysisof the repairs in the Meringer ( 1908) corpus. A detailed empiricaJ
analysis of the rule on the basis of almost 1,000 tape-recorded spontaneous
self-repairs in the visual-pattern descriptions discussedabove was
presentedin Levelt 1983. Some of the main findings of that analysis will
be summarizedhere.
There is a variable distance between the troublesome item and the
point of self-interruption . The speaker may discover trouble and interrupt
himself before the trouble item is uttered. That is probably the case
in a covertrepair, suchas the following :
( 19) Here is a - era vertical line
We do not know in this casewhat the troublesome item was. Maybe the
speakerwas about to say horizontal. At any rate, there was some reason
to interrupt and restart. The repair is called " covert" becausewe don' t
know what was being repaired; 25 percent of the repairs in the corpus
were of this kind . Not knowing the source of trouble , we cannot be sure
about the delay between the source of the trouble and the moment of
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Distributionof interruptionmomentsin numberof syllablesaftertroubleitem.
(After Levett1983.)
interruption . In the following we will , therefore , ignore these covert
repairs and limit ourselves to overt repairs . The troublesome items will be
italicized .
In overt repairs , interruption can take place during the utterance of the
troublesome item , or right after it , or one or more syllables later . Figure
12.5 shows the distribution of interruption moments in the overt repairs
of the pattern -description data . If indeed interruption follows on the
heels of detection , the curve in figure 12.5 also reflects the distribution of
error detection .
Let us begin with the immediate within -word interruptions . The following
repair is an example :
(20) We can go straight on to the fe , to the orange node
About 18 percent of the overt repairs in the corpus were of this type .
Interruption can also occur just after the troublesome item , as in the
following :
( 21) Straight on to green to red
This is, in fact , very common . It is the most frequent place of interruption
, occurring in 51 percent of all self- repairs .
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But interruption can also be delayed by one or more words. This happens
in the remaining 31 percent of the overt repairs. In example 22, the
troublesomeelementwasgreen.
(22) And from green left to pink - er from blue left to pink
Interruption occurred only three words later. An infrequent caseof such
delayed interruptions (4 percent out of the 31 percent) was one in which
the interruption occurred within a word , as in the following :
(23) And over the gray ball a pur - or er right of the gray ball a purple ball

The Main Interruption Rule says that , in all these cases, the speaker
halted immediately upon becoming aware of trouble. Delays in interruption
, therefore, are ascribed to delays in detection. An alternative to the
rule would be that speakersdo not interrupt immediately, but prefer to
complete the current word , phrase, clause, or whatever constituent. The
evidencedoes not favor such an alternative. Any smaller or larger constituen
can be interrupted for repair. This is the case in example 20,
where there is not only interruption of a word but also interruption of a
noun phrase; there is no delay. And when there is delay, there need be no
constituent completion. Example 23 demonstrates this. There is delay,
but neither the integrity of the word nor that of the noun phrase(a purple
ball) is respected. Delayed interruptions with incomplete constituents are
quite common in spontaneousself-repairs.
Still , one could make a statistical argument. Speakersmay have some
tendencyto delay interruption till after completion of the current phrase.
If there is such a tendency, delayed interruptions in repairs will respect
phrase boundaries more often than immediate interruptions . However,
the reverseturned out to be the case. Interruptions immediately after the
troublesome item respectedphrase boundaries in 74 percent of the cases,
whereas delayed interruptions coincided with phrase boundaries in 66
percent of the self-interruptions . Hence, there is no reason to suppose
that a speaker delays interruption in order to complete the current
phrase.
But do speakers respect the integrity of words when they interrupt ?
Nooteboom ( 1980), in his analysis of the Meringer data, found that
words are almost never broken up; speakerstend to delay interruption
until at least the current word has been completed. It should be remembered
, however, that Meringer was interestedin speecherrors rather than
in the way speakersself-interrupt . It is, in particular , very hard for even
an attentive listener to register exactly where a speaker interrupts his
own speech. The repairs in my pattern-description data were all tape-
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recorded; this made it possible to determine precisely where the selfinterruption
took place. It turned out that 22 percent of interruptions
words. Words are not sacredcows in self-repair.
within
occurred
Still there is something specialabout within -word interruptions . Words
that are real errors are much more prone to interruption than words that
are merely not fully appropriate or words that are correct. Compare the
following three examples:
(24) First a bro- - era yellow and a greendisk

(25) To the left of it ablanc, or a white crossingpoint
(26) Left to the pink disk, or right to the pink disk
In example 24, the word brown is wrong and the speakerinterrupts it for
repair. In example 25, the word blanc is not an error . It is, rather,
somewhat inappropriate because the speaker always used white to
describe white nodes. Note that the speaker does not interrupt blanc.
Erroneous words were interrupted more than three times as often in the
pattern-description data as merely inappropriate words. Example 26 is
still different. There is an error word (left), but the speakerwas late in detecting
the trouble. If detection occurred when the word disk was being
uttered, the speakershould have interrupted that word , according to the
Main Interruption Rule. The data show, however, that words are seldom
broken up in such casesof delayed interruption . The bulk of within -word
interruptions are caseswhere the broken-up word is an error itself.
Can this be adduced to the detection of trouble? Hardly . There is no
reason to assumethat the detection of error (as in example 24) occurs
more frequently within the troublesome word than the detection of inappropriaten
(as in example 25) . And it is even less likely that when
'
detection of trouble is late, as in example 26, it won t occur within a
word. That is, we have a real exception to the Main Interruption Rule:
Words that are not errors themselvestend to be completed before interruption
. One would be inclined to a pragmatic interpretation of this finding
. By interrupting a word , a speaker signals to the addresseethat that
word is an error. If a word is completed, the speakerintends the listener
to interpret it ascorrectly delivered.
Are syllable boundaries respectedwhen a speakerhalts within a word?
Compare the following repairs:
(27) Then follows a horizon-, no, a vertical line
(28) Over the gree-, no I am wrong , left of the greendisk . . .
(29) I go1- , all the way straight
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In example 27, the word is broken up but the syllable boundary is respect
. In examples 28 and 29, syllable boundaries are not respected;
this is quite common in self-interruptions . But there is a difference between
the latter two examples. In example 28 the pronounced part of the
word is itself a possiblesyllable. In that sensethe interruption respectsthe
phonotactic constraints of the language. This is not so for example 29,
where the speakerproduced just a fricative (probably the first consonant
of further ) that was not a possiblesyllable. A careful analysis by ear of all
172 within -word interruptions in the data revealed that 39 percent were
of this latter kind , i.e., the production of a sound that was not a wellformed syllable in the language. When speakersinterrupt an erroneous
word , they are quite inconsiderate with respect to its phonological integrity
. Here the Main Interruption Rule- stop as soon as trouble is
detected- appearsto be respected.
The Main Interruption Rule, in short, can be maintained with one exceptio
: Speakerstend to complete the current correct word upon detection
of trouble. An important consequenceof the rule is that delayed
interruption signalsdelayeddetection of trouble. But delayeddetection of
trouble cannot be accountedfor by the node-structure theory as it stands.
12.2.2 The Useof Editing Expressions
The speaker's self-interruption is usually followed by a short pauseor by
what is called an editing expression(Hockett 1967) . Editing expressionssimple ones such as er, that is, sorry, I mean and elaborate ones such as
oh, that 's impossible,' I will start again, OK?- play a significant role in
signaling to the addresseethat there is trouble , and what kind of trouble it
is. James( 1972, 1973), for instance, analyzedthe usesof uh, oh, and ah, and
how they differ semantically. The interjection uh or er signals, according to
James, that something has been temporarily forgotten . Du Bois ( 1974)
argued that the phrase that is is usedto specify a referent in a repair, as in
the following :
(30) He hit Mary - that is, Bill did .
The useof rather, according to Du Boisis for " nuanceediting," as in
(31) I am trying to lease, or rather, subleasemy apartment.
And I meanis usedwhen there is an out -and-out mistake:
(32) I really like to - I mean- hate to get up in the morning .
Theseare constructed cases, not observedones, but they strongly suggest
that there are special editing expressionsfor signaling straight mistakes
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or errors (as in example32) and others for signaling appropriatenessproblems
(as in examples30 and 31) . What do the repair data tell us?
'
It is indeed the casethat a speakers use of editing expressionsis quite
different after an error than after a mere inappropriateness. The most remarkable
differencein my data ( Levelt 1983) is that errors were followed
by editing expressionsin 62 percent of the cases, whereasforappropriateness
repairs the percentagewas only 28. And this makes communicative
sense. In the caseof an error (as in example 32), the speakermay want to
warn the addresseethat the current messageis to be replaced. But in the
caseof an inappropriateness(for instance, an underspecification, as in examples
30 and 31), no such drastic stepsare imminent. The addresseewill
only be given an additional specification. This distinction was already
'
apparent in the speakers tendency to interrupt erroneous words but not
inappropriate words.
The repair data also showeda systematicdifferencein the kinds of editing
expressionsused. Errors were mostly followed by er, or, and no. The
latter two tell the addresseethat an alternative is about to come, and that
something is being rejected. Such oppositions are not often created in
appropriatenessrepairs. The most frequent appropriatenessediting term
in the Dutch data was dus (literally thus) a connective that normally
presupposesthe correctnessof the previous propositions and introduces
some consequenceor state of affairs that is compatible with it . In other
words, the speaker self-interrupts but tells the listener to continue the
same line of interpretation . This editing term was never used when the
occasion for repair was an error. Also , speakers excused themselves
(by sorry or the like ) after errors, but almost never after cases of
inappropriateness.
A very special editing term is er. It is the most frequently used editing
expression, used in 30 percent of all repairs. It is also the only editing expression
that is practically universal; it exists, with only minor phonetic
variations, in many if not all languages. The latter should make one suspiciouser
would be the only universal word. But is era word , or is it
rather a neutral sound that is likely to occur under certain speakingconditions
?
Analysis of the pattern-description repair data revealsthat there is one
dominant factor determining the use of er: the actuality or recency of
trouble. The most frequent useof er was in covert repairs, suchas
- (33) We start with a green er greenpoint .
Here trouble is clearly present, though we cannot tell preciselywhat kind
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of trouble . Of the covert repairs in the corpus , two - thirds contained an
editing expression . Of these, er was by far the most frequent one , occur ring in 84 percent of the cases. The next most frequent use of er was right
upon the interruption of a word , as in
to yellow .
( 34) Right toleier
If an editing term was used in these cases, it was er in 80 percent of the
cases. The use of er declined when the delay between the trouble spot and
the interruption increased . When the troublesome word has just been
completed , as in example 35, er was no longer the most frequent editing
term ; still , 35 percent of the editing expressions were er .
( 35) Left - er - right in front of me
When the interruption was delayed by one or more words , as in example
36, the use of er dropped to 21 percent .
( 36) From white I go straight to - er - right to blue .

Another way of expressing the same result is that the difference between
the use of er and the use of other editing expressions is that er is used
when the delay between the troublesome word and the interruption is
short ( in fact , the average delay for er is 1.7 syllables ); the other expressio
are used at larger delays (average : 4.3 syllables ) . The interjection
er apparently signals that at the moment when trouble is detected ,
the source of the trouble is still actual or quite recent . But otherwiseer
doesn ' t seem to mean anything . It is a symptom , not a sign .

12.3 MakingtheRepair

After self- interruption there is a moment of suspense. The speaker ' s er
may help him to keep the floor , and various editing expressions may be
used for the same purpose or to indicate the kind of trouble at hand . This
moment of suspense will be used to prepare the correction . It is , at the
same time , a moment of trouble for the listener . The running interpretation
of the flow of speech is suddenly interrupted , and the listener has a
continuation problem . How much of the interrupted utterance is to be reinterpre
or qualified ? Or is it just a moment of hesitation after which
will
continue
sPeech
normally ?
It will be argued in this section that speakers make repairs in such
a way that their listeners ' continuation problems are maximally accommo
. Speakers repair , first , in a linguistically principled way .
The repair entertains a simple and systematic syntactic relation to the in -
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terrupted utterance. This makesit possiblefor the listener to derive an interpretation
for the pair of original utterance and correction. Second,
speakersinclude more or lessof the original utterance in their correction,
which is an important way of letting the listener know whether the occasion
for repair is an error or an inappropriateness. Third , the very first
word of the repair is usually enough to allow the listener to determine
where the repair is to be inserted in the original utterance. Fourth , the
speakercan focus the replacementby assigning it pitch accent. The next
four subsectionswill deal with thesefour systematicproperties of repairs.
In a final section someattention will be given to lessconventional ways of
self-repairing.
12.3.1 The Syntactic Structure of Repairs
It has often been observed that speakersrestart their speechat a phrase
boundary or a constituent boundary (Du Bois 1974; Nooteboom 1980) .
This is the constituentrule. The rule is not only correct, it is also trivial . A
check of the 957 repairs in my corpus ( Levelt 1983) shows that there are
only minor exceptions, but a further analysis makes it clear that this
adherence to the rule is due to the language rather than to the way
speakersrepair. In a right -branching language, such as English or Dutch ,
almost any word in a sentencemarks the beginning of a syntactic constituent
. This is exemplified in the following .
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or doesn' t " fit ." The following (constructed) examplemay help to demonstrate
this point :
(38) Is the doctor seeing- er - the doctor interviewing patients?

This repair sounds rather funny; it is intuitively ill formed. Still , it respec
the constituent rule; the repair starts with a noun phrase ( the doctor
.
Is
there something in the repair itself (the doctor interviewing
)
patients) that makes it a problematic case? No ; the same repair can be
fine in the following context:
(39) Is the nurse- er - the doctor interviewing patients?

This repair is intuitively well formed. Well -formedness of a repair is,
apparently, not a property of its intrinsic syntactic structure. It is, rather,
dependenton its relation to the (interrupted) original utterance. The constitue
rule ignores that relation.
What sort of relation is a repair to maintain with the original utterance
? The relation is, in essence
, quite simple. Syntactically speaking, an
utterance and its repair constitute a kind of coordination( Levelt 1983; De
Smedtand Kempen 1987), and the syntactic rules of coordination have to
be followed. This state of affairs can be captured in a Well-Formedness
Rule for repairs. The rule is somewhat abstract on first appearance, but
is easily explained. In the rule, 0 means the original utterance, R means
the repair proper, and C is a string of zero or more words that is to
complete the original utterance. The rule ignores the use of editing
expressions.
Well-FormednessRule/ or repairs
An original utterance plus repair ( OR ) is well formed if and only if there
is a string C such that the string ( OCorR ) is well formed, where C is a
completion of the constituent directly dominating the last element of 0
(or is to be deleted if that last element is itself a connective such as or or
and).
To demonstrate this rule, we will apply it to the just -discussedill -formed
and well-formed cases.
In the ill -formed repair given as example38, 0 , the original utterance, is
Is the doctor seeing. The interrupted constituent in the original utterance
is the verb phrase(seeing. . . ) . It can, for instance, be completed by an NP
such as the surgeon; let us take this as C, the completion. Then follow or
and the repair R , the doctor interviewingpatients. The result is this:
(40) Is the doctor seeingthe surgeonor the doctor interviewing patients?
This coordination is as ill formed as the repair in example38.
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What about the well-formed case(example 39)? There 0 is Is the nurse.
Its last word is nurse, which itself completes the NP constituent, so the
completion C can be empty. R is the repair the doctor interviewing patients
, and the coordination specifiedby the rule will be the following :
(41) Is the nurse or the doctor interviewing patients?
This is all right as a coordination . For theseexamples, therefore, the biconditional
rule appearsto work .
How does it work for naturalistic data? An analysis of the patterndescription repairs showed that the rule was adhered to with only minor
exceptions- i.e., speakersusually maderepairs that weresyntactically well
formed. Let us apply it to the following observedrepair:
(42) From purple up to , straight up to red
This repair is, according to the rule, syntactically well formed becausethe
corresponding coordination is. 0 is from purple up to. Its last word ( to)
introduces a prepositional phrase; let us complete it with green ( = C) . R
is straight up to red. The coordination thus becomes
(43) From purple up to green or straight up to red
which is well formed.
So far , the conclusion is warranted that , in contrast with what has been
suggestedin the linguistic literature about repairs, self repair is asyn
tactically regular process. In order to repair, the speaker tends to follow
the normal rules of syntactic coordination .
This does not mean, of course, that the Well - FormednessRule cannot
'
be violated in a speakers repair behavior. The study of speecherrors has
made it abundantly clear that just about any linguistic rule is occasionally
violated by speakers. Such irregularities are especiallylikely to arise when
there are attentional lapses, or when there are high processingdemands
"
"
(such as in fast speech). Repair situations are almost always loading
moments for a speaker. It is, therefore, quite surprising how regular
'
speakers repairs usually are.
But just as one can experimentally elicit speecherrors, one can also
experimentally elicit ill -formed repairs. Van Wijk and Kempen ( 1987) designed
an inventive experimental procedure to induce repairs in syntactically
'
. The speakers task was to describe an
well-control led sentences
event depicted in a picture. An example of such a picture is given in figure
12.6a. It can be describedas follows:
(44) The bald man with the spectaclespushesthe sadclown.
The subject was first made familiar with the possible agents and re-
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Figure 12.6
Picturesusedin van Wijk and Kempen' s ( 1987) repair elicitation experiment.
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Clearly, example 45 adheres to the Well - Formedness Rule; the corresponding
coordination would be The bald man with the spectaclesor
with the moustachepushesthe sad clown, which is fine. But van Wijk and
Kempen developed this technique especially to induce very delayed repairs
'
. When the pictorial changeoccurred late in the speakers utterance,
ill -formed repairs might occur, suchas the following :
- (46) The bald man with the spectaclespushes er with the moustache
pushesthe sadclown.
This is ill formed because the corresponding coordination would be
something like The bald man with the spectaclespushesa child or with the
moustachepushesthe sad clown, which is horrible . And indeed caseslike
example46 do arise regularly under suchexperimentalconditions.
On the basis of these and related experimental results, van Wijk and
Kempen conjectured that speakershave, essentially, two ways of making
a repair. The first one they call a reformulation; the speakercreatesa new
syntactic construction. An instance of this is example 42 above, where up
is reformulated as straight up, which involves a syntactic addition . These
repairs systematically adhere to the Well -FormednessRule. Reformulations
occur at the level of grammatical encoding, in the realm of syntax.
The secondrepair strategy is lemmasubstitution. A lemma substitution
fully preservesthe syntax of the original utterance; only a word is replaced
. There is no further grammatical re-encoding. Examples45 and 46
are of this kind . According to van Wijk and Kempen, they may but need
not adhere to the Well- Formedness Rule. And indeed, two such cases
also appeared in my naturalistic data: example 47 (presented here) and
example 56 (below) .
(47) right of purple is - er - of white is purple
The Well - FormednessRule createsa coordination like right of purple is
greenor of white is purple, which is ill formed. Further scrutiny of naturalistic data is needed to substantiate the systematic occurrence of such
repairs. And if they occur more than occasionally, one should check
whether they are experiencedas well formed by speakersof the language;
only if they are need a subsidiary well-formednessrule be added to the
grammar of repair.
12.3.2 Ways of Restarting
One can adhere to the Well -Fonnedness Rule and still restart in very
different ways after self-interruption . The repair mayor may not include
parts of the original utterance, and theseparts can be smaller or larger. A
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very major determinant of how speakersrestart is the repair occasion, i.e.,
the type of trouble the speaker is dealing with . Earlier we distinguished
between two major classesof trouble: out-and-out error and inappropriate
. In the former casethe repair must undo the mistake; in the latter
casesomefurther specificationis neededin order to say the samething
in a more felicitous way. The way in which speakersbegin their repairs is
systematicallydifferent for thesetwo kinds of repair occasion. To demonstrate
this, three ways of restarting should be distinguished.
The first one will be called instant repairing. In these casesthere is a
single troublesome word , and the speaker retracesto just that word and
replacesit with a new item. In other words, the repair begins with the replace
, as in example48.
(48) Again left to the sameblanc crossing point - white crossing point

Here the very first word of the repair, white, replacesthe troublesomeitem,
blanc. Notice that , in this example, there is delayed interruption (till after
crossingpoint) . Instant repairs do not require immediate interruption . Of
all the error and appropriateness repairs in my corpus, 42 percent are
instant repairs.
The second way of restarting is to retrace to and repeat some word
prior to the trouble element. This is called anticipatory retracing. An exampl
is the following :
(49) And left to the purple crossing point - to the red crossing point

The troublesome item is purple, but after interruption the speaker retrace
to the beginning of the prepositional phrase, thus " leading in " the
replacementof purple by red. This happensin 35 percent of the error and
appropriatenessrepairs.
The third way of restarting is by making a fresh start. The speaker
neither instantly replacesthe trouble element nor retraces to an earlier
word. Rather, he starts with fresh material that was not part of the original
interrupted utterance, as in example50.
'
(50) From yellow down to brown - no - that s red

The speakersaysneither just red or to red; he starts with a new construction
: that 's . . . . Fresh starts appear in 23 percent of the error and appropriate
repairs in the repair corpus. A special kind of fresh start is one
in which the speakerstarts with fresh material but then still copies part of
the original utterance; the following is an example:
( 51) The road beginswith a - or it goeson and it beginswith a green
crossing.
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. (Datafrom
anderrorrepairs
for appropriateness
repairs
Waysof restarting
Levelt1983
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Instant

Appropriateness
repairs (N = 290)
Error renairs
.

repairs

Anticipatory

retracings

Fresh starts

30%

25%

44%

51%

41%

8%

(N = 399)

After the editing expressionor, the speaker introduces fresh material (it
goeson and it ), then repeatspart of the original utterance (beginswith a) .
This specialkind of fresh start is called a prespecification.
How doesa speakerrestart when he has made an error , and how when
the trouble has beenan inappropriateness? Table 12.1 givesthe results for
thesetwo classesof repair occasionsin the pattern-description data.
The table shows a considerabledifference in the ways of restarting for
the two categoriesof repair occasion. Repairs of errors are usually made
either instantly or by anticipation . It is exceptional to make a fresh start
after a mistake; example 50 is such a case. It should be added that threefourths of the fresh starts in the category of appropriatenessrepairs are
prespecifications, such as in example 51. Such prespecifications hardly
ever occur among error repairs.
The upshot of thesefindings is that most error repairs leavethe original
utterance unaffected but for the erroneous element. Nothing is changed
or added that is not strictly necessary. Repairs of all -out mistakes are
. When, however, the trouble is an inappropriateness, such as
conservative
an ambiguity or an underspecification, the speaker tends to introduce
fresh materials. Either he will say the samething differently by creating a
new sentenceor phrase, or he will make a prespecification (which involves
the insertion of fresh syntactic materials into the original utterance
) . The latter is, in fact, the dominant procedure for appropriateness
repairs. Insertions of fresh materials almost always follow the WellFormedness Rule. This also holds for van Wijk and Kempen' s ( 1987)
experimentaldata. A different way to put this is that in casesof inappropriateness
speakerstend to reformulate what they had said. In casesof
error they preserve their original formulation and only exchange the
troublesomeelement.
One might expect that the way of restarting is also influenced by the
amount of delay before interruption . It would , for instance, make sense
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12.3.3 Restarting and the Listener' s Continuation Problem
There is another aspect of restarting that deservesparticular attention.
Not only the speakerbut also the listener is in trouble when an utterance
is interrupted . It is well known that listenersinterpret speech" on-line" as
much as possible (see, for instance, Marslen-Wilson and Tyler 1981) .
That is, listenerstend to syntactically, semantically, and pragmatically integrat
eachnew word of an utteranceinto whateverthey have understood
so far. This integration is done very quickly , even during the delivery of
the word. When an utterance is interrupted by the speaker, the listener' s
problem is how to insert the new repair information into the developing
interpretation of the original utterance.
I t would be ideal if the listenercould know how to do this as soon as the
first word of the repair appears. In particular , a repair' s first word (after
whatever editing terms) can, first , be the instant replacementfor a trouble
item, as in example48. In that casethe listener would want to know that
this is the case, as well as which word in the original utterance is to be
replaced. The first word can also be the beginning of an anticipatory retracin
. How can the listener know that this is so, and which element in
the original utterance is the target of retracing? A third alternative is for
the first word to be the beginning of a fresh start. That is important to
know , becausethe listener will then interpret it as an addition rather than
as a change. Finally , the interruption may be due to a covert repair. In
that casethe first word after the restart is either just the next word of the
current sentence, as in example 52, or an item overlapping with the original
utterance, as in examples 19, 33, and 53. For the listener, the latter
caseis like an anticipatory retracing.
(52) Left of the black dot - er - which was already mentioned
( 53) A vertical line to a - to a black disk
Does the way in which speakersrestart reveal to their listenersright away
which of thesefour casesis at hand? The answer is, by and large, Yes. In
particular, speakersadhere to two conventions of restarting, which will
now be discussed. Both conventions relate the first word of the repair to
someearlier word in the original utterance.
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The Word - Identity Convention
If the first word of the repair is identical to some word w of the original
utterance , the repair is to be interpreted as a continuation of the original
utterance from won . ( If there is more than one such word in the original
utterance , take the last one.)
The idea of this convention is easily exemplified . Case 54 adheres to the
'
convention ; case 55 doesn t .
- to white
( 54) Right to yellower
I
I
Here the first repair word , to , also appears in the interrupted utterance .
The intended interpretation , therefore , is right to white . The continuation
of interpretation means , in particular , that the local syntax at the
point of insertion is acknowledged . In the case of
( 55) And at the bottom of the line a red dot a vertical line
I
I
the convention prescribes the interpretation and at the bottom of the line a
vertical line , and that is not what the speaker intended . Before discussing
whether violating cases such as 55 are just exceptional or rather quite frequent
, I will introduce the second convention , which applies to cases
where the first word of the repair differs from all the words in the original
utterance .
The Category - Identity Convention
If the syntactic category of the first word of the repair is identical to the
is
syntactic category of some word w of the original utterance , the repair
word
first
with
the
won
from
continuation
as
a
,
repair
to be interpreted
replacing w. (If there is more than one such word in the original utterance
, take the last one.)
The latter convention is followed in example 56 but violated in example
57.
( 56) Down from white is a red node and from pink node
I
I
By the convention , the interpretation should be down from white is a pink
node, since the adjective pink is to replace the adjective red in the original
utterance . This is indeed the intended interpretation .
( 57) And then again a stretch to a red patch stripe
I
I
Here the convention prescribes the interpretation

and then again a stretch
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to a red stripe, the noun stripe replacing the last noun (patch) in the original
utterance. This was not intended by the speaker; stretch was to be
replaced.
Do speakers follow these conventions? Examples 55 and 57 are real
exceptionsin the data. The Word - Identity Convention was violated in 13
percentof the casesin which it should have applied. In most of thesecases
not the last but an earlier identical word had to be taken. The CategoryIdentity Convention was violated in 9 percent of the cases, and again in
most of thesecasesan earlier category-identical word had to be taken (as
in example 57). In quite a number of cases, the Word -Identity Convention
was violated but the Category- Identity Convention was respected. In
fact, in no more than 7 percent of the casesdid speakersviolate both constrain
at the same time. In other words, in a large majority of cases
speakersbegin their repair in such a way that the listener can immediately
insert the repair in the right slot of the original utterance. This guarantees
unhampered on-line interpretation of utterance-plus-correction. And the
'
"
"
repair s prosody reveals this fact. When the bridged parts in repairs
54- 57 are spliced out of the tape, normal fluent speecharises ( Levelt
1984b).
The reader may have noticed the similarity of the two conventions. The
Word - Identity Convention is probably a special case of the CategoryIdentity Convention. However, it makes psychological sense to keep
them apart . In the caseof word identity , the listener knows that the repair
is going to be an anticipatory retracing- there will be a lead-in to the correctio
"
"
, and a leisurely interpretation is possible. In caseof mere category
identity, there is instant replacement- which probably requiresmore
alertnesson the part of the listener.
The above conventions do not solve all of the listener' s continuation
problems. If the conditions for neither convention are met, the repair can
be either a fresh start or a covert repair of the type shown in example 52.
In the former casea new syntactic construction is at hand; in the latter
casethe syntax of the utterance is simply continued. This is an important
difference in on-line interpretation . The problem, however, is smaller
than it appearsto be. In the large majority of repairs the listener can determ
which is the caseon the basisof the editing term used. In 92 percent
of all covert repairs (i.e. hesitations) of this sort, speakersused er as
an editing term, whereas only 6 percent of the fresh starts were introduced
by er. Two -thirds of the fresh starts had no editing term at all ,
which shouldn' t surprise us: Fresh starts are the mark of appropriateness
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repairs, and in most cases appropriateness repairsgo without editing
expressions.
In conclusion, therefore, it can be said that , with a low rate of exceptions
'
, speakerssolve their addresseescontinuation problem when a repair
is at hand. No later than upon the first word of the repair the listener
can know how to relate the repair to the interrupted utterance. Whether
'
the listener in fact usesthat information when dealing with the speakers
t.rouble is another issue; it is not a concern of this book.
12.3.4 ProsodicMarking in Self- Repair
Following a suggestionby Goffman ( 1981), Cutler ( 1983b) drew a distinction
betweenrepairs that are prosodically marked and those that are unmarked
"
. A repair is prosodically unmarked when the speakerutters the
correction on, as far as possible, the same pitch as the originally uttered
error [or trouble item] ." Also , in unmarked repairs, the amplitude and
the relative duration of the repair mimic those of the trouble item. A repair
is prosodically marked when the prosody of the trouble item and its
correction differ substantially. Marking can be done by creating a contrast
in pitch contour , in loudness, or duration . Cutler found that repairs
of phonetic errors are, as a rule, unmarked. For instance, for the repair
'
(58) Well it ll all have to be unsiled- unsigned
the speakerdoes not make a prosodic contrast betweenunsignedand the
erroneousunsi/ed. Marking typically occurs in lexical repairs, such as
'
(59) You re happyto - wElcome to include it
(wherepitch accentis, as usual, indicated by capitalizing the vowel) .
Still , in Cutler ' s corpus only 38 percent of the lexical repairs were prosodically
'
marked. What , then, governs a speakers decision to mark a repair
? To deal with this question, we ( Levelt and Cutler 1983) analyzedall
of the tape-recorded lexical repairs in the pattern-description corpus.
There were 299 such repairs for which the independentmarkednessjudgments
of the two authors agreed. Of these, 134(45 percent) weremarked.
A first analysis concerned the interrupt / restart pattern of the repair.
Did a speakermark the replacing word more often when interruption was
immediate, i.e., within or right after the trouble word? Or did a speaker
do more marking in instant repairs than in anticipatory retracings and
fresh starts? It turned out that none of these factors had anything to do
with prosodi~. marking in repairs. In other words, prosodic marking in no
way reflectsthe syntax of the repair operation .
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Rather, repair prosody is semantically motivated. This appears, first ,
from a comparison of error and appropriatenessrepairs. Of the error repairs
, 53 percent were prosodically marked, whereasonly 19 percent of
the appropriatenessrepairs were. It should be rememberedthat repairs of
errors are made to reject what was said earlier. This, we saw, is also
apparent from the useof editing terms such as no, or, and sorry, and from
the tendency to break off the error word. Prosodic marking accentuates
this contrast. Repairing for inappropriateness, however, does not involve
rejection as much as it involves further specification; no contrast is establis
to what was said before.
Still , the question should be raised why only 53 percent of theseerror
'
repairs are marked. Don t they all involve a semanticcontrast? Yes, they
do, but there are degreesof contrast. The speaker and the listener will
often be mutually aware of the set of alternatives for a trouble item. The
senseof contrast will be highest when this set is small, as in the caseof
antonyms (left - no, rIght ). It will be lesswhen the number of alternatives
to the trouble word is large.
The repair data we studied made it possible to test this notion of degrees
of contrast. Among the lexical corrections there were many color name repairs. The experimental patterns involved elevendifferent colors;
hence, the number of alternatives to a particular color was ten. There
werealso a substantialnumber of errors in directional terms. Thesealmost
always exchangedleft and right, horizontal and vertical, or up and downi.e., antonyms. In most of thesecases, therefore, there wasjust one alternative
. If the degreeof contrast matters, one would predict more prosodic
marking in the repairs of directional terms than in the color -name repairs
. And indeed, this turned out to be the case. Seventy-two percent of
the direction-term repairs were marked, versus 50 percent of the color name repairs. The degreeof semanticcontrast, therefore, is an important
contributing factor to prosodic marking in self-repairs.
These findings place the origins of prosodic marking in repairs at the
messagelevel. The speakerintends to give contrastive prominence. This,
in turn , induces prosodic focus in grammatical encoding (seesubsection
5.2.2), which becomesphonologically realizedas pitch accent.
In addition to this genealogyof prosodic marking in repairs, there may
well be a personal stylistic factor. Certain speakersbecamequite upset
with themselveswhen they made a mistake; they would , so to say, cry out
the corrections. One speakereven marked every single repair. Others preferred
to make their repairs more or less in passing, as if the listener
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. What
rather than the speakerwas to blamefor the misunderstanding
would you do , dear reader?

12.3.5 Repairingon the Fly
There are many more ways of repairing than those reviewedabove. Actually
, the boundaries betweenrepairing and nonrepairing are quite fuzzy.
There are parentheticals and expansions that come, sort of , as afterthoughts
'
. One wouldn t call the following a repair:
(60) He conqueredBabylon, the great Alexander.
It is, clearly, a well-formed utterance. If it were a repair, the Well
FormednessRule would classify it as ill formed. (He conqueredBabylon
and the great Alexander is ill formed if he and the great Alexander are coreferential.) But other casesare lessclear. What about the following ?
'
(61) That s the only thing he doesis fight . (from Kroch and Hindle
1982)
(62) It seemsto be a good marriage, of her parents. (C. van Wijk ,
personalcommunication)
(63) Who did you think elsewould come? (from Garrett 1980a)
In all thesecasesthe speakerrepairs (or seemsto repair) something on the
fly , without an explicit stop and restart operation (see van Wijk and
Kempen 1987for a review of such cases). Speakersare apparently willing
to stretch or even distort their syntax to cope with local trouble , just to
maintain fluent delivery of their speech.
How universal are the mechanismsof self-repair that we have reviewed
in this chapter? Though the presentbaseof data and analysesis still fairly
limited , there is reason to supposethat the organization of repair is quite
invariant across languagesand cultures. This is, in particular , argued by
in
Schegloff ( 1987) on the basis of a comparison of repair behavior
Tuvalu an (South Pacific), Quiche (Guatemala), and Thai . According to
from " plausibly
Schegloff these universal patterns of conduct proceed
"
genericorganizational contingenciesof interaction .

Summary
can
Speakersattend to what they are saying and how they say it . They
to
content
from
monitor almost any aspect of their speech, ranging
and articulation
syntax to the choice of words to properties of phonological form
simultaall
these
to
attend
not
things
do
. But they
continuously
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neously. Attention is on the one hand selective, and on the other hand
fluctuating . Which aspectsof speechare attended to is highly dependent
on the context and on the task. A speakercan be set to attend to certain
kinds of errors or dysfluencies, and to ignore others. Also , the detection
rate fluctuates with the developing phrase structure of the current utterance
; monitoring is more intenseat endsof phrases.
There are, essentially, two classesof monitoring theories: the editing
theories and the connectionist theories. The editing theories put the monitor
outside the language-production system; the connectionist accounts
make it internal to the system. The most parsimonious version of the
fonDer type is the perceptual-loop theory, which identifies the monitor
with the languageuser' s speech-understanding system. According to this
theory, the speaker can monitor both his internal speechand his overt
speech(via the internal and the external perceptual loop , respectively) .
But there is no monitoring accessto intennediary results of fonnulating .
The connectionist type of account is most specifically worked out in
'
MacKay s node-structure theory. It assumesthat the systems for language
production and languageunderstandingare largely coincident networks
of connected nodes. Error detection is due to bottom -up priming
within this network. Both kinds of theories have their strengths and
weaknesses
, and both are hard to disconfinn.
After noticing some flaw in content or in well-fonnedness, a speaker
may interrupt himself and begin a repair operation. There is evidencethat
self-interruption follows immediately upon the detection of trouble.
Speakersdo not wait till after the completion of a syntactic, a lexical, or a
phonetic unit . .There is, however, one exception to this Main Interruption
Rule: Speakersrespectthe integrity of words- at least, of words that are
themselvescorrect. Erroneous words, on the other hand, are frequently
broken off in self-repairs.
The moment of suspenseafter self-interruption is often filled with some
editing expression, most frequently er. This er is a symptom of the actuality
of trouble. It appears especially when the troublesome item is immedia
recognizedby the speaker. Other editing tenD Stend to reveal
the kind of trouble at hand. When there is an all -out mistake, editing express
are usedthat involve rejection or excuse(no, sorry) . When what
was said was merely not fully appropriate, editing expressionsare not
much used, and when used they tend to stressthe continuity of interpretation
(that is).
When the speaker resumesspeechafter this interlude, he carefully relates
the repair to the interrupted original utterance. There is, first , asyn -
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tactic relation between these two. The original utterance and the repair
are, essentially, delivered as two conjuncts of a coordination . The syntax
of repairing is governed by a rule of well-fonnedness, which acknowledges
this coordinative character of repairs. The rule is usually followed
in naturally occurring repairs. But it can, as can any linguistic rule, be
violated.
A secondobservation is that the way of repairing dependson the occasion
. In correcting all -out errors, speakerstend to preservethe original
syntax in the repair. They can cite parts of the original utterancewithout
change, except of course for the item(s) to be replaced. When the occasion
of repair is an inappropriateness, speakersoften refonnulate, either
by inserting fresh materials into the original utterance or by starting with
a new utterance. Error repairs are conservative; appropriatenessrepairs
are rather innovative refonnulations.
A third property of the way speakersrestart their speechis that they
give cuesabout how to relate the repair to the original utterance. When
the repair is to be understood as the continuation of the original utterance
from someword on, the first repair word revealswhich word that is.
In most other casesthe editing tenD tells the listener how to solve this
continuation problem.
Not all repairs are neatly made as stop-and-restart operations.
"
"
Speakerscan preservefluency by repairing on the fly , but usually at the
expenseof syntactic well-fonnedness.
It is often the interlocutor who makes the speaker aware of some
trouble in his speech, by asking what? or what do you mean? or by giving
nonverbal signals. A speaker not only monitors his own speechdirectly ;
he also monitors it indirectly by attending to the interlocutors reactions.
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.
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.
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